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PREFACE
A Jewish Life: l90 6-l975

Jerome Kohn

"The human sense of reality demands that men actualize the sheer passive

givenness of their being, not in order to change it but in order to make artic

ulate and call into full existence what otherwise they would have to suffer

passively anyhow." I

I deliberately begin with a quotation from The Human Condition (1958),

unquestionably one of Hannah Arendt's most read, studied, and scrutinized

works, and one in which there is hardly any mention of Jews, Jewish affairs,

or Jewish history. Indeed, the only discussion that might be called "Jewish"

takes place in the book's last chapter, "The Vita Actiya and the Modern

Age," in the penultimate section on "Life as the Highest Good." There

Arendt shows a negative interest in the Decalogue: the way it "enumerates

the offense of murder," she writes, "without any special emphasis, among a

number of other transgressions," does not make "preservation of life the

cornerstone of the legal system of the Jewish people." She goes on to distin

guish "the Hebrew legal code" as occupying an "intermediary position ...

between pagan antiquity and all Christian or post-Christian legal systems," a

position that "may be explicable by the Hebrew creed," she says, "which

stresses the potential immortality of the people, as distinguished from the

pagan immortality of the world on one side and the Christian immortality of

individual life on the other."2

Although that important distinction is made in the only overtly "Jewish"

passage in The Human Condition, I want to suggest that the sense of the first

sentence I quoted from the same work-which makes the general claim that

"the human sense of reality demands" all human beings to "actualize" the
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Preface

"givenness of their being" lest "they ... suffer [it] passively anyhow"

cannot be fully grasped without recognizing its poignancy as originating in

Arendt's experience as a Jew living in the twentieth century. This is only one

example of how the "incidents of living experience," whether or not they are

stated explicitly,3lie at the root of Arendt's thinking and inform her writing

even at their most abstract level; yet it is an example with a certain priority,

since it deals with the human capacity for action, which initiated political the

orizing in the first place, with Plato, and remains, at least for Arendt, its

essential or underlying subject (subiectum).

Hannah Arendt was born one hundred years ago in Hannover; when she

was three years old she moved with her family to Konigsberg; at eighteen she

left home to study philosophy, Protestant theology, and Greek philology at

the universities of Marburg, Heidelberg, and Freiburg; four years later she

completed her formal studies with a dissertation on "The Concept of Love in

Augustine."4 When still a child, however, she became aware of her Jewish

ness, not by having been told by her family that she was a Jew, but from the

antisemitic slurs of her schoolmates.5 If her teachers made antisemitic

remarks she was instructed to stand up, leave the schoolroom, go home, and

report exactly what had been said, whereupon her mother would write a let

ter of complaint to the authorities in charge of such matters. On those occa

sions little Hannah had the rest of the day off from school, which, in her

words, "was marvellous!" On the other hand, she was not permitted even to

mention at home the slurs of children her own age, but was told to answer

them herself, unassisted. At an early age, and among her earliest Jewish

experiences, Arendt became versed in the ways of "paying back" the "strik

ing blows"6 of her peers by responding to them as a Jew, by asserting her

Jewishness. That act was first performed in childhood, and would be

repeated later in life, when it no longer had anything to do with the accus

tomed thoughtlessness of children.

From the beginning Arendt found being a Jew "special," but in no sense

"inferior." She "looked different" from her schoolmates, and, though a Ger

man national, she felt a part not of the German but of the Jewish people.

Almost half a century later, in a letter to Gershom Scholem included in this

volume, she wrote: "To be a Jew belongs for me to the indisputable facts of

my life, and I never wanted to change or disclaim anything about such facts."

Why? Not out of pride, or what Scholem had accused her of lacking,
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namely, "love of the Jewish people," but out of "a basic gratitude for every

thing that is as it is; for what is given and not made; for what isphysei [brought

about naturally] and not nomo [brought about conventionally or legally]."

Having been born a Jew was part of "the sheer passive givenness of [her]

being," as was having been born a woman, and as was also, I suppose, the

potentiality of her mind, the sheer capaciousness of her imagination. It was

the latter that prompted her, at the age of fourteen, to take down from the

shelves of the family library the works of Immanuel Kant. First she learned

his philosophy, which influenced her tremendously, and later she followed

his example by daring to think for herself.7 It may be worthwhile to look at

these three "givens" of Arendt's being, at their connections and disconnec

tions, in a little more detail.

The need to understand, probably the primary need of Arendt's life, can

never be fulfilled by thinking alone. For the more the need "to understand

whatever happens," as she once put it, "without doing anything"8 is fed by

thinking, the farther thinking reaches out for what is increasingly complex

and difficult to understand, even for what defies thinking altogether.9 In retro

spect it seems as if Arendt were bound one day to think about thinking itself,

that is, to focus her thinking on the activity of the thinking ego, the condition

sine qua non but not per quam of understanding. When she finally did so she

found three things of vital concern to her: that the thinking ego withdraws

from the world in order to think about what appears and happens in the world;

that the activity of the thinking ego is an intense inner dialogue with itself,

acting back upon itself; and that, in its pure activity, the thinking ego is "age

less, sexless, without qualities, and without a life story." 10 These three things

imply three more things of particular concern to us: that the conditions of the

activity of thinking-world-withdrawal and self-reflexivity-are utterly dis

tinct, indeed the opposite, from those of the modalities of active life (vita

activa); that the thinking ego is not an identical one but a nonidentical two-in

one; and that the actualization of the power of the mind in the activity of

thinking differs fundamentally from the actualization of the other "givens" of

Arendt's being, that is, from becoming an identifiable woman, who is not

"sexless" or "ageless" and has plenty of "qualities," and an identifiable Jew,

whose "life story," as it turned out, is well worth telling and retelling.

But things are never simple with Hannah Arendt. Her womanhood may

be said to have been first actualized, and also tested, when she fell in love-
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literally into love-with Martin Heidegger. From her seat in the lecture hall in

Marburg, she saw herself reflected in his eyes, not narcissistically as the object

of his desire, but as the woman he had awakened, whom she had not encoun

tered before. To her he wrote: "to be in love" is "to be pressed into one's own

most existence"; "amo," he said, "means volo ut sis ... I love you-I will you

to be what you are." For him, in a more troubled vein, she wrote that their

love "obliterated all reality, caused the present to shrivel," saying that "she felt

as if everything were now slipping away, vanishing ... with the hidden

uncanniness of a shadow stealing across a path." II She was nineteen; Heideg

ger was thirty-six, married with two children, and embarked with his then

friend Karl Jaspers on a revolution in philosophy. For Heidegger this meant

following a path of thinking that sought to retrieve and bring to consciousness

what had long been forgotten in the history of thought, in philosophy as well

as the various branches of theoretical and practical knowledge. His thinking

probed past thinking, going ever farther back through the history of thought

in an effort to dislodge what was unthought at each of its stages. With the

force of a magnet, Heidegger drew his students, none more than Arendt, to

ask the first, last, and most fundamental question about the being of all enti

ties, the source of thought itself, which the thinking ego in its ongoing, end

less activity is not wont to ask-that is, not wont to risk silencing its own

inner dialogue by hearkening to and heeding the call of being.

The"ontological difference" between entities and their being does not lead

to an understanding of thinking's origin; on the contrary, it points beyond the

subject-object distinction, beyond the separation of the entity that under

stands from anything that can be understood. The passion of Heidegger's

teaching reveals no-thing, no-thingness, and caused his loving and most recep

tive student to experience the reality of the present, the world of existing

things, the historical time in which strictly human events occur, and, it may be

added, the biographical time in which human substance or character is

formed,12 as shadows disappearing across his paths of thinking. Three years

later, in a work that no less than any other of her writings is embedded in her

"living experience," Arendt attempted to understand the profound, never-to

be-forgotten, and in more ways than one vexed experience of loving a man

whose life, as much as any man's has ever been, for better and worse, was

spent in pursuit of one overriding thought, the meaning (as he first called it)

or the truth (as he later called it) of being. This work is unique in Arendt's
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oeuvre, however, in that it is written from an artificially imposed distance,

elaborately embroidered as an academic dissertation on Augustine, the

philosopher who some fifteen hundred years earlier had distinguished forms

of love: appetitus or craving, cupiditas or wrong desire, caritas or right desire,

and neighborly love, love for those with whom one shares the world. As an

analysis of Augustine's conception of love, Arendt's work is appropriately

theological: all forms of human love lead to the love of God, for Augustine

the eternal entity that alone can be enjoyed in and for itself (frui), and to

attain which-to attain one's own future life-all temporal objects, including

the world itself, are rightly to be used (uti). The work is also fraught with ten

sions, especially regarding neighborly love. How can one who is drawn out of

the world by the love of God-let alone drawn beyond God by the thought of

being-still live in the world and enjoy anything or love anyone within it?

The Augustinian version of that question is tucked away at the end of a long

scholarly footnote,13 and is never answered; the fact that it is not answered, in

my opinion, holds the key not only to Arendt's dissertation but also to the

seeming paradox of her changed but lasting love for Martin Heidegger.

But what of her Jewishness? It is that which chiefly concerns us here. We

have seen that Arendt considered her Jewishness, the way she appeared to

others, a "given" of her being which she never wanted "to change or dis

claim"; and also that she was called upon to defend her Jewishness as soon as

she discovered, through a form of antisemitism, that she was a Jew. Perhaps

defending herself as a Jew may be seen as an act inspired by "gratitude" for

the very gift that others denigrated, or perverted, or attempted to rob her of

altogether. Be that as it may, neither gift nor gratitude made her Jewishness

"articulate," or called it "into full existence," in anything like the sense that

her womanhood was articulated in the experience of love,14 or that the

potency of her mind fully existed in the activities of understanding-which

for Arendt included impartial and communicative judging in addition to

thinking. Although some Jews may "actualize" their Jewishness in their reli

gious creed and beliefs, Arendt is not among them. Is there another dimen

sion of human being, as real as love and understanding, but as distinct from

them as from religious obervance? Is there a dimension of our existence in

which we as plural beings are capable of spontaneously acting into the world,

beginning something new and changing the world, and by the same token

making manifest, in our absolute distinctness from every other human being,
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who we are? Of course we all know that for Arendt there is such a dimension,

and that it is the dimension on which the entire realm of politics-of what

she means by politics-and political life depends.

But knowing something is never the same as understanding it. There is,

moreover, prior to political considerations, though in her case not unrelated

to them, the question of what being a Jew means to Arendt. There are times

when an anecdote or joke can illuminate a difficult question, if only by show

ing what its answer is not. Arendt once asked a student who did not look Jew

ish but had a decidedly Jewish surname about his "background." Assuming

he knew what she was getting at, he responded, with a slight sense of embar

rassment, that his father, whose family was Jewish, was raised as a Jew, but

that his mother, whose family was French and Scottish, was raised as a Chris

tian Protestant. As a result of his being "half Jewish," as he put it (if even

that, in view of his non-Jewish mother), his religious education had been

practically nil, gratuitously adding that, if anything, he had an aesthetic

predilection for Roman Catholic masses. Arendt looked at her student for

what seemed to him an interminable time-though it probably lasted less

than twenty seconds-with numbing incredulity, before abruptly changing

the subject. About six months later, when Rosh Hashanah came around, the

student found himself again with Arendt. She asked him if he were going to

celebrate the holiday, and when he said that he had no plans to do so, she said,

"Well, anyway, I want to wish a happy New Year ... to the Jewish half of

you." They both laughed, he somewhat uneasily. But he never again referred

to himself as "half Jewish." Arendt's joke opened his eyes to the fact that

neither his mixed heritage, nor Christian mother, nor lack of a religious

upbringing altered what it means to be, not half a Jew, but a Jew at all-a

member, willy-nilly, of the Jewish people. She saw through her eyes, and the

eyes of the world she knew, what all along he had been looking at narrowly

and partially from the shelter of his own singular point of view. She judged

his insularity, and communicated her judgment in a way that filled her stu

dent with a sense of being liberated from it.

As this volume bears ample if incomplete testimony,I5 Hannah Arendt proba

bly wrote more about Jewish affairs in general than about any other topic. I
want to share with readers the phenomenon that struck me when finally, after
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months stretching into years of searching out, sifting through, and compiling

these writings, I was able to step back and reflect on the collection as a whole.

What struck me then was the dramatic and in the end ironic-Socratically

ironic-trajectory these essays and articles trace in the thought and life of a

Jewish woman who was born in Germany in 1906 and died in America in 1975.

Arendt's experiences as a Jew may be said to have five principal phases.

There is, first-while in her twenties, when blackening clouds of anti

semitism were gathering in the sky over Germany-Arendt's initial interest

in the story of German Jewry. The word "story" seems preferable to "his

tory" since Jewish history, either in its absence or presence, is the central con

cern of the first essay published here, "The Enlightenment and the Jewish

Question." The term "Jewish question" in this context refers to the problem

atic situation of an identifiable people living in a land that is not their land but

that of another people.16 The story Arendt tells is of the status of Germany's

Jews mainly from the seventeenth century on, of how that status changed

from one of physical segregation to-in the wake of the French Revolution,

the Declaration of the Rights of Man, and more proximately Prussia's defeat

by Bonaparte in 1807 and the subsequent French occupation-one of civil

emancipation. It is clear to Arendt that the Emancipation Edict of 1812 did

not, and was never intended to, preserve the identity of the Jews as a people,

and therefore did not introduce a new Jewish presence into German polit

icallife-such as it was. On the contrary, earlier Enlightenment thinkers

Gotthold Lessing on one side and his friend Moses Mendelssohn on the

other-viewed the possibility of Jewish emancipation as the long-awaited

opportunity for Jews to be recognized as human beings like other human

beings. In other words, for the Enlightenment mentality the purpose of

emancipating Jews was to grant them the human rights enjoyed by non-Jews,

and to "improve" their lot by erasing their determinative history. Henceforth

their "unfortunate" history of persecutions and pogroms as Christ killers,

stretching back to the Middle Ages, would be submerged and forgotten in

future history, which was envisioned as the irresistible progress of man

kind. 17 What would be new was that Jews, as fully equal members of mankind,

as rightful sharers in universal reason-the essence of humanity to the

Enlightenment-would now be free to participate in that history-to-be.

J. G. Herder, whom Arendt sees as a proto-Romantic, was critical of the
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principles of the Enlightenment. For him the formation (Bildung) and hence

the toleration of Jews depended on the restoration of their history; "the ir

revocability of all that has happened" shows, first, that Jews are not the same

as other peoples, and, second, that for Jews to understand their history-by

which he meant thinking it through from its beginning-is the sole condition

of their being liberated from it. First the emancipation and then the assimila

tion of Jews, their education and formation, their "humanization," will be

the result of a political decision sharply to be distinguished from the Enlight

enment principle of Selhstdenken, an independent thinking in what for Jews,

without their history, Herder sees as a vacuum. That vacuum will be filled

when Jews, understanding the uniqueness of their history and importing it

into the present, become separated from their past. In the separation pro

vided by their understanding, Jews will realize that the destruction of the

Temple had already, two thousand years before, destroyed their historical

continuity as a people. Jews are indeed a historical people, who by under

standing their "exceptional" history will realize they are no longer God's

"chosen people." Their "Palestine," and all that word may signify apart from

a geographical territory, can then be theirs wherever they find themselves,

dispersed, as they are, throughout the world. The formation of Herder's

present-day liberated German Jew, in other words, is contingent on under- '

standing that his past is "alien" to him. Herder deprives Jews not of their

handed-down history but of their past, a distinction that will be of immense

importance to Arendt later on. Here she already questions whether under

standing their history at the price of the reality of their past means anything

other than that Jews, once again, "stand face-to-face with nothing"-the very

vacuum Herder's philosophy of history sought to fill.

In sum, the civil emancipation of Jews, which in any case was repealed

less than a dozen years after it was proclaimed,I8 accomplished little more

than to make their social assimilation, their integration into German "soci

ety," seem viable. Let us retain from the foregoing the segregation of Jews in

the dark, worldless privacy of the ghetto, on the one hand, and the emer

gence of Jews not into the light of the public realm but into the respectability

of society, on the other. And let us also retain Arendt's first encounter, via

the Jewish question, with the rights of man, the supposedly "inalienable"

rights of every human being.

"The Enlightenment and the Jewish Question" was published in 1932.
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The following year, when Arendt was twenty-six, the Reichstag was burned

and Adolf Hitler and the National Socialist Party rose to power. In July 1933

Arendt was arrested in Berlin for working, though she was not a Zionist,

with a Zionist organization; upon her release (thanks to the good graces of a

German policeman who was not a Jew) she promptly left Germany, illegally

crossing the Czech border, and by way of Prague and Geneva reaching

Paris, where she discovered friends and acquaintances who as Jews and/or

Communists were in the same political situation of statelessness as herself. 19

The second phase of Arendt's Jewish experience was her political awakening

to the fact that she was no longer a German national, which, as I see it, is as

inseparable as the two sides of a coin from her growing awareness of the

impending disaster of the failure of the social assimilation of German

Jews.20 The failure of the project of social assimilation would have entirely

unpredictable political consequences,21 notably the deprivation of Jews in

Germany of the most "basic human rights, the right to work, the right to be

useful, the right to found a home," and eventually of their right to live

Jews would be deprived even of the privation of their old segregated ghetto

lives. As part of her politicization it is not surprising that during the Paris

years, from 1933 to 1940, Arendt became as much of a Zionist as she would

ever be. At least the Zionists, whose goal of establishing a Jewish nation

state she never shared, saw the urgency for Jews to take action against the

dangers facing them.

In France Arendt wanted to do something that mattered: she found a job

with Youth Aliyah, a Zionist organization that provided the means and train

ing that enabled German and eastern European Jewish youths, from the ages

of thirteen to seventeen, to quit Europe and emigrate to Palestine. Among

the minor treasures in this volume is an article she wrote in French in 1935,

"Some Young People Are Going Home" ("Des jeunes s'en vont chez eux"),

in which the reader catches a rare glimpse of Arendt as a social worker and

practical psychologist. One young man who came to her felt doubly isolated,

from the community into which he had been born and by the"despair" of his

parents, who had tried to escape to Palestine but had been refused entry. By

speaking with Arendt he came to realize that what he perceived as the

"shame" of his parents' "personal misfortune" was in fact "the misfortune of

an entire people," and, more important, that as a newcomer, a member of a

new generation, he was not a castaway in the world but, on the contrary, was
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needed by a different community from the one he had lost-that now there

was a way open for him, if not for his parents, to join in solidarity with Jew

ish pioneers in the faraway land of Palestine, in Eretz Israel, his ancestral

homeland. It is not known if this young man was among those Arendt

brought to Palestine in 1935 and settled in kibbutzim, but one hopes so.

In 1936, in a letter to Heinrich Blucher, Arendt makes clear in words she

would not have used to the youths in her care the reason she herself believes

in Palestine as the Jewish homeland: "Palestine," she writes, "is not at the

center of our national aspirations because 2,000 years ago some people lived

there from whom in some sense or other we are supposed to be descended,

but because for 2,000 years the craziest of peoples took pleasure in preserv

ing the past in the present, because for them 'the ruins of Jerusalem are, you

could say, rooted in the heart of time."'22 In the 1930S Arendt derives the

right of Jews to a homeland neither from Zionist visions or ambitions, nor

from the 1917 Balfour Delaration that largely acceded to them, but, as she put

it some twenty years later, from "the potential immortality of the [Jewish]

people."

Arendt later recalled that at this time, as it had not before, being a Jew

"had become my own problem, and my own problem was political. Purely

political!"23 The role Blucher, who had been a strategist for the Sparticist

Bund and a member of the German Communist Party, played in Arendt's

political education has often been noted and can hardly be exaggerated. He

was not a Jew but more than sympathetic to the Jewish cause insofar as he

saw it as part of a greater cause. He writes to Arendt:

Jews have to wage their national war on an international scale. How

ever, the mass of this marvelous international dynamite must be pro

tected so that it is not turned into shit in the chamber pot of a Parasitic

Jewish International. ... What we want is for [Jews] to come back to

the East as the carriers of the flame finally returning from the West,

with the ultimate word of freedom on their lips, with the slogan of lib

eration of all those exploited and oppressed, together with the great

struggle of the only class that will remain revolutionary till the very

end-the modern working class.24

Those are the words of an idealistic Marxist, whom Arendt salutes as her

"beloved miracle-rabbi." But for her the realm of politics, which she first
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experienced in Jewish politics, is fundamentally not encompassed by ideals

of any kind, any more than it is by strategies, regardless of their utility in

achieving particular political goals. "If antisemitism is the ferment of racial

hatred," says Blucher, "then this concrete question will be able to turn itself

dialectically into one of the ferments of the world revolution."2) Not so for

Arendt, and not only because she was never a Marxist or Communist. Her

increasing need at this time was to examine the ways that antisemitism had

changed from a lingering social prejudice into an ideological worldview, and

in so changing had become her own concrete political problem; and to com

prehend how this had been possible in Germany, of all places, where Jewish

emancipation had been "equated with the struggle for human freedom" for

two hundred years, and where more Jews were absorbed, at least economi

cally, into the fabric of society than in any other European country.

A major, previously unpublished essay in this book-edited from an

undated and uncompleted German manuscript, which from interior and

exterior evidence Arendt almost certainly was writing in France in the last

years of the 1930S until, in 1940, she was interrupted by being interned in a

camp for "enemy aliens" in southern France-points directly to Arendt's

turn to, and original orientation in, the realm of politics. The essay is called

"Antisemitism," and no doubt will bring to mind the first part of The Origins

of Totalitarianism, which bears the same title. One difference between them

is fully evident in the style of the earlier essay, which is far less censorious of

Jewish public figures. Benjamin Disraeli, for example, appears in the essay in

a single footnote, in a context that bears no relation to Arendt's scathing por

trait of him in Origins. Another related difference is that when Origins was

published in 195I Arendt already knew that she had written a political rather

than a historical book. She wrote it, as she said, to see an unprecedented

form of government destroyed, namely totalitarianism, which is not men

tioned in the essay. Though soon she would be writing to see antisemitism

destroyed, here she is intent to understand the ground from which it later

grew into Nazi policy. Antisemitism is one of Arendt's great topics, and

her first deep probing of it is a detailed analysis of its development in mod

ern German history. But what her probing unmistakably shows is that the

twists and turns of German history, far from indicating a possible resolution

to the problem of antisemitism, present it, from a political point of view, as

an impasse.
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"There have been numerous attempts," she writes, "to blur the funda

mental difference and downplay the historical dissimilarities between the full

scope of the medieval hatred of Jews on the one hand ... and the scope of

modern antisemitism on the other-in all its varying colors, from social

hatred of 'piggish capitalism' to hatred of the race, from the antisemitism of

the aristocracy to that of the petite bourgeoisie, from its first timid begin

nings at the start of the nineteenth century to its fulfillment in the twentieth."

She continues:

What is thereby achieved is nothing less than once again to abstract the

Jewish question out of the historical process and to destroy the com

mon ground on which the fate of both Jews and non-Jews is decided.

Both "medieval barbarism" and "everlasting antisemitism" leave us

Jews without any hope. If medieval barbarism can erupt against us,

then that would appear to be the most valid proof that we are not part

of and have no home in modern history.

That is not, of course, her own opinion.26 Arendt's point is rather that

throughout modern German history Jews were pawns, more or less and

almost necessarily willing pawns, in the game of power politics. They were

used by the monarchy, the aristocracy, and the liberals, and discarded by each

of those opposed factions when their usefulness, which was financial, was

either used up or no longer deemed socially desirable. Jews were then seen

neither as individuals nor as a distinct people, and less as a separate class than

as a caste within German society, a caste that bore the brunt of a revived anti

semitism "that feeds," as Arendt puts it, "upon the 'fear of ghosts.'" The

"illusion" of assimilated Jews, that their being Jewish was a private and not a

public matter, was in effect shattered, and it is out of this "poisoned social

atmosphere" that antisemitism slowly emerged as a political ideology.

The manuscript of this essay-unfinished but well over one hundred pages

in length-culminates in the conservative aristocracy's attack on the liberal

values of the bourgeoisie, which came at a historical moment in the nineteenth

century, between 1812 and 1823, when the absolute monarchy in Prussia, the

power of the state, lacked the support of both the aristocracy and the bour

geoisie: the great Junkers, in the eyes of the monarchy, wanted to eat its

power, and the bourgeoisie wanted a constitution to assure its primarily eco

nomic interests. The shared opposition to the monarchy of the aristocracy
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and the bourgeoisie, however, in no way united them, for the reactionary aris

tocrats' privileges were thought by them to come "from God" and to be

rooted in hereditary property rather than wealth; the aristocrats disdained

"the merchant 'who feels equally at home in all nations'''; the freedom of

trade, dear to the bourgeois heart, was to the Junkers the opposite of German

patriotism.

The attack of the aristocracy on the bourgeoisie, at least at first, was not

aimed at the Jews. It was rather the liberal bourgeois citizens, shamed by the

aristocrats' accusations that they were nouveaux riches, lacked roots, and

were a disintegrative and destructive force within the German nation, who

redirected the attack against the Jews. "For in the end the liberals' truly

destructive self-hatred gave rise to a hatred of the Jews, that being the only

means liberals had of distancing themselves from themselves, of shifting

slander to others who, though they did not think of themselves as the 'bour

geoisie,' were forced to be its one hundred percent embodiment." At the end

of the essay as we have it, Arendt writes that the "distorted and intentionally

mendacious equation of profit with usury ... [and] of usury with the bour

geoisie pointed, as if all by itself, to the Jews, who had once been usurers and

who lived on as such in popular memory, pointed, that is, to the 'real'

usurers-and distancing oneself from them would surely mean salvaging

one's social position." But by then an incipient ideological antisemitism had

passed into the hands of more "violent" classes that, like the Junkers but for

different reasons and from an entirely different position on the social spec

trum, despised the bourgeoisie. Stung in one way or another by the Junkers'

feudal arguments, all classes of German society, from the aristocracy to the

bourgeoisie to the peasantry, and not excluding the mon~rchy, which even in

its independence from any social class was aware that its power would be

vitiated if it lacked all popular support, were henceforth suspicious of the

Jewish presence in Germany.

Let us retain three things from this phase of Arendt's Jewish experience:

that German history revealed the Enlightenment's "inalienable" human

rights as jeopardized by the social sphere in general and by its economic and

financial interests in particular-the sphere, that is, into which most Jews in

Germany were forced by one set of circumstances to assimilate and subse

quently, by another set of circumstances, forced out of; that her first glimpse

of a political realm, in which a diversity of people live together within the
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same borders, came as she saw it disappearing in Germany; and that the

notion of a Jewish people, which previously had been taken for granted, was

suddenly no longer self-evident. "Gouvernements passent, Ie peuple reste,"

but now the future and the very meaning of a Jewish people had become

problematic to her.

In July 1940, when the opportunity presented itself, Arendt fled from the

internment camp in Gurs, eventually reuniting with Blucher, whom she had

married the previous January, in Montauban. In Marseilles they set about

the complicated business of obtaining visas to leave France for America. Via

Lisbon, they arrived in New York on May 22, 1941. The tumult of events

preceding total war issued in a ten-year period, from 1941 through 1950,

which was by far the most productive of Arendt's writings on Jewish poli

tics,27 incorporating the third and fourth, and anticipating the fifth, phases of

her experience as a Jew. The first of the many articles Arendt wrote for the

New York German-Jewish newspaper Auftau was published on October 24,

1941. In it we hear for the first but certainly not the last time her outraged and

indignant voice, here rejecting the demand that Jews ought to be grateful to

those non-Jews, in this case the eminent French writer Jules Romains, who

helped some of them escape Nazi persecution:

What concerns us Jews ... and what makes us blush again for the hun

dredth time is our despairing question: Is our alternative truly only

between malevolent enemies and condescending friends? Are genuine

allies nowhere to be found, allies who understand ... [t]hat in this war

our freedom and honor hang in the balance no less than the freedom

and honor of the nation to which Jules Romains belongs?

The "freedom and honor" of Jews-if they are to constitute a distinct

people, rather than a caste of unconscious pariahs, among the peoples of the

world-sound and resound throughout the activist and at times militant

pieces Arendt wrote for Auftau. But it would be a mistake not to note that

"Jewish Chances: Sparse Prospects, Divided Representation," published on

April 20, 1945, concludes this series of articles on a note of disillusion that

Jews "have not been honored with even a semblance of participation in the

organization of victory and peace" following the war, and even more so that

an internal "Jewish spat," as she puts it, will prevent a unified representation
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of Jews at the upcoming conference in San Francisco. In only a few days'

time that conference was to be convened to consider matters vital to Jews as a

people, including the question of "the replacement of the [British] mandate

by an international trusteeship" in Palestine, and that of "the status of state

less persons," whose plight in Europe, though more desperate than hers in

America, Arendt readily imagined from her own ongoing experience of

statelessness.

In between the first and the last, these short and accessible newspaper

articles provide a unique Jewish perspective on the course of the Second

World War, a political perspective that as such is the concern of Jews and

non-Jews alike. In them she calls for the mobilization of Jews in action, the

formation of an international Jewish army to fight the Nazis under its own

flag. That flag will unfurl before the eyes of the world, making visible the

f d f h J ·h I " " "" I" b h "ree om 0 t e eW1S peop e- my or our peop e, our ret ren, as

Arendt consistently refers to all Jews. It was as she was writing these articles

that she learned of the destruction of European Jewry at the hands of the

Nazis, which only intensifies her appeal to all living Jews for action, which

later, more abstractly, she describes as the highest human activity in active

life. At the same time she expresses nothing but admiration for the labor and

work-the two other activities of active life-of the generations of Jews in

Palestine, turning what was a desert into the oases of a potential Jewish

homeland. Though her political perspective is opposed to Herzlian Zionism,

insofar as the latter would use hatred of the Jewish "substance" as the means

for Jews to become "a people like all other peoples," Arendt recognizes that

Zionists operate within the realm of politics. She strongly contrasts political

Zionists with antipolitical Revisionists, who employ the means of terror to

intimidate or kill those they perceive as enemies, in effect saying, "If you

are not with us you are against us, and do not deserve to live in Palestine."

In these articles Arendt is well aware of Jewish disputatiousness-so many

Jews, so many opinions-but her regular Aufhau column, under the ban

ner "This Means You," explicitly asks individual Jews to join together, not

only to form an army but also to sit down at a table and discuss their differ

ences: not to disown their own opinions but to think about and seriously con

sider opinions other their own, and by speaking and listening to their peers

rise above their disagreements and participate in the formation of a genuine
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Jewish plurality. The meaning of a Jewish people, a free people that

acknowledges and respects the freedom of others, is manifest in the third

phase of Arendt's experience as a Jew.

In "A Way toward the Reconciliation of Peoples" Arendt makes an inter

esting distinction between a people and a nation, which introduces the fourth

phase of her Jewish experience. When Petain signed the German-French

armistice, which demanded that every refugee in France be handed over to

the Nazis, Arendt says he "annihilated the French nation." The foundation

of the French nation-state was shaken when it ceased to be a state of law,

when the rights of its citizens were abrogated, when justice was no longer its

principle, and when an ideology, namely antisemitism, became its policy.

What was left was the French people, which does not mean every Frenchman

but those who mobilized against the state, resisting its power, acting in free

dom, and restoring justice. Freedom and justice are the leitmotifs of the jour

nal kept by the French poet Rene Char when he fought with the French

Resistance during the Second World War, a journal aptly titled "Hypnos

Waking," and his words from it inform the last chapter, "The Revolutionary

Tradition and Its Lost Treasure," of On Revolution (1963). Arendt speaks

here of rebellion and not revolution, but it is difficult to doubt that the seeds

that later grew into the more abstract work were experientially planted in this

essay, whose primary subject is the rebellion of Jews against their Nazi

oppressors. The goal of revolution is to found a new state, a new kind of

state-not a return to the status quo ante-and this is precisely what Arendt

sees as the goal of the Jewish people.

The writings that make up the greater part of the fourth phase of Arendt's

Jewish experience are those reprinted in this volume from Ron H. Feldman's

no longer available Hannah Arendt, The Jew as Pariah: Jewish Identity and

Politics in the Modern Age (1978). These essays are identified in the biblio

graphical information in the publication history that follows, and are dis

cussed in some detail in Ron Feldman's introduction following the

publication history. Feldman's introduction speaks for itself and it is not my

intention to repeat or anticipate it. My concern is rather with two matters

important in the present context: first, the opportunity Arendt saw for Jews

to become a nation, their opportunity, after all they had been through, to

retrieve a fragment of their past and again become "a light unto the nations";

and second, the structure of the state that might embody their nationhood
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and its principal condition. Arendt's well-known and much debated notion

of a "right to have rights" has, I believe, its source in these matters. If it were

a civil right, it would be among the rights of persons deprived of such rights,

as Jews were so often deprived in the past and more radically than ever by the

Nazis. It would make no sense. A "right to have rights," as I see it, must be

the right of a people to become a nation by founding a state whose institu

tions announce and guard the civil rights of its citizens. A "right to have

rights" is not a civil but a political right, and politics is always for Arendt

what goes on between a plurality of individuals speaking together about

what concerns them in common, generating the power to do what they deter

mine can be done by acting together. Founding a new state is a risky business,

as we know from both ancient and modern history-hence Arendt's consid

erable interest in foundation myths-but because of what they suffered and

endured, Arendt thought that Jews, her own people, had an opportunity to

found a state whose power potential might be very great. The Jewish people,

exercising their "right to have rights" and mindful of the role of justice in

their past, could found a state that would require nothing beneath them to

sustain its existence: they themselves would be their own foundation. 28

The structure of a new state in Palestine, as Arendt saw it, should not be

that of a European nation-state. The Jews are an island surrounded by a sea

of Arabs, as she says, and alone, without the help of the United States and

other states, could hardly survive if Arab peoples joined together to crush

them. The aid in money and materiel the state of Israel receives has so far

allowed it to survive, but peace has never appeared as the goal of the many

wars and almost constant conflicts that have engaged it since it was carved

out of the British Mandate in 1948; and the various "road maps" to peace,

which have mainly been drawn not by Arabs and Jews together but by diplo

mats from outside states and organizations, have led almost nowhere.

Already in 1948 Arendt foresaw what now perhaps has come to pass, that

Israel would become a militaristic state behind closed but threatened borders,

a "semi-sovereign" state from which Jewish culture would gradually vanish.

In 1948 Folke Bernadotte, who in mediating between Arab and Jewish inter

ests called for the right of hundreds of thousands of Palestinian Arabs to

return to the homes from which Palestinian Jews had driven them-the right

of Arabs and Jews to live as neighbors-was shot dead by the Revisionist

Lehi group or Stern Gang. Bernadotte, a man of peace and judgment, was in
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Arendt's words "the agent of nobody ... murdered by the agents of war"

("The Failure of Reason: The Mission of Bernadotte").

The present state of Israel bears little resemblance to the binational Arab

Jewish state envisioned by Arendt, for whose realization in Palestine she

worked with Judah Magnes ("Magnes, the Conscience of the Jewish

People") and others. Its structure would be a council system of governing, a

system that, one could say, is genuinely revolutionary. "Local self-governing

and mixed Jewish-Arab municipal and rural councils, on a small scale and as

numerous as possible, are the only realistic political measures that can even

tually lead to the political emancipation of Palestine," as Arendt puts it. In

this structure power would be generated by agreements handed up, not

down, from level to level of councils, arising from the levels in which ordi

nary Jews and Arabs come together to deal with the common problems that

lie between them and relate them. Politically speaking, there is no "other" to

be excluded in the council system, and its power potential is immense: it

could become, as Arendt suggests, a federation of Mediterranean peoples,

which would not be a sovereign state but rather a new autonomous polity

with its own large place in the world. The condition of the council system of

governing does not entail loving one's neighbor but rather entering into

political friendship with him. Political friendship, which Arendt later traces

to Aristotle's philia politike, is much the same as the public spirit in which

promises are made to be kept; the rule of one people over another would be

ruled out in a public-spirited polity of different peoples. After 1950, when

her great hope for a binational state in Palestine was unfulfilled, Arendt's

writings on Jewish affairs diminished in quantity. She entered a period of

reflection on the meaning of human freedom and its complex relations to

active life (yita actiya), and while those relations, and their reversals, are

embroidered in the philosophic-historical tapestry of The Human Condition

(and seem more revelant today than ever), their depth cannot be fathomed

apart from recognizing their source in Arendt's experience as a Jew.

The fifth phase of Arendt's Jewish experience came more than a decade

later, when she reported, at her own request, on the trial of Adolf Eichmann

in Jerusalem. It is the experience of the rejection, entirely unwarranted, of a

Jew by her own people. The fundamental problem was and still is that her

report reali'{es the need for a new way of understanding after the unprece

dented evil of totalitarian crimes rendered traditional categories of philo-
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sophic and political thought, and with them traditional moral and religious

standards of judgment, useless. By a new way of understanding Arendt does

not mean inventing neologisms: it is, after all, the ancient problem of human

evil that she faced in the countenance of a single man. Relying on no tradi

tional categories or standards, shejudged Eichmann not as a demoniac but as

a banal bureaucrat, an "expert in the Jewish question" who efficiently

arranged the murders of millions of Jews-men, women, and children

against whom he harboredno "illfeelings. "29 Eichmann reiterated his lack of ill

feelings toward Jews both in his pretrial examinations and in his testimony

during the trial, as if it ought to be comprehensible to those who heard it,

whether or not they believed it. His defense held that Eichmann was merely a

small cog in a vast machine, that he only obeyed the orders of his superiors,

that Hitler's word was law, and so forth, but his lawyers never mentioned

Eichmann's lack of enmity toward Jews. Not only was it unbelievable but

also, so they thought, it had no legal bearing on what he had done. Unless he

was insane, which clearly he was not, it could not possibly exculpate their

client. In that they were right.

Arendt alone saw then what not many have seen since, that the evil Eich

mann perpetrated defies the categories in which men and women have

thought for centuries. The man had a conscience, which as the voice of God

or lumen naturale is meant to distinguish right from wrong; he even believed

he adhered to a version of Kant's categorical imperative, which, to the aston

ishment of the court, he recited more or less accurately. It was the thought

defyingness of Eichmann's evil that released, through the power of her

imagination,30 Arendt's judgment-the other and politically more potent

ingredient in her ability to understand-condemning him to deathY By

ceaselessly insisting that the evil Eichmann was responsible for cannot be

thought and by judging it, Arendt wanted Jews to see the reality of the hor

ror that had befallen them-that they were sent to their deaths en masse by

someone who did not even dislike them. Had they done that, how could they

ever deny Palestinians the rights Jews rightly claim for themselves? How

could they ever, after their own experience, treat Palestinians as if they were

superfluous? 32

As she says here ("The Disappearance of Six Million"), the situation after

the Holocaust requires a "reappraisal of our mental habits," a reappraisal

that is "truly agonizing," indeed so agonizing that it threatens to make our
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humanity "irrelevant." Arendt's human refusal not to judge, which echoes

Socrates' human refusal not to think, had the bitterly ironic result of her

expulsion from Jewish communities in America, Europe, and Israel. That

was more than difficult to bear, but she never willingly would have drunk

Socrates' hemlock: too much was at stake for humanity in her judgment that

the most extreme evil is committed without thought and without being able

to be thought. The concept of the banality of evil struck Arendt in Jerusa

lem, and she attempted to communicate its meaning for the rest of her life.33

Who one is is always conditioned, and the primary condition of who Hannah

Arendt was in her absolute distinctness is, I believe, the fact that she was born

a Jew. That does not mean she was a Jew like other Jews, or that her life is an

exemplary Jewish life, which it mayor may not be-for by definition an

example is what others emulate. These Jewish writings from more than

thirty years are less exemplifications of Arendt's political ideas than the

experiential ground from which those ideas grew and developed. It is in this

sense that Arendt's identity as a Jew, Of, as I would prefer to call it, her expe

rience as a Jew, is literally the foundation of her thought: it supports her

thinking even when she is not thinking about Jews or Jewish questions.

Arendt's experience as a Jew was sometimes that of an eyewitness and some

times that of an actor and sufferer of events, both of which run the risk of

partiality; but it was also always that of a judge, which means that she looked

at those events and, insofar as she was in them, at herselffrom the outside

an extraordinary mental feat. The enlarged mentality required of a judge

usually reflects the experiences of others, experiences that are not immedi

ately his own but are so generalized by his ability to reproduce them in imag

ination that his impartial judgment reveals their meaning. As a Jew Arendt

reproduced her own experiences, which is the epitome of the reflexivity in

reflective judgment, and in her case suggests that being a judge and a con

scious pariah among her own people are virtually synonymous. Her aware

ness that she was a conscious pariah is probably the crucial factor that

allowed her to see the political dimension in Kant's understanding of aes

thetic reflective judgment.

To conclude I turn again to The Human Condition: "The life span of man

running toward death would inevitably carry everything to ruin and destruc

tion if it were not for the faculty of interrupting it and beginning something
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new, a faculty which is inherent in action like an ever-present reminder that

men, though they must die, are not born in order to die but in order to

begin. "34 Later she continues and enlarges that thought:

... action and politics, among all the capabilities of human life, are the

only things of which we could not even conceive without at least

assuming that freedom exists.... Without [freedom] political life

would be meaningless. The raison d'etre of politics is freedom, and its

field of experience is action... )5

And once she simply declares: "The meaning of politics is freedom."36 These

are all general statements, and like the one with which I began these remarks, I

cannot but see them as grounded in Arendt's Jewish experience. In 1975, the

year she died, she spoke of a voice that comes from behind the masks she

wears to suit the occasions and the various roles the world offers her. That

voice is identical to none of the masks, but she hopes it is identifiable, sounding

through all of them. 37 Since her death, Arendt's voice has become ever more

identifiable as the actualization of the "givens" of her being, as the voice of a

Jewess, a Jewish woman, through whose imagination we see, so to speak, an

X-ray of a common human world, a world that is different from and, in every

sense that matters, appears more real than the one in which we live today.

Hannah Arendt may have doubted that such a world will ever be achieved, but

she was convinced that striying to achieve it is worth as much as anything else

in our lives, provided only that we want to be free.
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Evil, and numerous other relevant writings, all of which are in print, are not included here. Neither are

certain documents in the Arendt archive, including an early essay on Adam Miiller, a figure unlikely to

be known to contemporary anglophone readers, a number of book reviews, and some rather sketchy

memoranda for discussions with university students on the Eichmann "controversy," which may yet

prove of interest to scholars and researchers. Many of Arendt's letters dealing with Jewish affairs have

already been published in seven volumes of her individual correspondences, and more such letters will

appear in the forthcoming edition of her general correspondence.

16. The figure of the Wandering Jew is the age-old symbol of Diaspora Jews, "a people without a

land in search of a land without a people," which, as Arendt remarks, could be found only "on the

moon" or in a "fairy tale."

17. Progress, as Kant might have put it, from an "age of enlightenment" toward an "enlightened

age." Cf. "An Answer to the Question: 'What Is Enlightenment?'"

18. The Law for the Estates of the Provinces of 1823 restricted the right to vote to those "in commun

ion with a Christian Church." The civil rights of German Jews were finally enacted into law in 1869.

19. Arendt remained stateless for eighteen years, from 1933, the year she left Germany, until 19)1,

when she became an American citizen.

20. The phases I speak of are experiential and not altogether chronological. Arendt had already done

research on Jewish assimilation for several years, and her study of the life of Rahel Varnhagen-all of
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which except the last chapter, or the last two chapters, was written before she left Germany-bears the fruit

of that research, including the important distinction between Jews as "pariahs" and "parvenus." My

coeditor Ron Feldman's extensive treatment of that distinction in his Introduction relieves me of the need

to do so here. What interests me is Arendt's sense of frustration with her study of Rahel after her arrival

in Paris: her "critique of assimilation," she said, had been "politically naive" and "had hardly anything to

do with ... genuine political antisemitism" (Correspondence, Hannah Arendt-KarlJaspers, p. 197).

21. Some of these consequences were not so much foreseen as imagined by Franz Kafka as already

present in his own society. See "The Jew as Pariah: A Hidden Tradition" in this volume, in particular

Arendt's account of Kafka's The Castle, from which the following quotation is taken.

22. Within Four Walls, pp. 20-21. The interior quotation, which is also cited in "The Enlightenment

and the Jewish Question," is from J. G. Herder.

23. Arendt, Essays in Understanding, p. 12.

24. Within Four Walls, pp. 16-17.

25· Ibid., pp. 19, 15·

26. Arendt's historically informed opinion, however, is sharply to be distinguised from other twentieth

century German-Jewish thinkers, including Franz Rosenzweig, Leo Strauss, and Gersholm Scholem.The

latter, as he wrote to Arendt in 1946, did believe in "the 'eternity' of anitisemitism"; Rosenzweig's "new

thinking" is antipolitical: "The charge of Jewish life is to announce peace to the nations, not through

action but through inaction" (Peter Eli Gordon); and Strauss discerned, without seeking to resolve, "the

theologico-political predicament" inherent in Judaism. See Gordon's soon-to-be-published paper, "The

Concept of the Unpolitical: Critical Reflections on the Theological-Political Problem in German-Jewish

Thought," delivered at a conference in honor of Arendt's centennial in Berlin, October 5-7, 2006.

27. In the presentation of these writings thematic considerations have sometimes prevailed over

chronological order.

28. I am grateful to Jessica R. Restaino, who in a letter used some of the terminology in this sentence.

29. H. Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality ofEyil (New York: Viking, 1963),

p. 30, emphasis added.

30. This is the power that Jaspers refers to when he writes to Arendt, well before the trial, that even if

what she has "grasped" were put "into a logical structure that is simple and easy to teach, one will still

always have to go back to the source in you to participate in that power that enables others to see" (Cor

respondence, HannahArendt-KarlJaspers, p. 274).

3I. Arendt agreed with the court that Eichmann should be hanged but not with the traditional stan

dards of its judgment, that he had intended to do wrong or had acted from "base motives." Her judg

ment states that because Eichmann did not want "to share the earth with" all human beings, no human

being "can be expected to want to share the earth with" him, which is the sole reason he should be exe

cuted. Arendt's full judgment appears in Eichmann inJerusalem, pp. 277-79.

32. I am not suggesting that Palestinians are "innocent victims" but that they lacked and still lack the

power of a state, which the state of Israel had and has, to settle its conflicts politically.

33. For example in "Some Questions of Moral Philosophy" (1965-66) and "Thinking and Moral

Considerations" (1971), both in H. Arendt, Responsihility and Judgment, ed. J. Kohn (New York:

Schocken Books, 2003), pp. 49-146 and 159-89 respectively; and throughout the posthumously pub

lished The Life ofthe Mind.

34. Arendt, The Human Condition, p. 246.

35. Arendt, Between Past and Future, p. 146.

36. H. Arendt, The Promise ofPolitics, ed. J. Kohn (New York: Schocken Books, 2005), p. 108.

37. Arendt, Cf. Responsihility andJudgment, pp. 12-14.
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A NOTE ON THE TEXT

To begin with, the reason that the words "antisemitism" and "antisemitic"

have been used throughout this volume, instead of the more common "anti

Semitism" and "anti-Semitic," is not simply because Hannah Arendt spelled

them that way in the first part of The Origins of Totalitarianism and else

where. Rather, as she says here in the second footnote to the introduction to

the long essay "Antisemitism," "Semitic," like "Indo-Germanic," was a "lin

guistic" term before it became an "anthropological and ethnic" one, and only

in the last third of the nineteenth century was the ideological "catchword

'antisemitic'" coined and applied "to Jews in general." The point is that there

never was an ideology or movement called "Semitism," which makes "anti

Semitism" and its cognates logical misnomers.

In the sense that it contains writings by Arendt in French as well as Ger

man and English, this volume is unique. In part, but only in part, the different

languages reflect where Arendt was when she used them. There are many

exceptions, including "The Gustloff Trial," "The Jewish Question," and

"Antisemitism," all written in German after Arendt left Germany. "The

Gustloff Trial," which is an account of the trial of David Frankfurter, the

young Jew who in 1936 assassinated Wilhelm Gustloff, the leader of the Nazi

contingent in Switzlerland, is signed "Helveticus." But from letters Arendt

wrote in 1936 to Heinrich Blucher from Geneva and Zurich, we know that

she went to Switzerland to help Frankfurter and that she wrote an article

under a pseudonym. More important, the style and tone of this account,

which presage the style and tone of her report on the trial of Adolf Eich

mann in Jerusalem twenty-five years later, have convinced those most famil

iar with Arendt's German (Lotte Kohler foremost among them) that this

article could not have been written by anyone other than Arendt. "The Jew

ish Question" is marked in Arendt's hand SkiHe (sketch), and was appar

ently prepared for a speech delivered to German-speaking emigres living in
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Paris; "Antisemitism" was clearly intended as a major work on the history of

German antisemitism, for which her native German was better suited than

her adopted French.

Another exception is the more than fifty German pieces Arendt published

in the newspaper Auflau after she arrived in New York. Those pieces, of

which this is the most complete collection in any language (a few have been

omitted because they are repetitive of other articles included here) are

divided into three categories: "The Jewish War That Isn't Happening"

(October 1941-November 1942); "Between Silence and Speechlessness"

(February 1943-March 1944); and "The Political Organization of the Jewish

People" (April 1944-April 1945)-following the taxonomy of Marie Luise

Knott's German edition, published in 2000. The title of that edition, Vbr

Antisemitismus ist man nur noch aufdem Monde sicher (The Moon Is the Only

Place Where We Can Still Be Safe from Antisemitism), is a quotation from

one of the pieces. The divisions, however, are not Arendt's but indicate, in a

general way, her changing emphases during the course of the Second World

War. The Cremieux Decree ("Why the Cremieux Decree Was Abrogated")

may not be familiar to every reader. Due to the extraordinary efforts of

Adolphe Cremieux, France's Jewish minister of justice, the decree granted

French citizenship to all Algerian Jews in 1871. For the same reason, it may

be appropriate to note here that Count Folke Bernadotte ("The Failure of

Reason: The Mission of Bernadotte"), a grandson of King Oscar II of Swe

den, was the United Nations Security Council mediator in the Arab-Jewish

conflicts in Palestine in 1947-48, until he was murdered by Jewish terrorists.

Fourteen of the original eighteen entries in The Jew as Pariah, edited by

Ron H. Feldman, the coeditor of this volume, and published in 1978, only

three years after Arendt's death, are republished here. What has been left out

are three pieces not written by Arendt and one, "Organized Guilt and Uni

versal Responsibility," which is included in Essays In Understanding

Z930-Z954 (Schocken Books, 2005). The Jew as Pariah has been out of print

for many years and the essays reprinted here are essential in understanding

the meaning to Arendt of being a pariah, her conception of how a new state

in Palestine should be founded, and her reaction to the controversy provoked

by her book on Adolf Eichmann. Some of these essays have been revised,

and one has a different title. What appeared in The Jew as Pariah as "Portrait

of a Period" is a review of Stefan Zweig's autobiograhy The World ofYester-
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day. "Stefan Zweig: Juden in der Welt von gestern" ("Stefan Zweig: Jews in

the World of Yesterday") is the title of Arendt's longer German review of

the same book and is used here. Susanna Young-ah Gottlieb translated the

German review, and when it was compared with the English one the decision

was made to preserve the strengths of both by interweaving them in a single

essay.

There follows a complete bibliographical list of the contents of The Jew
ish Writings, with the publications in which the essays originally appeared.
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INTRODUCTION

The Jew as Pariah: The Case ofHannah Arendt*(z906-z975)

RonH. Feldman

I

All vaunted Jewish qualities-the "Jewish heart,"

humanity, humor, disinterested intelligence-are

pariah qualities. All Jewish shortcomings-tact

lessness, political stupidity, inferiority complexes

and money-grubbing-are characteristic of up

starts. There have always been Jews who did not

think it worth while to change their humane atti

tude and their natural insight into reality for the

narrowness of caste spirit or the essential unreal

ity of financial transactions. I

Hannah Arendt's life was played out during the "dark times" of the twenti

eth century. She was one of the most remarkable-as well as one of the

last-offspring of a German-Jewish milieu which produced more than its

share of great literary, scientific, and artistic figures. An outstanding political

and cultural critic, her purpose as a thinker was to help us understand the

meaning and direction of events in a world of deadly chaos.

Probably best known to the general public as the author of Eichmann in

Jerusalem, over which a great storm erupted in the Jewish community and

for which she was vehemently condemned in the Jewish press, Arendt's

*This essay appeared in a slightly different form in The Jew as Pariah: Jewish Identity and Politics in the
Modern Age (New York: Grove Press, 1978).
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reputation as one of her generation's most gifted political thinkers rests on

two other works: The Origins of Totalitarianism and The Human Condition.

When Hannah Arendt died, she was out of favor with the Jewish commu

nity as a consequence of Eichmann inJerusalem: few of the eulogies which tra

ditionally follow upon the death of such a prominent figure appeared in the

Jewish press. Partly ~ecause she was subjected to a modern form of excommu

nication from the Jewish community and partly due to the power of her other

writings, her Jewish writings were for the most part neglected and forgotten. 2

This was most unfortunate, for it led to a less than complete understand

ing of both her political theory, for which she was renowned, and her view of

modern Jewish history, for which she was castigated. In fact, there is an

essential link between her conception of Jewish history and her political the

ory: her view of the modern Jewish condition serves as an introduction to

her political theory, while her political theory illuminates her interpretation

of Jewish history.

This collection not only serves to expand the public's knowledge of her

work but, more importantly, when taken together these essays are of intrin

sic importance because they present a coherent and powerful, albeit noncon

formist, understanding of what it means to be a Jew in the modern world.

Although many of the essays were written over fifty years ago, the issues

they deal with continue to be of contemporary importance: the destruction

of European Jewry by the Nazis, the relationship of world Jewry to the State

of Israel, the relationship of Israel to the Arabs both within the borders of

the Jewish State and without, and the peculiar historical position of Jews

within modern Western society.

Fundamentally these essays show that Hannah Arendt chose the role

of a "conscious pariah." In Arendt's view, the status of pariah-the social

outcast-characterizes the position of the Jews in Western Europe following

the Enlightenment and emancipation because they were never truly accepted

by European society. "During the 150 years when Jews truly lived amidst,

and not just in the neighborhood of, Western European peoples, they always

had to pay with political misery for social glory and with social insult for

political success."3 This outsider status gave rise to two particular types: the

consciouspariahs who were aware of it, and theparyenus, who tried to succeed

in the world of the gentiles but could never escape their Jewish roots. For

Arendt, the conscious pariahs were
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those who really did most for the spiritual dignity of their people, who

were great enough to transcend the bounds of nationality and to weave

the strands of their Jewish genius into the general texture of European

life ... those bold spirits who tried to make of the emancipation of the

Jews that which it really should have been-an admission of Jews as

Jews to the ranks of humanity, rather than a permit to ape the gentiles

or an opportunity to play the parvenu.4

By affirming both their Jewish particularity and their right to a place in

general European life, the conscious pariahs became marginal not only in

relation to European society-as all Jews were-but to the Jewish commu

nity as well. They were neither parochially Jewish, like their Eastern Euro

pean cousins, nor were they part of the wealthy Jewish upper class of

bankers and merchants that controlled Jewish-gentile relations. According

to Arendt, the conscious pariah is a hidden tradition: "hidden" because there

are few links among the great but isolated individuals who have affirmed

their pariah status-such as Heinrich Heine, Rahel Varnhagen, Bernard

Lazare, Franz Kafka, and Walter Benjamin-nor ties between them and the

rest of the Jewish community; a "tradition" because "for over a hundred

years the same basic conditions have obtained and evoked the same basic

reaction." ,

The parvenus-the upstarts who try to make it in non-Jewish society

are the products of the same historical circumstances and are thus the pari

ahs' counterparts in Arendt's typology. While the pariahs use their minds

and hearts, voluntarily spurning society's insidious gifts, the parvenus use

their elbows to raise themselves above their fellow Jews into the "re

spectable" world of the gentiles. The parvenus are at best accepted only as

"exceptions" to the stereotype of the uncouth, unworldly ghetto Jew-and

those Jews who succeed with this ploy feel themselves superior to their fel

low Jews. Those Jews who spurn social acceptance on the basis of this self

deceit have been few, but in exchange for their isolation from both Jewish

and gentile society, these conscious pariahs gain the honesty that makes life

worth living, a clear view of reality, and a place in both European and Jewish

history.

Not only did Hannah Arendt formulate and celebrate the Jewish pariah as

a human type, she epitomized it in her life and thought. As a conscious pariah
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who was committed to, yet critical of, both her Jewish and European inheri

tances, her intellectual project as a whole was founded in the problematic of

Jewishness in the modern world. The transformation of Judaism into Jew

ishness in an increasingly secular world meant that, like Kafka, she had lost

the Judaic heritage of her fathers without gaining a firmly rooted place in the

European polity, which itself was in the process of collapse. As a pariah, her

work is characterized by the dialectical tension between her Jewishness and

modern Jewish experience, on the one side, and her European and general

ized human experience in the modern age, on the other. The result was a

unique outlook on both Jewish and European concerns in which the spe

cifically Jewish and broadly European experiences constantly inform one

another. Arendt's most lauded work, The Origins of Totalitarianism, is

clearly the product of a conscious pariah, without equal as an intricate and

beautiful pattern into which both Jewish and European concerns and history

are intentionally woven together.

Not standing exclusively inside or outside either her Jewish or European

heritage, Hannah Arendt uses both as platforms from which to gain a critical

insight into the other. On the one hand, she consciously stands outside the

Jewish tradition, subjecting the experience of the Jews in the modern world

to the criticism of a German philosopher rooted in the European classics.

Distinguishing between Jewishness-an existential given that one cannot

escape-and Judaism-a system of beliefs which one can adopt or reject

she adamantly accepts the one and rejects the other. In doing so, she became a

rebel among her own people. On the other hand, Arendt uses her experience

as a Jew and her perspective as a conscious pariah standing outside the main

stream of Western society to analyze and gain an understanding of that soci

ety. By claiming that "[i]t is no mere accident that the catastrophic defeats of

the peoples of Europe began with the catastrophe of the Jewish people,"6

Arendt places the modern Jewish experience at the center of her critique of

modern society.

This Jewish-European dialectic in her work has been a perpetual source of

misunderstanding on the part of critics concerned with both her Jewish and

non-Jewish work, for she falls within no established historical or philosophi

cal perspective. Much like Kafka, with whom Arendt has a feeling of particu

lar closeness and to whom she expresses a particular debt, the Jewish element

is crucial though not exclusive: her Jewishness is not her sole concern nor the
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sole determinant of her work, but our understanding of her work is both

diminished and seriously distorted if we overlook it. Arendt's own under

standing of her peculiar perspective is best expressed in her letter to

Scholem:

What confuses you is that my arguments and my approach are different

from what you are used to; in other words, the trouble is that I am inde

pendent. By this I mean, on the one hand, that I do not belong to any

organisation and always speak only for myself, and on the other hand,

that I have great confidence in Lessing's selbstdenken [thinking for one

self] for which, I think, no ideology, no public opinion, and no "convic

tions" can ever be a substitute. Whatever objections you may have to

the results, you won't understand them unless you realize that they are

really my own and nobody else 's.7

II

The enthusiastic Jewish intellectual dreaming of

the paradise on earth, so certain of freedom from

all national ties and prejudices, was in fact farther

removed from political reality than his fathers,

who had prayed for the coming of Messiah and

the return of the people to Palestine.8

The twentieth century saw the most momentous changes in Jewish history

since the destruction of the Second Temple in 70 C.E. The annihilation of

European Jewry by the Nazis during World War II, and the founding of the

Jewish State of Israel shortly thereafter, have radically changed the position

of Jews in the world. The result has been a transformation of relations

amongst Jews themselves and between them and the other peoples of the

world. Though inextricably linked, the Holocaust and the Jewish State raise

two different sets of questions. The Holocaust is the end of an era of Jewish

existence and therefore raises questions about the past-how and why it

happened. The Jewish State is the beginning of a new era and therefore raises

questions about what it means to be a part of the Jewish people today and in
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the future. Of course, the answers to the second set of questions have been

and must be influenced by the answers to the first, whether explicitly articu

lated in thought or implicitly contained in action. The task of trying to

understand how and why the Holocaust happened and what has-or should

be-changed as a result is the central task of Jewish thought in the post

Holocaust era.

The essays in this volume, particularly when read together with Arendt's

other works in which Jewish history is discussed-The Origins of Totalitari

anism, Rahel varnhagen, Men in Dark Times, and Eichmann in Jerusalem

present -Hannah Arendt's response to this challenge. Not only does she

attempt to understand the sources of modern antisemitism by tracing the his

torical relationships of Jews and gentiles, but she also criticizes the modes of

Jewish self-understanding and world-understanding that resulted in the Jew

ish responses of unbelief and passivity in the face of destruction.

Hannah Arendt's critical assessment of Jewish history is based on the fun

damental political conviction that the world is what we make of it. There is

no Hegelian "cunning of reason," but "rather does unreason begin to func

tion automatically when reason has abdicated to it."9 The Jews, by the very

fact of their existence, are "one group of people among other groups, all of

which are involved in the business of this world. And ... [the Jews do] not

simply cease to be coresponsible because . . . [they] became the victim of the

world's injustice and cruelty."IO Unlike both the "scapegoat" theory, which

claims that the Jews were accidental victims, and the "eternal antisemitism"

theory, which claims that the Jews are inevitable victims, Arendt tries to

show that the catastrophic end to the history of the Jews in Europe was nei

ther accidental nor inevitable. Rather, it was the result of the specific history

of Jewish-gentile relationships. If the Jews were so politically blind that they

did not understand the implications of their own actions and those of their

opponents, it was the result of what Arendt considers the key feature of Jew

ish history in the modern period: the Jews' worldlessness.

Jewish history offers the extraordinary spectacle of a people, unique

in this respect, which began its history with a well-defined concept

of history and an almost conscious resolution to achieve a well

circumscribed plan on earth and then, without giving up this concept,

avoided all political action for two thousand years. The result was that
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the political history of the Jewish people became even more dependent

upon unforeseen, accidental factors than the history of other nations,

so that the Jews stumbled from one role to the other and accepted

responsibility for none. II

In Arendt's view, the continued existence of the Jewish people through

out the period of the Diaspora was until very recently much more the re

sult of Jewish dissociation from the dominant Christian world than gentile

dissociation from the Jews. It is only since the nineteenth century that anti

semitism has had a significant effect on Jewish preservation. Given the con

ditions of the Diaspora, this dissociation was the only possible method of

self-preservation and, Arendt claims, survival has been the single aim of Jew

ish political thought and action since the Babylonian exile. This traditional

solution to the problem of survival was to help prepare the basis for the later

dissolution of the Jewish people; for, by making dissociation the basis for

their survival, the Jews came to conceive of their existence as almost totally

separate and independent from the rest of the world. Consequently, the Jews

became ignorant of conditions in the real world and incapable of recogniz

ing new opportunities and new threats to their survival as they arose.

Until the end of the Middle Ages, by Arendt's account, the Jews "had been

able to conduct their communal affairs by means of a politics that existed in

the realm of imagination alone-the memory of a far-off past and the hope

of a far-off future." 12 This conceptual framework was destroyed by an event

that ushered in the beginning of the modern age for the Jews: the failure of

the mystical messianic movement centered around Shabbatai Tzevi in 1666.

The great historian of Shabbetai Tzevi is Gershom Scholem, and it is in

"Jewish History, Revised," her review of Scholem's Major Trends in Jewish

Mysticism, as well as "The Jewish State: Fifty Years After" that Hannah

Arendt presents a unique political twist to the understanding of that event.

Shabbetai Tzevi's appearance on the scene was the culmination of a two

century period during which Jewish-gentile relations were at an all-time low

and during which the mysticism of the Kabbalah had become popularized

and extremely widespread. Because of their lack of involvement in and con

trol over the political world in which they lived, the Jews were strongly

attracted to mystical thought since "these speculations appeal to all who are

actually excluded from action, prevented from altering a fate that appears to
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them unbearable and, feeling themselves helpless victims of incomprehen

sible forces, are naturally inclined to find some secret means for gaining

power for participating in the 'drama of the World.' "13

The messianic fervor which gripped the entire Jewish world had no basis

in particular events occurring in the non-Jewish world, but was the result of

the internal dynamics created by accepting mysticism as a substitute for

political action; the Kabbalah saw the events leading to the messianic perfec

tion of the world as a matter exclusively concerning God and His people

Israel. When acted upon, the yearning for political reality that was confined

within mystical categories could only shatter those categories because they

offered no basis for evaluating political realities. Thus, when Tzevi turned

apostate in the face of the reality of the sultan's power and the popular mes

sianic hope for a physical return to Zion was dashed, the traditional Jewish

religious framework for understanding the world was dealt a severe blow.

But, according to Arendt, this confrontation with reality did not engender

a more "realistic" understanding among the Jews; understanding can exist

only when there is a framework within which to place events. In her view, the

Shabbetai Tzevi catastrophe destroyed the traditional framework without

replacing it with another. The result was an unprecedented worldlessness:

In losing their faith in a divine beginning and ultimate culmination of

history, the Jews lost their guide through the wilderness of bare facts;

for when man is robbed of all means of interpreting events he is left

with no sense whatsoever of reality. The present that confronted the

Jews after the Shabbetai Tzevi debacle was the turmoil of a world

whose course no longer made sense and in which, as a result, the Jews

could no longer find a place. 14

In Arendt's view, the Shabbetain movement was "a great political move

ment" of "real popular action" which let loose onto the public scene what she

sees as Jewish mysticism's "exclusive concern with reality and action."15 The

result, however, was a catastrophe "greater for the Jewish people than all

other persecutions had been, if we are to measure it by the only available

yardstick, its far-reaching influence upon the future of the people. From now

on, the Jewish body politic was dead and the people retired from the public

scene of history."16 The legacy of the period of Jewish estrangement from

the non-Jewish world, played out in the subsequent history of Hasidism, the
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Reform movement, attempted assimilation, and revolutionary utopianism,

was that the Jews were"even less 'realistic'-that is, less capable than ever

before of facing and understanding the real situation."I7

The "real situation" was that by the seventeenth century the Jews were

becoming involved in the world as a whole and moving into positions of

potential political power. According to Arendt's analysis, presented in The

Origins of Totalitarianism, the Jews, in the persons of the court Jews and the

international bankers which followed them, were instrumental in the ascen

dence of the absolute monarchies and the subsequent development of the

nation-state. Unlike the declining nobility and the privatistic bourgeoisie,

"the Jews were the only part of the population willing to finance the state's

beginnings and to tie their destinies to its further development." IS

While being the state's financiers had great potential for political power,

as the antisemites were quick to understand, the worldless mentality of the

Jews was such that "they never allied themselves with any specific govern

ment, but rather with governments, with authority as such."I9 The wealthy

Jews involved in "finance politics" were more concerned with continuing

legal discrimination against the poor Jewish masses to preserve their privi

leged position of prestige and power within the Jewish community than in

attaining power over the gentiles. As the practical rulers of the Jewish com

munity, they were conscientious about their role as its protectors, but igno

rant of their real potential among non-Jews. Their political concerns and

perceptions never extended further than the pursuit of the only political goal

the Jews ever had: survival. "The Jews, without knowledge of or interest in

power, never thought of exercising more than mild pressure for minor pur

poses of self-defense."2o

The Jews didn't realize that the modern state-a supposedly political entity

ruling over class society-soon came into conflict with various classes which

comprised that society. Their special services to and special protection from the

political authorities prevented either the Jews' submersion in the class system

or their emergence as a separate class. They were thus the only distinctive

social group that owed its continued existence to the government, uncondition

ally supported the state as such, and, like the state, stood apart from society and

its class distinctions. The result, Arendt observes, was that"each class of soci

ety which came into a conflict with the state as such became antisemitic because

the only social group which seemed to represent the state were the Jews."2I
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Precisely because they were neither part of class society nor the state's polit

ically active governing clique, the Jews were oblivious to the increasing tension

between state and society at the same time that they were driven toward the

center of the conflict because they stood between the two as part of neither.

Politically naIve enough to believe that their true lack of interest in power

would be seen and accepted for what it was, they were taken completely by sur

prise when twentieth-century political antisemitism rose to power on the basis

of charges of a Jewish world conspiracy. This political myopia reflects

the most serious paradox embodied in the curious political history of

the Jews. Of all European peoples, the Jews had been the only one

without a state of their own and had been, precisely for this reason, so

eager and so suitable for alliances with governments and states as such,

no matter what these governments or states might represent. On the

other hand, the Jews had no political tradition or experience, and were

as little aware of the tension between society and state as they were of

the obvious risks and power-possibilities of their new role. 22

Oblivious to the fact that they were instrumental in the development of

the nation-state, the Jews were equally unconcerned with the maintenance of

the nation-state system against the rise of the bourgeoisie's imperialist

designs. Indeed, the Jews unwittingly helped the process along. Having

"reached a saturation point in wealth and economic fortune ... the sons of

the well-to-do businessmen and, to a lesser extent, bankers, deserted their

fathers' careers for the liberal professions or purely intellectual pursuits"23

rather than fighting the growing influence of big business and industry that

was causing a decay of their political position.

The great Jewish influx into the arts and sciences resulted in the develop

ment of a truly international society whose basis was the "radiant power of

fame."24 This phenomenon is extensively discussed in Arendt's essay, "Ste

fan Zweig: Jews in the World of Yesterday." For Arendt, this was yet

another permutation of that quality of the Jewish condition that had made

the Jews useful in the first place, their inter-European, nonnational character.

The Jews entered into the cultural world and became the "outstanding

reviewers, critics, collectors, and organizers of what was famous ... the liv

ing tie binding famous individuals into a society of the renowned, an inter-
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national society by definition, for spiritual achievement transcends national

boundaries."25

Although assimilated Jews rarely recognized the fact, since within this inter

national society their Jewish identity could effectively be lost, it was precisely

those attributes-"kindness, freedom from prejudice, sensitiveness to injus

tice,"26 "the 'Jewish heart,' humanity, humor, disinterested intelligence,"27 and

"fraternity"28-which were the privileges of the Jews as a pariah people that

produced this particular kind of greatness. These gifts derived from "the great

privilege of being unburdened by care for the world."29 It is a privilege dearly

bought, however, for the price is "real worldlessness. And worldlessness, alas,

is always a form of barbarism."30

This barbarism was reflected in that Jewish unconcern with the political

affairs of the world which developed to such an extent that the assimilated

Jews "lost that measure of political responsibility which their origin implied

and which the Jewish notables had still felt, albeit in the form of privilege

and rulership."3 1 They forgot the fact that in every Jew "there still remained

something of the old-time pariah, who has no country, for whom human

rights do not exist, and whom society would gladly exclude from its privi

leges."32 Their activities brought them such social prominence that "Jews

became the symbols of Society as such and the objects of hatred for all those

whom society did not accept,"33 while at the same time they lost interest in

the "finance politics" that had brought them a modicum of protection from

the state.

Arendt's critique concludes that Jewish worldlessness, which had its

source in the Jews' attempt to preserve themselves by a radical and voluntary

separation from the Christian world five hundred years earlier, culminated in

the Jews' being more exposed to attack than ever before. More aware of the

atrical appearance than political reality, the Jews had a blind faith in the state

that had protected them since the emancipation; they forgot that this protec

tion had rested on their performance of unique and necessary functions. The

lack of involvement in the political world which had led religious Jews to

single out divine providence as the key factor determining the Jews' political

fate led secularized Jews to believe that Jewish history "takes place outside

all usual historical laws."34 What had appeared as God's unpredictable

will-to which Jews responded with moralizing and penitential prayers-
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was now viewed as accidental and drew the similarly unpolitical response of

Jewish apologetics. Thus, when the Dreyfus Affair demonstrated a very real

threat to the Jews' existence and its slogan of "Death to the Jews" became

the rallying cry around which Nazism later grew by leaps and bounds, the

Jews, who had become "an object of universal hatred because of [their] use

less wealth, and of contempt because of [their] lack of power,"35 were the last

to grasp the political significance of events.

In Hannah Arendt's gloomy picture of Jewish political history there is,

however, one positive response to the unreality and worldlessness of the

pariah status. This is Zionism, "the only political answer Jews have ever

found to antisemitism and the only ideology in which they have ever taken

seriously a hostility that would place them in the center of world events."36

III

From the "disgrace" of being a Jew there is but

one escape-to fight for the honor of the Jewish

people as a wholeY

The Zionist movement was founded by Theodor Herzl in August 1897,

when the first Zionist Congress met and created the World Zionist Organiza

tion. Herzl had been a typically assimilated Jew until his Vienna newspaper

sent him to cover the Dreyfus case. The impact of this event transformed

him into an ardent Jewish nationalist. Herzl saw "the Jewish problem" of the

antisemites as the political threat that it was and proposed a radical solu

tion-the creation of a Jewish state. As the essays from the 1940s in this col

lection show, Hannah Arendt's view of the Herzlian brand of political

Zionism which shaped the movement's perspective and policies is laudatory

of its strengths, yet sharply critical of its shortcomings and potential dangers.

According to Arendt's understanding, Herzl viewed antisemitism as a

natural conflict which arose from the fact that the Jews were a national entity

separate and different from the nations amongst whom they lived. Because it

was natural and inevitable, "Antisemitism was an overwhelming force and

the Jews would have either to make use of it or to be swallowed up by it."38

Necessarily flowing from the Jews' Diaspora existence, antisemitism was the
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almost eternal "'propelling force' responsible for all Jewish suffering since

the destruction of the Temple and it would continue to make the Jews suffer

until they learned how to use it for their own advantage."39 Properly han

dled, it could lead the Jews to control over their destiny: Herzl believed that

the antisemites were both rational and honest and that the Jewish problem

was the most serious problem facing Europe. The "honest antisemites"

would therefore help him implement his grand scheme to rid them of their

Jews, gain Jewish independence, and solve the Jewish problem once and for

all. Arendt commends Herzl, for his

mere will to action was something so startlingly new, so utterly revolu

tionary in Jewish life, that it spread with the speed of wildfire. Herzl's

lasting greatness lay in his very desire to do something about the Jewish

question, his desire to act and to solve the problem in political terms.4°

In Arendt's interpretation, Herzl's political Zionism was not the ideology

of a mass revolutionary movement but was, rather, the creed of secularized

Western European Jewish intellectuals. Zionism's great asset was that it

answered the need that had existed among the Jews since the Sabbatian catas

trophe had shattered the traditional Jewish framework of understanding and

started the Jews on their perilous journey towards worldlessness: it offered a

path back to reality. While its doctrine of eternal antisemitism is similar to

other nineteenth-century ideologies which attempted to explain reality in

terms of irresistible "laws" and history in terms of "keys," Zionism and the

Zionist movement was unique, according to Arendt, because "the case of the

Jews was and still remains different, What they needed was not only a guide

to reality, but reality itself; not simply a key to history, but the experience

itself of history."41

The great achievement of Herzl's Zionist theory is that it escapes the view

which sees history as a totally fortuitous series of events understandable only

in terms of providence and accident. Its great limitation is that Jewish history

is reduced to mere surface manifestations of one unchanging law over which

the Jews have no control and whose source is their mere existence as a nation.

Thus, while Herzl and his followers were realistic enough to recognize the

political actuality of antisemitism, the ideology of "natural" antisemitism

meant that no political analysis of it was necessary. Their view, according to

Arendt,
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presupposes the eternity of antisemitism in an eternal world of nations,

and moreover, denies the Jewish part of responsibility for existing con

ditions. Thereby it not only cuts off Jewish history from European his

tory and even from the rest of mankind; it ignores the role that

European Jewry played in the construction and functioning of the

national state; and thus it is reduced to the assumption, as arbitrary as it

is absurd, that every gentile living with Jews must become a conscious

or subconscious Jew-hater.42

Implicit in this notion of a natural and inevitable antisemitism was that

political reality consisted of an unchanging and unchangeable structure

whose main components were the Jews on one side and the nation-states on

the other. For the political Zionists, "politics" therefore meant international

relations, affairs of state. Herzl's political action consisted of attempts at

high-level diplomacy with the great powers, all of which came to nothing.

Zionist political policy became one of unrealistic Realpolitik. Rather than

organizing a powerful popular movement of world Jewry, relying on their

own power to achieve their aims, and allying themselves with the oppressed

peoples of the Near East, Arendt believes that the Zionist movement "sold

out at the very first moment to the powers that be."43 Furthermore, the ide

ology of eternal antisemitism led the Zionists into another typical response

of the persecuted Diaspora Jew: rather than fighting antisemitism on its own

ground, the Zionist solution was to escape.

The building up of Palestine is indeed a great accomplishment and

could be made an important and even decisive argument for Jewish

claims in Palestine.... But the upbuilding of Palestine has little to do

with answering the antisemites; at most it has "answered" the secret

self-hatred and lack of self-confidence on the part of those Jews who

have themselves consciously or unconsciously succumbed to some

parts of antisemitic propaganda.44

Another consequence of Herzl's static view of reality was a blind hatred

of all revolutionary movements and his patronizing attitude toward the Jew

ish masses of Eastern Europe. The only political Zionist who ever proposed

that the Zionist movement"organize the Jewish people in order to negotiate

on the basis of a great revolutionary movement"45-what it should have
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been, according to Arendt-was Bernard Lazare, the French-Jewish author

and lawyer who was the first to publicize the innocence of the accused Cap

tain Dreyfus.

Remembering that Arendt is first and foremost a political thinker,46 and

that her aim is to present a political interpretation of Jewish history, it is

understandable that Bernard Lazare stands out as a figure of singular impor

tance and greatness in Arendt's account of Jewish history and Zionism.

According to Arendt, Lazare was the first to translate the Jews' social status

as a pariah people into terms of political significance by making it a tool for

political analysis and the basis for political action.

Living in the France of the Dreyfus affair, Lazare could appreciate at

first hand the pariah quality of Jewish existence. But he knew where the

solution lay: in contrast to his unemancipated brethren who accept their

pariah status automatically and unconsciously, the emancipated Jew

must awake to an awareness of his position and, conscious of it,

become a rebel against it-the champion of an oppressed people. His

fight for freedom is part and parcel of that which all the downtrodden

of Europe must wage to achieve national and social liberation.47

Having become a conscious pariah as a result of the Dreyfus Affair, to whom

"history is no longer a closed book ... and politics is no longer the privilege

of gentiles,"48 Lazare perforce became a Zionist.

Lazare belonged to the official Zionist movement only briefly, however.

Having attended the Second Zionist Congress in 1898, where he was imme

diately elected to the Actions Committee, Lazare resigned from the commit

tee and separated himself from the Zionist Organization in 1899 because the

committee was acting like "a sort of autocratic government [that] seeks to

direct the Jewish masses as though they were ignorant children."49 Lazare

wanted to promote a revolution within Jewish life, to criticize the role Jewish

finance played in internal affairs and the effects it had on the relation of the

Jews to non-Jews. But, Arendt claims, there was no possibility for such radi

cal views within "Herzl's essentially reactionary movement."50

Herzl's solution of the Jewish problem was, in the final analysis, escape

or deliverance in a homeland. In the light of the Dreyfus case the whole

of the gentile world seemed to him hostile; there were only Jews and
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antisemites.... To Lazare, on the other hand, the territorial question

was secondary-a mere outcome of the primary demand that "the

Jews should be emancipated as a people and in the form of a nation."

What he sought was not an escape from antisemitism but a mobiliza

tion of the people against its foes.;1

In terms of the perspective Arendt displays through the essays in this col

lection, the importance of Lazare as a model of what it means to be a political

pariah is hard to overestimate. It is significant to note that Hannah Arendt

edited the first collection of his essays that appeared in English, JOb's

Dungheap (1948), writing a short biography for that volume. Not only is his

work the source from which Arendt derives many of her insights into both

modern Jewish history and Zionism (it is from Lazare that Arendt borrows

the terms "pariah" and "parvenu"), but his experience as an outspoken Jew

cast out from the Jewish community because of his criticism closely parallels

the experience of Arendt herself. Interestingly, in the 1940s, when Arendt

wrote about Lazare's exclusion from Jewish circles due to his views on how

the Dreyfus case should have been handled, she could not have anticipated

what was to cause her a similar experience of modern excommunication: the

trial of Adolf Eichmann. Although in the first case it was the Jews who were

on trial and in the second it was antisemitism, both Lazare and Arendt based

their criticism of the trials' conduct on the grounds that justice for the defen

dant must be the aim of legal proceedings, not political demagoguery and

showmanship.

According to Arendt, the lesson of Lazare's experience as a Jewish polit

ical thinker and actor is that "[a]s soon as the pariah enters the arena of poli

tics, and translates his status into political terms, he becomes perforce a

rebel.")2 The social pariahs of the nineteenth century, such as Heine and

Varnhagen, drew comfort from the world of dreams and fantasy, secure in

the knowledge that as compared to nature, human concerns are pure vanity.

In the twentieth century, however, Arendt believes that such a retreat is no

longer possible: the pariah must become political. Thus, the first conse

quence of becoming conscious of one's pariah status is the demand that the

Jewish people "come to grips with the world of men and women."n The

duty of the conscious pariah is to waken one's fellow Jews to a similar con

sciousness so as to rebel against it. " [Lazare] saw that what was necessary was
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to rouse the Jewish pariah to fight against the Jewish parvenu. There was no

other way to save him from the latter's own fate-inevitable destruction."54

This call to action was founded on the conviction that

[h]owever much the Jewish pariah might be, from the historical view

point, the product of an unjust dispensation ... politically speaking,

every pariah who refused to be a rebel was partly responsible for his

own position and therewith for the blot on mankind which it repre

sented. From such shame there was no escape, either in art or in nature.

For insofar as man is more than a mere creature of nature, more than a

mere product of divine creativity, insofar will he be called to account

for the things which men do to men in the world which they themselves

condition. 55

This responsibility for the human world, whether one is a victim or a vic

timizer, is at the core of Hannah Arendt's political philosophy, and it is the

basis for her politically radical, self-critical analysis of the modern Jewish

experience that leads to a Zionist conclusion. But Arendt's Zionism is not in

the mainstream Herzlian tradition; it is, rather, in the dissident mold of

Bernard Lazare, who wanted to be a revolutionary among his own people,

not among others. It is well to keep this point in mind as we turn to Arendt's

critical assessment of the founding of the Jewish State of Israel.

IV

The real goal of the Jews in Palestine is the build

ing up of a Jewish homeland. This goal must

never be sacrificed to the pseudo-sovereignty of a

Jewish state. 56

Hannah Arendt's essays on Zionism and the Jewish State were written prior

to 1950, the most crucial period in the history of the Zionist movement. Her

views were shared by only a very small minority of Zionists, most of whom

were organized in the Ihud, the latest in a long line of small organizations of

Palestinian Jews whose purposes were to promote Jewish-Arab understand

ing and cooperation. Never very large or effectual, the Ihud and its advocacy
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of a binational solution to the Jewish-Arab conflict was well known because

it contained a large number of outstanding intellectual, cultural, and philan

thropic leaders such as Rabbi Judah Magnes (president of the Hebrew Uni

versity), Henrietta Szold (the organizer of Youth Aliyah and founder of

Hadassah), and Martin Buber.

In the mid-1940S, however, the lhud's advocacy of binationalism was out

of step with the mainstream of the Zionist movement. While for many years

the Zionist majority was in favor of coexistence with the Arabs in a binational

Palestine, by the end of World War II, in reaction to the genocide of Euro

pean Jewry, the Zionist maximum-the establishment of a sovereign Jewish

State-had become the Zionist minimum. This shift in the Zionist position is

the crux of Arendt's criticism of official Zionist policy throughout this

period, for she maintained-in 1945, when the Zionist movement demanded a

Jewish State in all of Palestine, again in 1948, when they had accepted the

principle of partition, and once again, in 1950, after Israel had been established

by force of arms-that the creation of a Jewish State was out of touch with

the realities of the situation in the Near East and the world at large.57

Arendt's criticism of Zionist politics is founded on a deep concern with

the fate of the Jewish people following the Holocaust. The realization that

millions of Jews had gone to their deaths without resistance resulted in a rev

olutionary change in Jewish consciousness. "Gone, probably forever, is that

chief concern of the Jewish people for centuries: survival at any price.

Instead, we find something essentially new among Jews, the desire for dig

nity at any price."58 According to Arendt, this shift had the potential to

become the basis for "an essentially sane Jewish political movement," 59 for it

indicated a desire to deal with reality and live freely in the world. The prob

lem was that in their desire to overcome the centuries-long experience of

worldlessness, the Jews grasped onto the unrealistic ideological framework

of Herzlian Zionism and its doctrine of eternal antisemitism. The result was

the famous "Masada complex" in which this newfound desire for dignity was

transformed into a potentially suicidal attitude. The danger to the Jewish

homeland, as Arendt saw it, was that "[t]here is nothing in Herzlian Zionism

that could act as a check on this; on the contrary, the utopian and ideological

elements with which he injected the new Jewish will to political action are

only too likely to lead the Jews out of reality once more-and out of the

sphere of political action. "60
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It was this dangerous course Arendt had in mind when she wrote that "at

this moment and under present circumstances a Jewish State can only be

erected at the price of the Jewish homeland."61 Since the "Jewish homeland"

has been virtually synonymous with the "Jewish State" since Israel's indepen

dence in 1948, it may be difficult to understand Arendt's distinction. In order

to do so, we must piece together Arendt's own particular brand of Zionism.

Arendt observes that "Palestine and the building of a Jewish homeland

constitute today the great hope and the great pride of Jews all over the

world."62 This deceptively simple sentence contains the essence of her con

ception of the Jewish homeland as a place that is a center and a place that is

huilt. Arendt's Zionism is in many ways similar to the "cultural" Zionism of

Bialik and Ahad Haam, but she arrives at it for reasons that in her view are

highly political. The establishment of a Jewish cultural center in Palestine is

a conscious act of creation on the part of the Jewish people; it is a positive

response to the crises that have racked Jewish life since the time of Shabbetai

Tzevi, for it is an attempt by the Jews to create a political realm, take control

over their lives, and reenter history after the Diaspora with its accompanying

worldlessness and powerlessness. The building of the Jewish homeland is a

profoundly political act, for it means not only the fabrication of a "world"

within which a truly human life can be lived but the fabrication of a specifi

cally Jewish world. This cultural specificity is of great importance, "[f]or

only within the framework of a people can a man live as a man among

men."63

Many people have recognized that the Yishuy (the pre-state Jewish com

munity in Palestine)-and, later, the State of Israel-was a highly artificial

creation. This is usually understood to be a criticism of the Jewish home

land, for the whole point of the homeland in Herzl's ideology is to "normal

ize" and make "natural" the Jews' "unnatural" Diaspora existence. For Arendt,

however, "precisely this artificiality gave the Jewish achievements in Pales

tine their human significance."64 The greatness of the Yishuy was that it was

the conscious product of the concerted will of the Jewish people and not the

predestined product of any natural forces to which the Jewish people were

subject. "The challenges were all there, but none of the responses was 'natu

ral.' "65 The economic development of the Yishuy bore little resemblance to

the traditional colonial enterprise. Rather than the usual"original accumula

tion" in which native riches are exploited with the help and at the expense of
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native labor in order to enrich the colonial power, the riches of the Yishuv

"are exclusively the product of Jewish labor."66 The revival of the Hebrew

language, the erection of the Hebrew University, the new modes of human

organization and cooperation found in the kibbutzim, and the establishment

of great health centers"can certainly not be explained by utilitarian reasons. "67

Unlike those Zionists who considered the establishment of a state to be

not only the goal but the ultimate sign of success of the Jewish people's

effort to reestablish themselves in their ancient home, Arendt considers the

Yishuv to already embody the aims of Zionism as she sees them. For Arendt,

the Jewish homeland is a political space, a human world created by conscious

human effort where a Jewish culture can come into being; this the Yishuv

achieved, without political sovereignty and without being a majority in

Palestine. Precisely because a Jewish community had been built where

people could appear to each other, where there was an audience for works of

literature and art, Jewish cultural genius no longer needed to either abandon

its Jewish roots, in favor of "universal" European culture or else be relegated

to the category of folklore. It was this political and cultural space of the "Jew

ish homeland" that Arendt felt was being sacrificed on the altar of the "Jewish

state" by the unrealistic political demands of the Zionist movement.

In Arendt's opinion, the demand for a Jewish state simply ignored the fact

that the majority of Palestine's population was Arab, and that Palestine itself

was surrounded by millions of Arabs in the neighboring countries. The

Zionist demand for a state left the Palestinian Arabs with only two choices:

emigration or acceptance of their eventual minority status, both of which

were unacceptable to a people striving for their independence. The inalter

able fact of the Near East was that the Arabs were the Jews' neighbors. In

order to preserve the Jewish homeland in Palestine once the British pulled

out, the Jews had the choice of either working out an agreement with the

Arabs or seeking the protection of one of the great imperial powers. By

choosing the latter, the concept of a Jewish state would become farcical and

even self-defeating insofar as that state would be a bastion of imperial inter

ests in an area striving to liberate itself from colonialism. On the other hand,

Arendt recognized that Arab policies were equally blind in not recognizing

the needs and concrete achievements of the Zionists in Palestine.

The unrealistic approach to the Palestinian situation on the part of both
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the Jews and Arabs, Arendt observed, was the result of the British Mandate

under which the British mediated between and separated the two communi

ties from each other. This allowed Jews and Arabs to develop without any

political regard or responsibility for each other and made it seem to each of

them that the main political issue was how to deal with and ultimately get rid

of the British, ignoring the permanent reality of the other's existence. The

real issues at the heart of the conflict were "Jewish determination to keep and

possibly extend national sovereignty without consideration for Arab inter

ests, and Arab determination to expel the Jewish 'invaders' from Palestine

without consideration for Jewish achievements there."68 The Jewish and

Arab claims were perfectly incompatible and mutually irrefutable, for both

were the result of nationalistic policies reached within "the closed frame

work of one's own people and history."69

Arendt believed that cooperation between Jews and Arabs in the Near

East could, by developing the area, be the basis for true sovereignty and

independence. But the only way for this to occur was if both sides gave up

their nationalistic and chauvinistic perspectives and claims. "Good relation

ships between Jews and Arabs will depend upon a changed attitude toward

each other, upon a change in the atmosphere in Palestine and the Near East,

not necessarily upon a formula."70 Prophetically, she warned that "if this

'independent and sovereign' behavior ... goes on unabated, then all inde

pendence and sovereignty will be lost."71

The inevitable war that would result from the spurious sovereignty upon

which the Zionist movement had set its sights would almost certainly destroy

those aspects of the Jewish homeland that in Arendt's view had made it "the

great hope and the great pride of Jews all over the world." Prior to the

Yishuv's success during the War of Liberation (1948-49), the very survival

of Israel was highly questionable. Like most Jewish observers then (and now),

Arendt's prime concern was with the consequence for the Jewish people of a

second catastrophe so soon after Hitler.

What would happen to Jews, individually and collectively, if this hope

and this pride were to be extinguished in another catastrophe is almost

beyond imagining. But it is certain that this would become the central fact

of Jewish history and it is possible that it might become the beginning of
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the self-dissolution of the Jewish people. There is no Jew in the world

whose whole outlook on life and the world would not be radically

changed by such a tragedy.72

Today we know that such a tragedy did not occur; but unlike most

observers of that period, Arendt asserted that"even if the Jews were to win

the war, its end would find the unique possibilities and the unique achieve

ments of Zionism in Palestine destroyed."73 Without a peace agreement with

the Arabs-and the Arabs were not prepared to accept a sovereign Jewish

state in their midst-the internal nature of the Yishuv would be radically

transformed. The result of an uneasy armistice with its neighbors, Arendt

predicted, would be that concerns of military self-defense would come to

dominate all other public interest and activities. "The growth of a Jewish

culture would cease to be the concern of the whole people; social experi

ments would have to be discarded as impractical luxuries; political thought

would center around military strategy; economic development would be

determined exclusively by the needs of war."74 With the constant threat from

abroad, the country would have to be perpetually prepared for instantaneous

mobilization; in order to sustain such a spirit of sacrifice, nationalism and

chauvinism would quickly seep into the political and cultural atmosphere.

Under these circumstances, a military dictatorship could easily result.

Arendt also felt that as a consequence of statehood the great achievements

of the labor movement-particularly the kibbutzim-and of the cultural

Zionists-particularly the Hebrew University-"would be the first victims

of a long period of military insecurity and nationalistic aggressiveness."75

They would become increasingly isolated as their "anti-nationalist" and

"anti-chauvinist" Zionism did not fit the need for a statist ideology. But these

would only be the first victims, "[f]or without the cultural and social hinter

land of Jerusalem and the collective settlements, Tel Aviv could become a

Levantine city overnight. Chauvinism ... could use the religious concept

of the chosen people and allow its meaning to degenerate into hopeless

vulgarity."76

With its wars and raison d'etat, Arendt asserted that statehood would

make the Jewish homeland's relationship with the Diaspora problematic.

While the cultural center of world Jewry would become a modern-day

Sparta, its large expenditures on national defense would lead Israel to exces-
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sive financial dependence upon American Jewry. The consequences of this

were potentially disastrous:

Charity money can be mobilized in great quantities only in emergen

cies, such as the recent catastrophe in Europe or in the Arab-Jewish

war; if the Israeli government cannot win its economic independence

from such money it will soon find itself in the unenviable position of

being forced to create emergencies, that is, forced into a policy of

aggressiveness and expansion.77

As Arendt warned, Herzl's Jewish state did not solve "the Jewish prob

lem"; the tragic result has been that antisemitism has been transformed into

anti-Zionism. With sovereignty, the pariah people has not ceased to be a

pariah-it has created a pariah state. As a small state located in a key area of

superpower rivalry, Israel's destiny is almost as subject to uncontrollable and

unforeseen accidental circumstances as the Jews' fate in the Diaspora.

Arendt contends that the often-expressed Israeli belief that they can stand up

against the whole world, if necessary, is just as politically unrealistic as the

Diasporic unconcern with politics. She feared that it might lead to an equally

tragic end.

v

For the first time Jewish history is not separate but

tied up with that of all other nations. The comity

of European peoples went to pieces when, and

because, it allowed its weakest member to be

excluded and persecuted.78

In a complex and largely implicit manner, Hannah Arendt placed the Jews

and "the Jewish condition" at the center of her critique of the modern age.

By doing so she took one of Karl Marx's ideas and transformed it into part of

her own system of thought. In the process she came up with both her own

insights and a critique of Marx. A number of aspects of her political theory

were arrived at in this fashion, but this case is special. The discovery was

not of just one particular quality of modern society but concerns the central
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category of Arendt's and Marx's respective critiques of the modern age. As

Arendt puts it, "(w)orld alienation, and not self-alienation as Marx thought,

has been the hallmark of the modern age."79

It was Marx, in his essay "On the Jewish Question," who first put forward

the thesis that the Jews, rather than being a backward people who had to be

"civilized," were actually at the forefront of contemporary developments

and embodied the true spirit of the modern age. According to Marx, the rea

son why "the Jewish question"-whether the Jews were fit for entrance into

civil society-was being considered was not that the Jews had become simi

lar to the Christians, but that society was becoming "Jewish":

The Jew has emancipated himself in a Jewish manner, not only by

acquiring the power of money, but also because money has become,

through him and also apart from him, a world power, while the practi

cal Jewish spirit has become the practical spirit of the Christian nations.

The Jews have emancipated themselves in so far as the Christians have

become Jews.80

It is among the Jews that Marx first discovers money as the "universal

antisocial element of the present time" which is "the supreme practical expres

sion of human self-estrangement" that causes "civil society [to] separate

itself completely from the life of the state, [to] sever all the species-bonds of

man, [and to] dissolve the human world into a world of atomistic, antagonis

tic individuals."8I Marx later elaborates the antisocial element inherent in

money as such into the social relationship defined by "commodity fetishism"

and simultaneously shifts his focus from the Jews to the bourgeoisie. This is

no accident, for the Jews were-at most-protocapitalists. As merchants,

financiers, and moneylenders, more than any other group they had lived

apart from the land and within the money economy during the medieval and

early modern periods. It is thus among the Jews, according to Marx, that the

real nature of capitalism-the alienation that results from the commodity

fetishism inherent in money relations between people-first develops and

reveals its inhumanity.

The Jews' social and economic existence within the moneyed sector of the

economy in precapitalist society thus foreshadowed the direction in which

modern society was moving. With the emergence of industrial capitalism

in Marx's view, the true basis of the modern social structure-Jewish mer-
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chant and finance capital became simply a parasitical sector of the capitalist

class which received a portion of the surplus value expropriated from the

laborer by the industrial bourgeoisie. Thus, while Marx first discovered what

he considered to be the "secret" of capitalism by a consideration of the Jews

and contended that historically it first developed among the Jews, he

believed that the Jews did not have a unique place in the materialist dialectic

of capitalist production which ground all people into either capitalists or

workers. For Marx, the Jews had become unimportant in society and quickly

ceased to figure in his analysis.

Avoiding Marx's misrepresentation of Judaism and his anti-Jewish rhe

toric, more subtle and consistent in her analysis of Jews and "the Jewish

question," Arendt never makes the facile assertion that modern society is

becoming Jewish. Still, the Jews are at the center of her analysis. For Hannah

Arendt, history is not made up of the mass of normal, everyday events.

Rather, it is made up of the exceptional person and action that reveals the

meaning of an historical period.82 In the modern age, the experience of the

Jews is the exception that illuminates the whole modern period, both in

terms of the antisemitism that affected them from without and the worldless

"Jewish condition" that affected them from within. Thus, while concurring

with Marx's analysis that it is among the Jews that the characteristic phenom

ena of the modern age first appears, she also believes that, as the modern age

develops, the dangerous effects of worldlessness are most clearly displayed

in the history of the Jews. The very reason why Marx loses interest in the

Jews-their marginal and unimportant status in terms of economic life-is

precisely the reason why they are significant for Arendt. It is their very

superfluousness, their separation from both state and society, that explains

why "[i]t is no mere accident that the catastrophic defeats of the peoples of

Europe began with the catastrophe of the Jewish people."83

In The Human Condition-which hardly refers to the Jews or Judaism

Arendt states that

property, as distinguished from wealth and appropriation, indicates the

privately owned share of a common world and therefore is the most

elementary political condition for man's worldliness. By the same token,

expropriation and world alienation coincide, and the modern age ...

began by alienating certain strata of the population from the world. 84
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In context it is clear that she is referring to the uprooting of peasants, but it is

equally clear that among the Jews this lack of a "privately owned share of a

common world" has been a condition of existence since the beginning of the

Diaspora. The rootlessness of "the wandering Jew" antedates the rootless

ness of the modern age, and more than any other factor was responsible for

the worldless, unrealistic, and unpolitical perceptions Jews had of the world.

Until the Shabbetai Tzevi episode this worldlessness was kept within cer

tain bounds. Although separated from the world around them, Arendt

asserts that the Jews maintained an internal community whose cohesiveness

and distinctiveness was expressed in the concept of exile, a fundamentally

political notion which over the centuries had taken on religious form and

become one of the central ideas of Judaism. Echoing Marx's analysis, the

Jews lived within the market sector of the economy, a realm characterized by

"the essential unreality of financial transactions."85 But it wasn't the spread

of the Jewish "god" of money that defined the modern age, as Marx would

have it. Rather, the modern age was characterized by the cause which under

lay the Jews' reliance on money wealth: the lack of any physical place to

which people were rooted and from which they could orient themselves to

the world, grasp reality, and experience history. The unique worldless situa

tion of the Jews increasingly became the generalized condition of human

kind. And, as the world within which they existed as a pariah people started

to disintegrate, the Jews were at the forefront of the process because they

had, as it were, a head start.

The atomization of communities into lonely individuals was a process

most clearly visible among the assimilating Jews. On the one hand, assimila

tion spelled the end of the Jewish community. On the other hand, Jews were

accepted into the ranks of high society only as exceptions. Thus, in order to

become part of society, they had to escape from the Jewish community and

become free-floating individuals. The road to assimilation by conforming

to the standards laid down by high society was a precursor of the phe

nomenon of "conformism inherent in society."86 What was demanded of the

Jews was that they behave in an exceptional and peculiar but nevertheless

recognizable-and hence stereotypic-"Jewish" way. The result of the

ambiguous situation where they were supposed to both be-and not be

Jewish was that introspection characteristic of the "so-called complex psy

chology of the average Jew."87
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In Arendt's analysis, the psychological conflict that derived from their

unresolved social dilemma was that "Jews felt simultaneously the pariah's

regret at not having become a parvenu and the parvenu's bad conscience at

having betrayed his people and exchanged equal rights for personal privi

leges."88 The result was that

[i]nstead of being defined by nationality or religion, Jews were being

transformed into a social group whose members shared certain psycho

logical attributes and reactions, the sum total of which was supposed to

constitute "Jewishness." In other words, Judaism became a psychologi

cal quality, and the Jewish question became an involved personal prob

lem for every individual Jew.89

The Jews thus constituted the first large-scale example of what happens

when political issues are dealt with on an individual, private level rather than

a collective, public level. Thinking they were free from the given reality of

their Jewish roots, Jews like Rahel Varnhagen tried to overcome their Jew

ishness by believing that "[e]verything depends on self-thinking."90 Arendt,

speaking from Rahel's point of view, comments that "[s]elf-thinking brings

liberation from objects and their reality, creates a sphere of pure ideas and a

world which is accessible to any rational being without benefit of knowledge

or experience."91 The result of this alienation from the real world was the

breakup of the Jewish community into isolated, lonely individuals. "The

terrible and bloody annihilation of individual Jews was preceded by the blood

less destruction of the Jewish people."92

For Arendt, the destruction of the Jewish community was only a prede

cessor to the destruction of communities throughout Europe. The subsequent

result was the rise of ideologically based mass movements and the destruc

tion of the nation-state. Despite its many problems and internal contradic

tions, Arendt does think that for a time prior to the economically inspired

imperialism of the nineteenth century, the nation-state had provided a truly

political form of human organization. The legal emancipation of the Jews

was but one of its logical results. The destruction of the political organiza

tion of people in the nation-state and the class society upon which it rested

was the first accomplishment of the Nazi movement's rise to power. By

Arendt's account, class society was absorbed by mass society. The citizen,

already turned into the bourgeois, now became the philistine: "the bourgeois
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isolated from his own class, the atomized individual who is produced by the

breakdown of the bourgeois class itself."93

Citizenship, the foundation of politics, was now selectively denied to

minorities-particularly Jews-on the basis of race. Stateless Jews, rightless

people "thrown back into a peculiar state of nature,"94 were among the first

to discover that without the rights of the citizen there was no such thing as

"the rights of man." The Jews, both pariahs and parvenus, found that once

they became"outlaws" literally anything could be done with them, "that a

man who is nothing but a man has lost the very qualities which make it pos

sible for other people to treat him as a fellow-man."95 Expelled from their

homes and deprived of even the legal status of the criminal, nobody knew

who they were or cared what happened to them. For the stateless, accident

reigned supreme. They had absolutely no place on earth to go but intern

ment and concentration camps. Statelessness was the ultimate manifestation

of worldlessness, whose logical end is elimination from this world.

Precisely because of their worldless condition, the Jews became the first

inhabitants of the laboratory of the concentration camp "in which the funda

mental belief of totalitarianism that everything is possible is being veri

fied."96 It is here that worldlessness and atomization reach their ultimate

form and people are reduced to nothing but their biological nature. Both

individuality and community are systematically destroyed. The individuals

shipped to the concentration camp are more effectively separated from the

world of the living than if they were killed, for their very existence and

memory are blotted out. World-alienation, a phenomenon which had made

its earliest appearance in the modern age among the Jews, reached its climax

with their destruction.

VI

Rahel had remained a Jewish woman and pariah.

Only because she clung to both identities did she

find a place in the history of European humanity.97

We are now in a position to briefly consider the bitter controversy which fol

lowed the publication of Eichmann in Jerusalem. What aroused her critics'
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ire more than anything else was her assertion that "[w]herever Jews lived,

there were recognized Jewish leaders, and this leadership, almost without

exception, cooperated in one way or another, for one reason or another, with

the Nazis."98 Gershom Scholem's reaction in his letter to Arendt was typical:

"What perversity! We are asked, it appears, to confess that the Jews too had

their 'share' in these acts of genocide."99

This criticism totally misses what Hannah Arendt is trying to show about

the implications of total worldlessness, for which the "banality of evil" is a

corollary. The horror is both that while Eichmann ''never realited what he was

doing, "100 "the members of the Jewish Councils as a rule were not traitors or

Gestapo agents, and still they became the tools of the Nazis." 101 It was no

accident that the Jews were the first victims, and the utmost importance of

considering the particularities of modern Jewish history is perhaps most suc

cinctly summed up by Arendt in one of the most important passages in Eich

mann inJerusalem:

It was when the Nazi regime declared that the German people not only

were unwilling to have any Jews in Germany but wished to make the

entire Jewish people disappear from the face of the earth that the new

crime, the crime against humanity-in the sense of a crime "against the

human status," or against the very nature of mankind-appeared....

The supreme crime it [the Israeli court trying Eichmann] was con

fronted with, the physical extermination of the Jewish people, was a

crime against humanity, perpetrated upon the body of the Jewish

people, and ... only the choice of victims, not the nature of the crime,

could be derived from the long history of Jew-hatred and anti

Semitism. 102

For Hannah Arendt the destruction of the Jews is insolubly embedded in

European history as a whole. It is only by recognizing the fact that the Jews

were singled out by the Nazis that the crime against humanity appears, and it

is precisely because of this particularity that the experience of the Jews as

Jews is important for all humankind. It is no accident that the Jews were the

first victims of the death factories which constitute the basis of totalitarian

ism; but they were just that, the first victims. Because it is exceptional, the

Jews' fate sheds light on the history and experience of all people in the mod

ern age.
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As a conscious pariah, Arendt concerns herself with the Jews because she

is both a Jew and a European, and she addresses herself to both the world as

a whole and the Jews in particular. To the world she is saying that the Jews'

condition is connected to everyone's condition, that what happened to the

Jews is not an isolated instance but may happen to anybody because the

crime itself is not uniquely Jewish, but was only perpetrated upon them.

The lack of a political orientation to the world is what links the fate of the

Jews to that of modern society as a whole.

Her experience as a Jewish refugee provided Hannah Arendt with the fun

damental experience from which she derived worldliness as her standard of

political judgment. Part of her impulse to search for paradigms of political

thought and action in the experience of ancient Greece is that she wants to

teach a sense of politics to a world in danger of doing what the Jews unwit

tingly did to themselves as well as what the Nazis did to the Jews. Arendt's

great fear is that the condition of worldlessness which has characterized the

Jews more than any other people in the modern age may become the general

ized condition of our day.

To the Jews, Arendt is saying that part of the reason for the terrible end to

their history in Europe is that they did not have a realistic political under

standing of the world in which they lived. While Eichmann "neyer realited

what he was doing, "the Jews never realized what was happening. In response

to the Eichmann controversy, she reminds us that "[n]o State of Israel would

ever have come into being if the Jewish people had not created and main

tained its own specific in-between space throughout the long centuries of

dispersion, that is, prior to the seizure of its old territory." I03 Her aim is to

awaken Jews to the fact that whether or not they have been aware of it, they

have been able to survive precisely because they have constituted a political

community. To survive, they must break with the past in which accident

reigned supreme and take conscious control of their destiny. The Zionist

movement, and the kibbuttim in particular, are important phenomena not

only for the Jews but for humankind as a whole because they demonstrate

that even the Jews can establish a world through the power of collective

action and that the so-called natural processes of society produce inevitable

results only when human beings desert the realm of politics.
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VII

Arendt's solution to her own "Jewish problem" was not to repudiate her

Jewishness nor blindly affirm it, but to adopt the stance of a conscious

pariah-an outsider among non-Jews, and a rebel among her own people. It

was because of this marginal position that she was able to gain critical

insights into both the Jewish and non-Jewish worlds. There are, of course,

problems with both her version of modern Jewish history and her critique

of modern society. 104 But, as is the case with truly original thinkers, the

encounter with these problems is a valuable process for the reader.

The essays in this volume reveal the central importance of Arendt's expe

rience as a Jew on both her life and work. The rising of Nazism pushed her

from being a student of philosophy into political awareness and activism;

her political education was as a Jew, and specifically as a Zionist. "I realized

what I then expressed time and again in the sentence: If one is attacked as

Jew, one must defend oneself as a Jew. Not as a German, not as a world

citizen, not as an upholder of the Rights of Man, or whatever. But: What can

I specifically do as Jew? Second, it was now my clear intention to work with

an organization. For the first time. To work with the Zionists. They were the

only ones who were ready. It would have been pointless to join those who
had assimilated." 10)

Arendt believed that the Jewish experience can only be understood by

consideration of the complete context within which the Jews lived as a dis

tinctive minority. Her focus was on the interactions between Jews and non

Jews. Issues concerning Jews were relevant beyond the borders of the

Jewish community, and vice versa.

In the Jewish community Arendt's views-or, what have come to be seen

as Arendt's views-continue to be subject of controversy;I06 no doubt this

collection will add new fuel to that fire. Argument and criticism are intrinsic

aspects of Jewish culture; criticism in itself is not self-hatred. Arendt may

disapprove of the powers that be and specific policies they are practicing, but

she was committed to the idea that there is a Jewish people and that Jews

could and should participate asJews in the politics of the Jewish community,

and through it, in world politics. Her criticism of Zionist policies and leader

ship came from the perspective of someone whose allegiance was to the
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Jewish people, of which the Zionist movement was only a part. In her words,

"there can be no patriotism without permanent opposition."

Beyond the particular positions Arendt advocates, her stance is of lasting

significance: she assumes the existence of a Jewish polity, one which is suffi

ciently strong, proud, and secure that all Jews have an inherent right to

engage in vigorous political debate. One need not agree with all of Arendt's

views to find this attitude to be a continuing model for Jewish political speech

and advocacy.

Very few individuals have successfully balanced the reality of being both

a Jew and a European, making of the emancipation what it should have

been-the emancipation of Jews as Jews. Hannah Arendt provides a striking

example of the potential fruitfulness of this combination. The threads of

both heritages are woven together in such a way that to overlook or deny the

influence of one or the other is to rip apart the very fabric of her life and

thought. It is because she remained both a Jew and a European that she

gained a place in history, and it is as both a Jew and a European that her life

and work should be understood.

The Jewish experience of danger, trauma, and hope in the dark times of

the twentieth century was one which Hannah Arendt shared. Very early in

her life she took to heart the experience and final words of Rahel Varnhagen:

The thing which all my life seemed to me the greatest shame, which was

the misery and misfortune of my life-having been born a Jewess

this I should on no account now wish to have missed. 1
0 7
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THE ENLIGHTENMENT
AND THE JEWISH QUESTION

The modern Jewish question dates from the Enlightenment; it was the

Enlightenment-that is, the non-Jewish world-that posed it. Its formula

tions and its answers have defined the behavior and the assimilation of Jews.

Ever since Moses Mendelssohn's genuine assimilation and Christian Wil

helm Dohm's essay "On the Civic Improvement of Jews" (1781), the same

arguments that found their chief representative in Lessing appear over and

over in every discussion of Jewish emancipation. It is to Lessing that such

discussions owe their propagation of tolerance and humanness, as well as

the distinction between the truths of reason and those of history. This dis

tinction is of such great importance because it can legitimate each accidental

instance of assimilation that occurs within history and thus needs to appear

merely as an ongoing insight into the truth and not as the adaptation and

reception of a particular culture at a particular, and thus accidental, stage of

its history.

For Lessing, reason, which all humans share in common, is the foundation

of humanity. It is the most human connection that binds Saladin with Nathan

and the Templar.* It alone is the genuine connection linking one person with

another. The emphasis of humanness based on what is reasonable gives rise

to the ideal of tolerance and to its promulgation. His notion that deep inside

every human being-despite differences of dogmatic convictions, morals,

and conduct-is the same human being, his reverence for all that bears a

human countenance, can never be derived solely from the general validity of

reason as a purely formal quality; rather, the idea of tolerance is intimately

connected with Lessing's concept of truth, which for its part can be under-

*In Lessing's play Nathan the Wise.-Ed.
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stood only within the context of his theological thought and his philosophy

of history.

Truth gets lost in the Enlightenment-indeed, no one wants it anymore.

More important than truth is man in his search for it. "Not the truth that

someone has in his possession, but rather the honest effort he has made to get

behind the truth is what defines human worth."! Man becomes more impor

tant than the truth, which is relativized for the benefit of "human worth."

This human worth is discovered in tolerance. The universal rule of reason is

the universal rule of what is human and humane. Because this humanness is

more important than any "possession of the truth," the father in Lessing's

fable gives each of his three sons a ring, but does not tell them which is the

genuine ring, with the result that the genuine one is in fact lost. The German

Enlightenment as represented by Lessing did not simply lose truth as reli

gious revelation, but rather the loss is seen as something positive: the discov

ery of the purely human. In striving for what is genuine, man and his

history-which is a history of searching-gain a meaning of their own.

Man is no longer simply in charge of what is good, with his own meaning

dependent on its possession; instead, by searching he can confirm this posses

sion, which is neither objective nor salvatory. If the search for truth, the

"expansion of one's energies," is regarded as the only substantial issue, then

for the tolerant man-that is, for the truly human man-all religious faiths

are in the end merely different names for the same man.

History has no power to prove anything to reason. The truths of history

are accidental, the truths of reason are necessary, and accident is separated

from necessity by a "nasty wide ditch," which to leap across would require a

"J.LE'TuI3U<J'L" EL" &AAO 'YEVO"." The truths of history are simply not true, no

matter how good the evidence, because both their factuality and their attesta

tion are always accidental-the latter being likewise historical. The truths of

history are "true"-that is, universally persuasive and binding-only to the

extent that they confirm the truths of reason. So it is reason that must decide

the necessity of revelation-and thus of history.2 The accident of history

can be ennobled by reason after the fact; reason decides subsequently that

revealed history is identical with reason. Revealed history functions as

humanity's educator. At the end of such an education, which we experience

as history, will come the time of a "new eternal gospel" that will make fur-
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ther lessons superfluous. The end of history is its dissolution, when what is

still relatively accidental is transformed into what is absolutely necessary.

"Such an education provides man with nothing that he could not also have on

his own"; it merely leads him to a perfection that in actuality already lies

within him. Since reason is already included within revelation, history

teaches reason to stand on its own. The goal of both divine revelation and

human history is man's coming of age.

One consequence of history as educator is not entirely accessible to rea

son. Reason can only confirm history's "that," but must let go of its "how"

as something outside its own purview. "But if a revelation can and must be a

revelation, then it must be one more proof to reason of its own truth rather

than an infringement on it, should reason find in revelation things beyond

it." This statement does not imply a new acknowledgment of divine author

ity. It must be viewed in conjunction with Lessing's primary theological the

sis: that religion is prior to and independent of Scripture. Truth as thesis,

dogma, or as an objective and salvatory possession is not what is essential;

religiosity is.

At first glance this seems nothing more than an enlightened version of

Pietism. Lessing's Fragments ofan Unknown can be confusing only to a the

ologian, not to a Christian, in the midst of whose faith Christ is unassailable,

because such faith is pure internality. "Do this man's explanations, hypothe

ses, and proofs matter to the Christian? For him it's simply there, his Chris

tian faith, which he feels to be so true, in which he feels so blessed." But

underlying this emphasis on unassailable internality is the Enlightenment's

mistrust of the Bible; pure internality is stressed because the objectivity of

Scripture's revelation is no longer certain. The separation of religion and the

Bible is the final futile attempt to salvage religion-futile because such a sep

aration destroys the Bible's authority and, with it, God's visible and know

able authority on earth. "Religion is not true because the evangelists and

apostles taught it, rather they taught it because it is true." If the truth of reli

gion precedes the Bible, it is no longer objectively certain, but must be

searched for. This enlightened acceptance of pietist religiosity simultane

ously destroys Pietism. What is new is not the emphasis on internality, but

rather that it is played off against objectivity.

History, then, appears in Lessing's work in two heterogeneous contexts.
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First, history is the eternal search for truth; it begins with man's coming of

age, but beyond that its horizon is limitless. Second, history is the educator of

the human race, but it makes itself superfluous and ceases with man's coming

of age. The first understanding of history allows man, once he has become

aware of his reason, to begin anew and establish a history. This understand

ing is the only one that remains determinative in Mendelssohn's reception of

Lessing's thought. But for Lessing this history that is to be founded anew is

definitely anchored in the past. The past ruled by authority is, after all, an

educator. Man has only just come of age-through an education God grants

to man. Man's coming of age marks the beginning of a second history, which

differs from the first in that, although it does not renounce every goal, it

shifts any such goal to limitless time in general-truth is a goal reached only

by approximation and in stages of increasing perfection. This theory of history

has a fundamentally different structure from that presented in The Education

ofthe Human Race. It is in no way a secularization of Christianity-and can

not be, since in it truth is reserved only for God3-but rather from the start it

is directed solely toward man; it shifts truth as far into the future as possible,

since truth is really not the concern of earthly man. Possession of the truth

actually impedes the development of all of man's possibilities, inhibits the

requisite patience, and turns his gaze away from what is human. Truth is of

concern to God alone and is of no importance to man. This exclusive and

unreserved affirmation of the eternally open-ended and fragmentary nature

of all things human solely for the sake of humanity is shunted aside in The

Education ofthe Human Race.

In Mendelssohn's reception of the Enlightenment, his "formation" (Bildung)

still takes place within the context of an absolute allegiance to the Jewish reli

gion. Defense of this allegiance-for instance against J. K. Lavater's attacks

was of great importance to him. Lessing's separation of the truths of reason and

history provided him the means for his defense. But along with his apologia

for Judaism he had to maintain the possibility of his own "formation"-and

the absolute autonomy of reason asserted by the Enlightenment served his

purpose. "Minds that think for themselves," Lessing says, "have the capacity

to ignore the entire expanse of erudition and to realize that they must find

their own path across that expanse the moment it is worth the effort to enter

upon it."4 This idea of being able to think for oneself is the foundation of
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Mendelssohn's ideal of formation; true formation is not nourished by history

and its facts, but instead makes them superfluous. The authority of reason

prevails, and everyone can come to it alone and on his own. The thinking

man lives in absolute isolation; independent of all others he finds the truth,

which actually should be common to all. "Every man pursues his own path

through life.... But it does not seem to me that it was the purpose of Provi

dence for all humanity here below constantly to move forward and perfect

itself over time." For Mendelssohn reason is even more independent of his

tory, nor is it anchored in it. He expressly argues against Lessing's philoso

phy of history, against "the education of the human race, which my late

friend Lessing fancied at the urging of some researcher of history or other." 5

A knowledge of history is not yet necessary for Mendelssohn's formation,

which is simply liberation to think. He innately owes nothing to any object of

the alien world of culture; he does not need to discover his "standing-in

nothing" within the dominant intellectual atmosphere.

In adopting the idea of autonomous reason, Mendelssohn had focused

solely on the notion of thinking for oneself and remaining independent of all

facts (whereas for Lessing, reason was a path for discovering what is human);

so, too, the theory of the distinction between the truths of reason and history

is given a new twist: Mendelssohn uses and dogmatizes it in his apologia for

Judaism. For Mendelssohn the Jewish religion, and only it, is identical with

what is reasonable, and that is because of its "eternal truths," which alone

also entail religious obligations. The truths of Jewish history, Mendelssohn

continues, were valid only as long as the Mosaic religion was the religion of a

nation, which was no longer the case after the destruction of the Temple.

Only"eternal truths" are independent of all Scripture and apprehensible in

every age; they are the basis of the Jewish religion, and it is because of them

that Jews are still bound to the religion of their fathers even today. If they

were not to be found in the Old Testament, then neither the Law nor histori

cal tradition would be of any validity. Because there is nothing in the Old

Testament that "argues against reason,"6 nothing counter to reason, the Jew

is also bound to those obligations that stand outside of reason, but to which

no non-Jew should ever be explicitly bound, since they separate men from

one another. Eternal truths are the foundation of tolerance. "How happy the

world in which we live would be, if all men were to accept and practice the
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truth that the best Christians and the best Jews have in common."7 For

Mendelssohn the truths of reason and history are different only in kind and

are not ascribed to different stages in humanity's development. Reason is

shared by all men, is equally accessible to all people in all ages. The paths to

it, however, differ, and for Jews this includes not only acceptance of the Jew

ish religion, but also strict adherence to its Law.

Lessing made his distinction between reason and history in order to put an

end to religion as dogma. Mendelssohn attempts to use it specifically to salvage

the Jewish religion on the basis of some"eternal content" independent of its

historical attestation. But the same theological interest that removes reason

from history also removes the seeker of truth from history. All reality-the

world around us, our fellow men, history-lacks the legitimation of reason.

This elimination of reality is closely bound up with the factual position of

the Jew in the world. The world mattered so little to him that it became the

epitome of what was unalterable. This new freedom of reason, of formation,

of thinking for oneself, does not change the world at all. The"educated" Jew

continues to regard the historical world with the same indifference felt by the

oppressed Jew in the ghetto.

This failure of Jews to appreciate history-based in their fate as a people

without a history and nourished by an only partially understood and assimi

lated Enlightenment-is intersected at one point by Dohm's theory of

emancipation, an argument that remained crucial for the decades that fol

lowed. For Dohm-the first writer in Germany to systematically take up

their cause-Jews are never the "people of God" or even of the Old Testa

ment. They are human beings like all other human beings, except that history

has ruined these human beings.8 But only Jews now take up this concept of

history, since it provides them an explanation for their cultural inferiority,

their lack of education and productivity, their deleterious effect on society.

For them history becomes on principle the history of what is alien to them; it

is the history of the prejudices that held sway over people prior to the

Enlightenment. History is the history of a bad past or of a present still

caught up in prejudice. Liberating the present from the burden and conse

quences of this history becomes the task of liberating and integrating Jews.

Such was the simple and relatively unproblematic situation of the first

generation of assimilationist Jews. Mendelssohn was not just more or less in

agreement on theoretical issues with champions of integration like Dohm
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and Mirabeau; in their eyes and in the eyes of other Jews Mendelssohn like

wise was and remained a guarantee that Jews were capable and worthy of

improvement, that the creation of a different social situation would suffice to

turn them into socially and culturally productive members of bourgeois

society. The second generation of assimilationists-represented by Men

delssohn's student David Friedlander-still clung to the Enlightenment's

theory of a ruined history.9 No longer tied to religion as Mendelssohn had

been, they attempted to make use of this soil so favorable to their endeavors

by employing every means possible to enter society. They proved so adept at

assimilating the blind spots of the Enlightenment, which regarded Jews

solely as an oppressed people, that they denied their own history and

regarded everything particular about themselves as an impediment to their

integration, to their becoming full human beings. IO In adopting Mendels

sohn's and Lessing's distinction between reason and history, they decided in

favor of reason; indeed they went so far as to hone the idea to the point of

blasphemy, something that would never have occurred to Mendelssohn:

"And if someone wants to back a reflective, honest inquirer into a corner

with the objection that human reason is no match for divine reason... ?

That objection cannot discomfort him for a moment, since the very acknowl

edgment of the divinity of such a belief and such dutiful obedience belongs

before the court of human reason." For Friedlander the distinction between

reason and history no longer served to salvage the Jewish religion, but was

merely the means by which to be rid of it as quickly as possible. For

Mendelssohn freedom had still meant the freedom of formation and of the

possibility "to reflect upon oneself and one's religion." But now such reflec

tion on the Jewish religion was merely a means for changing the Jews' "polit

ical condition." Mendelssohn's pupil openly contradicted his teacher, who

had advised: "Conform yourselves to the morals and conditions of the land

in which you have been placed, but hold steadfastly to the religion of your

fathers. Bear both burdens as best you can." Friedlander openly contradicted

such a statement when, appealing to the Enlightenment, reason, and a moral

sense that all men share equally, he recommended baptism as a means of

"public integration into society."

But by 1799 such a proposal came too late. The response of Provost

Teller, to whom it was offered, was cool. And Schleiermacher energetically

resisted such unwelcome guests. In characteristic fashion he assigned this
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"epistle" to "the older school of our literature," II and, in opposing an appeal

to reason, emphasized that what is particular to Christianity is a moral sense

that can only be watered down by such proselytes. Reason has nothing to do

with Christianity. Schleiermacher wanted to protect what is peculiar to his

own religion from what is necessarily different in the religion of foreigners.

Reason provided the possibility of only a partial agreement-it applied to

citizenship, not to religion. Schleiermacher favored integration as soon as

possible. But integration would not be the beginning of total assimilation,

although this is precisely what the Jews were proposing. "The Enlighten

ment fashion" that presumed all men to be originally equal and wished to

restore that equality has become "contemptible." Schleiermacher demands

that Jewish ceremonial law be subordinated to civil law and that the hope for

a Messiah be abandoned. FriedHinder agrees to both. He is not even aware

that this might mean he is giving something up, for he wants to clear away

everything that contradicts reason, which is the same for Christian and Jew

alike-and he expressly demands the same of Christians. Twenty to thirty

years earlier, when Lavater had demanded that Mendelssohn examine all evi

dence for and against Christianity and then make his decision "as Socrates

would have," Friedlander's proposals would not have seemed so absurd as

they now appeared to Schleiermacher and the rest of educated Germany.

A shift had taken place in Germany's awareness of history, one that finds

its most characteristic expression in Johann Gottfried von Herder, who had

initiated the critique of his own age, the age of Enlightenment. His essay

"Auch eine Philosophie zur Geschichte der Bildung der Menschheit" [This

too a philosophy for the formation of humanity] was published in 1774, that

is, in the midst of the Enlightenment, and had no effect whatever on the older

generation. But its influence on what was to become Romanticism was all the

stronger and more crucial. It argues against the rule of reason alone, with its

trite preachments of utility. It also argues against the rule of man alone, who

"hates nothing more than what is wonderful and hidden." And finally it

argues against a historiography that, following Voltaire and Hume, forgets

reality in favor of those human abilities and possibilities that always remain

the same.

We saw how, in adopting Lessing's ideas, Mendelssohn stressed above all

else the isolation of each individual in being able to think for himself. Herder
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and the later Romantics (which is to say, the German tradition of greatest

importance for the Jewish question) eliminated this notion and resumed the

discovery of history that Lessing had initiated.

Herder objects to Lessing's statement that man receives nothing in his

education that does not already lie within him: "Had man received every

thing out of himself and developed isolated from all external objects, it

might then be possible to write a history of a man, but not of men, not of the

entire race." Man lives instead in a "chain of individuals." "Tradition

approaches him and shapes his mind and forms his limbs." 12 Pure reason,

pure goodness, is "scattered" across the earth. No individual is capable any

longer of comprehending it. It never exists as itself-just as there is no gen

uine ring for Lessing. It shifts, changes, is "apportioned in a thousand

shapes ... -an eternal Proteus." This constantly changed shape depends

on realities that lie outside human powers, on "time, climate, need, world,

fate." What is crucial is no longer-as it was for the Enlightenment-pure

possibility but the reality of each human existence. The real differentiation

among men is more important than their "virtual" sameness. "No doubt the

most cowardly scoundrel still has some remote ability and possibility to

become the most magnanimous of heroes; but between the latter and such a

character's entire sense of being, of existence, lies-a chasm!"I3

Consequently reason is not the judge of historical reality in man, but the

result of the human race's total experience. I4 By its very nature this result is

never at an end. I) Herder accepts Lessing's notion of truth as "eternal

search," but in a modified form. For though Lessing pushes the truth into

some immeasurably distant future, reason as an inborn capacity remains for

him untouched by such dynamics. But if reason, as the "result of experi

ence," is itself historicized, man's place in the development of the human

race is no longer clearly defined: "No history in the world stands a priori on

abstract principles." Just as Lessing rejects truth as a possession that provides

tranquillity for good and all, because such a possession would be inappropri

ate for man, so Herder refuses to recognize pure reason as the possibility of

one truth. In opposition to both one single reason and one single truth stands

the endlessness of history, and "why should I become a mind of pure reason

when I wish only to be a man and, just as is the case with my existence, so,

too, in my knowledge and belief to move as a wave upon the sea of history."
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As a result, for Herder the relationship of reason and history are just the

opposite: reason is subject to history, "for abstraction really has no laws gov

erning history."

The rule of reason, of man who has come of age and is on his own, is

about to end. History, what happens to man, has become opaque. "No

. philosopher can account for why they [peoples] exist, or why they have

existed." In its opaqueness history becomes something impersonal and out

side of man, but it does not become God. The transcendence of the divine

has been lost for good and all; "religion should effect nothing but its goals

through man and for man."

Parallel to this insight into the power of history over reason is a polemic

against the sameness of all men. The deeper life is seized by history, the more

differentiated it becomes. This differentiation has developed out of an origi

nal sameness. The older a people, the more it differs from every other

people. 16 The consequences of historical events first give rise to differences

among men and peoples. Difference does not lie in ability, talent, or charac

ter, but rather in the irrevocability of human events, so that there is a past

that cannot be undone.

With this discovery of the irrevocability of all that has happened, Herder

became one of the first great interpreters of history. It was through him that

in Germany the history of the Jews first became visible as a history defined

essentially by their possession of the Old Testament. This resulted in a

change in the response to the Jewish question-by both Jews themselves and

the larger world. This change was also influenced by new definitions that

Herder provided for two concepts so crucial in this context: formation and

tolerance.

Herder understands the history of the Jews in the same way that they

interpret it, as the history of God's chosen people.17 That they were then

scattered is for him the beginning of and precondition for their effect on the

human race. 18 He surveys their history down to the present and his attention

is arrested by the Jews' unique sense of life, which holds to the past and tries

to hold what is past within the present. To his mind both their mourning for a

Jerusalem destroyed ages ago and their hope for a Messiah are tokens of the

fact that "the ruins of Jerusalem ... are rooted, so to speak, in the heart of

time."19 Their religion is neither a source of prejudice nor Mendelssohn's
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religion of reason, but the "inalienable heritage of their race." At the same

time Herder recognizes that their history arises out of the Law of Moses and

cannot be separated from it,20 and therefore stands or falls with obedience to

the Law. Their religion is moreover a religion of Palestine, and clinging to it

means remaining a people of Palestine and thus "an Asian people foreign to

our continent." He does not concede to them their sameness with other

peoples-which for the Enlightenment is the only means of making them

human beings-but instead emphasizes their foreignness. But that in no way

means the abandonment of assimilation; in fact he is even more radical in his

demands, but on another basis. Whereas for Dohm and Lessing discussion of

the Jewish question arose primarily out of the question of religion and its

toleration, for Herder assimilation is a question of emancipation and thus of

politics. Precisely because Herder takes adherence to the "religion of one's

fathers" seriously, he sees in it a symbol of national cohesion; a foreign religion

becomes the religion of another nation. The task now is not to tolerate another

religion-in the same way that one is forced to tolerate many prejudices-or

to change a socially shameful situation, but rather to incorporate another

nation within Germany.21 Herder definitely sees the present state of affairs sub

specie praeteritatis. The fact that the Jews have not perished despite all their

oppression in a foreign world, but have sought to fit in, even if in a parasitical

fashion-he understands even this as part of their history as a people.22 What

is important now is to make what is parasitical about the Jewish nation produc

tive. To what extent such assimilation is possible even as the Law is still

observed is a question of politics, to what extent it is possible at all is a question

of education and formation, which for Herder means humanization.

Two concepts characterize humanity: formation and tolerance. Herder

reserves his sharpest polemic for the Enlightenment's concept of formation

that is, thinking for oneself-which he castigates above all else for lacking

any sense of reality. Such formation does not arise out of any experience or

lead to "action," to its "application to life within a given sphere." It cannot

form man, since it forgets the reality out of which he comes and in which he

stands. The "backward step" of formation-of true formation which forms,

re-forms, and continues to form-is governed by the past, "the silent, eternal

power of precedence, of a series of precedents." The Enlightenment cannot

preserve this past.
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Education by formation as Herder defines it can have no interest in simply

imitating these "precedents"; after all, Herder has just demonstrated the

uniqueness of history, even of the greatest and most brilliant history. Forma

tion attempts to discover what can be formative by understanding precedents.

Such understanding (which is itself a truly new access to reality and is as

remote from all polemics or any sort of allegorizing and interpreting of

Scripture as it is from simple pious acceptance) contains within it, first, a

summoning of reality-to accept it as it really was, without any covert

purposes or thoughts-and, second, a distancing from the past-never to

confuse the past and oneself, to take seriously and include in one's under

standing the time that lies between the past and one's attempt to understand.

In terms of its content, then, history is not binding on someone who under

stands it, because he understands it as unique and transient. Its formative

function lies in the understanding per se. But what is past provides the basis

for a new idea of tolerance. As with every human being, every historical

epoch has its fate, whose uniqueness can be judged by no one; it is history

itself that, in the remorselessness of its continuance, has taken over the role

of judge. Tolerance, a "virtue of rare souls privileged by heaven," no longer

discovers what is human per se, but understands it-understands it in all its

guises and changes, understands its uniqueness and its transience. Tolerance

corresponds to the understanding distance held by the educated person.

Thus in an oddly indirect way Herder gave the Jews back their history-a

history that has become history understood. History is taken absolutely seri

ously as what has happened, yet without any direct belief in an original

Director of what has happened. Secularization can no longer be undone.

This indirect restitution of the actual content of the past totally destroys the

past as Jews see it. If for Herder this past, like all pasts, was bound to a unique

time that can never return, for Jews it was the very thing that had to be res

cued again and again from its own transience. Herder does indeed give back

to the assimilated Jew all that has happened as he interprets it, but what has

happened has happened without God. Thus Herder robs the assimilated Jew

of the freedom he had won in accepting the Enlightenment-even though it

too stands vis-a-vis de rien-but places it under the power of fate and no

longer under the power of God. The Enlightenment still had at least some

direct link to the content of history in that it had dealt with it-whether by
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rejecting, defending, or intentionally twisting it. Herder's understanding of

history, by giving priority to the events, is a final negation of binding obliga

tions to any historical content whatsoever. For the Jews the destruction of

the content of history means the loss of all historical ties, for what is unique

about their history is that with the destruction of the Temple, history itself

had, in a certain sense, destroyed the"continuum of things" that Herder res

cues from the "abyss." That is why Mendelssohn's defense of the Jewish reli

gion and his attempt to salvage some "eternal content"-as naIve as it may

seem to us today-was not entirely pointless. It was still possible on the basis

of the Enlightenment; Jews were left with a last remnant of historical con

nection that has now been completely erased. Herder himself views this lack

of connection positively: "In his Nathan the Wise Lessing portrayed the

unprejudiced judgment of educated Jews, their more direct way of look

ing at things; and who would contradict him, since the Jew as such is relieved

of many political convictions that we can rid ourselves of only with great

effort, or not at all?" Herder stresses the lack of prejudice in educated Jews,

that is, of those who are not connected to any sort of historical content, to

which-despite "formation" and as a result of the continuum of time-the

non-Jewish world surrounding them remains subject. At the same time

Herder wants to place in a positive light those characteristics that the necessi

ties of an unpleasant present-whether of a social nature or those of the

Diaspora in general-have caused them to display, forcing them to be dou

bly keen in business and biblical exposition.23 Once the Jews are "formed" in

Herder's sense, they are restored to humanity, which according to their own

interpretation, however, now means that they have ceased to be the chosen

people.

Having cast aside proud national prejudice, having abandoned customs

that do not belong to our age and temperament, or even to our climate,

they work not as slaves ... but indeed as cohabitants of educated

peoples, assisting the building up the sciences and humanity's entire

culture.... They are not to be led to honor and morality by ceding

them mercantile privileges, they elevate themselves to these goals

through purely human, scientific, and civil merits. Whereupon their

Palestine is everywhere they live and work to noble effect.
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And with that the Jews are once again put into a position of exceptionality

that could still remain hidden during the Enlightenment, which had no fully

developed understanding of history. Lessing's total equality demanded of

Jews merely that they be human beings, something that ultimately, at least in

Mendelssohn's interpretation, they could readily achieve. But here a special

position is demanded of them-they are to be granted a special place within

"humanity's entire culture" once "formation" and the distancing effect of

understanding have destroyed all of the contents of history which formerly

sustained them. Schleiermacher rejects Friedlander's proposals because he

wants to see the special character of both Christianity and Judaism pre

served. Thus Jews are expected to have an understanding of their own his

torical situation, an expectation they can hardly meet, inasmuch as their

very existence in the non-Jewish world stands or falls with the essentially

unhistorical argumentation of the Enlightenment. In their struggle for

emancipation they are forced continually. to perform a saIto mortali, to

attempt a leap into their own integration. They cannot put their trust in "let

ting nature take its course," in a "step-by-step" development/4 for in an alien

world they have no definite spot from which such a development can have

its start.

Thus the Jews have become a people without a history within history.

Herder's understanding of history deprives them of their past. Once again

they stand face-to-face with nothing. From within a historical reality, from

within a European secularized world, they are forced somehow to adopt

themselves to this world, to form themselves. But for them formation is by

necessity everything that is the non-Jewish world. Once they have been

deprived of their own past, present reality begins to reveal its power. Forma

tion is the only possible means they have to survive this present. If formation

means above all understanding the past, then the "formed" Jew is dependent

on an alien past. He comes to it by way of a present that he must understand

because he participates in it. If the present is to be understood at all, then the

past must be explicitly seized anew. Explicitly asserting the past is the posi

tive expression of the distancing effect that Herder claims for the formed

man-a distancing that Jews bring with them from the start. Thus out of the

alienness of history, history emerges as a special and legitimate concern of

the Jews. 25
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AGAINST PRIVATE CIRCLES

Until recently, our Jewish schools have served a vanishingly small percent

age of Jewish youth. Where they were not rooted in Orthodox congrega

tions, these schools have usually been attended by children whose parents

wished to cultivate a specifically Jewish self-consciousness. They rested, that

is, upon a particular attitude within Judaism. They were supported by their

communities in only the most desultory way, because the communities

sensed a danger in becoming "isolated" and alienated from the larger non

Jewish environment.

Beyond all differences of perspective, the contemporary situation

demands aJewish school system huilt upon the very hroadest hasis. Only in this

way can such a system do justice to the facts that recent events have brought

about; only in this way can the children emigrating from German schools

today be not just excluded from one system but truly included into another.

Including these children is the most urgent task in the present circum

stances. If the problem is left to solve itself, then wealthyJewish families will

band together into private circles and attempt to pass on some sort of a higher

education. This would not only leave the current situation perniciously unaf

fected but would even legitimize its exclusionary policies. It would tear the

children out of every social context, would place them in an artificial atmo

sphere alien to any reality, and would cultivate them neither into Germans

nor into Jews. Even the most highly qualified teacher could do nothing to

counter this fact, and above all could not prevent the children from becoming

and from remaining essentially excluded people. Burdening a child with this

fate is ultimately as unacceptable as exposing him to a hostile antisemitic

environment.

Moreover, since such private initiatives are available only to the wealthy,

they would threaten the very existence of Jewish schools, because they would

draw away the paying children. We now confront the danger that someday
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we will have a fatally incapacitated Jewish school on the one hand and on the

other myriad little circles.

It should not be objected that these private circles do not yet exist, that the

demand for a Jewish grammar school [Volksschule] remains great, that things

should simply be allowed to develop on their own. Private circles will arise;

this is clear to anyone who is familiar with the mentality of German Jews.

The demand for a grammar school is not evidence to the contrary. These pri

vate circles will claim to be providing a higher education. That is the actual

danger. Once they have been set up, when countless Jewish teachers who are

now without any income are employed in them, it will be extraordinarily dif

ficult to gain control over them again. A prophylacticpropaganda is necessary

to enlighten parents to the danger threatening their children: the danger of

an alienation from reality, the danger of a lack of character, the danger of a

groundlessness within which the very reason for this groundlessness can no

longer be perceived.

The Jewish schools will be the most important instrument available to

Jews as a whole for influencing the coming generation. Viewed in a longer

perspective, there is today hardly a question that has more existential ramifi

cations and upon whose solution more depends. The more unified that solu

tion proves to be, the smaller the differences between the individual schools

and the more quickly all the children are included, the more that can be

achieved. The coming generation must know the history ofJewish assimila

tion and of antisemitism as well as it knows the history of Judaism up until

assimilation. Only in this way can they be provided with a basis from which

to judge their environment and themselves in a genuinely reasonable way;

only in this way can they lend substance to a self-consciousness which as a

merely ethical command must always remain vacant.

The Jewish school should not commit itself to a principle of racial purity.

It must from the start be prepared to accept half- or quarter-Jews, that is,

everyone who has been forced into its arms by the political situation. For it is

important to be clear on the fact that assimilation and its consequences can

not simply be revoked-whatever one may think of this assimilation. For the

time being we are all still German Jews, which means "assimilated." Our

children will not be able to grow up either in the ghetto or among the Ger

man public. This situation is something new in Jewish history. Only Jewish

schools have a hope of confronting this unprecedented situation. And this
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only when they are led by people ready to view this situation without illu

sions.

Orthodox school system

In the context of our earlier discussion of the question of Jewish schools in

Germany it has been brought to our attention that we ought to have men

tioned what an impressive school system Orthodoxy in Germany has man

aged to construct, in particular the Adass Jisroel Congregation in Berlin.

Orthodox Jewish congregations have already founded Jewish schools of

higher education in Hamburg, Leipzig, Frankfurt, Berlin, and Cologne.

Some of these have been established only in the last few years with great sac

rifice and have acquitted themselves fully as educational institutions. It
should be emphasized that these school systems owe their establishment to

the efforts of both Orthodox and Zionist public figures.

1933
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ORIGINAL ASSIMILATION
An Epilogue to the One Hundredth Anniyersary

ofRahel varnhagensDeath

I

Today in Germany it seems Jewish assimilation must declare its bankruptcy.

The general social antisemitism and its official legitimation affects in the first

instance assimilated Jews, who can no longer protect themselves through

baptism or by emphasizing their differences from Eastern Judaism. The

question of the success or failure of assimilation is more urgent than ever

precisely for assimilated Jews. For assimilation is a fact, and only later, in the

context of defensive struggle, does it become an ideology; an ideology one

today knows cannot maintain itself because reality has refuted it more fully

and unambiguously than ever before. Assimilation is the entrance of the

Jews into the historical European world.

The role of the Jews in this world can be unambiguously determined nei

ther sociologically nor in intellectual-historical terms. Specifically modern

antisemitism, the antisemitism directed against assimilated Jews and which is

as old as their assimilation itself, this form of antisemitism has always

reproached the Jews with being bearers of the Enlightenment. That basically

was the charge of Grattenauer's vulgar polemic of 1802 as well as Brentano's

consummately witty satire reflecting the antisemitism of the late Romantics,

of the German Christian Table Society [Tischgesellschafi]. This polemic is

not accidental. It is true that at least at the beginning of the last century there

was no unstructured assimilation. Assimilation always meant assimilation to

the Enlightenment.

The Enlightenment promised the Jews emancipation and above all pro

vided them with arguments for demanding equal human rights, hence almost
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all of them became Enlightenment advocates. But the prohlem of Jewish

assimilation begins only after the Enlightenment, first in the generation that

followed Mendelssohn. Mendelssohn could still believe himself in funda

mental agreement with the Enlightenment avant-garde-which meant at the

time the representatives of cultural Germany. But already his students found

their appeals to reason and moral sentiment encountering resistance. Even

Schleiermacher took the "Circular of Certain Jewish Household Fathers,"

written by David Friedlander, to be an example of "our earlier literary

school." Initially the Jews could not understand the new historical con

sciousness that first emerged in Germany, because it provided them no fur

ther arguments for their demands.

That means: the Jews as a whole could no longer assimilate. Mendelssohn

was still always able to speak in the name of "the" Jews, whom he wanted to

enlighten and to free. He believed-like Dohm-that it was the Jews as a

whole he would emancipate. The baptismal movement in the next generation

shows that the Jewish question had become by then a problem for the indiyid

ual Jew, had become the problem of somehow coming to terms with the

world. That broad types of solutions can be discerned among what were in

each case personal decisions does not refute the point. The Jewish question

becomes aprohlem ofthe individualJew.

II

Rahel, Henriette Herz, Dorothea Schlegel, and the Meyer sisters are

examples of these "individuals." All they had in common was a desire to

escape their Judaism, and all of them to some extent succeeded. Henriette

Herz attempted it through scholarship. She mastered Latin, Greek, some

Sanskrit, mathematics, and physics. The Christianity that Schleiermacher

taught her became a self-evident cultural resource. She was respected, she

was beautiful, she was much beloved. She developed a reputation for cold

ness because she remained untouched, nothing got through to her. With

sound instincts she defended herself against every passion, against every

serious engagement with the world. She believed one could study the world;

she hoped that one could bribe it through virtue. And the world confirmed

this by respecting her.
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Dorothea Schlegel, Mendelssohn's youngest daughter, abandoned her

husband, a respectable Jewish merchant, for Friedrich Schlegel. She did not

encounter the world, she encountered Schlegel. She assimilated not to

Romanticism but to Schlegel. She was not converted to Catholicism but to

Schlegel's faith. She wanted to "build [him] a temple." Her love was entirely

unreflected, merely the shining expression of her enthrallment. What

remains is the fact that she really did succeed in surrendering herself, in

devoting herself to someone else completely and being pulled through the

world by him. The world was nothing but the transient foil for her feelings,

for the whole excited passion of her inner being.

Marianne and Sarah Meyer came from a rich family that provided them

with "an aristocratic education and cultured instruction." Their intelligence,

their education, were identical to worldly sophistication. Marianne married

Count Reuss and after his death bore the title of Lady von Eibenberg. Sarah

lived many years in a happy marriage with the Livonian Baron Grotthus.

Both of them resided in the great world, surrounded by recognition and flat

tery. They were taken up by society, even if here and there they were sud

denly turned away, if certain houses would not receive them, if Gentz said

their society was almost "mauvaise societe," and if Prince Ligne's quip that

Baron Arnstein was "Ie premier baron du vieux testament" made the rounds

all through Vienna. These petty insults they had to be prepared to confront

at any moment provoked immeasurable vanity in Frau von Grotthus, and in

Frau von Eibenberg the "misanthropic knowledge of human character." It
also gave rise to intelligence, attentiveness, and the art of making "even

boredom entertaining."

These are simply a few individual cases that could be supplemented at

will. It is characteristic of all these women that they understood how to erase

the traces they left behind, that they were able to enter into the social world,

that they had no need even to emphasize: "one must escape from Judaism"

(Rahel).

III

In light of its risks and its necessity, to ask whether or not assimilation suc

ceeded seems idle. Nor is it possible to determine if Rahel succeeded at it.
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What is sure is that she never was able to erase the traces, to deny practically

her origins, although it was she who made the angriest and bitterest remarks

about her Jewishness. Nonetheless she never attempted to compensate for

the groundlessness of her existence with surrogates, and she understood how

to pursue every despair, even that over her heritage, with the utmost conse

quence. Thus she has become exemplary-less through what she said than

through the course of her life itself-for a situation that was not hers alone.

Rahel studied nothing. She stressed to Veit, the friend of her youth, her

"ignorance" and that she could not change it; "one must use it as it stands."

No tradition had passed anything on to her, no history foresaw her existence.

Purely independent, because born into no cultural world, without prejudice,

because it seemed no one had judged before her, as if in the paradoxical situ

ation of the first human being, she was compelled to appropriate everything

as if she were meeting it for the first time. She was dependent on unprece

dence. Herder once demanded explicitly an absence of prejudice from "cul

tured Jews." For Henriette Herz, the freedom from all content passed over

into freedom for anything at all. Everything could be studied. Her indepen

dence became a senseless aptitude for everything. Since Rahel insisted upon

her ignorance, she actually documented the generosity and indeterminacy of

a particular historically given world; this was the source of her striking way

of describing things, people, situations. Everything presented itself to her as

if for the first time. She never had a memorized formula ready. Her wit,

which was already feared when she was a young girl, was but this entirely

unburdened manner of seeing. She lived in no particular order of the world,

and refused to study any order of the world; her wit could unite the most

incongruous things, in the most intimately unified things it could discern

incongruities. This her friends praised as originality, while her enemies

found in it an absence of style, a disorder, an unmotivated pleasure in para

doxes. And perhaps her manner of expression truly was without style, for

she had no model, no tradition, and no precise consciousness of which words

belonged together and which did not. But she was genuinely"original": she

never obscured a thing with a familiar expression. Despite all her originality,

all her rapacity for conquest, Rahel demonstrated not only the absence of

prejudice but also the vacancy of someone entirely dependent upon experi

ence, who must marshal an entire life behind each opinion.

Entertaining an opinion in the alien world is an essential aspect of assimilation.
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For Rahel, this opinion derived from her life, depended upon the fact that

human beings, destinies, occurrences did not leave her in the lurch, did not

forget her, but met her. She could have escaped from this dependence upon

her own life through senseless study or marriage. She attempted it once when

she met Count Finckenstein, when he fell in love with her and she became his

betrothed. She had enough influence over Finckenstein to have brought him

to the altar. Even many years later it remained incomprehensible to her

friends why she did not do so. The reason was quite simple: what could have

been the history of her assimilation became her personal love story. She

"surrendered to chance when she could have calculated everything." For

only through chance could a world she found indeterminate meet her. She

could have deceived herself into thinking that the chance that Finckenstein

of all people was the first, Ie premier qui a voulu que je l'aime, made marriage

necessary, and then she would have been sucked away like Dorothea

Schlegel.

Having no social position that would render an orientation self-evident,

the only possibility for Rahel to encounter the world was in her own life.

That she relied on this life and its experiences was the precondition of her

eventual success in breaking through to reality. But hardly more than the

precondition. For in order to really enter an alien history, to live in a foreign

world, she had to be able to communicate herself and her experiences.

IV

It is often remarked, doubtless correctly, that the most notable aspect of

Rahel's assimilation, its test case, so to speak, was that she was among the

very first truly to understand Goethe. But it must not be overlooked that this

understanding was not a matter of any unusual cleverness or sensitivity but

was rather the result of a predicament, the predicament of having to commu

nicate and of needing for this communication a language. If her life was not

to sink entirely into the void, she had to attempt somehow to transmit herself

into history by communication. This attempt would have been completely

hopeless and disoriented if she had not had in Goethe the "mediator" to

whom she could attach herself and whom she could imitate.
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Goethe was the great stroke of fortune in Rahel's life. "The poet accom

panied me without fail throughout my life." "Powerful and hale, he brought

together in me what unhappiness and happiness had divided in me and what I

was not able to hold visibly together." He taught her the connection: that

happiness and unhappiness do not simply fall on a creature from heaven, but

that there is only happiness and unhappiness within a life, and that this life as

such can be their coherence. Happiness and unhappiness are formative ele

ments in Wilhelm Meister. In Meister's life the question of happiness or

unhappiness hardly has any meaning; so much is it the case that everything

that occurs has meaning that there is barely a site where something simply

destructive could break in. Chance itself is here an "educated man"

(Schlegel). Initially, Rahel's life had no history and was exposed to pure

destructiveness; but the folly of this other life let her understand; it taught

her that love, fear, hope, happiness, and unhappiness were not simply blind

terrors, but when they were specifically situated, emerging from a determi

nate past and passing into a determinate future, that they were able to mean

something which human beings could comprehend. Without Goethe she

would have seen her life only from the outside, its ghostly contours. She

could not have fashioned a connection between it and the world to whom

she had to recount it. "I made company with his largess, he was eternally my

most single and certain friend"; for he was the only person whom she had so

truly to love that her life's "measure [was] found not in me but in him." He

compelled her at length to acknowledge the world of objects, that is, to cease

being disproportionately and pointlessly original. Because she understood

him, and understood herself through him, he could become for her some

thing like a succedaneum for tradition. She converted to him, joined forces

with him, and so has a place now in German history.

Rahel did not acquire from Goethe the "art of existing" (Schlegel), but

she did master to the point of virtuosity the art of communicating her own

life, of presenting herself. That she could properly invoke Goethe's author

ity, that through the invocation of Goethe she could be not merely under

stood by others but in solidarity with them, this Rahel owes to a peculiar

congruence between her own situation and the larger environment: whether

her life succeeded or failed depended upon whether or not she could break

through to the reality of the world. For totally different reasons the whole
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generation, the generation of Humboldt, Schlegel, Gentz, and Schleierma

cher, found itself in a similar circumstance.

v

The bearers of the Enlightenment, whose continuation is Romanticism, are

the citizens. Citizens no longer belong to any social rank, they no longer rep

resent anything. The citizen can only offer "what he has," if he wants to

somehow "appear," then he is simply "laughable and tasteless." He cannot

"present" himself, he is not a "public person" (Wilhelm Meister) but merely

a private man. In representation such men had been visible. In the world of

the citizen, which has to do without representation, once the social ranks

have been dissolved there emerges the fear of not being seen, of having no

endorsement of one's own reality. Wilhelm Meister attempts through educa

tion to learn how to present himself. If he succeeds in this, he becomes a

"public person" and not just someone who "is only what he has." The people

who are capable of self-presentation meet together in salons. This presenta

tion is their conversation.

The "salon" is Rahel's social opportunity and justification. She finds in it

the foundation upon which she can live, the space wherein she is socially rec

ognized. The salon is her social reality. As long as this reality endures she has

no need of marriage or of baptism. Only when the salon disappears after the

unhappy war, or returns to the hands of those who had always belonged to

good society, is she forced to seek another possible existence, another pos

sibility not to be passed over by history and forgotten. In 1811 she marries

Varnhagen and converts to Christianity. And Varnhagen devotes almost his

entire life to preserving her life, her letters, her person, and handing them

down to posterity.

1933
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THE PROFESSIONAL
RECLASSIFICATION OF YOUTH

Theirprofessional reclassification is ofyital interestfor allJewish youth, whether

right-wing or left-wing, religious or atheist, Zionist or assimilated. This is why

we are listing below several key points and opening a discussion in which

everyone is encouraged to take part.

I. One has always been aware that classifying Jews is abnormal, since nei

ther being peasants nor workers is the basis of their social and economic exis

tence. From the early days of their emancipation, the Jews began to preach

reclassification as a universal panacea against antisemitism. Around 1900,

when large numbers of people from Russia and Poland immigrated to Amer

ica and Argentina, the Jewish charities started to reclassify these unfortunate

individuals; this was how the large settlements in South America were born.

Recently, Hitler made reclassification a political requirement for German

Jews. Zionism, however, has given all these ventures a new meaning.

2. There are many reasons for reclassification. In some cases it permits a

more effective assimilation; Jews, it is said, will be integrated into the popu

lation in a more balanced way, and no category will be overburdened with

them. It is hoped this will lead to their being de-Judaized, but this overlooks

the fact that antisemitism arises whereyerJews create competition; in Poland, for

example, where a Jewish proletariat already exists, there is antisemitism

among the workers.

3. Professional reclassification becomes urgent when the Jewish element is

forced to abandon its position and prepare for a new emigration. Reclassifi

cation, in this case, must take into account specific regions where there is a

real demand for a particular workforce; moreover, in-depth preparation is

called for; dilettantism in this area can only ruin lives.

4. Reclassification is still prevalent in Zionism; there it is useful for the

national construction and the social normalization of an entire people.
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5. Professional reclassification based on charity is always suspect; of

course, we are not calling into question the goodwill and genuine help of

many great benefactors. But charity is not solidarity; it usually helps only iso

lated individuals, with no overallplan; and that is why; in the end, it is notproduc

tiye. Charity divides a people into those who give and those who receive. The

former, whether they like it or not, have a stake in the latter not jeopardizing

their positions where they live, and hence in keeping them at a distance

which amounts to a sort of philanthropic antisemitism. Those who receive

charity become undesirables, degraded and demoralized.

6. To sum up: Professional reclassification must be in the hands ofthose who

are determined to become a workingpeople. It must not be done haphazardly and

requires an overallplan if it is not to be social degradation but social rehabilita

tion. It is the strivingfOr a normalstate, by an entire people fOr an entire people.

Lastly, we should be aware that professional reclassification is not the ulti

mate way to salvation, but just one of the ways. It must not lead to contempt

for the spiritual. There was a time when every rabbi worked with his hands.

It was a principle held by our ancestors, who combined the practical with the

spiritual.

1935
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A GUIDE FOR YOUTH:

MARTIN BUBER

When, almost two years ago, the German Jewish community, in its entirety,

had to respond to the isolation imposed by the laws of exception, and the

material and moral ruin of its collective existence, all Jews, whether they

liked or not, had to become aware of themselves as Jews. At that decisive

moment, anyone who knew the situation intimately was bound to feel anx

ious about the most difficult question: will one succeed in giving this new

ghetto, imposed by the outside, a spiritual content? Will one succeed not just

in organizing these Jews superficially, but also in linking them together by a

Judaic bond, and making them into real Jews once again? Is there a man

equal to this task? Does German Judaism have a guide in this area? Is there a

leader who is more than a propagandist for Zionism, more than an eminent

expert on Jewish problems, more than an excellent Judaic scholar and histo

rian, and more than a living representation of Jewish culture-in short,

someone who is all these things, and more?

In that sense, in our day, Martin Buber is German Judaism's incontestable

guide. He is the official and actual head of all educational and cultural insti

tutions. His personality is recognized by all parties and all groups. And fur

thermore he is the true leader of the youth.

He didn't just become a leader recently. For three decades, there hasn't

been a young generation that hasn't felt his influence in a decisive way. For

three decades, he has been staunchly opposed to both an exclusively political

Zionism on the one hand, whose activity is often in danger of exhausting

itself in negotiating and organizing, and to a fossilized Orthodoxy on the

other that is in danger of hardening into traditional rites. A passionate Zion

ist from the time of his first publications at the beginning of the century,

Buber has always known how to infuse Zionism with a distinctive spirit. He

has an unparalleled way of combining the preservation of the past with the
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struggle for the future. Now and always, he has reiterated that the renais

sance of the Jewish people can only come about through a radical return to

its great past and its living religious values. This has won him the hearts and

minds of all the young people who, in their journey to a forgotten Judaism,

were desperately looking for the spiritual content of that Judaism from

which they had become estranged.

What Ahad Haam had been for Eastern Europe, Buber became for West

ern Europe. What the young people were looking for but not finding, even in

the best representatives of official Zionism, they discovered in this man and

his work-a positive Judaism. Buber has presented and represented it for the

last thirty years, ever youthful, ever renewed. Out of the "science of

Judaism," which has sought for generations to bury a living people under the

monument of exact philology and dead history, Martin Buber has created a

"Jewish Science." This science seeks to make the most distant aspects of the

biblical past alive and relevant to our present-day existence.

A great scholar who has played a major role in modern theological discus

sions in Germany, formerly professor at the University of Frankfurt, Buber

has never been bogged down by his scholarship. He is always aware of how

his knowledge can be useful in practical terms; he never shuts out the fu

ture in favor of the past. But he finds the seeds of the future in the past;

the demands of the "Thou" of God toward the "I" of man-to use Buber's

terminology-are found in Genesis and the Psalms, in the Prophets and the

Book of Job. It is only by listening to these very ancient voices and learning

to understand them that we will know how to fulfill the mission God gave to

this, his people.

This updating of the past is at the heart of Buber's teaching, work, and

influence. What has played an even greater role than his Lectures on Judaism

is his splendid German translation of the Bible, undertaken many years ago

in collaboration with Franz Rosenzweig. This translation has moved, fasci

nated, and influenced not only Jews, but all Germans interested in spiritual

issues. No such endeavor had been attempted since Luther-to interpret the

Bible poetically in another language, in accordance with its spirit. A hundred

and fifty years ago, at the beginning of the emancipation, Moses Mendels

sohn's German translation of the Bible in Hebrew letters enabled the Jewish

youth of the ghetto to learn German and to enter, by this oddly circuitous

path, into the German and European life of the period. Similarly, in our own
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day, Buber's marvelous undertaking is but a circuitous way of bringing the

Jews back to Hebrew, the language of the Bible; a way of bringing them

back to the Jewish past, its values and requirements. At both ends of German

Jewish history, the beginning and the end, there stands a translation of the

greatest Jewish possession-the Bible. And this fact expresses, perhaps bet

ter than anything else, the indissoluble link that exists between all of Jewish

history-even the most modern-and its great beginning.

Whereas Buber's lectures and treatises, and above all his fundamental

work The Kingdom ofGod, are aimed at a spiritual elite, his translation of the

Bible, his rediscovery of Hasidism, and his new presentation of Jewish leg

ends, are widely accessible and ensure him a broad sphere of influence.

Today, these works should not be absent from any Jewish household. The

fact that these Hasidic tales made such an impression on assimilated Jews

clearly proves that Buber is right when he says, "Even in the most assimilated

Jew there lives the knowledge and requirement of faith when one knows

how to awaken his soul." He, Buber, succeeded in awakening the souls of

these assimilated Jews. He succeeded because, with all his profound scholar

ship, he always remained a modern man in the best sense of the word. He

was able to win over the youth because he didn't bury himself or Judaism

under a great past, but knew how to rediscover the living roots of this past to

build an even greater future.

I want to continue living, I want my future, I want a new, complete life;

a life for myself, for the people within me, for myself in the people. For

Judaism doesn't just have a past; on the contrary, for all that it has

already created, I consider that Judaism has, above all, not a past but a

future. Here is what I believe: Judaism, in truth, has not yet wrought its

work, and the great forces that live inside the Jewish people, the most

tragic and incomprehensible people of all, haven't yet made their vital

contribution to the history of mankind.
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SOME YOUNG PEOPLE

ARE GOING HOME

Waifs.!

Jews have been wandering around the world for two thousand years, taking

in tow their belongings, their children, and their nostalgia for a homeland.

They often lose their possessions in foreign countries. And what do they

gain? The experience of sadness-the faculty of adapting and not letting

themselves be annihilated. But children, not yet capable of fully understand

ing this destiny, lose everything: a stable household, a normal environment,

their homeland, their friends, and their language. Not only are they

uprooted, they are soon led astray ...

The German emigration has brought us children, adolescents, and young

people with no future, convinced that they are unlucky and will never

amount to anything. Their parents, overburdened with worries, have no time

to take care of them. Their lives are behind them; what they have accom

plished or failed to accomplish is a settled matter. They barely think about

the future and, focusing their concern only on the immediate present, forget

the situation of their children. Besides, how can it be remedied? Children

don't have the right to work, or to learn anything. They can only help in

household chores and earn the few pennies that ward off starvation. Soon,

though no one is at fault, children are exploited by their parents.

A Solution

It was under these circumstances that parents received a letter, a few months

ago, from an organization still unknown to them: Youth A liyah. The letter

stated that additional certificates for Palestine are being granted to young
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people. Admittedly, not a great many. But the young people who have no

papers, no possibility of learning anything in Europe, and are idling aim

lessly in the streets, will be admitted into Eretz Israel. Today, our country is

sufficiently large and sufficiently developed to take on the education of part

of its youth. It is happy to do so. The Jewish settlements accept young immi

grants for two years, and will provide them with schooling and practical

training. They offer their farms as schools, their H averim (comrades) as

teachers.

That is what the letter said.

When they first receive the letter, parents are suspicious. Yet another res

cue committee? More time and money wasted on the subway? The offer

seems too good to be true; isn't there an ulterior motive?

The children, too, are skeptical. Every mother, of course, presents her

child as the pearl of creation, but-paradoxically!-tries to silence the pearl

and speak in its stead ... The next day, however, the children, far from

intimidated by the shushes, show up on their own at the Aliyah offices for a

serious discussion of their future. And it is in the course of this interview

that the real tragedy of these little Ahasueruses emerges.

The "Old Zionist"

One bright day, a father arrives with his son. Address: homeless shelter. He

"just" ended up there.

First, he went directly from Germany to Palestine. He wasn't even

allowed to disembark, but was sent on to Marseilles. From there, the Paris

shelter was only "a step away." His fifteen-year-old son is with him. While

the father is recounting their odyssey, the son is silent and unsociable. He is

ashamed of their many misfortunes; he is annoyed by them; he behaves as if

none of it concerned him, as if it were someone else's story and he were in

the room by accident; he doesn't want to be identified with misfortune! On

the other hand, he immediately proclaims that he is an "old Zionist." And the

next day, he comes back alone, without his father. That's when we can talk to

the reluctant young globetrotter without being disturbed. He shouldn't be

ashamed of his misfortune! He shouldn't give it personal significance, for it

isn't a personal misfortune; it is the misfortune of his entire people. Nothing
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is changed or improved by silence or hypocrisy. Yes, he will go to Palestine,

not as a remedy to his own troubles, but as a member of an entire, large

group, not because he is indigent, but because he is needed over there; he will

build the country for himself and others, and for those who will come there

after him. He will not be alone over there. And already here, he no longer has

the right to feel alone, for he is showing a sense of solidarity with all those

who share the same fate.

Time and again, the young people who come to Aliyah mention it to their

friends and the friends also come by themselves, unaccompanied. This is the

best propaganda. A young man of fourteen walks in. He wants to "get infor

mation." Where are his parents? "I would rather not worry them unneces

sarily," he says, "before really making up my mind." He sees Palestine as

"the only solution to the Jewish question," but wonders if he has the right to

leave his father, for he handles all his French correspondence. Besides, can

one leave before being an adult? The only answer to this question is: Youth

Aliyah. As for the French correspondence, his thirteen-year-old sister will

have to take care of it. Once everything is ready, he informs his parents, and

two weeks later he is in the camp, where he begins to solve the Jewish ques

tion in a practical way by learning agriculture.

The Best Help!

Youth Aliyah is not a charitable institution. True, those who do not have

money must be helped. But money alone does not solve the problem of these

wanderers. Schools and professional training are a preparation for new

migrations. And while the parents still have their doubts, young people are

well aware of this! In every social milieu, there are young people who want

to accomplish the Halout'{Jouth (the work of pioneers); this never fails to

provoke more discussion among the representatives of the old generation

and the new ...

Most of the children are not yet damaged, but they are in despair. And

even when they have been exposed to the worst, they change their ways very

fast. The parents, alas, have learned to schnor in Paris; the children don't yet

schnor, or if they do, they quickly learn not to when they are told that the
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extras they are wrongly demanding are taken from their own or their com

rades' collective money.

Their ordeals in Germany, emigration, life in exile, have ruined the elders

morally and made them too obsequious or too insolent. As for the children,

as soon as they are put in a different atmosphere and given work, they

quickly recover their natural dignity.

Several weeks of preparatory camp, with work and study, games and

singing, reading and free discussion on all the issues they are interested in,

restore their freedom and joy. Yes, it restores their lost youth.

This joy, this dignity, and this youth will be converted into strength and

this strength will rebuild the country.
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THE GUSTLOFF TRIAL

As these lines are being written, the verdict in the trial of David Frankfurter

has not been rendered. It is not all that important, either, whether the man

who shot Gustloff will vanish behind the bars of the Graubunden Canton

prison on the charge of murder?r manslaughter. The trial's significance has

been far greater than that.

Granted, it cannot be said that Frankfurter was any match for that signifi

cance. He is not a man of fixed purpose, nor a hothead-his is not a person

ality obsessed with ideas. No labor-union steward, no mediocre intellectual

would have failed as badly as this defendant, would have missed so many

chances to offer objections and present charges of his own. In the bourgeois

patriarchal milieu of a Swiss courtroom-so very calm, so honorable, and so

obviously all business-it may even have worked to his advantage that he

was in fact the person the defense portrayed: a poor, sick student close to

tears and trembling inside with agitation despite his external composure. It
may also be that his lack of concentration when he gave his testimony, and

his inability to fit the role fate had assigned to him, have encouraged the

court to consider extenuating circumstances. In any case, Frankfurter is no

hero of the age, but merely its victim-a victim who gave a loud scream.

And because the shadows of the events in which he acted were so murky and

vast, his scream was met with a worldwide echo. The shots fired by this des

perate young Jew reverberated from the walls of Davos; the sound boomed

out across Switzerland and struck at the heart of the world's conscience.

That the world's conscience was allowed to speak-and at length-will be

recorded on a page of honor in the history of Swiss justice.

And so it was only in the German press that Frankfurter was a central figure.

For the rest of Europe it was the Third Reich that was sitting in the dock.
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Berlin had seen this coming. In the days prior to the trial, the Hotel Steinbock

was transformed into the headquarters of the German "delegation." Under

the leadership of the expedition's general, the Bern diplomat von Bibra, all

details had been planned and drilled: from the formal march out of the hotel

to concerted demonstrations in the courtroom. One had to see for oneself

just how meticulously it was all orchestrated, down to the distribution of

carbon-copy instructions on how to react to the statement of charges and to

various trial situations as they might be omitted or construed; or by the way

the photographers they had brought along snapped shots of every journalist,

of everyone listening in the courtroom; or how the "stenographers" (alias

Gestapo agents) eavesdropped on every conversation during recesses. The

Swiss police did their best, but for now they are far from being able to cope.

The German contingent took up a third of the seats in the courtroom. The

competition between those elderly press cripples Ullstein and Scherl and

the younger Goebbels phalanx set the courtroom rattling. Commanding the

battle were Drs. Grau, Grim, and Goebel; nevertheless, the victor in Chur

was not their organization but an elderly gentleman of seventy-one, the

counsel for the defense, Dr. Curti, who was very well prepared. He won

because he summoned the truth. While spectators listened in stunned silence,

the prisoners of German concentration camps-filthy, tortured, slain

passed by under the horrified eyes of the judges. Bathed in the sparkling sun

light reflected off snow-clad mountains, volumes of documents, photo

albums, books, and sworn witnesses presented the hell where the lead of

Frankfurter's bullets had been forged. And when the Swiss judges cast a

glance at the accused Jew from Yugoslavia, they now saw him-despite the

bias of locals against outsiders-in a different light. They understood his

tears of rage and sorrow.

Overcome with emotion, Frankfurter wept as he recalled his pious father.

This is what the AngrifJwrote about those tears: "From time to time Frank

furter pulls out his handkerchief, blows the item he inherited from his

father-a racially pure Jewish nose-and dabs at his drunken eyes as if try

ing to wipe away a few crocodile tears."

Well, Frankfurter's nose is straighter than Hitler's, and his eyes are not

drunken but tear-stained-and yet it is all to the good that the German press

wrote that. It provided the accompaniment to the guilelessly off-key aria
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sung by the much-photographed Dr. Grim, the canon they had brought

along-though this time, in fact, it backfired on them. And as if on signal,

the Swiss press, which had been waiting to hear the tone of the German

press, now returned fire. It has been a long time since the local papers have

written as much about the true state of affairs in the Third Reich as they have

during this trial. They saw the Germans posing, protesting, carrying on as if

they were the rulers of a gau (province) called Switzerland. "It was all the

Germans could do not to put words to their outrage at such expert testi

mony," wrote the Nachtausgabe, which is all they could have done-at least

in a foreign courtroom! Frankfurter's fate sank into the background, and

during those four days it became clear to the Swiss public what dangers lay

ahead if they were to yield to those voices that suggest clerical-fascist ideas

and recommend a kind of assimilation with their neighbors to the north.

Hitler lost this case.

But Frankfurter didn't win it either. In doing what he did, he was at the

mercy of fate, and so too in his trial, whose central figure was Gustloff, the

slain head of the Nazi foreign section in Switzerland, whom the Nazi press

calls "the father of all Germans in Switzerland" and who had threatened to

become the tyrant of Graubunden. And even though the Berliner Zeitung

may call Frankfurter, a perfectly fine-looking man, a "criminal type," we will

not make the physiognomy of the deceased-which resembled that of

Streicher-the butt of our curses. We want to stick to the facts. And the fact

is that for a good while not a single word, beyond an objective condemnation

of his deed, was directed against Frankfurter-apart, that is, from what was

said in a few newspapers that are fronts for unverifiable sources of money.

Then the political situation grew more difficult, and with the rising tide of

clerical-conservative-capitalist policies directed against the left, harder

words about the prisoner in Chur began to wash up in the columns of the

press. The atmosphere around Frankfurter turned gloomier, but the trial in

Chur has brightened it again. The denunciation of true Nazi intentions, the

accounts of espionage undertaken by the NSDAP's foreign section, the

grisly principle of sadism as a weltanschauung-whose representative was

the slain Nazi leader of Davos and a description of which set Swiss hearts

trembling-these have all made the "Frankfurter murder trial" fade into the
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background. Instead, the case before the bar in this Graubunden Canton

courtroom has been: the GustlofJtrial. And that trial has been won-much to

her own benefit-by Switzerland, which will not forget its lessons for a long

time to come.
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THE JEWISH QUESTION

One of the essential hallmarks of the Jewish world's response to the Jewish

question is a total lack of interest in dealing with antisemitism. After the

catastrophe of 1933, the slogan heard in all Jewish camps was: teshuva,

repentance, return to Judaism, let us take stock of ourselves-yes, even

today in totally secularized Jewish circles one still hears it said that the call to

return to the ghetto is the political slogan of the day.

In the meantime this slogan of "return" has born several remarkable and

surely unexpected fruits. The ]iidische Rundschau admits an increasing lack

of interest and a steadily declining membership in the Jewish Cultural Asso

ciation and various Lehrhauser [learning centers]-the very institutions to

which until 1935 people made pilgrimages as if to a place of salvation. The

Youth Association complains of a general growing disinterest in spiritual

matters among the young. The collapse of 1933-which was a political, eco

nomic, and ideological collapse and at the same time the collapse of an entire

spiritual world, including its values and what turned out to be only seem

ingly safe possessions-has led not to a new flourishing of Jewish life but to

apathy and, in terms of the young, to a kind of rebarbarization.

And so in addressing our particular topic this evening, it is in this context

that I shall offer a detailed account of what the slogans of 1933 actually mean.

The slogan of "return" is an admission of one's own guilt, both politi

cally and, if you will, morally. This is already expressed in the word teshuva,

or taking stock of oneself. From the very start, all segments of German

Jewry surrendered the position or positions they held. The enemy was

acknowledged to be an overwhelming power. And the ancient Jewish idea of

a divine judgment shone through the statements of even the most enlight

ened German leaders. The refusal to analyze or deal with or indeed to con

front antisemitism was tantamount to a political refusal to offer any defense

whatever. For it said that one was not even interested in one's enemy, but
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merely submitted to his obviously overwhelming power. But there is no

question that in politics knowing your enemy is at least as important as

knowing yourself.

It seems to me that our political and spiritual leaders in these matters have

abused and done almost irreparable damage to this concept of knowing

yourself. Not because they should not know themselves and not because

such self-knowledge and self-analysis might not have provided extraordinar

ily important and indispensable results, but by excluding everything else

they have clouded our vision of the larger historical context in which we

stand, whether we want to or not, and into which-despite utopian enthusi

asts for the ghetto-we are dragged deeper day by day, that is, into which

ever greater masses of our people are dragged every day. When one realizes

that both Polish and Romanian antisemitism import their arguments from

Germany, that even Franco, in a country where there are neither Jews nor a

Jewish question, is battling the troops of the Spanish Republic while

mouthing antisemitic slogans, and that we are now encountering German

influence in Palestine, not to mention the countries of North Africa, then

perhaps it becomes clear that in the interest of so-called world Jewry we can

not afford such slogans of "return" without endangering the Jews of every

nation, including Palestine. And also that while our self-knowledge is quite

commendable and thoroughly necessary and productive, it has been more or

less malapropos.

The deeper reason for this behavior is not-as one might easily, all too

easily, be inclined to assume-cowardice. The historical reason is to be

found, first, in the fragmentation and atomization and isolation of German

Jewry from the Jewish people as such. One undeniably important result of

this attempt at self-knowledge was the reconnection of German Jews with

the Jewish people in general. The year 1933 struck nothing but isolated Jew

ish individuals, but not Jewry. This Jewry, granted by the grace of the Nazis,

first had to be confirmed and constituted by us ourselves. The second reason

was the realization that for our own history we are dreadfully dependent on

the history of the world around us. The classic example of this has always

been antisemitism. Out of this correct and very bitter realization arose the

perfectly understandable illusion that simply by turning away, by "return

ing," by taking stock of ourselves, we could once again reconstitute a com

pletely independent history and culture. It was an illusion for two reasons:
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first, because another withdrawal from the European cultural community

can only come at the cost of rebarbarization; and second, because one's own

history can only be constituted as political history in the struggle against ...

and never in a vacuum.

It seems to me that there are two kinds of antisemitic countries: those

where the Jewish question is genuine and those where it is not. Poland, for

instance, is an example of a country with a genuine Jewish question, and the

best example of an antisemitic country that has no Jewish question to solve is

in those regions of present-day Spain that are in fascist hands. Spain is an

obvious example of how the Jewish question can be artificially posed even

where there cannot be any genuine interest in the question. Because Ger

many stands between those two extremes, it has perhaps become the classic

land of antisemitism. German antisemitism today cannot be justified either

socially or economically; moreover the steadily dwindling percentage of

Jews in the German population makes the notion that this could be a major

political problem look absolutely ridiculous.

Germany was once a country with a genuine Jewish question-that is,

during the period of emancipation, which for all of Germany lasted less than

eighty years. Until 1869 there was no total emancipation, but there was

already complete assimilation, a complete infusion of Jews into all branches

of the country's bourgeois economy-with known exceptions-a steadily

expanding amalgamation of various segments of the population, and a

recognition that Jews had equal rights, even though the factual reality of

equal economic rights had not yet been given political or juridical legitimacy.

The modern Jewish question arose out of the struggle for such legalization,

and it was a genuine question, at least to the extent that it was a struggle

about the acceptance of a people who until then had been a community

closed completely in on itself, with other traditions and historical develop

ments.

The Jewish question is a genuine question or a genuine problem-which

means that there can be historical solutions-wherever truly large masses of

people reside in the midst of another people from whom they are clearly set

off by custom, wardrobe, the monopolization of certain professions, and

historical development. This is the case, however, only in countries that are

still more or less industrially underdeveloped, in which either the Jews are

still a closed community-a caste originating in the Middle Ages-or for
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various reasons they have become the bearers of a certain progress, as for

example in Poland where for a long time they have literally taken the place of

an indigenous bourgeoisie, only to be thrown out now on the basis of what

Schiller tells us happens to the Moor Othello once he has done his duty. In
Poland, then, Jews are truly still recognizable in both instances, that is, as a

"nation within a nation" and to a certain extent as a class set apart. In Poland

there can be both hatred of Jews and a historical solution-that is, a solution

that goes hand in hand with a particular historical development. An example

of the former are pogroms of the sort that have marked the agenda of czarist

Russia and present-day Poland; an example of the latter is total integration as

is found in Soviet Russia.

In this sense there was no Jewish question in Germany in 1933. Which

makes it all the more important to ask why in Germany of all places anti

semitic slogans held such promise of success and why of all places it was pos

sible in Germany to remove Jews totally from the life of the German nation.

1937 or 1938
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I Introduction

In 1781 Prussian court councilor Christian Wilhelm Dohm published his

suggestions "On the Civic Improvement of Jews." Ten years later the

National Convention of the French Revolution referred to its Declaration of

Human Rights in proclaiming the emancipation of the Jews. Eighty-eight

years later, in 1869, the German upper house rescinded "all previous restric

tions of civil and legal rights based on differences of religious confession." I

A mere two generations later, and the only persons in Germany who enjoy

civil and legal rights are those who can prove that none of their grandparents

was Jewish.

In 1701 Eisenmenger published his Judaism Unmasked, the ultimate com

pendium of all allegations raised against Jews in antiquity and the Middle

Ages and a bountiful source even today for every sort of fabricated atrocity,

from charges of ritual murder to tales of poisoned wells. A hundred years

after Eisenmenger, only twenty years after Dohm's first proposals for

reform, ten to fifteen years after the first tenuous proposals for assimilation,

Grattenauer's Against the Jews places what sounds like a very modern ver

sion of antisemitism on the public agenda-and not just among semi

educated plebeians, but also among the Prussian capital's intellectual elite:

Friedrich Gentz, Clemens von Brentano, Achim von Arnim, Adam Miiller,

Heinrich von Kleist. The entire circle of patriots that formed around the

German Christian Table Society turns antisemitic. In 1869, the same year

that full civil emancipation took effect in Germany, the first edition of Wil

helm Marr's Victory ofJudaism oyer Teutonism is published. By the 1870S, the

Jewish question is no longer a topic of discussion, but rather a point around

which there crystallizes a political movement whose catchword is "anti

semitism."2 By 1933 all the proposals, one might say all the pipe dreams, of a
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130-year-old movement are fulfilled-with the exception, that is, of the

perennial suggestion for solving the Jewish question by slaying all the Jews.

The capitulation of the German Jews was swiftly followed by that of

world Jewry, with all its attendant momentous consequences-for indeed all

the protests, resolutions, and congresses merely cast sand in their own eyes,

certainly not in the eyes of their foes. The burden of this capitulation has

been primarily borne by Zionist circles, which though certainly not to blame

for it, have indeed exploited it. This Zionism with a bad conscience was more

or less an accidental preexistent asylum to which desperate people could flee

for the sake of a bit of hope and some remnant of dignity.

The political failure of German Jews and of world Jewry in the face of

the German catastrophe offers a fine basis for a thorough elucidation of the

150-year history of which it is the ignominious culmination, that is, for

uncovering the true value of emancipation and clarifying its real historical

significance. To the extent that the development that once drew us into Ger

man and European history and now expels us from it was not Jewish but for

eign history, it inevitably presents itself to the same extent-and certainly

most imperatively for us today-as the history of antisemitism.

It is of course also no accident that this catastrophe occurred in Germany

or that German fascism focused in its very nature and its program on anti

semitism, or that its leadership came from splinters of old antisemitic parties

and groups. Nor does it have anything whatever to do with the old "ventila

tion" theory-that a scapegoat has to be found for national discontent-or

with the explanatory theory that traces it to the "notorious" Judaization of

the press, theater, and freelance professions. Both theories are attempts to

avoid taking fascism and antisemitism seriously. The first, the ventilation

theory, is on the same level as the old joke that asks the question about who is

to blame for everything, to which the answer is "the Jews and the bicyclists,"

followed by the astonished question, "Why the bicyclists?"-to which the

answer is "Why the Jews?" Judaization, on the other hand, as the basis for

antisemitism leaves all questions open, whether as an explanation originating

with Jews themselves who demand more "discretion," or whether as an anti

semitic phrase that regards Jews as a plague upon the land against which their

far more powerful hosts cannot-for some extraordinary reason-defend

themselves.

That the Jews are the source of antisemitism is the malicious and stupid
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insight of antisemites, who think that this vile tenet can account for

hecatombs of human sacrifices and mountains of paper demanding murder,

pillage, and arson. But Jews have made this same tenet their own, proving, as

needed, either the timelessness of antisemitism or the timelessness of the

Jewish mission in the world. And the eminently political importance our foes

attach to these theories inversely makes them politically impotent the

moment they arise among us, devoid of even the most wretched reflection

like rags pulled from the dusty storage bin of the nineteenth century to dress

a persecuted, pogromized people and turn it into a fairy tale of princes and

princesses.

Jewish history, which for two millennia has been made not by Jews but by

those peoples that surround them, appears at first glance to be a monotonous

chronicle of persecution and misfortune, of the brilliant rise and fall of a few

individuals, atoned for by pogroms and expulsion of the masses. In conse

quence, when Jewish history is written by Jews, it has usually been a tacitly

rarely expressis verbis-conscious or unconscious attempt to come to terms

with their foes or, better, with the history of their foes. But one must also

clearly differentiate between history written from a nationalist perspe<?tive

that attempted to defend the honor of the Jewish people by proving that they

do indeed have a history of their own and the apologetics of a history written

by assimilationists.

In the hands of the assimilationists Jewish history was turned into a history

ofthe injustice inflicted on us, that lasted until the end of the eighteenth cen

tury, when-with no transition and by the grace of God and/or the French

Revolution-it merged into world history, to whose"creeping pace," as Her

mann Cohen put it, we have cheerfully entrusted ourselves. By contrast,

enlightened Jews in the East attempted to write a Jewish national history in

the spirit of the nineteenth century, which in our case meant following the

traces of Jewish history against the backdrop of European history in order

painstakingly to patch together an outline of the unified national develop

ment of a scattered nation. Ostensibly protected by equal civil rights, those

in the West managed to smuggle the history of the Jewish people right out

the back door and replace it with a history of the Jewish religion, whose

purest and loftiest expression was without doubt the Reform synagogue-a

methodology which, if rather theoretical, rid them of their embarrassing

origins, allowing them in one single bound to plunge into a world history
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whose "creeping pace" temporarily made way for a paradoxical display of

both fierce patriotism and slavish "gratitude."3 This lofty objectivity of Jews

in the West, for whom being a Jew was now nothing but a religion in which

they no longer believed and who in consequence attempted to make the

entirety of Europe's historical past their own, quite apart from the fact that

this history had once subjected them to pogroms and persecution-this

indifference of the assimilationists was countered by the partisanship, which

is its greatest merit, of the nationalist history of the East. Thus the latter suc

ceeded in writing a "world history of the Jewish people," which apart from

its value as a planned, cohesive collection of materials, proved one thing:

that the Jews are a people. It is against this-and not against an obvious

inability to understand certain historical connections-that assimilationist

historians directed their outraged polemic. After all, their own preoccupa

tion was to prove that Jews are all sorts of things-a religion, the salt of the

earth, world citizens par excellence-but not a people.

Both types of Jewish historiography are characterized by their inability to

come to terms with antisemitism; both attempt to reduce it to individual opin

ions about Jews. Nationalist historiography makes do with simply examining

history for tendencies either friendly or hostile to Jews and, having evaluated

these views, assembles them into a patchwork. Assimilationist historians,

however, who have the advantage of at least taking antisemitism seriously,

though only in its most innocuous forms, refute individual opinions-the

misconceptions of great men, the lies of lesser men-in the belief that this is

the best way to contribute to the progress of the age. To the antisemites'

charge that Jews are unproductive, they call Moses and the Prophets, Mai

monides, Spinoza, Heine, and Marx as witnesses to the contrary. One erro

neous quotation from the Talmud is countered with another accurate one. By

its very nature, the list of such arguments is endless and limited only by one's

foes' talent for invention. Since it is uncritical in the literal sense of the word,

such an approach never asks the question as to what makes antisemitism

and accusations that are, after all, believed-possible. It never asks about the

actual conditions that are the basis for such"calumnies and misconceptions."

This is especially true for the modern age. For those epochs prior to any

proclamations of emancipation, there is a real recognition of and reckoning

with those forces that have determined our history-but only because and

to the extent that the distant past has already been condemned by the very
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milieu in which Jews happened to live. With emancipation, all Jewish-based

critique of the non-Jewish milieu ceases entirely. For assimilationists the

history of the Jews coincides with the history of those nations among

whom they live. Jewish history degenerates into a chronicle of various urban

communities of Jews-and even this is written as an apologia, as proof of

the antiquity of the respective Jewish community, while antisemitism,

whether as opinion or political movement, is excluded from such a positive

history and henceforth categorized as "medieval barbarism" and "outmoded

prejudice."

Whereas nationalist historiography is based on the uncritical assumption

of a distance on principle between Jews and their host nation, assimilationist

historians opt for an equally uncritical assumption of a 100percent correspon

dence between Jews and their entire host nation. The advantage of the

nationalist hypothesis over that of the assimilationists is a purely practical

one: it does not lead to illusions that are quite so absurd. For example, in Ger

many there was a German working class and bourgeoisie; there were Ger

man storekeepers and farmers, Bavarians, Prussians, Swabians, and so forth;

and there were also pure Germans per se: the Jews. Long before Hitler ever

invented his Volksgenosse [ethnic comrade], this same abstraction had crept

into the minds of half a million people. The Jews were Germans and nothing

more. And since they were nothing but Germans, there could be no differ

ences of interest between them and any given segment of the German

people.

Zionist criticism is to be credited for finishing off this absurdity by demon

strating that these "nothing but Germans" were able to present themselves in

such an excessively positive light only because-inasmuch as they were

never truly assimilated anywhere-they did not in fact fully belong to any

society. What is more, their own exaggerated patriotism allowed them to

deceive themselves, but no one else, as to this fact.

But for Zionism-as for nationalist historiography-status as a "nation

of foreigners" is just as undifferentiated as 100 percent correspondence is for

the assimilationists. Instead of one abstraction-the German people-we

now have what are more or less two opposing abstractions: the German

people and the Jews. This likewise strips the relationship between Jews and

their host nation of its historicity and reduces it to a play of forces (like those

of attraction and repulsion) between two natural substances, an interaction
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that will be repeated everywhere Jews live. Thus Zionism remains rooted in

its insight into the absurdity of assimilation and soars to heights of counter

assertions that are just as purely dogmatic. For Zionism, factual assimilation

that is, the fact of a complete transformation of the Western European

Jews-is extraneous to a Jewish substance that is forever the same, opposed

to which is the equally eternal substance of the host people. Relationships

between the two are governed by a respect achieved through each keeping its

appropriatedistance. It is, of course, most lamentable that of late this respect

is in fact rather one-sided-that is, tendered solely by Zionists, who, by way

of compensation, do not shrink from demonstrating all due respect to the

other substance even when it takes the form of antisemitism.4 For Zionism

the history of emancipation is the prelude to a catastrophe that had to attend

the development of national awareness. According to this view, things went

well for so long only because of liberal illusions and the individualistic biases

of the Enlightenment.

Assimilationists were never able to explain how things could ever have

turned out so badly, and for the Zionists there still remains the unresolved

fact that things might have gone well. These are both the same shortcoming,

and both arise out of a shared Jewish fear of admitting that there are and

always have been divergent interests between Jews and segments of the people

among whom they live. As a means to avoid having to acknowledge any true

and specific foe, generalization and misinterpretation turn factual rapproche

ment into 100 percent correspondence and factual difference into substantial

alienation. Jewish fear consigns the exploration of their own affairs to the

transitory needs of antisemites. Only assimilation on an international scale,

which would be tantamount to the disappearance of the Jews, or a social

order that knows no opposing international interests could put an end to the

fact that there are differences of interests. Only acknowledgment of this fac

tor can serve as a benchmark as to whether people recognize the existence of

the Jewish question or attempt to conceal it.

Such attempts at concealment tend to be most clearly enunciated in so

called solutions to the Jewish question. Of interest to us here are only those that

are formulated by Jews for Jews. This means we shall exclude Soviet Russia,

the only country where the civil rights of Jews are guaranteed by law in its

constitution, which defines antisemitism as a crime within the context of the

penal code and therefore as a threat not just to Jews but to society as a whole.
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It also lies outside the scope of our observations simply because Russia's

solution to the Jewish question solves nothing on an international scale, nor

is that its programmatic intent. 5

Complete assimilation and the Zionists' building up of Palestine have not

remained at the stage of mere invention or proclamation, but still determine

down to the present day almost everything that can halfway be called Jewish

politics. Both theories have modern antisemitism as their essential cause and

are therefore to be universally understood as argument, polemic, justifica

tion, or simply a way out.6 The core conceptual charge leveled by our foes

is-in general terms-that Jews are fOreigners. Since Herder first defined

Jews as "an Asian people foreign to our continent,"7 his charge has moved in

many directions. In every case, however, it was the only charge that simple,

direct apologetics found difficult to answer. It is worth noting that the formu

lation of a regular theory was required in order to counter this definition

and it only. For in fact its direct consequence is to place in doubt the

legitimacy of emancipation, which arose out of a foreign, non-Jewish histor

ical constellation for which Jews had never struggled and that did not belong

to the course of their history. That is at least how the matter looks at first

glance. How it in fact came about, we shall discuss later.

Both theories, whether of the assimilationists or the Zionists, neither of

whom are suicidal by profession, retain the charge of foreignness in a certain

sense-the assimilationists by degrading it to a harmless difference of reli

gion and thrusting every other difference into a past that, as everyone knows,

corrupted the Jews by treating them badly. Everything other than a differ

ence of religion is a remnant of an ugly history that is to fall away by itself in

the process of assimilation. As for the difference in religion, Jews-since

Moses Mendelssohn-have the advantage over Christian Europe of a pure

monotheism, which the rest of humankind will likewise achieve at the end of

time (this having become the messianic hope!). In all other points emanci

pated Jews are already participating in the history of humankind. Noone

answers the question as to what the history of humankind-apart from the

national history of its peoples-consists of, unless it be evolution toward a

pure monotheism.

This flight into the history of humankind cannot come to terms theoreti

cally with the fact of the manifest happenstance that has turned Jews with a

Jewish past into citizens of various countries with varied pasts. This embar-
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rassment gives rise to the kind of comical patriotism that causes German

Jews to date themselves back to Hermann the Cheruscan and French Jews to

Vercingetorix.

All theories that see the Jews' salvation in assimilation are based on the

premise of a host people who form a totally unified, undifferentiated organ

ism. The goal is integration into this organism. Jews become German citi

zens of the Jewish faith. Any admission that one belongs to a certain class of

people is avoided. Whoever dares to state this is labeled a Jewish antisemite.

This leads to the most embarrassing and absurd practical situations. In order

to assimilate and engage as many Jews as possible in the assimilation

process-since as living proof of their shared foreign origins, every unas

similated Jew is a danger to all the others-organization is a prerequisite.

Since the beginning of the nineteenth century, Jews in the countries of West

ern Europe have existed politically as Jews only in organizations whose pur

pose is to make them vanish-while, of course, making a not insubstantial

contribution to the preservation of German Jewry. Since in their own minds

Jews were in conformity with the vaguely defined general interest of the

German people, and yet paradoxically were an organization of their own,

they felt themselves compelled to affirm their particular trust in whatever

government happened to be in power, which for them was always simply a

coincidental expression of that ostensible general interest. On principle they

are always-and cannot be anything but-loyal. Glorying in their loyalty,

they let themselves be certified by successive governments-never noticing

how untrustworthy this makes them appear in the eyes of each. The antise

mitic charge of treason is pure fabrication, but belief in it has its basis in this

tactic of assimilationist Jews. In that sense 1933 is simply the natural outcome

of 100 percent Jewish conformity with the German people. Hitler, the true

representative of the German people, used the Jews to lend both an ideologi

cal basis to his chimera of racial theory and a sentimental basis to the concept

of the Volksgenosse [ethnic comrade]. All he needed was flat-out to declare

the ever loyal Jews to be public enemy number one.

The reduction of Jewish foreignness to the threadbare cloak of religion

was not enough to cover the nakedness of an entire class of people who no

longer believed in defending themselves, who, being open to every sort of

attack, regarded each with total incomprehension. Despite all protestations

to the contrary, all economic statistics prove that German Jews belonged not
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to the German people, but at most to its bourgeoisie. And even this differen

tiation was not enough, as we shall see. Despite all such patriotism, inter

national Jewish unity is documented by a coerced solidarity with "brothers

in faith" that follows every pogrom. While the cloak of religion becomes

increasingly threadbare-fewer and fewer "brothers in faith" attend syna

gogue, fewer and fewer "Christians" go to church-the foreignness remains

and grows stronger. And at the end of our tale what happens to this whole

bundle of botched Jewish theorizing, which used religion to conceal other

things but also continued to cling to religion as a way of preserving some

remnant of autonomy-in the end and in service of a higher antisemitism,

Jews are treated to the additional misfortune of being tossed into the same

pot as the Christians, indeed of being considered identical with them.

For eight hundred years, ever since the crusades, Jews have been perse

cuted, beaten, mocked, and branded as heretics. And why? Because

they were so obstinate as to remain Jews even though there was Chris

tianity in this world. And today, as Christianity loses prestige, what

happens to us? Suddenly laudable Christianity is contemptible

Judaism, Europe's Christianity is itself a Judaization that has deprived

the Germans of their splendid religion. (Moritz Goldstein)

Long before the actual catastrophe, these obvious contradictions-and

the still more evident ineffectiveness and uselessness of desperation's brain

children-could have led an honest, unbiased man unversed in the history of

this cauldron of woe to draw the following conclusion: "We could easily

demonstrate our foes' absurdity and show them that their hostility is

unfounded. But what would be gained? Proof that their hatred is genuine.

When all calumnies have been refuted, when all false judgments have been

thwarted, their aversion toward us remains irrefutable. There is no helping

anyone who doesn't understand that."8

This "insight"-actually the description of a phenomenon and the admis

sion of a fiasco-is the Western European point of departure for Herzl's

Zionism. Hatred of others becomes a generalized fixation and then is dis

placed upon a false objective: the Jewish substance. This Jewish substance

takes the form of Jews in an anomalous situation and can therefore be

expressed anomalously. The ultimate goal of Jewish politics is the normal

ization of the conditions for the development of the Jewish substance. To
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become a people like all other peoples-that is the goal, but always with the

specific provision: like all otherpeoples. Compared to this foreignness of sub

stance and the aversion arising from it, all individual charges and calumnies

are mere symptoms, and as such can neither be cured nor taken seriously.

There is, of course, agreement with individual points of the assimilationist

apologia, but disagreement as to its efficacy. Whereas assimilationist apolo

getics resolved antisemitism into the errors and calumnies of individuals,

Zionism presumes and finds something behindpersonal opinions-not, how

ever, certain verifiable facts, but rather the eternal struggle of substances for

eign to one another, thereby absolving antisemitism anew of any historical

analysis of relationships. In this regard, too-in the complete lack of a his

torical viewpoint-Zionists certainly accept the inheritance handed down by

the assimilationists, but turn it upside down. Where the latter imagined they

had become like the German people, the former respond: No, as antisemitism

proves, we are totally fOreign to and despised by that other people on the basis

of its inalterable substance. Such a schematic generalization appears to con

form perfectly to the National Socialists who crystallize their worldview of a

VOlksgemeinschafi [ethnic community] in antisemitism. How this is possible

is, of course, the fundamental question for any historical examination of

antisemitism today.

German Zionism increasingly led the way in Western Europe, just as did

German antisemitism. The Zionist substance theory appeared to be a perfect

match for conditions in Germany. This gave the movement its theoretical

elan but there was an initial moral impulse as well. Protest against a life that

in any case must be paid for with a broken back provides a good start for

descriptions of such phenomena, but remains mired in mere description.

Since Zionism is based in an utterly unhistorical theory, it proves incapable

of any real analysis. From the outset it is overrun and falsified by others with

real interests of their own-be it the masses of Jews in the East or the Jews in

the West, the vast majority of whom remain in their fatherlands. In the inter

est of the latter, Zionism must maintain a double patriotism in order to prove

as loyal as the assimilationists had always been. Even Zionism does not dare

represent specific Jewish interests within a given fatherland, but must project

an ideal outside its borders, as if Jewish interests exist only in Palestine. And

since it is dependent on the help of wealthy Jews-who, when it comes to

material questions, don't do very well with ideals-it must appeal to their
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interests and keep the "brothers in faith" in the East at a good distance from

their fatherlands-which ultimately means appealing to the worst element,

to those who are most clearly in conflict with the interests of Jews as a whole.

That is why Herzl's initial attempt to base Zionism on real analysis

beginning with the so-called "overproduction of the middle class"-was

never developed, but led only to piles of statistics. Far more significant in

terms of theory has been Buber's Zionism, which attempts to explain Jewish

"substance" by way of pseudophilosophical profundity. Fixating foreignness

in something substantial gives rise to a mad urge to define Jewry, Jew, Jew

ish, and so forth. The answers are both varied and contradictory, and it

would be quite foolish to discuss them in detail-since all of them take their

cue from whatever the "zeitgeist" may prompt their authors to say, each may

be passe by tomorrow. In any case, simply posing such questions also puts

theoretical Zionism in permanent and highly dangerous proximity to the

worst partisan interests and antisemitic theorems. If definitions are indeed

called for, those based on race would appear to be the most tried and true,

even though the doctrine of race grows out of a very different context and

only secondarily out of any need to define what a Jew is.

In every regard Zionism is the legitimate heir to assimilation. It arose as

assimilation foundered and is the consequence of an abandoned and failed

emancipation. It draws its legitimation out of the misfortune and sorrow into

which the illusionary policies of the assimilationists have plunged all of

Western Europe. It has more to show for itself than all such policies

together-and that is the building up of Palestine, which is after all both a

fact and a factor of Jewish politics that can no longer be excluded from our

thinking or our speech. But with that reality, with Palestine, Zionists are at

their wits' end. Although they long ago had to admit that Palestine is not the

solution to the Jewish question, they have focused purely on Palestine and

lost interest in the most vital questions of the Jewish Diaspora. Drawing

upon the assimilationist illusion of a unified people, Zionism has substituted

the illusion of a unified, eternal substance. Although Zionism counters

undifferentiated loyalty with the principle of foreignness, it has also adopted

a blindness for any differentiation between friend and foe, all of whom are

equally foreign.

Zionists are incapable of representing Jewish interests on a global scale.

They never come to terms with the equality of rights granted Jews in the
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Soviet constitution, but are willing to negotiate with openly antisemitic gov

ernments. By defending the interests of an ostensibly unified world Jewry,

they betray the immediate interests of the Jewish masses in Eastern Europe

see, for example, the Palestine Transfer Agreement with the German gov

ernment, which paves the way for all antisemitic governments to increase

exports and augment foreign exchange. But since all so-called reason

which for these heirs of assimilation is represented solely in assimilationist

apologetics-has now foundered on the power of others, Zionists are pre

pared at any time to abandon resistance and recognize might as right. Every

forfeiture of national dignity is justified by the assertion of the primacy of

Palestinian interests and the renaissance of Jewish "substance."

Thus ends the story of the reawakeners of Jewish self-awareness and

national dignity. The Don Quixotes, who on the basis of pure ideals and pure

moral protest believed they were protesting and acting with benevolence,

have become practitioners of realpolitik, blind devotees of temporary power

relationships. For fear of a few Jewish capitalist interests, they hold con

gresses that do not even risk protesting the persecution of Jews. Zionism as a

political movement is being ground down between interests dedicated to

building up Palestine and those advocated by large segments of Jewry. It has

never had the great masses behind it, but has lived on credit as the avant

garde of the Jewish people. Today the fronts have hardened and its credit has

been exhausted.9 For the sake of Palestine it has abandoned Jewish politics

on a global scale. It represents only people still waiting for certification so

that Zionism may help them flee their oppressors and the more progressive

segment of the Western European Jewish bourgeoisie, which, trembling for

its own existence, hopes that Zionism-like all emigration organizations

will provide some relief.

Zionism's lack of interest in its political foe, its programmatic blindness

to both friend and foe, contains within it-viewed ala longue-the danger

ous illusion of the possibility of autonomous Jewish politics. This idea was

first formulated clearly and programmatically in the brochure "Auto

emancipation," published by Pinsker in 1882. Pinsker already presents bour

geois assimilation as a failure and attempts to find a new answer for the hatred

of Jews, for this eternal "fear of ghosts" among the nations. In contrast to

emancipation in Western Europe, "auto-emancipation" is not to be a "gift"

or a pact that can be terminated by the powerful whenever and wherever they
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please, but rather a kind of national rebirth, a se(fliberation from the

ghetto-and its guarantee lies in the struggle to obtain it. In this context

Palestine was and is regarded as the territory where self-emancipation can be

accomplished. The building up of Palestine and the autonomous Jewish pol

itics that accompany it-it is with this that Zionism stands or falls as an idea

down to the present day. And that is why the current Zionist organization

holds fast to it despite all its obvious contradictions and every conceivable

sophistry-almost as if it wanted to demonstrate ad oculus the impossibility

of such politics.

In principle Zionism as a political movement directs its appeal to all Jews.

It bases its appeal on the thesis that the status of Jews around the world will

depend on Palestine's being built up, that only this can guarantee them a bet

ter political position. For this it needs at least the appearance of independent

policies that are based on and exclusively serve Jewish interests. In its propa

ganda it maintains its polemic-though with steadily dwindling intensity

against all those who want to turn Palestine into a mere "asylum for the

night."

In reality what we are witnessing is how with each passing day Zionism is

being forced into a vassal relationship with Britain, a status it must accept to

avoid being punished with the loss of what has already been achieved. This

indictment is an old one. Ever since the Balfour Declaration, Jews have been

called the "pacemakers of British imperialism." Zionism's response speaks of

"coordinated interests." Things have come to a point where there is no

longer any doubt that Jewish interests are subordinate to those of the British.

"Without the Jews there would be no Palestine," a British politician said

recently. CertainlyfOr England there would be no Palestine without the Jews.

Once again we are the receivers of our emancipation, this time not in the

name of "human rights," but rather as national rights presented to us as a

"gift"; and even a "Jewish state"-which we have not dared mention for

decades now, even in our own propaganda, just as in his day Mendelssohn

did not dare in his own name to demand emancipation-is offered to us as

addendum to foreign interests and as part of a foreign history, that of the

British Empire.

Since the days when Polish nobles invited Jews into their country to act as

tax collectors, buffering them from the peasants they hoped to suck dry,

there has never been such an ideal coordination of interests, such ideal coop-
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eration. In those days, too, Jews arrived rejoicing in the convergence of so

many interests and unaware of their future role. They knew no more about

Polish farmers than Zionist officials did about Arabs prior to the Balfour

Declaration. In those days the Jews of Central Europe were fleeing from the

pogroms of the late Middle Ages to an Eastern paradise of converging inter

ests, and we are still feeling the consequences of that today. Even back then

we were neither great villains nor paid agents-but were simply paying the

price of barely staying alive.

The bankruptcy of the Zionist movement caused by the reality of Pales

tine is at the same time the bankruptcy of the illusion of autonomous, iso

lated Jewish politics. Having been put to the test, the catchword of

auto-emancipation has become an empty phrase-though, granted, the most

foolish and misleading phrase of modern history. Every dreamer of the

dream of autonomy who accepts this gift-given by the accident of political

constellations-from allies whom he must then idealize for the sake of

autonomy, may one day discover that his ally is his enemy. Whoever imag

ines that there is an eternally abiding Jewish "substance" that lies far above

the daily struggle of various interests, will one day see his finest ideals

betrayed into the hands of the worst of interests.

Zionist slogans have become empty phrases. Concealed behind them are

the interests of a petite bourgeoisie pursued by pogroms and reduced to

poverty in the East and of a highly imperiled bourgeoisie in the West, which

must nevertheless attempt to stop the flood of emigration out of their own

countries. The former are sent on their way, financed by the latter-just as

was the case in the system of charity of well-placed Jews against which Zion

ism once staged its lovely rebellion. Both "parties" are prepared to make any

political concession, prepared to accept the support of antisemitic govern

ments or to become troops guarding British imperialism, prepared, that is, to

renounce Jewish politics in general. The successor to the failure of bourgeois

assimilation is a failed bourgeois nationalist movement.

"How poorly defended Israel is! False fiends stand guard outside its gates,

while its guards within are foolishness and fear" (Heine, "The Rabbi of

Bacharach").
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II The Classic LandofAntisemitism

No nation in recent world history has inflicted on the Jews as much misfor

tune as Germany. No pogrom in Poland or the Ukraine was ever as devas

tating as the triumph of National Socialism, with its establishment of a

theoretical antisemitic worldview.

No nation in recent world history has meant as much to the Jews as Ger

many. Nowhere was greater service rendered to the liberation of Jews than

in this same Prussia, where, from Lessing to Wilhelm von Humboldt, the

Jewish question and Jewish emancipation were equated with the struggle for

human freedom and universal justice.

Just as for us the year 1933 marked the beginning of the disenfranchise

ment of Jews-including those of Poland and Romania, to name just the two

countries with the largest Jewish populations-so, too, Lessing's Nathan the

Wise and Dohm's essay once spread word of the Declaration of the Rights

of Man for Jews as proclaimed by the French Revolution. But so, too, the first

great pogroms of modern times-in Russia during the 1880s-were "pre

dicted" and justified in the eyes of an enlightened urban population and of

progressive Europe as a whole by means of an antisemitic work translated

from the GermanI_a wretched but often repeated attempt to harmonize

modern antisemitic trends with the butchery decreed and tolerated by insuf

ferable feudal conditions and to present the result as the peak of modernity

and progress.2 So, too, laws regulating the Jews of Romania-which suited

the seventeenth or eighteenth centuries, but certainly not the nineteenth or

twentieth, and which the Treaty of Versailles abrogated for only a brief two

decades-drew breath from that same German antisemitism and its cry:

"Romania for the Romanians." So, too, even England's liberals had to ease

their consciences with the help of Marr and Treitschke during the anti

Jewish campaign of the Eastern Crisis of 1877-78.3

What appears at first glance to be the absurdity of coupling hypermodern

slogans with extreme backward conditions loses its significance when one

disregards for a moment the purely ideological armor of such movements

and realizes that the modern mass migration of Jews began with the Russian

pogroms of the 1880s. From 1800 to 1880, on average only three thousand

Jews moved each year from East to West. In the wake of the Russian
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pogroms, 50,000 Jews emigrated annually during the last two decades of the

nineteenth century-an increasingly smaller percentage of whom have

remained in Europe, while a majority have moved to America. Prior to the

World War 135,000 Jews were on the move each year. Due to restrictive

immigration laws in almost all countries and to an abating need among Rus

sian Jews to emigrate, the number of migrating Jews has fallen to 65,000

annually, and has never again attained its prewar records.4 With Hitler's

seizure of power the need to emigrate achieved a previously unknown inten

sity; but because of the generalized persecution of Jews that is a consequence

of German antisemitism, Jewish emigration has again come to a standstill.

The Jewish masses are not being admitted into any country in the world. The

history of the Jewish people is again becoming unified. The era that divided

them into Eastern Jews and assimilated Jews was followed by the era of

migration, which in turn has come to an end with the generalization of anti

semitism and the rekindling of the Jewish question in almost every country

in the world. Any differentiation between "progressive" bourgeois and

backward feudal nations has become untenable. With the help of more pro

gressive nations, backward countries are lending their barbarism very mod

ern, fascist forms, and progressive nations are reverting to barbaric methods

as the most effective means of adding ferment to their rule.

Even as the first modern pogroms were raging in Russia, the first inter

national congresses of antisemites were being held in Germany. German

antisemitism had already invented a kind of common theoretical basis for the

various, contradictory tendencies found among Europeans hostile to Jews.

In most of the countries of Europe Jews had not yet been granted emancipa

tion. 5 While Jews everywhere were still fighting their fight using arguments

that came also from Prussian history-for ever since Adolphe Thierry and

Mirabeau, no struggle for Jewish liberation in Europe had failed to borrow

its pathos from Lessing and its arguments from Dohm6-the modern war to

destroy Jews, under the aegis of German intellectual ascendancy, was being

heralded in many of those same countries.

From Lessing's Nathan the Wise to Rosenberg's Myth of the Twentieth

Century, every liberation and every catastrophe that has befallen the Jews of

Europe has been able to borrow its theoretical foundation and its pathos from

Germany-and always long before some practical application came due in

Germany itself. A good hundred years lie between Lessing and emancipation;
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it did not take even sixty-five years to move from Marr, the founder of mod

ern antisemitism as a political movement, to Hitler's victory. It was not until

the total victory of antisemitism that Germany gained its genuine"classic"

status as regards the Jewish question; it was not until the Third Reich that the

radicalness of theory found itself no longer contradicted by any sort of prac

tical compromise. The brief era of equal rights was never able to boast of

such a claim.

It is as puzzling as it is understandable that Jews were the ones who put

their trust most uncritically in the country to which they theoretically owed

the most. By the end of the eighteenth century in Prussia, the Jewish ques

tion was posed as part of what at the time were the most pressing political

questions of European history. Repression of Jews became a sYmbol of the

social conditions of the age. The struggle to emancipate Jews was not about

the Jews, not about an oppressed people; what was theoretically demanded

was a visible symbol of human liberation, of progress, of the abandonment

of prejudices.

This proved the source of a great deal of mischief. From the start, the Jew

became the Jew, individuals became a principle. Nathan the Wise is not some

noble man of Jewish ancestry, but rather a poetic example, poetic proof that

the Jew can be noble-much as Moses Mendelssohn was turned into a living

example, into living proof of this possibility. Liberation was to be extended

not to Jews one might know or not know, not to the humble peddler or to the

lender of large sums of money, but to "the Jew in general" as he can be and

was found in Mendelssohn, his new representative; and he, in turn, not as a

Jew but as a human being. Even the Jew is a human being-the most

improbable thing of all. And so the Jew became the principle of what it

means to be human, his liberation a symbol of man's liberation. Such discus

sions of the Jewish question always remained on a theoretical level and were

about the rights of man, not about achieving equal rights for a fellow citizen

of a faith different from that of the Christian state and world around him.

Jews were to be the example, the test case for human rights, to provide

proof as to what extent "human nature which is universally the same is

capable of the most accomplished cultivation and the most unfortunate

degeneration." The Jews are merely the example by which such degenera

tion and cultivation are to be shown. Dohm's purpose is "not to write an

apologia either for Jewry or the Jews, he merely presents the cause of
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humanity and defends its rights. How fortunate for us when that cause

becomes ours as well, when one cannot urge the rights of man without advo

cating ours at the same time."7 With these words Mendelssohn is simply

summarizing the theoretical basis from which Lessing and Dohm posed

the Jewish question.

The great opportunity, despite all its drawbacks, that Germany gave the

Jews was that there was no way to sever this linkage with the cause of the

Jews-neither by non-Jews, who as antisemites were suspicious of men of

the Enlightenment in any case, nor by Jews, who later would gladly have

secured their emancipation quite apart from all political struggles. After all,

if we want to fight for our rights today, we must fall back on these first begin

nings, for only on this basis do we have any prospect of finding allies and of

joining in the struggle for freedom in all its political forms. Ever since the

German Enlightenment posited the theoretical equation of the cause of the

Jews with that of human rights, ever since the French Revolution put that

linkage in practice, the pattern that our history would follow has been irrevo

cably traced.

The excellent advantage that grew out of posing the Jewish question in

this fundamental way became a significant disadvantage when economic

assimilation-which in Germany was denied its political legitimacy for

almost eighty years-turned an oppressed and persecuted people into

bankers, merchants, and academics. Such abstract thinking very quickly took

its revenge on us when "friends" became foes once they were forced to

observe that living Jews were not universally oppressed. During this

process, by which an oppressed people with certain limited privileges and

functions became citizens without political rights, the Jews lost their best

political friends: the heirs of the Enlightenment, who had insisted on emanci

pating the Jews along with the rest of humanity and now accused the Jews of

turning emancipation into a privilege that they demanded for themselves and

not for all oppressed peoples. These former friends finally became anti

semites themselves, because in one way or another they continued to be

troubled by the old messianic chimera of a "chosen people" who enjoy some

special position. They no longer hoped for the Christianization of all

mankind that would follow upon the "conversion of the Jews," but they did

hope for mankind's liberation, of which the emancipation of the Jews was

but a symbol. "The Jew, if he views the matter correctly, should not propose
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or hope for elimination of his particular affliction or abrogation of his partic

ular bondage, but rather for the overthrow of a principle."g

It is no accident that when the Jewish question is posed in this fundamental

way, the Jews are turned into little more than an example, almost a mere pre

text, that they are seen by their "friends" in particular as nothing but a prin

ciple within a process, and that never once in the sad course of history over

the last 150 years have they been regarded by others as living human beings.

Dohm explicitly stated what the position of the friends of the Jews would be

if they ever ceased for a single moment to regard Jews as a principle,

example, or pretext. "Certainly it would be better," our great friend Dohm

says, "if the Jews, along with their prejudices, did not exist-but since they

do exist, do we really still have a choice from among the following: to wipe

them off the face of the earth (presuming such a thing can even be conceived

of in our day) all at once or by taking measures that gradually achieve that

goal; or to let them remain in perpetuity the same unwholesome members of

society that they have been thus far; or to make them better citizens of the

world?"9

Jews in all their concrete noxiousness are to be overlooked for the sake of

the Jew, whose oppression is a disgrace to mankind. The issue was turned

into such an abstraction, because there was such unanimity as to Jewish nox

iousness. Modern antisemitism, which knows that Jews are not universally

"noxious," turns this abstraction on its head by overlooking "decent" Jews

with whom one may be personally acquainted ("there are decent Jews as

well") in favor of the Jew, who has at last been discovered to be !!I~_~vil prig

~!.~()J.his~~!y. The classic fOrm in which the Jewish question was posed in the

Enlightenmentprovides classic antisemitism its theoretical basis.

To transform the Jew from a living individual into a principle, into an

agglomeration of characteristics that are ~~.§lly"evi!~Qg, although

observable in other people as well, are always called "Jewish" (whereas any

others have been "Judaized"), in short, to transform the Jew into the Jew and

then to conjure up all the things that are Jewish about him-all of these are

tendencies found throughout modern antisemitism, which in its essence can

be distinguished from the medieval hatred of Jews precisely because of its

abstractness. Racial antisemitism, although it attempts to concretize the Jew

by means of definition, cannot get along without the concept of "Judaiza

tion" and/or the "white Jew." Germany did not become the classic land of
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antisemitism because of Hitler or even because a few Jews have been beaten

to death-in the East no one even concerned himself about such minor

matters. But rather because, long before putting any of this to practical use,

Germany-with what might be called total disinterest-expounded modern

abstract antisemitism most radically and consistently. Germany could serve .'

as a model to the whole world because (I) it turned away most sharply from

hatred of Jews as practiced before the era of emancipation, and (2) managed

to discover in the Jew a principle with which to transform the world.

III Antisemitism and Hatred ofthe Jews

It goes without saying that modern antisemitism is heir to medieval

antecedents and thus to the ancient hatred of the Jews as well. One must also

admit that so close a tie with the Middle Ages is found almost nowhere else in

modern intellectual history-nowhere are so many specific assertions, state

ments, and views so directly adopted. Eisenmenger's Judaism Unmasked

(1701) in its numerous editions has been their transmitter, and there are

scarcely any medieval accusations-from ritual murder to usury-that can

not be found verbatim in some modern piece of filthy literary trash. The

more backward the nation-Poland, Russia, Romania-the more any ten

dencies to a general worldview are lost in a heavy overgrowth of realistically

detailed superstition and primitive fear of spooks. Nor can modern anti

semitism exist without appealing to fears whose origins lie in an inability to

understand historical contexts-such as the ancient, deeply rooted dread of

the Wandering Jew (and the more primitive-that is, the more unversed in

history the level of society is-the deeper the roots), of Ahasuerus, of these

"lateborn children of death" (Clemens von Brentano), of the incomprehen

sible phenomenon of an ancient people who have survived so many Euro

pean catastrophes without land or soil, that is, apparently without any

earthly ties, who do not live in an earthly fashion and who cannot die as other

peoples do, who like a ghost have rescued themselves out of times long past,

in order to feed themselves like vampires upon the blood of the living. I

Antisemitic agitators have known how to make good, steady use of this

inherited fear of ghosts so frequently reactivated in modern times. But no

more than that. Antisemitism became politically effective only after it moved
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past telling horror stories and on to a theory that could both be linked to

many more modern, indeed always burning issues and cater to certain ten

dencies of political struggles that originally and for the most part had little to

do with Jews. Propaganda that exploited superstitions dragged in from the

Middle Ages-especially when directed at peasant populations-had

twofold value: first, it gained adherents for the movement even in regions

and among social classes where there were no Jews at all; and second, the

universality of the evil principle t.~~! the "Jew is everywhere and nowhere"
-----"~--"'--'-_ ..-- ..-- -.... - _.. --..-_.,~",.~~.-,~-- . " ._ .. ,-

that had to be presented to an "enlightened" population found its correspon-

dence in an omnipresent ghost for classes incapable of either a worldview or

any other view from which to draw abstractions. In the jargon of anti

semitism, this ancient phobia of Jews is called "the healthy instincts of the

common people."2

For the Jews another consequence of this primitive campaign of lies

proved more important than the direct effect of such agitation. Tracts

appealing to "the healthy instincts of the common people" appeared to dis

credit antisemitism in the eyes of educated classes) Because this agitation

appeared in such crude, indeed, obviously absurd forms, it offered a very

opportune pretext for getting rid of the whole issue by means of pure apolo

getics. That sort of literature was really nothing but "trash and filth" or

"medieval barbarism"; equating it with antisemitism removed the sting from

the political struggle.

There have been numerous attempts to blur the fundamental difference

and downplay the historical dissimilarities between the full scope of the

medieval hatred of Jews on the one hand (which from the Crusades down to

Luther assumes a fairly unified form) and the scope of modern antisemitism

on the other-in all its varying colors, from social hatred of "piggish capi

talism" to hatred of the race, from the antisemitism of the aristocracy to that

of the petite bourgeoisie, from its first timid beginnings at the start of the

nineteenth century down to its fulfillment in the twentieth. What is thereby

achieved is nothing less than once again to abstract the Jewish question out of

the historical process and to destroy the common ground on which the fate of

both Jews and non-Jews is decided. Both "medieval barbarism" and "ever

lasting antisemitism" leave us Jews without any hope. If medieval barbarism

can erupt against us, then that would appear to be the most valid proof that
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we are not part of and have no home in modern history. And talk about

"everlasting antisemitism" simply goes one step further and casts us out of

human history entirely.

Neither hypothesis can be proved. In terms of barbarism, the modern

world has far outdone the medieval world. And as for equation of hatred of

Jews with antisemitism, the antisemites have, despite all inherited ideas, con

sistently and very explicitly distanced themselves from the Middle Ages. "I

hereby unconditionally offer to protect the Jews from persecution for reli

gious reasons," Marr remarks-the same man who bears the lion's share of

responsibility for all modern German antisemitism. Antisemitism does not

come from hatred of the Jews, but instead, as he explains, it is the other way

round: hatred of Jews is an early form of antisemitism, an antisemitism

trapped in religious forms. "And so God and religion had to foot the bill for

all persecutions of the Jews, when in fact these were nothing more than the

struggles of peoples and their instincts against a very real Judaization of

society, a struggle for existence."4 It is hard to decide which is more absurd:

to speak of a "Judaization of (feudal) society" or to find so-called medieval

barbarism lurking within its modern form. Ultimately they both amount to

the same thing, which is, as Marr maintained, secularization of the ancient

hatred of the Jews. But that leaves us with the same desperate question that

the young Borne asked as early as 1819: "It was once thought that the Jews

would not go to heaven, and so they were not to be tolerated here on earth

either. But now that we have granted them heaven, why then should anyone

want to drive them from the earth?"5

Christian hatredofJews regards Jews as the people that gave birth to Christ

and crucified him, that were once chosen, but cursed ever since. Opinions

about the Jews and the hate directed against them are uniformly derived

from the church, in whose plan of salvation and mission the conversion of

the Jews plays an important, indeed central role. A baptized Jew is no longer

a Jew, but a Christian. The entirety of anti-Jewish literature in the Middle

Ages was either written by Jews or quotes them as authorities.

Christians and Jews were bound together by the Old Testament, sepa

rated from one another by the New Testament and the Talmud. As Chris

tians see it, a member of the chosen people is visible in each member of the

cursed people, and for the church each Jew's misfortune is necessary because
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he is a "living witness for Christian truth," whom the Christian "should not

eradicate for fear that he may thereby lose knowledge of God's laws" (Inno

cent III, who introduced the "yellow patch" in 1215).6 Death at the hands of

the Inquisition or at the stake is thus a more or less successful conversion.

The conversion of all Jews will ultimately coincide with the Kingdom of

God on earth. The countless persecutions of Jews in our own time are there

fore not at all comparable with those of the late Middle Ages, of the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries, which by then are true campaigns of extermina

tion. This new kind of pogrom had already found its justification in Luther,

who stands at the turning point between the medieval and the modern and

whose hatred of Jews displays the first modern elements.

In his social life the Jew is universally subjected to exceptional laws that

segregate him, but also allow him certain privileges in his dealings with

Christians, certain marginal rights, first as a merchant, then as a pawnbroker,

and finally as a moneylender. Jews are tolerated as part of general economic

life only as long as their financial functions exist on the periphery. The more

important, the more crucial these functions become for the rest of society,

the more quickly the Jews are segregated from it. First they are driven out of

commerce, then out of the pawnbroker business, and finally out of larger

credit transactions. Driven out of one country, Jews are lured to another by

certain privileges. The peripheral economic rights granted by such privileges

are often as necessary for an economy as their religious existence is for

Christianity and their presence as witnesses to Christian truth is for the

church.

The unadulteratable historicalbasisfor the hatredofJews in the Middle Ages

lies in the "stiff necked" opposition of the Jews to Christ and to all of Chris

tian culture; and its equally unadulteratable social basis lies in the role Jews

played in commerce and banking. The medieval association of the Jew with

the usurer has only very little to do with modern associations, which are ran

dom by nature and say little about the actual role of Jews in an economy, but

are instead ever-changing character traits, character masks forced upon

them, whose arbitrariness is restrained by, and can only be understood on the

basis of, specific needs.

Such modern arbitrariness begins with the definition of the Jew. Since the

Jew no longer has an indisputable identity in Western European nations, one

of the antisemite's most urgent needs is to define him. Whether the Jews are
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a religion or a nation, a people or a race, a state or a tribe, depends on the spe

cific opinion non-Jews-in whose midst Jews live-have about themselves,

but it certainly has no connection whatever with any germinal knowledge

about the Jews. As the peoples of Europe became nations, the Jews became

"a nation within the nation"; as the Germans began to see in the state some

thing more than their political representation, that is, as their fundamental

"essence," the Jews became a state within a state. As the word "inter

national" began to bounce around inside people's heads, Jews came to repre

sent the "international of gold," and a bit later, by an ingenious combination

of state and international, to advance-in the form of the "elders of

Zion"-to an international state. And since the end of the last century, when

the Germans transformed themselves at last into Aryans, we have been wan

dering through world history as Semites; just as it is to the arrogance of the

Anglo-Saxon "white man" over against colonial peoples that we owe the epi

thet "white nigger."

In comparison to such nonsensical foolishness, even medieval definitions

despite their most superstitious lies and bloodiest fairy tales-were closer to

the reality of Jews of the period. Ritual murder was a lie, but the religious

hatred that lay behind it was genuine. It was a lie that all Jews are usurers

they vanished amid the masses of impoverished craftsmen and peddlers. But

to the extent that the Jews came into social contact with the population or

parts of the population around them, they made their appearance as money

lenders. Until the sixteenth century Christians were forbidden to lend money

at interest.7 Being a Jew meant being relegated to a certain social status just as

was everyone else, although that of the Jew was the lowest and most ostra

cized; but it had one privilege, even if it was no more than the right to lend

money. Even the term for a Christian usurer, "baptized Jew,"s did not have

the connotation of the modern term "white Jew," but meant that his Chris

tian baptism was merely external, that he was pursuing a "Jewish" trade. A

Jew, on the other hand, who had himself baptized was not a "baptized Jew,"

but a Christian.

The Jew held status in this society only as a usurer, just as in its culture he

was only an enemy of Christ. In the feudal Christian world, status indicated

profession. For the Jew, to the extent that he took any part in that world, both

his status and profession were predetermined by his religion. Only in that

way could religious hatred become amalgamated with social hatred; both
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together resulted in the fanaticism of medieval pogroms. In contrast to prac

tically all Jewish historians, Bruno Bauer, as a young Hegelian, explicitly

notes and emphasizes that it was precisely their active hostility to the Chris

tian culture that made the Jews part of the history of Europe. "The Jews

were oppressed because ... they had tried to stop the wheel of history. Had

the Jews not been part of the workings of the law of causality, their role

would have been purely passive which would have meant there was no

bond tying them to history Theirs would have been an utterly lost

cause." There is a clear point to the polemic directed against Jews and their

friends who, ever since Dohm, have never ceased to bewail Jews because of

the awful way they are treated. It is the modern shaping of the Jewish ques

tion, it is compassion-and the disdain of the antisemites that followed hot

on its heels-that first attempted to cast the Jews out of history.

Every modern form of antisemitism, quite apart from its historical devel

opment or differentiating hallmarks, lacks the basis that underlay the hatred

of Jews: the concrete knowledge of Jews that served as the foundation for all

distortions. The history of the hatred of Jews was about Jews, and not much

more than that. The history of antisemitism always conceals many other ten

dencies in which Jews do not play the crucial role. One could discuss its his

tory as a history of associations-quite random associations that contain

only a minimum of reality when it comes to Jews, but very necessary associ

ations when viewed from amid the struggles of the period.

IV Usurers, Pariahs, Parasites

The disappearance of Jew-hatred and the rise of modern antisemitism in the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries were preceded by a crucial change in the

relationship between Jews and their host peoples in Central and Western

Europe. This change began in the seventeenth century and continued

throughout the eighteenth, until in the middle of the nineteenth it was given

legal and political form as assimilation.

Prior to this period the Jews came into contact with other peoples only

during catastrophes and expulsions. Economic life in the ghetto was limited

to minor craftwork and peddling. These communities were headed by a few,

very wealthy individuals, who acted as intermediaries in contacts with the
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outside world and essentially earned their money by lending money to that

world. The usurer had, as it were, a monopoly on the ghetto's foreign com

merce. For both Jews and non-Jews alike he was the representative of his

people-for the latter because he was the only Jew with whom they came in

contact, for the former because, given the extraordinary density of ghetto

populations, an entire community often depended on his charity. But com

munities relied not only economically but also politically on such benefac

tors, who as financial agents for princely courts maintained the relationships

necessary for the community's protection. Thus very early on there arose

that fateful personal union-which has not been done away with even today

that embraces prominence, philanthropy, and political representation.

Over the next centuries the Jewish usurer rose first from court Jew to

creditor of absolutist states, and finally as a nineteenth- and twentieth

century banker he achieved, if not the peak of his power, then of his social

and communal prestige. Despite such changes in position and function, his

role within Jewry remained the same, that is, if he did not renounce it alto

gether and abandon the Jewish community. The total picture has, however,

shifted somewhat. Just as entire communities once lived off the philanthropy

of a few moneylenders and toward the end .of the nineteenth century entire

districts of the Russian settlement area lived off the millions of Baron

Hirsch, today large segments of Polish Jewry live off dollars that American

Jews collect to send back home. Within th~ Jewish community itself, no class

division has taken place so far. The rich Jew, standing in the midst of the cap

italist economic system, has not as yet appeared to the poor as their

"exploiter," nor have the poor been regarded by the wealthy as mere "labor

power." To the extent that the two ever do meet-which occurs only during

catastrophes-to the poor the rich man is still his benefactor, and to the rich

the poor man is a freeloader.

When-in the eighteenth century-these few wealthy court Jews first

escaped the strictures of laws applying to Jews, and when the larger class of

prosperous Jews made known their own claims to emancipation, the masses

of the people began to receive civil rights from the hands of the same bene

factors who, as supplicants and petitioners, had previously provided the

ghetto its meager protection. But for Jews there was a difference, emancipa

tion was linked to a tacit and over time self-evident condition: they must

become like those who had first been granted civil rights directly and by way
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of exception. If one wanted to be emancipated and still remain a Jew, there

was and is within the world of Jewish life only the old alternative: philan

thropist or freeloader. All those who exempted themselves from this alterna

tive were lost from the Jewish world.

The Jews of the court and finance, the usurers and tax collectors, were the

first Jews to escape the walls of the ghetto;I the first court Jews to enjoy full

civil rights were those attached to Frederick the Great in Prussia. Their

names were Itzig and Ephraim, to whom Frederick chartered the mint and

who were rewarded for highly dubious maneuvers that brought in six million

thalers annually during the last few years of the Seven Years' War. 2 In them

we see before us the first emancipated Jews. The honor granted them should

be ranked all the higher inasmuch as under the same king and only with great

effort and difficulty, the most famous Jew of the day, Moses Mendelssohn,

managed to attain extraordinary status as a protected Jew, though this did

not even apply to his children. All enlightened intercession demanding Jew

ish emancipation and citing Mendelssohn's example was thus of no benefit to

him, let alone to the Jewish people, though Itzig and Ephraim were silently

rewarded this very prize for their accomplishments, making them models

and pioneers for their people as this fact came to be widely known. Thus if

we really want to understand emancipation-both the conditions under

which it was granted and the path that Jews had to follow to achieve it-we

need to have a passing acquaintance with what it was that the first emanci

pated Jews achieved on the way to becoming our "liberators"-much to our

misfortune.

During the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, as commerce was passing

from the hands of Jews into those of a new and growing urban bourgeoisie,

usury, the lending of money, began to gain significance for Jews. For two

hundred years usury remained tied to pawnhroking and was thus still a form

of commerce. In our eyes the usurer appears to be a cross between the tradi

tional accumulator of wealth and a modern department store owner, who,

being bound to no particular trade, turns every object into a commodity. It

was not until the fifteenth century, when the church established its own

pawnbrokeries (montes pietatis), that Jews were forced to become pure money

lenders, who fully deserved to be called usurers because of the enormously

high interest they charged to make up for the incalculable risks a usurer takes

when neither collateral nor law secures his investment. At the time usury
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played no more important role in terms of the major commerce of the period

than it does today) Theirs was small-scale credit advanced to spendthrift

nobles or to farmers whose crops had failed, or to craftsmen driven into

poverty and want by some unforeseen misfortune. Money lent to the indigent

and the extravagant served only consumption, and the interest was purely a

premium charged for risk; it did not increase production, but could at most

reduce it, whether by excessive increase in the spendthrift's consumption or

by the indebted craftsman's or farmer's forfeiture of tools or seed corn. Thus

usury was one of the signs of the disintegration of feudal society, not of the

beginning of a capitalist economy.4

The usurer was extraordinarily limited in his range of actions. The risk

appeared acceptable only for the smallest sums of money. He could satisfy

solely individual needs-whether as a result of someone's extravagance or

misfortune. He in no way entered into the productive economy of his coun

try.5 He could gain a more general significance only in a very indirect sense:

ruling princes began very early on to use Jewish usurers as agents for extort

ing additional money from their subjeCts-illegal taxes as it were-only to

turn on them, expelling them and confiscating their wealth. In fact when in

need of extra profits, they would even bring Jews into their realms for that

very purpose.6

Usury linked to such highly individualized circumstances offered Jews

neither civil nor political advantages. If usury had been the only basis of

contacts with their surroundings on into the mid-eighteenth century, they

would never have been emancipated. Their civil status would never have

advanced by means of individual protection extended by some prince or

other-a protection that carried no legal or political guarantees and that

from one day to the next might be abrogated and end in expulsion.

Proceeding from more or less antisemitic biases, all modern definitions of

Jews as a people-with the one exception of definition by race-have their

historical basis in medieval and late medieval conditions. The Jews as para

sites, as a nation of pariahs, as a caste-all that, with the exception of a few,

but very crucial remnants, was eliminated economically in the course of the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, while at the same time, by means of a

kind of political (antisemitic) countermovement, Jews were actually rede

fined as a caste of pariahs and parasites.

The parasites were Jewish usurers-parasites of the disintegration and
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destruction of the feudal social order. Their corresponding needs were born

out of a dying world that assigned them the fateful role of supplying usuri

ous capital, which served consumption, but had only a destructive influence

on production. The Jews were pariahs as long as they remained politically

powerless. This corresponded to the "sponge policy" of the princes, the

intent of which was to prevent the wealth that Jews were amassing from

becoming "primary accumulation of capital" and thus a first step toward

capitalism itself. Jewish capital was constantly being decimated and dis

persed by pogroms, expulsion, and confiscation.7 Living in uncertainty and

depending on "illegal and irrational sources of income as war-profiteers,

hired tax collectors, and officials paid on a percent of the moneys raised,

etc." (Max Weber), the Jews were the pariahs of developing European

capitalism.8

The Jews were a caste ever since they lived segregated from and unincor

porated in the history and economic life of the world around them, existing

on their own or at best parasitically on others-in short, insofar as their exis

tence was not conditioned and defined by other layers, castes, or classes of

society. Since their sole allies were those segments of feudal society in

decline, above all the nobility, which as it declined closed ranks ever more

tightly to form its own caste, the Jews almost inevitably became a comple

mentary phenomenon to the symptoms of a nobility in decline-to the lux

ury and extravagance that they were financing. Traces of this Jewish past

have lingered down into recent times everywhere. It is from them that mod

ern antisemitism pieces together the bits of reality that it requires but which

grow scanter every day.

German Jews were pariahs until 1869. For more than fifty years

between the failure to enact the Emancipation Edict of 1812 and the repeal of

restrictions on Jews in Prussia in 1869-Jews lived without legal or civil sta

tus. Since their civil rights were intentionally never written into law, both

their economic position and cultural assimilation had to appear illegal. Liv

ing outside the law and yet fully integrated into the economic life of the

world around them, the Jews' special position within the German nation was

so difficult and controversial that they retained characteristics of a caste even

though they had long since ceased to be one. Once emancipation had

been proclaimed, such characteristics lived on wherever Jews were socially

ostracized.
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The life of Jews remained parasitic only in those rare instances where

popular revolution did not touch them and they still continued to gnaw at the

vestiges of feudalism. In Germany this was true of Hessia, where usurious

loans to farmers were primarily in Jewish hands, a fact that ever since has

provided a rich resource for antisemitic propaganda, a deep well of examples

that never runs dry.9 Other remnants include Jewish pawnbrokers in the

poorer neighborhoods of some cities.

An antisemitism dependent on random associations has known how to use

precisely such instances for defaming Jews, and it has equated them with one

of the social, political, and economic forms they assumed in the past. But this

antisemitism has its basis neither in the broader context of reality provided

by the past nor in a more narrow context-still just broad enough to provide

examples-passed down into the present. The foundations of antisemitism

are found in developments that have very little to do with Jews. Yet it is typi

cal of the whole spectrum of antisemitism that it has constantly tried to reach

back to old, traditional forms of Jewish life and conceal present forms. Char

acteristic of this persistently repeated methodology is the way it accuses

Jews, for example, of being parasites at precisely the point when they have

ceased to be parasites, or the way it begins weaving fables of ~n.:g!"Q!!S,

.Qiabolic, and secret power at the very point when they are losing power

which never was di@q!~c or very secret. Thus the actual disenfranchisement

of Jews in Germany did not occur at the high point of their influence, but

rather when collectively they had already lost every trace of political power.

The tragedy of the history of the Jewish people has assumed different

forms and been played out in many acts, one of which has just come to an

end. In some countries the entry of Jews into modern bourgeois history and

their participation in the economic development of the countries where they

live have been reversed. The lies of antisemitism have finally lied the truth:

they have lied the Jews-who in reality are cruelly powerless-back into a

dislocated reality long since past. German Jews once again have neither

rights nor a country, are citizens of no nation-pariahs. Cast up on the shores

of strange lands, chased into the cracks and crevices of strange economies that

have not exactly awaited their arrival, they are once againparasites. Wrenched

from the context of class relationships in their own country-neither bour

geoisie nor proletariat, neither petite bourgeoisie nor farmers-they exist

only in relationship to themselves, a society outside of society, a caste.
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V Court]ews and Human Rights

The history of the emancipation of the Jews began in the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries in all the countries of Europe in which absolutist states

and their landed nobility stood in conflict with the guilds of the cities. In the

course of the eighteenth century a few Jews in fact managed to become very

wealthy and-even more significantly-to remain so. In their wake a whole

segment of the ghetto population achieved respectable prosperity. The deci

sive factor, however, was that their prosperity and wealth arose from a very

different source than previously-not out of poverty and extravagance, but

out of the needs of the state.

We can no longer discuss eighteenth-century history without the Jews

whether as suppliers to the army and creditors ofthe state in German-speaking

areas, or as hired tax collectors in Poland and pre-Revolutionary France. In

addition, princes sucked their populations dry by regularly contracting Jew

ish usurers to doggedly extract the taxes normally levied by the state in cash.

The usurer, who joined forces with the tax collector by advancing the obliga

tory sums, often hired himself out later as a tax collector as well. The trans- i!

formation of usurer into tax collector was above all the determinative factorl

for the economic advancement of French and Polish Jews. Ii
A hired tax collector already has a very close relationship to the government

of a country for whose taxes he is the guarantor. His use to the state as an

additional resource for sucking the populace dry is no longer "accidental," but

has its basis in a contract with the force of law. The state itself integrates the

Jewish tax collector into at least one segment of the nation's economy and

assigns him a place within its system of political control. In all its aspects his

position is therefore far superior to that of the usurer. Although his profit is

only that of a middleman and not integrated into the normal economic life of

the country, it is nevertheless regularized and independent of the fate of indi

viduals, of their poverty or extravagance. The state itself has taken over the

usury business and monopolized it in the form of taxes, and thus for the hired

tax collector usury becomes an irrelevant supplementary source of income.

Even under this changed set of circumstances Jews were sometimes

expelled. But whereas only a hundred years before expulsions were staged in

order to rob Jews of their acquired wealth, they now took on the purely
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political character of shifting people's rage at being sucked dry to the mid

dleman in the process. Confiscations of wealth by means of expulsion

became ever rarer. The wealth of hired Jewish tax collectors was partially

protected-but not their lives or their right to settle permanently.

It was not until the eighteenth century, when the Jew became an agent of

the court, that he was granted protection of his person-a first step leading

directly to emancipation. He differs on principle from his medieval predeces

sor, the courtJew, who since the eleventh and twelfth centuries-having first

been driven as a large-scale lender from Italy, and then later from England

and France as well-had served as a financial adviser who managed princely

wealth. I But the relationship of such court Jews to princes and nobles

remained private and had no larger economic or political consequences.

Their significance lies in the fact that they were forerunners to agents of the

court, whose connections to the state of an absolute monarch were founded

on such princely relationships.

The reason it is so difficult to pinpoint exactly when the financial adviser

and manager of the private property of princes became the creditor to the

state itself is that until the last third of the eighteenth century the finances of

the monarchy were identical with those of the monarch. Only toward the

end of the century did the methods for financing a modern state replace

those used for financing the court of an absolute monarch, which in turn

were linked to the loans and pawnbroking deals offered to a moribund feudal

aristocracy. As late as the first third of the eighteenth century, "Austria's

creditors were in fact the emperor's creditors." Which meant that the debt of

the entire nation was in the hands of his court Jew.2

Agents of the court owed their unprecedented advancement, by which

they became pioneers of emancipation, to two factors. The first was the

Thirty Years' War, which had been less hard on the Jewish population and

had turned cash into a highly coveted rarity throughout the impoverished

land. The second was that states simultaneously began to find themselves in

dire need of funds and yet had no way to secure a regular flow of tax mon

eys. A further factor smoothing the way for Jews to enter into a state's finan

cial affairs was the general uncertainty and disorder then common in a state's

general economy. Only Jews were prepared to accept almost any business

deal-a fact that need not be explained by some strong compelling instinct

for commerce. It arises quite naturally out of what was-already by that
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time-the unusual and rather atavistic economic mind-set of Jews, for whom

interest had long been nothing more than a reward for risk, while the people

around them were already calculating profit in rationalistic capitalist terms.

It was only natural that Jews were inclined to take on any risk if the reward

was commensurate.

Over the course of the century the disparity between state finances and

normal capitalist production became increasingly more pronounced. Bud

gets for armies in the eighteenth century were huge (and were unproductive

expenses),3 but so too were both the profits to be made from them and the

possible losses that had to be risked. Only when all other possibilities had

been exhausted were Jews brought in as creditors.4 As this proved to be

increasingly necessary, princes learned the advantages of borrowing from

Jews, who were the first bankers with international connections. Jew Y could

pay and deliver to armies fighting far from home what Jew X had promised

back in their homeland.

The delivery ofwar supplies was therefore of importance for Jews in gen

eral, since by its very nature it had to involve relatively large segments of the

population. Only a few Jews dealt directly with the state, but a great many

people scattered across provinces and countries provided the materials

cloth, animal feed, grain-to those explicitly appointed as agents of the

court. In consequence, divisions began to emerge between, first, those who

continued to live their old life cut off from the world, that is, the poor; sec

ond, those who participated in the "export monopoly" of notable Jews and

thereby achieved a moderate prosperity; and third, the court agents them

selves, the wealthy men who became the prominent members of Jewish com

munities. It was not until this point that the growth in the authority of such

notables began to define their role within the ghetto itself, even though eco

nomically they no longer enjoyed the independence usurers had had in pre

vious centuries; but the close business ties of the middle class that they had

lifted up with them produced a more solid foundation of common interests

than any philanthropy extended to the very poor, which also continued,

though on a smaller scale. The Jewish community native to Germany and

Austria grew out of this aforementioned moderately prosperous group

suppliers of war goods and small-scale money changers-and so quite natu

rally it could never extricate itself from the political influence of "court

Jews," of the notables to whom it owed its own rise.
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A few decades later the prosperity of a still relatively small middle class

provided the social basis for emancipation, but had almost no political conse

quences during the eighteenth century itself. Although only a very few of

those who had grown rich in the business of war found themselves in a posi

tion to act as creditors to the state, the immense debts of eighteenth-century

absolutist states proved extraordinarily helpful in paving the way for Jews to

engage in high finance.' Between 1695 and 1739 the emperor of Austria bor

rowed 35 million guldens from thirteen Jews residing in his country.6 Even in

Bavaria, where Jews played a relatively minor role, they lent the state a fifth

of its debt. Such large debts arose out of the absolutist state's needs to

finance an army and to install a new professional bureaucracy to counter

both the aristocracy and bourgeoisie. Only those princes who accomplished

this could maintain themselves against both the aristocracy and this new class

and, in doing so, destroy the feudal order. Jewish moneylenders played a

leading role in the further development of this state apparatus.7 When we

look back now, we can speak of Jews holding a powerful position only in this

transitional period-power that they never had before and would never have

again. For to the same degree that the bourgeoisie learned to make good use

of the newly instituted apparatuses of the state and its bureaucracy, the

power that Jews had over the affairs of state declined proportionately until it

was as good as entirely eliminated. Ultimately it was simply a sign of the

backwardness of the German bourgeoisie and of the obsolescence of its

political system that Jews could still playa certain role-albeit a very limited

and second-class one-under Wilhelm II.

It is difficult to say who was the first agent of court in this new style. We

know many names from the late seventeenth century on into the final third of

the eighteenth-in Bavaria, Austria, Wiirttemberg, and Prussia. The most

powerful were the Rothschilds, who transformed themselves from direct

creditors and moneylenders to the state into the investment bankers behind

the loans made to almost all European states and who, thanks to Metternich's

reactionary regime, with which they were closely allied, held a unique posi

tion of power until well into the nineteenth century. And among the last of

them was Bleichroder, whose power in Prussia arose out of Bismarck's

clashes with parliament and the bourgeoisie.

Prior to the Rothschilds, no court Jew had stood out as a man of unusual

wealth. Each depended upon his own credit among other Jews, although
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within a much smaller circle than did the suppliers of war goods. Only the

sum of all Jewish wealth made his dealings possible. At the height of their

wealth members of the Rothschild family were the first to be independent of

such intra-Jewish credit. Up until that point what had differentiated court

Jews in principle from usurers, each of whom went about his business sepa

rately, was their interconnection, their dependence upon one another.

If we take the Rothschilds during the period of the Napoleonic wars,

when almost half of Britain's loans to the Allies-some 20 million

pounds8-passed through their hands, as the high point of this development,

and then take the world of petty usurers lending money to aristocrats and

village farmers as its beginning, it is the court Jews of the eighteenth century

who occupy the middle point. They were still lending money to princes-no

longer for personal expenses, but rather to the state through them. Their

relationship to the state, however, was not yet so close, their influence not yet

so large, their own fortunes not so immense that they could underwrite and

finance such loans in their own names.9

In regard to the protection of his own person, the distance between our

court Jew and the Rothschilds or other wealthy Jews of the nineteenth cen

tury is minimal, but the progress he achieved in comparison to the lack of

any personal rights in the seventeenth century is very great. The court Jew in

an absolutist state cannot be robbed of his assets or expelled. His credit is as

good as the money that he in fact provides. And since his credit depends on

his person, the finances of the state are endangered if he has no personal

rights. His protection can no longer be at the discretion of cities or minor

principalities. The Jewish question becomes a question of state. The court

Jew is the Jew who protects the state itself. The state guarantees the personal

safety of "its" Jews, that is, the credit of its Jews, just as the court Jew is the

guarantor of the state's finances and obligations.

The fact that court Jews cease to have no rights does not mean, however,

that they are accepted into the society, let alone the bourgeois society, of

their day. Because their moneys are not invested in budding capitalist pro

duction, they remain at the threshold of bourgeois society, but have hardly

any contact with it. In those days the war economy that they helped to

finance was anything but an affair of society or of the people as a whole.

Something that served the nation or helped it to win a war was certainly not

considered to be in the interest of the people. Frederick II might be able to
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pursue his Seven Years' War with the help of the tricks of Ephraim, the Jew

he had put in charge of the mint, but the people did not hate Ephraim any less

for it. Mercenary troops hired by one's own state were as feared as enemy

armies. The most desirable goal during a war-according to Frederick II,

who surely ought to have known-was for "the peace-loving citizen not

even to·notice the nation had struck a blow." And Clausewitz calls the typical

army of the eighteenth century "a state within a state" and its wars "merely

an affair of government alienated from the interest of the people." 10

The Jews were part of the "state within a state" and its war and army

economy. Thus from the outset they are separated from all other classes, and

find themselves to be the exception. To be sure, since they deal with all those

agencies that are involved with the state's income, they are now in closer

contact with the economies of their nations than previously. But that does

not result in social contact with levels of society of roughly comparable

wealth. Moreover, the state's income consists in fact of nothing more than

direct or indirect-and often excessively high-taxes, receipts secured by

Jews in their function as tax collectors and owed them as creditors of the

state. As such, these receipts and revenues are from the start viewed with

hostility by the entire population. Standing at the threshold of bourgeois

society, the Jews help the state build an administration appropriate to a bour

geois era-a fact about which the bourgeoisie still has no idea. What remains

from this era is simply popular hatred of the middlemen in the state's

exploitative system. For Jews this means they have no possibility of influenc

ing or even becoming involved in what the era produces. The failure of the

eighteenth century to establish such a connection was only minimally cor

rected in the nineteenth, when Jews were finally granted a position within

pure bank capitalism. But capitalist production was undergoing immense

growth and the state was becoming increasingly less dependent on private

moneylenders, so that, having gained such a position, Jews now lost influ

ence. But they still retained the hatred of the people, who believed that the

clearest explanation for capitalist robbery could be found in banking capital.

Once the usurer had been transformed into a banker for the state, once usury

and pawnbroking had turned into the credit business and the position of hired

tax collector had immunized some Jews from persecution, governments

particularly those in Prussia and Austria-began to work out the details of

new regulations for Jews. Of course this was not emancipation, but it was the

8z
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preliminary step that led directly to it. Protection was granted by the highest

political agency, the monarchs themselves-the king of Prussia, the emperor

of Austria. This meant that the regulation of Jews, as well as later emancipa

tion, was a matter of high-level policy quite independent of local authorities.

Wherever local administrations still made such decisions, for example in

so-called free cities, everything remained-even beyond the eighteenth

century-just as it had been before. The history of political emancipation

clearly shows that only the modern state-and by no means modern society

has evidenced any interest in protecting and emancipating Jews. Thus at the

Congress of Vienna the cities of Frankfurt, Hamburg, Bremen, and Lubeck

demanded that Napoleonic emancipation be rescinded, with the result that

emancipation in Germany was delayed for another fifty years. To counter

this, Metternich supported a resolution which amounted to a guarantee of all

civil rights that Jews had gained up to that point-not because he was in per

sonal debt to the banking house of Arnheim in Vienna, and not because of a

sudden surge of libertarian tendencies, but because he was a "reactionary"

and represented the interest of an absolutist state and its financial policies. II

Thus we see that well into the nineteenth century Jews were most stub

bornly denied human rights wherever the bourgeoisie held power. Some of

the most important of these rights were slowly granted them, little by little,

by states and monarchies that half patronized, half suppressed the bour

geoisie in their claims to power. Such was the situation in Prussia and Aus

tria, where for a long time it remained undecided which social classes would

lose, retain, or achieve power. The behavior of "free cities," which ~ere

governed by the bourgeoisie, is so characteristic precisely because, after the

brief period of Napoleonic rule, the majority of Jews must surely be counted

as part of the bourgeoisie. 12

The position of the German bourgeoisie will be discussed elsewhere. But

several points need to be anticipated here in order to qualify the almost uni

versally accepted thesis that Jewish emancipation was directly dependent on

the rise of the bourgeoisie. As true as it is to say that Western Jews owed

their prosperity to capitalist development in Europe, it must also be said that

the class underpinning this development, the bourgeoisie, delayed the day of

proclamation of human rights for Jews wherever it could-with the sole

exceptions of the first Revolutionary vanguard in France13 and a few of those

involved in Germany's revolution of 1848. In Britain, the most bourgeois
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country in Europe, the Jews were not emancipated until 1868; in Switzer

land, which has as good as always been ruled exclusively by the bourgeoisie,

emancipation waged an especially hard struggle.

Absolutist states were thus most likely to be inclined to legalize the eco

nomic functions of Jews, which is to say, to pay the corresponding political

price for their achievements. The regulation of Jews in Prussia under Fred

erick II showed a tendency to grant Jews certain protections and a field of

action for their specifically "Jewish" economic activities, while keeping them

in their place as Jews. There were no pretenses whatever of assimilation-in

contrast to the Austrian Edict of Toleration issued under Joseph 11.14 An

urban Jewry was promoted, but agriculture and ownership of land continued

to be forbidden and the path to most crafts blocked. Only those professions

of direct use to the state were promoted-that is, suppliers of war goods,

bankers, and exporters of the wares of state-run factories. Jewish communi

ties were expressly declared responsible for the debts of individual bankrupt

Jews, a provision that guaranteed that the poor were efficiently excluded and

other undesirable elements kept at a distance. In this way the interests of the

state became the interests of the Jewish community itself-Jews were turned

into a pillar of the state. Since right of residence was based on wealth, espe

cially in Berlin and Vienna, and since within a family marriage was taxed,

with the occasional exception of the eldest son, at a decreasing rate for each

additional marriage, Berlin's three thousand Jews were soon among the most

well-to-do residents of the Prussian capital. The state had never shown such

consideration and scrupulousness for the welfare of its Christian subjects.

But for the masses of poor and backward Jews that the Prussian state had

inherited with the division of Poland and the occupation of Silesia, the old

lack of any rights remained in place. The broader class of prosperous Jews

were granted statutory protection, whereas a certain few who could show

that they had performed some service necessary for the state's existence were

granted exceptional civil rights, in the form of "general privileges." In between

these two there was only a statute for the "extraordinarily" protected Jew,

that is, someone who personally enjoyed a protected status-right of resi

dence, right to earn a living-but could not pass these rights, this "dignity,"

on to his children.

Protected and encouraged by the state, the class of prosperous, urban

Jews grew larger and larger. Ascendant court Jews pulled ever growing
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circles of people up with them. In the last third of the eighteenth century,

there were already three thousand Jews in Berlin alone-all of them, of

course, well-to-do, since their right of residence was linked to their wealth.

At the same time more and more Jews became economically dependent on

the fortunes of their guest country. Those who had achieved such status were

still only a very small percentage of the Jewish people and had lost sight of

those masses of people whose lives remained untouched by their rise. Prus

sian policy toward the Jews split them geographically-the poor remained in

Posen, the rich lived in Berlin and provincial capitals. Within the borders of

Western European countries-since all this holds true, mutatis mutandis, for

Austria and France as well-the dichotomy of rich and poor, of craftsmen

and lenders of money to the outside world, which had defined life in the

ghetto, becomes the dichotomy of Western and EasternJews.

And with that, the social transformation of modern Judaism so crucial for

the entire century was inaugurated. To the extent that Prussian, Austrian,

and within certain limits French policy in regard to the Jews does away with

the ghetto, it turns the social disparity familiar to the ghetto, that of rich and

poor, into a geographical dichotomy. By favoring one large class of Jews and

leading them to the threshold of modern economic life, such a policy trans

forms a people's social differences into a historical dichotomy, which is to

say one between Jews who continue to live as they have for one or two cen

turies and others who, for the good of the state, have ceased to lead the iso

lated life of a caste. But even these privileged Jews are a long way from

showing even the rudiments of a budding bourgeoisie-they do not use

poor Jews as a workforce, if for no other reason than that they are geograph

ically separated from them. They do not enter into private capitalist produc

tion because it is not directly encouraged by the state and because they have

no labor at their disposal. The poverty of the Jewish people is completely

pointless, since it serves no productive purpose. For those businesses in

which Jews remain active they need neither Jewish nor non-Jewish labor.

Only where the geographical separation of rich and poor did not occur-as

for instance in Poland-could the rudiments of Jewish enterprise develop,

although it attained no great significance since it was constantly hampered by

the backwardness of the country.

The laws guaranteeing protection of residence, person, and property-that

is, human rights as understood by the eighteenth century-were paidfor by
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prosperous Jews in the form of special taxes and achievements. Total civil

rights-the general privileges which made the Jewish businessman the equal

of the Christian-were awarded to Itzig and Ephraim for outstanding

achievements. Human rights were ranked according to one's ability to pay.

General privileges, tantamount to emancipation, were not a "gift," but rather

an exact compensation in the form of a reward. They did not become a gift

until such compensatory protection was granted to the modest stream of

impoverished Jews-who, despite all measures taken by the state to prevent

it, were effectively supported by the Jewish community. To be sure, this was

not the gift of a government-as antisemitic historians have always tried to

present it-but rather one given to poor Jews by rich Jews, who ultimately

answered for the former's debts in the form of collective liability. Compen

sation first became a gracious gift within the Jewish world itself-a present

given with conditions, however. The rich had already fulfilled those condi

tions. The Jewish notables-one of those who headed the Jewish commu

nity in Berlin was the "generally privileged" Itzig-have until this day never

ceased to demand the respect due them for their gift of protection and, later,

of "freedom." After all, they were assuring both the state and the world

around them of the usefulness of their entire tribe. Their attitude toward

"Eastern Jews" and "freeloaders" demonstrates that they have never forgot

ten who actually paid for their emancipation and for whom it was originally

intended.

On the threshold of emancipation, it was the court Jew and the "mint

Jew" who were granted civil rights as a reward. The freedom of a few

demonstrates clearly and without any pretty turns of phrase-first to many

and later to all too many-the price exacted for human rights.

VI ExceptionalJews

Two models defined and guided the Prussian Jews' "struggle for liberation":

political and legal liberation granted by the state to generally privileged

"mint Jews" and the recognition by cultivated society of the achievements of

Moses Mendelssohn. Education and commerce continued to be the focus of

life for all of assimilated German Jewry until catastrophe struck.

Like the generally privileged Itzig and Ephraim, Mendelssohn was an
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exception, was "exceptional," and all three were recognized as such by the

world around them-although very different worlds were involved. One

could hope to advance only if one rose above the Jewish masses by proving

oneself to be very different from them, whether in terms of intellectual qual

ities or economic achievements for the state. The division of Jews into "East

and West," rich and poor, educated and uneducated, offered German Jews

an opportunity: it prevented ruthless ambition-following a pattern set by

history and rewarded anew each day-from ending in a war of each against

all and gave rise to a new sense of solidarity, however paltry that might look

in individual cases. Only legal separation by the state could put in the place

of the old ghetto community more than a group of desperate parvenus; it

created two new geographically and economically divergent entities. The

relatively small number of Frederick's protected Jews rose collectiyely above

the masses of poor Jews from Posen and West Prussia. The following cen

tury's policy of Jewish assimilation was based far less on the well-known

"atomization" of the Jews than on this concept of collectiye exception.

By geographically separating rich and poor Jews, Frederick's regulations

for Jews provided a firm foundation for supporting an exceptional Jewry. In

1803 Prussia's protected Jews constituted only about 20 percent of the coun

try's total Jewish population. Unfortunately no statistics for this period

record economic differentiation. But the census of 1834 reveals just how

drastic the situation was. The wealthy bourgeoisie of Prussia (wholesalers,

bankers, and persons of independent means) was six times larger than that of

Posen; the middle class (self-employed professionals and retailers) com

prised more than half the Jewish population of Prussia, but in Posen barely a

third; almost 60 percent of the Posener Jews (peddlers, craftsmen, day labor

ers) had no property worth mentioning, whereas in Prussia only 37 percent

were without property; more than a fifth of the population of Posen lived in

abject poverty and were a burden on an already poor community; in the

much more prosperous Prussian communities such charity cases made up

only 6.5 percent. I

Eastern Jews as a social backdrop proved advantageous in promoting the

self-awareness of both Prussia's protected Jews and its "educated society,"

but they were equally disadvantageous for regularizing Jewish statutes in

terms of improved civil rights. For the Prussian state emancipation meant

and could only mean-a generalitation of general priyileges, which were
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expressly not intended to apply to Jewish peddlers and day laborers. It was

only after a disastrous war that cost Prussia those provinces most heavily

populated with Jews that the situation changed for protected Jews, who in

one fell swoop now comprised 90 percent of the entire Jewish population.2

By 1808 they had been granted rights of the city. The Emancipation Edict of

1812 was intended for them. Since they were all held to be exceptional Jews,

there was a readiness to emancipate them as a whole, as Jewry.

The restitution of old borders that followed the War of Liberation neces

sarily worked against efforts aimed at emancipation. Retraction of a series

of rights once again robbed what was now a mere 53 percent of protected

Jews of their equality, and what rights were left to them were changed

back into privileges. Once again they are seen as privileged over against the

Jews of Posen, who formed almost half of all the Jews and until the last

third of the nineteenth century must be regarded as Prussia's real "Eastern"

Jews. Until 1848 the Poseners were unable to gain even basic civil rights

within the Prussian state. Their incorporation into the body of what was

once Prussia's protected Jewry, that is, into the community of "exceptional"

Jews, likewise occurred "by way of exception." Whether they had the same

civil "maturity"-that is, the same economic position-as their favored

brethren had enjoyed for a century was decided on an individual-case basis.

They were absorbed into privileged Jewry only very slowly; in 1848 they

comprised more than a third, that is, 37 percent, of the Jewish population.3

It is a paradox of the history of German Jewry that social assimilation in

the sense of full recognition by non-Jewish society was granted them only so

long as emancipation was blocked by the very backdrop which put them in

such a favorable light. It is quite understandable how even down to the pres

ent day all assimilated Jews find it very difficult to leave behind this aware

ness of themselves as the "exception," for that is what has always been

behind all their talk about "Eastern" and "Western" Jews. For never again,

despite whatever guarantees of equality the state might grant them, would

things go as well for them socially as they did under Prussia's flag. The closer

emancipation drew near-which had been under serious discussion since the

eighteenth century and for which the way had been paved by the granting of

rights of the city in 1808-the more hostile the surrounding world became.

Those brief twenty-five years before the turn of the century, until the out

break of war in 1806-7, represented for a very small group of wealthy and
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educated Jews the realization of a dream that in face of all contrary realities

would continue to be dreamed for a good hundred years. In that window of

time the old hatred of Jews had been laid aside and the new antisemitism was

hardly born yet. Until it perished, assimilated Jewry held fast to a phrase that

was in fact true for only a few decades: enmity toward Jews was unworthy of

an educated man.4 To be sure, Jewish influence at the end of the nineteenth

century and during the Weimar Republic was more visible and-with the

help of the press and cultural institutions-more powerful as well. But never

again would it be so open, so undisguised, so certain of its cause. The belief

that their own cause was the cause of humanity is what lent women in Jewish

salons their candor, lent the Jews of the time their singular freedom and clear

conscience in dealing with the Jewish question and Jew-hatred.

In their pursuit of education and wealth, Berlin's exceptional Jews had

good luck for three decades. The Jewish salon, the idyllic mixed society that

was the object of so many dreams, realized under often highly disagreeable

concessions, was the product of a chance constellation of factors in a period

of social change. Jews were a stopgap solution between one declining form

of social interaction and another that had not yet established itself. There in

Jewish homes, the aristocracy and actors-both, like the Jews, standing out

side of bourgeois society, both accustomed to playing a role, to representing,

expressing, and portraying "what one is" and not, like the bourgeoisie,

"what one has" (to borrow a phrase from Wilhelm Meister)-provided a

foothold for homeless bourgeois intellectuals and a resonance they could not

hope to find elsewhere. Given the looser structures of convention of the

time, Jews became socially acceptable in the same way that actors were, and

the aristocracy attested to their, very provisional, "presentability at court." 5

At that period the economically backward and politically servile Prussian

bourgeoisie could not even imagine a more liberal form of social interaction,

which of course always involves social presentability. Although it took

barely one hundred years-from Lessing and Klopstock to the deaths of

Goethe and Hegel-to create the great store of German bourgeois culture

and knowledge, bourgeois society of the period was itself completely inca

pable of assuring a person an education in the sense of a core that would

form and train him for presentability in public life.6 There is no more deci

sive example of this than the classic novel of education, Goethe's Wilhelm

Meister, whose hero is "educated" by aristocrats and actors,his education
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consisting of being "raised up from a bourgeois to an aristocrat" (to use Vic

tor Hehn's telling phrase).7 There is likewise no more decisive proof of the

isolation of the German intellectual and his capitulation before the aristoc

racy, which in return helped him earn, at best, a very limited bourgeois liveli

hood, but never a new social homeland. For there was nothing real, either

economically or intellectually, about his being raised up "from a bourgeois to

an aristocrat." It merely meant that Prussian Junkers, who were concerned

with almost everything but education,8 hired bourgeois tutors for their

sons-those brilliant, starving fellows for whom a desperately constricted

German bourgeois world apparently had no other place.

Jewish salons were thus no more anchored in any class of society than

German education was, even though centers of educated social interaction

were taken as a sign of Jews' having found some anchor in society. In fact the

opposite was the case-precisely because Jews stood outside of society, they

became, for a time, a kind of neutral meeting ground for the "educated." In

the same way that Jewish influence on the state faded as soon as the bour

geoisie exercised the influence for which it was, so to speak, preordained by

the course of history, so, too, but much earlier, the Jewish element was elimi

nated from society at the first sign of social interaction among the educated

bourgeoisie.9

When, therefore, the idyll of a mixed social interaction collapsed, perish

ing in the catastrophe of 1807, not all that much actually happened. That

idyll owed its existence solely to its political inconsequence and fell apart so

quickly and totally for that very reason. But in view of the fact that for the

Jews such good times would never return and that from then on they would

have to pay for social recognition with broken backs and concomitant bad

consciences, it is a sign of foresight when someone looking back from the

second decade of the nineteenth century regards the year 1806-7 as far more

crucial than the disappointments of the Congress of Vienna or the reac

tionary storm of 1819. "Where are the days when we were all together! They

went under in 1806,* went under like a ship, carrying life's loveliest trea

sures, life's greatest joys" (Rahel Varnhagen). IO

But what are we actually holding in our hands when we think back to

*The year Napoleon entered Berlin, which marked the end of the old order, that is, of the Holy Roman

Empire.-Ed.
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those "happy days"? As long as the German bourgeoisie let itself be repre

sented socially by actors and aristocrats, the Jews were included. And who

else recognized them socially? As for the nobility, their position vis-a-vis the

Jews had long since diverged somewhat from that of other people. They had

long since excepted their "own" Jews to tend their bodies, land, and cattle. In

their eyes such exceptional Jews included all of Berlin's Jewry-at least all

those with whom they associated.

It is, however, characteristic of how things proceeded that neither Dohm's

theory nor Lessing's position-both of whom concluded from the fact of

Mendelssohn's "exception" that such dignity could belong to his entire

people, and thus to all people-proved decisive in the social and political lib

eration of the Jews. What happened instead was nothing more than the

extension of state practice and the expansion of the social concept of excep

tional Jews, both of which were prepared to include ever larger circles of

Jews. Ultimately Berlin's exceptional Jews were no more and no less assimi
lated, that is, recognized by society, than their fathers, the Jews who had been

emancipated by the Grand Edict as protected Jews, that is, recognized by the

state. The former were the true image of the latter and had little in common

with the pathos of Lessing's Enlightenment and the French Revolution's

struggle for freedom. The Enlightenment and the Revolution had melted in

their hands into a social idyll.

VII Society and State Abolish ExceptionalJews

Prussia's surrender in 1807 of its eastern provinces with their large Jewish

populations meant that protected Jews still within its borders were deprived

of their useful backdrop. As if overnight, and very much to the surprise of

the patriotically inclined Jews of Berlin, Jewish salons were deserted, Jews

isolated, the illusion of exceptional Jews eliminated from society. By tacit

understanding-with hardly a sound, with almost no ugliness-the assimi

lation that had only just begun was reversed.

This social change to the detriment of Jews was noticed at the time by

only a few individuals, I and has barely been acknowledged by historians. For

them the preparations made for the Emancipation Edict of 1812 eclipsed all

stirrings of antisemitism, leading them to label the period prior to the War of
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Liberation as cordial toward Jews. The state and society at the time, how

ever, were so far from being identical that it cannot be said that any class of

society actually stood behind the state, let alone behind its measures on

behalf of the Jews. The absolute monarchy was still "absolutely" separated

from the people even when it undertook reforms on their behalf. Thus social

antisemitism remained for the time being just as ineffective as political

philosemitism and tendencies toward assimilation had been in the preceding

decades.

The loss of this backdrop, which marked the social death of the Jews, was

also their sole political chance: liberation from all those elements that did not

"maintain" and were not directly useful to the state. It was the first, but not

the last time, in the eerie history of Western Jews that they were forced to

exchange social prominence and political misery for social misery and a very

feeble ray of political hope.

The defeat of 1807 became the turning point in the history of Prussia's

Jews, because of the two crucial political points at which the special interests

of Jews stood out clearly. The entire anti-Jewish mood of the time was con

centrated, first, on the state's protection of Jews and, second, on the political

advantages that Jews enjoyed under French occupation. The state's interest

in those protected Jews still remaining within Prussia revealed very clearly

that this was not a matter of individual exceptions but of a collective that was

perforce bound up very closely with the interests of the absolute monarchy.

In addition, however Prussian and patriotic the Jews' inclinations might be,

no one could be certain that they might not sympathize with Napoleon, who

had liberated them in all territories he occupied. Both factors made Jews sus

pect. Educated society in Berlin had discovered its patriotism via Napoleon

and had simultaneously found its focus in its opposition to an absolute state.

Leading the battle against Napoleon were the "patriots," who were recruited

from the bourgeois intelligentsia and had also always been loyal to the aris

tocracy. Leading the battle against the state was the aristocracy, who set the

tone in society and had been extremely embittered by the state's reforms, one

of which was the plan for emancipation.

This initial social antisemitism had not yet taken on a truly aggressive

quality. Granted, one already regarded Jews as the representatives-which

in fact they were not-of certain ideas, but at least not yet as the representa

tives. At any rate they were already identified with enlightenment, bourgeois
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(philistine) attitudes, and sympathies with the French, whereas in fact they

had come to be the most loyal of loyalist citizens. During the idyllic social

conditions of the previous decades they had lost all sense of political and

intellectual reality. They neither sympathized with Napoleon, nor had they

found a way to join the bourgeoisie. Rich Jews, with the house of Rothschild

in the forefront, financed the wars of legitimate ruling houses against

Napoleon, all the while looking for ways by which to gain noble titles and

Christian orders and honors. 2 But in fact there was little chance of their ever

achieving a social connection with the small circle of liberals who were

behind the reform movement. Here Jews were compromised by aristocratic

assimilation. Reformists thought that behind those social connections they

could see the old usurious support given to their ancient predatory enemy.

The century-long connection between Jewish usurers and aristocratic

spendthrifts was slowly falling apart, but it was during those same years that

aristocrats had made Berlin's Jews "acceptable at court." Jewish loans to

aristocrats had meanwhile been supplanted by credit given to the houses of

absolute monarchs. Loans extended to individual debt-ridden court flunkeys

were now just bribes and a means for securing a sphere of influence with the

state) The partiality of aristocratic society toward Jews quickly came to an

end due to political and economic conflicts of interest, which first emerged

after 1807 and centered on the issues of the increasing influence of Jews on

the state and their growing lack of interest in the aristocracy. All the same,

this aristocratic swan song dedicated to the past unfortunately sufficed as a

quick reminder to others of something that in fact no longer existed, and

soon resulted in the creation of bourgeois liheral arguments against the Jews

based on a reality that had been withering away for a long period of time and

whose social luster was already growing dim.

At precisely the same moment in history (18°7) that saw the aristocracy

become antisemitic, first in its behavior and then in its arguments, the bour

geois liberal author Buchholz leveled his accusations againstJews and aristo

crats.4 In order to be rid of the aristocracy, one must first be rid of the Jews,

because "the aristocracy is so closely bound to the Jews that it cannot con

tinue without them; both exist by way of mutual support and complement,

the' aristocracy assisting the Jews with force, the Jews the aristocracy with

cunning and fraud." This and nothing else is the consequence of this first

"assimilation": the bourgeois citizen's resentment, his outrage at the social
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arrogance of the Junkers and at a newfangled mode of social interaction that

included everyone but himself. Members of the intelligentsia (that is, those

born to the bourgeoisie) who frequented Jewish salons were as out of place

as Lessing had once been in the bourgeois society of his day. This outrage

was of course aimed primarily at those exceptional Jews who were received

more quickly than anyone else into "good society." Such obvious rancor

toyed with the idea of equating aristocracy and Jewry, though little of that

found its way into the new German antisemitism. What remained was the

rancor.

How strong that resentment must have already been can be seen in the fact

that Grattenauer's Wider die ]uden [Against the Jews], the first antisemitic

tract for the rabble, achieved a circulation of 13,000 copies when it was pub

lished in 1803.5 To Grattenauer, a down-on-his-Iuck and debt-ridden lawyer,

goes the incontestable glory of having been the first to introduce into antise

mitic literature the rabble-rousing, vulgar German that it has never ceased to

employ since. It says a great deal about the mood of a wide circle of people

that this piece of rubbish-while explicitly scraping and bowing before the

aristocracy6-reveals a hostile attitude toward aristocrats as part of its

polemic against Jews.7 Grattenauer no longer wants to hear about "this or

that Jew, about any Jewish individual," and is the first to use the happy

phrase "the Jew in general, the Jew everywhere and nowhere," the meaning

of which was no clearer to him than to his contemporary readers. What is

clear in every regard is the rancor that he shares with so many about connec

tions that none of them have. This inspires him to provide a very graphic

description in which Jewish social situations are nothing but a swindle, inas

much as they have no legal basis and are based solely on connections,8 on, so

to speak, an excessive standard of living that is a daily slap in the face of the

law.9 From all of which he then deduces the requisite illegality of the tribe,

its "revolutionary tendency," and a "spirit that puts bourgeois society in seri

ous danger."

Grattenauer was not a lucky man. He was a few years ahead of his time,

and despite great momentary success remained without influence, indeed

was personally severely compromised. It was not yet time for an anti

semitism of either the rabble or the bourgeoisie; it could prevail neither in

the witty form of a Buchholz nor in the vulgar form of a Grattenauer. Both

lacked that narrow basis of reality that is more useful than any rancor, which
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itself never needs to be expressed and yet lends antisemitic arguments their

bewildering effectiveness. Both lacked the backing that can be provided only

by society itself-by a certain rank or class that knows how to make use of

now heavier, now lighter ammunition. Over time the most trenchant phrase

in Grattenauer's brochure, "the Jew everywhere and nowhere," remained

misunderstood in an era when the exception and only the exception was

assimilated.

The state's dilatory handling of the Jewish question had made social

assimilation possible. Exceptional Jews, who stood out against the dark

masses of Jewry, emerged as real individuals who could be assimilated indi

vidually. They could nevertheless remain Jews, which then easily became a

very personal matter, something that made them personally "interesting"

and yet was not unwelcome on a private level. The biographies of important

Jews of the period-whose youth was spent in the 1780s or at the latest

toward the turn of the century-reveal, strangely enough, how all of them,

despite the personal uncertainty of youth and the indifference of adulthood,

returned to Judaism in old age. IO The same phenomenon is evident from a

decline in the number of Jewish baptisms and mixed marriages after 181 5. II

The flight from Judaism-into baptism or personal uncertainty-becomes

impossible as soon as the Jewish question is posed collectively, at which point

being Jewish is an inescapable fact for the individual as well.

The state, in wanting to eliminate its exceptional, its protected Jews, by

way of emancipation and to mix them into the population, created for them a

paradoxical social situation. To the same extent that the state desired their

dissolution as a nation, which it sought to legalize through emancipation, it

also created for them, as a collective to be emancipated, a special position.

They existed socially once again as Jews, precisely because they were to be

emancipated as Jews. Over the next few decades, the purely formal act of

emancipation assumed an ever more concrete form because of the state's

delaying tactics, until it finally became an eminently political factor. Despite

its formality, this paradox at once became a social reality because the Jews'

new special political position corresponded to their special economic posi

tion within the state's economy.

The emancipation of French Jewry, which the Revolution emancipated

along with the bourgeoisie, had at one time offered a political opportunity for

escaping this paradox. Napoleon's policy toward the Jews, which ended in
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the decret infame of 1808 that specified special treatment of Alsatian Jews,

provides the clearest evidence of how the old special position of Jews in

terms of economics prevented this opportunity from achieving its full

potential.

In Germany, however, which never had a bourgeois revolution and thus

no explicit liberation of the bourgeoisie as a class, Jews appeared to be the

only people in need of emancipation or the only emancipated, and thus priv

ileged, segment of society. The longer the country continued without an

explicitly bourgeois emancipation, the firmer the conviction had to grow

among the bourgeoisie that Jews enjoyed a special position-meaning that

the argument that Jewish emancipation was proof of a collective, be it

national or economic, connection became all the more persuasive. After all,

the Jews were the only group that had achieved, even if haltingly and incom

pletely, a change in their political status, which, as others saw it, made it a

"gift," if not indeed a privilege.

Only Wilhelm von Humboldt-who, as is well known, exerted a major

influence on the Edict of 1812-appears to have seen that Jewish emancipa

tion carried with it the danger of achieving just the opposite of its intent. He

wanted to let liberation occur without any attention being called to it and

sharply criticized a "gradual repeal" of restrictions, since that would "only

confirm in all those points not repealed the very segregation it wishes to

abolish," and "by this same new and greater freedom double the attention

paid to any remaining restrictions and thus work against itself." And what

Humboldt feared is exactly what happened: emancipation remained in force

for only a few years and a "gradual repeal of remaining restrictions" became

the principle underpinning the state's Jewish policy.I2

Humboldt believed in the omnipotence of the state, that it was able simply

to dictate to society the emancipation of the Jews. The protracted delay in

emancipation, especially the negative effect it had on society before its enact

ment, made this unhappy course of events inevitable and suggests the impos

sibility of political liberation when society and the state are already in

conflict.

Sharing Humboldt's desire for reform and his illusions were other well

known Prussian statesmen, the most important of whom was Hardenberg,

himself a Jew. They truly believed that with emancipation Jews in general

could be assimilated so completely that the problem would disappear, and
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were blind to the social consequences of their actions. That was the natural

mode of thought for officials of the state, which had never paid any attention

to assimilation, to the changed social position of "its" Jews. It was aware of

its exceptional Jews, but not as individuals, only as protected Jews in general;

it viewed them collectively as a group with definite achievements and definite

economic possibilities. It had already awarded general privileges to those

who were particularly capable and was now in the process of extending such

privileges to all Jews. The state argued-as did those who, much to our

detriment, would later call themselves philosemites-from the individual to

the general, except that its example was not a philosopher but a court or

"mint" Jew. Without even knowing it, the state turned its individual Jews

into a communal entity, a specifically marked segment of society-without

knowing it, but also consciously profiting from it later on. But this same

semiambiguous collectivity served the interest of nineteenth-century

Jews-an interest totally dependent, however, on the state. Here was a seg

ment of society ostracized by society that was always loyal to and ready to

pursue the interests of the state.

Those who responded most quickly to the situation created by the state's

Emancipation Edict were the Jews themselves. They established associations

for educating and improving Jews who were not exceptional Jews, who had

not yet ascended to the high level of exceptional people apparently indistin

guishable from the world around them. The effect of such associations,

whose sole purpose was the dissolution of Jewry, was the organized preser

vation of German, and assimilated, Jewry.

Given this state of affairs, emancipation provided antisemitism its first

basis for differentiating between Jews as individuals and Jews in general

"the Jew everywhere and nowhere." Antisemites immediately sensed what

the state would not say and what the advocates of emancipation did not

know: individual achievements of court Jews and rewards granted to a few

Jews by way of exception were now to serve as the basis for treating achieve

ment collectively and for granting more general rewards, all in order to pro

vide a fundamental support for the state. A few, apparently chance instances

of good fortune were to be turned into a privileged economic class, a few

exceptional cases were to become a principle anchored in the state. In

short-to use the language of an antisemitism that feeds upon the "fear of

ghosts"-the Jew as an individual, who had by now almost been assimilated,
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was to become the Jew in general, "everywhere and nowhere," who never

again would be accepted with an open heart by society.

This is one of the most important wellsprings of modern antisemitism,

which was a social reaction to an action taken by the state. It could find fertile

soil only among those classes who stood in open opposition to the state. Both

the elegant standoffishness of liberals and the vulgar pogrom-happy anti

semitism of those who had made a failure of their own bourgeois lives con

tinued to have no effect as long as society and all its classes viewed the state

more or less with indifference. Thirteen thousand copies of Grattenauer's

tract did scarcely any harm to the Jews of Berlin, which proves that even

widespread antipathy toward Jews becomes dangerous only when it can link

itself with other political trends. Such was the case when patriots, who hated

the state for having more or less betrayed their country to Napoleon, began

to form a nationalist movement of bourgeois intellectuals hostile to the state

and allied themselves with an aristocracy infuriated by the reforms of that

same state.

The social expression of this alliance, which barely survived the War of

1813-14, was the German Christian Table Society, a patriotic society that was

hostile to the government and whose chief target was Hardenberg. 13 At the

same time it was Germany's first programmatically antisemitic organization.

Its rules stated that "Jews, Frenchmen, and philistines" would not be

accepted as members. The antisemitism of the period was more effective the

more closely it tied itself to this group. A scurrilous piece of scant wit by

Clemens von Brentano ("The Philistine before, in, and after History") was

read aloud there and proved far more dangerous than any caterwauling. For

it spread not hatred of Jews, but antipathy toward Jews in precisely the same

circles on which Jews were socially dependent, thus preparing the ground for

the more massive attacks that first became a pressing issue after the Congress

of Vienna. Intellectuals, who in any case had recognized Jews socially only at

the bidding of aristocrats, quickly abandoned them once the aristocracy lost

interest. And they even provided the aristocracy with arguments for its own

retreat.

True, exceptional Jews did not in fact cease to exist in one fell swoop. All

these antisemites could be seen in the homes of Jews-Clemens von

Brentano as well as Achim von Arnim, even Kleist and Adam Muller. But

such contacts were now limited to only a few individuals. When talk turned
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to the Jews, no one argued any more using the example of some exceptional

Jew he might know. Once the "Eastern Jews" had vanished along with Prussia's

surrendered provinces, society created a new backdrop: the Jews in general

against which an individual might stand out if he happened to prove of some

personal use or was prepared to show an extraordinary lack of character.

As a new intelligentsia hostile to Jews-a generation called "political

Romantics"-saw itself compelled to take sides in the conflict now openly

erupting between the state and the Junkers, it had already opted socially for

the aristocrats and needed only to offer them the additional sacrifice of its

own freedom. This same state of affairs was only poorly disguised by

Romantic converts who offered the church the sacrifice of an intellect that

as proved by history from Kant to Hegel-could function only in a bour

geois context. And yet these intellectuals remained homeless and tended as

before to look for some ground to stand on by joining the civil service. For

the aristocracy, then, they were dubious allies who had to be prone to treach

ery the moment the bourgeoisie took hold of the apparatus of the state and

ceased to see in it a charitable nursery for its own unemployed intelligentsia.

But that did not happen in Germany until 1918, when the aristocracy, finding

itself betrayed and sold out by all sides, suddenly saw its loyal "educated

friends" in the camp of "upstanding" republicans and democrats.

Until then, and especially in the early nineteenth century, the aforemen

tioned dubiousness of the relationship proved very useful to the aristocracy

and very harmful to the Jews. It served in fact-and that is the real historical

significance of political Romanticism-to reconcile the absolute state and

the Junkers. Out of these ideological nuptials Adam Miiller and Joseph Gar

res bring forth a total state based on class status or estate. They helped set the

Junkers, who were not exactly brilliant theorists, back on their feet and

taught them how to vilify the bourgeoisie as unpatriotic because it was

caught up in "venery with gold"; as unreliable because it was not a living

totality, but "ragged and splintered" in both its public and private life; and

thus place it beyond the reach of the state, which as the totality can lay claim

to the total life of its subjects. The worship of an ideal Christian state, in

which the aristocracy was once again to be the "first estate," has its corre

spondence in a ruthless attack on the government of the time, on Stein and

Hardenberg, who dared to infringe upon the interests of the Junkers and
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who were therefore said to be replacing the aristocracy with a "new aristocracy

of mammon, whose princes are Jewish by blood." The "living totality"

the state-should be cleansed of inorganic and poisonous elements, that is,

of all those who cannot claim legitimacy through their heritage and descent

by birth. Descent by birth is divinely decreed-this being the source of the

state's designation as Christian-and stands in opposition to the "human arbi

trariness" of the parvenu. Organic philosophy of history oscillates between

two opposite extremes: the aristocracy, to each member of which a family

chronicle awards the highest active legitimation, in the image, as it were, of

divine decree; and the Jews, whose origin is anyhow defamatory and who

have wormed their way into the organism of the Volk, in the image of

human arbitrariness. The Volk lives between these two extremes, organically

subservient to the "princes of blood" and ruled over by the "living totality"

of the state. Both disdained and idolized, the Volk excludes itself from his

tory in order to serve as its dark foundation, and is always ready for every

appeal to its instincts, which in their animal brutality proceed to become

divine judgments.14

Romantic theories of the state are the fertile soil of all antisemitic ideology.

The Jews have no place in "organic history." Only "human arbitrariness"

that is, the actual course of history-has made Europeans of the Jews. They

have achieved their social position despite their descent by birth. In the years

that followed, no one would need to use the differentiation between "public

and private life"-however ambiguous it might be-more than assimilated

Jews, who hoped to avoid all conflict by declaring themselves to be Germans

in public and Jews in private. They lived in the illusion that being Jewish was

a private matter and any mention of it indiscreet.

Since the age of political Romanticism, no one has shown less discretion

in this matter than "educated" Germans. Their "tact" finally became so

shabby that it looked very much like an insult. Not even the great masses of

Eastern Jews, whether inside or outside of Germany's borders, did more to

help a poor band of assimilated Jews to develop a sense of themselves as a

collective exception. From now on each one of them had to prove that

although he was a Jew, he was not a "Jew." And in so doing he had to betray

not just a portion of those "brothers in faith left behind," but also his entire

people, including himself.
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VIII The Aristocracy Turns Antisemitic

As long as antisemitism cannot establish a basic link with the great political

struggles of the time and as long as it is not supported by at least one unified

level of society, it remains without political significance and poses no threat

to Jews. Social antisemitism, which so painfully impeded the assimilation of

"exceptional Jews," appears to exist in this less harmful form only to poison

the atmosphere and to prepare both parties, Jews and non-Jews alike, for

what lies ahead. Indeed Jewish assimilation, to the extent that it was merely

one chapter in the history of the secularization of the Jewish people, could

not be undone. Those Jews who were proteges of the state could not be hin

dered in their passionate desire to acquire a European education, nor even in

their attempt to become Germans after their own fashion. But even a rela

tively harmless social antisemitism could at any point manage to make this

small group of people-who, moreover, with some justification thought of

themselves as having cast aside their Jewishness-socially homeless. It cre

ated a closed, castelike level of social pariahs, who in return deceived them

selves about their situation and whose circles or salons became a caricature of

"good society." As external pressure, social antisemitism hindered and

impeded the necessary political differentiation prescribed by economic con

ditions and-as long as it was itself politically impotent and thus malicious,

ambiguous, and insidious-led Jews to display an equally malicious and

ambiguous solidarity, which, although it has long since become totally point

less, still governs a good deal of our political life today and helps create the

political ineffectiveness that clings to all our gestures and actions.

Political antisemitism emerged only very slowly out of the fog of a poi

soned social atmosphere. Its contours, however, can be traced even during

the period when its efficacy was purely social. One should not be deceived by

the fact that for many decades these beginnings-inasmuch as they could

boast of no actual political effects-kept getting lost in the fog of the impon

derable factors of social life. For in due time they would once again, and

without any significant transformation, become a more intensely efficient

political factor with a much nastier face. The entire nineteenth century is

permeated with instances of antisemitism's being transformed back into a

purely social and ostensibly harmless phenomenon. Antisemites enjoyed the
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advantage of being able to sink back into the social class to which they

belonged and to continue working and increasing there. This proved to be

the principal disadvantage to the Jews and their great protector, the absolute

monarchy-that is, it left them incapable of finding some sort of social

home, of providing a social foundation for their political successes, so that

they were forced to stand aside and watch as each political failure of the anti

semites turned into a social success, poisoning the atmosphere anew and

preparing fertile soil.

Assimilated Jews everywhere are quite rightly afraid of this devilish

machinery-they are always afraid of their own success. It is a machinery

that breaks their backs and robs them of their ability to judge, to be able to

tell friend from foe. A mechanism that transforms political arguments into

the imponderable factors of social life or insidiously glosses them over, or at

any rate makes use of every official failure to establish a social basis, creates

total confusion among its victims, for whom, until the eve of catastrophe,

their own history remains in desperate darkness, populated by arbitrary, illu

sionary phantasmagoria.

Social antisemitism ceases to be relatively harmless when it no longer

focuses solely on Jews, when it abandons the lofty detachment with which

the well-born treat the parvenu-which the Jew in fact is-and in one way

or another draws Jews into the political battles of the day. We already saw

hints of this in the Jewish antipathy of the German Christian Table Society,

which linked Jews with the bourgeoisie and the French. The source of such

links was the aristocracy's political argument with both the bourgeoisie and

the modern state. From the start, antisemitic arguments were interjected into

both fronts of this two-front war that Prussia's Junkers kept on waging with

various degrees of fierceness well into the twentieth century. This is the

point around which, over the course of many decades, the most disparate

elements crystallized, joining together to form a unified structure again and

again, despite the numerous occasions when its political core split apart.

The absolute monarchy in Prussia, which between 1807 and 1813 accom

plished, though always from the top down, several necessary reforms for

the protection of both farmers and the bourgeoisie, was equally detested

by Junkers and liberals. In the eyes of liberals the few reforms that were

accomplished-and even those dealt very gently with the aristocracy-were

offset by an absolute rule based on no constitution. On the other hand, and
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with some justification, the aristocracy saw in these reforms-which robbed

them of their status as landlords with jurisdiction over farmers and made it

possible to buy and sell landed property-an attack on their monopoly over

political power.

Within this context there was good reason for the aristocracy's hatred of

the Jews. To curse "honorable old Brandenburg-Prussia" as a "newfangled

Jewish state" was certainly "unseemly," as Hardenberg put it, but to do so

was not entirely without its reasons. I We have already seen to what extent

court Jews contributed to the financial underpinning of the modern state.

The modern transformation of court Jews into the state's creditors and

bankers was an accommodation to the modern needs of an absolute monar

chy. Though on a different basis, the financing itself remained the same, and

the role prominent Jews played was only slightly changed. Lacking any

other financially powerful class that was loyal to the monarch and had an

interest in the state, the state fell back on the Jews for almost every loan.

The purpose of these royal reforms was to enhance the power of the state

and to make the entire apparatus of civil servants as independent of Junker

interests as possible.2 The commercial bourgeoisie was strengthened by free

dom of trade, the peasantry was liberated, the aristocracy was deprived of

special tax privileges, large tracts of land could be bought and sold-in

short, the feudal "order" was destroyed and indeed class warfare was

unleashed between the bourgeoisie and the Junkers, between commercial

capital and landed interests. All of which was meant to strengthen the power

of the monarchy3 and remove the king from the class of landowners, of

which, as the largest landowner in Prussia, he had until then been the primus

inter pares. This end was served above all by the sale of royal domains in

18°9, which acted as an alarm signal for the aristocracy.

After 181) the Junkers regained much of their influence on the apparatus

of the state; in no other country were aristocrats able to profit so splendidly

from the monarchy's fear of constitutions and parliaments. They loyally

helped the Prussian, and later German, state throttle the bourgeoisie, turning

its nationalism into Byzantinism, and with their lackey mentality obstructing

intellectual and scientific development. But when, at the end of their glorious

indirect rule, they once again attempted to make the head of state identical

with themselves, to turn a pensioner of the state into a Junker by installing

Hindenberg in Neudeck, their apparent success-given the obdurate silence
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of the republic and of the entire civil service-functioned as an alarm signal

for very different "heirs" than themselves.

There was one thing, however, that the Junkers always knew: that the

notion of an absolute monarchy, in the sense of an absolutely independent

authority, standing above all classes, dispensing perfect justice, and repre

senting only national interests, was the fantasy of these professional bureau

crats who would later be called "social monarchists."4 That is why the

Junkers simultaneously opposed both the state, which was encroaching upon

their interests, and the bourgeoisie, upon whom they appeared for a brief

moment-until 18ls-to rely.) But this was truly no more than an appear

ance. The avant-garde of the bourgeoisie, the liberals, knew well enough

that reforms from on high offered no political guarantees, and so demanded

nothing less than a constitution. The absolute power of the monarchy con

sisted on the one hand in an irresolute, very shaky determination neither to

be eaten by the great Junkers nor to toss the entire nation to them for meat,

and on the other in a very definite determination not to give the bourgeoisie

any share of political power by consenting to a constitution.

Caught between Scylla and Charybdis, a frightened, "independent"

monarchy found only one financially powerful segment of society that was

both loyal and demanded no political price, or only a very small one, in

return for its financial support-the protected Jews. The price, the Emanci

pation Edict of 1812, was paid at the very moment when the "absoluteness"

of the monarchy had attained its point of perfection-that is, when it could

no longer depend upon sympathy from any segment of the population. The

Emancipation Edict was made possible because the monarchy or, better, the

state, had temporarily severed its ties with the Junkers and at the same time

felt, likewise temporarily, no pressure from the bourgeoisie.

The monarchy's ephemeral and shaky independence from all levels of

society offered it the remarkable and singular opportunity to draw within its

circle of influence the best minds and freest spirits of Germany at the time.

Among the most significant, and for Jews the most important, was Wilhelm

von Humboldt, whose famous "Opinion on Emancipation from 1809"6

proved to be of no small help in deceiving Jewish intellectuals as to the real

motives behind emancipation. Nothing perhaps provides more striking

proof of German humanism's lack of political sophistication than its fantasy

that its core political idea-instruction and education-could be realized
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through a reformist state. According to Humboldt, the purpose of emanci

pation was "not so much to teach respect for Jews, as to put an end to an

inhumane and prejudiced mode of thinking that does not judge a person by

his unique characteristics, that is, as an individual, but rather sees him as a

member of a race who by necessity, as it were, shares certain of its character

istics." It is true that the state did attempt to exert an influence on society for a

while (as long as Hardenberg was chancellor-that is, until 1819) and to

force it to assimilate the Jews-by forbidding inflammatory antisemitic

tracts and the like; but of course it could in no way prevent whatever classes

of society were in the ascendancy at the moment from declaring which rem

nants of emancipation were still acceptable. Official policy revealed not a

trace of humanistic arguments or support from politicians, who in their hos

tility to the government later became part of revolutionary Young Germany.

All attempts by the state to unite emancipation with some sort of assimila

tion foundered on the open conflict that had broken out between the monarchy

and the aristocracy, as well as on the state's latent conflict with the bourgeoisie.

The state's efforts on behalf of the Jews placed them in the foreground of

every conflict that arose. Cordiality toward the Jews was shown at most by a

segment of the civil service, with Hardenberg in the lead-who, by the way,

for that very reason was held to be corrupt. The civil service, however, at

best only secondarily consisted of men from bourgeois circles and was

inclined first and foremost to defend the interests of absolutism-which also

explains why it became such a bitter foe of the aristocracy and such a devoted

friend of the Jews.7 Precisely during the years of emancipation, the state had

no social base other than its paid functionaries-and emancipation at their

hands was hardly a thing to be recommended.

Perhaps the emancipated Jews of Prussia would have had a somewhat bet

ter chance for assimilation in the sense of acceptance by the world around

them had the Prussian state of the -period at least given some thought to

using the bourgeoisie as a new basis for its authority. The state, however, did

not really take the matter seriously, as is evident from its so-called liberation

of the peasants, which indeed did away with their status as serfs under the

jurisprudence of their landlords, only to place them under the authority of

the state and to make of them a new type of soldier. Not only had they not

been freed economically, but they were also more enslaved than before.8

Reforms under Stein helped the aristocracy enlarge its estates enormously,9
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which resulted more in a modernization of la~ded property than in a libera

tion of the peasantry. What had been planned and promoted as an expropria

tion of the Junkers ended up creating a landless peasantry. The estates of

aristocrats-and not of peasants-were subjected to forced reforms,

extracted from obsolete structures of authority and property, and made to

conform to a modern concept of capital. The true high point of the peasant

"liberation" came with the clearly reactionary Compensation Act of 1821,

which awarded the aristocracy almost 2.) million acres of land, 18 million

thalers in cash, I.) million thalers in annual rents, and an annual emolument

of a quarter million bushels of grain. 1O The Prussian state had pulled off the

feat of making capitalists of its Junkers without declaring them to be part of

the bourgeoisie-or having to burden them with the odium of being seen as

capitalists. Following an indirect route laid out by the state, the aristocracy

had been given a basis for economic livelihood without having to forfeit all

that many political prerogatives.

An important historical by-product of this weakening of the Prussian

peasantry was the further separation of farmers from the urban bourgeoisie.

These ill-fated reforms-decried, moreover, by the aristocracy as bourgeois

had made the peasantry suspicious and then, with a single blow, reactionary,

sending them running back under the wing of the Junkers. Thus the bour

geoisie, which until well into the middle of the nineteenth century was rela

tively small in number, was robbed of its natural basis of masses living on

the land, without whose help it cannot-as the history of the last few cen

turies teaches-accomplish its own revolutions.

The absolute monarchy emerged from its reforms stronger than before.

Granted, it never succeeded in radically eliminating the political influence of

the Junkers; but it had in any case decisively defeated its far more dangerous

enemy, the liberal bourgeoisie. The course of later history shows that on the

whole this resulted in an extraordinary prolongation of its rule.

In its two-front war to prevent the bourgeoisie from gaining economic

power and to win back lost political positions, the aristocracy denounced the

Jews as the sole group within society that supported its enemy the state and

saw them as an important factor in the state's economy. Both assertions cor

responded more or less with reality, but since they really referred to Jews

only in terms of economic relationships, they lacked the antisemitic barb so

dangerous to Jews. It was not until people began to equate the emancipation
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of the Jews with ostensible bourgeois reform and to characterize them as the

real beneficiaries of more open trade laws, including the buying and selling

of landed property, that simple hostility toward Jews among a rather limited

segment of the population gained its antisemitic sting: that is, linkage with a

reactionary political movement that would define the entire century.

Both bourgeois reform and Jewish emancipation were seen as useful to the

absolute state. But that is the only tie that bound them together. II By stamp

ing the bourgeoisie with the stigma of being Jewish, the aristocracy's anti

semitic propaganda found that narrow basis of reality that has to underlie all

antisemitic slander. In this regard 1809 is significant, for during that year the

bourgeoisie was given the right to administer cities and Jews were granted

local citizenship, including the right to elect and be elected as town coun

cilors. And even after the Congress of Vienna, triumphant reactionaries

were unable to revoke the rights of urban Jews-yet another sign that eman

cipation was about the privileged group of Jews already protected by the

state and not about Jewry as a whole. In all of this the bourgeoisie remained

thoroughly passive. Believing it could coerce assimilation, the state decreed

Jews to be members of this class of society, though of course they belonged

to it neither economically nor, in any real sense, socially. All the same this is

the first indication of a development that would unfold over time. 12

As propaganda, the antisemitic and false linkage of freedom of trade with

Jewish emancipation had one great advantage: the urban guilds were against

both. Since time out of mind they had been hostile to Jews, whom, in their

role as suppliers to the court and promoters of manufacturing, they saw as

representatives of the state; they also suspected-and quite rightly so-that

freedom of trade would strike a lethal blow to their ancient guild privileges.

By introducing antisemitic polemics, the aristocracy was able to turn an old

archenemy into an ally. It was not until the end of the century that Jews first

became aware of the danger of this alliance when-in Engels's words-"the

petty aristocracy, the Junkers, who had been taking in ten thousand marks

and paying out twenty thousand and had thus fallen into the hands of

usurers, joined the cause of antisemitism and screamed in chorus along with

guild members, shopkeepers, and a petite bourgeoisie ruined by competition

with capitalist tycoons."13 All of which had long since begun. To the same

extent that the progressive bourgeoisie had lost its mass base in the peasantry

out in the country, the aristocracy gained a new base for its political propa-
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ganda in the cities-a base that it could infect with its ideology and lead

wherever it chose.

Whereas in their war with the apparatus of the absolute state the Junkers

had employed antisemitic arguments from the start, their war against the

bourgeoisie was at first entirely free of them. There is no clearer proof that

Jews belonged to the state's narrow economic segment than the fact that they

are not even mentioned by Ludwig von der Marwitz in his polemic against

freedom of trade-and this from a man who in another context had called

Brandenburg a "newfangled Jewish state."I4 The less these polemics have to

say about the Jews in the context of freedom of trade, the more clearly and

unambiguously they reveal their original antibourgeois tendencies. Bour

geois reform is the "revolutionizing of the Fatherland,"

the war of those who have no property against those who do, of indus

try against agriculture, of buying and selling against stability, of crass

materialism against God's established order, of vain profit against the

law, of the present moment against the past and the future, of the indi

vidual against the family, of speculators and counting houses against

fields and trades, of bureaucracy against conditions that have arisen out

of the nation's history, of acquired learning and vain talent against

virtue and honorable character. I;

It is amazing how quickly and with what a sure hand the Junkers set to

work building their chorus of all backward-looking or necessarily apprehen

sive strata, especially the guilds and farmers. But what is also astonishing is

the total correlation between the description of the nascent capitalism of

commercial banks and entrepreneurs with later antisemitic tracts. There is

hardly a single argument or characterization that would not later be applied

to Jews in absolute terms: the bourgeoisie is unpatriotic, crassly materialistic,

revolutionary;I6 it lives only for the moment, has no sense of history, lacks

any connection with the nation; it is deceitful and wants to earn its money by

speculation rather than by honest work.

Concepts that would later become increasingly abstract are still based on

very visible evidence: people who work for their living are materialistic, as

opposed to people of property who can no longer be observed earning their

living. I7 A person is patriotic if he owns large parts of the fatherland, and

unpatriotic if he owns none of it. The "perpetuity" of landed property is
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"stable," buying and selling it is flat-out "destructive." What in part charac

terizes the social being of humanity's nonaristocrat is his "original" lack of

property, which he can only purchase, so that whatever he has is "external,"

whereas for the aristocrat being and having coalesce as historical property.18

The bourgeoisie is deceitful because the way it earns its living is illegal; the

parvenu uses his wealth to disguise his "inborn" lack of property. The bour

geois man is bound to the moment, that is, to the present, to which he owes

his living; he is berated as "egoistic and individualistic" because he has him

self, and not his family kinship, to thank for what he has and is. The aristo

crats, however, whose privileges came from God and eternity itself and who

were in full possession of the fatherland and all virtue, found it expedient

in a time of bourgeois patriotism-to corner love of the fatherland for them

selves by disdainfully pointing to that unpatriotic fellow, the merchant "who

feels equally at home in all nations"19 and makes not even the slightest men

tion of the battle of Jena and the capitulations that followed.

This malicious description of the bourgeoisie is the historical wellspring

of almost all antisemitic arguments. The only thing lacking here is for Mar

witz to apply it to the Jews. This proved relatively easy to do and was origi

nally merely intended as the ultimate defamation: the bourgeois man is in

truth no different from the Jew. For this, one needed only to declare that

earning a living by profit and interest was the same as usury: the bourgeois

citizen was nothing but a Jew and a usurer. The only people with a right to an

income free of labor are those who already possess wealth. The "wild ambi

tion" unleashed by freedom of trade produces nothing but social parvenus20


and no one rises from greater social depths than the Jew. Just as one fears a

future Rothschild in every peddler, one also despises every Rothschild for

the lawlessness he shares with the peddler.

The Jews of Prussia-suppliers to the court, creditors of the state, buyers

and exporters of porcelain manufactured by the state, dealers in coins and

jewels, small money changers, and even smaller peddlers-were anything

but integrated into the very limited ranks of those merchants and entrepre

neurs who made up the avant-garde of the bourgeoisie. Only in an aristo

crat's eyes was one parvenu as good as another, which is why aristocrats

were those least inclined toward patent social antisemitism. The Jew, as par

venu, offered a caricature of the bourgeois citizen. For a bourgeoisie lacking

in self-confidence, no wound cut deeper than to hear its traits called Jewish.
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The bourgeoisie understood that antisemitism was the way to cast off this

odium. In the end all that is left of bourgeois traits is that they are "Jewish."

In the end only Jews are crassly materialistic, unpatriotic, revolutionary,

destructive, speculative, and deceitful, living only for the moment and lack

ing any historical ties to the nation.

Thus what proved so dangerous to the Jews was not the aristocracy's his

torically determined hatred of the financiers of the modern state, but rather

that arguments and characteristics trimmed and tailored for totally different

people ended up attached to them. All antisemitic arguments are feudal in

origin. Hardly any better evidence of the vast and literally overwhelming

influence that, until only recently, the Junkers and their accomplices had on

politics, society, and ideas can be found than in the monotonous history of

antisemitic argumentation. Even now vulgar sophists and claimants to nar

row worldviews are perfectly happy to rummage around in the endless

dichotomies-each easily extendable by random association-of eternal

and transient, stable and disintegrative, deeply rooted and uprooted, con

structive and destructive, positive and negative. That the Prussian aristoc

racy succeeded in drilling these categories and value judgments into the head

of the German bourgeois citizen until he was ashamed to be one-that is the

real and, as it were, "ideological" misfortune of German Jewry. For in the end

the liberals' truly destructive self-hatred gave rise to a hatred of the Jews,

that being the only means liberals had of distancing themselves from them

selves, of shifting slander to others who, though they did not think of them

selves as the "bourgeoisie," were forced to be its 100 percent embodiment.

The origins of German antisemitism, the defamation of the bourgeoisie

by the aristocracy, continued to strongly determine the history of modern

Jewry. The more closely antisemitic argumentation was linked with old feu

dal polemics, the better it was suited for export to countries with feudal or

semifeudal conditions-that is, to countries to the East with their great

masses of Jews. This is why the Jewish question is so crucially important for

the Jewish people as a whole, despite the relatively small number of German

Jews. German antisemitism conquered the world under the banner of the

Prussian Junkers. Aristocratic arguments against Jews and the bourgeoisie

turned out to be a terrible weapon-not when wielded by the aristocracy

itself, but when once placed in the hands of a suppressed and self-doubting

bourgeoisie.
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Not when wielded by the aristocracy, which after 1815 was content with

simply postponing the bourgeois emancipation of the Jew sine die. The aris

tocracy had once again become the first estate in the state-with the tacit

consent of a bourgeois, lower-level bureaucracy. It once again felt so closely

bound to emperor and throne that for many decades it kept its antisemitism

within the limits dictated by the state. Following the byway of the monarchy,

it found a road back to its old bankers. The Jews no longer made loans to

aristocrats but simply paid their debts-a gratuity regularly demanded of

Jews for access to high society and intercession with the monarch for those

charters of nobility they so longed for. The no-interest loans, the gifts, and

the cordial invitations to participate in business deals that accompanied the

ascent of the Rothschilds wherever they were active all speak an eloquent

language.21

As insignificant as these novel, "disinterested" dealings were, they never

theless managed to compromise the cause of the Jews. Their protectors were

growing ever more reactionary-men to whom they owed nothing more

than the rise of a very few, and nothing less than the denial of human rights

to them all. And as retainers of their protectors, Jewish mediators and nota

bles became more reactionary themselves:22 "The rich among us ... being

privy to the councils of despots, were open to the suggestion that if the

people were to gain power they would only bind the Jews in tighter chains"

(Borne).23 As the successor to Humboldt and Hardenberg, Metternich

became the defender of the Jews (opposing the citizens of Frankfurt at the

Congress of Vienna); he became the great protector of and creditor to the

Rothschilds, and put his novel approach to use most effectively in preventing

emancipation in Austria. Which in no way alters the fact that he was wisely

prescient and completely right in saying to Salomon Rothschild: "When the

devil comes to fetch me, he'll fetch you too."

The more the aristocracy regained its influence on the state and the more

it once again set the tone for society, the more its aggressive antisemitism

reverted to the imponderable factors -of social life. The Jews had already

been robbed of the only social home they had known at the beginning of the

century. Now only as aristocrats did they have entry into aristocratic society,

only as baptized Christians into circles loyal to the state and the civil service

upon which the Christian state was based. The aristocracy quickly realized

that Christianity was still its best ally against the Jews. Religion allowed them
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to forgo the aggressiveness that the state found inopportune, to disregard the

present, and, to whatever extent feasible, to focus instead on the medieval

reality of the Jews. Antisemitic measures in their Christian form were also

acceptable to the monarchy. This opened the way for the official abrogation

of human rights and the repeal of emancipation in 1823.24

Meanwhile the weapon of antisemitic argumentation was passed into the

hands of other classes of society, was inherited by more powerful and violent

successors. A class that for its own social purposes had every reason to dis

tance itself from the bourgeois manner in which it earned its living-with

out actually being able to abandon it-took over the task of defaming the

bourgeoisie, essentially by means of the distorted equation of profit with

usury. The distorted and intentionally mendacious equation of usury with

the bourgeoisie pointed, as if all by itself, to the Jews, who had once been

usurers and who lived on as such in popular memory; pointed, that is, to the

"real" usurers-and distancing oneself from them would surely mean sal

vaging one's social position.

In the next chapter we shall see how developments in the Jewish economy

made it especially easy to posit such an equation, as well as how the bour

geoisie put aristocratic arguments to good use and at what historical

moment.*

Notes

INTRODUCTION

I. Text of the law as signed by Wilhelm I and Bismarck, quoted in Dubnow, "Weltgeschichte desjiidi

schen Volkes [History of the Jews in Russia and Poland], vol. 9, p. 340.

2. At the turn of the nineteenth century "Semitic" and "Indo-Germanic," as used by Schlegel and

Eichhorn, were purely linguistic terms. They were first used as anthropological and ethnic terms by

Christian Lassen in his lndische Altertumskunde [Ancient India] (1847). Lassen characterizes Indo

Germanic peoples as the most gifted and productive, that is, as "good," and Semitic peoples as egoistic,

greedy, and unproductive-in short, as "bad." Cf. W. ten Boom, Entstehung des modernen Rassen

antisemitismus [Formation of modern racial antisemitism] (1928), p. II ff. Boom quotes Lassen at length

and rightly observes: "It is certainly no accident that this statement comes from a man who represents a

science that was in fact born out of the spirit of Romanticism."

*At this point the manuscript breaks off. If more was written it apparently has not survived.-Ed.
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The political transformation of the word "Semitic" into the catchword "antisemitic" as well as its

application to Jews in general comes from Wilhelm Maar, circa 1870.

3. Hermann Cohen, Jiidische Schrifien [Jewish writings], vol. 2, Emantipation (1912), p. 223. "We

feel that we have become persons of culture (following the Emancipation Edict of 1812). What sense of

gratitude can have deeper roots than that which lifts us up to become a moral personality.... All the

injustice we must endure should not mislead us into doubting progress oyer time. ..." (p. 224). "Let us

make confident use here as well of world history and its creeping pace.... One consequence that arises

for us ... out of this edict is that our patriotism is deeper than before and still not exhausted." Truly:

"World history follows meandering paths" (p. 227). [Italics in the original.]

4. The Jiidische Rundschau [Jewish panorama] has been offering constant proof of this ever since

1933. Especially in the first years, it was prepared to go to any and all lengths. Of course there are Zionists

who think differently about the issue and display somewhat more national dignity. But they are not typi

cal, because "respect" is a direct consequence of the Zionist "substance" theory-linked to inherited loy

alty. Otherwise it could not have been set into practice so quickly as a matter of general agreement.

5. The Russian Revolution of 1917 has resulted in nothing more and nothing less than what was

promised in the Revolution of 1789-total bourgeois emancipation. Jews will no longer be discrimi

nated against only when every act of antisemitism is considered an attack on society as a whole. Which

is not to say that the Jewish question is now to be solved by imitation of the Russian model. Indeed one

cannot even tell whether the Jewish question has been solved in Russia. Insofar as the emancipation of

Russian Jews is simply total bourgeois emancipation, the question can be "solved" only at the cost of the

continued existence of the Jews of Russia. Granted, the Russian Revolution has done away with this

very framework by recognizing Jews as a nation or "nationality." But this expanded emancipation has as

such had no real effect on the Jewish question, since it has occurred hand in hand with the complete sev

erance of Russian Jews from other Jews around the globe. Isolated from all other Jews, Russian Jews

cannot maintain themselves as a nation, since the Jewish nation is determined and defined by its inter

national attachments.

6. This holds true as well, of course, for nationalist movements among Eastern Jews, even though

the forms are less blatant and somewhat camouflaged-popular renaissance, auto-emancipation, etc.

7. "In Europe as well, this people is and will remain an Asian people foreign to our continent, bound

to the ancient law given to them. To what extent this law and the modes of thought and life that arise

from it may belong in our nations is no longer a religious dispute, but a simple question of state."

Herder, A drastea.

8. Moritz Goldstein, "Deutsch-jiidischer Parnass" [German-Jewish Parnassus], in Kunstwart,

Annual 25, no. II (1912).

9. This is apparent not just in a general stagnation of the number of Congress voters, but also in an

actual decrease of votes, as in Poland in 1935, when there was a 25 percent decline over against the previ

ous Congress. The movement's decline has recently been openly admitted by a functionary of its

National Fund, who surely ought to know. Cf. Nathan Bistritsky, "Le Sionisme dans les pays de la dias

pora," in La ReyueJuiye de Geneye, no. 50 (July 1937).

II THE CLASSIC LAND OF ANTISEMITISM

1. Wilhelm Marr, Der Sieg des Judentum iiber des Germanentum [The Victory of Judaism over Teu

tonism] (1st ed., 1869); for the translation cf. Dubnow, weltgeschichte desjiidischen Volkes, vol. 10, p. 120.

2. Likewise symptomatic of the medieval character of the pogroms in Russia is the role that a baptized

Jew named Brafmann and his Kahalbuch (1869) played in domestic Russian propaganda and/or prefatory

agitation. (Cf. Dubnow, weltgeschichte, vol. 9, p. 416). At the same time, in its attempt to explain itself to
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Europe, the Russian government made use of the "ideology of exploitation"-a very modern term, but

quite nonsensical given Russian conditions. (Cf. Dubnow, Weltgeschichte, vol. 10, p. 136 ff.)

3. Cf. I. G. Tolemacke, In Defense ofRussia. The liberals' antisemitic campaign was aimed at Lord

Beaconsfield, Benjamin Disraeli, a Jew who took a pro-Turkish stance in the Turkish-Russian conflict.

The struggle between Russia and Turkey was interpreted as the collision of Christianity and the Semitic

world.

4. Cf. Arthur Ruppin, Lesjuifi dans Ie monde moderne (Paris, 1934), p. 52.

). Jews achieved political emancipation in Great Britain in 1866, in Austria-Hungary in 1867, in Ger

many in 1869, in Italy in 1870, in Switzerland in 1874, and in Russia in 1917, but not until 1919 in Poland,

Romania, and the Baltic states, where it took the form of laws governing minorities.

6. Four years after the publication of Dohm's work, the Royal Academy of Sciences and Arts

announced an essay competition, whose topic is itself characteristic: "Are there means by which to make

the Jews of France more useful and happy?" Of the three prize-winning submissions, that by the lawyer

Thierry is most obviously influenced by Dohm. Far more effective was a pamphlet published by

Mirabeau in 1787, Sur Moses Mendelssohn et sur la rijOrme politique desjuifi-both a review and in part a

verbatim translation of Dohm's work.

7. Moses Mendelssohn, "Vorrede zur Ubersetzung von Manasseh ben Israel, Rettung der juden"

[Preface to the translation of Manasseh ben Israel, Vindication of the jews]. This preface appears sepa

rately as an appendix to the 2d edition of Dohm's work (1782).

8. Bruno Baner, Diejudenfrage [The Jewish Question] (1843), p. 87.

9. Christian Wilhelm Dohm, Uher die Burgerliche Verhesserung der juden [On the Civic Improve

ment of Jews] (1781).

III ANTISEMITISM AND HATRED OF THE JEWS

I. What a great temptation it is to describe the survival of the Jewish people as a ghostly phenome

non becomes especially clear when Jews themselves make use of such images and metaphors. Thus

Borne describes the "misfortune of the Jews" as follows: "It appears to arise out of a dark, unexplained

horror that flows into Jewry, which like a specter, like the mocking and menacing ghost of a slain

mother, accompanies Christianity from its cradle onward." Fur die juden [For the Jews], Part I, 1839.

2. The interpretation of antisemitism as aphohia ofjews has become the official theory of Zionism.

It was first introduced theoretically by Pinsker as a fear of ghosts ("Auto-emanzipation," 1st ed., 1882).

Pinsker's error is very understandable. He saw before him the first signs of the failure of Western assim

ilation, which he was wise enough to interpret correctly. He tried to explain it, however, as coming from

the hatred of Jews that he was familiar with in Russia.

3. That only a limited number of educated people would discredit themselves by being antisemites

should have been apparent from the fact that in Germany it was the "educated" people who were the

first antisemites and boasted about the healthy instincts of the common people-cf. Joseph Gorres and

Fries, a professor of philosophy in Berlin. Tracts presented the same material in a form understandable

to everyone.

4. Wilhelm Marr, Der Sieg des judentums uher das Germanentum, p. 8 ff.

). Ludwig Borne, Furdiejuden, Part I.

6. Quoted from H. Coudenhove, Das Wesen desAntisemitismus [Antisemitism throughout the Ages]

(1901), p. 167.
7. In his appeal "To Pastors, That They May Preach against the Usurer" (1540), Luther shows his

modern point of view insofar as he no longer mentions Jews as usurers, but speaks of how the lending of

money was in fact praised as a Christian institution of "service and benefit."
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8. Cf. Bernard of Clairvaux, 1146: "Petus judaizare dolemus Christianos foenerstores si tamen

Christianos et non magis baptizatos Judaeos convenit appellare." Quoted in Coudenhove, Das Wesen

des A ntisemitismus.

IV USURERS, PARIAHS, PARASITES

1. Bavaria granted its court Jews special status in the early eighteenth century, at the very point in

time when the operative regulations for Jews proved to be an impediment to these court Jews' new com

mercial activities. Cf. Paul Sundheimer, "Die jiidische Hochfinanz und der bayrische Staat im 18.

Jahrhundert" (Jewish High Finance and the Bavarian State in the Eighteenth Century] (Finan't-Archiv, 41.

Jahrgang, vol. I u. 2,1924). The first liberated Jew in Bavaria was Noe Samuel Isaak. "For as long as he

held a claim against debt owed him by the prince elector's house, he was not subject to the first article of

the fifth book of state and police regulations. This meant that Noe was exempted from the rule that all

commerce between a Bavarian subject and a Jew was invalid and punishable by confiscation" (p. 6). This

provides clear evidence of how the way was opened for the first dealings betweenJews and non-Jews in

order to benefit the state and its immediate interests.

2. The reason the Prussian state owed such great gratitude to these two Jews to whom the mint was

chartered is very amusingly described by R. Lewinsohn in Lesprofits de la guerre:

En 1757 Frederic II afferme les ateliers de la Monnaie de Dresde et de Leipzig auxbanquiers Vei

tel Ephraim Fils et Daniel Itzig et autorise ces derniers afabriquer 20 thalers avec la quantite

d'argent qu'on employait jusqu'alors pour en frapper 14.... Au cours des annees des guerres

suivantes, ce systeme prend un nouveau developpement. La Monnaie de Brandenbourg est

egalement affermee aux banquiers Ephraim et Itzig qui sont autorises afrapper des pieces con

tenant apeine 50% de la teneur anterieure en argent. Or, il ne s'agit pas seulement de mettre cette

monnaie ... en circulation al'interieur du pays, mais surtout de la repandre al'etranger.... Le

fait est que ce trafic ... rapporte al'etat prusse pendant la derniere periode de la guerre 6 mil

lions de thalers par an.

3. Jews were seldom involved in commercial transactions in which credit was extended to merchants,

and then usually only if the risk was so great that normal credit was not available. Thus in The Merchant

of venice, for example, a merchant borrows money from Shylock because his entire wealth is tied up in

goods being shipped on dangerous sea routes.

4. Werner Sombart's demagogic, bogus theory that capital earned from Jewish usury was attendant

at the birth of later capitalism (cf. DieJuden und die Wirtschaft (Jews and Modern Capitalism]) has been

countered by F. Rachfahl in "Das Judentum und die Genesis des modernen Kapitalismus" [Jewry and

the Genesis of Modern Capitalism] (Preuss.Jhb., vol. 147, 1912) and Herman Waetjen in "Das Juden

tum und der Anfang der modernen Kolonisation" (Jewry and the Beginnings of Modern Colonization]

(VierteljahrsschriftfiirS0'tial- u. Wirtschaftsgeschichte, vol. II).
5. For the difference between usurious and capitalist credit, cf. F. W. Newman, Lectures on Political

Economy (18)1). "The banker differs from the usurer in that he lends money to the rich, but seldom or

never to the poor. He lends at less risk and can thus offer better terms. For both these reasons he does not

encounter the popular hatred directed against the usurer." Gilbert, History and Principles of Banking

(1837), shows that usury was marginal to a feudal, that is, primarily agricultural society. "For someone

in an agricultural society, a situation in which he needs to borrow money seldom arises unless he has

been reduced to poverty and misery." He goes on to define the difference between the roles usury and

credit play by noting that "in our day the rate of profit regulates the rate of interest, in those days the

rate of interest regulated the rate of profit." This means that from the start capitalist production-far
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from having arisen out of capital raised through usury-stood in open opposition to usury. Cf. Karl

Marx, Theorien ilber Mehrwert [Theories of Added Valued], vol. 3, ch. 7, Appendix. "Capitalist produc

tion initially had to fight against usury to the extent that the usurer himself produced nothing." That

the Jewish usurer did not produce anything is a characteristic of Jewish economic history during

assimilation.

6. Cf. Max Weber, Wirtschaftsgeschichte [General Economic History], ch. 3, sec. 8, "Der Zins in der

vorkapitalistischen Epoche" [Interest in the precapitalist era], p. 287. What characterizes Jewish credit is

that it gave the state the opportunity to institute policies with a spongelike quality-exploitation

of the population by Jewish rates of interest, followed at irregular intervals of confiscating the

profits and outstanding loans, while at the same time expelling Jewish creditors. In this way Jews

were hounded from town to town, from country to country; princes literally formed cartels for

the purpose of robbing Jews, such as the one arranged by the bishop of Bamberg with the

Hohenzollern burggrave of Nuremberg, by which they shared the booty whenever Jews had to

flee from their respective areas of control.

7. Accumulation of large amounts of capital took place in England and Holland and in colonial trad

ing companies. Waetjen, "Das Judentum und der Anfang der modernen Kolonisation," proves that

Jews had little or nothing to do with this process.

8. Max Weber, Wirtschafisgeschichte, p. 313. Cf. also Weber's Religionssotiologie [Sociology of Reli

gion], vol. I, p. 181 ff., where he differentiates Jewish capitalism, which he calls "speculative pariah cap

italism," from its puritan form, which he calls "bourgeois organization of labor," and goes on to show

that the latter has been the determinative factor in the development of modern capitalism.

9. The first antisemitic member of the Reichstag, Otto Boeckel, represented the farmers of Hessia.

He owed his election solely to speeches inveighing against the Jewish usurers who lent to farmers and

proclaiming his opposition to conservatives and large landholders. In the Reichstag he voted with the

Free-Thinking Party and the Social Democrats. Cf. Kurt Wawrzinek, "Die Entstehung der deutschen

Antisemitenparteien" ,[The Rise of German Antisemitic Parties], Historische Studien, H. 168, 1927.

V COURT JEWS AND HUMAN RIGHTS

1. Cf. the article "Finanz- und Bankwesen" [Finance and Banking] in the Encyclopaedia]udaica.

2. Cf. M. Grunwald, Samuel Oppenheimer und sein Kreis [Samuel Oppenheimer and His Circle]

(1913). "After Oppenheimer's death (1703) it became apparent that his personal debts were closely inter

twined with Austria's debt. A property tax of 5million florins had been levied against him. His failure to

pay had precipitated a very serious economic crisis.... His death (and his debt) was also an economic

crisis for the state. Austria's creditors were in fact the emperor's creditors." Paul Sundheimer ("Die

jiidische Hochfinanz und der bayrische Staat im 18. Jahrhundert" [Jewish High Finance and the Bavarian

State in the Eighteenth Century] (Finant-Archiv, 41. Jahrgang, vol. I u. 2, 1924, p. 13) describes the same

state of affairs in Bavaria, where the elector prince himself had "urgently advised the representative

assembly to pay moneys owed Noe when due, otherwise the Jew's own credit would be compromised,

which would prove disadvantageous to the princely house."

3. The following figures help to illustrate the sums involved. They represent the percentages of a

state's budget allotted to its armed forces during the period discussed here. They are taken from W.

Sombart, Studien tur Entwicklungsgeschichte des modernen Kapitalismus [Studies in the History of the

Development of Modern Capitalism], vol. 2, p. 51 ff.
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Expenditures for the armed forces

Country

Switzerland

France

Brandenburg under the Great Elector Frederick Wilhelm I

Prussia under Frederick I

Prussia under Frederick II

Prussia under Frederick Wilhelm III

.rear

1639
1680

1784

1640-88

1701- 13

1740- 86

1797~8

180)-06

Percentage

60

74
66

66

55
86

71

75

4. Paul Sundheimer ("Die Jiidische Hochfinanz," vol. 2, pp. 8~): "Without doubt the Jews were

always called in when there was no better way out. This fact is apparent both when Jews acted as

moneylenders and when they were suppliers to the army."

5. In Bavaria, for example, "the state debt had grown to 20 million florins when the Jews Noe and

Wertheimer were called upon for the purpose of supplying credit." Sundheimer, "Die Jiidische Hochfi

nanz," vol. 2, p. 43.

6. Cf. Grunwald, Samuel Oppenheimer, p. 16~.

7. Alfred Philipp, DieJuden und das Wirtschafisleben. Eine antikritische-bibliographische Studie {u W.
Sombart, DieJuden und das Wirtschafisleben [Jews and Modern Capitalism: An Anticritical-Bibliographic

Study of W. Sombart, the Jews and Economic Life] (Strasbourg, 1929):

In Prussia and probably other states as well, court Jews were very helpful in strengthening the

absolutist rule of the prince over against the cities, estates, and the nobility directly attached to

the Reich. Absolute monarchs deliberately used Jews for just this purpose. They were as impor

tant an instrument for building the modern state as the creation of a civil service loyal to the

prince. In the struggle against the guilds for the purpose of advancing the principle of mercantile

manufacture, the prince was happy to pit the Jews against the guilds.

8. Cf. R. Lewinsohn, Lesprofits de la guerre, p. 58 ff.

9. Sombart's sham history of how evil capitalism arose out of the evil capital of Jewish usury has long

since been scientifically refuted. (Cf. p. 77, note 4.) An especially egregious example will have to suffice

here. In his Studien Sombart contrasts the Fugger and Rothschild families, both of whom"owe their wealth

to war," and then remarks that "they represent the two forms by which such wealth can be amassed; one

could contrast them as the German and theJewish forms, the direct advancement of a loan vs. the floating of

a loan on the stock market. The one: eye-to-eyepersonalcredit. The other: impersonalcredit behindthepublics
back" (author's italics). In point of fact, of course, the same difference exists between all loans made in

the nineteenth century over against those of the previous century-for example between those made by

the Rothschilds and those made by court Jews. In the eyes of a German professor, if he is an antisemite, the

three hundredyears between the Fuggers and the Rothschilds are as but a day.

10. Quoted here from Franz Mehring, Die Lessing Legende [The Lessing Legend] (Stuttgart, 1906),

P·195·
II. Cf. Dubnow, Weltgeschichte, vol. 9, p. 3. It is a well-known fact that Napoleon's campaigns

brought emancipation to the countries he conquered and that this was reversed by the Congress of

Vienna at the express urging of the cities, especially of Frankfurt am Main. No sooner had Jews been

"liberated" there than they were disenfranchised again. The same thing occurred in Hamburg, and in

LUbeck there was an out-and-out expulsion of Jews. During the congress the cities declared that the dis

enfranchisement ofJews was their right by law and proved this in a brief prepared by the University of

Berlin's legal faculty, which at the time was headed by Savigny, the founder of the historical school of

jurisprudence; these reactionary findings carried no weight, however, in the Prussian capital itself.
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12. According to Unna, Statisik der FrankfurterJuden his z866 [Statistics for the Jews of Frankfurt

until 1866], there were 939 employed Jews in 1824, and 547 self-employed businessmen, of whom 192

were involved in finance, 149 in the textile industry.

13. French policy toward Jews before the Revolution differentiated between Spanish and Portuguese

(Sephardic) Jews and Alsatian (Ashkenazic) Jews. The former were hired tax collectors to whom the state

was obligated, much as in Austria, Prussia, and other Central European countries. Prior to the Revolu

tion, Alsatian Jews had a monopoly on peddling and usurious loans to farmers. The Declaration of 1791,

which proclaimed the same human rights for all people, was followed in 1808 by the decret infame, which

reverted to the old distinction and introduced special conditions for Alsatian Jews, thereby allowing spe

cial privileges for the Jews of Bordeaux. The decret injame corresponds exactly with the policy toward

Jews pursued by other European states-with the one difference that, given the faster rate at which

developments took place in France, the reestablishment of equal rights was achieved somewhat sooner.

14. The Austrian Tolerance Edict of Joseph II in 1787 opens all "Christian" trades to Jews, provides

an economic bonus for baptism, even allows agriculture, and puts an end to the autonomy of Jewish

communities. In practice, however, both forms of regulating Jews amounted to much the same thing,

especially since in Vienna only "prosperous" Jews were tolerated and the prohibition against Jews set

tling there remained in effect.

VI EXCEPTIONAL JEWS

I. Cf. Heinrich Silbergleit, Die Bevolkerungsverhiiltnisse der Juden im Deutschen Reich [Popula

tion Ratios of Jews in the German Reich] (1930), Table 29, which singles out the year 1834 to compare

Posen with all other regions of Prussia and provides percentages of Jewish families who earned their

livings as:

in Prussia in Poland

I. Wholesalers, bankers, manufacturers 4·3% 0·9%

2. People of independent means 4·3% 0·9%

3· Independent professionals 4·3% 3.0%

4· Retailers, commissioned agents, innkeepers 49·3% 34.8%

5· Farmers 0·4% 0·4%

6. Peddlers 10.6% 7·9%

7· Craftsmen 10.0% 23.0%

8. Day laborers and menials 10·3% 7·3%

9· Charity cases without a profession 6·5% 21.3%

Categories I and 2 are classified here as the bourgeoisie, 3 and 4 as the middle class, 6, 7, 8, and 9 as per

sons without property. The very small category 5, of farmers, is distinct.

In the period before 1812 these differences were surely even more marked, since after 1816 there was

a steady stream of Jews moving from West Prussia and Poland to other Prussian provinces. Between

1825 and 1834 all Prussian provinces excluding West Prussia and Posen showed an 18 percent increase in

their Jewish populations, Posen and West Prussia an increase of only I I percent-a difference definitely

not due to a lower birth rate. An indication of this migration is the tenfold increase in the number of

"foreigners" among the Jews of Berlin between 1816 and 1883, from 0.8 percent to II percent. Cf. Sil

bergleit, Table 9. The census of 1834 in Prussia does not distinguish between "native" Jews and "East

ern" Jews. One can surely assume, however, that a larger percentage of those Jews without property

were not among the exceptional Jews of Prussia, but were instead part of those "Eastern Jews" who

were assimilating only very slowly. In reality the professional and economic differences between East

ern and Western Jews must therefore have been far greater than the statistics for 1834 show.

2. Cf. Silbergleit, Tables 4,5, and 9. For 1803 we are counting as "exceptional Jews" all those who
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lived in areas that remained part of Prussia in 1808 and were therefore included in the Emancipation

Edict of 1812. The 80 percent of "Eastern Jews" were to be found primarily in either West Prussia or

Posen. According to the census of 1811, exceptional Jews make up circa 90 percent of the Jewish popula

tion in what was left of the state of Prussia, while 10 percent were Jewish "foreigners," that is, ordinary

Jews without exceptional status or Eastern Jews. For the years 1816 and 1843 (and/or 1846), we can use

the simple differentiation between Jews with or without rights of the city-that is, between those who

were included in the Emancipation Edict and could claim an "exceptional" position, over against the

Eastern Jews of the newly acquired provinces.

3. The tacit equation here of Eastern Jews, Jews without rights of the city, and Jews from the Posen

region can be adequately justified by the fact that the latter accounted for an overwhelming percentage

of "foreign Jews." In 1816 eight out of nine Jews were denied rights of the city, and by 1846 their num

ber had "sunk" to four out of five.

4. The extent to which such tolerance had spread in educated circles is splendidly illustrated by a

little anecdote from 1788. A Berlin production of The Merchant of Venice included a brief apologetic

prologue addressed to "discerning Berlin," which "is beginning to have a higher regard for the brethren

in faith of the wise Moses Mendelssohn."

5. Thus the salon of Henriette Herz was created by Count Dohna, and that of Rahel Levin was given

its social stamp of approval by Prince Louis Ferdinand. One can also mention in this connection the

very high number of marriages between Jews and aristocrats, which, unlike in later decades, had social

consequences for their fellow Jews whom they left behind. The correspondence of the period shows that

those who had newly arrived in such brilliant circles did not break off all Jewish connections.

6. This explains the explicit distaste with which the bourgeoisie of the period regarded all social

presentation. The liberal writer Buchholz calls it a mere "sham." Friedrich Buchholz, Untersuchungen

fiber den Geburtsadel [Observations on noble birth] (1807), p. 51 ff.

7. Viktor Hehn, Gedanken fiber Goethe [Thoughts on Goethe] (2d ed., 1888), p. 260 ff., where a

"common citizen," an unbridled antisemite, raised to the nobility by the czar provides a very amusing

because it is so unthinkably disrespectful-example of how Goethe "worked his way up out of the

petite bourgeoisie and suffered unutterably in cleansing himself of the dross."

8. Buchholz (Untersuchungen fiber den Geburtsadel), p. 151, notes with satisfaction that "whenever the

urge for art or science awakened in the nobleman, he found it necessary to descend to the level of the

common citizen."

9. This is to be taken with a grain of salt. When after 1807 the Jewish salons were deserted almost

from one day to the next, new social gathering places formed, by way of transition, primarily in the

homes of aristocrats, for instance of Countess Voss and Prince Radziwill. To that extent the salon of

Privy State Councilor Stagemann was the exception. But it proved to be considerably more viable than

all the others. Moreover, the nature of the attendees changed almost immediately. The bourgeois ele

ment predominated; those aristocrats who attended came from the military and civil service, that is,

from the lower ranks of the nobility. Actors and Jews were excluded. Cf. H. Arendt, "Berlin Salon"

(Berliner Salon, Deutscher Almanach, 1932), in H. Arendt, Essays in Understanding, ed. J. Kohn (New

York: Schocken Books, 2005), pp. 57-65.

10. From an unpublished letter (1819) from Rahel Varnhagen to Pauline Wiesel, who at one time was

the mistress of Louis Ferdinand. Varnhagen Archive of the Berliner Staatsbibliothek.

VII SOCIETY AND STATE ABOLISH EXCEPTIONAL JEWS

I. Cf. Wilhelm von Humboldt, letters to his wife, 1808.

2. Cf. Egon Caesar Conte Corti, DerAufttieg des Hauses Rothschild [The Rise of the House of Roth

schild], pp. 120 ff., 189 ff. The story of the Rothschild coat of arms is both very revealing and amusing.
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The design that the brothers presented to the Austrian emperor for his approval contained a whole col

lection of heraldic insignia, lots of animals, and a crown. The Austrian inspector for heraldic designs

said that "the Israelite nation was not familiar enough with the merits of the eagle," and brutally

removed all the animals and the crown. The Rothschilds were left with only two half-eagles.

3. The story of the house of Rothschild offers an excellent example of this development. Old Meyer

Amschel (late eighteenth century) still concluded regular credit transactions with private persons. His

sons earned enormous sums by lending to states, especially to Austria, but often lent money at no inter

est to private persons for the sole purpose of securing their social position. The third generation would

have nothing to do with such private loans, and simply paid bribes. Cf. Conti, Der Aufstieg des Hauses

Rothschild, vols. I and 2.

4. Friedrich Buchholz, Untersuchungen iiherden Gehurtsadel, p. 167 ff.

5. Grattenauer made use of a recently published work in Latin, De civitate ]udaeorum, by criminal

councilor Paalzow, which provided convoluted and boring proof of the civic immaturity of Jews.

6. Indicative of Grattenauer's subservience and lack of character is a statement from 1803, when the

aristocracy still dared to show some liberal tendencies. "The education of the human race since the

reestablishment of the sciences has been directly and indirectly generated, advanced, and disseminated

by the aristocracy."

7. "It is quite absurd for the Jewish gens-which to demonstrate their culture walk about the Tier

garten on stilts, publicly gorge themselves on bacon on the Shabbat, memorize aloud Kiessewetter's

Logic or sing arias from Herodes while strolling our promenades-to think they dare demand excep

tions be made to general strictures of the law."

8. "To my mind it remains an inexplicable contradiction how someone can believe he has a perfect

right to demand my regard and trust in private life, and yet is capable of enduring public discrimination,

whereby I may regard his testimony in court as only conditionally valid and his oath as only condition

ally sacred."

9. "The conversation begins with an apostrophe to the enlightened age ... which is followed by

some boring tale concerning the person they have just taken their leave of, how interesting the topic of

conversation had been, to what grand persons of rank they must now speed upon their way in posthaste

haste...."

10. As was the case with Heinrich Heine and Rahel Varnhagen.

I I. Only in Hungary-as a result of especially backward conditions and the total absence of a native

bourgeoisie--did assimilation into the aristocracy continue into recent times. Which explains why

Hungary has the highest percentage of Jewish baptisms and mixed marriages, three times as many, for

example, as Vienna, which also ranks at the top.

12. Cf. Wilhelm von Humboldt, "Gutachten zur Emanzipation von 1809" [Opinion on Emancipa

tion from 1809], in Freund,]udenemancipation (1912), vol. 2, p. 270 ff.

13. Cf. Reinhold Steig, Kleists Berliner Kiimpfe [Kleist's Battles in Berlin].

14. Cf. Adam Miiller, Elemente der Staatskunst, VOrlesungen gehalten 1808-9 [Elements of Statecraft,

Lectures Held in 1808--9]; and Joseph Garres, "Fall der Religion und ihre Wiedergeburt" [The Fall of

Religion and Its Rebirth] (1810), in Politische Schrifien [Political Writings], vol. I, p. 132 ff.

VIII THE ARISTOCRACY TURNS ANTISEMITIC

I. Cf. "Letzte Vorstellung der Stander der Lebusischen Kreises" [Most recent remonstrance of the

estates of Lebus province] from 18II with marginal notes by Hardenberg for the king. The author of

this especially sharply worded petition by the Junkers is presumably Ludwig von der Marwitz, the most

gifted spokesman for the Prussian aristocracy at the time. The "Vorstellung" together with marginal

glosses was published in Meusel, Ludwig von der Marwitz (Berlin: 1908), vol. 2.
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2. This is revealed with special clarity in Hardenberg's direct report to the king on June 23, I8u,

where, among other things, he says: "They [the feudal interests] present themselves as coregents and if

one were to allow them their interpretation which cedes to them obsolete positions and agreements,

there would be few remaining instances where their concurrence would not first be required in the exer

cise of princely rights ... and royal decisions."

3. It is clear even from the presentation of a Delbriick, who was loyal to the Hohenzollerns, that the

so-called citizen or liberal reforms had very little to do with freedom, and with the bourgeoisie only to

the extent that the sole means of securing the apparatus of the absolute state over against the aristoc

racy was via the circuitous route of those few reforms. He writes: "The rebuilding of the state was

accomplished not with a mind to freedom, but by means of a much more rigorous centralization with a

view to increasing bureaucratic absolutism." Delbriick-Molinski, Weltgeschichte [World History], vol. 2,

p. 273 ff.

4. The "most recent remonstrance" quoted above predicts in great detail the dangers the king would

encounter if he found himself all alone and confronted by the masses of the people, and in no position to

risk "arousing discontent." There could be no security for the king unless the aristocracy continued to

be a kind of "middle estate" between him and the people.

5. Hardenberg was the most determined-though personally very hesitant-representative of the

attempt to curb the Junkers. Thus, in opposition to the Junkers, he remarked that "the middle estate

described here will form on its own." But the price would have been no less and no more than a constitu

tion, just as the bourgeoisie, in their fierce fight for "throne and altar," later proved to the constitutional

monarchy.

6. Cf. Ismael Freund, }udeneman{ipation [Jewish emancipation] (1812), vol. 2, Urkunden [Docu

ments].

7. Just as "Prussian reform was something that came from the top down and not the bottom up" and

was initiated "by the will of the king" and not coerced by the people or the citizens (Delbriick, Welt

geschichte, vol. 2, p. 274), so, too, Prussian reformers were not simply representatives of the bourgeoisie,

but primarily civil servants of the Prussian state. Stein had followed a career in the civil service since

1780 and Hardenberg since 1792. They "quite rightly saw themselves as ... carrying on the mission of

the absolute monarchy, and did so by representing the fundamental ideas of the modern state over

against privileged feudal interests" (Meusel, in his introduction to Marwitz's collected writings,

p. xxxviii). This-and not bourgeois motives-was the source of the bitter hostility toward feudal

interests, just as it, and not the French Revolution or the German Enlightenment, was the source of cor

dial attitudes toward the Jews.

8. Stein's reforms required that upon being "liberated," peasants cede at least one-third of their land

to their landlord, and indeed, if the latter had a claim on them by inheritance, half of it.

9. The buying and selling of landed property and the ceding of large portions of peasant lands left

the landlords in the position of being able to buyout the peasants entirely, and of thus enlarging their

landed holdings-something Marwitz had predicted by the way.

10. Cf. Franz Mehring, Zurpreussischen Geschichte [On Prussian History], p. IJI ff.

II. The almost accidental equation of pro-Jewish and pro-bourgeois polemics can be found in

Clemens von Brentano's foolish pamphlet, "Der Philister vor, in und nach der Geschichte" [The Philis

tine Before, In, and After History], which in part equated Jews with philistines, but also presented the

two as opposite poles of the same issue: the Enlightenment. Also interesting in this context is the very

nasty portrayal of Hardenberg as the representative of a "major trait of all philistines": "statecraft

bound with scurrility."

12. Commerce in metals, the garment industry, dealing in grain, and banking-economic activities

that furnished the most important positions held by Jews in almost all countries-had all arisen during

the eighteenth century out of the business of supplying war materials or out of financial dealings with
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the state and/or state manufactures. In the economy of the nineteenth century the Jews merely

expanded upon positions that they had already assumed in a different economic context.

13. Letter of Friedrich Engels from 1890, in S. V. Adler, Reden und Brieft [Speeches and letters]

(1929), vol. I.

14. Ludwig von der Marwitz, "Letzte Vorstellung der Stander der Lebusischen Kreises."

15. Meusel, Ludwig yon der Marwit1., vol. I, p. 402.

16. Joseph Gorres, Politische Schriften, vol. I, p. 163.

17. According to von der Marwitz, "genuine noble families" do not have charters: "their power and

prestige arose early and was handed down before there was any such thing as a charter."

18. Cf. Lorzen von Stein, Geschichte der s01.ialen Bewegungen [History of the Social Movement],

vol. I, p. 157 ff. Stein still defines the landed property of the aristocracy as "historical property whose

original acquisition cannot be traced in thousands of cases. Feudal property is the opposite of "capital"

or bourgeois property, which, because it has "resulted from labor," is called "acquired property."

19. Ludwig von der Marwitz, "Letzte Vorstellung der Stander der Lebusischen Kreises."

20. "The son of every peasant wants to be a craftsman, every craftsman's son wants to be a scribe,

the son of every scribe would be a president, of every schoolmaster a scholar, of every merchant or

scholar a great lord." Meusel, Ludwig yon der Marwit1., vol. 2, p. 270.

21. Cf. Corti,Aufitieg undBliite1.eit des Hauses Rothschild. On the occasion of shares being floated by

France's Northern Railway, Heinrich Heine described what participation in Rothschild shares meant:

Every share that this house grants to any individual is a favor-or to put it in no uncertain

terms-a monetary gift granted by Herr von Rothschild to his friends. Even before they are

traded, such shares ... are worth several hundred francs above face value and anyone who begs

Baron James de Rothschild for such shares at face value is a beggar in the truest sense of the

word. But all the world is now a beggar before him, beggars' letters rain down upon him, and

since the elegant world has set the dignified example, there is no longer any shame in begging.

(Lute1.ia, Part 2, lvii)

Heine has often been accused of being such a "participant" himself, who, boasting "of an eagerness

worthy of a publicist of manifold influence," maintained that he saw in Rothschild "a kind of natural

confederate" and without a trace of false shame laid "claim to a subsidy from an allied power." Cf. the

relationship between Heine and Rothschild in Friedrich Hirth, "Heine und Rothschild," Deutsche Rund

schau, January/March and October/December 1915.

22. Within the Jewish community, the notables, especially the Rothschilds, took the side of the

Orthodox against the Jewish Reform movement. In the 1830S the Orthodox faction of Frankfurt peti

tioned the Federal Council in opposition to a Reform rabbi who was the choice of the majority of the

community. When the rabbi was nevertheless installed by Frankfurt's Jewry, the Rothschilds withdrew

their gift of a synagogue. Even before Gabriel Riesser, Reform Jews were almost as disreputable in the

eyes of the notables as openly revolutionary Jews.

23. Ludwig Borne, Brieft aus Paris [Letters from Paris], p. 78, letter of March 1832.

24. At issue is the Law for the Estates of the Provinces of 1823, in which for the first time the govern

ment officially linked the right to elect and be elected to a person's being "in communion with a Chris

tian church." This was an open revocation of the Edict of 1812.
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THE MINORITY QUESTION
(Copiedfrom a letter to Erich Cohn-Bendit, summer Z940)

I

The Jewish question was represented by two parties at the peace conference

of 1918-20: first, by Zionists, who prior to the negotiations already had come

to a special agreement with Britain (the Balfour Declaration, 1917)-that is,

with one of the great powers; and second, by representatives of the masses of

Jews in those Eastern European states that were about to be established. Both

parties claimed to be a kind of solution to the Jewish question and both

placed themselves under the League of Nations as their juridical and political

guarantor. Nevertheless the Zionists did organize their own political arm in

the form of what would later become the Jewish Agency, whereas Le Comite

des Delegations Juives, the parallel body for Jewish minorities, was never

defined as a political agent, but functioned simply as a complaint office that

reported to the League and supplied delegates to minority congresses-that

is, functioned as its own unpaid lawyer. This initial difference, which proved

to be of advantage to the Zionists, was no accident. The Zionists after all had

things to do: colonize, bring people to their country, raise money, and so

forth; whereas the Jewish minorities were thought of as something inert and

lacking all initiative, as if created by God merely so that they could be pro

tected from pogroms.

Both these Jewish delegations acted and spoke without actually being

rooted in the Jewish people. This again was less the case for the Zionists

than for the delegates of the Jewish minorities, who had no organization

whatever behind them. Jews from countries where emancipation had

occurred-which meant essentially from those countries that would be mak

ing the decisions in these negotiations-did not want any kind of political

representation, since they viewed themselves as simply a religious minority
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that as such was sufficiently protected-not as Jews, however, but as French

men, Britons, Germans, and so forth. This had two consequences. First,

from the start, legislation concerning minorities had, for the Jews, a provi

sional, temporary quality. It was an expedient solution until actual emancipa

tion, and/or until Polish, Romanian, and other Jews had been granted

sufficient protection as Poles and Romanians, and/or until such states had

achieved a level of civil maturity that there could be no question of their pro

viding such protection. Second, it meant that the delegates for Jewish

minorities were regarded as provincial representatives of certain geographi

cally defined Jewries who were in no way connected with the rest of the Jew

ish people.

The goal of all legislation concerning minorities was to depoliticize

minorities-for which cultural autonomy seemed the appropriate instru

ment. It has often been said that the Jews are the minority par excellence

because they lack a motherland-a statement that is true at least to the extent

that they were the only existing minority that could be completely depoliti

cized because they lacked the one political factor that, regardless of all legis

lated definitions, inevitably politicizes a minority: a motherland.

If then, for the purposes of critical analysis, one places oneself within the

context of those negotiations, one has to say that the task of the Jewish dele

gates was to create a substitute for their motherland, and to do so quite inde

pendently of the issue of protection. Given the state of the question of

nationality at the time, even without Hitler, the minorities would, for lack of

political air, have suffocated in the vapors of their schools and synagogues.

A substitute for a motherland could have been provided both by Palestine

indeed by the mere idea of Palestine-and by so-called world Jewry. For

various reasons the latter did not in fact exist and manifested itself only inso

far as it denied a national quality to these newly created minorities-in order

to extinguish their breath of life. Even back then, Zionism had no political

solution for the Diaspora-which will perish for that same reason. Although

all or almost all Jewish minority politicians (with the exception of Dubnow)

were Zionists, it occurred to none of them to make use of the World Zionist

Organization-the sole Jewish political organ, one recognized moreover by

one of the great powers-or even to connect the two questions with one

another. That would not have been impossible. What might have been said

was: We, who have been granted the right to a national homeland in Pales-
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tine, demand the rights of a national minority in all the other countries of the

world. These minorities will be protected by an organization of our own

making (an elected body, and thus something more than a Comite des Dele

gations Juives); on the other hand we demand that you help us in Palestine

(by importing Palestinian products, by tax policies-after the fashion of the

Karen Hayesod, which would then never have sunk from a national institu

tion to a farcical association, etc.). It then would have been clear to everyone

that whoever strikes at Palestine is also at the very least striking at those Jews

who have been recognized as minorities; and whoever strikes at the golah

strikes at Palestine. This inescapable connection exists de facto in any case,

but has failed to penetrate the conscious political thought of either group.

And this was in the interest of the notables, whose claim of authority would

have been badly shaken in the event of such a confederacy.

(All the factors leading to the failure of Jewish national politics can be

demonstrated from the history of Zionism. That would presumably be more

productive-and more could be learned from the mistakes that were

made-than from any criticism of notables. For whereas notables are con

stantly sabotaging things for the sake of their own easily understood inter

ests and their sabotage represents a genuine segment within the Jewish

people, the Zionists sabotage their own movement. But more about that in

another context.)

II

All politics dealing with minorities, and not just with the Jews, have

foundered on the existent and abiding fact of state sovereignty. The League

of Nations turned out to be a club that one could resign from whenever one

wanted. Since by the end of the war significant minorities existed only in the

newly created states, it was absurd that the rights of minorities-that is, a

diminishment of state sovereignty-were forced upon the states that were

constituted against Germany, while Germany itself was exempted. It was

clear from this that in the future as well only the great nations could be

counted on.

The fact of these arrangements, that is, the lack of minorities in these

states, fundamentally changed as early as the Russian mass emigrations-at
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the latest by 1923-24. At this time we can observe the emergence of a new

class of people in Europe, the stateless. If one regards European history as

the development of the European nation-state, or as the development of

European peoples into nation-states, then these people, the stateless, are the

most important product of recent history. Since 1920 almost all European

states have sheltered great masses of people who have no right of residence

or consular protection of any sort-modern pariahs. That minority rights

. could not apply to them was an immediate hallmark of the failure of such

rights-they foundered on this most modern of phenomena.

The inability to absorb these masses of people clearly demonstrates that

the fact of assimilation has lost its crucial significance. There is no longer any

such thing as assimilation in Europe-nation-states have grown too devel

oped and too old. There is no longer any assimilation for Jews either. The

chance of assimilation during the nineteenth century-actually, the late

eighteenth century-was based in a reorganization of peoples that arose out

of the French Revolution and in their development as nations. This process

has now come to an end. Noone else can be included. In fact, we now have

the process in reverse: the addition of great masses of people and their

degradation to pariahs.

Although they are Europeans, these pariahs are isolated from all specifi

cally national interests. They are the first to have an interest in pan-European

politics and, despite their various origins, such politics do bind, or could bind

them together. But such politics can provide them no way of losing their

original nationalities-even though that loss is their only chance. If every

thing were to play out very well, they might be the forerunners of a new

Europe.

III

But let us simply disregard for now the very necessary critique of minority

rights as they existed and functioned before the present war. There was

something absurd about the issue in and of itself. Even in an ideal situation

minorities can demand no more than cultural autonomy. Culture without

politics-that is, without history and a national context-becomes vapid
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folk1oristics and YOlk-barbarism. The danger exists not only in Palestine; it

was also clearly evident after the war in the degeneration of Jewish youth

groups in both Poland and Germany. The intention was to establish modern

minority rights on an exclusively juridical basis, but there was no change

whatever in the underlying state of affairs. Only politics could have changed

that; a people can be a minority somewhere only if they are a majority else

where. That fact cannot be dismissed with tricks like declaring the Jews a

minority par excellence. That simply means they are not a minority at all.

I do not need to discuss at any length the most modern solution of the

minority question, which consists of reimportation-much to the relief of

states that have watched as minorities, genuine minorities, have been forced

by their own majority to act politically and become a state within a state. Sat

isfying such minorities by gaining their agreement-cf. South Tyrol

clearly demonstrates that under current circumstances there appears to be no

real solution to the question of nationality. As for the Jews, these newest

methods are especially dangerous for them because they cannot be reim

ported to any motherland, to a state where they are a majority. For them it

can only be a matter of deportation. Projects of this sort existed before the

war and have multiplied since the Evian Conference. It is a very bad sign that

the Zionist Organization has never protested such projects and that Jewish

participation in this nonsense has included large segments of the territorialist

movement-and all former notables tend to be territorialists. One should

never sign one's own death warrant.

IV

From what has been said so far, it is obvious that my own inclination as

regards this whole question is to throw the baby out with the bathwater. I

simply do not believe in any improvement in the minority rights of Jews and

to me it seems absurd to demand "better guarantees."

No European people is suffering as much as we are under these new cir

cumstances. Not the Poles, not the Czechs. Our only chance-indeed the

only chance of all small peoples-lies in a new European federal system.

Our fate need not and dare not be bound up with our status as a minority.
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That would leave us devoid of all hope. Our fate can only be bound up with

that of other small European peoples. The notion that nations are constituted

by settlement within borders and are protected by their territory is undergo

ing a crucial correction. Spaces that can truly be maintained economically

and politically are constantly expanding. There may soon come a time when

the idea of belonging to a territory is replaced by the idea of belonging to a

commonwealth of nations whose politics are determined solely by the com

monwealth as a whole. That means European politics-while at the same time

all nationalities are maintained. Folkloristics would no longer be a danger

within such a comprehensive arrangement. Until we have reached that stage,

it makes no sense for us to return to the issue of minority arrangements-if

only to prove that nationality does not perish when separated from soil.

The nineteenth century bestowed upon us the amalgamation of nation

and state. Since Jews everywhere w~re loyal to the state-you do recall,

don't you?-they had to attempt to shed their nationality, they had to assim

ilate. The twentieth century has shown us the ultimate consequences of

nationalism, as evidenced by horrible relocations of peoples and various

massacres, beginning with the Armenians and Ukrainian pogroms. The

British Commonwealth reveals-in a distorted form, as is often, indeed usu

ally the case-the rudiments of a new arrangement. Someone who is part of

the British Empire does not therefore cease to be an Indian or a Canadian.

That is another reason why this war-and the existence of England, the last

bulwark against the new barbarism-is so important for us. Belief in a single

homogeneous European nation is belief in a utopia-and not a pretty one at

that. Such a belief could originate only in America-and then only on the

basis of a United Europe. But I do not think it is utopian to hope for the

possibility of a commonwealth of European nations with a parliament of

its own.

As for us at least, this would be our sole salvation. And only because it has

a chance-a real chance, in my opinion, though a small one-is there any

point in wracking one's brains over it. Within such a commonwealth we

could be recognized as a nation and be represented in a European parliament.

For this "solution" of the Jewish question, the conundrum of a people with

out land in search of a land without people-practically speaking, the moon,

or a folktale free from politics-would finally have become meaningless. It is
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in this framework that I see the "organized units" that are called for. To be

sure, the very existence of the Jewish people would then depend on them.

The first prerequisite for such organizing is for us to be rid of all those

Jews who do not want to be Jews. I assume that the already evident trend to

be baptized will soon take on greater dimensions. We can only be glad of

that. Even under the best circumstances the times will remain far too grave

for us to continue to afford the luxury of assuming before the whole world

moral and political responsibility for people who do not want to be part of us

and are virtual traitors, inasmuch as they consider no means too awful, no

path too degrading, if it leads to their individual escape hatch.

Recognition of the Jewish people by representation in a European parlia

ment can only accelerate this process. But as I have already said, I likewise

consider utterly passe any fears of complete assimilation, which could only

be avoided by concentrating our numbers within a given territory. To the

extent that assimilation is the process of making Europeans out of the masses

of Eastern Jews, it is-God willing-already irreversible. There is no

longer any need to attach moral ambiguity and dishonor to that process.

Assimilation in the old style, however, leads irreversibly to baptism and to its

own absurdity. Naturalization is actually already pointless as well. Since it

takes three generations for people to truly become Frenchmen, Britons, or

whatever, it cannot in fact be done at any less a cost. (The case is different

with America!) And one can wait out those three generations only if by

improbable good luck naturalizations bestowed by one government are not

then later revoked by another. Three generations are simply not a starting

point. If the pariah once had a chance of becoming a parvenu, it is now our

chance politically to show that individual escape hatches-the Foreign

Legion and so on-no longer exist for the individual but only for the masses,

making them, of course, all the shabbier. Which means that all potential par

venus, who necessarily envision "individual" solutions, are grouped into

masses and are on their way to being organized. And that will, with God's

help, also change their attitudes.
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v

In contrast to arrangements for minorities-which were always valid for

only one country and implied that there were no Jews outside of the country

in question-the organization itself must above all preserve a context of

solidarity for the people as a whole. This means that, under certain circum

stances, Palestine might regain its importance-although I find this territo

rial experiment increasingly problematic. In any case without an all-inclusive

Jewish organization in both Europe and America that will take up the cause

of Palestine as a region of settlement, it will be impossible to hold on to

Palestine much longer-if only because the entire Near East will foot the bill

only over against a united Europe.

What such a national alliance stretching across all of Europe would look

like in juridical terms-that is, what concrete shape it would take-is still

fairly enigmatic to my mind, though I pin great hopes on it. I previously

thought in terms of professional organizations-the monopolization of cer

tain chains of productions from their incipiency to their marketing-on the

basis of a well-thought-out redeployment. But I am no longer certain about

that idea either. In any case, the most important precondition for this to

occur-our having been forced out of the intermediary professions-is

already a reality. And that opens up the possibility of our depending in the

future on workers and other productive elements.

Our worst political, and indeed factual, handicap will doubtless arise

within our own ranks, among American Jews, who in total "naiVete" have

inherited the role of the notables. One must admit, however, that they are

also paying for it. American Jewry will doubtless assume it has the right to

decide our fate and attempt to eliminate our own right to self-determination

like the directors of European origin on the American Jewish Joint Distribu

tion Committee.

VI

To summarize: If even prior to the experiences of the last few years, solidar

ity on the part of the Jews with other minorities was extremely problematic,
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it has now proved to be harmful. All that remains of minority politics is the

attempt to force us into the position of a minority in Palestine. On the other

hand there is much to be said for the idea that solidarity with the other small

European nations, whose territorial existence can no longer be assured, is

increasingly becoming more meaningful and promising. Perhaps as a mem

ber of a European commonwealth and as part of a European state, the Jewish

people can also look for a region to settle or actually hold on to Palestine.

Any area of settlement outside of such a commonwealth and lacking its

guarantees can be only a chimera or end in deportation to forced labor.
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THE JEWISH WAR
THAT ISN'T HAPPENING

A rticles from Aufbau, October Z94 z-November Z942

The House ofJudah's Gratitude?
Open Letter to Jules Romains

[1885-1972, French writer, president of PEN, 1941]

October 24, z94z

Dear Jules Romains,

Far be it from me to interfere in the quarrels of various PEN clubs or in

the differences that some members of that organization appear to have with

one another. But in your open letter to Mr. Ferdinand Bruckner (Auflau,

October 17) you turn, strangely enough, to a topic that makes this quarrel

among high priests a matter of great interest to the purely lay circles of Jew

ish refugees. You complain in fact very loudly and articulately about the

ingratitude of Jews for whom you have done so much. We Jews, as you

yourself suggest several times, are not much liked in this world, and it will

certainly sadden many of us to lose yet another protector or at least to have

angered him. But there will also be a few among us who in reading your letter

do not respond with sadness in our hearts, but with a blush of shame. I would

be very pleased if the following considerations could show you that every

thing depends upon these latter few-even at the risk of your never again

assisting a Jewish colleague to obtain a visa to flee or be granted release from

a concentration camp by the Ministry of the Interior.

Let me begin then with what you believe you have done for the Jews. First

there is the scandalous affair at the Prague Congress, where, as you tell it,

Wells [H. G. Wells, 1866-1946] refused to agree to a resolution against anti

semitism, and you pushed the resolution through and thereby, as you see it,

saved the honor of PEN. For what should one actually be grateful? Without
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doubt you took this political step neither for the sake of persecuted Jews in

Germany, whom this resolution could neither benefit nor harm, nor for the

Jewish members of PEN, but rather solely because you were of the opinion

that antisemitism is an unjust, cruel, and ignoble policy that poisons the

political life of nations-that is, for the sake of your own honor and the rep

utation of the organization you represent. At that point the Jewish members

of the German delegation were presumably still of the opinion-which in

the meantime has proved false-that they were representatives of the

antifascist cause in German letters rather than officially protected Jews, and

that they could regard you as an ally and comrade-in-arms, rather than as a

benefactor.

The same holds true, mutatis mutandis, for those Jews whom you helped to

acquire French visas or to gain a short-lived release from French concentra

tion camps. I happened to know one of these fortunate people very well. We

often spoke of how the example you provided was a good sign that the

French spirit was alive and well, that French writers could demonstrate colle

giality despite all political differences and present dangers. For that very rea

son Europe appeared not yet to have died in France. In our conversations

neither he nor I would have dreamed that there could be any mention of

gratitude.

It does not speak against these Jews, but rather for them, for their courage,

not for their cowardice, that as pariahs everywhere in this world they dared to

stand in opposition to or at least not on the side of their benefactors when

they no longer agreed with the latter's politics. Whatever one may think of a

"policy of suffocation," the chief witnesses that you offer in your cause can

only impress those who know nothing of French political conditions. It is

true that one should never kick a dead lion, but one should also never forget

that it was Daladier's [1884-197°, French politician] close friend and later

propaganda minister Giraudoux [1882-1944, French writer] who with his

Pleins Pouvoirs made antisemitism socially acceptable again for the first time

since the Dreyfus affair; and that it is to Sarraut's [1872-1962, French politi

cian] cynical, candid, and creative antisemitic genius that we can attribute the

fact that thousands of young Jews are currently perishing in the Sahara, all

under the terrible magic formula: lihid sous condition d'engagement dans la

Ligion Etrangere [released on condition of joining the Foreign Legion].

What concerns us Jews in all this and what makes us blush again for the
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hundredth time is our despairing question: Is our alternative truly only

between malevolent enemies and condescending friends? Are genuine allies

nowhere to be found, allies who understand, not out of either sympathy or

bribery, that we were merely the first European nation on whom 'Hitler

declared war? That in this war our freedom and our honor hang in the bal

ance no less than the freedom and honor of the nation to which Jules

Romains belongs? And that condescending gestures like the arrogant

demand for gratitude from a protector cuts deeper than the open hostility of

antisemites?

An answer to these questions would exceed the bounds of this letter and

scarcely be of any interest to you. But in closing, might I-in order to avoid

any misunderstanding-remind you of Clemenceau's [1841-1929, French

politician] stance in the Dreyfus affair? Of Clemenceau, the only person

who-throughout that odious tale of social scandal, which, as Halevy

[1872-1962, social and cultural historian] put it, was an argument between

two lies-in taking the side of the condemned Jew, was fighting for the sur

vival of his own cause, the Third Republic, and who never expected grati

tude from those Jews whose cowardice he despised and denounced countless

times. He, you see, understood that in a political battle there are only enemies

and friends, but no benefactors and proteges. "Un des ennuis de ceux qui

luttent pour la justice c'est d'avoir contre eux avec la haine des oppresseurs,

l'ignorance, la faiblesse et trop souvent Ie lache coeur des opprimes" [What

lames those who struggle for a just cause is that, along with the hatred of the

oppressors, they must also do battle with the ignorance, weakness, and all

too frequent cowardly hearts of the oppressed].

The Jewish Army-The Beginning ofJewish Politics?
November Z4, Z94Z

Prompted by the anniversary of the Balfour Declaration [1917], America's

Zionist organizations have openly demanded a Jewish army for the defense

of Palestine. The demands and resolutions of a political avant-garde that do

not express the immediate will of the whole can result in creative policies

only if those demands successfully mobilize wider circles of the people. If

that does not happen, the best of programs, the most correct of decisions,

end up in history's wastepaper basket of failed and fumbled possibilities.
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What is still today the isolated demand of Palestinian Jewry and its represen

tatives outside of Palestine must tomorrow become the living will of a

majority of the Jewish people to join the battle against Hitler as Jews, in Jew

ish battle formations under a Jewish flag. The defense ofPalestine ispart ofthe

struggle fOr the freedom of the Jewish people. Only if the Jewish people are

prepared to give their all for this struggle will they also be able to defend

Palestine.

The Jewish will to live is both famous and infamous. Famous, because it

spans a relatively long period in the history of European peoples. Infamous,

because over the last two hundred years it has threatened to degenerate into

something totally negative: the will to survive at any price. Our national

misery begins with the collapse of the Shabbetai Tzevi movement [Shabbetai

Tzevi, 1626-76, Jewish messianic pretender]. Ever since then we have pro

claimed our existence per se-without any national or usually any religious

content-as a thing of value. The Jewish nation has begun to resemble an

old man who at eighty wagers with himself that he can make it to 120, and

with the help of an overrefined diet and the avoidance of all activity,

renounces life and dedicates himself to survival; he lives from one birthday

to the next and rejoices in that one day of the year on which he can proclaim

to relatives who are not entirely well-wishers, You see, I've done it again. At

present Hitler is busy trying to snuff out that old man's life. What we all

hope is that he is wrong, that he's dealing not with old men, but with the men

and women of a nation.

A Jewish army is not utopian if the Jews of all countries demand it and are

prepared to volunteer for it. But what is utopian is the notion that we could

profit in some way from Hitler's defeat, if we do not also contribute to it.

Only the real war of the Jewish people against Hitler will put an end-and

an honorable end-to all fantastical talk about a Jewish war. An old and very

contemporary Zionist proverb says that freedom is no gift. Freedom is also

not apri{e fOr suffering endured.

One truth that is unfamiliar to the Jewish people, though they are begin

ning to learn it, is that you can only defend yourself as the person you are

attacked as. A person attacked as a Jew cannot defend himself as an English

man or Frenchman. The world would only conclude that he is simply not

defending himself. Perhaps this precept of political battle has now been

learned by those tens of thousands of French Jews who feared a "Jewish
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war" and thought they had to defend themselves as Frenchmen, only to end

up separated from their French fellow warriors and interned in Jewish prison

camps in Germany. And certainly it has been learned by those hosts of Jew

ish volunteers who as French Legionnaires of various sorts believed that

their own battle against Hitler would lead to naturalization, and who are now

sitting in French internment camps or busy building the Sahara Railway.

They can speak of their good luck if they have not been deployed in direct

battle against Britain and Russia.

Just as in life friendship is distorted and ruined by fixation on a person, so

too in politics the unconditional identification of one's own cause with the

cause of another distorts and ruins an alliance. The Jews in Palestine know

that, as evidenced by their refusal to let their own cause vanish into the

British cause-and yet they have no more fervent wish than truly to help the

British. They know that they can help neither themselves nor the British if

they do not take up arms for themselves-as Jews, in Jewish battle forma

tions under a Jewish flag, henceforth visible to all as the allies of Britain.

Jews today are obsessed with the fixed idea of their own meaninglessness.

Some of them hope this means they can exit the political stage yet once again,

and some are in honest despair at belonging to a powerless and evidently

completely depoliticized group. We too have not been untouched by the

sickness that has befallen the nations of Europe: despair, cynical disappoint

ment, and imagined helplessness.

The storm that will be unleashed in our own ranks by the formation of a

Jewish army with volunteers from around the world will make clear to those

in honest despair that we're no different from anyone else, that we too

engage in politics, even if you usually have to extract it painfully from the

murky code of the petitions of Jewish notables and charitable organizations,

and despite the fact that our politics has been especially adept at alienating

itself from the Jewish people. We are, however, hardly the only people who

have been led to the rim of the abyss of destruction by a plutocratic regime.

War is too serious a matter, Clemenceau said, to be left to the generals. Well,

the existence ofapeople is definitely too serious a matter to be left to the rich.

The question of the formation of a Jewish army will not be decided by

statesmen in secret discussions or by petitions signed by influential Jews. We

will never get that army if the Jewish people do not demand it and are not

prepared by the hundreds of thousands with weapons in hand to fight for
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their freedom and the right to live as a people. Only the people themselves,

young and old, poor and rich, men and women, can reshape public opinion,

which today is against us. For only the people themselyes are strong enough for a

true alliance.

A ctive Patience
Noyember 28, Z94Z

The British government has once again rejected the formation of a Jewish

army. Which is to say that Britain is not yet ready to make the cause of free

dom entirely its own. And-like the Indians-we shall once more have to be

patient.

If it is true that politics can be compared to drilling very slowly into a very

hard board (Max Weber), then patience in politics means to continue drilling

steadily-and not apathetically waiting for a miracle. Miracles don't happen

in this world, but even very hard boards can be drilled all the way through.

All the same, this rejection forces upon us a pause that we should patiently

use for better and more fundamental preparation. And for that it can be use

ful to engage in some theoretical reflections whose immediate purpose is to

strengthen Jewish selfawareness and weaken Jewish arrogance. Jewish feelings

of inferiority-what can we do, we're a very minor factor in the current

struggle-would never feel so free to express themselves if it were not for

the Jewish arrogance that stands behind them: nothing can happen to us, the

world cannot live without Israel.

When at the end of the last war the statesmen of Europe believed that

their treaties dealing with minorities had solved the question of nationality

for good and all, the first wave of refugees was already streaming across

Europe, and since then it has dragged into its vortex the populations of all

European nations. Stateless refugees of Russian origin were followed by

stateless refugees from Hungary; then came those from Italy; after a short

pause it was Germany's and Austria's turn; and today-except for Britain

there is no European nation that has not robbed a larger or smaller number of

its citizens of their citizenship, driving them into exile, leaving them to the

goodwill or bad will of other countries, without consular or legal protection

of any kind.

Future historians will perhaps be able to note that the sovereignty of the
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nation-state ended in absurdity when it began to decide who was a citizen

and who was not; when it no longer sent individual politicians into exile, but

left hundreds of thousands of its citizens to the sovereign and arbitrary deci

sions of other nations. No international guidelines have been able to deal

with the problem of stateless persons, a problem that is unsolvable in a world

of sovereign nations. The treaties of 1920 dealing with minorities were

already obsolete when they were enacted, because no provision was made for

people without a homeland.

Stateless people are the latest phenomenon in recent history. None of the

categories, none of the legal arrangements that arose out of the spirit of the

nineteenth century applies to them. They have been excluded both from

the national life of their countries and from the class struggle of their soci

eties. They are neither minorities nor proletarians. They stand outside all

law. No form of naturalization can any longer gloss over this fundamental

lack of civil rights in Europe. There were always too many naturalized citi

zens, and no reasonable person could fail to see that the least change in

government could suffice to undo naturalizations enacted by a previous gov

ernment. Naturalized or not naturalized, concentration camps were always

standing at the ready. Rich or poor, one belonged to the ever-growing ranks

of European pariahs.

The nineteenth century knew no legal pariahs: "The law in its majestic

equality forbids both rich and poor to sleep under bridges and to steal bread"

(Anatole France). The social pariahs of the nineteenth century were Jews,

who no longer had any standing and for whom no provision was made in any

social class. But for individuals there was, as has often been discussed, a way

out of this pariah existence: you could become a parvenu. The social parvenu

is a typical phenomenon of the nineteenth century, just as the political pariah

has become one of the central figures of the twentieth. There is no longer

any way out of this political fate for individuals. Whether someone wished

to remain a social pariah-even if in the form of the rebel-was still more or

less left to the decision of the individual. It was up to him whether he wanted

to exchange the original humanity and rationality of someone who is forced

to endure life directly, without prejudice or ambition, for the wretchedness

and stupidity of someone who must expressly renounce all naturalness, all

human solidarity, and every unbiased insight into human relationships. It
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was up to him whether he wanted to offer his awareness of reality, schooled

in the most primitive and thus important matters of existence, in payment for

the speculative insanity of someone who is cut off from all natural connec

tions, who lives only for himself in the unreal world of financial transactions

and within the confines of a world of social caste.

Historically, the misfortune of the Jewish people-since the days of gen

eral privilege granted the court Jew and of emancipation of the exceptional

Jew-has been that the parvenu has been more important than the pariah;

that Rothschild was more representative than Heine; that the Jews them

selves were prouder of a Jewish prime minister than of Kafka or Chaplin.

Only in the rarest instances did the pariah rebel against the parvenu as his

own caricature. Donning the mask of the philanthropist, the parvenu poi

soned all Jews, forcing his ideals upon them. The philanthropist turned the

poor man into a freeloader and the pariah into a future parvenu.

The events of the last few years have brought the figure of the pariah to

the political forefront. As for the Jews, the parvenus have again become pari

ahs, and this development is final: "On ne parvient pas deux fois" [One is

never a parvenu twice] (Balzac). It has turned out, moreover, that one cannot

place a European people outside civil and political law without conse

quences. Just as over the last few centuries the Russian solution has been fol

lowed by all European nations, with one emigration following on the heels of

another, so too the Jewish people were merely the first to be declared a pariah

people in Europe. Today all European peoples are without rights. That is

why refugees from every nation, driven as they are from country to country,

have become the avant-garde of their own people. The world citizens of the

nineteenth century have, quite against their will, become the world travelers

of the twentieth. We should keep this tradition ever in mind. For the sense of

inferiority that we have developed stands in diametric opposition to our

political significance.

Never in the history of the last hundred years have the Jewish people had

so great an opportunity to be free and to advance into the ranks of the nations

of humanity. All European nations have become pariah peoples, all are forced

to take up the battle anew for freedom and equality. For the first time our fate

has turned out to be no special fate, for the first time our struggle is identical

with Europe's struggle for freedom. As Jews we want to fight for the freedom
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of the Jewish people, because "If I am not for me-who is for me?" As Euro

peans we want to fight for the freedom of Europe, because "If I am only for

me-who am I?" (Hillel) [first century A.D. Jewish sage].

Ceterum Censeo ...*
December 26, 1941

Jews are fighting today on all the world's battlefronts: British Jews in the

British army, Palestinian Jews in the Libyan expeditionary corps, Russian

Jews in the Red Army, and finally American Jews in both army and navy.

But, as reported by the JTA [Jewish Telegraphic Agency], when Palestinian

Jews, returning from a hard-won battle, dared to raise a little Jewish flag, it

was removed at once. And in the same way, once this war is over, our delega

tions will be removed from the congress halls of the mighty, of nations both

large and small. And we shall not be able to complain: it will have been our

own fault.

Ever since the birth of political antisemitism at the end of the last century,

Jewish theoreticians of the most varied colors have been preparing the Jew

ish people for this defeatism. Some tell them that they don't even exist, that

they are only an invention of antisemites; others say that antisemitism is

merely the "superstructure" of a necessary economic process, by which Jews

will of necessity lose their current economic position and likewise of neces

sity cease to exist; and finally a third group says that antisemitism is a neces

sity of nature, the irrational and thus uncombatable expression of the

repulsive forces that arise between alien nationalities, from which therefore

you can only take flight. Just as significant as Zionism's moral effect on indi

viduals, just as tremendous as the conquest of Palestine by hard work, is the

catastrophic effect of no one's having ever found a political answer that

addresses what for Jews is the principal political movement of our time: anti

semitism.

Jews today respond to the great struggle for their existence according to

these same schemata. Some are convinced by "how good it is that no one

knows Rumpelstiltskin's name." Others are happy in the knowledge that in

*The words with which Cato the Elder concluded his speeches, regardless of their topic, in the Roman

Senate: "For the rest I declare that Carthage must be destroyed." For Arendt it is antisemitism that must

be destroyed. -Ed.
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being exterminated they personify the zeitgeist. And the third group has but

one anxious concern: to defend nothing more and to demand nothing more

than Jewish territory in Palestine as a safeguard for a yishuv [Hebrew:

people] of 500,000 souls, as that little piece of earth where one hopes to be

safe from antisemitism. But the moon is the only place where we can still be

safe from antisemitism; and Weizmann's [Dr. Chaim Weizmann, 1874-19)2;

chemist and politician] famous statement that the answer to antisemitism is to

build up Palestine has proved to be dangerous lunacy.

We can do battle against antisemitism only if we battle Hitler with

weapons in our hands. But this battle must in turn be waged on the basis of

certain theoretical insights whose consequences we wish to make a reality.

The first of these insights is that we enter this war as a European people, who

have contributed as much to the glory and misery of Europe as any other of

its peoples. This means that we must do battle with all those in our own ranks

who claim that we are and have always been nothing but the victims and tar

gets of history. It is not true that we have always and everywhere been the perse

cuted innocents. But if it were true, it would be dreadful indeed-it would in fact

remove us far more completely from human history than any actual persecution

ever could. The second insight is that because "Zionism is Europe's gift to the

Jews" (Kurt Blumenfeld) [1884-1963; general secretary of the World Zionist

Organization, 19II-14; president of the Zionist Union for Germany,

1924-33], Palestine can be regarded solely as an area of settlement for Euro

pean Jews. In other words, that Palestine's politics are to be derived from the

larger politics of European Jewry and not vice versa, whereby Palestinian

politics cannot determine Jewish politics as a whole. For, third, the solution

to the Jewish question is not to be found in one country, not even in Pales

tine. For Jews in America, Palestine can become the European motherland

that, unlike all the other peoples of America, they have thus far had to do

without. For Jews in Europe, Palestine can form an area of settlement as one

of the crystallization points of Jewish politics on an international scale, as

well as the core of its national organization.

Political movements do not arise in a vacuum. We have only one truly

political organization: the Zionist Organization. Within it-while working

against the apathy of an apparatus that is as bureaucratic, given to compro

mise, and removed from reality as any other political apparatus nowadays

we must return to the original national, revolutionary slogans of the
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movement and, as best we can, transform them into concrete demands. The

first of these slogans concerns the struggle within the Jewish community:

against an international of freeloaders and philanthropists, and for a national

recuperation of the Jewish people. The second is the old slogan about self

emancipation: the equality for which the "generally privileged" moneyed

and court Jews had to pay in cash was regarded by the Jewish masses as a gift

from the hands of its notables. Self-emancipation means: equal rights for a

people who by the work of their own hands make this earth richer and more

beautiful; freedom for a people who in their struggle have proved that they

prefer death to slavery.

In this connection the most important event of the last week was the

Washington Conference of the "Committee for a Jewish Army," about

which Aufhau reported in its most recent issue. The conference had two pos

itive results. First, it proved that non-Jewish public opinion recognizes and

accepts a Jewish army as a perfectly natural demand. Second, and more

importantly, it moved the B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation, with student orga

nizations in sixty-two American cities, to institute a "national panel discus

sion" on the topic: "Should a Jewish army be organized for service to the

Allied cause to fight alongside of the Polish, Czech, Norwegian, and other

similar legions?"

Despite these events, and although we should greet every step taken in

this direction, we have two objections against the conference and its commit

tee. There is always a danger whenever Jewish politics first lets its demands

be certified by non-Jewish circles, and hardly a single Jew spoke at this con

ference. That bears a nasty resemblance to the methods of the politics of

petition practiced by our notables, to whom one could always have put the

question: In whose name are you speaking? Moreover, these non-Jewish

friends of ours have in part doubtless spoken in the name of people whom

they barely know from hearsay, the Revisionists. And second, as for the

Revisionists themselves, we shall not put aside our mistrust until and unless

they declare straight out that their policy of terror in Palestine during the

period of unrest was a disastrous mistake and that they are prepared not only

to come to terms with the working class but also to recognize that our rights

in Palestine can be represented only by the workers. For if the Jews are to live

in Palestine by right and not by sufferance, it will only be by.the right they have

earned and continue to earn every day with their labor.
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A First Step
January 30, 1942

The strong and pure echo heard a few days ago at the New World Club in

response to Kurt Blumenfeld's remarks on the question of a Jewish army

proves that people can be mobilized when they are addressed by someone

who wants to be nothing more than "one of the people." The language

that the people listen to is not just simple (which gets confused these days

with monumental) and not just inspiring (which gets confused these days with

demagogic), but is also the language of reason. Blumenfeld's success was

due precisely to the fact that he spoke not as a demagogue but "simply" as a

man of reason. Only a few individuals find the language of the people, and

do so only when they know that they are allied with the people-whereas all

demagogues, who think of themselves as leaders or members of an elite, are

fluent masters of the language of the mob.

Blumenfeld demonstrated his legitimacy in this regard by pointing out, at

the very start of his address, that he was a stranger here and "not living

among his people." With that he made it clear that he spoke as a representa

tive of the Jewish people in Palestine. He derived the demand for a Jewish

army from the right to take up the sword, which can be denied to no one who

has put his hand to the plow or trowel. An army in our sense can be mustered

only from working men who reach for weapons only if they are forced to in

extreme emergency. Militarists and people who find value in battle and war

per se have no place in such an army. Modern soldiers are"civilians in uni

form" and can justify their being given the right to kill-which always is and

always will be a burden on the conscience of anyone who is not a pervert

only because they are forced to do so in order to defend the fruits of their

labor and the meaning of their civilian life.

War demands not only a horrible readiness to kill, but also the readiness to

die. But you can be ready to die only when you know for certain why you are

fighting, and only when you are a full-fledged citizen of the community that

embodies that "why." Palestinian Jews know what they are defending: their

fields and trees, their houses and factories, their children and wives. And with

out any doubt they belong to a community, for we are there "by rights and not

just out of sufferance." The question is different for us stateless Jews from

Europe, who, because we are refugees, live everywhere only out of sufferance
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and nowhere by rights. Since Blumenfeld is of the opinion that today only

Palestine represents the unifying bond of world Jewry, he therefore calls upon

stateless Jews around the world to volunteer for service in the Jewish army in

Palestine-and thereby to utilize the only possible form that all Jews have in

this war for proclaiming their rights and responsibilities to and for Palestine.

What lies behind· such formulations is the old Zionist idea that Palestine

and Palestine alone is already the solution to the Jewish question. For some of

us it might appear that the events of the last years have shown with sufficient

urgency that we are not safe from our foes even in Palestine and that even

Palestine can help us only if Jews throughout the world are prepared to

defend themselves against their enemies. There are no longer any anti

semites whom we might convince by building up Palestine or mollify by emi

grating from the countries of the Diaspora.

On the other hand there are hundreds of thousands of Jewish refugees

from Europe who need to take up the cause of those brothers who have been

left behind. They know of course that only the area of settlement in Pales

tine can guarantee them their rights in the future; but they have also learned

that the security of Palestine will depend on them and their status in a liber

ated Europe.

In politics failures provide a smooth path for comfortably sliding straight

downhill. The path of success, however, is one sown with thorns and along it

we make only tedious progress. With the help of Kurt Blumenfeld's speech,

we have taken a short step along it. Nothing whatever guarantees us that the

seven-mile boots of failure won't swiftly undo that step-nothing except

our will to stand up for what we believe is right in the cause of freedom and

necessary for the cause of the Jewish people.

Who Is the "CommitteeforaJewishArmy"?
Letter to the Editor

March 6; Z942

It is indeed true that Jews are a people like every other people. Had we

needed further proof of this truism, the fascist movement, which is so busy

trying to distort the face of the Jewish liberation movement called Zionism,

would haveprovided it for us.

Nothing succeeds like success. That fascist politics was first successful in a
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few large nations turned heads among some groups in all small nations. But

in their excessive zeal to be modern, our Jewish fascists had no time to take a

closer look at the structure and politics of their big brothers. They have

understood neither what a racist state is nor why all these quislings cannot

help being antisemitic.

For months now the Committee for a Jewish Army-whose initiators are

members of the Palestinian fascist organization Irgun, and who make no

effort to disguise this fact-have been allowed to propagandize openly in this

country for a Jewish army. But now at last the official voice of the Jewish

Agency in America, the Emergency Committee for Zionist Affairs, has

decided-quite late, to be sure-to distance itself from these gentlemen, who

for years now have not only employed terrorist methods in their fight against

Arabs in Palestine, but have also shot and killed Zionists as well. I quote:

There is no connection whatever between Zionist bodies in this coun

try and the Committee for a Jewish Army. A number of people are

associated with the Committee for a Jewish Army who at one time [I]
belonged to an extremist wing of the Revisionist Organization. The

American Emergency Committee for Zionist Affairs is against the

fund-raising campaign being led by the Committee for a Jewish Army.

Indeed, this comes quite late and sounds quite tame. The background to

this story is revealed very clearly in remarks found in the February issue of

[the Emergency Committee's] News Letter, the implications of which are as

follows. While the Zionists were sleeping, the Revisionists grabbed the ini

tiative. They collected some money and collected some names that added

glitter when they appeared in print as the members of the Committee for a

Jewish Army. It is clear that a considerable number of the freedom-loving

names that appear there are those of people who do not know that the com

mittee is a Revisionist organization and presumably assume that it represents

official and legitimate bodies that they would be glad to assist. One can

surely assume that people like Hallet Abend, Melvyn Douglas, Max Lerner,

Kenneth Leslie, Ludwig Lore, Reinhold Niebuhr, and Harry A. Overstreet

would wish to protect their names from any fascist stain. The blame lies with

the official Zionists: their retreat and inability to educate the public has

resulted in embarrassing some of their friends, who will presumably be hesi

tant about lending their aid in the future.
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The Committee lists Pierre von Passen as its national chairman and Al

fred A. Strelsin as chairman of its executive board. Both are well known as

liberal pro-Zionists, and both would presumably feel better among friends

if only the official Zionists had bothered to seize the initiative.

But such assumptions cannot be made for several other members of the

Committee. Y. Ben-Ami is an extreme right-winger in Palestine, Ben

Eliezzer is a well-known Revisionist, as is Meir Grossman. Eri Jabotinsky,

the son of the Revisionist Vladimir Jabotinsky, is also on the list. And this

much can be learned just from published documents.

The public has not, however, learned of several ongoing events. For

months now, negotiations have been in process between the Committee for a

Jewish Army (the Revisionists) and a subcommittee of the Emergency

Committee for Zionist Affairs (the official umbrella organization for all

Zionist groups with the exception of the Revisionists). These negotiations

have dragged on and on-which reveals that within the American Zionist

leadership no clear majority exists in opposition to the Revisionists.

The Revisionists have been able to dupe the official Zionists because,

however misplaced their goals may be, they at least clearly and obviously

know what they want. And the initiative belongs to such people.

The Revisionists have no right to speak for Palestine. Since 1927 they have

sought in vain to create a base in the masses there: as anti-British nationalists,

as anti-Arab terrorists, and as strikebreakers.... If such well-known fascists

presume to claim a leadership role for "free Jews," that is no more a trump

card than King Carol's offer to move to the head of the "free Romania"

movement, just because it has as yet proved impossible to expose him pub

licly at home.

The Revisionists' main goal is not to build an army, but is merely another

attempt to gain influence within the Zionist Organization by the back door.

They hope to accomplish this with the help of reactionary Zionists or non

Jews who think that these Revisionists represent Zionism.

Why have the Zionists neither engaged in a broad propaganda campaign

for the Jewish army nor opposed the Revisionists? One of the external rea

sons for the Emergency Committee's inaction is the fact that the man

charged with the execution of its decision is himself a man of the right wing:

Emanuel Neumann [1893-1980, twice president of the Zionist Organization

of America]. But more importantly, a large portion of the leadership of the
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Haddasah and the Zionist Organization are foes of labor and sympathize, at

least in part, with the Revisionists. And finally, the leaders of Zionist labor

have not been effective enough in promoting their antireactionary principles.

In 1935, the Mapai (Labor Party) hesitated when the issue was the exclusion

of the Revisionists from the World Zionist Organization. They have repeat

edly attempted to make peace with strikebreaking Revisionists.

Weizmann, the president of the World Zionist Organization, will be in

this country within a few weeks. It is well known that he is a steadfast advo

cate of a Jewish army and an equally steadfast opponent of the Revisionists.

What he will find here among official Zionist bodies is an uncertain and pre

carious situation. The inaction of the Zionists and the action of the Revi

sionists will doubtless make Weizmann's work for a Jewish army more

difficult than it would have been in any case.

Moses or Washington
(This Means You)*

March 27, Z942

It is a dreadfully long time now since Moses led the children of Israel up out

of the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage. Even the renowned mem

ory of the Jews, the memory of an ancient people that holds to this myth of

its foundation, is beginning to deteriorate. Even ancient peoples forget the

deeds of their patriarchs when they can no longer make sense of the deeds of

their grandfathers, fathers, and sons.

When Reform rabbis took control of our national feasts a hundred years

ago and let them vanish into a religion that no one believed in any longer,

they did not in fact succeed in dissolving the Jewish people into a "Mosaic

confession." But they did achieve one thing: they destroyed the legends of its

founding. Ever since, we are no longer an ancient people but a very modern

one, simply burdened or blessed with an especially long national history.

This "reform," which ruthlessly and nonchalantly removed all national,

all political meaning from the tradition, did not reform that tradition-it has

*This is the first article of a biweekly column that Hannah Arendt was assigned to write for an insert,

"Jewish World," included in the Auflau. The columns were written in German, but the words "This

Means You" are in English.
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in fact proved to be its most powerful preserver-it merely robbed it of its

living meaning.

As long as the Passover story does not teach the difference between free

dom and slavery, as long as the Moses legend does not call to mind the eternal

rebellion of the heart and mind against slavery, the "oldest document of

human history" will remain dead and mute to no one more than the very

people who once wrote it. And while all of Christian humanity has appropri

ated our history for itself, reclaiming our heroes as humanity's heroes, there

is paradoxically a growing number of those who believe they must replace

Moses and David with Washington or Napoleon. Ultimately this attempt to

forget our own past and to find youth again at the expense of strangers will

fail-simply because Washington's and Napoleon's heroes were named

Moses and David.

The history of humanity is not a hotel where someone can rent a room

whenever it suits him; nor is it a vehicle which we board or get out of at ran

dom. Our past will be for us a burden beneath which we can only collapse for

as long as we refuse to understand the present and fight for a better future.

Only then-but from that moment on-will the burden become a blessing,

that is, a weapon in the battle for freedom.

Cui Bono?
Case Against the Saturday Eyening Post

(with Joseph Maier)

April3, Z942

When trying to explain someone's convictions, one has the right to invoke a

cui bono-whom does it benefit?-only as a last resort, that is, only when the

reason of a reasonable and insightful person is no longer of any help. Milton

Mayer has brought us to that desperate point. What we cannot understand is

his appeal-apparently that of a secularized Jew-to the Prophets, to the

chosen people of God, and to the Orthodox Jews of Poland. Not that we do

not understand this sort of Judaism. We know the position taken by his old

Jew, well protected and segregated behind the "barrier of the law," perhaps

better than he does, and we recognize that it has very little to do with a banal

awareness of leading an upright life and a great deal with a belief in the

vengeful God of Israel. But it would never occur to this same old Jew to
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make such clever and in many regards accurate remarks in the Saturday

Evening Post: He would not accuse non-Jews of not being Christians, nor

heathens of not being humane. Since Mayer's critique cannot come from a

pious Jew, but on the other hand does not come from an unbelieving Jew, we

have embarked upon our search to discover the extraordinary nut inside this

nutshell.

It was not long ago that Milton Mayer (in his Saturday Evening Post

article, "I'll Sit This One Out") openly declared himself on the side of those

who are uninterested in the struggle against fascism. For a Jew that means

more than a mere acknowledgment of indifference toward this war for jus

tice and freedom. Because, first, isolationism and the ideology of the Amer

ica First Committee are not a matter of isolated individuals, but of a party

with very specific political demands supported by specific political groups.

Not only does Mr. Mayer think it unnecessary to do anything for that Polish

Jew he so admires, but he also takes no offense at having to sit at the same

table with antisemites and fascists: with men great and small, with a certain

kind of congressman, senator, and record-setting pilot. Did he-in order to

spare the Jews any accusation of warmongering-feel "called upon" (as

Jerome Frank did in the first phase of his development) to serve the Jewish

cause by wanting to sell all America into slavery? By that logic, Father

Coughlin could play the role of savior of the Jews. But the ways of the

assimilated are mysterious. Even to themselves, they elude all theological

understanding.

It is also not unknown that Milton Mayer moves in certain Catholic circles.

One is tempted to think that this might have some influence on his position

on the Jewish question. For the Catholic Church, Jews are both God's cho

sen and, after the crucifixion of Christ, cursed people. According to their

plan of salvation-as one can read in the Epistle to the Romans, chapter 2

God and suffering humanity are waiting for the promised return of the Lord

upon the conversion of the Jews. Until that happens, the Jews must remain

true to their Law, while preserved from destruction by the ordo christianus,

and live as meek and indigent witnesses to the truth of the salvation his

tory revealed in the crucified and resurrected Christ. If the Jews were to be

untrue to their own Law, without becoming Christians, or if-as Zionism

demands-they were to become a people like all other peoples, the plan of

salvation is undone.
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That is why clerical antisem1t1sm-apart from a few excesses-has

always been against the rich (or to use Mayer's term, materialistic) Jew,

because his existence contradicts the theological demand that he be meek,

and against the secularized, unbelieving Jew, because his existence contra

dicts the theological demand of his being chosen and different on principle.

It is from this position that modern Catholicism has very often been critical

of an assimilated Jewry, a position that has seemed strangely close to Jewish

Zionist self-criticism.

But you must have a certain legitimacy if you are to criticize the Jewish

people today, in a time of their greatest need. To attain such legitimacy it

does not suffice simply never to have sat at the table with the enemies of your

people. It can only grow out of passionate involvement on behalf of the

future of your people, for whom more is at stake than the saved souls of iso

lated individuals. Self-criticism is not self-hatred. The criticism the Jewish

patriot offers his own people is intended to prepare them better for the

struggle. Rebellion of this sort can never do harm. Milton Mayer's dubious

courage to speak half-truths benefits only the impudent lies of antisemites.

Anyone who, like him, wants to chase us back into the ghetto, dressed as

always in patched rags from the dusty closet of theology, has excluded him

self from the ranks of those whom we, the people, are prepared to listen to.

Paper and Reality
(This Means You)

Aprilzo, Z942

A strange silence has fallen over the issue of a Jewish army. Every conceiv

able organization has written resolutions in its favor, the "protest rabbis"

have remained in a minority, much to the honor of their guild, and a few

hastily assembled masses have had the chance to show their sympathy with

applause. That is very little, when you consider that the Jews of Palestine are

still unarmed; that the Jews of Europe, if they do succeed in escaping their

enemies, are sent to their death by their friends; that more than a third of the

Jewish people are sitting behind barbed wire; and that these resolutions and

this applause (which could have had political significance only if it had been

preceded by organized protest) have proved only one thing: that the people

have to be organized for battle today. Covert defeatism is to be found not in
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the people, but in functionaries who think that a fund-raising campaign is

more important than agitation for a just cause, and that there is more promise

in pursuing relationships with the mighty upon the earth than in organizing

the people.

While we have been busy making sure that the demand for a Jewish army

remains on paper, we can console ourselves that four institutions have, with

scientific meticulousness, been busy preparing us for peace: the Institute of

Jewish Affairs (which is affiliated with the American Jewish Congress) and

the institutions of the American Jewish Committee, the Jewish Labor Com

mittee, and Agudath Israel. In order to exploit fully the chance of coming to

the most divergent results on the same issues and of maintaining the greatest

"neutrality," these four peace teams work in total isolation from one another.

And since especially the first two of the aforementioned institutions have

known how to secure the cooperation of renowned Jewish scholars, the

inevitable upshot has of course been the publication of articles and valuable

collections of materials (above all, the study on Jews in the Soviet Union

commissioned by the Institute of Jewish Affairs and the collection of eman

cipation edicts provided by the American Jewish Committee).

Scholars are remarkable people, and we have had some very sad experi

ences with them in recent years. At some point, when they fell prey to the

dominance of positivism, they became "unpolitical"; for the sake of pure

correctness they forgot what truth is, and frivolously separated themselves

from the cause of freedom and justice. Ever since, they have been prepared

to offer a helping hand to every political system. Their objectivity can be put

to the service of any subject. And indeed there has been no lack of subjects

either.

And so we too are being prepared "unpolitically" for peace. It is true that a

discussion about the goals of peace always tends to arise during a war-and

so far it has always turned out that the only goals of peace that are realized

are those already implemented in war and the way in which it is fought. But

so far no people has ever come up with the idea of trying to replace participa

tion in a war with dreaming in advance about participation in a peace confer

ence. This is a scholarly idea, and we like to hope that our scholars will not

succeed in turning a "people of the book" into a people of papers.

Because as long as a Jewish army remains on paper, the best collections of

materials in the world are just stacks of dead paper. If we do not manage to
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achieve what has finally been granted to the Indians-a place in the midst of

the United Nations*-there will be no peace for us all that soon. This war is

not about how big or small a people is, it is about freedom for all peoples.

And the struggle of the United Nations will remain incomplete as long as

those nations are not prepared to sit at a table with the pariah of all peoples

and to include it in the ranks of those on the battlefront.

AII Israel Takes Care ofIsrael
(This Means You)

April 24, 1942

The world in which we live is full of sorcery, magic, and ordinary hocus

pocus. Rising like irregular boulders out of the chaos of ancient and hyper

modern superstitions-brewed by despair and spread like advertising

around the world by machine guns-are yesterday's truths, almost sunk in

the mire. And a few of those truths have also been included in sorcery's great

book of despair disguised as science. Except that they have been able to con

vince the masses in direct proportion to their loss of political effectiveness.

Among the distorted truths with a real capacity for duping even reason

able people is the old adage, A II Israel takes care of Israel. For who in this

most devastated of worlds does not wish to hear the call of solidarity with an

open heart, and who does not wish to belong to some sort of mutual insur

ance society? In the period before emancipation, when there was still an

autonomous Jewish congregation, the whole congregation took care of pay

ing to the state or the prince the taxes and debts of each of its individual

members. The ghetto was one great mutual insurance company.

Over the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, court Jews

assumed this task, inasmuch as their power in the congregation was based on

wealth and relationships with princes, and their position at court was based

on their belonging to world Jewry and to international connections arising

from that fact. Out of the democratic organization of a pariah people there

grew the plutocratic regime of a doubly powerful class of parvenus. They

assumed responsibility for those to whom, and to no one else, they owed

*At the time the term "United Nations" was used for the coalition of the Allies at war with the Axis

powers. The world organization known by that same name was not founded until 1945.
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their wealth, power, and what, for the time, were unlimited opportunities.

And the people willingly let themselves be ruled by them, for the people

owed them their security, their chances of rising in society, and a new self

awareness. For if antisemites still smell a Rothschild in every door-to-door

salesman, one ought not forget that for more than a hundred years every

door-to-door salesman thought of himself as a future Rothschild. All Israel

took care ofIsrael.

At the height of their power-in the wake of the failed revolution of 1848

and under the rule of Napoleon III-after the founding of the Alliance

Israelite Universelle,* Western Europe's Jewry dared to claim this adage as

its own motto. They lived in the proud illusion of a people who were united

and governed by it and to whom it would guarantee, on the basis of inter

national monetary transactions between nations, security and upward mobil

ity. They believed themselves powerful enough for all Jews, because they

were rich enough to assume the responsibility of taking financial care of all

Jews. It was a splendid time, when businessmen still dreamed of national

unity and monetary transactions still provided them with a sense of political

power.

Reality, however, very quickly began to look a bit more shabby. All Israel

took care of each other's tickets to the borders of their own land and guaran

teed governments that uninvited guests, whose money no longer protected

them in their own country, would vanish without further ado or expense; and

if this did not happen voluntarily out of concern for their own security, those

same governments adopted very unpleasant practices to remind Israel of its

chosen motto and to interpret it in new ways. Until finally the Nazis used

barbed wire to turn their version of Jewish solidarity into reality-into ghet

tos that made no distinction between rich and poor, between Western and

Eastern European Jews.

Let us not be taken in by magic charms. The All Israel Insurance Com

pany has gone bankrupt. Jewish solidarity would be a fine thing if it were

backed up by the people's awareness that it is their responsibility to take their

political fate into their own hands. You can use the catchword of solidarity to

induce a people to complain of its rags or to establish a "blood brotherhood."

*A representative organization founded in Paris on a nonreligious basis in 1860. It was the forerunner of

the Jewish World Congress.
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Solidarity does not arise simply out of a common enemy, because there is no

such thing as a solidarity of fear; one cannot depend, you see, on frightened

people. The Jewish solidarity of our fathers had much in common with the

peaceful and profitable practice of keeping sheep in a herd; the wolf likes to

scatter the herd, not keep it together. A common enemy can only awaken

solidarity-and in the exact same measure as it awakens the desire to join

together in defense, instead of running and scattering.

The Devil's Rhetoric
(This Means You)

May8, Z942

Hitler has once again spoken and presented in detail his opinions about both

the role of the Jews in this war and the role of the Jew in world history. Jour

nalists and politicians have once again offered detailed interpretations of the

ins and outs of this speech, examined it for its obvious and deeply hidden

intentions-without ever considering it necessary to speak one syllable

about the Jews. There is no doubt' that this persistent "oversight" often

occurs with the best intentions. There is no doubt that it already has had and

will continue to have the most awful consequences.

For while people search for what is not and what cannot be included in

such a speech-that is, the hidden objectives of the next German offensive

they allow the patent propaganda of its weltanschauung, which "explains"

all political riddles in the simplest terms and the effects of which truly ought

to have been tested enough by now, to be spoken openly and without any

interpretation. The conspiracy of silence about the fate of the Jews is not

merely the bitterest experience of this war for us; it is also at the same time

given that propaganda is an effective weapon in this war-one of the Allies'

greatest handicaps.

Hitler has a formulaic explanation that is overwhelming in its simplicity:

by adopting the differentiation between a people and its government, which

is of such great importance for the Allies, he claims that in fact only two

peoples are engaged in the life-and-death struggle of this war-the Jews and

the Germans. All other peoples have merely been driven into this war by

their governments. Both Germans and Jews are the only peoples validly rep

resented by their governments, which are identical with them; except that the
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Germans have an open government, the Jews a secret one. All peoples,

except the Germans, are governed by the Jews. This war, the war between

the supernaturally good Germans and the supernaturally evil Jews, has

caused so much suffering to other good peoples because the Jews don't want

to fight and instead make use of other peoples' governments in order to

secure, ah yes, "world domination."

What makes this propaganda so terribly dangerous is that it is based on no

facts whatsoever-yes, openly and brazenly flies in the face of all facts. It is

based solely on the idea of a fundamental inequality among peoples. A

supernaturally good people and a supernaturally evil people are merely the

framework into which all other peoples are forced, as if into a straitjacket,

and by which they are then dominated.

The idea of a fundamental, natural inequality of peoples, which is the

form that injustice has taken in our time, can only be defeated by the idea of

an original and inalienable equality among all who bear a human counte

nance. Only a justice that creates just relationships can vie with an injustice

that creates unjust relationships. And since-for various reasons, all of

which one may indeed deplore-the idea of injustice has been imputed to

and exemplified by the Jewish people, those who must fight for equality and

justice have no choice but to lay aside their remarkable skittishness and

openly speak the name of the Jewish people in order to grant them their

share of justice when they justly demand national freedom and to assure

them their equality as an equally valued ally. This is the only sort of propa

ganda for which the "devil's rhetoric" is no match.

The "So-calledJewish Army"
(This Means You)

May 22, 1942

At the Extraordinary Zionist Conference, about which the most recent issue

of the Aufhau reported in detail, something truly extraordinary did happen:

the official burial of the Jewish army. The eulogists spoke of a "so-called"

Jewish army, of "pretentious words," of "fantasy numbers," and of the con

structive plan to permit a "few Jewish regiments" to fly their own flag. Now

it is possible that the Colonial Office, out of the same great political wisdom

that it has demonstrated with such thoroughness in the Far East, does not
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wish to arm "natives" in their own formations or give the Jewish Agency the

right to mobilize. Why, one asks in amazement, can we not then allow the

Colonial Office the honor of leaving the unarmed Jewishyishuy in Palestine

to its enemies or the protection of God? Since when is the response to defeat

an audible sigh of relief?

The only person who can pose such questions is someone who still has not

grasped just how deeply in love with reality the man who practices realpoli

tik is. The mere fact that some issue actually exists arouses in him such

enthusiasm that he can no longer ask whether what exists is for or against

him. Moreover, since realities closest at hand are those that one feels most

strongly, a person who thinks realistically only reckons with what is directly

before his nose. Chamberlain, who, as a devotee of the most realist politics

that modern history has known, sacrificed distant Czechoslovakia, and the

French, who realistically mocked the idea of "dying for Danzig or Prague,"

have proved that realpolitik can lead directly to a politics of adventurism and

foolish gambles, if only one pursues it with sufficient rigor. What is consid

ered ultimate political wisdom in London nowadays can turn out to be a

highly dangerous gamble in Jerusalem tomorrow, a gamble against the same

Providence in which practitioners of realpolitik are not even in the habit of

believing. To leave almost 600,000 people (whom one proposes urhi et orhi as

the core of the Jewish nation) unarmed, without any possibility of defending

their own soil, not to give them even a chance of entering the fight-that

may look very realistic in the environs of the Colonial Office in London;

everywhere else and especially in Palestine it looks like suicide, like the

destruction of one's own reality.

But the man who practices realpolitik often has more than just reality

against him. He must take into account an immediate and still more unpleas

ant fact: ordinary people don't understand him. For example, they don't

understand his distaste for "grand words," especially when they sense that

they are living in dangerous times. Those men whom we Jews call "men of

the people" are such fools that they cannot shake off the presumption that

ideas lie behind certain words. For the practitioner of realpolitik, however,

ideas have the suspect quality of being able to move people to change reality.

And to what could a man who practices realpolitik actually cling if that were

possible, if the "firm foundation of fact" began to tremble beneath his feet?

But when the status quo is as awful as the White Paper, when facts are as
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lethal as the Struma and the Patria, as Mauritius and Atlit,* then one would

do better not to speak of them. For such facts bear the carrion smell of

politics, of that most demagogic of all arts, which wants to try to create new

realities.

The term "Jewish army" also belongs to that category of unpleasant

grand words. Having sprung from the facts, there clings to it-twist and

turn it however you like-the idea of freedom. And indeed we know that in

this war there are armies fighting for freedom.

But these, let us call them "so-called armies," or let us speak of "so-called

oppressed nations," were created by people who are happy to talk big. That

is because they have spooking about in their brains such fantastical ideas as

"war is merely the continuation of politics by other means," and that implies

they must therefore take part in the pursuance of this war if they are not to be

automatically excluded from politics in general. It is also because an unprece

dented oppression has broken through the heart's customary inertia and yet

has not broken their hearts. And ever since, these fools at least are no longer

prepared to act upon the foundation of facts created by the enemies of their

people, but are of such a utopian turn of mind as to want to fight their way to

a new foundation.

What if our politics, the politics of a people of whom a third are very

close to extermination, were to be led not by very wise practitioners of

realpolitik but by those utopian fools that we Jews call men of the people

what might happen then? Fools would assume that no Colonial Office in the

world ought to be able to forbid a people to defend its soil with weapons in

hand; and that no protectorate power in the world can assume this heavy and

bloody work for another people. They would point to Burma and Singapore,

and note that unpredictable things can happen in a war, even to the British

army. They would on the other hand point to "protected Jews" and note that

protection can sometimes guarantee physical survival, but never political

freedom. These fools could not therefore be placated with either "a few regi

ments" or "so-called armies." They would come forward with fantastic argu

ments such as how all the nations in this war have between 8 and 15 percent of

*The Struma and Patn'a were ships filled with Jews trying to flee to Palestine in November 1940. The

British refused them entry. The Struma struck a mine on its return trip; the Patria blew up in the harbor

before it was to take its passengers, on British orders, from an internment camp at Atlit, near Haifa, to

one on the island of Mauritius.
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their population under arms, and suggest that the yishuv, numbering almost

600,000 people and given its especially favorable age range, can and must be

able to mobilize more than a few regiments-the 12,000 men (approximately

six regiments) perhaps who are already serving as British colonial soldiers?

which count as a mere 2 percent of its population. They would therefore

seriously consider the astronomical number of 100,000 men, who, as 16 per

cent of the Jewish population, would only slightly exceed the percentage of

the British mobilization.

If these fools had their army, they would no longer busy themselves so

much with statistics concerning how many European Jews will have had to

die by such and such a date. They would find it enough to mourn those who

have already died and to fear total extermination, something statistics do not

calculate but which nonetheless is not just a matter of numbers on paper.

They would instead try to take a few thousand German soldiers prisoner, in

the justified hope that this might improve the rations supplied to the Warsaw

ghetto. They would, as is only proper, at least attempt to replace the rules of

extermination and the rules of flight with the rules of battle.

Yes, if there were such a thing as miracles, if one could defeat one's ene

mies without fighting, if the millions of Jews in concentration camps and in

ghettos were dying simply according to the rules of statistics, if we had the

miraculous guarantee that Palestine might one day be located not on the

Mediterranean, but on the moon, far removed from every attack, if the dead

aboard the Struma could be brought back to life-in short, if my grand

mother had wheels and was an omnibus, we fools and men of the people

would perhaps begin to take an interest in whether that omnibus were about

to make a left- or right-hand turn.

A Christian WOrd about the Jewish Question
(This Means You)

June 5, 1942

Perhaps the time has now come for those great discussions of Western

civilization-such as the discussion between Jews and Christians or between

believers and unbelievers-without which it is hard to imagine a future for

the world we share. The skeptic at any rate, that amiable gentleman who tyr

annized public opinion for so many decades, has died with hardly anyone's
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noticing; he can no longer prevent us from talking about serious matters and

seeing comical matters like his famous article of faith-"the opposite is

equally true"-from their humorous side.

Rather more unpleasant is how in the meantime the evil seed he sowed

shortly before his demise-perhaps in revenge for the fact that people had

finally begun to see the ugly grimace of heartlessness behind his mask of

tolerance-has sprouted, leaving us surrounded now by whole swarms of

those upside-down skeptics we call fanatics. Amidst the clamor of tirelessly

bickering sectarians, the voice of reason and humanity is as easily lost as it

was until recently amidst the subdued murmurings of professional doubters.

For those of us who-whether religious or unbelieving-have not yet

sold our souls to the devil of idolatry, I would urgently like to recommend

Jacques Maritain's book, Ransoming the Time (Scribner's, New York, 1941),

in which he initiates the discussion between Christians and Jews. I hope they

will begin by reading the chapter on "neighbors" and accept Maritain's sug

gestion that tolerance be replaced by fellowship or, still better, by "civic

friendship." Just as certainly as all can be lost in such discussions if we gloss

over the differences that divide us, so too we will never even enter into con

versation if we are incapable of assuming the basic premise of our humanity.

It is reason's great prerogative to "understand more languages than it

speaks," and it is man's great prerogative to be more than a "model of pure

ideas" (p. n8). In that reasonableness and in that humanity lies the philo

sophical guarantee for a political concept of humankind.

On the other hand, for those of us who do not keep the 613 command

ments and prohibitions and do not pray for the coming of the Messiah-and

we make up the majority of our people-I would like to suggest we not fol

low Maritain's pronouncements on the chosen status of Israel, which he

identifies as meaning all the Jewish people, "do what they will" (p. 175). The

fact that Jesus of Nazareth, whom Christians call the anointed one, was a Jew

can function for both us and Christian peoples as a symbol of the Greco

Judeo-Christian cultural world. Israel may assume this or that place in Chris

tian theology; it is not up to Jews to form an opinion about that. But as part of

the communal life of nations and within the history of humankind, we do

have the right to be "a people like all peoples" and human beings among our

fellow human beings.

For in this human and political context, the great law that governs all truly
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human affairs is the law of normality. In this earthly world in which we live

any exception to that law is a monstrosity that turns something supernatural

into something unnatural. Those Jews who no longer believe in their God in

a traditional way but continue to consider themselves "chosen" in some fash

ion or other, can mean by it nothing other than that by nature they are better

or wiser or more rebellious or the salt of the earth. And that would be, twist

and turn it as you like, nothing other than a version of racist superstition.

Christians of the Protestant or Catholic faith, men like Paul Tillich and

Jacques Maritain, know that the Jewish question is one of the touchstones of

Christianity today and that the struggle against antisemitism concerns far

more than a theological dispute. Which is why in this matter, as in others, we

for whom being Jewish primarily involves the fact that we belong together

politically and nationally should not leave our representation solely to

rabbis.

"Not One Kaddish Will Be Said"
(This Means You)

June 19, 1942

In the National Socialist weekly Das Reich, Goebbels has explained that the

extermination of the Jews of Europe "and perhaps outside of Europe" is

about to begin. The murder of five thousand Jews in each of the cities of

Berlin, Vienna, and Prague is to mark the start of this mass slaughter, the ini

tial response to the monstrous fact that all peoples in and outside of Europe

have shown their resolve to put an end to Nazi domination at any price. The

deed preceded the announcement: On May 28, immediately after the assassi

nation of Heydrich, three hundred Jews were snatched from the streets of

Berlin and shot; their wives and children were transported to concentration

camps. The laws of the devil are, sad to say, more reliable than statistics.

While we are busy reckoning according to the laws of probability how many

Jews will survive this war and immigrate to Palestine or other countries, the

fear of those few who believe that reality depends not on those laws, but

rather on men and sometimes on devils, is on the verge of being proved most

horribly justified.

Ever since the devil seized power, ever since he invented the machinery of
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terror, that most efficient of modern instruments of propaganda, so that he

could turn his doctrine of "right is what works" into reality, he has used Jews

for all practical demonstrations of that terror. For what now seems an eter

nity, but is not even ten years, the fate of the Jews has made it increasingly

clear where this train is headed-except that the span of time between exper

iment and total implementation has grown shorter and shorter. It took years

before not just Jews but also Czechs, Norwegians, Dutchmen, and French

men were attacked. Months passed before it was not just Jews who were open

game in occupied countries. For weeks one heard only of the deportation of

Jews; now the French and the Poles have followed and there is already a plan

under consideration for driving three million Dutch from their homes. And

finally within only a few days the men of Lidice followed three hundred Jews

in Berlin to their deaths, and Czech women and children were sent to concen

tration camps like the Jewish women and children before them. If I were not

a Jew, but belonged to some other European people, my hair would stand on

end in fear the moment a single hair on the head of a Jew was touched.

There was once a happy time when men could choose freely: better dead

than a slave, better to die standing than on your knees. And there was once a

wicked time when intellectuals grew feebleminded and declared life to be the

highest good. But now the dreadful time has come when every day proves

that death begins his reign of terror precisely when life becomes the highest

good; that he who prefers to live on his knees will die on his knees; that no

one is more easily murdered than a slave. We who are alive have to learn that

you can't even live on your knees, that you don't become immortal by chas

ing after life, and that if you are no longer willing to die for anything, you

will die for having done nothing.

"Not one mass will now be sung, not one Kaddish will be said." These

dead leave no written wills behind, hardly so much as a name; we cannot pay

them our final respects, we cannot comfort their widows and orphans. They

are victims, in a way that there have been no victims since Carthage and its

Moloch were destroyed. We can only dream their dreams to an end.

The inheritance of these dead will fall to those who mourn enough to be

resolved, are shocked enough to stand firm, have imagination enough to

overcome great distances, are human enough to weep in solidarity for the

dead of all peoples, and are terrified enough to emigrate from utopias, from
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those inhospitable lands we Jews so love to inhabit. The issue of a Jewish

army is only in small part a matter for diplomats. It is the issue of these heirs,

who will demand it in the name of the living and in the name of the dead.

With Our Backs to the Wall
(This Means You)

]Uly3,l942

Since the outbreak of war Jews and non-Jews, Zionists and even non

Zionists, anglophile Americans and even the British, have been trying to

make it clear to the Colonial Office and to those in charge of the British war

effort that in the Near East-in sad contrast to other parts of the empire-a

reliable ally is already in place, who, relative to conditions prevailing there,

has a considerable reserve of men and no greater desire than to put them,

under honorable conditions, at England's disposal. One can assume that by

now the Colonial Office has been made aware of this fact. It is even probable

that there are no longer any illusions about another fact of importance to the

British war effort-that is, about the position of the Arabs, particularly since

last week saw the invasion of Egypt, but no declaration of war on the Axis

by the Egyptians as previously pledged.

But there is a hitch to the matter, and it grows increasingly clear that there

is only this one hitch: the people there who would be such loyal allies are

Jews. And there is no hiding this fact because these particular Jews, in shock

ing contrast to their "wiser" brethren throughout the world, have taken it

into their heads to live as Jews, just as other peoples live, the way God made

them and without covering their nakedness with the fig leaf of a different

nationality. Public discussion of this vexing issue is difficult. But the Jews

should have some understanding for the difficult situation their stubbornness

puts their friends in. After all, they really must know-or so one hears every

day-that this war is an ideological war, and that one cannot, after all, lend

credibility to Hitler's claim that it is being waged on behalf of the Jews. It is

bad enough that no one can deny that Jews have a certain interest in its out

come; an alliance with the Jews-that would be grist for Hitler's propaganda

mills! (Common sense says that only when Jews fight as Jews will poppycock

about others fightingJOr them vanish-but thus far common sense has never

been able to disrupt the speculations of practitioners of realpolitik.) The
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Jews should therefore understand and be grateful to be offered the coat of a

British colonial soldier and allowed to die for the British Empire instead of

for their land, their wives and children, and the honor of their people.

Jewish politicians have done all they can to undermine the Jewish people's

interest in Jewish politics. What is left are a few cries of alarm by the Commit

tee for a Jewish Army, a few people in Zionist leadership positions who know

and publicly state that "he who is not in this war, is also not in its peace"

(Nahum Goldmann [1895-1982, president of the World Jewish Congress]).

For even if one disregards for a moment the threat to Palestine-which grows

greater every day-the Jewish army is the most important and, until it is real

ized, the sole mission of Jewish politics. But the Jewish people are busy with

optimistic or pessimistic judgments about events; the optimists worry about

the coming peace, the pessimists about the imminent extinction of the Jews.

Well versed in fear and hope, we live out our days in despair and unconcern.

It is not all that easy to make individuals or whole peoples apathetic, but

we appear to have managed it. For two hundred years we have left it to pluto

crats and philanthropists to govern us and represent us in the world. For two

hundred years we have let ourselves be convinced that the surest way to sur

vive is to play dead. And with such success that even among ourselves we are

often not sure whether we are among the living or the dead; with such suc

cess that we move about in a make-believe world where everything is upside

down. If we find ourselves in danger, we hope for a miracle, and if we are

feeling relatively safe, we're afraid of our own shadows; we consider polit

ical movements like antisemitism to be a law of nature, but assume that the

rules of battle, which if not natural are at least human, are figments of the

imagination; raising money is for us a deed, but organizing ourselves as a

people is demagogic nonsense; if the enemy is at the gate, we make construc

tive plans for the future-and forget about the coming day. When you real

ize what all is at stake here, it could make your skin crawl.

If You Don't Resist the Lesser Evil
(This Means You)

July Z7, Z942

There has been a small change in what has become the almost monotone

question-and-answer game between the Jewish Agency and the British
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government concerning the formation of a Jewish army and a Jewish home

guard for Palestine: the voice of the Jewish Agency is softer, that of the

British opponents of a Jewish Palestine louder and more self-assured, while

the voices of our friends in the British populace, Parliament, and press have

as good as fallen silent. You cannot make demands that contradict your

actions and get away with it. There comes a day when the whole world sees

those demands as empty words. Our policy in Palestine has consisted of

demanding a Jewish army in our words and meanwhile as good as setting up

recruiting stations for the British army. In times as bloodily serious as ours,

people very quickly learn that when it comes to politics you do best to watch

each other's hands and not just mouths.

The immediate consequences of this ambiguity are bad enough. It is over

whelmingly probable that we will not get a Jewish army and not even get

those few Jewish regiments that Weizmann still considered quite probable at

the Zionist conference last May. Moreover we hear how Jews who have fled

to Palestine prefer the legions of their old homeland to the British army. The

danger of damage to theyishuy is obvious, and the Jewish Agency protests in

desperation. But the response of these refugees is only too understandable: if

they cannot fight as Jews, if they're told that the lesser evil is to fight for a

foreign army, then they will prefer formations in which, along with the same

military rights, they also have the same political rights and, at least theoreti

cally, the same citizenship as their comrades and commanding officers. Block

someone's escape route, and you can never predict where he will find his best

chance for an exit.

And the indirect consequences are even more serious: the purpose for

which we could be fighting positively in this war, the national liberation of

the Jewish people, is lost without a Jewish army, without positive participa

tion in the war. All that is left for us to win in this war is something purely

negative: perhaps other nations can be prevented from exterminating us.

The politics of the lesser evil has always had a nasty tendency to hold on

to the great old evil and thus to prepare the way for even greater new evils.

When out of fear you twist the lesser evil into the lie that it is something

good, you eventually rob people of the capacity to differentiate between

good and evil. But you can't pursue politics with people who are accustomed

to accepting evil instead of resisting it-even if that is under the pretense of
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avoiding a greater evil. And so the Germans voted for the lesser evil of Hin

denburg and then didn't find Hitler all that bad. And so we Jews sat there,

quite peaceful and unpolitical, in French internment camps and consoled

ourselves with how much worse Dachau was. And so Jews spoke up for Ital

ian fascism because they were convinced that the best way to cast out the

devil Hitler was with the Beelzebub Mussolini. But just as it was certain that

Beelzebub would ultimately come to terms and ally himself with the top

devil, we can be equally certain that in being tossed from one rock of lesser

evil to the next rock, we can only end up in the abyss of catastrophe. And the

best English friends and the best armies in the world will not save us from

this fate for which we ourselves are to blame.

The line between the least achievable good, something to which demands

have to be reduced under some political circumstances (and in this case that

would be a Jewish home guard) and the least evil that must be accepted (and

in our case that would be integration into the British army and the disappear

ance of Palestinian Jews as a factor in Jewish politics)-that line is a thin

one, thin as a hair. Sometimes it is hard to discern, but it can be found if

politicians are resolved on principle to resist evil in every form, which means

people who can prove that they have never made a pact with it. To the extent

that one can speak of Jewish politics at all, it clings to the basic evils of liber

alism with a determination that might be of value in a better cause. Its strat

egy is to yield to "force" without a fight, and its tactic is mindlessly to sniff

out the path of least resistance.

Pro Paul Tillich*
July 3 Z, Z942

An argument concerning a very serious and important issue has broken out

among emigres. It began with something quite banal: a well-known writer,

*The emigre writer Emil Ludwig (1881-1948) gave a Fourth of July speech that was reprinted in the

New York Times on July 6, 1942. In it Ludwig suggested that Hitler was a real expression of who the

German people truly are and advised a draconian postwar policy of a protectorate that would forever

deny them political power. On July 17, 1942, the theologian Paul Tillich (1886-1965) countered in the

Auflau with an article that accused Ludwig of a racism not unlike antisemitism, and asked German Jews

in America to distance themselves from him.
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who in the last world war wore the very German colors of the German impe

rialism of the day, and who in the thirties wore the fascist colors of Italian

imperialism, is trying his hand with a new great power by encouraging the

American people to adopt an imperialism, which, thank God, is thus far non

existent. Although not even thirty years ago he was convinced that the

"world should be mended by the German spirit," and not even ten years ago

was thrilled by the superiority of Italian bombs dropped on the tribes of

Ethiopia, this same man, since he is a Jew, now finds he has no choice but to

award the palm of superior wisdom to Anglo-Saxon peoples. And since one

is always happy to participate when superiority takes command, our writer

already sees himself as the teacher of superior morality, marching through

the Brandenburg Gate beside the future victors.

In the name of German refugees, Paul Tillich, who has always been a bit

ter enemy of racist madness and fascism of every shape and color, raised a

vigorous protest here. And he added, quite rightly, that Jews were the last

people to have any reason for spreading a way of thinking that has demanded

such awful sacrifices of them.

The beginnings, then, are banal, but significant: the idolization of the vic

tor; the adoration of "great men"; the disdain for the average American citi

zen, whose fight, as the Gallup Poll has shown, is not with the German

people, but instead, and thus all the more bitter, with German fascism; and a

mistrust of freedom, justice, and the people's political will. All this is,

whether covertly or openly, the familiar nihilism of those intellectuals who

for more than sixty years have proved so very helpful in preparing the way

for the National Socialist mentality and have therefore in all countries-and

more easily than any other class of people-accepted fascist regimes and

their racist theories. The conflict is so serious because of all peoples only we

Jews never had the possibility to truly "get in step"; and because only Jews,

without exception, have been forced into emigration. But it would be both

foolish to assume therefore that Jews alone are immune to this terrible

sickness unto death, which has infected half the world, and unjust to be espe

cially offended if they engage in racist madness.

It is very difficult to be a friend of an oppressed people. It is doubly diffi

cult when one has never been one of the oppressed. It is very sad to learn that

every slave has a tendency to dream of owning slaves and that the oppressed

masses-however passionately their sufferings plead the cause of freedom-
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learn the language of freedom only slowly and with difficulty. The language

of slaves, however, that mixture of abasement and secret arrogance, of fear

and hope, of ignorance and self-important smugness, is hard to bear. The

friend of the oppressed will always need that great confidence in our fellow

men which teaches us to laugh, the calm courage that makes untiring protest

easy, and a casual detachment from those baneful, bloody alternatives that

always seem so appropriate wherever there are oppressors and oppressed.

Only then, when he has resisted the heartlessness and cruelty of the oppres

sor, will he summon the energy needed to endure the"cowardly hearts of the

oppressed," who always wait for the battle to be won before "hastening to

aid in victory" (Clemenceau).

Friends of the oppressed will always end up in conflict with the oppressed

themselves. Every great friend of the Jews has had trouble with the Jews

and it is in these very conflicts that the Jewish people have been able to tell

their genuine friends from false patrons. But just as surely as Clemenceau

first truly took up the cause of the oppressed Jewish people (in the form of

Captain Dreyfus) when he openly and undauntedly denounced the actions of

French Jews, so too, in protesting against these German Jews, Tillich has

surely done a greater service to the Jewish cause than all those patrons who

think they have done enough if they give some Jewish organization the

appearance of parity by lending it their non-Jewish name, who magnani

mously acknowledge our great men or some sort of achievement, or who

think they are helping Jewish friends by declaring that there are no Jews and

no Jewish question.

We Jewish patriots, who have been forced for so long to do battle against

both slave owners and a slave mentality, will greet that person as our friend

and ally who directly or indirectly helps us to eradicate the madness of racial

superiority and to restore the humanity, the solidarity of the human race.

Confusion
(This Means You)

August Z4, Z942

The hopeless confusion and dangerous ambiguity of almost all modern

national liberation movements are not likely to shed much light in our already

so very murky world. What all can be done with the word "liberation" in this
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world of ours without fear of consequences was nicely proved by the Arab

national movement, when a few years ago, during the period of Palestinian

unrest, it sold itself to German and Italian imperialism in the hope of feath

ering its own nest by playing one side off against the other. Something simi

lar has apparently happened with certain parts of the Indian national

movement. A not insignificant number of their leaders are now sitting in

Berlin and Tokyo. It remains to be seen whether it was wise simply to incar

cerate its remaining leaders, who have not-or not yet-thrown themselves

into the arms of the Axis powers. Gandhi threatened to negotiate with Japan,

and for his part another Indian (at the very moment when the people of

Europe are about to disabuse themselves of arrogant poppycock about the

"white man's burden") quickly pointed out, in that unctuous tone we have

come to know only too well, all that the West has yet to "learn" about Asia:

both were almost equally heavy blows inflicted on the cause of oppressed

peoples.

The actions of the British Colonial Office and the latest declaration by

Amery [British colonial secretary in Palestine prior to 1929] show that

England is determined to rely upon India's Muslims. This in turn can result

only in further attempts to placate the thoroughly fascist-infiltrated Arab

national movement in the Near East and lure them to the British side with

even greater promises. (The speech in Parliament by Lord Moyne [deputy

minister of state in the colonial administration of Egypt], in which he pro

posed that Jews be removed from Palestine and resettled elsewhere, is unfor

tunately only too characteristic of these recent tendencies.) Anyone who

knows the situation in the Near East may indeed be rather skeptical of these

attempts at placation, which can only come at the expense of the Jews. But it

is clear that in the face of open hostility to the Jews in the Arab world, and

among its Muslim allies, we Jews suffered a serious defeat on the day that the

British Colonial Office declared war on the Indian Congress Party.

The ambiguous politics of oppressed peoples-the nasty tendency to

barter for privileges instead of fighting for freedom; the narrow-mindedness

that hopes to find "redemption" in every change; the tendency, only too

common in history, to play the oppressor as soon as one is liberated-this is

all an old worry familiar to democratic politicians. (And the Jewish national

movement of Zionism is in no way the white sheep among all these more or
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less black ones; we all know how many Zionists have dreamed of profiting

from British imperial interests in the Near East.) Still worse is the fact that

such ambiguities have forced many of our contemporaries, and indeed often

not the worst of them, into a fateful indifference, indeed hostility, toward all

movements of national liberation. They saw only the abuses and forgot that

all political movements are subject to them. And fascists all around the world

have made the finest use of their indifference.

It is a somewhat different matter with those Jewish snobs who-because

they are unwilling to risk anything for public causes-loftily declare them

selves above ties to their nation. These peculiar heroes of freedom, who fight

for freedom first by deserting the cause of their own oppressed people and

then by going looking for security and protection in some other great nation,

now tell us, the Jewish patriots, that we are not "progressive." Well, treason

has never yet put an end to the existence of an entire people; and just as

"emancipated" women have had little success in saving the world by remov

ing the difference between male and female, our"emancipated" Jews will not

succeed in arguing themselves and us out of this world.

Few things are as important for our current politics as to keep oppressed

people's struggles for liberation free from the plague of fascism. This war

will be won only if in its course all peoples are liberated, and that means

transforming all "races" into peoples. The politics of an oppressed people is,

as the Indian example shows, the most difficult of all. As long as democracy

does not govern the world, such politics will balance on the razor's edge. The

narrow line of justice runs between the Scylla of blind revenge and the

Charybdis of impotent cowardice.

The Return ofRussianJewry
(This Means You)

August 28 (1) and September zz (11), Z942

I

Beyond the struggle for a Jewish army, there is one other political issue of

crucial importance for the future existence of our people: it is the renewed
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connection with the Jews of the Soviet Union. More than a year has passed

since Russian Jews took the first steps out of their isolation, and each of these

steps is important and telling. The first thing we heard after a silence of

twenty-five years was an appeal to "world Jewry" to unite in the struggle

against Hitler and fascism. Then came a call to those Jews living in the safety

and prosperity of democratic countries to supply the Red Army with five

hundred tanks and one thousand airplanes and to give these weapons names

taken from the great army of dead Jewish warriors. The final and in some

regards most noteworthy fact is the statement by the Moscow congregation

that they had joined in the day of fasting proclaimed by American rabbis.

During the last twenty-three years Russian Jewry has been declared dead

so often and with such peculiar obstinacy that no one should actually be

amazed that, suddenly very much alive again, it is attempting to participate

in the politics of the Jewish people. For in history, the death of peoples and

institutions tends to go unnoticed by their contemporaries, and a great deal

of commotion in that regard is often the direct result of a lot of smoke and

not much fire. When a segment of our politicians (and statisticians) decided

to become scholars and offered us proof in black and white that one of the

most important and valuable parts of our people was dead, there was a polit

ical reason behind it, and the source of their science was in political ideolo

gies and interests that had very little to do with preparing for the future, and

a great deal to do with trying to cling to the past.

The end of Russian Jewry has been predicted by the entire world of phi

lanthropy, which is neither able nor willing to imagine that Jews can also

exist without charitable enterprises. That world took its refuge in religion,

the one factor, as we all know, that is allowed to constitute the Jewish people,

and now that same world has to hear that after twenty-five years of a Soviet

regime not even the Jewish religion has let itself be wiped out. Russian Jewry

has taught the philanthropists a truly awful lesson-it has proved to them

that if worse comes to worst we can also live and even pray without them.

Those lost Russian Jews were, moreover, the most powerful argument of

the remarkable nationalists who believed a people exists only thanks to its

enemies and thus expected the end of antisemitism could only result in the

end of the Jewish people. They were supported in this, strangely enough, by

their political archenemies, Communist Jews, who have spoken so often,

rightly or wrongly, in the name of the Soviet Union and babbled on about
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the "end of the Jewish people" only because both the ancient fear of the

pogrom and the fortunately not quite so old pushiness of assimilated Jews

still sat deep in their bones. The events of this last year have at any rate

brought an equally happy and drastic end to the eerie theory that secularized

Jews need antisemitism to remain Jews.

If our prophets both here and there had not been so busy tracking down

general and necessary-that is, inhuman-developmental tendencies, they

would perhaps have come up with the banal but more human idea of asking

our Jews what they would actually like to be: White Russians or Georgians

or Kirghiz or Mongols or maybe Jews. And they would have received the

hardly astonishing answer that in a land where neither assimilation nor being

a Jew brings with it the least advantage, three million people, that is, approx

imately 90 percent of Jews living in the Soviet Union (see the study on Jews

in the USSR published by the Institute of Jewish Affairs), declared them

selves to be of Jewish nationality. In other words: antisemitism encourages

Jewish suicidal tendencies; the end of official and social discrimination pro

motes Jewish national awareness. Jews are human beings, not professional

actors who constantly have to change identities in order to be happy. And

only under inhuman conditions do human beings attempt to change the color

of their skin or the shape of their noses or the number of letters in their

names. If you leave them in peace, they don't even think of dabbling in

God's work.

Whether these last years of total isolation from the world's Jews have

helped or harmed Russian Jewry is something for history professors to

determine precisely in fifty years or so. More important for us is that we

establish a connection with a part of our people that no longer knows the

twofold bondage of antisemitism and philanthropic domination.

And even if Russian Jews are as politically unfree as all other citizens of

the Soviet Union, they are nevertheless the first Jews in the world to be

legally and socially "emancipated," that is, recognized and liberated as a

nationality.
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II

There are no human institutions and revolutions, however radical, that can

secure human freedom over the long term. There are likewise no laws and

arrangements, however radical, that can guarantee the security of the Jewish

people over the long term. That is one of the reasons why it is so useless to

quibble over the "solution" to the so-called Jewish question, and why it is so

useful for us to criticize actual Jewish politics, which has now survived its

own bankruptcy, and to think about laying a future foundation for our

people's politics.

To the extent that security is at all possible in these times and to the extent

that Jews can be made secure on the local level, then Jews in the Soviet Union

are protected. To the extent an emancipation from above, without any direct

political action by Jews, can have meaning, then Russian Jews are emanci

pated. In pursuing its policy of nati.onalities, the Russian Revolution has car

ried the emancipation begun with the French Revolution to its logical

conclusion; it is anchored today in the constitution of the Union, which

equates antisemitism with an attack on one of the nationalities of the USSR

and pursues and punishes it as a crime against society, like theft or murder. If

the Soviet Union were on another planet and the fate of Russian Jews truly

independent of world Jewry and vice versa, we still would have been able to

speak of a national liberation of Russian Jews-because they are the first

Jews to be emancipated as a nationality and not as individuals, the first who

did not have to pay for their civil rights by giving up their status as a nation.

To the extent that there can be a social normality without a territory for

Jewish settlement, then social conditions for Russian Jews are normal. Fortu

nately there is in fact no absolute equality in their standard of living, but nei

ther is there the excessive and thus inhuman poverty, nor the excessive and

thus inhuman wealth, that have demoralized our people for two hundred

years. No freeloader can hope to set up the connections that will make him as

rich as Rothschild; no philanthropist needs to fear the misfortune of ending

up as poor as those living on Rothschild's charity. This social normalization

is politically more important than occupational normalization, the full attain

ment of which has no more proved possible in Russia than in Palestine over
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the past few decades. Certainly the thousands-of-years-old separation of the

Jewish people from cultivation of the soil is bad, even inhuman (and the

greatest achievement of the Palestinianyishuy is to have reversed this separa

tion); but the hundreds-of-years-old separation of Jewish poverty from Jew

ish wealth, including the dubious relationships between them, was worse and

more inhuman.

What has always made these achievements of Russian Jewry questionable

in our eyes was their isolation from the rest of the world's Jews. How sad and

embarrassing that it evidently took this war to make it clear to Jews that there

can be neither. a locally restricted antisemitism nor a locally restricted Jewish

paradise, that if one persecutes Jews in Warsaw and Berlin and Paris, the

Jews of Moscow and Jerusalem are directly threatened. But one cannot truly

claim that this isolationist illusion has been a monopoly of Russian Jews.

Nothing differentiates these Jews less from the average mentality of world

Jewry than the delusion that it is possible to free Jews or to secure their rights

in just one country. We know only too well that-apart from the voluntary

philanthropy of American and the often coerced charity of European

Jews-Jews in all countries were under the delusion that they were isolated

from what was happening to Jews in neighboring countries. We know that

even segments of the Palestinian yishuy and prominent Zionist politicians

believed that building up Palestine was independent of world politics and

that the fate of theyishuy could be separated from that of world Jewry.

Events have forced Russian Jewry, along with the Soviet Union itself, out

of its isolation. For Jewish politics this can be as crucial a factor as having the

workers of Palestine join the ranks of Jewish people. Behind that first con

crete proposal of Russian Jews to supply them one thousand airplanes and

five hundred tanks for the battle against Hitler-a proposal that came to

naught because of technical stipulations of the Lend-Lease Act-there at

least lay a political conception. Tanks with Jewish names and driven into

battle by Jews, and airplanes, paid for by American or South African Jews

and piloted by Russian Jews-that would have offered a real opportunity for

the Jewish people to participate visibly in this war, a patent manifestation of

that people.

Because they are poor and because they are engaged in the battle, be

cause they likewise no longer have any fear of antisemites or are in awe of
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philanthropists, Russian Jews appear to have awakened to political life.

Should that turn out to be the case, we shall truly have made another step for

ward in the battle against Hitler.

What Is Happening in France?
(This Means You)

September 25, z942

It has often been said that Germany was the first country to be conquered by

Hitler; and that claim is correct if one also adds that the conquest took place

to the applause of a large part of the German people, and amidst the indiffer

ence of a still larger part. Hitler in any case began his drive across Europe by

liquidating the existence of the German nation (and replacing it with the

Reich and race). It perished in the infamy of Dachau and Sonnenberg, in

the infamy of torture cellars, in the infamy of the Nuremberg Laws, in the

infamy of a war against women, old men, and children. And if Germany's

descent into blood and race taught the world what horror and outrage are,

the demise of the French nation-simply because with its Revolution it

became the European nation par excellence-threatens to end in nihilistic

despair for the whole of European history.

The sudden burst of outrage among the French people-so effectively

reinforced by the French clergy-against the planned mass deportation of

Jews out of Vichy France has taught both "realistic" collaborationists and

despairing nihilists an unexpected and astounding lesson. For who could

have expected that now of all times, when the unhappy, poor, hungry French

people are fully caught up in their own cares, that same people would rebel

over the very measure that could rid them of several thousands of those with

whom they are forced to share hunger rations, of those whom the mob

despised for so long as Jews and foreigners. Who expected this rage from this

people, after their national catastrophe appeared to have left behind only

individuals and the mob. From Yugoslavia to Norway and from France to

Czechoslovakia, the Nazis are having increasingly to deal with people awak

ening amid the ruins of their fallen nations. But what characterizes the events

in France this time is that they are not simply symptoms of angry self

defense, but an expression of a sense of human responsibility for others, and

that means an expression of political will. These events are also not an
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expression of sympathy, as frequently repeated phrases like "these poor

unfortunates" might lead you to believe. For given the powers of imagina

tion common to all, given the horrors of this war-far exceeding the general

human capacity for sympathy-there is hardly any room left in the hearts of

those directly involved, among whom the French must surely be counted.

They have "merely" become sensitive to shame and do not want to have the

same thing happen on French soil that has happened in Germany, Poland,

Romania, and Hungary. And these are precisely the first signs of a reawaken

ing national awareness.

These events bring us Jews into a political constellation for which there is

no precedent in modern history. Since the creation of nation-states we have

been protected by a series of changing governments and more or less

rejected by society. Over the last fifty years ever-increasing classes of people

have, as a result of conflict with their own states, become antisemitic, leading

finally, with the demise of the nation-state governed by law, to the current

persecution of Jews. For a society to attempt to protect us against measures

taken by the state, for a people to revolt against its government for the sake of

foreign Jews, is so new to Jewish history that one can be certain it will take at

least twenty years before this new reality makes its way in the heads of our

practitioners of realpolitik.

But Jewish men of the people would do well to pay more attention to

these first signs of future things on the European continent than to the grand

plans proposed by our various institutes for a peace conference. In this Euro

pean catastrophe, not only the old nation-states have perished but also those

conflicts and differences between those peoples who have achieved nation

statehood and those who were "merely" peoples-all of them have become

simply peoples. Until Hitler the Jewish question was one of the countless

unsolved nationality questions that have poisoned European history. To

whatever extent all peoples will recover from this catastrophe they will feel

united in solidarity against those who claim racial superiority and the right to

dominate-united in solidarity one with the other, even with Jews. Only in

such a context of solidarity do we Jews have our great opportunity for

national emancipation.
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The Crisis ofZionism
(This Means You)

October 22 (1), Noyember 6 (11), and Noyember 20 (111), Z942

I

Characteristic of this year's national meeting of the American Zionist Con

gress was the great gulf between a series of political speeches on the one

hand, which-in contrast to the extraordinary meeting last May-did not

come from the movement's dusty archives, but were truly contemporary;

and on the other, a resolution that, with the exception of a hard-fought rejec

tion of the Ihud party,* is so vague and pointless that it could be signed by

everyone and needed to be signed by no one.

Upon closer inspection, the reason for this crucial weakness in our politics

is only too clear. During this war there is for us only one single goal in our

program that must be achieved if all Jewish politics is not to fail: participa

tion in the war with full and equal rights, that is, a Jewish army. Since this

goal was not made the central focus of the entire conference, the best polit

ical speakers had no choice but to delineate, whether in fear or hope, the

future peace conference; this meant that practically all the problems of cur

rent Jewish politics were at least touched upon, which is a great deal more

than one can say for usual Zionist Congress meetings. But the basic mood of

the meeting was expressed in the frequently repeated declaration that Zionist

leadership ought not to commit itself one way or the other-which is defi

nitely less an expression of political wisdom than the admission of our own

weakness and lack of political will.

An exception to this was found in the speech of Nahum Goldmann

[1895-1982, president of the World Jewish Congress], who, by consciously

revisiting Herzl's conception of the Jewish question as an issue of transport,

tried to enter into the grand political fray. It is no accident that it was a lead-

*The Ihud (Unity) party, whose goal was to establish an autonomous Arab-Jewish state in Palestine, was

founded by Judah L. Magnes in response to the "Jewish commonwealth" resolution of the Biltmore

Conference.
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ing American Zionist, Stephen S. Wise [1874-1949, first president of the

American Jewish Congress], who immediately heard in this the similarity in

sound between the words "transportation" and "deportation" and empha

sized the right of European Jews to exercise free choice. The days when one

could engage in "top-down" politics (Herzl), the days of being able to enter

into the great game of realpolitik by firmly established powers, are long past.

Those politics died a shameful death in Munich in the autumn of 1938. Since

then the grand imperialist game is being played only by fascists-by the

Hitlers and Mussolinis, the Lavals and Francos, whose machinery of terror

directed at their own people is indistinguishable from the machinery of war

directed against foreign peoples. You cannot join in any sort of game with

peoples who are fighting for their existence, battling for their freedom-you

must join in their battle.

The founding of the Ihud party made the Arab question one of the central

issues addressed. American Zionists have doubtless realized that this very

unpolitical party of reconciliation could arise only because our politicians

have been in hopeless confusion for decades now. The most accurate analysis

of the Arab anti-Jewish movement came from Emanuel Neumann, who

emphasized the imperialist nature (shared with every pan-movement) of

pan-Arabism and called the idea of an Arab federation an "invention of

British power politics." This suggests that we all should be interested in

emphasizing as sharply as possible that no questions of nationality and no

conflicts can be solved within the framework of a colonial system, no matter

what form it takes. On the other hand it seems to me that we can accomplish

nothing before any tribunal in this world on the basis of Goldmann's stand

point of a higher justice to which smaller local injustices should conform.

This Hegelian historical dialectic is as outworn and passe as Herzl's dream of

transforming politics into organization. We live in a time when all those

many little injustices with which we have been only too happy to reconcile

ourselves have become one single organized injustice, the rule of the devil

on earth. The catastrophe is in fact that there is no longer any gray, only

black; which of course does not mean that we have all miraculously turned

snow-white. But in the course of this war there is not much else that we can

do. And that in turn is the great opportunity-an opportunity greater than

the catastrophe.
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For the time being all peoples, and the Jewish people especially, are stuck

in the middle of this catastrophe. To the extent that this disaster threatens to

exceed the human heart's capacity for suffering and sympathy, to that extent

all our hearts can be turned to stone. The merit of Goldmann's speech was that

it was not heartless and that even his call for "smaller injustices" remained

human. As long as a politician is capable of saying, "It is the tragedy of our

generation that while one half is being slaughtered the other half must stand

by watching helplessly," he has a right to his errors and mistakes.

But this does not undo the fact that the real crisis of Zionism is that Herzl's

conception of it is urgently in need of revision; that we stand before the task

of reformulating our right to Palestine; that our relation with Britain must be

put on a new basis; that our impotently clinging to the Balfour Declaration

and a mandate system that no longer exists leads to fruitless politics; and that

we have not even learned to stutter in the language of the common man, to

which, according to the frequently quoted speech of Henry Wallace, the

future is said to belong.

II

Until less than twenty years ago, the Zionist movement in America was

essentially an extension of Eastern European Zionism. The overwhelming

majority of its members were recruited among newcomers of the first, at

most the second, generation. American Zionism itself is still very young; its

practical political responsibility, however, is already very large and the world

in which it is supposed to take political action is so radically changed that all

the tenets and tactics of its tradition are more likely to burden and encumber

it than to promote and inspire it.

Zionism has never been a true popular movement. It has indeed spoken

and acted in the name of the Jewish people, but it has shown relatively little

concern whether the masses of that people truly stand behind it or not. From

the time of Herzl's negotiations with the ministers of czarist Russia or of

imperial Germany until the memorable letter that one English lord, Lord

Balfour, wrote to another English lord, Lord Rothschild, addressing the

subject of the fate of the Jewish people, Zionist leaders have been able-
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without any great support from the Jewish people-to negotiate with states

men who likewise acted for their people and not as representatives oftheir

people. These paradisal days of "statesmanly wisdom" are now past in

Europe, and in America they never existed. Efforts on behalf of a Jewish

army reveal most clearly that sympathies and negotiations with "influential

personages" do not even get us to the point of being taken seriously. Until a

real popular movement arises out of our various committees and political

bodies, we do not stand a chance of that.

If it wants to hold its own in the world, American Zionism-which has an

amazingly clear idea of the universal and revolutionary meaning of this

war-must meet the task of politicizing the Jewish people and clarifying for

them just how significant Palestine is for their own political existence. Cer

tain philanthropic elements within its own ranks, whose influence has grown

greatly since the founding of the Jewish Agency, present the main obstacle to

that task: first, because the Jewish people, which can boast a long experience

with its philanthropists, will not be rid of their own mistrust of the Palestin

ian experiment as long as it is presented to them in first-class hotels by ele

gantly dressed ladies and gentlemen as a gigantically expanded shelter for the

homeless; and second, because it also appears doubtful to the whole world,

including the Jews themselves, whether there will really be so many home

less after this war is over.

The fundamental conflict between the Jewish national movement and

Jewish plutocrats, the conflict between a revolutionary popular movement

and a traditional apparatus of power and control, was never fought out in

Europe; the conflict has instead been suffocated in endless academic dis

cussions between assimilationists and Zionists about the purely ideological

issue of whether Jews are a people or not. Evidently no one saw the forest

for the trees. Precisely because everyone in this land, thank God-from

the president on down to the last Jewish or non-Jewish worker-is united in

the belief that there is a "Jewish people of America," a belief that has no

room for purely ideological differences between Zionists and non-Zionists,

those political conflicts are clearly exposed to the light of day. They will

have to be fought within and outside of our organizations. American Zion

ists have the great advantage of having learned their politics in a land with

a democratic tradition. Their insights, however, will only begin to bear
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fruit if they apply them to the Jewish people and radically democratize the

movement.

American Zionism has on the whole a healthy aversion to overusing the

antisemitism argument, which was part of the arsenal of Zionist propa

ganda. Herzl's thesis, according to which antisemitism is an unavoidable evil

that can be healed by the evacuation of the Jews, has turned out to be wrong.

Antisemitism has become a much more terrible weapon than Herzl could

ever have dreamed. Today it is the most dreadful weapon of the most dread

ful imperialism the world has ever known. There is no longer any spot on

this earth to which Jews could be evacuated that is safe from it.

On the other hand, in the course of a single generation antisemitism has

simply been eliminated in a country that fifty years ago was held to be at least

as incurably antisemitic as Germany is today, and it was done in connection

with a just and very modern solution to the nationality question. The current

effect of these political experiences in a faraway land is greater than any

social antisemitism closer to home, and every Jew that we want to turn into a

Zionist with the help of the antisemitism argument knows instinctively or

expressly that he is not safe from antisemites even in Palestine, that anti

semitism is not a natural phenomenon but a political one, to be tackled with

political means, and that it is always better to defend yourself against your

enemies than to run from them.

This means, however, that Zionist propaganda must finally put itself on

solid footing instead of standing on ground our enemies prepare for us, that

it must base its argument on the realities we have created in Palestine and on

the determination of its people to be free, and not on declarations by an

English lord or on the sufferings our people have endured.

III

A specter is trying to creep out onto the killing fields of this world. As a hope

it haunts the minds of some "statesmen"; as a fear it crouches in the hearts of

our best men-as in the words of the young British poet:

It is the logic of our time,

No subject for immortal verse,
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That we who lived by honest dreams

Defend the bad against the worse*

The political name of this specter is: status quo, and it is the great fear of

the common man, whose expectations were given such grand expression in

Henry Wallace's most recent speech. The status quo, the ghost haunting the

old house of the European continent, is capable of turning it into unsafe

quarters for the armies of the Allies.

If it were not so sad and so serious, there could be no more absurd spec

tacle than to watch Jewish and Zionist politicians, of all people, stubbornly

holding on to the status quo. All their postwar plans assume that Hitler's bes

tial antisemitism will yield to a milder form, such as that represented by

prominent members of the Polish government in exile, the result of which

would be a forced mass evacuation of Jews out of Europe. All their political

demands are based on a mandate that was granted by a now defunct body and

guaranteed by a series of no longer existent states. Even when they still

existed, neither that body nor those states gave the holder of the mandate any

serious problems on our behalf. They were all still very much alive when the

British White Paper blocked immigration and the purchase of land, thereby

silently abolishing the Balfour Declaration at the very time of greatest Jew

ish need. Responsible politicians in executive positions, moreover, never fail

to assure us that they are not among "those people" who believe the British

Empire in its current form will no longer be viable. All this is, to be sure, not

enough to satisfy our opponents in the British Colonial Office; but it is more

than enough to preclude new friendships and natural sympathies.

No people has less cause to long for the status quo than the Jewish people.

For us the status quo means that-with a few exceptions-the world is

divided into those countries that want us to leave and those countries in

which we are not allowed entry. In the ranks of the latter, Palestine has

already achieved a very prominent position, especially when one thinks

apart from everything else-of the Struma, the Patria, and Mauritius. It lies

in the logic of this development that Lord Moyne, for example, is already

trying to secure Palestine an honorable position in the ranks of that first

group of nations.

*"Where Are the War Poets?" (1943), by the Anglo-Irish poet and critic C. Day-Lewis (1904-72).
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Zionist politicians have the great advantage of having climbed down off

the tightrope on which Jewish politicians have done their balancing act high

above the ground. But the shock was probably too great; for instead of land

ing on the earth, where normal mortals are usually found, they are sunk up to

their necks in the soil of Palestine, which unfortunately badly limits their

field of vision. That can be the only reason why they do not understand that

the status quo in Europe and in the world would inevitably also mean the sta

tus quo in Palestine; that if antisemitism is not defeated and millions of Jews

are forced to evacuate, that will not make British colonial policy any more

friendly toward Jews, leaving these millions standing before barred gates in

Palestine.

It is correct that a number of American Zionists do not share this short

sighted view; but they have no representatives in executive positions and no

program of their own. Certainly the status quo lies within the realm of pos

sibilities after this war, but it is equally certain that every program that takes

the status quo into account also helps to realize it. But those who do not want

to be signatories to the defeat of the Jewish people before it has occurred will

sooner or later have to unite on the basis of a few fundamental demands:

They will have to say goodbye to old notions that say the past per se

bestows rights or that one can buy a land with money or that in their noble

mindedness noble lords can give a land away. They will declare instead that

the right of the Jewish people in Palestine is the same right every human

being has to the fruits of his work; that the Arabs had 1,500 years to turn a

stony desert into fertile land, whereas the Jews have had not even forty, and

that the difference is quite remarkable. They will very eagerly take up the

differentiation that Willkie recently made between the British Common

wealth and the British colonial empire, because that Commonwealth is one of

the most promising of organizational forms for nations and no one can know

if one day it will not prove strong enough to accept peoples of non-British

heritage into its ranks. This would give them a real basis for uniting their

struggle against colonial administration with positive policies on the part of

Britain.

On the other hand they will support all efforts for a federated Europe,

because within such a union of nationalities the Jewish question is solvable

and guarantees can be given to Palestine as an area for Jewish settlement. But
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they will also demand an identical political status today for all of Europe's

Jews, which includes the recognition of Jewish nationality and makes anti

semitism punishable under the law as a crime against society. Once Jewish

politics is established in this spirit, it will not only make life worth living, but

also make each of us glad to come into this world as a Jew.
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BETWEEN SILENCE

AND SPEECHLESSNESS

Articlesfrom Aufbau, February 1943-March 1944

French Political Literature in Exile
February 26(1) and March 26(11), 194.3

I

The French emigre community may be said to be at least as divided and

socially at least as disparate as the German. From members of the Croix de

Feu, who with as yet still unexplained abruptness rediscovered their patriot

ism and hastened to join de Gaulle, via bourgeois parties of all shades and

made up of Jewish and non-Jewish businessmen, to representatives of the

Front Populaire, the Ligue des Droits de I'Homme, and the Socialist Party

they are all represented. And now that a large segment of the diplomatic

corps has also decided it was wiser to side with Darlan and to distance them

selves from Laval, the Third Republic is almost totally back together and

reconstituted.* (For the latest developments and the various factions in the

French camp, see Yves R. Simon, "France and the United Nations," in

Reyiew ofPolitics, January 1943.)

Just as most certainly nothing better demonstrates the Weimar Republic's

inability to govern or even stay alive than the helplessness and lack of polit

ical productivity of its politicians in exile, so too the end of the Third Repub

lic is most easily inferred from the chaos that it has brought as its inheritance

into emigration. There is of course no lack of hopes and dreams of restora-

*Jean Franc;ois Darlan (1881-1942), vice premier in the Vichy government in 1940, concluded an

armistice with the Allies in 1942 but was assassinated a month later. Pierre Laval (1883-1945), prime

minister in the Vichy government, pursued a policy of deportation of Jews.
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tion. But it is the representatives of those dreams themselves who are best at

seeing to it that their dreams will never fructify. There is scarcely any need to

criticize their books, because they criticize themselves simply by the fatal

boredom they provoke in the reader.

The overhasty and insolent pessimism of the Western world's intellectu

als not only equated the collapse of the Third Republic with the end of

France, but also believed that it provided proof of the "end of Western civi

lization." Although it is surely especially difficult for the politicians and for

mer dignitaries of the Third Republic not to consider the Third Republic an

eternal and indispensable institution, Pierre Cot, its former minister for air,

wrote an article on democracy for Free World a few months ago that is cer

tainly one of the best examples of current journalism. But sadly, apart from

this one exception, it must be said that all the actual revolutionary and in the

best sense modern books are by men who, judging by their past, belonged

more to the opposition on the right. And that those good journalists whom

we were accustomed to see as more on the left have turned out to be

strangely "reactionary." Julien Benda's [1867-1956] La grande epreuve des

democraties (Edition de la Maison Fran<;aise, New York, 1942) is the best

proof of this. Armed with great knowledge from the treasure house of the

European tradition, he in fact arrives at no other conclusion than that there

are "moral races," at no other position than the same antiquated chauvinism

that has demonstrated its bankruptcy in this war. Such absurd blundering

into racist theory is no accident; it threatens everyone who has not found his

way out of the positivist world. Benda holds fast to the positivist claim that

the state exists to secure human happiness. It is an old truism that at the end

of this dead-end road stands despotism. Even Hobbes was an advocate of

despotism because he was too concerned about the private welfare and secu

rity of Leviathan's subjects; and Kant also warned us not to confuse justice

and freedom with the welfare of citizens, since the latter is presumably better

secured by despotism than by any other form of government. Which only

goes to prove yet again that all the truly important problems of our time,

which are being settled in such a horribly bloody fashion, are not modern,

but very old. But the more bloodily the sins of our fathers are visited upon

us, the more impatient and intolerant we shall become with those who cannot

cease to commit them again and again.

Nothing more clearly illustrates the inner collapse of the European party
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system than the fact that the strongest indictment of fascism comes from a

man who has been a royalist all his life and who held the grandest illusions

about the Spanish Falange. Georges Bernanos's [1888-1948] Les grands cime

tieres sous la lune (his book on the Spanish Civil War) will provide future his

torians with more information about fascist barbarism than most of those

thick tomes that come with a pedantic apparatus of notes. Bernanos's new

book, written in exile, Lettre aux Anglais (Atlantica Editoria, Rio de Janeiro,

1942), has been penned not by an orator, although France's grand rhetorical

tradition is very much alive in him, but by a man who speaks about what has

filled his heart and mind to overflowing for a long time now, and he speaks

endlessly, because for him everything is interconnected and because for a

great writer all this no longer has anything to do with artistic principles, but

only with truly saying it all. The book's content is a great eulogy for and dia

tribe against the French bourgeoisie. From it there speaks the author's great

disgust for those who drove the best men of the war generation into political

ineffectuality, his great despair at what was not done, and great anger at

being deceived. The book's greatness lies in the fact that this disgust for the

postwar period does not end up as disgust for mankind in general-and that

must have been extraordinarily difficult for a man whose ability to provide

ordered and reasoned explanations are in no way commensurate with his

artistic hypersensitivity and observational gifts. Instead, his disgust is what

spurs him on to wage a chivalrous war for "the honor of man-not the

honor of a party, or a system, or even of a fatherland."

Bernanos's example makes clear how much has already been gained, how

much can be achieved, if someone simply has his heart in the right place. For

his head is still full of erroneous and dangerous notions-like that of "race";

full of abstruse and dangerous prejudices, like his antipathy for Italians and

Jews. But it would be petty and pointless to dwell on these, because they are

hardly of any consequence in comparison to some very splendid realizations:

for instance, that fascism, which babbles on so much about youth, slays

childhood and has turned children into vicious dwarves; that human beings,

who once practiced idolatry out of ignorance, have returned to the idols of

despair for no other reason; and that the world has been cast into its present

delirium tremens by the very same people who believed in nothing but bon

sens, realities, philistine moderation, and conventional wisdom-a delirium
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tremens that exceeds not just the predictions of the fantasist, but also the

poet's powers of imagination.

II

If we can declare with certainty that Bernanos is the strongest writer among

French emigres, then Yves Simon [1903-61, French philosopher, student of

Jacques Maritain] is perhaps the most politically astute and productive of

their theoreticians. His first book, The Road to Vichy (Sheed and Ward,

1942), is among the best written so far about the events that led to a collapse

already in preparation from 1918 on. His new book La marche afa difivrance

(Edition de la Maison Frans:aise, New York, 1942), in English translation as

The March to Liheration (Milwaukee Tower Press), tackles the difficult task

of discovering fundamental political principles for our future actions. If

Simon wrote his first book as a Frenchman and as a historian whose best

understandings are informed by sorrow and political passion, his second

book is written by a European, by a politician for whom observation of the

past has become nothing but preparation for tomorrow's action.

The best credentials this professor of philosophy has to offer for ventur

ing into "foreign territory" is his declaration of shared responsibility and

shared guilt in past catastrophe. He sees such shared guilt both in the indif

ference of his generation toward politics, including their arrogant attack on

public life, and, more concretely, in the peculiar blindness that prevented the

French, of all people-because they had espoused the cause of reconcilia

tion with the Weimar Republic-from seeing that the condition of such a

reconciliation would have been to crush Hitler. They were still living in the

nationalist delusion that Germany equals Germany, just as their opponents,

the French chauvinists with their babbling about "eternal Germany" pre

pared the way for an accommodation with Hitler-it really made no differ

ence to them what government they concluded a peace with.

Since Simon is not one of those people who write thick books or make

long speeches in order to prove the impossible-that is, that they are always

right-he manages in just one thin volume to pose many of the questions of

our time and to shed some light on them. It is difficult to prepare for a future
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without being utopian-and that means, as Simon also notes, without

embracing methods that inevitably lead back to the total state: "Utopia gives

birth to absolutism because it can only become history by means of absolute

force." This is related to the fact that utopian thinking always attempts to

anticipate the future in all its details. Genuine political thought avoids as best

it can anything too concrete and is content with proposing and implementing

general ideas. The kind of generality-sometimes verging on vagueness

with which Simon discusses the most recent issues of our time is hard to

avoid, but it is all the more proof of the living force of his ideas.

In his discussion Simon proceeds from a few fundamental observations.

The first says: "The Germans would never be in Paris if this war were not an

international civil war." This in turn is for him proof that we are at the end of

national wars and that the French catastrophe is only the clearest evidence

that we are watching the end of the nation-state as it has existed until now, of

the nation that was the first to organize as a nation-state and that brought

forth the ideas of the French Revolution. A second such fundamental obser

vation is that we-in contrast to the intelligentsia of the past few decades

have found new and productive access to the old, grand formulas of the

French Revolution. In other words, that the intellectual content of the

French Revolution, having long since been declared dead, has begun to

awaken from its state of suspended animation. Third, Simon discusses how

all the political questions of our day exist essentially throughout the world,

that there is no escape: "One escapes from a curved surface only by climbing

down into a ditch or up to heaven." And since there no longer exists any way

out of the great crisis of our time, every moment of despair becomes a kind

of cosmic catastrophe and every hope grows until it is "as big as the world."

A brief glance at the rest of the book is all that can be offered here. The

best is without doubt found on those pages where Simon proves that the

usual alternatives before which our politicians are always so happy to set us

and that poison all our political thought-authority versus freedom or lib

eral economics versus totally planned economies, and so on-serve no one

except our foes, that they are nothing other than the product of the failed

imaginations of those "thinkers" who are accustomed to equate "the history

of mankind with that of a small privileged minority" or to confuse "the

golden age of liberalism with the golden age of freedom." One of those
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errors to which, among other things, we owe the fact that we have come this

far so splendidly.

The least satisfying parts of the book are those where a monarchy for

France is discussed in excessive detail. And a more serious problem, though

rather inconsequential for Simon's essential insights, is his uncritical accept

ance of Sorel's concept of an elite.

The Real Reasonsfor Theresienstadt
Letter to the Editor

Septemher 3, z943

... moreover I do not agree with the depiction that your newspaper gives of

Theresienstadt. Theresienstadt was among the first camps and thus cannot

have been planned as an "alibi."* Since 1940 I have been very closely follow

ing all deportations and measures taken in the camps and believe that a consis

tent political agenda lies behind them all, despite occasional local variations.

I. Jews are tolerated and sometimes shown favors wherever there is a chance

of stirring up antisemitism among the population. Example: Until 1941 the sale

of supplies of French goods to German soldiers was arranged to pass through

Jewish hands and people had the impression that German soldiers were being

expressly encouraged to buy in Jewish quarters. The result was that Jews in the

area of Toulouse, to which those Polish Jews living in France had fled,

returned to Paris in great numbers. After a few months these Jews were then

arrested and sent to concentration camps-the populace was supposed to be

left with the impression that they were being protected from Jews.

2. Jews are deported from areas where the population is not antisemitic

for example, Holland-to those places where local antisemitism can be

counted on-for example, Poland. When the Poles began to pull back a bit

from their antisemitism and even showed some sympathy for Jews, the latter

were either transported farther to the east or exterminated.

3. Jews are transported out of areas where their mere presence might lead

to centers of resistance-for example, Germany. When Frau Muller sees

*In the Auflau of August 27, an article titled "Theresienstadt as Model Ghetto" described the conditions

in the camp as an "alibi," a false fac;ade, for what was really going on.
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that Frau Schmidt next door is nice to Frau Cohn, Frau Schmidt knows she

no longer needs to fear Frau Muller and that perhaps she can even discuss

things with her. In this sense deportations from Germany, with which the

whole horrible mess began, were actually planned as preventive measures

with a view to domestic politics.

4. The Nazis have repeatedly calmed the population, especially in Czech

oslovakia and Germany, by declaring that their intent is not the extermi

nation of the Jews but their segregation. And that is the purpose of

Theresienstadt, which after all lies in the middle of the protectorate-that is,

in a region that can be watched over by local civilians and thus can no longer

be considered antisemitic.

). Mass executions occur only in areas that are either uninhabited, like the

Russian steppes, or where it is quite likely that at least a part of the local pop

ulation can be persuaded to participate more or less actively, as in Poland and

Romania. Exterminations become total only when expressions of sympathy

become too obvious.

6. As you know, Jewish attempts to emigrate, even in France, were

encouraged only where the issue was primarily one of political refugees. In

the past few months the Nazis, by way of the Bulgarian and Romanian gov

ernments, have offered to allow very large numbers of Jews to leave. Such

magnanimity would very clearly change if the Allies would actually declare

themselves ready to accept these Jews. As long as they do not, the Nazis can

declare to other peoples: You see how Jews are viewed in foreign countries,

where they are free and equal. Only you are so foolish as to be carried away

by some "unpolitical" sense of sympathy for these vermin. -I do not know

whether this propaganda is still effective today.

7. How very hard the Nazis try to accommodate autochthonous antise

mitic tendencies is evident from the fact that recently in France only foreign

or newly naturalized (which for the French is the same thing) Jews were

deported-under the pretense of repatriation, which doubtless met with the

approval of considerable segments of the public.

I am writing to you about these observations in response to your There

sienstadt article since I have long been of the opinion that our kind of report

ing is often met with incredulity precisely because it usually neglects to

explain the connection between the persecution of Jews and the Nazi appara

tus of total control.
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Can the Jewish-Arab Question Be Solyed?
Decemher Z:J (1) and Decemher3Z (11), Z943

I

Ibn Saud [1880-1969, king of Saudi Arabia] recently issued an absolutely

hostile statement about Jewish claims to Palestine, thereby dealing yet

another heavy blow to the Zionist movement. What we have here is the first

statement in which this utterly independent personage in the Arab world

indicates there is to be a new politics-that is, he shows his desire to play an

active role in the so-called Arab national movement, after having previously

kept his distance from its corrupt politics of intrigue. And that makes his

position all the more significant today. He would hardly have broken his

silence if plans for an Arab federation were not taking shape at this moment.

Although the position of the United States in regard to the situation in the

Near East has not yet been made public, there is hardly any doubt that the

policy of the British Empire is directed toward a fairly loose federation that

would include Iraq, Syria, Palestine, Transjordan, Egypt, and presumably

Saudi Arabia as well. There have been more than enough signs to suggest

that this policy will pay no regard whatever to Zionist protests. This is all the

more blatant, since hostility toward a Jewish national homeland is the

strongest link binding the various Arab countries, the one point about which

they all agree.

In the open game of power politics the Jews, who after all occupy no posi

tion of power, can b,e regarded as une quantiti nigligeahle. This has become

especially true ever since Zionist leadership gave up on a Jewish army for

reasons of realpolitik, when in fact a Jewish army would offer a certain guar

antee for a Jewish future in Palestine. Instead we have been presented with

two mutually exclusive Zionist programs concerning the future constitu

tional status of Palestine. One of the two advocates the formation of a Jew

ish commonwealth in Palestine and by making extreme demands is evidently

trying to compensate for the lack of any basis for negotiation. Proposed is an

autonomous state based on the idea that tomorrow's majority will concede

minority rights to today's majority, which indeed would be something

brand-new in the history of nation-states.
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A Binational State?

The alternative proposal of Dr. Magnes [Judah Leon Magnes, 1876-1948,

founder of the Ihud party] envisions a binational state in Palestine, inte

grated into an Arab federation and affiliated with an Anglo-American union.

Precisely the utopian character of this program for a Jewish state has won for

it a larger number of adherents than might normally be expected for a plan

by a university professor who· holds no position in the world of politics. At

least we must grant this much: this second program takes into consideration

the real factors that playa role, and it appears to fit admirably into the con

cept of a revitalized British Empire. There is, however, a hitch, for Dr.

Magnes's binational state would leave the Jews in the position of a perma

nent minority within a larger Arab empire that would exist under the weaker

or stronger protectorate of a third party, either under the aegis of the British

Empire or the United States or under protection shared by both powers. In

which case we definitely cannot exclude the possibility that after the war

Palestine might become the worst Diaspora problem of all, instead of being

a place for Jewish national emancipation to develop.

Apart from the fact that these two "programs" are mutually exclusive,

they both use the same mode of political thinking. Both hold to the discred

ited notion that national conflicts can be solved on the basis of guaranteeing

minority rights. The advocates of the Jewish commonwealth or state want a

Jewish majority and are prepared to guarantee the Arabs their rights as a

minority, whereas the existence of a binational state within an Arab federa

tion would mean instead that it would be the Jews who have minority status.

Both proposals, moreover, cling to the idea of a sover~ign state or empire

whose majority people is identical with the state.

The attempt to solve national conflicts by first creating sovereign states,

and then guaranteeing minority rights within state structures made up of

various nationalities, has suffered such a spectacular defeat in recent times

that one would expect no one would even presume to think of following that

path again.

We need only recall postwar history in most of the nations of Eastern and

Central Europe, for the failure to grant minorities the justice due them was

surpassed only by the fact that these minorities enjoyed, at least theoretically,

the most splendid legal protection. Since the peace treaty of 1918 history can
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offer an onerous number of arguments against this traditional solution for

national conflicts. There is no reason to hope that the national problem,

which is what we are dealing with in Palestine, can be solved in terms of

national politics, and it makes no difference whether one seeks that solution

in a small sovereign Jewish state or in a huge Arab empire.

The truth is, to speak in sweeping generalities, that Palestine can be saved

as the national homeland of Jews only if (like other small countries and

nationalities) it is integrated into a federation. Federative arrangements hold

out good chances for the future because they promise the greatest chance for

success in solving national conflicts and can thus be the basis for a political

life that offers peoples the possibility of reorganizing themselves politically.

Precisely because of the strong appeal that this new idea exerts on the hopes

and wishes of many European nations, it has become rather fashionable to

use the term "federation" for almost any combination of nation-states

from the old alliances to the new systems of national blocs that are now being

called regional federations. But whether one plans nation-states as isolated

structures or in some combination with other states, the conflict between

majority and minority, such as we have in Palestine, lives on.

And as with this conflict, so too with the old alternative between minority

rights (as in the proposal of the American Jewish Conference) and the slogan

of "population transfers" (as suggested by Revisionists), though the latter

will never work without fascist organizations.

If "regional federations" of sovereign states are nothing more than a new

system of alliances, then the so-called Arab federation is merely a cover for a

grand empire. For the advocates of the British Empire this "federation" is

tantamount to a loose union of the various Arab states, where the usually

fierce quarrels among the ruling families will create sufficient space for the

British to exercise their influence in the Near East. On the other hand, for the

ruling Arab families this federation means a purely Arab realm, within which

each individual clan struggles with the others to gain control of a large and

enduring Arab empire that consists of an Arab majority and many small

minorities. In both cases the term "federation" is an intentional misnomer. A

genuine federation is made up of different, clearly identifiable nationalities

or other political elements that together form the state. National conflicts can

be solved within such a federation only because the unsolvable minority

majority problem has ceased to exist.
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The first such federation realized was in the United States of America. In

this union no individual state has any dominion whatever over any other, and

all the states together govern the country. The Soviet Union solved its

nationality problem in a different way; it dissolved the czarist empire and

created a union of nationalities, each with equal rights regardless of size.

The British Commonwealth of Nations-in contradistinction to the British

Empire-could be yet another valid possibility for a federation. A great

majority of both the British populace and members of Parliament approve of

this transformation of empire into commonwealth. Yet at present the two

systems exist concurrently: the Commonwealth, a free union of Anglo

Saxon nations, and the Empire, in which the members of the Commonwealth

govern vast colonial regions inhabited by peoples of non-Anglo-Saxon

origin.

As soon as these peoples are granted the status of a dominion, as is already

the case for India, the transformation of the empire into a commonwealth

and a genuine federation will have been achieved. Given the importance of

the Near East as the gateway to India there is no reason why Palestine might

not also be included within this framework.

II

So far, however, Palestine is tied to the British Empire. The status of its pop

ulation, both Jewish and Arab, is clearly that of natives. Noone knows

whether the so-called Arab federation will remain part of the British Empire

or will be allowed to develop into an independent Arab empire. But one

thing is certain: As far as the Jews are concerned, they would probably be

treated equally badly in both instances.

If, however, the Near East were to be granted a place within a new British

Commonwealth that included peoples of non-British origin, then there

would no longer be a Jewish problem in its current form.

The Jewish people could then achieve political status as a people with

equal rights within all regions belonging to the British Commonwealth. The

same holds true for Arabs. In Palestine both Jews and Arabs would enjoy

equal rights as members of a larger system that ensures the national interests

of each. And the question of who should rule over whom would then have
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become meaningless. Without requiring a national state of their own, the

Jews would have the same political status as all other members of the Com

monwealth, whereby Palestine would be given special status as a Jewish

homeland.

A further possibility for a reasonable solution of the Palestine question

would be a kind ofMediterranean federation. In a model of this sort the Arabs

would be strongly represented and yet not in a position to dominate all

others. Insofar as it is generally recognized that neither Spain, nor Italy, nor

France can exist economically without their possessions in North Africa, this

sort of federation would provide for these three countries a fair and just solu

tion to the colonial question. For Jews it would mean the restoration of both

their dignity and their place among the nations of the Mediterranean, to the

cultural glory of which region they have contributed so much. But in this

case as well one would have to insist that those Jews living within the bound

aries of this federation be granted a status that enjoys equal political rights

and that special weight be given to Palestine as the Jewish homeland.

This political framework can of course be expanded until it includes a

larger federation of European countries. It is clear that both the Near East

and North Africa would have to belong to such a system. This would be

more advantageous for the Jews, for it would mean that they would be recog

nized as members of the European community of peoples, that they would

have an intra-European status, that Palestine would receive guarantees that it

would be the homeland of European and world Jewry, and that favorable

conditions would be created for the radical elimination of antisemitism.

Under such roughly sketched plans, the Arabs would be brought into

union with European peoples. And surely this ought to frighten no one who

is aware of the great and lasting achievements that the Arab people once

passed on to Western civilization. If they are given the opportunity to over

come feudal, backward conditions and terrible poverty, then there is really

no reason why they cannot be in that same situation again. Such an opportu

nity is preferable to placation or, worse, encouragement of pan-Arabism,

which sooner or later, like all pan-movements, will inevitably degenerate

into imperialist power politics and end in destructive conflicts among peoples

that have to live together one way or the other.

The Jewish people have the right and the duty to say in what kind of world

they want to live. This much is certain: without their active participation
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there is no way to put an end to the tragic Jewish problem or to the alarming

reality of antisemitism as a political weapon. In the face of utopian demands

and "realistic" attempts at placation, both of which have arisen out of justi

fied despair, we must develop constructive ideas about the future of the Jew

ish people-ideas that remove the artificial isolation of both the Jewish and

Palestinian problem. Both will be solved only within a political framework

that also guarantees a solution to national conflicts and problems among the

other peoples of Europe.



THE POLITICAL ORGANIZATION
OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE

A rticles from Aufbau, April z944-April Z945

For the Honor and Glory ofthe Jewish People
April2z, Z944

April 19 marked the anniversary of the beginning of the armed uprising by

the Jews of the Warsaw ghetto. What the Nazis thought would be a matter of

a few hours turned into a great battle that lasted several weeks. What we in

our timidity were at first inclined to consider a local outburst of despair

quickly turned out to be the beginning of a series of armed revolts in con

centration camps and ghettos, followed shortly thereafter by the organiza

tion of Jewish guerrilla bands with their own Jewish flag. Something for

which Jews around the world, and especially Jews in the Palestinian yishuy

had petitioned for years-the formation of a Jewish army-was suddenly

created by those from whom we would have least expected such deeds,

people broken in body and spirit, the future inhabitants of asylums and sana

toriums, objects of worldwide Jewish charity. Those who a year before were

still screaming to be saved, helpless victims of bloodthirsty murderers,

people who at best would end their lives one day as recipients of foreign

charity, suddenly came to the overnight decision to help themselves if pos

sible, and to help the Jewish people no matter what. If they themselves could

not be saved, they wanted at least, as they said in their own words, to salvage

"the honor and glory of the Jewish people." And in doing so they ended the

pariah existence of the Jewish people in Europe and, by claiming equal

rights, joined the ranks of other European peoples in the struggle for

freedom.

Honor and glory are new words in the political vocabulary of our people.

We would perhaps have to go back to the days of the Maccabees to hear such
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language. This is not how martyrs speak, who know only the glory of God,

nor is it the language of those in despair who know only the sad courage of

suicide. Rather here speaks a people's momentary avant-garde, those who

intend to lay claim to its political leadership tomorrow. Just as the new face

of Europe is being prepared in underground movements in all countries, so

the new status of the Jewish people among the peoples of Europe is being

prepared in the Jewish underground movement.

A Jewish underground movement can only become a reality where Euro

pean antisemitism is dwindling as a mass phenomenon. That should be clear

to anyone who for even one moment pictures the conditions under which an

illegal body of troops must operate in the midst of other peoples. A Jewish

civilian population that could protect Jewish guerrillas and supply them with

food no longer exists. They are absolutely dependent on the solidarity of not

just other underground movements but also of the non-Jewish civilian popu

lation. This is also one of the prime reasons why there was such a delay in the

formation of bands of Jewish guerrillas, why all of Europe first had to seethe

with unrest before they could enter the fray. Antisemitism first had to be

destroyed within the bloody school of Nazi terror, for the courage of

despair, which drives individuals to suicide, can never organize a people. A

people finds the courage to fight only if there is even the smallest chance of

success. No one can defend himself against a whole world of enemies. The

Nazi policy of wiping out entire populations has made blind obedience more

dangerous than open rebellion. It is not only better, it is safer to belong to a

guerrilla troop than to be sitting in a concentration camp or to be dragged off

to forced labor. This helps mobilize not just the elites within all European

peoples, it also defines the entire situation politically and militarily. Nazi

deportation orders are direct orders for the underground to mobilize. This

holds true for all European peoples, but it holds true to a far greater extent

for the Jews.

We know very little about the politics of these fighting Jews. All the same,

what little has found its way to us allows a few conclusions about their polit

ical aspirations. Above all there is the fact that they fight under their own

flag-and that means that they intend to battle as Jews for the freedom of

Jews. There is moreover the fact that on some occasions they have raised the

Polish flag alongside their Jewish banner. And that means they are acting in

friendship and solidarity with the Polish people, but without identifying
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themselves as such. We can assume that many of them may want to immigrate

to Palestine. But they are not about to be evacuated, and they cannot be terri

fied by hatred toward Jews. If they do immigrate, then it will only be because

they learned in battle to demand more than individual protection and per

sonal security. They will go because they demand freedom and equal rights

as a nation and security as a people.

But even those who may want to remain-and most will presumably have

to remain for a good while in any case-could scarcely be offered the

restoration of the status quo. In the Jewish underground movement there is

no longer any difference between Western and Eastern Jews, between assim

ilated and unassimilated, and the old system of security whereby the Jewish

masses were protected by their "well-to-do brethren" in other countries has

proved to be a dangerous illusion. Only the same status throughout Europe

for those of Jewish nationality, a status linked to legal sanctions against anti

semitism in all countries, only the recognition of equal rights for a people

and not just for an individual, can bring to fruition the integration of the

Jewish people into the future community of European peoples, the road to

which is being paved today by a Jewish community working in solidarity

with other underground movements in Europe.

U.SA.-Oil-Palestine
May5, Z944

The failure of the Wagner-Taft resolution to be passed in Congress is one of

the worst disappointments inflicted so far on Zionists and the Jews in Pales

tine.* The United States, which after the previous war tried in vain to playa

role in the political reorganization of the countries of the former Ottoman

Empire, appeared determined this time not to let itself be outmaneuvered in

that part of the world. This aroused justified hopes among Palestinian Jews.

They were counting on the repeated sympathy expressed by both Congress

and the administration for building a Jewish national homeland, counting on

the strength of American Zionism and the traditional help that the U.S.

*In 1944 the five-year pause in immigration to Palestine stipulated by the British White Paper was to

end. Senators Robert A. Taft and Robert F. Wagner introduced a resolution in the U.S. Senate that made

it clear that the United States intended to leave the door to immigration open to millions of surviving

Jewish refugees.
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government has tended to give to those countries and peoples around the

world who are represented by strong national splinter groups in the New

World. These hopes have been shattered, at least for now.

Theyishuy in Palestine has thus far had no chance to stand on its own two

political feet. Its disappointment is all the greater, since for over a decade its

trust in Britain has been badly undermined. It has come to feel, in every

respect, the repercussions of the sudden turnaround by the British Colonial

Office in the 1930S, which during the postwar period had appeared more

inclined to increase tensions among Arab states and to look at least in part to

Jewish support, but was now working to secure agreements among the

Arabs. But since the ruling Arab family dynasties could agree on nothing

except an anti-Jewish policy in Palestine, such a policy of "reconciliation"

could hardly end up as anything but a crystallization of anti-Zionism. It is

understandable enough-if not all that reasonable-that the greater part of

the Zionist movement began some time ago to look around for another pro

tector. And while a certain segment of Revisionism seemed to be betting on

Russia, others, especially in Palestine, put their hope in America.

The significance of the Near East for Britain and America can be expressed

nowadays in a single word: oil. The question of America's own current oil

reserves and their eventual supplementation by still-inexhaustible regions of

Saudi Arabia plays a relatively subordinate role here. The control of both air

and sea lanes will in the future depend on oil hubs around the world. And for

both-and that means for future world commerce-the Near East has

assumed a key position. If the assumption is correct that after the war about

half of the entire world's shipping will be in the hands of the, United States,

that fact alone will force American foreign policy to secure its own oil hubs.

Which also means that the laying of an oil pipeline from the Persian Gulf

to the Mediterranean, as planned by the American government, will become

one of the most important factors in postwar politics. Since it has evidently

been determined that Arabian oil is to cover much of the needs of European

countries, America's future influence on intra-European matters will depend

to a large extent on this pipeline. A clause was already included in the pro

posed contract between the oil companies and the government stating that

the sale of oil to foreign countries can never run counter to American inter

ests. Another clause spoke of America's active participation in the peace,
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welfare, and political integrity of the governments of oil-producing coun

tries. And with that the American government is unequivocally expressing

its will to energetically pursue its foreign political interests in the Near East.

The Arabs, who have had such brilliant success blackmailing Britain in all

sorts of ways, immediately decided that they needed to exploit this plan in

order to squelch any expressions of friendship for Jews. No sooner had they

succeeded in that, than they put the entire project in jeopardy. After the

White Paper had finally become operative, King Ibn Saud tried first to play

the British off against the Americans. For that purpose he called to mind the

original concessionary treaty from 1933 in which he had given preference to

American oil companies over their competition, because the former were

independent of their government. He declared to the American representa

tive in Saudi Arabia that if the American government itself were to become

involved he would favor closer oil relationships with Britain, and he called in

an adviser on oil issues from England, under the pretext that the American

experts were incompetent. Almost at the same time it was announced that

King Farouk of Egypt was introducing a new export duty on oil-which at

the very least jeopardized Alexandria as the endpoint of the planned

pipeline, since American oil would hardly be competitive on the European

market with British oil that could be shipped free of duties from Haifa.

Finally it turned out that construction at Haifa-the second-best possibility

after Alexandria-could not possibly be considered, since under the League

of Nations mandate no foreign power except the power holding that man

date had the right to buy or lease land in Palestine.

There is no question that because of its legitimate global economic inter

ests America has been compelled to join the political game in the Near East.

The only question is whether America chooses to be master of these future

necessities by employing yesterday's outdated colonial methods. This is

even less desirable since the Arabs are evidently brilliant masters of the rules

of divide et impera, by which today the Arabs, but possibly tomorrow the

Jews, can be assigned the task of guarding oil hubs. America's great chance

indeed lies in the fact that it does not have a colonial tradition or imperialist

ambitions. The greatest proactive bastion of its foreign policy is not that it

possesses oil, but rather the trust that the peoples of the world have placed in

the foundations of this great republic from its inception.
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The B a/fOur Declaration and the Palestine Mandate
May Z9, Z944

Those who announced the Balfour Declaration have often been accused of

giving away a country that did not even belong to them. Anti-Zionist Jews,

too, who as members of the Jewish plutocracy have not been in the habit of

displaying exaggerated scruples when it comes to imperialist practices, could

seem very thin-skinned when it came to the issue of Palestine. The Zionists

saw the international basis for the Balfour Declaration in the Palestine man

date guaranteed by the League of Nations, whereas the Arabs claimed that

the precise wording of mandates expressly requires the mandate holder to

develop independent, sovereign governments in the area under its control,

that this has already taken place in Iraq and has at least been promised to

Syria, and that only the Jews, and/or the Balfour Declaration, have hindered

a similar happy solution to the Palestine question.

The mandate system was, after all, never more than a legal fiction that

seemed useful for camouflaging political reality. In the words of one of the

British members of the Permanent Mandate Commission of the League of

Nations, it was thought of as a compromise between declarations the Allies

had made during the previous war to the effect that they did not want to

annex territory and their contradictory desire at the end of the war to annex

parts of the Turkish Empire and former German colonies. Politically the

mandate system was already abolished by the end of the 1920S, that is, when

Iraq was released from its mandate status. On that occasion (I) the League of

Nations, as guarantor of the entire system, was informed only belatedly;

(2) Iraq was bound to Britain in a treaty that several members of the Perma

nent Mandate Commission regarded as a shift from mandate status to a protec

torate; and (3) the question of minority rights in Iraq (one of the serious

reasons for mandate control in all these areas) was to be "solved" in such a

way that the League of Nations was prevented from supervising it, and the

Kurds were told that they would do best "to throw in their lot with the

Arabs." The termination of the French mandate in Syria was expressly sup

posed to follow the Iraq model.

It is true that an end to the Palestinian mandate has always been rejected

by referring to the Balfour Declaration, which is quoted in the mandate. In

point of fact Palestine has always been viewed by the people of the Indian
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Office as the most important country in the Near East. During negotiations

preceding the Treaty of Versailles, Lord Curzon [1869-1925, Balfour's suc

cessor as the British foreign minister] pointed out that above all Palestine was

of crucially strategic importance for protecting the Suez Canal and thus for

securing the route to India; and he insisted that at the conference itself

Britain would reject any international administration of Palestine. It would

certainly serve the cause of a politics free of illusion, if for our part we could

come to see the Balfour Declaration in light of Indian Office politics. For

even if the Declaration was indeed not dictated solely by selfish motives and

the concerns of colonial policy, nevertheless over the longer term-that is,

for as long as British policy in the Near East is essentially determined by

British control over India-it can serve to implement only such interests and

concerns. Protection of the Jewish national homeland by the Palestine man

date is not improved by the fact that the League of Nations-which had

already shown itself impotent in the case of Iraq-no longer exists.

Differences concerning foreign policy within Zionism itself tend nowa

days to concentrate on the question of whether it is better to have Britain or

America or Russia as the holder of the mandate in Jerusalem. The principle

of uncertainty would not thereby be improved in any way. Each of these

powers can assume such an office only in pursuit of its own foreign policy

and therefore its inclination will always have to be to concede only as much

to domestic political forces as is compatible with control of the foreign policy

of the region in question. This was already clear twenty-five years ago when

Lord Milner [1854-1925, colonial minister] wrote to Lloyd George

[1863-1945, prime minister] that the independence of the Arabs was, to be

sure, one of the principles of British policy, but that independent Arab rulers

should not be permitted to make treaties with any foreign powers except

Britain. The transformation of the Iraq mandate into a treaty, by which the

country is fully autonomous in its domestic politics but remains absolutely

subject to British control of its foreign policy, has made it perfectly clear

which clauses of the mandate treaty Britain truly intends to observe in an

emergency.

The White Paper is a further, if not quite so momentous, step in the same

direction, and must therefore-even beyond the issue of its wording-be a

cause of very great concern. Yet it would be a big mistake to assume that the

fundamental uncertainty concerning the political status in Palestine would be
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lifted by a change in the holder of the mandate or by additional protection

offered by other very distant powers. The only realistic position would be a

policy of alliances with other Mediterranean peoples, which would

strengthen the Jewish status in Palestine and secure the active sympathies of

our neighbors. Legal considerations and appeals to the mandate itself-such

as those we read and hear daily in protest against the White Paper-are at

least, given the seriousness of our situation, hopelessly inadequate.

The End ofa Rumor
June 2, 1944

The doors behind which the five prime ministers of the British Common

wealth convened in London were not quite so hermetically sealed as has usu

ally been the case with these public-secret negotiations that have become the

fashion during this war. And although public-secret meetings have the disad

vantage of giving rise to rumors in the realm of public opinion, the Empire

Conference in London had the great advantage of shedding light on the

future foundations of the British Commonwealth and of thereby putting an

end to a whole series of rumors. And among these now dead rumors is the

hope, which has reemerged over and over for years now, that a Jewish Pales

tine would have the status of a dominion.

The British Commonwealth, which is often confused with the British

Empire, is the organization through which the British motherland is con

nected to all those countries of the world that were settled by Britons. Only

together with these dominions do the British Isles form the British nation.

Determined foes of the politics of empire, so-called Little Englanders, have

often ignored this fact, much to their own detriment; their criticism never

took into account the real necessity of British politics to pursue world poli

tics for the sake of the nation. It must be said, however, by way of excuse,

that only a few decades ago it was very difficult to make any correct judg

ments about the special organizational form of the Commonwealth (the

name comes out of the previous war), and that only in the course of this war,

in the give-and-take of contradictory proposals, has it developed in full clar

ity. The results of the Empire Conference present a provisional stopping

point along that route.

The first important result of the conference was the rejection of a pro-
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posal made by the Australian prime minister to create a permanent Secre

tariat of the Commonwealth in London. Until now in fact only one part of

the British nation, the motherland, has also been an imperial power, whose

global political interests are oriented less toward its dominions than toward

its control of India. Had the Australian proposal been adopted, this would

have meant that the foreign policy of British countries strewn around the

world would be uniformly directed from London and that for their part the

dominions would assume shared responsibility for the motherland's colonial

possessions. This would have bound the entire British Commonwealth to

imperial politics. It is surely not by chance that the proposal failed primarily

due to objections of the American dominion, Canada.

Evidently the second failed proposal is one that has been debated since last

December concerning changes to the British Commonwealth first suggested

in a speech by Jan Smuts. The South African prime minister wanted, as is

well known, to include Western European nations in the British union,

which would give Britain a firm foothold on the continent and thus put an

end for good and all to the immediate danger to the British Isles that has

always come from that direction in time of war. This would have meant

transforming the British Commonwealth, which is simply a partnership

within a single nation, into a true Commonwealth of Nations-in Smuts's

proposal, then, a small-scale League of Nations, a model for banding

together that other nations could then follow in the future.

Smuts's proposal is evidently the result of considerations that come from

the early stages of the current war; from the period when Churchill, in con

fronting the German danger, offered the French a common government and

common citizenship, and when, somewhat later, Cripps [Sir Stafford Cripps,

1889-1952, socialist, minister of aircraft production in Churchill's cabinet],

in order to confront the Japanese danger, promised the Indians dominion sta

tus. That in both cases the reply was a rejection probably did not encourage

the British to make any further such attempts. And Smuts's South African

homeland, where Boers and English live together under dominion status, is

hardly a suitable model to be followed. For ultimately it is not to the Boers

but to the English element that the Boer Jan Smuts owes the small majority

that, thanks to his own strong personality, he was able to put together, enabling

him to lead the South African Union into war on the side of Britain. Although

the extraordinarily loose connection between dominion and motherland
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stood the test in this time of extreme emergency, it proved unsatisfactory as

soon as the reliability of non-British nationals entered into the equation.

The most important example in this connection is, of course, Ireland,

which does not belong to the Commonwealth and did not even send a repre

sentative to the Empire Conference. This clearly shows how very much the

organization of dominions is based on the national British element, and, in

contrast, how unimportant geographic and even military factors are. For

while Ireland's independence can only be protected by Britain, it has turned

out that only America was in a position to defend Australia. This altered

nothing: Australia belongs to the Commonwealth; Ireland does not.

It may be an open question whether the war has strengthened or weakened

the British Empire, whether it will leave behind some or no changes in British

colonial methods. The British Commonwealth at any rate has been strength

ened by this test and will emerge clearly as the organization of the British

(but only the British) nation. No one can predict whether, and if so for how

long, India, and with it Palestine, will belong to the British Empire. It

appears as good as out of the question that in the foreseeable future they will

belong to the British Commonwealth.

Philistine Dynamite
June 16:, 1944

For more than three years now the official Zionist organizations have tried in

vain to deal with a group of "young people" who, with the "irresponsibility"

of "charlatans," have established one "paper organization" after the other,

although they enjoy none of the authority of any existing organization.*

How it is that a half dozen "adventurers" could achieve, without any official

help, such success in terms of both money and prestige, remains quite wisely

unmentioned. For the truth is, of course, that the attraction of the group lay

in its unsullied newness, which allowed it at least to hint at the vacuum cre

ated by the activity and inactivity of those organizations, so that, had their

*Arendt is speaking here of the Revisionists, especially the Bergson group, which on May 7,1943, had

taken out a full-page ad in Aufbau, calling for the rescue of all Jews under Nazi rule, their immediate

transport to Palestine or other asylums, and the formation of a Jewish army with "suicide" commandos

and squadrons of airplanes to bombard cities deep inside Germany, thereby bringing hope to Hitler's

victims.
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intentions been honest, their lack of bureaucratic status in any existing

superannuated organization would have worked to their advantage.

But their intentions were evidently not honest. They did indeed found a

Committee for a Jewish Army once they got wind that it was the will of the

Jewish people to have a Jewish army; and they founded a Committee to Save

the Jews from Europe once they saw that no one was paying serious attention

to the passionate anguish of Jews and non-Jews over the fate of European

Jewry. Both committees did a lot of advertising and presumably raised even

more money. With the result that we have not yet heard of a single Palestin

ian or stateless Jew who was encouraged to register as a volunteer just in case

a Jewish army ever was approved; nor is anything known about Jews they

have rescued from Europe. This, and not the presumption of authority, is the

genuine deception. For given the constitutions of our Jewish organizations

which are not all that democratic in any case-authority is, so to speak, there

for the taking.

The activities of the Bergson group are very closely tied to Palestinian

terrorist organizations. Their admission that they are connected to Irgun has

doubtless enhanced their prestige. Their acknowledgment that they use ter

rorist methods has won them a certain sympathy in those Russian Jewish

circles that have learned nothing since 1905 and for which the word "terror"

comes with a halo of the heroism of Soviet revolutionaries. They do not

know that the only thing old idealists have in common with the modern ter

rorists we are dealing with in Palestine is a word. With the former one could

have argued whether in extreme instances ends justify means. But such an

argument would be pointless with these people, because at the bottom of

their hearts they believe not only that ends justify means but also that only an

end that can be achieved by terror is worth their effort. Our modern nihilists

no longer bother with a weltanschauung, but instead actively attempt to

establish nothing. They do not care about something so "bourgeois" as dif

ferences between the guilty and the innocent, between true political repre

sentatives and minor civil servants just doing their jobs. They think it is all

right to murder anyone who can be murdered-an innocent English Tommy

or a harmless Arab in the market of Haifa.

Such a dedicated affinity to destruction easily takes on the look of genuine

passion. It is of course more than questionable whether the Bergson group

ever gave serious thought to a Jewish army. But one thing has definitely fired
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their imaginations: the possibility of creating suicide battalions, which they

were proposing for a while. The fascist "master race" debased soldiers by

turning them into murderers, and now the only idea that the fascists of a

small oppressed people can come up with is to debase heroes by having them

commit suicide. In both cases they could be quite confident of the applause of

philistines sitting comfortably in their armchairs, from where the whole

world simply looks like some sublime drama.

For what differentiates the philistine from the citizen is his absolute disre

gard for the public's welfare and ruthless pursuit of his own. The fascists

have made a great impression on philistines around the world, because they

have given their own irresponsibility the halo of heroism and by their active

malevolence have rescued the philistines from their own passive malevo

lence. It was just one step from this morbid admiration for pillage and mur

der in politics to the "total" mobilization that-whether for the sake of a

career or one's own life or one's family-swept away the Ten Command

ments more quickly and efficiently than any nihilist theoretician could ever

have dreamed.

But our modern terrorists have a chance only wh~n the malevolent bore

dom of the philistine is joined by the grave despair of some citizens, who see

their justified political demands simply passed over by official agencies. In

this sense so-called responsible organizations truly and always share responsi

bility. Their justified pillorying of the Bergson group and Irgun would

surely instill far more solid confidence had it been accompanied by a declara

tion of and explanation for their own mistakes and sins of omission.

This recent omission is made up for in part by the fact that these hyperrad

ical "young people" were so imprudent that they left the sure foundation of

activist propaganda in order to favor us with a piece of their own political

doctrine. By differentiating between the Hebrew nation in Palestine and

Europe and the Jewish religious community in other countries, they awak

ened familiar memories of those long ago times when Zionism provided .an

excellent asylum for persecuted Eastern Jews, relieving more fortunate

assimilated Jews of responsibility for their people as a whole or of seeing to

it that Jews could immigrate to their own countries as well. From the ranks of

the people these youths heard the message that there was a will to form a

Jewish army and a passionate desire to rescue Jews of Europe. The Hebrew

nation was their very own invention. And so the nihilistic and now savage
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philistine of today has returned to the ideological house of his fathers-

those peaceful, philistine Jews of yesteryear whose concern was their own

security.

Guests from No-Man s-Land
June 3 0 , Z944

If the thousand human beings to whom the American government granted

temporary refuge in the United States had been individuals expelled from

their native lands on account of their religious and political convictions, then

this policy would have great significance. It would mean that one of the old

est and most sacred duties of Western states and one of the oldest and most

sacred rights of Western man, the right of asylum, was once again being

honored.

But the thousand we await here in America are not exiles in the ancient

and holy sense. They have not been persecuted as individuals but rather as

members of a race. Noone asked about their religious confession or political

persuasion. What they will find here, just as in the great refugee camps of the

Middle East, is security and mercy. But this is a far cry from the ancient right

of asylum.

For this right has disappeared, since the freedom and human dignity of the

individual is no longer at stake, but the bare existence of human beings; as

when particular persons no longer go into exile, but great masses of human

beings living together in peace must flee their homes. In the entire codex of

national or international law which governs the inner life and coexistence of

nations, there is nothing that anticipates this grotesque case-the attempt to

exterminate an entire people. Thus the Jews who have been driven from

Germany since 1933 and Europe since 1940 live outside the law in the most

literal sense. There is no precedent for their situation, and it is just a matter of

luck when they encounter, as they do in this land, a tradition of immigration

in which they are able to participate.

But nowhere are they gladly received-except in Palestine, where the law

of the land anticipates their arrival. Everywhere the word "exile," which

once had an undertone of almost sacred awe, now provokes the idea of

something simultaneously suspicious and unfortunate. Even when a mere

thousand of them are expected in a large country, there is always at least one
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parliamentarian asking in baffled tones just how far one intends to go trading

"fine young Americans for refugees," and at least one widely read journalist

ready to discredit them with the platitude that "not all refugees have been

ennobled by their sufferings."

The unpopularity of refugees has little to do with their behavior and

much to do with the ambiguous legal status under which Jews, and not only

Jews, suffer. These new refugees emerge from a no-man's-land, from which

they can neither be legally expelled nor deported. No mutual treaties that

would hold between nations during wartime protect them or the land to

which they come. Because they exist outside of the laws of nation-states,

which recognize statelessness only as a limiting case and exception, they

imperil the normal legal order of any land that admits them. Noone really

knows what to do with them once compassion has asserted its just claim and

reached its inevitable end.

They are stateless, but can only be classified as hostile aliens-as if a no

man's-land could declare war on a nation. They are permitted to serve in the

British army, while simultaneously their eventual repatriation is discussed

in the country of their common enemy. Tens and likely hundreds of thou

sands of them are active in all the European underground movements, as

individual comilitants or in Jewish units; but no government in exile has yet

thought to say what they plan to do with the foreign or stateless Jews who

have helped them liberate their homelands. As Jews they are attacked, ban

ished, murdered, but they cannot fight back as Jews, and often they do not

even want to belong to these peoples. Since they obviously do not belong to

any other people, they create the uncanny impression, in their complete

dependence upon the compassion of others, in their naked mere-humanity,

of something utterly inhuman.

For as much as the eternal insufficiency of law relegates man to the com

passion of his fellow men, all the less can one demand of him that he replace

the law with compassion. The appalling callousness of the Evian and

Bermuda Conferences was only the all-too-human response to a superhu

man demand. The precipitous pragmatists, who thought that one could save

people first and only afterward determine their legal and political status, have

shown themselves to be impractical and unrealistic. Only when European

Jewry is recognized as a people alongside the other Allied powers will the
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question of guests from no-man's-land and the problem of the rescue of

European Jews come a step closer to resolution.

The New Face ofan Old People
July 14, 1944

Minsk and Vilna are in the hands of the Soviet army, the roads to Bialystok

and Warsaw have been opened. The liberation of the Jews in Eastern Europe

has begun, and the general who is in the special position of liberating old

Jewish communities and who "will most probably be the first to lead his

troops onto German soil is a very distinguished Jew," and, what is more, the

youngest general in his army, Ivan D. Chernyakhovsky.

This fact has not only deeply touched and delighted the British minister

Brendan Bracken, it will live on in the memory of many peoples because it

embodies an almost preternatural justice that with a precision bordering on

irony is directing the course of these events. It will live on in the memory of

the Jewish people because we find in it an expression and confirmation of a

people's just need for retribution, in contrast to which hysterical cries for

revenge by a few Jewish literati seem like some grotesque perversion.

Historians know that history sometimes allows peoples to live on

unchanged and marked by the same characteristics for centuries, only to be

suddenly dumped, so to speak, out of the tin can of a dead time and into the

dynamism of the present, in which they change more decisively within a

decade or a quarter century than in all the preceding five hundred years. For

suddenly it seems as if events have joined in conspiracy, as if the most con

tradictory realities cannot help leading to identical results. In our own time

history apparently decided to perform this old trick-which always amazes

historians-on the Jewish people.

After all, what does the Russian Revolution, which gave the Jews of the

Soviet Union the gift of true emancipation as a people, have to do with the

great movement by which the Jewish people liberated itself as a people in

Palestine? Nothing, except that they both are centered on freedom. And

when we observe the final results, that is, the change in the character of our

people, that freedom appears to be more important than the long, bitter

debates among the proponents of our various isms. A people that had been
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pronounced politically dead and that without a doubt had ancient and stub

born prejudices against military virtues, suddenly gave rise to troops who are

among the best in the Allied armies and who showed military talents that

must be counted among the most admirable in this war.

History, however, is evidently not satisfied with proving the similarity

between hostile brothers. It paradoxically let the same result arise out of the

most horrible persecution and enslavement as out of these beginnings of

freedom. For the Jewish units of the Palestinian army and the Jewish nation

ality in the Soviet Union find themselves standing worthily side by side with

the heroes of the Jewish underground movement, the fighters in the ghettos

of Warsaw and Bialystok, the Jewish groups in Tito's army, the thousands of

Jewish guerrillas in France, and those partisans who before the fall of Minsk

opened the battle within the city itself, the majority of whom were presum

ably Jews.

What may appear to historians as a paradoxically profound spectacle, whose

threads only the gods know how to knot and unravel, appears to the politician

like the new face of an old people, who, having been slowly taught by a series

of catastrophes, awaken to new life with great suddenness. For him the deeds

of that Soviet Jewish general and the battles of European Jewish partisans

and the achievements of Palestinian Jewish units are stages and aspects of the

same great struggle-the Jewish people's struggle for freedom.

Days ofChange
July 28, z944

For us this war is already in its twelfth year, and our enemies, surrounded on

all sides, have begun to put the knife to each other. That is the beginning of

the end, even if no one knows how long the end will take. This is the "Ger

man doom," just as Hitler promised it, and no one knows if or how the Ger

man people will survive the doom of the organized "Aryan" race.

The Jewish people, however, will survive this war. It would be foolish to

believe that peace will be easier for us than a war in which, right to the end,

we fought as allies but were never recognized as one of the Allied nations. It

is difficult, in view of millions of slaughtered helpless victims, not to become

bitter. After so many empty promises, after so many disappointed hopes, it is

difficult not to harden your heart.
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When peace comes we dare not lose our moment out of fear and hope, the

two archenemies of Jewish politics. In order to understand European Jews

who have gone through so many hells that no one else can still instill fear in

them and who have been fooled by so many vain hopes that they will not be

duped by anyone else-we must keep in mind and before our eyes the pre

cise details of the battle in the Warsaw ghetto. (This is only now possible

thanks to the masterly report by Shlomo Mendelsohn in the most recent issue

of the Menorah Journal [March 1944].) For in the streets of Warsaw, Euro

pean Jewry, as if called to learn a final lesson, passed through and, as it were,

repeated all previous stages of typical Jewish political behavior-until the

achievement that changed the face of the Jewish people.

It began on July 22, 1942. It was on that day that the chairman of the

"Jewish Council," the engineer Czerniakow, committed suicide because

the Gestapo had demanded that he supply six to ten thousand people a day

for deportation. There were a half million Jews in the ghetto, and the

Gestapo was afraid of armed or passive resistance. Nothing of the sort hap

pened. Twenty to forty thousand Jews volunteered for deportation, ignoring

flyers distributed by the Polish underground movement warning against it.

The population was "caught between fear and feverish hope." Some hoped

that"evacuation" meant only resettlement, others that such measures would

not affect them. Some feared that resistance would mean certain death;

others feared that resistance would be followed by a mass execution of the

ghetto; and since Jewish opinion in general was against resistance and pre

ferred illusions, the few who wanted to fight shied away from assuming that

responsibility.

The Germans made meticulous use of both hope and fear. They divided

the Jewish population into categories: They gave papers to those who were

working in German factories, and the workers felt safe. They established a

Jewish police troop, which-together with Ukrainians, Lithuanians, and

Latvians-carried out the deportations. And a part of the population turned

traitor. They cut off two districts of the ghetto, in one of which there lived

about six thousand Jewish workers, in the other something like 4°,000

people, thereby preventing a sense of solidarity within the entire ghetto.

Each person had his own special reasons for fear and hope.

A few weeks later the inhabitants of the ghetto abandoned hope. The

truth about the deportees' destination had leaked out, and every illusion
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about "resettlement" was destroyed. But this did not result in resistance

either. Fear abruptly took the place of hope. "Pale shades roamed the streets

of Warsaw, their eyes vacant and terrified. They wandered from street to

street in the delusion that perhaps the danger would not be so great in the

next street," the Polish reporter says. At this point the Germans could

relax-no resistance, active or passive, was to be feared from these people.

The Polish population, which had been informed about the final fate of

the deportees, did not understand "why the Jews offered no resistance, why

the Jewish police were so eager and the survivors so apathetic. Something

like fatalism descended over the Jews despite all their fears, a sense of no

escape that was reinforced by the fact that the civilized world showed practi

cally no reaction." So the report of a Polish underground newspaper.

At the end of August a group of workers and intellectuals realized that

ultimately armed resistance was the only moral and political way out. But

evidently assuming that they still had the majority of the population behind

them, "conservative circles in the ghetto categorically rejected every thought

of struggle." By December the only people still living in the ghetto were

young and relatively healthy-all others had been "resettled." Under the

leadership of Zionists and socialist Bundists, a Jewish fighting organization

had been formed and received its first weapons in late December, early

January.

After a brief respite deportations were resumed in January 1943. Of the

half million Jews whom the Gestapo had feared would offer resistance in

July 1942, only about 4°,000 were still alive; and the Gestapo had no fear of

them. "On January 18 well-armed divisions of SS, supported by German

and Latvian police, marched into the ghetto. They were met with something

they never expected. A few Jews had barricaded themselves inside apartment

buildings. A heavy battle ensued. The fighters' organization had amassed

guns and ammunition. The battle lasted several days. On January 23 tanks

rolled into the ghetto" (report from a Polish underground newspaper).

This first brief battle was fought exclusively by the Jewish underground,

the general population took no part in it. An appeal directed to American

Jews reads: "Only you can save us. You bear the responsibility before the

judgment of history." The expected help from outside did not come, and in

the following months the organized fighters organized the ghetto population,

preparing them for what the Polish government's reporter rightly called the
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"Jewish-German war." From the Jewish side this war was a levee en masse:

everyone had worked together fortifying streets and buildings, everyone had

a weapon, everyone had a specified task. Everyone knew that the coming war

could end only in military defeat and would lead to physical annihilation.

Everyone knew-in the words of the Polish underground newspaper

"that the passive death of Jews had created no new values; it had been mean

ingless; but that death with weapons in hand can bring new values into the

life of the Jewish people." A final attempt by the Nazi commandant to

reawaken illusions and hope in the ghetto found no response. Fear and hope

had left the ghetto.

On April 19 the battle began. 55 divisions, heavily armed with machine

guns and tanks, marched into the ghetto. The Jewish defense was brilliantly

organized. An out-and-out battle was fought for a week, with the Germans

taking heavy losses in both men and materiel. They were driven out beyond

the ghetto walls several times. After that they abandoned the military rules of

war and shifted to tactics that combined cruelty with cowardice and that cost

them the prestige of "Aryan military efficiency" in the eyes of the Poles.

Proceeding from building to building, the 55 attacked with flamethrowers

and dynamite. The procedure lasted at least five weeks. At the end of June

the underground newspapers were still reporting guerrilla skirmishes in the

ghetto streets. To this day, this "victory" has remained the Nazis' last.

There was no one left to be deported from the ruins of the battlefield.

Many had fallen with weapons in their hands. A few managed to save them

selves and, with weapons in their hands, organized those dozens of Jewish

battle units that have since been roaming the fields and forests of Poland and

fighting for peace, for our peace.

A Lesson in Six Shots
August zz, Z944

"Young Jewish girls, submachine guns over their shoulders and grenades at

their belts, march proudly through the streets of Vilna, for whose liberation

they have fought for three years." According to the AP this comes from the

report of a Moscow correspondent named Mikhailov. One of the girls, a

seventeen-year-old named Betty, told her story to the correspondent in the

following words: "A German came and took my family to the ghetto. That's
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how defenseless and docile we were in 1941. But the German regime taught

us a lesson. Those who lived in the ghetto became the real avengers. I killed

only six Germans, but there are Jews in our unit who have killed dozens."

The lesson is a very simple one, and in just a few sentences Betty summa

rized its essence. She is ashamed even to think of how one single German

could with impunity lead sixty Jews into slavery and presumably death. With

six shots she expunged the shame of those victims, those defenseless and

docile victims. She did not give her last name to the correspondent for fear of

being unduly praised.

I am greatly afraid that peace will teach Betty a second cruel lesson. She

will learn how unfounded her fear of great fame was. She does not yet know

that we actually glory only in being victims, innocent victims, and that we

celebrate her and those like her not as heroes but as martyrs. She does not

yet know this new, almost unconscious, almost automatic "conspiracy of

silence," which with loud, far too loud, laments drowns out her voice and the

voices of those like her.

Although her voice is loud enough. For people of goodwill it rings out

daily in little-fragmentary and scattered-reports in the newspapers. It
brings us the good news that for once and for us of all people the ancient laws

of war (which slays the best-"our Patrocles lies there in death and Ther

sites has returned" [Friedrich Schiller, "The Victory Feast"]) have been

reversed; that in the awful slaughter the Nazis have wrought, the survivors

are to be counted among the best. Because certain death awaited the defense

less and docile.

But those of us who know the larger Jewish world somewhat better than

Betty does, know how difficult it is for a people living a normal life to bridge

the great gap that separates returning soldiers and civilians who stayed at

home; how long it takes for a people to understand the essential lessons of

its avant-garde; how slow our people in particular are at learning political

lessons-and for us the real question is about the future of Betty and those

like her. For without the help, the active, enthusiastic help of the entire Jew

ish people, neither she nor those like her in the countries of Europe will be

allowed to bring in the harvest and enjoy its hard-won fruits.

We know what those Jewish fighters do not yet know-or will have for

gotten in the fire of recent years-we know that the "philanthropic

machine" that in Herzl's words has worked to "suffocate the desperate cries"
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of the oppressed may very well be put to use tomorrow to suffocate the polit

ical demands of those who have freed themselves. It is only too natural that

the representatives of European Jewry in exile are separated from their

people in the same way that other governments in exile are from theirs.

Except that for us this can lead to far worse consequences, because our resis

tance movement is not a unified organization, is not limited to one territory,

but is made up of scattered units who will not have a chance to come to

agreement among themselves and with the representatives of world Jewry

until the moment of armistice. Compared with the resistance movements of

other European peoples, who have been making political preparations and

had representatives abroad for years now, this is very late. It means that Betty

and those like her will find it more difficult than their comrades among other

peoples to establish the new reality that they and only they have the right to

speak about.

But I would like to ask those among us who are of goodwill-who know

that Hitler's fall cannot mean an automatic solution to the Jewish question,

who are willing to prepare for the hard tasks of a Jewish future-not to for

get Betty's six shots and as often as possible, as if in some old religious exer

cise, to recapitulate the stages of the battle for the Warsaw ghetto.

New Proposals for aJewish-Arab Understanding
August 25, 1944

Opportunistic politics, which tries somehow to muddle through from day to

day, usually leaves behind it a chaos of contradictory interests and appar

ently hopeless conflicts. Zionist politics of the last twenty-five years vis-a-vis

the Arabs could go down in history as a model of opportunism. One of the

Arab leaders from before the First World War rightly recognized the true

core of Zionist failure when he called out to his Jewish partners in negotia

tion: "Gardez-vous bien, Messieurs les Sionistes, un gouvernement passe,

mais un peuple reste" [Be very careful, Zionist gentlemen, governments

come and go, but a people remains].

In the meantime the Turkish government vanished and was replaced by

the British. This reinforced the Zionist leadership in its stance of negotiating

with governments instead of with peoples. Until the unrest of 1936 that lead

ership did everything it could to minimize the Arab question. Only when, as
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a consequence of the unrest, the British government moved to show Arabs

preferential treatment at the cost of Jews, did the Zionist Organization begin

seriously to rack its brains about this question. And ever since, what we hear

is talk either of a voluntary Arab immigration to Syria or Iraq or of a "tragic

conflict" between two peoples that can only be decided internationally by the

great powers-whereby a relatively small injustice (inflicted on Palestinian

Arabs) has to be accepted as part of a "higher justice" for the Jews, who, in

contradistinction to the Arabs, have no other country open to them but

Palestine.

The sham of both these solutions to an unsolvable problem is obvious.

Palestine is surrounded by Arab countries, and even a Jewish state in Pales

tine with an overwhelming Jewish majority, yes, even a purely Jewish Pales

tine, would be a very precarious structure without a prior agreement with all

the Arab peoples on all its borders.

Parallel with the efforts of the Zionist Organization-for whom the

impossibility of an honest agreement has evidently become axiomatic

there have been attempts for years now in Palestine itself to come to an

agreement locally. The most recent of such attempts is that of the Palestinian

League for Jewish-Arab Understanding and Cooperation, which has its basis

in groups of workers and intellectuals, but is not to be confused with the sui

cidal proposals of the Magnes group, which is financed in part by plantation

owners. The league demands mass immigration and the building of Palestine

as a Jewish homeland on the basis of a "permanent mutual understanding"

between both peoples, a binational local administration, and-once Jewish

rights in Palestine have been secured-Palestine's eventual entry into afedera

tion with neighboring countries.

The league has made considerable progress recently. By founding the

newspaper Mishmar, it has managed to break through the policy of deadly

silence practiced by the Hebrew press, and it has found active support among

all left-wing worker groups, the most important of which is the Hashomer

Haza'ir and its kibbutz organization. This close relationship with Jewish

workers and farmers guarantees a revitalization of the local cooperation that

has been attempted again and again by individual Jewish worker groups, but

was all but totally destroyed in the unrest of 1936.

The latest stage in this development is the founding of an American

branch, the Council on Jewish-Arab Cooperation, by several young Ameri-
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can Zionists, who have just published the first issue of a new bulletin, an

informational newsletter with editorial comment. Using material from

Palestine's Hebrew and Arab press as it basis, the newsletter offers informa

tion otherwise difficult to come by here; the editorial part deals programmat

ically with poppycock about a "tragic conflict," provides an essentially

correct analysis of class conditions in Palestine, and warns of the very real

possibility of an agreement between the semifeudal Arab landowners and the

capitalist, industrialized Jewish large landowners, both of whom are inter

ested in cheap Arab labor, the preservation of the fellahin [Arab peasantry],

and a very limited Jewish immigration.

The political core of this new intra-Zionist opposition is both the realiza

tion of the fatal, utopian hyperbole of the demand for a Jewish common

wealth and a rejection of the idea of making all Jewish politics in Palestine

dependent on the protection of great powers. We can hope that in the course

of these new groups' development they will not lose themselves in the end

less thickets of sociological research-as has been the fate of so many oppo

sition groups in the labor movement of our time. Over the long term,

economic interests, whether those of workers or capitalists, are no substitute

for politics, although one can use them politically. That is why it is right that

an indigenous understanding between Jews and Arabs must first begin at the

base, for it would be fatal to forget how often such efforts have been thwarted

and rendered useless by political decisions made at the top.

It appears that the league in Palestine has understood this, for it declares

the first of its tasks to be the struggle within Zionism itself. It is our assump

tion that the council will likewise avoid the danger of economic argument for

its own sake. Since there is no work to be done at the base here, its task can

only be that of a truly political organization and of a truly irreproachable

news service. Should it succeed at that, it will have provided an important

service for the sake of the Jewish people in Palestine.

Jewish Partisans in the European Uprising
September 8, Z944

The victorious advance of the Allied armies, the liberation of France, and the

continuing disintegration of Germany's military and terror machine have

once again revealed the original structure of this war to be that of a European
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civil war. It is amazing how much its end looks like its beginning-just with

pluses and minuses reversed. Both back then and today the rapid drive for

ward of regular armies is made possible by the existence of a "fifth column."

Both back then and today, for the European peoples themselves this war has

unfolded in the form of a civil war. With just one difference-that the Nazis'

fifth columns were recruited from members of the ruling classes, whose

names were known worldwide and whose positions endowed them with a

halo of respectability; whereas the Allies' fifth columns are made up of the

masses, who have reached for their weapons and whose representatives are,

with few exceptions, unknown. They have been fighting for years against all

Nazis, of whatever nationality, and even as they celebrate their liberation by

Allied armies, they understand that their own actions began and shaped it.

Given the nature of the war in Europe, the existence of a Nazi-controlled

fifth column among Jews-details of which have often been reported in the

columns of this newspaper-should come as no surprise. The "natural laws"

of a special Jewish destiny have always lost their validity whenever Jews

have refused to accept that destiny as their fate. In our time this has taken

the form of betrayal by a small minority of Jewish millionaires and

scoundrels-for example, in Italy, Poland, and Romania-and of open

struggle by what appears to be a very considerable percentage of the people.

Ever since Jews, after the battle of the Warsaw ghetto, took to organizing

themselves as partisans just like everyone else, the fate and the character of

their struggle have come to look more and more like those of their European

neighbors. A telling point in this regard is that the battle of the Warsaw

ghetto began-just as did the struggle of the French Maquis-with a rebel

lion against the enemy within, against the dreaded Jewish police, with the

assassination of the commandant of those troops and with the not very cor

dial action of extorting a million zlotys from the Nazi-controlled Jewish

council in order to buy weapons.

According to a report by Elieser Kaplan [1891-1952; treasurer of the Jew

ish Agency for Palestine], who consulted in Turkey with leaders of the Jew

ish underground, the number of Jewish partisans is approaching 100,000. All

those in Poland are evidently fighting under the blue-and-white flag. But in

other countries as well, where Jews have previously fought as part of non

Jewish units, there is a clear trend to organize Jewish units that then cooper

ate with other partisan groups. It has been reported from Lithuania that after
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years of mixed battalions, three independent Jewish units have been formed

under the leadership of Shlome Brandt, Chone Magid, and Aba Kovner. In

Carpatho-Russia, a troop of 1,400 Jews fought with the very Hungarians

from whose concentration camps they had escaped. The most amazing news

comes from France, from the last days of the Vichy regime, telling of how

Jewish underground fighters, allegedly ten thousand in all, who until

recently had been organized within the ranks of the Maquis, have set them

selves up independently. If one can trust the reliability of these reports, this

new, independent guerrilla force is the work of veterans of the battle of the

Warsaw ghetto, who came to France to share with the Maquis their experi

ence in fighting urban warfare. This is certainly a possibility, and it would be

compatible with countless reports about the connections among various

European underground movements.

The most detailed reports in recent weeks have come to us from Poland.

In the streets of Warsaw, members of the Berek-Yeselevitch unit under the

leadership of Aaron Kaplan are fighting "in the tradition of the heroes and

martyrs of the Warsaw ghetto." For months now the Bar-Kochba unit has

been fighting in close cooperation with the Red Army and turning over any

enemy they capture to the Russians. After the liberation of Lublin they held

a ceremony in memory of the dead of the battle of the Warsaw ghetto. The

"Maccabees" are still operating in the forests around Radom, Kielce, and

Miechow. Their specialty is sorties against concentration camps, from which

they then recruit their troops. Over the last few weeks, in their attempt to

skirt German lines and come to the aid of their comrades in Warsaw, they

have suffered major losses. The Germans countered by putting a bounty of

one hundred zloty on the head of every Jewish guerrilla-and it turned out

that there are still a sufficient number of Endekes [Polish nationalist and anti

semitic party] left in Poland for the Gestapo to run an effective campaign of

denunciation.

It is obvious: If you do not accept something that assumes the form of

"destiny," you not only change its "natural laws" but also the laws of the

enemy playing the role of fate. In Warsaw the Nazis tried to negotiate with

the Jews and, evidently ignoring their own race laws, offered them the status

of prisoners of war if only they would lay down their arms. The Jews

refused of course. In Paris the Nazis tried to negotiate a prisoner exchange

with French partisans. When they declared that"of course" Jewish prisoners
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could not be included in any agreement, the partisans immediately broke off

negotiations. Even considerations of expediency could not bring these

Frenchmen to recognize a "special destiny" for Jews.

On the "Salt ofthe Earth ":
Waldo Frank s "Jewish Interpretation"

Septemher 22, z944

No critique can demolish an ideology more utterly than its complete enact

ment. In the fullness of its flowering, the ideology reaches such an apex of

absurdity that its credibility sinks to nothing. Precisely when it presents itself

most purely, untroubled by any historical fact or any ideal truth out of which

it once emerged, just then the ground crumbles from beneath its feet, because

it has continued to interpret itself on its own authority alone.

It seems that an old and at one time widespread Jewish ideology is reach

ing this final stage of corruption. This false doctrine probably arose from the

collapse of the Shabetai Tzevi movement and the loss of its messianic hopes,

and was lovingly cultivated all through the nineteenth century, particularly

in the emancipated countries. The doctrine secularizes the religious preten

sion of Israel to being the chosen people, frees that status from all observance

of the Law and all hope for the Messiah, renders it absolute, and so equates

Judaism with whatever fashion dictates is good and beautiful and admired by

the age.

What occasioned this ideology was the need to justify the Jewish Dias

pora, something that had been suffered as an affliction for millennia, since

despair over the false Messiah had swept away the ancient hopes for redemp

tion and a return to Palestine. This element of justifying the Diaspora and

rendering it permanent was particularly convenient for the nineteenth cen

tury. For here an authentic possibility presented itself of making every coun

try in Europe home without at the same time surrendering Jewish identity.

What resulted from this much-varied theorem was a doctrine that takes the

Jews to be "the salt of the earth," a sort of incarnation of humanity, and in

which all the persecution they suffer becomes a symbol of the sinfulness of

the non-Jewish peoples or an expression of their unpreparedness for the

actual vocation of mankind.

Depending on the accidental worldview of the author, Judaism could be
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identified either with progress or with resistance to corrosive change, either

with Enlightenment or with the preservation of religious piety. Jews could

be understood as born proletarians, as natural allies of the bourgeoisie, or as

the oldest Western aristocracy. Wherever convenient they could appear as

the incarnation of justice or the incarnation of free competition of forces

or the incarnation of nobility itself. In each case Jews were these incarna

tions and not mere mortals.

Naturally, Jewish nationalism is not essentially different from other sorts

of nationalism. It is always the same story: general human qualities, general

human tasks are claimed as the monopoly of a particular people by maintain

ing that this particular people has been exclusively chosen to administer these

general values. The crucial point is always that-in the terms of the latest

Jewish nationalists-"the idea becomes flesh," and so the determinate

people are principally, that is, ideally, separated from all other people. Jewish

nationalism differs from other sorts of nationalism only in having the added

absurdity of being primarily propagated by those "liberal" and "radical"

Jews who not only deny being nationalists but even make antinationalism a

Jewish monopoly. Certainly an amusing difference, but one that alters noth

ing in principle or method.

The singular oddity about the most recent version of this ideology as it is

presented in Waldo Frank's The Jew in Our Day (Duell, Sloan and Pearce,

New York, 1944, p. 199) is that this time it comes bound with its own quite

devastating refutation in the form of a preface by Reinhold Niebuhr. To

Frank's claim that the Jews have been persecuted because it is their vocation

to be better than other peoples, and to his criticism of a Jewish people who

have adapted so successfully to the evil world around them that there should

by rights no longer be a reason for that persecution, Niebuhr responds that

"most Jews suffer neither because they are better than we are (as Frank

would like to believe) nor because they are worse (as their slanderers main

tain); but simply because they are a nation dispersed among other nations."

With that the problem is again returned to natural human foundations,

upon which it is neither "shameful" nor honorable to be a Jew "simply

because one was born a Jew" any more than it is to be an "Englishman or

Frenchman or German" by birth. What Niebuhr does not say-whether out

of civility or for other reasons-is that only a German or English or French

or Jewish nationalist can claim that his birth already bestows an honor upon
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him and imposes upon him a duty. Only a German nationalist will claim that

a German is unworthy of his Germanness unless he is better than an English

man or a Frenchman. Although Niebuhr does not draw the ultimate polemi

cal conclusions from his own argument, he does eventually endorse the

Palestinian solution-perhaps without being fully aware that it was in fact

the demand of Zionism that Jews become "a people like every other people,"

which largely demolished the Jewish nationalist nonsense of their being "the

salt of the earth."

The second curious aspect of Frank's book is its quite extraordinary dis

tortion of historical fact. All ideologies, of course, are liable to mendacious

interpretations that twist reality into unrecognizable forms. But the claims in

Frank's book go beyond even the limits of the usual ideological falsifications

of history. We learn for instance that democracy was invented more than two

thousand years ago by the Jews; that the Law of the Jews is the Law of Life;

that in medieval times the Jews were allies of the rising bourgeois class

against feudal nobility; that an eighteenth-century Galician Jew lived in an

agrarian world unchanged since Amos and Isaiah-the business of a ban on

purchasing land, the schnapps trade, and hucksterism was all dreamed up, it

seems; that the whole Middle Ages was ruled by "soldiers and landowners,

later demagogues and millionaires"-the pope, the king, and the emperor

apparently being mere hallucinations of an antisemitic world; that only the

Jewish fidelity to God taught medieval Christians that a God was immanent

in the world-though for just this heresy the Jews pronounced the anathema

over Spinoza; and-last but not least-that European culture foundered on

the "superstition" [sid] of an immortal soul.

Naturally this is a fantastic but nonetheless consistent exaggeration,

though it is unlikely anyone has dared assert it in quite so naIve a fashion

before. An exaggeration both in terms of the Jewish nationalist monopoliza

tion of all the author's cherished values (from which other peoples have

apparently derived the entirety of their cultural treasures for the last two

thousand years), and an exaggeration of the ignorance that always, if not

always so obviously, underlies such historical rubbish.
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From Army to Brigade
A Small Fulfillment of a Demand, but at Least a Fulfillment

October ~ Z944

Five years ago, with the outbreak of war, the Jewish Agency began negotiat

ing with the British government about the formation of a Jewish army. Four

years ago, during months of great defeats, the British broke off negotiations.

Three years ago, during the period of German success in Africa, the Nazis

began their systematic campaign of deporting and exterminating Jews. It
was then that the Jewish masses first began to be politically active. In count

less mass meetings and petitions-in North and South America, in Palestine

and South Africa and England-they demanded the immediate formation of

a Jewish army recruited from stateless and Palestinian Jews. The point was

not committees of assistance or days of fasting or even protest, but of Jews

joining the ranks of the United Nations in order to save our brethren in Nazi

Europe and to defend our people under attack around the world. A vague

longing in the hearts of individuals and a political demand by those repre

senting Zionism grew into a mighty movement of an entire people.

This movement actually remained without leaders. For the Zionist Orga

nization the demarid for a Jewish army was one demand among many. For

the people it became the demand. Frightened by the sudden fierceness of

such agitation, especially in America, the British government reacted by

being even a shade more dismissive than before. Until the spring of 1942,

Weizmann, in his famous speech to the American Zionist Conference about

the "so-called Jewish army," abruptly put an end to the entire movement.

And now, in the sixth year of this war, after the genuine, politically pro

ductive excitement of masses of people had long since dwindled to helpless

grief and ineffective protest, the British war ministry has announced the for

mation of a Jewish Brigade. This is held to be Weizmann's diplomatic suc

cess, but sounds more like an inexplicably belated reply to the demands of

the Jewish Agency in 1939 and has little to do with the popular movement

that has since fizzled to nothing.

A Jewish army in 1942 would have meant that, according to the law of

retaliation valid in time of war, the Nazis would have been forced to grant

European Jews the status of enemy aliens, which would have been tantamount
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to saving them.* It would also have meant that Jewish partisans in Europe

would not have had to bleed so dreadfully, but could have demanded the

minimum of help the Allies gave to all other peoples fighting this war. A

Jewish army at that point would have helped deter the "conspiracy of

silence" that accompanied years of Jewish extermination and would never

have let it come to the unbearable humiliation of the Jewish people, who felt

that the whole world had damned them to the degrading role of victimhood.

It is too late for all that now. And even hope of participation in the peace con

ference, which was such an effective argument in the agitation of the time,

has died. The conference has long since begun, and it is highly unlikely that

any of the "smaller peoples" will be granted a voice in it. That of course

makes the formation of a Jewish army and the recognition of the Jewish

people as one of the warring nations much less dangerous.

In granting the Jewish Agency the right to form a Jewish brigade, the

British government has put an end to the long period of noncooperation that

has in fact characterized Jewish-British relations since the announcement of

the White Paper. This is its diplomatic significance. It is consciously thought

of as a concession to the Jewish Agency, presumably in order to get Jewish

institutions to accept partition plans for Palestine. It can only be viewed as a

success credited to Weizmann and will perhaps once again strengthen his

influence within the Organization. This would of course be important for

any sort of partition plan, since Weizmann is an old supporter of partition,

whereas Ben-Gurion, whose influence has grown in Palestine, is its bitter

opponent.

The real, that is, political significance of the Jewish Brigade lies in Europe

itself. There it may well become a first-rate centralizing force for existing

scattered units of Jewish partisans. Jewish refugees in liberated areas could

volunteer to join, which would perhaps give them a last chance finally to

avoid the absurdity of having to identify themselves with other peoples

whose nationality they formally share. This recognition of a Jewish nation

ality on the basis of a Jewish Brigade that is not limited just to Palestinians

may under certain circumstances be the only thing that can save German

Jews from losing their stateless status and being automatically made "Ger-

*Arendt is presuming that the Nazis still recognized the Hague Conventions, which, for example, would

have meant that they could not allow Jews to starve.
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mans" again once race laws are rescinded. It might also spare them and Jew

ish refugees of other nationalities from the awful possibility of being trans

ported back to their former places of residence, and instead open the gates of

Palestine to them. Above all it would give them the satisfaction of not being

rescued by the agents of charity but of being freed by the soldiers of their

own people.

In Memoriam: Adolph S. Oko
October Z3, Z944

This man's benevolence was matched only by his intelligence. His nature

was so nobly fashioned that benevolence and intelligence seemed but two

aspects of the same essence animated by that most basic of all passions for

the beautiful, the true, and the good. From this passion grew such an affinity

for all the essential things of life and the world that he was utterly at home

anywhere in the realm of spirit. In a republic of minds (and not of pedants)

he could have best resided. Instead of that he confronted the barbarity of the

age in the hectic ambition of all sorts of careerists, in the petty maliciousness

which he called the"extreme vulgarity"-of professionals of any kind, and

it all provoked in him that dangerous disgust that substitutes in noble natures

for hatred, and so easily tempts them into tedium vitae. Too clever not to

know that (in his words) "politics is the destiny of the age," too good to

retreat from the misery of his people into erudition, he had to engage the

world without in any sense belonging to any part of it.

He was a great librarian and his oeuvre is the Library ofHebrew Union Col

lege in Cincinnati. He was the last of the great Spinoza scholars, leaving

behind the most complete Spinoza collection of the day. And he would have

led the Spinoza edition of the Heidelberg Academy of Science to its conclu

sion after the death of Carl Gebhardt, had German "scholars" not discov

ered in the meantime that Spinoza, like Oko, was Jewish. And finally, the

ContemporaryJewish Record, whose director he was in his last years, became

more and more his personal work. His great knowledge, paired with a rare

sensibility and an unerring instinct for quality, and his passion for politics,

newly awakened by the events of the 1930S, might have made the Record a

genuine center of contemporary Jewish productivity.

Oko leaves behind three unfinished books: a Spinoza bibliography, a study
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of British and American Spinozism, and a Spinoza anthology he selected and

translated. Everything he wrote turned beneath his pen into fragments-in

part because he felt himself bound by the example of his subject to an ideal of

absolute perfection, in part because in the face of the barbarity of the age

words failed him. In the few sketches he published, above all in the few sen

tences with which he summarized the meaning of historical figures under

the rubric of "Cedars of Lebanon" (in the Contemporary Jewish Record), is

found such a precious, concentrated stylistic talent, such a mastery of suc

cinctness and significance, that one asks oneself whether those whom the

barbarity of the age strikes dumb are precisely those with the most to say.

"Free and Democratic"
Novemher3, Z944

Zionist congresses have always displayed an odd mixture of parliamentary

debate and propagandistic agitation. The parliamentary debates tended to

end with decisions voted by the majority, usually opposed by a minority. The

propagandistic agitation found expression in the grand speeches about the

general state of the Jewish people and was directed primarily to the Jewish

world itself.

All this has fundamentally changed. The intra-Jewish agitation has van

ished, presumably because it is considered superfluous. And one can scarcely

even speak of parliamentary debates now. Resolutions are accepted unani

mously, the only explanation for which is that they are meant as propaganda

for the non-Jewish world. Dissenting factions have bowed to this; they no

longer register a minority vote-even when they represent a relatively

strong minority-but at most abstain from voting. As a result, at the most

recent national conference of the American Zionist Organization a resolu

tion was passed unanimously demanding that all Palestine, "undivided and

undiminished," be made a Jewish commonwealth-all without even men

tioning the existence of Palestinian Arabs. At the Jewish World Congress

conference in November, the delegates of Hashomer Haza'ir and the Aliyah

Hadashah,* showing their dissent only by abstention, voluntarily accepted

*Founded in 1942 by Central European Jews in Palestine out of protest over the policies adopted at the

Biltmore conference, the Aliyah Hadashah (Hebrew, "new immigration") sought Jewish-Arab

cooperation.
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the instructions of the Vaad Leumi,* stipulating that the Palestinian delega

tion could vote only en bloc and prohibiting delegates from engaging in any

political activity outside of the dictated vote.

And if the basis of the unanimity with which all Zionist bodies pass reso

lutions these days is not a true uniformity of opinion-which as we all know

would be the end of any democracy-neither can it be explained solely

because opinion is being subjected to intra-Zionist terror tactics, which also

do exist. These minorities are evidently only too happy to be made part of

the majority, not because they believe that a maximalist program advocated

by theyishuy under the leadership of Ben-Gurion and by the Zionist Organi

zation of America can actually be realized, but probably because they think

that unanimity is the best thing for propaganda and propaganda the best

thing for politics. Presumably they are also secretly of the opinion that a

maximalist program, which in terms of foreign policy can no longer be dif

ferentiated from the plans of the Revisionists, offers a basis for future negoti

ations and compromises. For the only difference that now exists between

Revisionists and Zionists is that the Zionists are prepared to compromise as

partners in negotiation, whereas the Revisionists, at least in their more

extreme groups, consider other methods more expedient.

Whether this position of apparent intransigence is very wise remains to be

seen. The fa~ade of unanimity is at any rate only an exterior wall, behind

which are hidden differences that will not grow any smaller by not being

publicly discussed. And so in contrast to the unanimous rejection of any par

tition of Palestine displayed to the outside world, within the Organization

the opposite view is taken by the circle around Weizmann and the new group

of the Aliyah Hadashah, who believe that in partition and cantonization of

the land they have found a way out of the Jewish-Arab conflict. And so

within the Organization, the unanimously adopted "undiminished sover

eignty" of a Jewish state displayed to the outside world is opposed, under the

leadership of the numerically strong Hashomer Haza'ir, by those who have

never even accepted the formula of a Jewish commonwealth, but have

always demanded a binational state.

Less well known, but no less crucial differences exist concerning the

question of Palestine's future foreign relations. Whereas the smaller circle

*Vaad Leumi, the Jewish National Council in Palestine during the period of the British Mandate.
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around Weizmann, supported by the Aliyah Hadashah, demands, as it has all

along, unconditional orientation toward Britain, sizable segments of the

working class are hoping the Soviet Union will show active support of a Jew

ish Palestine. And still other circles close to Ben-Gurion see such great

promise for the future in the United States and its strong Zionist Organiza

tion that they are no longer inclined simply to accept British demands or

solutions as an ultima ratio.

Characteristic of these intra-Zionist differences is the fact that evidently

all parties involved already view the division of the world by the great pow

ers into spheres of interest as a reality, so that they don't even think about

what lies closest at hand-that is, the relationship of their new state to its

neighbors, to the peoples of the Mediterranean-as an independent factor,

but argue only about which great power would better provide protection for

their state to flourish.

In any case, the first evidence of the success of the "free and democratic

Jewish commonwealth" is the suppression of all free and democratic discus

sion. Since the adoption of the Biltmore Program none of the political par

ties believes it can persuade its intra-Zionist opponents or even be given a

hearing by them. Each hopes for a fait accompli handed to them by the great

powers; each honestly believes that only a fait accompli will carry the power

of persuasion. They are happy to be majoritized because, despite all the rad

ical words and decisions, they scarcely believe any longer in the possibility of

their own politics. The result of this sort of executive leadership, which

judges political resolutions only by their immediate propaganda value, is the

thorough obstruction of any normal way for a people to build political opin

ion; it means that fanatical and fanaticizing slogans become fixed in the

minds of the masses, that all Jewish politics becomes the monopoly of pro

fessional politicians who behave like Fuhrers, and finally it means the hardly

happy transformation-but one so characteristic of our times-of a people

into more or less fanaticized bands of "believers."

The Disenfranchised and Disgraced
lJecemberz5, Z944

Stateless people are the latest new phenomenon of recent history. Arising out

of the vast migrations of refugees that have been changing the demographic
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maps of Europe ever since the Russian Revolution, they are, at least for the

present, the most obvious product of thirty years of European wars and civil

wars. Whether voluntarily or involuntarily, they have broken out of the old

trinity of people-state-territory, which formed the solid foundation of the

nation-state, and have thereby expanded over all of Europe the belt of

peoples settled in a mixed hodgepodge that made Eastern Europe so unstable

and the new nation-states formed by the Versailles Treaty so unviable.· They

confront the statesmen of this war and of the future peace with a similar but

even more difficult problem than that presented by ethnic minorities at the

end of the previous war; for they find themselves-politically, socially, and

legally-in a constantly expanding vacuum, inside of which the laws of

nations have no influence and which, if left outside the reach of the law, will

set the very structure of the national state wobbling.

Neither the right of asylum, which was always intended for individuals

and cannot easily take into account migrations of whole peoples, nor natu

ralization, which for countries not founded on immigration can only be

offered as a self-limiting exception, can bring their numbers under control.

All the solemn invocations of human rights, which are aimed only at protect

ing individuals from excesses of public force, cannot effectively protect them

or create positive rights for them. For they arrive not as individuals but as

compact ethnic groups, and they are attacked and persecuted not as individu

als but as members of a people or a splinter group of a people lacking the

protection of a state.

In recent times James G. McDonald, former high commissioner for

refugees for the League of Nations-together with all the experts in the

field, a great many social workers, and various Jewish organizations-has

warned in vain that international conferences cannot simply ignore the

refugee problem. For now everyone seems determined to avoid any general

solution and to leave the treatment of refugees, the question of their present

and future status, to each of the European governments now being formed.

And although for now very little has been decided about the fate of these

refugees, certain trends are already apparent that indicate that the end of the

war will most certainly not automatically end the limbo of no laws and no

justice in which many thousands have been vegetating for more than twenty

years, others for more than ten, and in the case of the remnants of the regular

Spanish army, for example, for more than six years.
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The greatest danger they face is, paradoxically, normalization; for during

the war against German fascism they found their place in the closed ranks of

partisans; amid such universal illegality they were legal and could share the

fate and glory of those engaged in the general struggle against fascism. But

no sooner had de Gaulle publicly honored the Spanish Maquis at a huge rally

in Toulouse and decorated them for their contribution to the liberation of

France, than the French army ordered these same Spaniards-who enjoy no

consular protection and are viewed as stateless-either to join the Foreign

Legion or to be conscripted for forced labor. The resistance movement in

France with its sense of honor and solidarity is still too strong for this order

to have been carried out. But the hundreds of thousands of foreign Jews who

fought for the liberation of France under their own blue-and-white flag were

forbidden to march under it in the armistice parade of November II.

The trend of international negotiations simply to ignore the existence of

refugees has so far meant that the United Nations War Crimes Commission

does not recognize as war crimes those crimes committed against Jews of

non-Allied nationality. That means that the murder of German, Hungarian,

Romanian, Austrian, and other Jews will go unpunished, that even in death

these Jews find their status as free game reconfirmed. It required difficult and

lengthy negotiations to make UNRRA [United Nations Relief and Rehabili

tation Administration, founded in 1943] responsible for Jews of enemy

nationality; and even this decision is merely a compromise between those

who negotiated in good faith and the still unaltered principle of regarding

Jews as citizens of those countries which have only recently tried to extermi

nate them. The Belgian government has already stamped the identity papers

of German Jewish refugees who live in its territory, but were in fact legally

expatriated, with the words "German nationality." The International Migra

tion Service is focused above all on repatriation and has expressly stated that

among its most difficult tasks will be that of "convincing people afraid to

return to countries where they suffered so much that they will be safe there."

And the only thing that the International Committee of Refugee Profes

sional Workers could suggest to the Swiss government by way of solving its

refugee problem was the request to give refugees a grace period during

which they can prepare for a return to their professions in their former

homelands, which most of them left ten and more years ago.

Given the nature of current international agreements, all attempts to solve
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the question of statelessness end up in making it possible to deport refugees

again. This is the true reason why until now, despite the efforts of Jewish

organizations and the goodwill of Allied governments, there has been no

success at implementing an intra-European recognition of the Jewish

people. Any such recognition that disregarded previous assignment of

nationality would make it possible for Jews to be deported with no protection

of nationality whatever. It would almost automatically exclude the pos

sibility of deporting foreign Jews, or at least-if one were to consider Pales

tine as a "country of deportation"-make it far more difficult.

The real obstacle to solving the problem of refugees and statelessness lies

in the fact that it is simply unsolvable as long as peoples are organized within

the old system of nation-states. Instead, those who are stateless reveal more

clearly than anything else the crisis of the nation-state. And we shall not

master this crisis by heaping one injustice upon another merely so that we

can reestablish an order that does not correspond either to a modern sense of

justice or to modern conditions under which peoples actually live together.

AchieyingAgreement hetween Peoples in the Near East
a Basis forJewish Politics

March z6, z945

It has been reported from Jerusalem that the foreign ministers of the Arab

states have suggested as a compromise solution to the Palestine conflict the

immediate immigration of 300,000 Jews, which would bring the total num

ber of Jews to one million, establishing parity between Jews and Arabs. It
was reported at the same time that, conditional upon a Jewish-Arab agree

ment, Britain would be prepared to devolve its mandate upon the United

Nations.

A home that my neighbor does not recognize and respect is not a home. A

Jewish national home that is not recognized and not respected by its neigh

boring people is no home but an illusion-until it becomes a battlefield. This

simple statement of fact-the fact that the Arabs have thus far neither recog

nized nor respected the Jewish national homeland-could not, of course, be

resolved by any declarations of distant powers or by any legalistic interpre

tations of international agreements. It is evidence of the illusionist, utopian,

and unpolitical element that has so often clung to Jewish politics in Palestine,
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and which first expressed itself in an overestimation of what was practical

and opportune and then in a radicalness of political demands.

This is the first time that representatives of the Arab people have offered

an endorsement of Jewish immigration. And with a single blow that changes

the situation of both the Jewish and Arab peoples. Jewish rights to Palestine,

earned and founded on Jewish labor, are being recognized by the only part

ner who actually counts when it comes to recognition, because that partner is

our neighbor. Zionism is relieved of the odium (which was also attached to

the Balfour Declaration and the Palestine Mandate) of being the beneficiary

and agent of foreign interests. Arab rights to their own politics are recog

nized, and the Arab national movement is relieved of the odium also

attached to it, that it could unite behind nothing except hostility toward the

Jewish national home.

It goes without saying that this Arab endorsement did not rain down upon

us from the heaven of Arab goodwill like some unexpected blessing, but is

the result of negotiations based on realpolitik. It goes without saying that

Roosevelt also negotiated with the leaders of the Arab world, because

important American interests are at stake in the Near East. But the decisive

factor is that the results of these negotiations are aimed at bringing about a

genuine agreement, instead of going over the heads of all participants and

coercing decisions that no one can feel bound by and that therefore can lead

only to the perpetuation of conflicts. It goes without saying that only a great

power like America can secure the agreement of smaller nations to such deci

sions. The decisive factor is that it appears to be in the interest of American

foreign policy that a new road is to be prepared for solving conflicts between

peoples, its aim being the use of its own power to prepare the groundwork

for smaller nations to be able to continue pursuing politics in relative inde

pendence.

This form of power politics, this realpolitik, differs from imperialist

power politics in that its purpose is not to use the basis of present power to

accumulate more and more unlimited power. One hallmark of imperialism is

that in all conflicts it plays one partner off against the other in order to secure

for itself permanent domination as the perennial referee and to play the cha

rade of "tragic conflicts" as a way of keeping the peoples in question in a

state of political sterility and permanent immaturity. The solution for which

Roosevelt has evidently tried to pave the way in the Palestinian conflict
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attempts to lift it out of the tragic hell of the impasse that results from even

the most measured imperialism and into the sphere of humanity, where

sometimes better and sometimes worse and usually compromise solutions

are to be found.

For it goes without saying that this solution is a compromise. Not because

it does justice either to the radical demands of the Arabs or to the equally

radical demands of the Jews; the demands of both sides were so unjust (on

the part of the Arabs) or so utopian (on the part of the Jews) that they

excluded the possibility of solutions on principle. But the Jews run the great

risk of becoming a permanent minority in Palestine. This risk is presumably

not too high a price for the huge benefit of achieving the Arab world's

endorsement of Jewish immigration, because this recognition of Jewish

rights offers on principle a basis for further negotiations. Once you have such

a foundation under your feet, you can in fact afford to be "opportunistic"

which means trusting in the natural flow of time, in the natural changes in

political constellations, and in the growth of one's own energies, all of which

are guaranteed to occur.

Far more serious than contemplation of some distant future is that so far

we have not achieved any recognition for our contribution to the war and

therefore no representation in the negotiations of the United Nations. This

will now be of crucial importance, because if the Palestine Mandate devolves

upon the United Nations, the Arabs will be represented among those nations,

but the Jews will not. This is a handicap that can lead directly to certain prac

tical consequences in which we dare not acquiesce under any circumstances.

The most important demand of Jewish politics-once the question of immi

gration is settled and Jewish-Arab agreement is established-is a fully

accredited international representation of Jewish Palestine that enjoys equal

rights with all others.

Over the last few years the Jewish people have had to grow so accustomed

to the fact that all news is bad news for Jews that it will be very difficult for

them to realize that what we have here is truly extraordinarily good and very

promising news. The consequence of bad news was that Zionists have grown

accustomed to formulating their demands in a vacuum and to dismissing out

of hand every real political opportunity that did not promise immediate ful

fillment of their demands. There is some fear that as a result of this politics

of despair every offer that does not correspond to the Jewish people's own
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program-which definitely resembles a castle in the air-will be denounced

as Chamberlainism, as appeasement, imperialism, and betrayal, which means

that they will not understand that they are dealing here with something bet

ter in spirit than the Balfour Declaration.

However that may be-and we shall hope that the Zionist reaction will be

different-one thing is certain: what happens from now on in the Palestinian

question will depend in part, indeed in large part, on us. We have proved in

Palestine that Jews can help themselves both economically and socially, if

only they are left to do so. Now we have our chance to help ourselves politi

cally as well-or to ruin ourselves. This is only just, and it is the sole justice

that politics offers.

Jewish Chances: Sparse Prospects, Diyided Representation
April20, Z945

The Jewish people is not represented among the forty-four nations whose

delegates will gather in San Francisco on April 25. However we may judge

the real meaning of this conference-and a series of states, including some

Arab states, have at least considered it important enough to declare war at

five minutes to twelve-the refusal of the victorious powers to allow us a

seat at the conference table is a serious loss of prestige for the Jewish people.

It is bad enough that we have not been honored with even a semblance of

participation in the organization of victory and peace; still worse is that this

neglect on principle forces us once again into our old role of official advisers,

into our old methods of exerting unofficial influence. For as the whole world

knows, it is only natural that we-not as individuals, not as American adher

ents of the Jewish religion, but as a people-have special interests and

demands that we must represent one way or another. This is a dangerous

omen of a restoration of the status quo that all European peoples greatly

fear; and we Jews have cause to fear it more than all the others together.

In place of a representative of the Jewish people in San Francisco there

will be-along with countless unofficial guests, who in the name of their

organizations will attempt to gain the ear of one politician or another and the

representatives of forty-two other organizations to act as advisers to the

American delegation-two delegates from American Jewish organizations

invited by the State Department. The American Jewish Conference and the
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American Jewish Committee have been summoned to appear alongside

Protestant and Catholic groups; they will all send a staff of assistants and

experts; the Conference's representative is Henry Monsky, the Committee's

is its president, Judge Proskauer.

In this case, in defiance of all the rules of arithmetic, two Jewish advisers

are less than one. For this doubling up is simply the result of a fierce, unre

solved argument between these two organizations as to who should be the

sole representative. Since in this argument the non-Zionist Committee finds

itself in the position of a hopeless minority, a few weeks ago it called upon

the Conference, the Jewish Labor Committee, and the American Jewish

Congress to unite, as it were, under its leadership and to agree upon a mini

mal program. Which of course was rejected. Whereupon the Committee

managed, by means of connections and the argument that the Conference

represents only the Zionist portion of American Jewry, to get itself admitted

as an adviser.

As understandable as this intra-Jewish spat is to anyone familiar with the

state of Jewish politics, it will surely appear incomprehensible to outsiders

who gather in San Francisco and who will come to know both parties only by

their memoranda. For their demands are in all essential points as good as

identical: adoption of an international bill of rights; settlement of the prob

lem of statelessness; restoration of Jewish rights and Jewish property; pun

ishment for all war crimes committed against Jews. Finally, on the disputed

question of Palestine, both parties are quite united in their sharp and princi

pled opposition to the White Paper, just as both take a positive position as

regards a possible transformation of the mandate into an international

trusteeship. In making a further demand for a Jewish commonwealth, the

American Jewish Conference is under no illusions about its chances at a

gathering in San Francisco where Arabs sit with full and equal rights, while

the Jewish Agency can only hope to gain a hearing during certain negotia

tions. Quite apart from this fact, there is Churchill's statement of a few

weeks ago that the Palestinian question willfirst be discussed after the war.

The peculiarity of all the other demands is that they have little practical

political significance. The international bill of rights has a fine chance of

being honored with solemn approval. This would mean about as much as the

solemn acceptance of the resolution at the Inter-American Democratic Con

ference in Mexico in 1944, which, as submitted by the Mexican delegation,
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renounced every form of discrimination in issues of immigration, where

upon the Mexican government closed its country's gates to almost all immi

grants who did not come from Spain or the Western Hemisphere.

As for restoration ofJewish rights, it is already clear that there will no

longer be any treaties dealing with minorities (which were the essential basis

for the rights of all of Eastern European Jewry). And that leaves the restora

tion of Jewish property. The only remarkable thing in that regard is that thus

far no Jewish body has found the courage to speak out against individual

reparations-with which we have had the worst of experiences everywhere

and for a collective restitution, for which Jewish communities would appear

as the plaintiffs and national states as the agents of restitution.

The real difference between these two Jewish advisers lies not so much in

their practical demands as in the political background of their organizations.

The American Jewish Committee truly represents only American Jewry, or

better, a small part of it. The Conference, however, has immediately

attempted to turn its invitation, which was extended only to American Jews,

into a kind of representation for world Jewry. Together with the World Jew

ish Congress as the representative of all European Jewish organizations and

the Board of Deputies of British Jews, it has formed a Joint Committee that

has sent invitations to the Jews of South Africa and Soviet Russia.

In all questions regarding Palestine, provisions have been made for the

closest cooperation with the Jewish Agency, which presumably will be repre

sented by Nahum Goldmann and Elieser Kaplan, who will attend as

observers. This alliance is to be welcomed because it thus avoids any appear

ance of American Jews' having assumed leadership of world Jewry in an

undemocratic and patronizing fashion.

This, then, is the Jewish history that predates the San Francisco confer

ence. Without any doubt questions of great interest to Jews will be discussed

there-the most important of which will be the replacement of the mandate

by an international trusteeship and the status of stateless persons. It is more

than questionable, however, whether the Jewish advisers to the American

delegation will be able to exert real influence on the form these vital issues

will take.
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If the horrible catastrophe of European Jewry and the difficult, sad struggle

to form a Jewish army and to gain recognition of the Jews as an ally of the

United Nations result in our finally realizing that despite our millionaires and

philanthropists we Jews are among the oppressed peoples of this earth, and

that our Rothschilds have a better chance of becoming beggars or peddlers

than our beggars and peddlers of becoming Rothschilds-if in other words

this war politicizes us and pounds it into our heads that the struggle for free

dom is tantamount to the struggle for existence, then and only then will our

grandchildren be able to remember and mourn the dead and to live without

shame.

Those peoples who do not make history, but simply suffer it, tend to see

themselves as the victims of meaningless, overpowering, inhuman events,

tend to lay their hands in their laps and wait for miracles that never happen. If

in the course of this war we do not awaken from this apathy, there will be no

place for us in tomorrow's world-perhaps our enemies will not have suc

ceeded in annihilating us totally, but those of us who are left will be little

more than living corpses.

The only political ideals an oppressed people can have are freedom and

justice. Democracy can be their only form of organization. One of the most

serious impediments to Jewish-and not just Jewish-politics is the fact that

in our current intellectual world those ideals and that form of organization

have been corrupted and dragged through the mud by an uprooted bohemi

anism. For almost fifty years now one generation after the next has declared

their disdain for "abstract" ideas and their admiration for bestiality. Freedom

and justice are considered concepts for feeble old men. The French Revolu

tion's egaliti, liherti, and ftaterniti are taken as signs of impotence, of an

anemic will to power, and at best a pretext for better deals to be made. The

so-called young generation-which ranges in age from twenty to seventy-
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demands cunning of their politicians but not character, opportunism but not

principles, propaganda but not policies. It is a generation that has fallen into

the habit of constructing its weltanschauung out of a vague trust in great

men, out of blood and soil and horoscopes.

The politics that grows out of this mentality is called realpolitik. Its cen

tral figures are the businessman who winds up being a politician convinced

that politics is just a huge oversized business deal with huge oversized wins

and losses, and the gangster who declares, "When I hear the word culture I

reach for my revolver." Once "abstract" ideas had been replaced by "con

crete" stock market speculation, it was easy for abstract justice to give way

before concrete revolvers. What looked like a rebellion against all moral val

ues has led to a kind of collective idiocy: anyone who can see farther than the

tip of his own nose is said to live in a fantasy world. What looked like a rebel

lion against intellect has led to organized turpitude-might makes right.

Disdain for democracy and the worship of dictatorial forms of organiza

tion are especially fatal for small, oppressed peoples, who depend on the firm

commitment of each individual. They least of all can forgo a democratic

frame of mind, by which, as Clemenceau put it during the Dreyfus affair, the

affairs of each individual are the affairs of all. In a dictatorship the individual

has no political meaning-no matter how many of them wear uniforms

because the individual no longer has any sense of responsibility for anything

beyond staying alive himself. Once the order from "higher up" is given, any

number of SA men marching in ranks can be shot on the spot without bring

ing the parade to a halt. Each man is ready and willing to step over the corpse

of his neighbor and march on. And once the businessman's opportunism has

suffocated peoples and nations by atomizing them in a politics of cliques and

clans, despotism takes this atomization to its logical conclusion, until finally

sons denounce their own fathers, neighbors and friends denounce one

another, for the sake of their careers or personal security.

Almost across the board, Jewish politics, to the extent that it exists at all,

is run by people who have likewise grown up-without ever growing

powerful!-worshipping power and opportunistic success. Their abhor

rence for principles, their fear of betting on the wrong horse, their admira

tion of those who hold power on this earth, and their reluctance to mobilize

the energies of their own people have cost us the deployment of a Jewish

army. In the midst of the monstrous turmoil the world now finds itself in,
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those who are unwilling to take any risks are certain to lose everything. The

time for compromises is past. Those who think they can live on their knees

will learn that it is better to live and die standing up. We do not need any

opportunistic practitioners of realpolitik, but we certainly do not need any

"Fuhrers" either. The trouble is, first, that a great many organizations and

bureaucracies are working to prevent radical democrats from speaking to our

people; and, second, that our people-those who are not yet behind barbed

wire-are so demoralized by having been ruled by philanthropists for 150

years that they find it very difficult to begin to relearn the language of free

dom and justice.
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WHY THE CREMIEUX DECREE
WAS ABROGATED

Four months and seven days after American troops landed in North Africa,

Gen. Henri Giraud, French high commissioner, declared null and void all

Vichy legislation affecting the country. The step fOllowed months ofstrong

public protest in Britain and A merica, and appeared to be taken with some

reluctance after much explanation fOr the delay. General Giraud's declara

tion was made in an international broadcast on Sunday, March 14, but it

was not until the next day that the British andA mericanpublic learned with

considerable indignation that they had been misled.

Easily overlooked among Giraud's pledges of adherence to the demo

craticprinciples ofrepublican France was a briefsentence repealing a time

honored law of the French republic. "With the same desire to eliminate all

racial discrimination," General Giraud had said, "the Crimieux decree of

1870 instituting distinctions between Mohammedan andJewish inhabitants

is abrogated. " Stripped of its diplomatic verbiage this sentence meant, as

the American press was quick to explain, that Algerian Jews were being

deprived of their citizenship in order to appease the allegedly disgruntled

A 1gerian Mohammedans. It completely ignored the fact that French citi

zenship has been available to Muslims fOr oyer seventy years. With one

stroke it relegated the entire Algerian Jewish population to the status quo

18651 The real reasonsfOr this measure in the midst ofa warfOr the freedom

ofallpeoples lie not in General Giraud~s explanation but rather in the tra

ditionalpower-seeking ofFrench colonial and military groups.

-THE EDITORS, ContemporaryJewish Record

The colonial policy of France since the days of Jean Baptiste Colbert-and

contrary to the colonial policy of other European nations-had favored
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complete assimilation of the natives in its possessions. They were to be

"called to a community of life with the French ... so that they may ulti

mately make with those of us who migrate unto Canada, one and the same

nation." Such were the instructions given by Colbert in the seventeenth cen

tury to the French governor of New France, or Canada. The overseas

colonies were to become French provinces, their inhabitants French citizens.

In spite of all the revolutionary changes in France during the last two cen

turies, there rarely was a government that departed from the general line of

the principles laid down by Colbert and strongly supported by the Declara

tion of the Rights of Men. Algeria, however, was the first French colony

which was close enough to be directly incorporated into the body politic of

France, to become an integral part of the mother country.

Previously, in 1865, the French government had laid down the principles

for the treatment of the native population in Algeria regarding their citizen

ship and their relation to the mother country, principles that as far as the

Muslims were concerned went unchanged until 1919, when they were altered

slightly.

The first article of the so-called Senatus-consulte of 1865, of special

importance since the abrogation of the Cremieux decree, reads as follows:

The native Muslim is a Frenchman; nevertheless, he will continue to be

ruled by Muslim law. He can be admitted to the army and the navy. He

can be appointed to civil posts in Algeria. He can, upon request, be

admitted to French citizenship; but in this event he must be governed

by the civil and political laws of France.

The second article provides the same benefits for Jewish subjects.

Neither native Jews nor native Muslims, however, showed themselves

very eager to ask for French citizenship. Nevertheless, Napoleon Ill's gov

ernment planned to naturalize the Jews "en bloc" in 1868. Two years later

the French provisional government, the "Gouvernement de la Defense

Nationale," with Adolphe Cremieux as minister of justice, executed the

plans of the Second Empire by decreeing:

The native Jews of the departments of Algeria are declared French cit

izens. Therefore, dating from the promulgation of the present decree,
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their real status and personal status will be governed by French law; all

rights acquired up to this day remain inviolable....

The naturalization of Algerian Jewry, which generally is regarded-by

friends and foes alike-as the work of Cremieux alone, had been prompted

by two reasons. One was the defeat of France in the Franco-German War,

which left French rule in North Africa seriously endangered. The decree

(signed in Tours) was issued in the midst of a national crisis-the emperor

had abdicated and part of the government had abandoned Paris-and served

as an indication that the Jews were regarded as the only trustworthy part of

the Algerian population. Indeed, a Muslim revolt did break out in 1871. It
was, therefore, of no small importance to the government to have about

38,000 loyal Frenchmen in the colony at a time when trouble obviously lay

ahead.

The second reason lay in the fact that Jews, unlike the Muslim natives,

were closely linked to the mother country through their French brethren.

Their "personal status," not very different from the customs of their Arab

surroundings, did not appear to the French as typical of the Jewish people

but rather as bad habits of a small portion of that people, somehow led

astray-habits that could easily be corrected by the majority of the same

people. French Jewry, represented by the Consistoire Central, could assume

the responsibility of overruling native rabbis and could even give some

guarantee for the rapid assimilation of Algerian Jewry. Accordingly, when

the decree was issued, the Parisian Consistoire was given legal power to

appoint all Algerian rabbis. Through the Cremieux decree, Algerian Jewry

gave up its personal status and became subject to French law. The schools of

the Alliance Israelite Universelle, together with the active policy of the Con

sistoire, assimilated the native Arabic-speaking Jews in a relatively short

time and changed them into loyal French citizens.

But enemies of the Cremieux decree soon appeared. The first to oppose it

formally was M. Lambert, the minister of the interior of the new French

republic. His attitude, inspired by military circles, was in line with the oppo

sition of the French colonial administration and French colonial officers.

Their resistance to the Cremieux decree grew largely out of the fact that the

new status given Algeria deprived them of much of their power.
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Algeria had been ruled by a military governor-general who answered only

to the Ministry of War and who was responsible for civil life and military

security alike. In no other part of France was military influence so prepon

derant; the prifets, the whole of the civil administration, were subject to the

authority of generals. The constitution of the country was a kind of military

dictatorship. All this was changed in 1871, when a civil governor-general was

appointed by the government and placed under the authority of the Ministry

of the Interior. Thereby, the French army lost the only stronghold it pos

sessed, where it controlled civil life and civilians.

Admiral Gueydon, who had been governor-general of Algeria from 1871

to 1873, was one of the first to blame the riots of 1871 on the Cremieux

decree; he was closely followed by General Ducrot. Both gentlemen obvi

ously had chosen to forget the earlier outbreaks in 1864. Colonial administra

tors like du Bouzet and Autun soon joined this opposition. They spoke in the

name of the French colonials in North Africa, men who had never shared the

views of the home government regarding colonial politics. During their stay

in Algeria they had acquired a feeling of racial superiority that never had

been known in France itself, and they felt their economic and political posi

tion at stake if French citizenship were granted to Algerian natives.

These French colonials became the major source of antisemitism in Alge

ria. They were antinative in general but became anti-Jewish when equality

was given to native Jews. Through their influence and control, almost the

entire Algerian press in the 1880s took an anti-Jewish stand and fought

against the Cremieux decree. Street signs declared in 1882 that "all methods

are good and should be used for the extermination of the Jews by Europeans."

Edouard Drumont, a leading agitator, expressed the hope that a campaign of

French antisemitism would start in Algeria, and he was not disappointed;

during the Dreyfus affair the worst pogroms took place in Algiers (1898),

and Drumont, who could not get enough votes in the mother country, found

enough Frenchmen in Algiers to elect him to Parliament.

Meanwhile, the French Parliament continued to seek a formula that would

permit the assimilation and naturalization of the other natives. Between 1887

and 1897 numerous bills were introduced, all of them proposing progressive

naturalization of Algerian Muslims. In 1915, Georges Clemenceau intro

duced a bill that would have granted the Muslims citizenship without asking
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them to abandon their personal status. In 1919, when Clemenceau was pre

mier, an amendment to the old Senatus-consulte was passed which provided

some minor reforms but which still insisted on individual naturalization.

The reasons for the failure of the traditional policy of assimilation in a

country that more than any other had been organized on the model of France

are twofold. It is true that the natives did not want to renounce their personal

status (which permitted polygamy and the denial of all rights to women) and

that France could hardly grant them citizenship under this circumstance.

French civil law and the French penal code have their bases in the equality of

sexes, and the Islamic concept of paternal authority is in fundamental conflict

with this principle of individual liberty. If the natives, especially the fellahin,

oppressed by their "native aristocracy which rules and exploits them

unscrupulously," have not abandoned polygamy it is also partly because the

woman is the main source of "manpower" for the fellah, in fact the only one

he can afford to "hire." Among the laborers and the intellectuals in the

towns, however, polygamy has almost disappeared.

Far more important than these customs and even more important than the

influence of the native aristocracy was the attitude of the French colonials,

which was described by the great French colonial politician and statesman

Jules Ferry in the following words: "It is difficult to make the European

colonist understand that there exist other rights than his own in an Arab

country and that the native is not to be molded according to his desires."

These French colonials, mostly large landowners whose prosperity

depended upon cheap native labor and sympathetic government officials,

lived in perpetual conflict with the governors-general appointed by the

national government in Paris. The colonists, and not the governor, wielded

the real power in Algerian affairs, for they could act through the administra

tion. Moreover, through the deputies and senators of the French Parliament,

they could even influence the government at home, as they did in 1924 when

they forced the Chautemps government to ban Arab emigration from Alge

ria to France in order to keep their cheap manpower reservoir untouched.

This antinative rule by the French colonials is possible because of the infe

rior political status of the natives. Key political positions can be held only by

French citizens, while the native Muslim population is limited to local self

administration. According to the law of 1884 (Loi sur l'organisation munici-
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pale), natives only have the right to vote and to be elected to the Municipal

Councils of the communities. Each of the three Algerian departments is rep

resented by a Conseil General, only one-fourth of whose members are

natives, the remainder being French citizens. The three Conseils Generaux

together form a kind of local parliament. The third important political body

is the so-called Delegations Financieres, which decides on the budget and

taxes. This body is composed of twenty-four representatives of the French

colonists (i.e., large landowners), twenty-four representatives of all other

French citizens, and twenty-one natives who are appointed by the governor

general and usually selected from the rich Arab landowners. The members

of the Conseils Generaux and the Delegations Financieres together with the

Conseil du Gouverneur (a council selected and appointed by the governor

from his officials) form the Conseil Superieur.

While the national government sought the naturalization of the Arabs and

regarded the Cremieux decree as a beginning and a way to attract the Arabs

by the privileges it gave to its citizens, its intentions have been frustrated dur

ing the last seventy years by the colonials, who used their legal power to pre

vent naturalization of the natives. They never recognized the naturalized

native as a French citizen and did not allow him to share in the rule of the

country. Furthermore, the local administration has proved to be much

stronger than the national government in Paris. The governor-general, its

only representative, wields little real power, as was most emphatically illus

trated by the almost tragic case of Maurice Viollette (1925-27), one of the

best governors Algeria ever had. Viollette was almost ousted by his adminis

tration because he tried to enforce the policy of the home government.

The few citizens of Arab origin were worse off than their nonnaturalized

brethren, for-in the words of their spokesman, S. Faci-they were

"repulsed by the natives and held in contempt by the French." In other

words, the native Muslim who applies for French citizenship is confronted

with the contempt of his own people, who call him am 'tourni (turncoat), and

the hatred and discrimination of French society and administration. More

over, applications for citizenship have to be filed through various administra

tive channels, beginning with the justice of peace. Since the documents needed,

such as a birth certificate, are obtainable only from the administration or
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from the Muslim Municipal Councils, which are hostile to any naturalization,

the total number of naturalizations granted up to 1934 was 1,359.

After 1919, there was hardly a year in which a new bill was not introduced

in Parliament to normalize the status of Algerian natives, and between 1927

and 1937, nine such bills were discussed. Among them, we can distinguish

three types of reforms. One called for special and separate representation for

the natives within the French Parliament, notably in such bills as those pre

sented by Moutet, a Socialist deputy. The second type of bill proposed natu

ralization without renunciation of personal status. It is best represented by

the proposal Viollette made in 1931, which was also supported in 1936 by the

Blum government. The third type is represented by the proposal of Cuttoli

(1935), who wanted to naturalize the natives en bloc but with renunciation of

personal status. Under this proposal natives would have the right to reject

French citizenship if they wished to retain their personal status. However,

none of these plans materialized. The only proposal ever backed by the gov

ernment, the Viollette-Blum plan, was so violently attacked by the Algerian

colonials and their representatives in Parliament that it had to be abandoned.

Since the days of the Dreyfus affair, antisemitic propaganda in Algeria has

never subsided. Sporadic but bloody riots occurred in Algiers in 1898, in

Oran in 1925, and in Constantine in 1934. They were not only tolerated by

the administration and the police, but the whole atmosphere had been care

fully prepared. Governor-general Viollette, speaking about Oran, declared:

"The politics of M. Molle has been exclusively a politics of antisemitism."

And in 1935, Viollette flatly told the Senate: "If there is antisemitism in Alge

ria, be sure that it is Europeans who fan it."

After 1934, Nazi propaganda also made itself strongly felt in all North

African countries. Pan-Islamic committees, organized in Syria, Egypt,

Tunis, and Algeria, were directed by a central committee in Berlin which,

according to the French Senate, had at its disposal a fund of 20 million

marks. Cries of "Vive Hitler" were common in Algerian movies, and consid

erable propaganda was circulated among the natives. There is no doubt that

these activities were supported by the French colonials, who admired Hitler's

racial policy and who were only too glad to see the violent feelings of the

economically depressed and politically underprivileged population directed

against Jews rather than themselves.
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The 1936 elections to the French Parliament, the last before the collapse,

already showed that the right wing in Algeria was much stronger than in

France proper, although the Republicans still won a majority. But this major

ity was held principally because of the votes of Jews and a number of civil

servants, who subsequently were ousted by the Vichy regime. However, it

should be remembered that prewar party labels no longer reflected a candi

date's true political allegiance and that sympathizers with Hitler, who later

became collaborationists, could be found in all parties, from right to left.

(Laval was a Radical-Socialist, and Faure was a former colleague of Blum.)

Therefore one need not be surprised to learn that, although out of ten Alge

rian deputies elected in 1936 only one openly belonged to an anti-Republican

party, no more than two deputies protested against the Vichy decrees. And

they belonged to two small center parties.

In Algeria, at the present time, out of a total population of 7,234,°84 there

are 987,2)2 Europeans, of whom 853,2°9 are or were French citizens. Of the

latter, about 100,000 are Jews. (Since the separation of state and church, no

special census is available for French countries.) The Jews, now deprived of

their citizenship, revert to the status of natives: they have become French

subjects.

Muslims today are judged by French laws and French courts in all matters

other than those covered by their personal status (marriage and divorce,

majority and minority, succession and paternal authority), over which Mus

lim law takes precedence. As French subjects (natives), however, they enjoy

the same civil rights as French citizens; thus, since 1864 and in spite of per

sonal status, natives can even become lawyers and practice this profession

under exactly the same conditions as in France. They may represent natives

or French citizens (though different civil codes are applied, and they may

appear before any legal court in Algeria, either Muslim or French, for "it is

the privilege of a lawyer to plead in all courts"). But the Algerian administra

tive system gives the natives little representation in the decisive political bod

ies of the country and deprives them of such rights as, for example, a voice in

taxation.

The position of the Jews in this respect will be even worse: they will not

be reinstated to the seats they formerly held in the Conseils Generaux of

which the Vichy laws had already deprived them, for they had been

appointed or elected to them as French citizens and not as native subjects.
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Thus, in the matter of taxation, for instance, they will be entirely dependent

upon a governmental body that not only cannot represent them but as a mat

ter of fact will even prove hostile to their interests. And General Giraud has

already declared that new elections are not to be expected.

Theoretically speaking, Jews, like other subjects, can apply for individual

naturalization. Practically, however, their applications will be made impos

sible by an administration that is even more anti-Jewish than antinative and

that has blocked naturalization of natives for the last seventy years. Theoret

ically, abrogation of the Cremieux decree will have but little effect upon the

general economic life of the Jews. Indeed, the only serious handicap-the

permit necessary to enter France, which during recent years was rarely

granted to natives-does not playa role for the time being. Practically, abro

gation of the Cremieux decree means that Jews will have no representation

at all in the various political bodies of the country and that they will be in a

worse position than the Muslims: they will not be represented at all!

Since Jews had no personal status but were entirely subject to French law,

they were French citizens not by privilege but by right. General Giraud's

abrogation of the Cremieux decree introduces into Algeria a new criterion

for French citizenship and creates a distinction between natives and citizens

that is in flagrant contradiction to all French laws, to all French institutions,

and to the whole of French colonial policy. This distinction, abandoning as it

does the basis of French law, language, and civilization, cannot be based

upon anything else than racial origin.

If General Giraud, instead of abolishing the Cremieux decree, had

extended French citizenship to all natives prepared to accept French civil law

and to renounce personal status (as was proposed by Cuttoli in 1935), it

might have been dubious whether under the present circumstances he had

any legal right to make such a constitutional change. But at least he would

have acted according to the standards of traditional French colonial policies,

and he would have put into effect a law which had been discussed time and

again before the Parliament. The possibility of repealing the Cremieux

decree, however, had not been mentioned in Parliament for more than forty

years.

General Giraud pretends to have nullified the Cremieux decree because it

caused inequality among the natives and gave a privileged position to the
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Jews. Actually, he has acted as an agent of those French colonials who always

wanted to bring under their"dictatorship" the only part of the Algerian pop

ulation that so far had escaped their arbitrary and selfish rule. The French

colonials, in other words, took advantage of France's defeat and of their

freedom from the control of the mother country to introduce into Algeria a

measure which they would never have been able to obtain through legal

channels.
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The Jews have been the first victims of the Nazi regime and they have been

the last to achieve a militant underground movement. It took them almost

ten years to overcome the traditional Jewish aversion against military orga

nization and to win the indispensable active cooperation of the other antifas

cist forces in Europe. Today, however, a Jewish underground army is an

established fact. Ever since the glorious battle in the ghetto of Warsaw, it has

grown in size, spread to new areas, and inspired ever more frequent uprisings

in concentration camps. Ironically, though, while some Jews busied them

selves to depict our brethren as helpless victims and pitiful objects of even

tual rescue and relief, they have been strong and ingenious enough to

organize themselves into Jewish fighting units.

Fighting units under their own flag, uprisings in concentration camps,

cooperation with other underground movements all over Europe-these are

more tangible and politically more significant facts than the rather dubious

statistical data asserting that next to nothing may be expected from European

Jewry in the near future. Sad as it may be, it is these fighting Jews and

not tears over the countless numbers of those who perished in the great

slaughterhouse that will help to shape the destiny of the Jews.

No technical inventions and no new weapons have so decisively deter

mined the physiognomy of this war as the part played in it by the under

ground organizations. Dangerous as their lives may be, they guarantee at

least as much safety for the individual member as the order of terror with

which the fascist police gangs "protect" the unorganized "law-abiding" citi

zens. When we hear that less than 4 percent of those Frenchmen who receive

the orders to report for forced labor actually comply with them, we realize

that the deportation orders of the Nazis have become the recruiting orders

for the European underground. There is no escape from the alternative (for

Jews even less than for anybody else) of either fighting against the Nazis, and
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thus gaining a chance for life, or dying with almost mathematical certainty.

In the end, we may find out that the morally strongest who risked their lives

for the common cause of freedom have survived, whereas the weaker ele

ments of the people who could not resist will have perished.

While nobody can possibly foretell how many Jews will be there to wel

come the armies of liberation, it requires but little imagination to predict that

these guerrilla fighters will present us with an entirely new type of Jewish

mentality and with an entirely new set of problems. There is, of course, the

great danger that organized Jewish charity, as little disposed to part with the

old methods and practices as any bureaucracy, will try to deal with the people

in the old manner. They might want to dispatch to them their "experienced"

officials, whom nobody has ever prepared to meet proud, self-respecting,

and thoroughly politically minded "victims." There is the great danger that

we will lose the peace when we lose those men and women who are well

trained for new Jewish leadership, but who hardly have learned how to

behave when forced onto the grounds of charity. All our so-called and more

or less self-appointed spokesmen of European Jewry will prove as little

representative of the Jewish people in Nazi Europe as, say, the Greek or

Yugoslav governments in exile represent their respective peoples. The only

reason that we have not yet the same rifts and problems of those govern

ments in exile is that we are more isolated from our underground movement

than the others.

The very silence with which the official Jewish organizations veil the

accomplishments of our underground-the somewhat perfunctory tribute

to their heroism is constantly tempered by wailings over "the little energy

left in Nazi victims"-is proof enough not only of our lack of imagination

but of our conscious or unconscious desire to belittle the political importance

of those fighters for the cause of Jewish freedom. It is true, every other day

we are presented with new plans for postwar reconstruction which, ac

cording to the political convictions of their authors, range from complete

evacuation of Jews from Europe to complete restoration of the Jewish com

munities. But neither party, as a rule, is ready to concede the decisive say to

the politically minded "victims." This may well cause the disgust of people

who certainly will feel that they have at least contributed as much to their

own liberation as the Jews of other countries, and it may finally result in the

disintegration of the forces that today are strong and well organized. The
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paramount question is not what to do with those who have somehow man

aged to stay alive in the concentration camps, but how to cooperate with

those who have lived a free if extremely dangerous life.

This danger of losing the best elements of the Jewish people will be

gravely accentuated by another trend which has been noted by one lonely

preacher in the wilderness-William Zukerman: the fast disappearance of

antisemitism all over the European continent. Were it not for this, a Jewish

underground movement, Jewish fighting units, and so forth would never

have come into existence. Here, for the first time in their recent history, Jews

are not protected by any government and here for the first time they find

themselves solely dependent upon the solidarity of their neighbors. This is

not a question of such sentimental stories about the gentile who was nice

enough to give a piece of bread to a Jew or decent enough to refuse to mur

der him. There has been a very definite change in the relationship between

Jews and non-Jews, but that does not mean that the Jewish question will be

solved automatically. For while a gang of clever murderers has certainly suc

ceeded in making life a real hell, nobody ever will succeed in making it a par

adise. In other words, mere decency or kindness will never solve the existing

Jewish problems. That is the job of conscious political action on the part of

the Jewish people, in cooperation with the other peoples of Europe.

However, the problem itself has changed because the whole structure of

the people has undergone a violent transformation. The big Jews, once the

absolute masters of Jewish politics, are conspicuous by their absence. French

and German and Italian Jews are herded together with their Eastern brethren

or fighters side by side. There is no longer the ghost of "the Jew everywhere

and nowhere" whose identity no one quite knows: a member of a "national

minority" or of a religious community or of the most powerful international

organization or the personification of the "hidden forces behind the scene."

Jews and non-Jews alike are pretty well aware by now that Jews suffer and

fight because they are Jews-and not because of their religion or their being

a minority; that the legendary international organization does not exist and

that, in any case, they certainly are not the hidden forces behind the scene as

depicted by Hitler. To the extent that the Jew is disappearing, Jews have

come to life: organizing, fighting, proud of their flag and their deeds, suffer

ing and hoping for a better future-a nationality like the other nationalities

who sprang from the fostering soil of Western history.
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Perhaps these Jews will want to go to Palestine. It would be logical

enough-though not for the reasons usually cited, that is, because of mis

trust and fear of further persecutions. Palestine does not lie on the moon and

racial antisemitism as a weapon of imperialistic politics does not stop before

the gates of the homeland. Antisemitism, if not obliterated everywhere, will

threaten Jews anywhere. The opportunities for complete integration, on the

other hand, may well be very great in the period after the war.

If they should choose to remain in Europe-and a majority of the people

will have to, at least for a long transitional period-no one will be able to

persuade them that simple restoration of the status quo ante, simple reinte

gration, would be either possible or desirable. And again, not because of

Jew-hatred, not because of any hostile reactions of the non-Jewish peoples,

but because of the organization of the Jews itself. For good or for evil, indi

vidual Jews no longer exist in any considerable number. If we plan to restore

Jewish prewar life, we must realize that we shall have to destroy the present

forms of Jewish organization, and this in all probability we could do only

against the will of the Jewish people of Europe. For these have learned by

the most bitter experiences that neither individual equality nor mere national

segregation without active national life (under the name of minority rights)

guarantees the existence of a people. For them a return to the"golden age of

security" has become a mockery and protection by third powers-be they

governments or high-placed brethren in other countries-a dangerous illu

sion. Whether they decide to take an active part in the upbuilding of Pales

tine or to become part of the comity of European nations, they certainly will

insist on a new political status for Jews as Jews. Today as part of the Euro

pean underground, they are organized and recognized as a distinct entity.

Even as they raised the blue-and-white flag, they have manifested their polit

ical will. They have raised the banner of the Jewish people as a whole. Even

as the other European undergrounds cooperate with this flag, they, too, have

indicated the direction of the solution of the Jewish problem. It will do no

good to ignore these voices in silence or in pity. We had better prepare our

selves for a new Jewish leadership which will arise from the ranks of the Jew

ish underground-as it will arise from the underground movements of all

European peoples.
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A WAY TOWARD THE
RECONCILIATION OF PEOPLES

I

It has often been claimed that Germany was the first country that Hitler con

quered. But that is only correct if one does not forget to add that the con

quest was supported by a large portion of the German population and met

with the passive toleration or even the tacit approval of still larger portions.

In any case Hitler began his murderous advance across Europe and his

destruction of the European world of nations with the annihilation of the

German nation, which has perished in the infamy of Dachau and Buchen

wald, in the infamy of torture chambers and the Nuremberg Laws, in the

infamy of campaigns of extermination waged against women, old people,

and children. The bloody phantom of the German race has arisen out of the

ruins of the German nation. What is left is the German people, about one

million of whom are sitting in Hitler's concentration camps.

On that day in Compiegne, when Petain put his signature to the infamous

paragraphs of the German-French armistice, which demanded that every

refugee in France be handed over to the Nazis, even those who had fought

under the French flag-on that memorable day Petain tore the tricolor to

shreds and annihilated the French nation. This annihilation likewise met with

the approval of a sizable portion of the French population and the tacit toler

ation of an even larger portion. It was well known after all that the majority

of refugees at issue were Jews. The Vichy government could depend on the

same indifference with which the French had tolerated the infamy of Spanish

concentration camps, the infamy of the Third Republic's treatment of

refugees, and the infamy of a defeat without a struggle. It could depend even

more on France's homegrown antisemitic tradition, which the French

proudly kept in mind as they turned concentration camps for refugees into
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concentration-and deportation-camps for Jews. The French nation per

ished; what is left is the French people battling against their physical extermi

nation with bombs and sabotage.

Born out of the French Revolution and founded by Napoleon's tri

umphant armies, the world of European nations has never been fully real

ized. Prevented by larger nations from developing fully in political and

economic terms, it was always smaller peoples who fashioned the famous

dynamite that set off the First World War. The Jewish question was part of

these unsolved national problems in Europe. The Jews, the only European

people who had never even been able to establish their own area of settle

ment, were ultimately the minority par excellence-a minority everywhere,

a majority nowhere. Far from being alien or irrelevant to European politics,

the Jewish question became a symbol for all of Europe's unresolved national

questions.

European nations looked on with indifference as the weakest member of

the family, the perennial stepchild, was first cheated out of its national claims

to Palestine and then threatened with the loss of its physical existence in the

Diaspora. They have paid very dearly for their lack of concern, because

antisemitism has turned out to be the agent of destructive fermentation for

the entire European world. At least for now, the price for their antisemitism

is the loss of their existence as nations. One after the other they let the mur

derous hordes cross their borders almost without a fight, because they imag

ined that it was"only" a matter of Jews. At the forefront were the Germans,

who for a long time believed that the Gestapo and its torture chambers were

invented only for Jews. Until finally France decided to join in the dance of

death by more or less welcoming the "smart ranks" of the Nazi army, firmly

convinced that the only necks at risk were those of Jews and other"disagree

able foreigners." Not to mention Poland and Romania, who hoped to stifle

their own misery right away with pogroms of their own making.

But by now the tables have been turned. The Nazis, who thought they had

discovered that terror is the most effective means of propaganda, have man

aged, very much against their own will, to teach these peoples anew-at a

tempo previously unknown in history-the concepts on which all politics

are based: freedom and justice. Unrest is growing throughout Europe.

Nordic peoples, with weapons in hand, refuse to be included in the "master

race." The French clergy, who at one point had hoped to win people back to
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the church with antisemitism and on whose support Petain had therefore so

firmly counted, have discovered that they can fill churches by preaching fOr
the Jews and demanding that believers protect Jews from the police. Right

under the nose of the German army of occupation, the bishop of Paris

strolled about wearing a yellow star, teaching practical Christianity in a most

palpable way. In Yugoslavia Mikhailovitch's troops are liberating Jews from

concentration camps, arming them, and fighting alongside them in the great

battle of liberation. In Holland, in Belgium, in Denmark-the picture is the

same everywhere: the rebellion is being sparked at precisely the same point

where moral defeat began before the ensuing military defeat: the issue of

how Jews are treated.

The Nazis are desperately trying to remove Jews from all areas where

their mere presence provides a focal point for rebellion among the local pop

ulation. They deport them to regions that can still be considered antisemitic

and thus firmly on the side of the Nazis. But they are only pouring oil on the

fire and have been forced to learn that under certain circumstances people

have a good memory, that under certain circumstances the missing and the

dead speak a louder, clearer language than those who are alive and nearby.

II

These events cast us Jews into a political constellation for which there is no

precedent in modern history. Since the formation of the nation-state we have

been more or less effectively protected (and sometimes privileged) by vari

ous governments and more or less fiercely rejected (and sometimes perse

cuted) by society. In conflict with their own governments, more and more

segments of society became antisemitic over the last fifty years, until finally,

with the collapse of the nation-state as a state of law, persecutions of Jews

for reasons of state began to take place. That a society would attempt to pro

tect us from measures taken by the state-as has happened among the French

and Dutch, who have rebelled against their governments on behalf of their

own and even foreign Jews-is such a new fact in Jewish history that it will

definitely take at least twenty years for the practitioners of realpolitik among

us to get this new reality through their heads.

Jews would be well advised to pay close attention to these first signs of
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things to come. The catastrophe in Europe has meant the end not only of

nation-states but also of the conflicts and disputes between those peoples

who had managed to form a nation and those who, like the Jews, had

remained simply a people. It is hard to say which proved more effective in

this regard, Hitler's armies or each nation's sense of its own shame. In any

case each is once again simply a people awaiting national liberation-a liber

ation that can presumably be realized this time only in a federated Europe

along the lines of what Napoleon once had in mind. The French Revolution,

which brought human rights to the Jews at the price of their national emanci

pation, is about to take its second great step.

Amid the most awful persecutions in Jewish history, Jews have suffered

horrible losses over these last few years, but the chances are now very great

for a new orientation of Jewish national politics. For the first time in recent

history we can appeal directly to other peoples in regard to our just claims to

national emancipation-that is, to Palestine. For the first time since the end

of the eighteenth century and at precisely the moment when there is no such

thing as Jewish influence upon the mighty of this earth, other peoples have

declared their solidarity with us. It should be apparent to every insightful

person and to every democrat that we can expect more from this solidarity

than from any protections granted us in the past.

This war is a war of "the common man," as Henry Wallace, the American

vice president, has put it. We will have to assert our claims to Palestine

among newly awakening peoples, will have to direct our words to the com

mon man, to the average citizen of democratically organized nations. It is he

who during the course of this war-and surely even more so after it-will

come to understand the problems of the Jewish people better than all the

civil servants in all the colonial administrations of this world. He will realize

for his own sake that there is no solution to national problems without a

national soil, and for the sake of his own national honor will be forced to

practice justice. And he will understand this all the better the deeper he has

fallen into the abyss of national shame, into which fundamental injustice has

flung him.

Justice for a people, however, can only mean national justice. One of the

inalienable human rights of Jews is the right to live and if need be to die as a

Jew. A human being can defend himself only as the person he is attacked as.

AJew can preserve his human dignity only if he can be human as a Jew. For a
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Jew-in a time when his people are persecuted and the scraps of desert land

that he has turned into fertile fields through the work of his own hands are

threatened-that means fighting for the freedom of his people and the secu

rity of his land. As surely as humankind is disgraced by every persecuted

Jew, it is equally certain that the few Jews who have been graciously permit

ted to take part in this war as British colonial soldiers can never offset such

disgrace. A people that no longer defends itself against its enemies is not a

people but a living corpse. A people whom others will not allow to defend

itself against its enemies is condemned to a fate that is perhaps humanly quite

lofty but politically completely unworthy: a victim of world history.

III

Of all the peoples of Europe none has a greater objective interest than the

Germans in seeing a real Jewish army take to the battlefield. Greater than the

outrage of having unleashed this war is the infamy of waging war against

the defenseless. The blood of murdered victims will cry to heaven far more

loudly than the blood of slain enemies. It is one of the laws of life in the

human community that every victim-but not every conquered enemy

cries for vengeance. That was understood by a certain German Protestant

who could truly not be suspected of being a philosemite-when in April

1933 he said: "The blood of these Jews will be upon our children and chil

dren's children." Only a struggle in which all the victims take part-and in

which ultimately the Nazis of all countries are isolated and conquered by the

people they now rule over-can anticipate this vengeance and eliminate it.

Today many people of German heritage are ashamed of what the Nazis

have done in the name of their people. Many of them believe they have done

enough if they declare themselves philosemites, express their sympathy to

Jewish friends, give a Jewish association the look of parity by adding their

names to a list, or go so far as to declare that for them there are no Jews. Well,

we can understand these people's motive-and we know only too well how

often it is Jews who force them to take these absurd personal positions. But

that does not prevent such attitudes from being at best politically meaning

less, and usually harmful. One need only imagine the democracies so bitterly

slandered by Hitler defending themselves by declaring that they really do
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not exist-that would amount to the same sort of wisdom as advocating sui

cide as a way to avoid being murdered. As surely as Hitler is determined to

exterminate Jews or democrats on a global scale, it is equally certain that he

can be prevented from carrying out his intentions only if those under threat

are determined to confirm their existence by defending themselves with their

own hands. And just as a man who is threatened with murder should not trust

a friend who suggests suicide as a way out of his predicament, Jews should

not trust friends who try to convince them that collective suicide is the best

way to ensure their collective security.

What we demand of the United Nations is nothing more than that it show

the same solidarity with us that many European peoples under the pressure

of the Nazis' terror machine have already shown us. We do not want prom

ises that our sufferings will be "avenged," we want to fight; we do not want

mercy, but justice. "11 faut toujours rendre justice avant d'exercer la charite"

(Malebranche), which might be translated as: He who does not practice jus

tice has no right to mercy. Mercy without justice is one of the devil's most

powerful accomplices-it calms outrage and sanctions the structures that the

devil has created. Freedom, however, is not a reward for sufferings endured

and one does not accept justice as if it were crumbs from the table of the rich.

Over the past year a large number of Americans of German heritage have

declared their sympathy for the movement to create a Jewish army. Some

have gone even further and taken an active part in this most important aspect

of the Jewish people's struggle for their rights. They alone are the real repre

sentatives of those one million Germans whom Hitler has imprisoned in con

centration camps. By their support for the just participation of Jews in this

war-which truly is their war-they have contributed more than all those

Jewish or non-Jewish antifascists who believe they are doing something to

benefit the Jews by debating them out of existence.

The United Nations will not be complete as long as they are unwilling to

sit at the same table with the pariah among the world's peoples. Just as the

fate of the Jews today has become the symbol of what appears to be the rule

of the devil on earth, so, too, the real criterion for the justice of this war will

be seen in the degree to which other nations are prepared to fight their, our,

and humanity's battle shoulder to shoulder with Jews.
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In the first place, we don't like to be called "refugees." We ourselves call each

other "newcomers" or "immigrants." Our newspapers are papers for "Ameri

cans of German language"; and, as far as I know, there is not and never was

any club founded by Hitler-persecuted people whose name indicated that its

members were refugees.

A refugee used to be a person driven to seek refuge because of some act

committed or some political opinion held. Well, it is true we have had to seek

refuge; but we committed no acts and most of us never dreamt of having any

radical political opinion. With us the meaning of the term "refugee" has

changed. Now "refugees" are those of us who have been so unfortunate as to

arrive in a new country without means and have to be helped by refugee

committees.

Before this war broke out we were even more sensitive about being called

refugees. We did our best to prove to other people that we were just ordinary

immigrants. We declared that we had departed of our own free will to coun

tries of our choice, and we denied that our situation had anything to do with

"so-called Jewish problems." Yes, we were "immigrants" or "newcomers"

who had left our country because, one fine day, it no longer suited us to stay,

or for purely economic reasons. We wanted to rebuild our lives, that was all.

In order to rebuild one's life one has to be strong and an optimist. So we are

very optimistic.

Our optimism, indeed, is admirable, even if we say so ourselves. The

story of our struggle has finally become known. We lost our home, which

means the familiarity of daily life. We lost our occupation, which means the

confidence that we are of some use in this world. We lost our language,

which means the naturalness of reactions, the simplicity of gestures, the

unaffected expression of feelings. We left our relatives in the Polish ghettos
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and our best friends have been killed in concentration camps, and that means

the rupture of our private lives.

Nevertheless, as soon as we were saved-and most of us had to be saved

several times-we started our new lives and tried to follow as closely as pos

sible all the good advice our saviors passed on to us. We were told to forget;

and we forgot quicker than anybody ever could imagine. In a friendly way

we were reminded that the new country would become a new home; and

after four weeks in France or six weeks in America, we pretended to be

Frenchmen or Americans. The more optimistic among us would even add

that their whole former life had been passed in a kind of unconscious exile

and only their new country now taught them what a home really looks like. It
is true we sometimes raise objections when we are told to forget about our

former work; and our former ideals are usually hard to throw over if our

social standard is at stake. With the language, however, we find no difficul

ties: after a single year optimists are convinced they speak English as well as

their mother tongue; and after two years they swear solemnly that they speak

English better than any other language-their German is a language they

hardly remember.

In order to forget more efficiently we rather avoid any allusion to concentra

tion or internment camps we experienced in nearly all European countries

it might be interpreted as pessimism or lack of confidence in the new homeland.

Besides, how often have we been told that nobody likes to listen to all that;

hell is no longer a religious belief or a fantasy, but something as real as

houses and stones and trees. Apparently nobody wants to know that contem

porary history has created a new kind of human beings-the kind that are

put in concentration camps by their foes and in internment camps by their

friends.

Even among ourselves we don't speak about this past. Instead, we have

found our own way of mastering an uncertain future. Since everybody plans

and wishes and hopes, so do we. Apart from these general human attitudes,

however, we try to clear up the future more scientifically. After so much bad

luck we want a course as sure as a gun. Therefore, we leave the earth with all

its uncertainties behind and we cast our eyes up to the sky. The stars tell us

rather than the newspapers-when Hitler will be defeated and when we shall

become American citizens. We think the stars more reliable advisers than all
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our friends; we learn from the stars when we should have lunch with our

benefactors and on what day we have the best chances of filling out one of

these countless questionnaires which accompany our present lives. Some

times we don't rely even on the stars but rather on the lines of our hand or

the signs of our handwriting. Thus we learn less about political events but

more about our own dear selves, even though somehow psychoanalysis has

gone out of fashion. Those happier times are past when bored ladies and

gentlemen of high society conversed about the genial misdemeanors of their

early childhood. They don't want ghost stories any more; it is real experi

ences that make their flesh creep. There is no longer any need of bewitching

the past; it is spellbound enough in reality. Thus, in spite of our outspoken

optimism, we use all sorts of magical tricks to conjure up the spirits of the

future.

I don't know which memories and which thoughts nightly dwell in our

dreams. I dare not ask for information, since I, too, had rather be an optimist.

But sometimes I imagine that at least nightly we think of our dead or we

remember the poems we once loved. I could even understand how our friends

of the West Coast, during the curfew, should have had such curious notions as

to believe that we are not only "prospective citizens" but present "enemy

aliens." In daylight, of course, we become only "technically" enemy aliens

all refugees know this. But when technical reasons prevented you from leav

ing your home during the dark hours, it certainly was not easy to avoid some

dark speculations about the relation between technicality and reality.

No, there is something wrong with our optimism. There are those odd

optimists among us who, having made a lot of optimistic speeches, go home

and turn on the gas or make use of a skyscraper in quite an unexpected way.

They seem to prove that our proclaimed cheerfulness is based on a danger

ous readiness for death. Brought up in the conviction that life is the highest

good and death the greatest dismay, we became witnesses and victims of

worse terrors than death-without having been able to discover a higher

ideal than life. Thus, although death lost its horror for us, we became neither

willing nor able to risk our lives for a cause. Instead of fighting-or thinking

about how to become able to fight back-refugees have got used to wishing

death to friends or relatives; if somebody dies, we cheerfully imagine all the

trouble he has been saved. Finally many of us end by wishing that we, too,

could be saved some trouble, and act accordingly.
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Since 1938-since Hitler's invasion of Austria-we have seen how

quickly eloquent optimism could change to speechless pessimism. As time

went on, we got worse-even more optimistic and even more inclined to sui

cide. Austrian Jews under Schuschnigg were such a cheerful people-all

impartial observers admired them. It was quite wonderful how deeply con

vinced they were that nothing could happen to them. But when German

troops invaded the country and gentile neighbors started riots at Jewish

homes, Austrian Jews began to commit suicide.

Unlike other suicides, our friends leave no explanation of their deed, no

indictment, no charge against a world that had forced a desperate man to talk

and to behave cheerfully to his very last day. Letters left by them are conven

tional, meaningless documents. Thus, funeral orations we make at their open

graves are brief, embarrassed, and very hopeful. Nobody cares about

motives; they seem to be clear to all of us.

I speak of unpopular facts; and it makes things worse that in order to prove

my point I do not even dispose of the sole arguments which impress modern

people-figures. Even those Jews who furiously deny the existence of the

Jewish people give us a fair chance of survival as far as figures are concerned

how else could they prove that only a few Jews are criminals and that many

Jews are being killed as good patriots in wartime? Through their effort to

save the statistical life of the Jewish people we know that Jews had the lowest

suicide rate among all civilized nations. I am quite sure those figures are no

longer correct, but I cannot prove it with new figures, though I can certainly

with new experiences. This might be sufficient for those skeptical souls who

never were quite convinced that the measure of one's skull gives the exact

idea of its content, or that statistics of crime show the exact level of national

ethics. Anyhow, wherever European Jews are living today, they no longer

behave according to statistical laws. Suicides occur not only among the

panic-stricken people in Berlin and Vienna, in Bucharest or Paris, but in New

York and Los Angeles, in Buenos Aires and Montevideo.

On the other hand, there has been little reported about suicides in the

ghettos and concentration camps themselves. True, we had very few reports

at all from Poland, but we have been fairly well informed about German and

French concentration camps.

At the camp of Gurs, for instance, where I had the opportunity of spending
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some time, I heard only once about suicide, and that was the suggestion of a

collective action, apparently a kind of protest in order to vex the French.

When some of us remarked that we had been shipped there "pour crever" in

any case, the general mood turned suddenly into a violent courage to live.

The general opinion held that one had to be abnormally asocial and uncon

cerned about general events if one was still able to interpret the whole acci

dent as personal and individual bad luck and, accordingly, ended one's life

personally and individually. But the same people, as soon as they returned to

their own individual lives, being faced with seemingly individual problems,

changed once more to this insane optimism which is next door to despair.

We are the first nonreligious Jews persecuted-and we are the first ones

who, not only in extremis, answer with suicide. Perhaps the philosophers are

right who teach that suicide is the best and supreme guarantee of human

freedom: not being free to create our lives or the world in which we live, we

nevertheless are free to throw life away and to leave the world. Pious Jews,

certainly, cannot realize this negative liberty; they perceive murder in sui

cide, that is, destruction of what man never is able to make, interference with

the rights of the Creator. A donai nathan veadonai lakach ("The Lord hath

given and the Lord hath taken away"); and they would add: baruch shem

adonai ("blessed be the name of the Lord"). For them suicide, like murder,

means a blasphemous attack on creation as a whole. The man who kills him

self asserts that life is not worth living and the world not worth shelter

inghim.

Yet our suicides are no mad rebels who hurl defiance at life and the world,

who try to kill in themselves the whole universe. Theirs is a quiet and modest

way of vanishing; they seem to apologize for the violent solution they have

found for their personal problems. In their opinion, generally, political

events had nothing to do with their individual fate; in good or bad times they

would believe solely in their personality. Now they find some mysterious

shortcomings in themselves which prevent them from getting along. Having

felt entitled from their earliest childhood to a certain social standard, they are

failures in their own eyes if this standard cannot be kept any longer. Their

optimism is the vain attempt to keep head above water. Behind this front of

cheerfulness, they constantly struggle with despair of themselves. Finally,

they die of a kind of selfishness.

If we are saved we feel humiliated, and if we are helped we feel degraded.
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We fight like madmen for private existences with individual destinies, since

we are afraid of becoming part of that miserable lot of schnorrers whom we,

many of us former philanthropists, remember only too well. Just as once we

failed to understand that the so-called schnorrer was a symbol of Jewish des

tiny and not a schlemiel, so today we don't feel entitled to Jewish solidarity;

we cannot realize that we by ourselves are not so much concerned as the

whole Jewish people. Sometimes this lack of comprehension has been

strongly supported by our protectors. Thus, I remember a director of a great

charity concern in Paris who, whenever he received the card of a German

Jewish intellectual with the inevitable "Dr." on it, used to exclaim at the top

of his voice, "Herr Doktor, Herr Doktor, Herr Schnorrer, Herr Schnorrer!"

The conclusion we drew from such unpleasant experiences was simple

enough. To be a doctor of philosophy no longer satisfied us; and we learned

that in order to build a new life, one has first to improve on the old one. A

nice little fairy tale has been invented to describe our behavior; a forlorn emi

gre dachshund, in his grief, begins to speak: "Once, when I was a St.

Bernard ..."

Our new friends, rather overwhelmed by so many stars and famous men,

hardly understand that at the basis of all our descriptions of past splendors

lies one human truth: once we were somebodies about whom people cared,

we were loved by friends, and even known by landlords as paying our rent

regularly. Once we could buy our food and ride on the subway without being

told we were undesirable. We have become a little hysterical since newspa

permen started detecting us and telling us publicly to stop being disagreeable

when shopping for milk and bread. We wonder how it can be done; we

already are so damnably careful in every moment of our daily lives to avoid

anybody guessing who we are, what kind of passport we have, where our

birth certificates were filled out-and that Hitler didn't like us. We try the

best we can to fit into a world where you have to be sort of politically minded

when you buy your food.

Under such circumstances, the St. Bernard grows bigger and bigger. I

never can forget that young man who, when expected to accept a certain kind

of work, sighed out, "You don't know to whom you speak; I was Section

manager in Karstadt's [a great department store in Berlin]." But there is also

the deep despair of that middle-aged man who, going through countless

shifts of different committees in order to be saved, finally exclaimed, "And
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nobody here knows who I am!" Since nobody would treat him as a dignified

human being, he began sending cables to great personalities and his big rela

tions. He learned quickly that in this mad world it is much easier to be

accepted as a "great man" than as a human being.

The less we are free to decide who we are or to live as we like, the more we

try to put up a front, to hide the facts, and to play roles. We were expelled

from Germany because we were Jews. But having hardly crossed the French

borderline, we were changed into boches. We were even told that we had to

accept this designation if we really were against Hitler's racial theories. Dur

ing seven years we played the ridiculous role of trying to be Frenchmen-at

least, prospective citizens; but at the beginning of the war we were interned

as boches all the same. In the meantime, however, most of us had indeed

become such loyal Frenchmen that we could not even criticize a French gov

ernmental order; thus we declared it was all right to be interned. We were the

first prisonniers volontaires history has ever seen. After the Germans invaded

the country, the French government had only to change the name of the firm;

having been jailed because we were Germans, we were not freed because we

were Jews.

It is the same story all over the world, repeated again and again. In Europe

the Nazis confiscated our property; but in Brazil we have to pay 30 percent of

our wealth, like the most loyal member of the Bund der Auslandsdeutschen.

In Paris we could not leave our homes after eight o'clock because we were

Jews; but in Los Angeles we are restricted because we are "enemy aliens."

Our identity is changed so frequently that nobody can find out who we actu

ally are.

Unfortunately, things don't look any better when we meet with Jews.

French Jewry was absolutely convinced that all Jews coming from beyond

the Rhine were what they called Polaks-what German Jewry called Ost-

juden. But those Jews who really came from Eastern Europe could not agree

with their French brethren and called us Jaeckes. The sons of these Jaecke

haters-the second generation born in France and already duly assimilated

shared the opinion of the French Jewish upper classes. Thus, in the very same

family, you could be called aJaecke by the father and a Polak by the son.

Since the outbreak of the war and the catastrophe that has befallen Euro

pean Jewry, the mere fact of being a refugee has prevented our mingling
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with native Jewish society, some exceptions only proving the rule. These

unwritten social laws, though never publicly admitted, have the great force

of public opinion. And such a silent opinion and practice is more important

for our daily lives than all official proclamations of hospitality and goodwill.

Man is a social animal and life is not easy for him when social ties are cut

off. Moral standards are much easier kept in the texture of a society. Very few

individuals have the strength to conserve their own integrity if their social,

political, and legal status is completely confused. Lacking the courage to

fight for a change of our social and legal status, we have decided instead, so

many of us, to try a change of identity. And this curious behavior makes

matters much worse. The confusion in which we live is partly our own work.

Some day somebody will write the true story of this Jewish emigration

from Germany; and he will have to start with a description of that Mr. Cohn

from Berlin, who had always been a 150 percent German, a German superpa

triot. In 1933 that Mr. Cohn found refuge in Prague and very quickly became

a convinced Czech patriot-as true and as loyal a Czech patriot as he had

been a German one. Time went on and about 1937 the Czech government,

already under some Nazi pressure, began to expel its Jewish refugees, disre

garding the fact that they felt so strongly as prospective Czech citizens. Our

Mr. Cohn then went to Vienna; to adjust oneself there a definite Austrian

patriotism was required. The German invasion forced Mr. Cohn out of that

country. He arrived in Paris at a bad moment and he never did receive a reg

ular residence permit. Having already acquired a great skill in wishful think

ing, he refused to take mere administrative measures seriously, convinced

that he would spend his future life in France. Therefore, he prepared his

adjustment to the French nation by identifying himself with "our" ancestor

Vercingetorix. I think I had better not dilate on the further adventures of Mr.

Cohn. As long as Mr. Cohn can't make up his mind to be what he actually is,

a Jew, nobody can foretell all the mad changes he will still have to go

through.

A man who wants to lose his self discovers, indeed, the possibilities of

human existence, which are infinite, as infinite as is creation. But the recover

ing of a new personality is as difficult-and as hopeless-as a new creation

of the world. Whatever we do, whatever we pretend to be, we reveal nothing

but our insane desire to be changed, not to be Jews. All our activities
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are directed to attain this aim: we don't want to be refugees, since we don't

want to be Jews; we pretend to be English-speaking people, since German

speaking immigrants of recent years are marked as Jews; we don't call our

selves stateless, since the majority of stateless people in the world are Jews;

we are willing to become loyal Hottentots, only to hide the fact that we are

Jews. We don't succeed and we can't succeed; under the cover of our "opti

mism" you can easily detect the hopeless sadness of assimilationists.

With us from Germany the word "assimilation" received a "deep" philo

sophical meaning. You can hardly realize how serious we were about it.

Assimilation did not mean the necessary adjustment to the country where we

happened to be born and to the people whose language we happened to

speak. We adjust in principle to everything and everybody. This attitude

became quite clear to me once by the words of one of my compatriots who,

apparently, knew how to express his feelings. Having just arrived in France,

he founded one of these societies of adjustment in which German Jews

asserted to each other that they were already Frenchmen. In his first speech

he said: "We have been good Germans in Germany and therefore we shall be

good Frenchmen in France." The public applauded enthusiastically and

nobody laughed; we were happy to have learned how to prove our loyalty.

If patriotism were a matter of routine or practice, we should be the most

patriotic people in the world. Let us go back to our Mr. Cohn; he certainly

has beaten all records. He is that ideal immigrant who always, and in every

country into which a terrible fate has driven him, promptly sees and loves the

native mountains. But since patriotism is not yet believed to be a matter of

practice, it is hard to convince people of the sincerity of our repeated trans

formations. This struggle makes our own society so intolerant; we demand

full affirmation without our own group because we are not in the position to

obtain it from the natives. The natives, confronted with such strange beings

as we are, become suspicious; from their point of view, as a rule, only a loy

alty to our old countries is understandable. That makes life very bitter for us.

We might overcome this suspicion if we would explain that, being Jews, our

patriotism in our original countries had rather a peculiar aspect. Though it

was indeed sincere and deep-rooted. We wrote big volumes to prove it; paid

an entire bureaucracy to explore its antiquity and to explain it statistically.

We had scholars write philosophical dissertations on the predestined har-
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mony between Jews and Frenchmen, Jews and Germans, Jews and Hungari

ans, Jews and ... Our so frequently suspected loyalty of today has a long

history. It is the history of IS0 years of assimilated Jewry who performed an

unprecedented feat: though proving all the time their non-Jewishness, they

succeeded in remaining Jews all the same.

The desperate confusion of these Ulysses-wanderers who, unlike their

great prototype, don't know who they are is easily explained by their perfect

mania for refusing to keep their identity. This mania is much older than the

last ten years, which revealed the profound absurdity of our existence. We

are like people with a fixed idea who can't help trying continually to disguise

an imaginary stigma. Thus we are enthusiastically fond of every new pos

sibility which, being new, seems able to work miracles. We are fascinated by

every new nationality in the same way as a woman of tidy size is delighted

with every new dress which promises to give her the desired waistline. But

she likes the new dress only as long as she believes in its miraculous qualities,

and she will throw it away as soon as she discovers that it does not change her

stature-or, for that matter, her status.

One may be surprised that the apparent uselessness of all our odd dis

guises has not yet been able to discourage us. If it is true that men seldom

learn from history, it is also true that they may learn from personal experi

ences which, as in our case, are repeated time and again. But before you cast

the first stone at us, remember that being a'Jew does not give any legal status

in this world. If we should start telling the truth that we are nothing but Jews,

it would mean that we expose ourselves to the fate of human beings who,

unprotected by any specific law or political convention, are nothing but

human beings. I can hardly imagine an attitude more dangerous, since we

actually live in a world in which human beings as such have ceased to exist

for quite a while; since society has discovered discrimination as the great

social weapon by which one may kill men without any bloodshed; since pass

ports or birth certificates, and sometimes even income tax receipts, are no

longer formal papers but matters of social distinction. It is true that most of

us depend entirely upon social standards; we lose confidence in ourselves if

society does not approve us; we are-and always were-ready to pay any

price in order to be accepted by society. But it is equally true that the very

few among us who have tried to get along without all these tricks and jokes of
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adjustment and assimilation have paid a much higher price than they could

afford: they jeopardized the few chances even outlaws are given in a topsy

turvy world.

The attitude of these few whom, following Bernard Lazare, one may call

"conscious pariahs," can as little be explained by recent events alone as the

attitude of our Mr. Cohn who tried by every means to become an upstart.

Both are sons of the nineteenth century which, not knowing legal or political

outlaws, knew only too well social pariahs and their counterpart, social par

venus. Modern Jewish history, having started with court Jews and continu

ing with Jewish millionaires and philanthropists, is apt to forget about this

other thread of Jewish tradition-the tradition of Heine, Rahel Varnhagen,

Sholom Aleichem, of Bernard Lazare, Franz Kafka, or even Charlie Chap

lin. It is the tradition of a minority of Jews who have not wanted to become

upstarts, who preferred the status of "conscious pariah." All vaunted Jewish

qualities-the "Jewish heart," humanity, humor, disinterested intelligence

are pariah qualities. All Jewish shortcomings-tactlessness, political stupidity,

inferiority complexes, and money-grubbing-are characteristic of upstarts.

There have always been Jews who did not think it worthwhile to change their

humane attitude and their natural insight into reality for the narrowness of

caste spirit or the essential unreality of financial transactions.

History has forced the status of outlaws upon both, upon pariahs and par

venus alike. The latter have not yet accepted the great wisdom of Balzac's

"On ne parvient pas deux fois"; thus they don't understand the wild dreams

of the former and feel humiliated in sharing their fate. Those few refugees

who insist upon telling the truth, even to the point of "indecency," get in

exchange for their unpopularity one priceless advantage: history is no longer

a closed book to them and politics is no longer the privilege of gentiles. They

know that the outlawing of the Jewish people in Europe has been followed

closely by the outlawing of most European nations. Refugees driven from

country to country represent the vanguard of their peoples-if they keep

their identity. For the first time Jewish history is not separate but tied up with

that of all other nations. The comity of European peoples went to pieces

when, and because, it allowed its weakest member to be excluded and

persecuted.
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THE JEW AS PARIAH:
A HIDDEN TRADITION

When it comes to claiming its own in the field of European arts and letters,

the attitude of the Jewish people may best be described as one of reckless

magnanimity. With a grand gesture and without a murmur of protest it has

calmly allowed the credit for its great writers and artists to go to other

peoples, itself receiving in return (in punctiliously regular payments) the

doubtful privilege of being acclaimed father of every notorious swindler and

mountebank. True enough, there has been a tendency in recent years to com

pile long lists of European worthies who might conceivably claim Jewish

descent, but such lists are more in the nature of mass graves for the forgotten

than of enduring monuments to the remembered and cherished. Useful as

they may be for purposes of propaganda (offensive as well as defensive),

they have not succeeded in reclaiming for the Jews any single writer of note

unless he happened to have written specifically in Hebrew or Yiddish. Those

who really did most for the spiritual dignity of their people, who weregreat

enough to transcend the bounds of nationality and to weave the strands of

their Jewish genius into the general texture of European life, have been

given short shrift and perfunctory recognition. With the growing tendency

to conceive of the Jewish people as a series of separate territorial units and to

resolve its history into so many regional chronicles and parochial records, its

great figures have been left perforce to the tender mercies of assimilationist

propagandists-to be exploited only in order to bolster selfish interests or

furnish alleged illustrations of dubious ideologies.

Noone fares worse from this process than those bold spirits who tried to

make of the emancipation of the Jews that which it really should have

been-an admission of Jews as Jews to the ranks of humanity, rather than a

permit to ape the gentiles or an opportunity to play the parvenu. Realizing
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only too well that they did not enjoy political freedom nor full admission to

the life of nations, but that, instead, they had been separated from their own

people and lost contact with the simple natural life of the common man,

these men yet achieved liberty and popularity by the sheer force of imagina

tion. As individuals they started an emancipation of their own, of their own

hearts and brains. Such a conception was, of course, a gross misconstruction

of what emancipation had been intended to be; but it was also a vision, and

out of the impassioned intensity with which it was evinced and expressed it

provided the fostering soil on which Jewish creative genius could grow and

contribute its products to the general spiritual life of the Western world.

That the status of the Jews in Europe has been not only that of an

oppressed people but also of what Max Weber has called a "pariah people" is

a fact most clearly appreciated by those who have had practical experience of

just how ambiguous is the freedom which emancipation has ensured, and

how treacherous the promise of equality which assimilation has held out. In

their own position as social outcasts such men reflect the political status of

their entire people. It is therefore not surprising that out of their personal

experience Jewish poets, writers, and artists should have been able to evolve

the concept of the pariah as a human type-a concept of supreme impor

tance for the evaluation of mankind in our day and one which has exerted

upon the gentile world an influence in strange contrast to the spiritual and

political ineffectiveness which has been the fate of these men among their

own brethren. Indeed, the concept of the pariah has become traditional, even

though the tradition be but tacit and latent, and its continuance automatic

and unconscious. Nor need we wonder why: for over a hundred years the

same basic conditions have obtained and evoked the same basic reaction.

However slender the basis out of which the concept was created and out

of which it was progressively developed, it has nevertheless loomed larger in

the thinking of assimilated Jews than might be inferred from standard Jewish

histories. It has endured, in fact, from Salomon Maimon in the eighteenth

century to Franz Kafka in the early twentieth. But out of the variety of forms

which it has assumed we shall here select four, in each of which it expresses

an alternative portrayal of the Jewish people. Our first type will be Heinrich

Heine's schlemiel and "lord of dreams" (Traumweltherrscher); our second,

Bernard Lazare's "conscious pariah"; our third, Charlie Chaplin's grotesque

portrayal of the suspect;l and our fourth, Franz Kafka's poetic vision of the
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fate of the man of goodwill. Between these four types there is a significant

connection-a link which in fact unites all genuine concepts and sound ideas

when once they achieve historical actuality.

1. Heinrich Heine: The Schlemiel and Lord ofDreams

In his poem "Princess Sabbath," the first of his Hehrew Melodies, Heinrich

Heine depicts for us the national background from which he sprang and

which inspired his verses. He portrays his people as a fairy prince turned by

witchcraft into a dog. A figure of ridicule throughout the week, every Friday

night he suddenly regains his mortal shape, and freed from the preoccupa

tions of his canine existence (von huendischen Gedanken), goes forth like a

prince to welcome the sabbath bride and to greet her with the traditional

hymeneal, "Lecha Dodi."2

This poem, we are informed by Heine, was especially composed for the

purpose by the people's poet-the poet who, by a stroke of fortune, escapes

the grueling weekly transformation of his people and who continually leads

the sabbathlike existence which is to Heine the only positive mark of Jew

ish life.

Poets are characterized in greater detail in Part IV of the poem, where

Heine speaks of Yehudah Halevi. They are said to be descended from "Herr

Schlemihl ben Zurishaddai"-a name taken from Shelumiel ben Zurishad

dai, mentioned in the biblical Book of Numbers as the leader of the tribe of

Simeon. Heine relates his name to the word "schlemiel" by the humorous

supposition that by standing too close to his brother chieftain Zimri, he got

himself killed accidentally when Zimri was beheaded by the priest Phinehas

for dallying with a Midianite woman (Numbers 25: 6-15). But if they may

claim Shelumiel as their ancestor, they must also claim Phinehas-the ruth

less Phinehas whose

... spear is with us,

And above our heads unpausing

We can hear its fatal whizzing

And the noblest hearts it pierces.

[Trans. Leland]
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History preserves to us no "deeds heroic" of those "noblest hearts." All we

know is that-they were schlemiels.

Innocence is the hallmark of the schlemiel. But it is of such innocence that

a people's poets-its "lords of dreams"-are born. No heroes they and no

stalwarts, they are content to seek their protection in the special tutelage of

an ancient Greek deity. For did not Apollo, that "inerrable godhead of

delight," proclaim himself once and for all the lord of schlemiels on the day

when-as the legend has it-he pursued the beauteous Daphne only to

receive for his pains a crown of laurels? To be sure, times have changed since

then, and the transformation of the ancient Olympian has been described by

Heine himself in his poem "The God Apollo." This tells of a nun who falls

in love with that great divinity and gives herself up to the search for him who

can play the lyre so beautifully and charm hearts so wondrously. In the end,

however, after wandering far and wide, she discovers that the Apollo of her

dreams exists in the world of reality as Rabbi Faibusch (a Yiddish distortion

of Phoebus), cantor in a synagogue at Amsterdam, holder of the humblest

office among the humblest of peoples. Nor this alone; the father is a mohel

(ritual circumciser), and the mother peddles sour pickles and assortments of

odd trousers; while the son is a good-for-nothing who makes the rounds of

the annual fairs playing the clown and singing the Psalms of David to the

accompaniment of a bevy of "Muses" consisting of nine buxom wenches

from the Amsterdam casino.

Heine's portrayal of the Jewish people and of himself as their poet-king

is, of course, poles apart from the conception entertained by the privileged

wealthy Jews of the upper classes. Instead, in its gay, insouciant impudence it

is characteristic of the common people. For the pariah, excluded from formal

society and with no desire to be embraced within it, turns naturally to that

which entertains and delights the common people. Sharing their social

ostracism, he also shares their joys and sorrows, their pleasures and their

tribulations. He turns, in fact, from the world of men and the fashion thereof

to the open and unrestricted bounty of the earth. And this is precisely what

Heine did. Stupid and undiscerning critics have called it materialism or athe

ism, but the truth is that there is only so much of the heathen in it that it

seems irreconcilable with certain interpretations of the Christian doctrine of

original sin and its consequent sense of perpetual guilt. It is, indeed, no more

than that simple joie de vivre which one finds everywhere in children and in
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the common people-that passion which makes them revel in tales and

romances, which finds its supreme literary expression in the ballad and which

gives to the short love song its essentially popular character. Stemming as it

does from the basic affinity of the pariah to the people, it is something which

neither literary criticism nor antisemitism could ever abolish. Though they

dub its author "unknown," the Nazis cannot eliminate the "Lorelei" from the

repertoire of German song.

It is but natural that the pariah, who receives so little from the world of

men that even fame (which the world has been known to bestow on even the

most abandoned of her children) is accounted to him a mere sign of

schlemieldom, should look with an air of innocent amusement, and smile to

himself at the spectacle of human beings trying to compete with the divine

realities of nature. The bare fact that the sun shines on all alike affords him

daily proof that all men are essentially equal. In the presence of such univer

sal things as the sun, music, trees, and children-things which Rahel Varn

hagen called "the true realities" just because they are cherished most by those

who have no place in the political and social world-the petty dispensations

of men which create and maintain inequality must necessarily appear ridicu

lous. Confronted with the natural order of things, in which all is equally

good, the fabricated order of society, with its manifold classes and ranks,

must appear a comic, hopeless attempt of creation to throw down the gaunt

let to its creator. It is no longer the outcast pariah who appears the schlemiel,

but those who live in the ordered ranks of society and who have exchanged

the generous gifts of nature for the idols of social privilege and prejudice.

Especially is this true of the parvenu, who was not even born to the system,

but chose it of his own free will, and who is called upon to pay the cost metic

ulously and exactly, whereas others can take things in their stride. But no less

are they schlemiels who enjoy power and high station. It needs but a poet to

compare their vaunted grandeur with the real majesty of the sun, shining on

king and beggarman alike, in order to demonstrate that all their pomp and

circumstance is but sounding brass and a tinkling cymbal. All of these truths

are old as the hills. We know them from the songs of oppressed and despised

peoples who-so long as man does not aspire to halt the course of the sun

will always seek refuge in nature, hoping that beside nature all the devices of

men will reveal themselves as ephemeral trifles.

It is from this shifting of the accent, from this vehement protest on the
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part of the pariah, from this attitude of denying the reality of the social order

and of confronting it, instead, with a higher reality, that Heine's spirit of

mockery really stems. It is this too which makes his scorn so pointed.

Because he gauges things so consistently by the criterion of what is really

and manifestly natural, he is able at once to detect the weak spot in his oppo

nent's armor, the vulnerable point in any particular stupidity which he hap

pens to be exposing. And it is this aloofness of the pariah from all the works

of man that Heine regards as the essence of freedom. It is this aloofness that

accounts for the divine laughter and the absence of bitterness in his verses.

He was the first Jew to whom freedom meant more than mere "liberation

from the house of bondage" and in whom it was combined, in equal mea

sure, with the traditional Jewish passion for justice. To Heine, freedom had

little to do with liberation from a just or unjust yoke. A man is born free, and

he can lose his freedom only by selling himself into bondage. In line with this

idea, both in his political poems and in his prose writings Heine vents his

anger not only on tyrants but equally on those who put up with them.

The concept of natural freedom (conceived, be it noted, by an outcast able

to live beyond the struggle between bondage and tyranny) turns both slaves

and tyrants into equally unnatural and therefore ludicrous figures of fun.

The poet's cheerful insouciance could hardly be expected from the more

respectable citizen, caught as he was in the toils of practical affairs and him

self partly responsible for the order of things. Even Heine, when confronted

with the only social reality from which his pariah existence had not detached

him-the rich Jews of his family-loses his serenity and becomes bitter and

sarcastic.

To be sure, when measured by the standard of political realities, Heine's

attitude of amused indifference seems remote and unreal. When one comes

down to earth, one has to admit that laughter does not kill and that neither

slaves nor tyrants are extinguished by mere amusement. From this stand

point, however, the pariah is always remote and unreal; whether as schlemiel

or as "lord of dreams" he stands outside the real world and attacks it from

without. Indeed, the Jewish tendency toward utopianism-a propensity

most clearly in evidence in the very countries of emancipation-stems, in

the last analysis, from just this lack of social roots. The only thing which

saved Heine from succumbing to it, and which made him transform the polit

ical nonexistence and unreality of the pariah into the effective basis of a
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world of art, was his creativity. Because he sought nothing more than to hold

up a mirror to the political world, he was able to avoid becoming a doctri

naire and to keep his passion for freedom unhampered by fetters of dogma.

Similarly, because he viewed life through a long-range telescope, and not

through the prism of an ideology, he was able to see further and clearer than

others, and takes his place today among the shrewdest political observers of

his time. The basic philosophy of this "prodigal son" who, after "herding the

Hegelian swine for many years," at last became even bold enough to

embrace a personal god, could always have been epitomized in his own lines:

Beat on the drum and blow the fife

And kiss the vivandiere, my boy.

Fear nothing-that's the whole of life,

Its deepest truth, its soundest joy.

Beat reveille, and with a blast

Arouse all men to valiant strife.

Waken the world; and then, at last

March on.... That is the whole of life.

[Trans. Untermeyer]

By fearlessness and divine impudence Heine finally achieved that for

which his coreligionists had vainly striven with fear and trembling, now

furtively and now ostentatiously, now by preening and vaunting, and now by

obsequious sycophancy. Heine is the only German Jew who could truthfully

describe himself as both a German and a Jew. He is the only outstanding

example of a really happy assimilation in the entire history of that process.

By seeing Phoebus Apollo in Rabbi Faibusch, by boldly introducing Yiddish

expressions in the German language, he in fact put into practice that true

blending of cultures of which others merely talked. One has only to remem

ber how zealously assimilated Jews avoid the mention of a Hebrew word

before gentiles, how strenuously they pretend not to understand it if they

hear one, to appreciate the full measure of Heine's accomplishment when he

wrote, as pure German verse, lines like the following, praising a distinctively

Jewish dish:

Schalet, ray of light immortal

Schalet, daughter of Elysium!
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So had Schiller's song resounded,

Had he ever tasted Schalet.

[Trans. Leland]

In these words, Heine places the fare of Princess Sabbath on the table of the

gods, beside nectar and ambrosia.

While the privileged wealthy Jews appealed to the sublimities of the

Hebrew Prophets in order to prove that they were indeed the descendants of

an especially exalted people, or else-like Disraeli-sought to validate their

people by endowing it with some extraordinary, mystic power, Heine dis

pensed with all such rarefied devices and turned to the homespun Judaism of

everyday life, to that which really lay in the heart and on the lips of the aver

age Jew; and through the medium of the German language he gave it a place

in general European culture. Indeed, it was the very introduction of these

homely Jewish notes that helped to make Heine's works so essentially popu

lar and human.

Heine is perhaps the first German prose writer really to embody the her

itage of Lessing. In a manner least expected, he confirmed the queer notion

so widely entertained by the early Prussian liberals that once the Jew was

emancipated he would become more human, more free and less prejudiced

than other men. That this notion involved a gross exaggeration is obvious. In

its political implications, too, it was so lacking in elementary understanding

as to appeal only to those Jews who imagined-as do so many today-that

Jews could exist as "pure human beings" outside the range of peoples and

nations. Heine was not deceived by this nonsense of "world citizenship." He

knew that separate peoples are needed to focus the genius of poets and

artists; and he had no time for academic pipe dreams. Just because he refused

to give up his allegiance to a people of pariahs and schlemiels, just because he

remained consistently attached to them, he takes his place among the most

uncompromising of Europe's fighters for freedom-of which, alas, Ger

many has produced so few. Of all the poets of his time Heine was the one

with the most character. And just because German bourgeois society had

none of its own, and feared the explosive force of his, it concocted the slan

derous legend of his characterlessness. Those who spread this legend, and

who hoped thereby to dismiss Heine from serious consideration, included

many Jewish journalists. They were averse to adopting the line he had sug-
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gested; they did not want to become Germans and Jews in one, because they

feared that they would thereby lose their positions in the social order of Ger

man Jewry. For Heine's attitude, if only as a poet, was that by achieving

emancipation the Jewish people had achieved a genuine freedom. He simply

ignored the condition which had characterized emancipation everywhere in

Europe-namely, that the Jew might only become a man when he ceased to

be a Jew. Because he held this position he was able to do what so few of his

contemporaries could-to speak the language of a free man and sing the

songs of a natural one.

II. Bernard Lazare: The Conscious Pariah

If it was Heine's achievement to recognize in the figure of the schlemiel the

essential kinship of the pariah to the poet-both alike excluded from society

and never quite at home in this world-and to illustrate by this analogy the

position of the Jew in the world of European culture, it was the merit of

Bernard Lazare to translate the same basic fact into terms of political signifi

cance. Living in the France of the Dreyfus affair, Lazare could appreciate at

first hand the pariah quality of Jewish existence. But he knew where the solu

tion lay: in contrast to his unemancipated brethren who accept their pariah

status automatically and unconsciously, the emancipated Jew must awake to

an awareness of his position and, conscious of it, become a rebel against it

the champion of an oppressed people. His fight for freedom is part and parcel

of that which all the downtrodden of Europe must wage to achieve national

and social liberation.

In this heroic effort to bring the Jewish question openly into the arena of

politics, Lazare was to discover certain specific, Jewish factors which Heine

had overlooked and could afford to ignore. If Heine could content himself

with the bare observation that "Israel is ill-served, with false friends guard

ing her doors from without and Folly and Dread keeping watch within,"

Lazare took pains to investigate the political implications of this connection

between Jewish folly and gentile duplicity. As the root of the mischief he

recognized that "spurious doctrine" (doctrine bararde) of assimilation, which

would have the Jews "abandon all their characteristics, individual and moral

alike, and give up distinguishing themselves only by an outward mark of the
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flesh which served but to expose them to the hatred of other faiths." He saw

that what was necessary was to rouse the Jewish pariah to a fight against the

Jewish parvenu. There was no other way to save him from the latter's own

fate-inevitable destruction. Not only, he contended, has the pariah nothing

but suffering to expect from the domination of the parvenu, but it is he who

is destined sooner or later to pay the price of the whole wretched system. "I

want no longer," he says in a telling passage, "to have against me not only the

wealthy of my people, who exploit me and sell me, but also the rich and poor

of other peoples who oppress and torture me in the name of my rich." And in

these words he puts his finger squarely on that phenomenon of Jewish life

which the historian Jost had so aptly characterized as "double slavery"

dependence, on the one hand, upon the hostile elements of his environment

and, on the other, on his own "highly placed brethren" who are somehow in

league with them. Lazare was the first Jew to perceive the connection

between these two elements, both equally disastrous to the pariah. His expe

rience of French politics had taught him that whenever the enemy seeks con

trol, he makes a point of using some oppressed element of the population as

his lackeys and henchmen, rewarding them with special privileges, as a kind

of sop. It was thus that he construed the mechanism which made the rich

Jews seek protection behind the notorious general Jewish poverty, to which

they referred whenever their own position was jeopardized. This, he

divined, was the real basis of their precarious relationship with their poorer

brethren-on whom they would be able, at any time it suited them, to turn

their backs.

As soon as the pariah enters the arena of politics and translates his status

into political terms, he becomes perforce a rebel. Lazare's idea was, there

fore, that the Jew should come out openly as the representative of the pariah,

"since it is the duty of every human being to resist oppression." He

demanded, that is, that the pariah relinquish once and for all the prerogative

of the schlemiel, cut loose from the world of fancy and illusion, renounce the

comfortable protection of nature, and come to grips with the world of men

and women. In other words, he wanted him to feel that he was himself

responsible for what society had done to him. He wanted him to stop seeking

release in an attitude of superior indifference or in lofty and rarefied cogita

tion about the nature of man per see However much the Jewish pariah might

be, from the historical viewpoint, the product of an unjust dispensation
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("look what you have made of the people, ye Christians and ye princes of the

Jews"), politically speaking, every pariah who refused to be a rebel was

partly responsible for his own position and therewith for the blot on mankind

which it represented. From such shame there was no escape, either in art or

in nature. For insofar as a man is more than a mere creature of nature, more

than a mere product of divine creativity, insofar will he be called to account

for the things which men do to men in the world which they themselves con

dition.

Superficially, it might appear as though Lazare failed because of the orga

nized opposition of the rich, privileged Jews, the nabobs and philanthropists

whose leadership he had ventured to challenge and whose lust for power he

had dared to denounce. Were this the case, it would be but the beginning of a

tradition which might have outlived his own premature death and deter

mined, if not the fate, at least the effective volition of the Jewish people. But

it was not the case; and Lazare himself knew-to his own sorrow-the real

cause of his failure. The decisive factor was not the parvenu; neither was it

the existence of a ruling caste which-whatever complexion it might choose

to assume-was still very much the same as that of any other people.

Immeasurably more serious and decisive was the fact that the pariah simply

refused to become a rebel. True to type, he preferred to "play the revolution

ary in the society of others, but not in his own," or else to assume the role of

schnorrer feeding on the crumbs from the rich man's table, like an ancient

Roman commoner ready to be fobbed off with the merest trifle that the patri

cian might toss at him. In either case, he mortgaged himself to the parvenu,

protecting the latter's position in society and in turn protected by him.

However bitterly they may have attacked him, it was not the hostility of

the Jewish nabobs that ruined Lazare. It was the fact that when he tried to

stop the pariah from being a schlemiel, when he sought to give him a political

significance, he encountered only the schnorrer. And once the pariah becomes

a schnorrer, he is worth nothing, not because he is poor and begs, but because

he begs from those whom he ought to fight, and because he appraises his

poverty by the standards of those who have caused it. Once he adopts the

role of schnorrer, the pariah becomes automatically one of the props which

hold up a social order from which he is himself excluded. For just as he can

not live without his benefactors, so they cannot live without him. Indeed, it is

just by this system of organized charity and almsgiving that the parvenus of
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the Jewish people have contrived to secure control over it, to determine its

destinies and set its standards. The parvenu who fears lest he becomes a

pariah, and the pariah who aspires to become a parvenu, are brothers under

the skin and appropriately aware of their kinship. Small wonder, in face of

this fact, that of all Lazare's efforts-unique as they were-to forge the

peculiar situation of his people into a vital and significant political factor,

nothing now remains. Even his memory has faded.

III. Charlie Chaplin: The Suspect

While lack of political sense and persistence in the obsolete system of mak

ing charity the basis of national unity have prevented the Jewish people from

taking a positive part in the political life of our day, these very qualities,

translated into dramatic forms, have inspired one of the most singular prod

ucts of modern art-the films of Charlie Chaplin. In Chaplin the most

unpopular people in the world inspired what was long the most popular of

contemporary figures-not because he was a modern Merry Andrew, but

because he represented the revival of a quality long thought to have been

killed by a century of class conflict, namely, the entrancing charm of the little

people.

In his very first film, Chaplin portrayed the chronic plight of the little man

who is incessantly harried and hectored by the guardians of law and order

the representatives of society. To be sure, he too is a schlemiel, but not of the

old visionary type, not a secret fairy prince, a protege of Phoebus Apollo.

Chaplin's world is of the earth, grotesquely caricatured if you will, but nev

ertheless hard and real. It is a world from which neither nature nor art can

provide escape and against whose slings and arrows the only armor is one's

own wits or the kindness and humanity of casual acquaintances.

In the eyes of society, the type which Chaplin portrays is always funda

mentally suspect. He may be at odds with the world in a thousand and one

ways, and his conflicts with it may assume a manifold variety of forms, but

always and everywhere he is under suspicion, so that it is no good arguing

rights or wrongs. Long before the refugee was to become, in the guise of the

"stateless," the living symbol of the pariah, long before men and women

were to be forced in their thousands to depend for their bare existence on
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their own wits or the chance kindnesses of others, Chaplin's own childhood

had taught him two things. On the one hand, it had taught him the traditional

Jewish fear of the "cop"-that seeming incarnation of a hostile world; but

on the other, it had taught him the time-honored Jewish truth that, other

things being equal, the human ingenuity of a David can sometimes outmatch

the animal strength of a Goliath.

Standing outside the pale, suspected by all the world, the pariah-as

Chaplin portrays him-could not fail to arouse the sympathy of the com

mon people, who recognized in him the image of what society had done to

them. Small wonder, then, that Chaplin became the idol of the masses. If

they laughed at the way he was forever falling in love at first sight, they real

ized at the same time that the kind of love he evinced was their kind of

love-however rare it may be.

Chaplin's suspect is linked to Heine's schlemiel by the common element

of innocence. What might have appeared incredible and untenable if pre

sented as a matter of casuistic discussion, as the theme of high-flown talk

about the persecution of the guiltless, becomes, in Chaplin's treatment, both

warm and convincing. Chaplin's heroes are not paragons of virtue, but little

men with a thousand and one little failings, forever clashing with the law.

The only point that is made is that the punishment does not always fit the

crime, and that for the man who is in any case suspect there is no relation

between the offense he commits and the price he pays. He is always being

"nabbed" for things he never did, yet somehow he can always slip through

the toils of the law, where other men would be caught in them. The inno

cence of the suspect whom Chaplin so consistently portrays in his films is,

however, no more a mere trait of character, as in Heine's schlemiel; rather is

it an expression of the dangerous incompatibility of general laws with indi

vidual misdeeds. Although in itself tragic, this incompatibility reveals its

comic aspects in the case of the suspect, where it becomes patent. There is

obviously no connection at all between what Chaplin does or does not do and

the punishment which overtakes him. Because he is suspect, he is called upon

to bear the brunt of much that he has not done. Yet at the same time, because

he is beyond the pale, unhampered by the trammels of society, he is able to

get away with a great deal. Out of this ambivalent situation springs an atti

tude both of fear and of impudence, fear of the law as if it were an inexorable

natural force, and familiar, ironic impudence in the face of its minions. One
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can cheerfully cock a snook at them, because one has learned to duck them,

as men duck a shower by creeping into holes or under a shelter. And the

smaller one is the easier it becomes. Basically, the impudence of Chaplin's

suspect is of the same kind as charms us so much in Heine's schlemiel; but no

longer is it carefree and unperturbed, no longer the divine effrontery of the

poet who consorts with heavenly things and can therefore afford to thumb

noses at earthly society. On the contrary, it is a worried, careworn impu

dence-the kind so familiar to generations of Jews, the effrontery of the

poor "little Yid" who does not recognize the class order of the world because

he sees in it neither order nor justice for himself.

It was in this "little Yid," poor in worldly goods but rich in human experi

ence, that the little man of all peoples most clearly discerned his own image.

After all, had he not too to grapple with the problem of circumventing a law

which, in its sublime indifference, forbade "rich and poor to sleep under

bridges or steal bread?" For a long time he could laugh good-humoredly at

himself in the role of a schlemiel-laugh at his misfortunes and his comic,

sly methods of escape. But then came unemployment, and the thing was not

funny anymore. He knew he had been caught by a fate which no amount of

cunning and smartness could evade. Then came the change. Chaplin's popu

larity began rapidly to wane, not because of any mounting antisemitism, but

because his underlying humanity had lost its meaning. Men had stopped

seeking release in laughter; the little man had decided to be a big one.

Today it is not Chaplin, but Superman. When, in The Great Dictator, the

comedian tried, by the ingenious device of doubling his role, to point up the

contrast between the "little man" and the "big shot," and to show the almost

brutal character of the Superman ideal, he was barely understood. And

when, at the end of that film, he stepped out of character, and sought, in his

own name, to reaffirm and vindicate the simple wisdom and philosophy of

the "little man," his moving and impassioned plea fell, for the most part,

upon unresponsive audiences. This was not the idol of the thirties.

IV. Frant Kaflca: The Man ofGoodwill

Both Heine's schlemiel and Lazare's "conscious pariah" were conceived

essentially as Jews, while even Chaplin's suspect betrays what are clearly
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Jewish traits. Quite different, however, is the case of the last and most recent

typification of the pariah-that represented in the work of Franz Kafka. He

appears on two occasions, once in the poet's earliest story, "Description of a

Fight," and again in one of his latest novels, entitled The Castle.

"Description of a Fight" is concerned, in a general way, with the problem

of social interrelations, and advances the thesis that within the confines of

society the effects of genuine or even friendly relations are invariably

adverse. Society, we are told, is composed of "nobodies"-"I did wrong to

nobody, nobody did wrong to me; but nobody will help me, nothing but

nobodies"-and has therefore no real existence. Nevertheless, even the

pariah, who is excluded from it, cannot account himself lucky, since society

keeps up the pretense that it is somebody and he nobody, that it is "real" and

he "unreal."3 His conflict with it has therefore nothing to do with the ques

tion whether society treats him properly or not; the point at issue is simply

whether it or he has real existence. And the greatest injury which society can

and does inflict on him is to make him doubt the reality and validity of his

own existence, to reduce him in his own eyes to a status of nonentity.

The reality of his existence thus assailed, the pariah of the nineteenth cen

tury had found escape in two ways, but neither could any longer commend

itself to Kafka. The first way led to a society of pariahs, of people in the same

situation and-so far as their opposition to society was concerned-of the

same outlook. But to take this way was to end in utter detachment from

reality-in a bohemian divorce from the actual world. The second way, cho

sen by many of the better Jews whom society had ostracized, led to an over

whelming preoccupation with the world of beauty, be it the world of nature

in which all men were equal beneath an eternal sun, or the realm of art where

everyone was welcome who could appreciate eternal genius. Nature and art

had, in fact, long been regarded as departments of life which were proof

against social or political assault; and the pariah therefore retreated to them

as to a world where he might dwell unmolested. Old cities, reared in beauty

and hallowed by tradition, began to attract him with their imposing buildings

and spacious plazas. Projected, as it were, from the past into the present,

aloof from contemporary rages and passions, they seemed in their timeless

ness to extend a universal welcome. The gates of the old palaces, built by

kings for their own courts, seemed now to be flung open to all, and even

unbelievers might pace the great cathedrals of Christ. In such a setting the
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despised pariah Jew, dismissed by contemporary society as a nobody, could

at least share in the glories of the past, for which he often showed a more

appreciative eye than the esteemed and full-fledged members of society.

But it is just this method of escape, this retreat into nature and art against

which Kafka directs his shafts in "Description of a Fight." To his twentieth

century sense of reality, nature had lost its invulnerable superiority over man

since man would not "leave it in peace." He denied, too, the living actuality

of monuments which were merely inherited from the dead and abandoned to

everybody-that same everybody whom contemporary society would call a

"nobody." In his view, the beauties of art and nature when used as an escape

mechanism by those to whom its right had been refused were merely prod

ucts of society. It does no good, he says, to keep thinking of them; in time

they die and lose their strength. For Kafka only those things are real whose

strength is not impaired but confirmed by thinking. Neither the freedom of

the schlemiel and poet nor the innocence of the suspect nor the escape into

nature and art, but thinking is the new weapon-the only one with which, in

Kafka's opinion, the pariah is endowed at birth in his vital struggle against

society.

It is, indeed, the use of this contemplative faculty as an instrument of self

preservation that characterizes Kafka's conception of the pariah. Kafka's

heroes face society with an attitude of outspoken aggression, poles apart

from the ironic condescension and superiority of Heine's "lord of dreams"

or the innocent cunning of Chaplin's perpetually harassed little man. The

traditional traits of the Jewish pariah, the touching innocence and the en

livening schlemieldom, have alike no place in the picture. The Castle, the one

novel in which Kafka discusses the Jewish problem, is the only one in which

the hero is plainly a Jew; yet even there what characterizes him as such is not

any typically Jewish trait, but the fact that he is involved in situations and

perplexities distinctive of Jewish life.

K. (as the hero is called) is a stranger who can never be brought into line

because he belongs neither to the common people nor to its rulers. ("You are

not of the Castle and you are not of the village, you are nothing at all.") To

be sure, it has something to do with the rulers that he ever came to the village

in the first place, but he has no legal title to remain there. In the eyes of the

minor bureaucratic officials his very existence was due merely to a bureau

cratic "error," while his status as a citizen was a paper one, buried "in piles of
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documents forever rising and crashing" around him. He is charged continu

ally with being superfluous, "unwanted and in everyone's way," with hav':"

ing, as a stranger, to depend on other people's bounty and with being

tolerated only by reason of a mysterious act of grace.

K. himself is of the opinion that everything depends on his becoming

"indistinguishable," and "that as soon as possible." He admits that the rulers

will assuredly obstruct the process. What he seeks, namely, complete assimi

lation, is something which they are not prepared to recognize-even as an

aspiration. In a letter from the castle he is told distinctly that he will have to

make up his mind "whether he prefers to become a village worker with a dis

tinctive but merely apparent connection with the Castle or an ostensible vil

lage worker whose real occupation is determined through the medium of

Barnabas (the court messenger)."

No better analogy could have been found to illustrate the entire dilemma

of the modern would-be assimilationist Jew. He, too, is faced with the same

alternative, whether to belong ostensibly to the people, but really to the

rulers-as their creature and tool-or utterly and forever to renounce their

protection and seek his fortune with the masses. "Official" Jewry has pre

ferred always to cling to the rulers, and its representatives are always only

"ostensible villagers." But it is with the other sort of Jew that Kafka is con

cerned and whose fate he portrays. This is the Jew who chooses the alterna

tive way-the way of goodwill, who construes the conventional parlance of

assimilation literally. What Kafka depicts is the real drama of assimilation,

not its distorted counterpart. He speaks for the average small-time Jew who

really wants no more than his rights as a human being: home, work, family,

and citizenship. He is portrayed as if he were alone on earth, the only Jew in

the whole wide world-completely, desolately alone. Here, too, Kafka paints

a picture true to reality and to the basic human problem which assimilation

involves, if taken seriously. For insofar as the Jew seeks to become "indistin

guishable" from his gentile neighbors he has to behave as if he were indeed

utterly alone; he has to part company, once and for all, with all who are like

him. The hero of Kafka's novel does, in fact, what the whole world wants the

Jew to do. His lonely isolation merely reflects the constantly reiterated opin

ion that if only there were nothing but individual Jews, if only the Jews

would not persist in banding together, assimilation would become a fairly

simple process. Kafka makes his hero follow this "ideal" course in order to
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show clearly how the experiment in fact works out. To make a thorough suc

cess of it, it is, of course, necessary also that a man should renounce all dis

tinctive Jewish traits. In Kafka's treatment, however, this renunciation

assumes a significance for the whole problem of mankind, and not merely for

the Jewish question. K., in his effort to become "indistinguishable," is inter

ested only in universals, in things which are common to all mankind. His

desires are directed only toward those things to which all men have a natural

right. He is, in a word, the typical man of goodwill. He demands no more

than that which constitutes every man's right, and he will be satisfied with no

less. His entire ambition is to have "a home, a position, real work to do," to

marry and "to become a member of the community." Because, as a stranger,

he is not permitted to enjoy these obvious prerequisites of human existence,

he cannot afford to be ambitious. He alone, he thinks (at least at the begin

ning of the story), must fight for the minimum-for simple human rights, as

if it were something which embraced the sum total of all possible demands.

And just because he seeks nothing more than his minimum human rights,

he cannot consent to obtain his demands-as might otherwise have been

possible-in the form of "an act of favor from the Castle." He must perforce

stand on his rights.

As soon as the villagers discover that the stranger who has chanced to

come into their midst really enjoys the protection of the castle, their original

mood of contemptuous indifference turns to one of respectful hostility.

From then on their one desire is to cast him back upon the castle as soon as

possible; they want no truck with the "upper crust." And when K. refuses, on

the grounds that he wants to be free, when he explains that he would rather

be a simple but genuine villager than an ostensible one really living under the

protection of the castle, their attitude changes in turn to one of suspicion

mingled with anxiety-an attitude which, for all his efforts, haunts him con

tinually. The villagers feel uneasy not because he is a stranger, but because he

refuses to accept favors. They try constantly to persuade him that his attitude

is "dumb," that he lacks acquaintance with conditions as they are. They tell

him all kinds of tales concerning the relations of the castle to the villagers,

and seek thereby to impart to him something of that knowledge of the world

which he so obviously lacks. But all they succeed in doing is to show him, to

his increasing alarm, that such things as human instinct, human rights, and
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plain normal life-things which he himself has taken for granted as the

indisputed property of all normal human beings-have as little existence for

the villagers as for the stranger.

What K. experiences in his efforts to become indistinguishable from the

villagers is told in a series of grim and ghastly tales, all of them redolent of

human perversity and the slow attrition of human instincts. There is the tale

of the innkeeper's wife, who had the "honor" as a girl to be the short-lived

mistress of some underling at the castle, and who so far never forgets it as to

turn her marriage into the merest sham. Then there is K.'s own young

fiancee, who had the same experience but who, though she is able to forget it

long enough to fall genuinely in love with him, still cannot endure indefi

nitely a simple life without "high connections" and who absconds in the end

with the aid of the "assistants"-two minor officials of the castle. Last but

not least, there is the weird, uncanny story of the Barnabases living under a

curse, treated as lepers till they feel themselves such, merely because one of

their pretty daughters once dared to reject the indecent advances of an

important courtier. The plain villagers, controlled to the last detail by the

ruling class, and slaves even in their thoughts to the whims of their all

powerful officials, have long since come to realize that to be in the right or to

be in the wrong is for them a matter of pure "fate" which they cannot alter. It
is not, as K. nai"vely assumes, the sender of an obscene letter who is exposed,

but the recipient who becomes branded and tainted. This is what the villagers

mean when they speak of their "fate." In K.'s view, "it's unjust and mon

strous"; but he is "the only one in the village of that opinion."

It is the story of the Barnabases that finally makes K. see conditions as

they really are. At long last he comes to understand that the realization of his

designs, the achievement of basic human rights-the right to work, the right

to be useful, the right to found a home and become a member of society

are in no way dependent on complete assimilation to one's milieu, on being

"indistinguishable." The normal existence which he desires has become

something exceptional, no longer to be realized by simple, natural methods.

Everything natural and normal in life has been wrested out of men's hands

by the prevalent regime of the village, to become a present endowed from

without-or, as Kafka puts it, from "above." Whether as fate, as blessing, or

as curse, it is something dark and mysterious, something which a man
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receives but does not create, and which he can therefore observe but never

fathom. Accordingly K.'s aspiration, far from being commonplace and obvi

ous, is, in fact, exceptional and magnificent. So long as the village remains

under the control of the castle, its inhabitants can be nothing but the passive

victims of their respective "fates"; there is no place in it for any man of

goodwill who wishes to determine his own existence. The simplest inquiry

into right and wrong is regarded as a querulous disputation; the character of

the regime, the power of the castle, are things which may not be questioned.

So, when K., thoroughly indignant and outraged, bursts out with the words,

"So that's what the officials are like," the whole village trembles as if some

vital secret, if not indeed the whole pattern of its life, had been suddenly

betrayed.

Even when he loses the innocence of the pariah, K. does not give up the

fight. But unlike the hero of Kafka's last novel, Amerika, he does not start

dreaming of a new world and he does not end in a great "Nature Theatre"

where "everyone is welcome," where "there is a place for everyone" in

accordance with his talents, his bent, and his will. On the contrary, K.'s idea

seems to be that much could be accomplished, if only one simple man could

succeed in living his own life like a normal human being. Accordingly, he

remains in the village and tries, in spite of everything, to establish himself

under existent conditions. Only for a single brief moment does the old Jew

ish ideal stir his heart, and he dreams of the lofty freedom of the pariah-the

"lord of dreams." But "nothing more senseless," he observes, "nothing more

hopeless than this freedom, this waiting, this inviolability." All these things

have no purpose and take no account of men's desire to achieve something in

the here below, if it be only the sensible direction of their lives. Hence, in the

end, he reconciles himself readily to the "tyranny of the teacher," takes on

"the wretched post" of a school janitor, and "does his utmost to get an inter

view with Klamm"-in a word, he takes his share in the misery and distress

of the villagers.

On the face of it, all is fruitless, since K. can and will not divorce himself

from the distinction between right and wrong and since he refuses to regard

his normal human rights as privileges bestowed by the "powers that be."

Because of this, the stories which he hears from the villagers fail to rouse in

him that sense of haunting fear with which they take pains to invest them and

which endows them with that strange poetic quality so common in the folk-
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tales of enslaved peoples. And since he cannot share this feeling he can never

really be one of them. How baseless a feeling it is, how groundless the fear

which seems by some magic to possess the entire village, is clear from the

fact that nothing whatever materializes of all the dreadful fate which the vil

lagers predict for K. himself. Nothing more serious happens to him, in fact,

than that the authorities at the castle, using a thousand and one excuses, keep

holding up his application for legal title of residence.

The whole struggle remains undecided, and K. dies a perfectly natural

death; he gets exhausted. What he strove to achieve was beyond the strength

of anyone man. But though his purpose remained unaccomplished, his life

was far from being a complete failure. The very fight he has put up to obtain

the few basic things which society owes to men has opened the eyes of the

villagers, or at least of some of them. His story, his behavior, has taught

them both that human rights are worth fighting for and that the rule of the

castle is not divine law and, consequently, can be attacked. He has made them

see, as they put it, that "men who suffered our kind of experiences, who are

beset by our kind of fear ... who tremble at every knock at the door, cannot

see things straight." And they add: "How lucky are we that you came to us!"

In an epilogue to the novel, Max Brod relates with what enthusiasm Kafka

once repeated to him the story of how Flaubert, returning from a visit to a

simple, happy family of many children, had exclaimed spontaneously: ils

sont dans Ie vrai ("Those folk are right"). A true human life cannot be led by

people who feel themselves detached from the basic and simple laws of

humanity nor by those who elect to live in a vacuum, even if they be led to do

so by persecution. Men's lives must be normal, not exceptional.

It was the perception of this truth that made Kafka a Zionist. In Zionism

he saw a means of abolishing the "abnormal" position of the Jews, an instru

ment whereby they might become "a people like other peoples." Perhaps the

last of Europe's great poets, he could scarcely have wished to become a

nationalist. Indeed, his whole genius, his whole expression of the modern

spirit, lay precisely in the fact that what he sought was to be a human being, a

normal member of human society. It was not his fault that this society had

ceased to be human, and that, trapped within its meshes, those of its mem

bers who were really men of goodwill were forced to function within it as

something exceptional and abnormal-saints or madmen. If Western Jewry

of the nineteenth century had taken assimilation seriously, had really tried to
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resolve the anomaly of the Jewish people and the problem of the Jewish

individual by becoming "indistinguishable" from their neighbors, if they

had made equality with others their ultimate objective, they would only have

found in the end that they were faced with inequality and that society was

slowly but surely disintegrating into a vast complex of inhuman cross

currents. They would have found, in short, the same kind of situation as

Kafka portrayed in dealing with the relations of the stranger to the estab

lished patterns of village life.

So long as the Jews of Western Europe were pariahs only in a social sense,

they could find salvation, to a large extent, by becoming parvenus. Insecure

as their position may have been, they could nevertheless achieve a modus

vivendi by combining what Ahad Haam described as "inner slavery" with

"outward freedom." Moreover, those who deemed the price too high could

still remain mere pariahs, calmly enjoying the freedom and untouchability of

outcasts. Excluded from the world of political realities, they could still

retreat into their quiet corners there to preserve the illusion of liberty and

unchallenged humanity. The life of the pariah, though shorn of political sig

nificance, was by no means senseless.

But today it is. Today the bottom has dropped out of the old ideology.

The pariah Jew and the parvenu Jew are in the same boat, rowing desper

ately in the same angry sea. Both are branded with the same mark; both alike

are outlaws. Today the truth has come home: there is no protection in heaven

or earth against bare murder, and a man can be driven at any moment from

the streets and broad places once open to all. At long last, it has become clear

that the "senseless freedom" of the individual merely paves the way for the

senseless suffering of his entire people.

Social isolation is no longer possible. You cannot stand aloof from society,

whether as a schlemiel or as a lord of dreams. The old escape mechanisms

have broken down, and a man can no longer come to terms with a world in

which the Jew cannot be a human being either as a parvenu using his elbows

or as a pariah voluntarily spurning its gifts. Both the realism of the one and

the idealism of the other are today utopian.

There is, however, a third course-the one that Kafka suggests, in which a

man may forgo all claims to individual freedom and inviolability and mod

estly content himself with trying to lead a simple, decent life. But-as Kafka
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himself points out-this is impossible within the framework of contempo

rary society. For while the individual might still be allowed to make a career,

he is no longer strong enough to fulfill the basic demands of human life. The

man of goodwill is driven today into isolation, like the Jew-stranger at the

castle. He gets lost-or dies from exhaustion. For only within the framework

of a people can a man live as a man among men, without exhausting himself.

And only when a people lives and functions in consort with other peoples can

it contribute to the establishment upon earth of a commonly conditioned and

commonly controlled humanity.

1944

Notes

I. Chaplin has recently declared that he is of Irish and Gypsy descent, but he has been selected for

discussion because, even if not himself a Jew, he has epitomized in an artistic form a character born of

the Jewish pariah mentality.

2. "Lecha Dodi": "Come, my beloved, to meet the bride; Let us greet the sabbath-tide"-a Hebrew

song chanted in the synagogue on Friday night.

3. Yet of all who have dealt with this agelong conflict Kafka is the first to have started from the basic

truth that "society is a nobody in a dress-suit." In a certain sense, he was fortunate to have been born in

an epoch when it was already patent and manifest that the wearer of the dress-suit was indeed a nobody.

Fifteen years later, when Marcel Proust wanted to characterize French society, he was obliged to use a

far grimmer metaphor. He depicted it as a masquerade with a death's-head grinning behind every mask.
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Culture, as we understand it today, made its appearance rather recently and

grew out of the secularization of religion and the dissolution of traditional

values. When we talk about the Christian culture of the Middle Ages, we are

using the term loosely and in a sense that would have been almost incompre

hensible to medieval man. The process of secularization mayor may not

have undermined the foundations of religious faith-I am inclined to think

that this undermining has been less decisive than we sometimes assume; in

any event secularization transformed religious concepts and the results of

religious speculation in such a way that they received new meaning and new

relevance independent of faith. This transformation marked the beginning

of culture as we know it-that is, from then on religion became an important

part of culture, but it no longer dominated all spiritual achievements.

Even more important for the establishment of culture than the mere disso

lution of traditional values was that great fear of oblivion which followed

close upon the eighteenth century's Enlightenment and which pervaded the

whole nineteenth century. The danger of losing historical continuity as such,

along with the treasures of the past, was obvious; the fear of being robbed of

the specifically human background of a past, of becoming an abstract ghost

like the man without a shadow, was the driving power behind that new pas

sion for impartiality and for the collecting of historical curiosities that gave

birth to our present historical and philological sciences as well as to the nine

teenth century's monstrosities of taste. Just because the old traditions were

no longer alive, culture was stimulated into being, with all its good and all its

ridiculous aspects. The stylelessness of the last century in architecture, its

insane attempts to imitate all styles of the past, was only one aspect of what

was really a new phenomenon called culture.
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Culture is by definition secular. It requires a kind of broadmindedness of

which no religion will ever be capable. It can be thoroughly perverted

through ideologies and weltanschauungs which share, though on a lower and

more vulgar level, religion's contempt for tolerance and claim to "possess"

the truth. Although culture is "hospitable," we should not forget that neither

religion nor ideologies will, nor ever can, resign themselves to being only

parts of a whole. The historian, though hardly ever the theologian, knows

that secularization is not the ending of religion.

It so happened that the Jewish people not only did not share in the slow

process of secularization that started in Western Europe with the Renais

sance, and out of which modern culture was born, but that the Jews, when

confronted with and attracted by Enlightenment and culture, had just

emerged from a period in which their own secular learning had sunk to an

all-time low. The consequences of this lack of spiritual links between Jews

and non-Jewish civilization were as natural as they were unfortunate: Jews

who wanted "culture" left Judaism at once, and completely, even though

most of them remained conscious of their Jewish origin. Secularization and

even secular learning became identified exclusively with non-Jewish culture,

so that it never occurred to these Jews that they could "have started a process

of secularization with regard to their own heritage. Their abandonment of

Judaism resulted in a situation within Judaism in which the Jewish spiritual

heritage became more than ever before the monopoly of rabbis. The Ger

man Wissenschafi des Judentums, though it was aware of the danger of a

complete loss of all the past's spiritual achievements, took refuge from the

real problem in a rather dry scholarship concerned only with preservation,

the results of which were at best a collection of museum objects.

While this sudden and radical escape by Jewish intellectuals from every

thing Jewish prevented the growth of a cultural atmosphere in the Jewish

community, it was very favorable for the development of individual creativ

ity. What had been done by the members of other nations as part and parcel

of a more collective effort and in the span of several generations was

achieved by individual Jews within the narrow and concentrated framework

of a single human lifetime and by the sheer force of personal imagination.

It was as individuals, strictly, that the Jews started their emancipation from

tradition.

It is true that a unique and impassioned intensity possessed only the few
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and was paid for by the fact that a particularly high percentage of Jews occu

pied themselves as pseudocultural busybodies and succumbed to mass cul

ture and the mere love of fame. But it still brought forth a remarkably great

number of authentic Jewish writers, artists, and thinkers who did not break

under the extraordinary effort required of them, and whom this sudden

empty freedom of spirit did not debase but on the contrary made creative.

Since, however, their individual achievements did not find reception by a

prepared and cultured Jewish audience, they could not found a specifically

Jewish tradition in secular writing and thinking-though these Jewish writ

ers, thinkers, and artists had more than one trait in common. Whatever tradi

tion the historian may be able to detect remained tacit and latent, its

continuance autQmatic and unconscious, springing as it did from the basi-
l)

cally identical conditions that each of these individuals had to confront all

over again for himself, and master by himself without help from his prede

cessors.

There is no doubt that no blueprint and no program will ever make sense

in cultural matters. If there is such a thing as a cultural policy it can aim only

at the creation of a cultural atmosphere-that is, in Elliot Cohen's words, a

"culture for Jews," but not a Jewish culture. The emergence of talent or

genius is independent of such an atmosphere, but whether we shall continue

to lose Jewish talent to others, or whether we will become able to keep it

within our own community to the same extent that the others do, will be

decided by the existence or nonexistence of this atmosphere. It is this that

seems to me to be the problem. One may give a few suggestions on how to

approach it.

There is first of all that great religious and metaphysical postbiblical tradi

tion which we will have to win back from the theologians and scholars-to

both of whom we owe, however, a large debt of gratitude for having pre

served it at all. But we shall have to discover and deal with this tradition anew

in our own terms, for the sake of people to whom it no longer constitutes a

holy past or an untouchable heritage.

There is on the other hand the much smaller body of Jewish secular writ

ings-dating from all periods, but particularly from the nineteenth century

in Eastern Europe; this writing grew out of secular folk life, and only the

absence of a cultural atmosphere has prevented a portion of it from assum

ing the status of great literature; instead it was condemned to the doubtful
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category of folklore. The cultural value of every author or artist really

begins to make itself felt when he transcends the boundaries of his own

nationality, when he no longer remains significant only to his fellow Jews,

fellow Frenchmen, or fellow Englishmen. The lack of Jewish culture and the

prevalence of folklore in secular Jewish life has denied this transcendence to

Jewish talent that did not simply desert the Jewish community. The rescue of

the Yiddish writers of Eastern Europe is of great importance; otherwise they

will remain lost to culture generally.

Last but not least, we shall have to make room for all those who either

came, and come, into conflict with Jewish Orthodoxy or turned their backs

on Judaism for the reasons mentioned above. These figures will be of special

significance for the whole endeavor; they may even become the supreme test

of its success or failure. Not only because creative talent has been especially

frequent among them in recent times, but also because they, in their individ

ual efforts towards secularization, offer the first models for that new amalga

mation of older traditions with new impulses and awareness without which a

specifically Jewish cultural atmosphere is hardly conceivable. These talents

do not need us; they achieve culture on their own responsibility. We, on the

other hand, do need them since they form the only basis, however small, of

culture that we have got-a basis we shall have to extend gradually in both

directions: the secularization of religious tradition and rescue from folklore

of the great artists (mostly Yiddish) of secular folk life.

Whether such a development will be realized, nobody can possibly foretell.

Commentary* looks to me like a good beginning and it certainly is a novum in

Jewish cultural life. The reason for some optimism, however, is in the last

analysis a political one.

The yishuv in Palestine is the first Jewish achievement brought about by

an entirely secular movement. There is no doubt that whatever may happen

to Hebrew literature in the future, Hebrew writers and artists will not need to

confine themselves to either folk life or religion in order to remain Jews.

They are the first Jews who as Jews are free to start from more than a precul

turallevel.

*A journal emphasizing Jewish political and cultural affairs. Arendt published a number of articles in it,

including this one, from 1945 to 1960.
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The Jewish people of America, on the other hand, live a reasonably safe

and reasonably free life that permits them to do, relatively, what they please.

The central and strongest part of Diaspora Jewry no longer exists under the

conditions of a nation-state but in a country that would annul its own consti

tution if ever it demanded homogeneity of population and an ethnic founda

tion for its state. In America one does not have to pretend that Judaism is

nothing but a denomination and resort to all those desperate and crippling

disguises that were common among the rich and educated Jews of Europe.

The development of a Jewish culture, in other words, or the lack of it, will

from now on not depend upon circumstances beyond the control of the Jew

ish people, but upon their own will.

1947
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Jewish historians of the last century, consciously or not, used to ignore all

those trends of the Jewish past which did not point to their own major thesis

of Diaspora history, according to which the Jewish people did not have a

political history of their own but were invariably the innocent victims of a

hostile and sometimes brutal environment. Once this environment changed,

Jewish history logically would cease to be history at all, as the Jewish people

would cease to exist as a people. In sharp contrast to all other nations, the

Jews were not history makers but history sufferers, preserving a kind of eter

nal identity of goodness whose monotony was disturbed only by the equally

monotonous chronicle of persecutions and pogroms. Within this framework

of prejudice and persecution, the historian could still somehow manage to

record the main developments of the history of ideas. But Jewish mystical

thought, leading as it did to political action in the Sabbatian movement, was

so serious an obstacle to this interpretation that it could be overcome only

through rash disparagement or complete disregard.

Scholem's new presentation and appreciation of Jewish mysticism! not

only fills a gap, but actually changes the whole picture of Jewish history. One

of the most important changes is his entirely new interpretation of the

Reform movem~nt and other modern developments that broke away from

Orthodoxy. These used to be viewed as the consequences of the emancipa

tion granted to sections of the Jewish people and as the necessary reactions

of a new adjustment to the requirements of the gentile world. But Scholem,

in the last chapter of his book, conclusively proves that the Reform move

ment, with its curiously mixed tendencies toward liquidating Judaism and

yet preserving it, was not a mechanical assimilation to the ideas and demands

of a foreign environment but the outgrowth of the debacle of the last great

Jewish political activity, the Sabbatian movement, of the loss of messianic

hope, and of the despair about the ultimate destiny of the people.
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A similar collapse of religious standards, followed by a similar despair,

was among the outstanding experiences of Europe after the French Revolu

tion. But whereas Romantic pessimism despaired of the political capacities of

man as a lawmaker and became resigned to considering him as capable only

of obeying laws, whose ultimate legitimation was no longer in God but in

history and tradition, Jewish nihilism grew out of the despair of the ability of

man ever to discover the hidden law of God and to act accordingly.

Scholem's book, clarifying for the first time the role played by the Jews in

the formation of modern man, contributes a good deal to more general, typ

ically modern phenomena whose historical origins were never quite under

stood. In this respect, his discoveries are more likely to reconcile Jewish

history with the history of Europe than all apologetic attempts which try to

prove the impossible, that is, the identity between Jews and other nations, or

which attempt to demonstrate something essentially inhuman, namely the

passivity and thus the irresponsibility of the Jewish people as a whole.

In [the Kabbalists'] interpretation of the religious commandments,

these are not represented as allegories of more or less profound ideas,

or as pedagogical measures [as in the interpretation of the philoso

phers] but rather as the performance of a secret rite ... this transfor

mation of Halakhah into a sacrament ... raised the Halakhah to a

position of incomparable importance for the mystic, and strengthened

its hold over the people. Every mitzvah became an event of cosmic

importance.... The religious Jew became a protagonist in the drama

of the World; he manipulated the strings behind the scenes.

Kabbalah is a name that covers a great variety of doctrines, from early

Gnostic speculations through all kinds of magical practices up to the great

and genuine philosophical speculations of the Book of Zohar. The name

expresses the power and the final victory of Rabbinism, which combats all

antagonistic and heterodox tendencies of Jewish thought by lumping them

under the same name, rather than naming them specifically and in conso

nance with the actual content of these thoughts. But the transformation of

Halakhah into magical rite with its inherent influence upon popular imagina

tion, referred to in the above quotation, seems to form the essential basis for

all kinds of Jewish mystical conceptions. The new interpretation of Law was

based on the new doctrine of the "hidden God" who, in sharp opposition to
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the God of the revelation, is impersonal, "that which is infinite" (12), a force

instead of a person, revealing itself only to the "chosen few" but concealed

rather than revealed in the revelation of the Bible. With this concept of God

as an impersonal, divine power is connected that main heterodox doctrine

against which Jewish as well as Christian orthodoxy have fought their most

embittered battles, the doctrine of the emanation of the universe as opposed

to the creation of man and the world. In all emanation theories, the primal

man is supposed to be a hidden power; the clear distinction between God and

man as between creator and creature disappears, and man, conceived as

a material part of the divine, becomes endowed with a material-mystical

power to retrace the "hidden path" of emanation that led him away from the

divine, to return into the lap of the substance from which he emanated and

which is expressed by various paraphrases such as the e'En-sof," the "indif

ferent unity," and, most characteristically, the Nothing. The transformation

of Halakhah into a secret rite sprang, like all other magical practices, from

these speculations which asserted that the search for the hidden power may

lead to the discovery of secret means by which man can regain divine power,

and transform himself into a part of God.

All such doctrines concerned with the "hidden" seem to have an inherent

paradoxical effect. Their adherents always insisted upon strictest secrecy,

exclusiveness, and the esoteric character of their speculations, which could

be revealed only to the "chosen few." Yet in spite of all these assertions, mys

tical ideas did not appeal only to the few, but exercised, on the contrary, an

enormous popular influence. Mystical ideas appealed to the masses much

more than did the teachings of the learned rabbis and philosophers, who

maintained that their interpretations could be understood by everybody.

This is especially true of the mystical trends in Jewish history, which appar

ently dominated popular thought and answered the most urgent needs of the

common people.

It would be a serious error to think of this paradox as a problem of the

past alone, for this religious past actually survives today in all the supersti

tious beliefs in "secret societies," in the "hands working behind the scenes"

of popular politics, and even in the ideologies that insist on the exclusive

power of economic or historical "laws" which, too, work hidden from the

eyes of ordinary men. The speculations by which Jewish and Christian mystics
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transformed the Jewish God of creation into a secret force were the first

form of an essentially materialistic concept, and all modern doctrines assert

ing that man is but a part of matter, subject to physical laws and without

freedom of action, confront us with the old originally Gnostic belief in ema

nation. Whether the substance of which man is held to be a part is material or

"divine" has little importance. What matters is that man is no longer an inde

pendent entity, an end in himself.

Today, as in the past, these speculations appeal to all who are actually

excluded from action, prevented from altering a fate that appears to them

unbearable and, feeling themselves helpless victims of incomprehensible

forces, are naturally inclined to find some secret means for gaining power for

participating in the "drama of the World." Therefore the secrecy of these

speculations has a somewhat artificial character: they are held secret, like the

discovery of the philosopher's stone, which is supposed to transform all met

als into pure gold, which is desired by everybody and, precisely for this rea

son, is hidden by those who pretend they have discovered it.

More important than this ambiguous esotericism was the mystic's justifica

tion of action, even if they offer only a substitute for it. In this connection, it

does not greatly matter whether Kabbalists were ordinary magicians (usually

they were not) or whether they practiced only what Abulafia has admitted

and what Scholem calls a "magic of inwardness." In both cases the believers

could participate in the power which rules the world.

The Kabbalists ... are no friends of mystical autobiography.... They

glory in objective description and are deeply averse to letting their own

personalities intrude into the picture.... I am inclined to believe that

this dislike of a too personal indulgence in self-expression may have

been caused by the fact, among others, that the Jews retained a particu

larly vivid sense of the incongruity of mystical experience with that idea

of God which stressed the aspects of Creator, King and Lawgiver.

The denial of creation and the doctrine of emanation, with the conse

quent concept of human participation in the drama of the world, was the

most striking common feature of Jewish and Gnostic mysticism. The lack of

autobiography, the dislike of self-expression, is the most striking contrast of

Jewish to Christian mysticism. This restraint is all the more surprising
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because invariably the main mystical organon of cognition is experience, and

never reason, or faith in revelation. This experience comes very close to the

modern notion of an experiment: it has to be tested several times before its

truth is admitted. (Describing an overwhelming mystical experience as the

result of combining the letters of the name of God, a mystical author says:

"Once more I took up the Name to do with it as before and, behold, it had

exactly the same effect on me. Nevertheless I did not believe until I had tried

it four or five times.")

The experimental character of the mystical experience contributed largely

to its popularity. It seemed for centuries the only path to the real world, dis

carded by Rabbinical Judaism. Reality as experienced by the mystics may

sometimes appear strange to us; compared with the logistic and legal argu

ments of Orthodoxy, it was as real as real could be, because it was discovered

and tested by way of experience, and not by way of interpretation and logic.

This approach frequently took the form of interest in one's own soul,

because psychological experiences could be repeated and tested indefinitely,

the material of the experiments always being at hand, and their results there

fore appeared to be the most reliable. Descartes's axiom Cogito, ergo sum still

bears a trace of this tradition: the inner experience of thinking becomes

proof of the reality of being. Just as the modern scientific and technical

approach toward nature derives from alchemy, so the modern concept of

reality as something that can be tested by experiment, and is therefore trusted

as permanent, has one of its origins in mystical experience. Mystidsm in con

trast to orthodox Judaism or Christianity, and modern science in contrast to

Jewish or Christian philosophy, trust neither revelation nor pure reasoning

but only experience, because they are both concerned not with the problem

of truth but with the discovery of a working knowledge of reality.,

To the vital concern of Christian mysticism with the problem of reality

must be added its equally vital though not specifically mystical concern with

the redemption of man. The subject of Jewish mysticism, on the contrary,

"is never man, be he even a saint" (78). Even when Jewish mysticism, in its

later phases, leaves the pure sphere of research into reality (as represented by

Merkabah Kabbalism) and becomes more concerned with practical life, it

merely wants man to become part of the higher reality and to act accord

ingly. The eternal question of Christian philosophy, formulated by Augus

tine as "quaestio mihi factus sum," stimulated Christian mystics more than
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anything else, but never penetrated into Kabbalah. (And this seems to me

one of the reasons for the curious fact that Meister Eckehart, a true disciple

of Augustine, was more strongly influenced by the philosopher Maimonides

than any Jewish mystic. In this one respect, Jewish philosophy was much

closer to Christian mystical thought than was Jewish mysticism.)

The lack of autobiography in Jewish mysticism and the conscious omis

sion of biographical data seem to mean more than "a particularly vivid sense

of the incongruity of mystical experience with [the] idea of God." Autobio

graphical data are worth retelling only if they are felt to be unique, to possess

some unique unrepeatable value. Mystical experiences, on the contrary, were

felt to have value only if and insofar as they were repeated, only if they had

experimental character. The fact that Christian mystics, in spite of this inher

ent character of mystical experiences, related them in autobiographies seems

to me based not on their being mystics, but on their general philosophical

concern with the nature of man. For Jewish mystics, man's own self was not

subject to salvation and therefore became interesting only as an instrument

for supreme action, believed to be a better instrument than the Law. Chris

tian mystics, although they shared with the Jewish mystics in the search for

reality, were not primarily interested in action as such, because according to

their faith, the supreme event, the salvation of world and man, had already

taken place. It appears as though the same experience was undergone, or

rather the same experiments made, by Jewish and Christian mystics alike, by

the Jews in order to develop instruments for active participation in the des

tiny of mankind, but by the Christians as ends to themselves. This might also

partly explain the fact that Christian mysticism has always been a matter for

individuals and has hardly any continuous tradition of its own, whereas one

of the most significant features of Jewish mysticism was that it founded a

genuine tradition running parallel to the official tradition of Orthodox

Judaism. Biographical data, because they stressed individual and unique fea

tures, not only appeared irrelevant as to the mystical content but were a real

danger to this tradition, which taught man repeatable experiments and the

handling of the supreme instrument that he himself is.

The doctrine of Tikkun (Lurianic Kabbalah) raised every Jew to the

rank of a protagonist in the great process of restitution in a manner

never heard of before.
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Sabbatianism represents the first serious revolt in Judaism since the

Middle Ages; it was the case of mystical ideas leading directly to the

disintegration of the orthodox Judaism of the "believers."

It was the influence of these elements which had not openly cut

themselves off from Rabbinical Judaism which, after the French Revo

lution, became important in fostering the movement towards reform

liberalism and"enlightenment" in many Jewish circles.

Until the outbreak of the Sabbatian movement, Jewish mysticism had

refrained from attacks on Orthodoxy and kept itself within the Law. Only

after many centuries of rich development did strong antinomian tendencies

come out into the open. This might be explained by the political function of

the Law in the Diaspora as the only tie for the people. But in spite of cautious

restraint and careful avoidance of all conflicts, mystical thought had always

prepared its followers for action, thereby breaking with the mere interpreta

tion of the Law and with the mere hope for the coming of the Messiah. In this

direction, however, the school of Isaac Luria was bolder than all predeces

sors when it dared to give a new interpretation of the exile existence of the

people: "Formerly [the Diaspora] had been regarded either as a punishment

for Israel's sins or as a test of Israel's faith. Now it still is all this, but intrinsi

cally it is a mission: its purpose is to uplift the fallen sparks from all their var

ious locations." For the first time, the role of the "protagonist in the drama of

the world" was defined in terms which applied to every Jew.

One remarkable aspect of this "Myth of Exile" is that it served two con

flicting purposes: through its mystical interpretation of exile as action

instead of suffering, it could rouse the people to hasten the coming of the

Messiah and lead to "an explosive manifestation of all those forces to which

it owed its rise and its success" in the Sabbatian movement. But after the

decline of this movement, it served equally well the needs of the disillu

sioned people who, having lost the messianic hope, wanted a new, more gen

eral justification of exile, of their inactive existence and mere survival. In the

latter form, Isaac Luria's theory has been adopted by assimilated Jewry

though its representatives would not have enjoyed Scholem's discovery that

they are the heirs of Kabbalism. This survival of mystical thought in the self

interpretation of assimilated and even de-Judaized Jewry was no mere acci

dent, as can be seen from the amazing influence of Hasidism, the other heir
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of Kabbalism, upon the same "de-Judaized" Jewry when they were initiated

into Hasidism at the beginning of our century. A genuine enthusiasm for this

last phase of Jewish mysticism spread through the younger generation, who

generally were quite unconcerned with the intellectual life of their Eastern

brethren, but felt themselves surprisingly close to this spiritual world and

mentality. The "neutralization of the Messianic element" (that is, the neu

tralization of political attitudes), the outspoken antinomian tendencies, and

the conservation of the Myth of Exile, these three main elements of

Hasidism corresponded almost uncannily to the needs of assimilated Jewry.

Both Reform Judaism and Hasidism had been concerned solely with Jewish

survival, renounced all hope of the restoration of Zion, and accepted the

Exile as the ultimate and unchangeable fate of the people. It seems as though

the mere loss of messianic hope, followed by the decline of Rabbinical

authority, had essentially identical consequences on the self-interpretation of

all sections of the people, widely separated though they were by different

social and political conditions. In the long struggle between Jewish ortho

doxy and Jewish mysticism, the latter seems to have won the last battle. This

victory is all the more surprising, because it was won through defeat.

From its very beginnings, Jewish mysticism had tended toward action and

realization; but before ending in utter resignation it attained maximum

development in the Sabbatian movement, which, in the new picture given by

Scholem, appears as the turning point in Jewish history. It is true that the

working power of mystical thought had proved its existence more than once

during the Middle Ages in outbreaks of sectarian fanaticism; but never

before had a huge popular movement and immediate political action been

inspired, prepared, and directed by nothing more than the mobilization of

mystical speculations. The hidden experiments of Jewish mystics through

the centuries, their efforts to attain a higher reality which, in their opinions,

was hidden rather than revealed in the tangible world of everyday life or in

the traditional revelation of Mount Sinai, were repeated on a tremendous

and absolutely unique scale, by and through the whole Jewish people. For

the first time, mysticism showed not only its deep-seated hold on the soul of

Man, but its enormous force of action through him. The search for a work

ing knowledge of reality had resulted in a working psychology of the

masses, and the powerful will for "realization at any price" had to pay, finally,
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the price of every tradition, of every established authority and even the price

of human standards for truth, as shown by the early acceptance of an apos

tate Messiah.

Of all mystical trends of the past, Jewish mysticism seems unique in its

exclusive concern with reality and action; hence, Jewish mysticism alone was

able to bring about a great political movement and to translate itself directly

into real popular action. The catastrophe of this victory of mystical thought

was greater for the Jewish people than all other persecutions had been, if we

are to measure it by the only available yardstick, its far-reaching influence

upon the future of the people. From now on, the Jewish body politic was

dead and the people retired from the public scene of history.

Perhaps one of the most exciting aspects of the story is the fact that mysti

cism could survive its own defeat, that its theory as represented in the Myth

of Exile fitted equally well the needs of popular action and the needs of pop

ular resignation. What survived was the old mystical conception of the actor

behind the scenes-one of the favorite ideas of Benjamin Disraeli, for

instance-and a general yearning for world redemption as apart from the

definite hope of return to Zion, represented by the many "apostles of an

unbound political apocalypse" after the outbreak of the French Revolution.

With this last allusion, the three spiritual trends in modern Jewish history

Hasidism, the Reform movement, and "political apocalypse," that is, revolu

tionary utopianism-which one used to regard as independent if not

contradictory tendencies, are found to stem from the same mighty source,

from mysticism. The catastrophe of Shabbetai Tzevi, after closing one book

of Jewish history, becomes the cradle of a new era.

Notes

I. Gershom G. Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism, rev. ed. (New York: Schocken

Books, 1946).
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Die naemlich, welche zu gleicher

Zeit Juden sein und Juden

nicht sein wollen ...

-H.E.G. Paulus (1831)

Wilhelm von Humboldt, one of the rare genuine German democrats, who

played a big part in the emancipation of Prussian Jewry in 1812 and a still

bigger part in the intervention in behalf of the Jews at the Congress of

Vienna, looked back in 1816 to the days of his public battle for Jewish rights

and his many years of personal intercourse with Jews and said: "I love the

Jew really only en masse; en derail I strictly avoid him."! This amazing and

paradoxical utterance, standing as it does in extreme contrast to the personal

history of Humboldt-he had many personal friends among Jews-is

unique in the history of the arguments presented for Jewish emancipation.

Since Lessing and Dohm in Prussia, since Mirabeau and the Abbe Gregoire

in France, the advocates of the Jews always based their arguments on the

"Jews en derail," on the notable exceptions among the Jewish people. Hum

boldt's humanism, in the best traditions of Jewish emancipation in France,

aimed to liberate the people as a whole, without bestowing special privileges

upon individuals. As such his viewpoint was appreciated very little by his

contemporaries, and it had still less influence on the later history of emanci

pated Jewry.

More in keeping with the sentiments of the time were the views of H.E.G.

Paulus, a liberal Protestant theologian and contemporary of Humboldt.

Paulus protested against the idea of emancipating the Jews as a group.

Instead he urged that individuals be granted the rights of man according to

their personal merits. 2 A few decades later, Gabriel Riesser, the Jewish publi

cist, vented his irony upon the sort of official Jewish propaganda which
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based its appeal upon stories of "virtuous Jews" who saved Christians from

drowning) The basic principle of granting special privileges to individuals

and refusing civic rights to the Jewish people as a group had successfully

asserted itself.

In the minds of the privileged Jews such measures taken by the state

appeared to be the workings of a sort of heavenly tribunal, by whom the

virtuous-who had more than a certain income-were rewarded with

human rights, and the unworthy-living in mass concentration in the east

ern provinces-were punished as pariahs. Since that time it has become a

mark of assimilated Jews to be unable to distinguish between friend and

enemy, between compliment and insult, and to feel flattered when an anti

semite assures them that he does not mean them, that they are exceptions

exceptional Jews.

The events of recent years have proved that the "excepted Jew" is more

the Jew than the exception; no Jew feels quite happy anymore about being

assured that he is an exception. The extraordinary catastrophe has converted

once again all those who fancied themselves extraordinarily favored beings

into quite ordinary mortals. Were history a closed book, sealed after each

epoch, we would not be much interested in the story of the privileged Jews.

The vitality of a nation, however, is measured in terms of the living remem

brance of its history. We Jews are inclined to have an inverted historical per

spective; the more distantly removed events are from the present, the more

sharply, clearly, and accurately they appear. Such an inversion of historical

perspective means that in our political conscience we do not want to take the

responsibility for the immediate past and that we, together with our histori

ans, want to take refuge in periods of the past, which leave us secure in terms

of political consequences.

Behind us lies a century of opportunist politics, a century in which an

unusual concurrence of circumstances allowed our people to live from day to

day. During the same period scholars and philologists have succeeded in

estranging history from the people in the same manner as opportunist states

men alienated them from politics. The sublime concept of human progress

was robbed of its historic sense and perverted into a simple natural fact,

according to which the son is always presented as better and wiser than his

father, the grandson as more enlightened than his grandfather. Or it was

degraded to an economic law, according to which the accumulated wealth of
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the forebears determines the well-being of the sons and grandsons, making

each of them advance further in the unending career of the family. In the

light of such developments, to forget has become a holy duty, inexperience a

privilege, and ignorance a guarantee of success.

Since the circumstances under which we live are created by man, the

deceased force themselves upon us and upon the institutions that govern us

and refuse to disappear into the darkness into which we try to plunge them.

The more we try to forget the more their influence dominates us. The suc

cession of generations may be a natural guarantee for the continuity of his

tory but it is certainly not a guarantee of progress. Because we are the sons of

our fathers and the grandsons of our grandfathers their misdeeds may perse

cute us into the third and fourth generations. Inactive ourselves, we cannot

even enjoy their deeds, for, like all human works, they have the fatal ten

dency to turn into dross, just as a room painted white always turns black if

not repainted frequently.

History, in this sense, has its moral, and if our scholars, with their impar

tial objectivity, are unable to discover this moral in history, it means only that

they are incapable of understanding the world we have created; just like the

people who are unable to make use of the very institutions they have pro

duced. History, unfortunately, does not know Hegel's "List der vernunfi";

rather does unreason begin to function automatically when reason has abdi

cated to it.

The automatism of events, reigning since the beginning of the nineteenth

century in place of human reason, prepared with incomparable precision for

the spiritual collapse of Europe before the bloody idol of race. It is no mere

accident that the catastrophic defeats of the peoples of Europe began with

the catastrophe of the Jewish people, a people in whose destiny all others

thought they could remain uninterested because of the tenet that Jewish his

tory obeys "exceptional laws. " The defeat of the Jewish people started with

the catastrophe of the German Jews, in whom European Jews were not inter

ested because they suddenly discovered that German Jews constituted an

exception. The collapse of German Jewry began with its splitting up into

innumerable factions, each of which believed that special privileges could

protect human rights-for example, the privilege of having been a veteran

of the First World War, the child of a war veteran, or if such privileges were

not recognized anymore, a crippled war veteran or the son of a father killed
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at the front. Jews "en masse" seemed to have disappeared from the earth; it

was easy to dispose of Jews "en detail. " The terrible and bloody annihilation

of individual Jews was preceded by the bloodless destruction of the Jewish

people.

The European background against which Jewish history appears is com

plicated and involved. Sometimes the Jewish thread is lost in the maze but

most of the time it is easily recognizable. The general history of Europe,

from the French Revolution to the beginning of the First World War, may be

described in its most tragic aspect as the slow but steady transformation of

the citoyen of the French Revolution into the bourgeois of the prewar period.

The stages of the history of this period of nearly 150 years are manifold, and

often present magnificent and very human aspects. The period of enrichisse{

vous (get rich quick) was also that of the flowering of French painting; the

period of German misery was also that of the great age of classic literature;

and we cannot imagine the Victorian age without Dickens. At the end of the

era, however, we are confronted by a strange dehumanized kind of human

ity. The moral of the history of the nineteenth century is the fact that men

who were not ready to assume a responsible role in public affairs in the end

were turned into mere beasts who could be used for anything before being

led to slaughter. Institutions, moreover, left to themselves without control

and guidance by men, turned into monsters devouring nations and countries.

The Jewish phase of nineteenth-century history reveals similar manifes

tations. While reading Heine and Borne, who just because as Jews they

insisted on being considered men and thus were incorporated into the uni

versal history of mankind, we forgot all about the tedious speeches of the

representatives of the special group of privileged Jews in Prussia at the same

time. In the country which made Disraeli its prime minister, the Jew Karl

Marx wrote Das Kapital, a book which in its fanatical zeal for justice, carried

on the Jewish tradition much more efficaciously than all the success of the

"chosen man of the chosen race."4 Finally, who does not, in thinking of the

great literary work of Marcel Proust and the powerful bill of indictment by

Bernard Lazare, forget those French Jews who filled the aristocratic salons of

the Faubourg St. Germain and who, unconsciously following the unseemly

example of their Prussian predecessors of the beginning of the nineteenth

century, endeavored to be "Jews yet at the same time not Jews"?5

This ambiguity became decisive for the social behavior of the assimilated
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and emancipated Jewry in Western Europe. They did not want to and could

not belong to the Jewish people anymore, but they wanted to and had to

remain Jews-exceptions among the Jewish people. They wanted to and

could play their part in non-Jewish society, but they did not desire to and

could not disappear among the non-Jewish peoples. Thus they became

exceptions in the non-Jewish world. They maintained they were able to be

"men like others on the street but Jews at home."6 But they felt they were dif

ferent from other men on the street as Jews, and different from other Jews at

home in that they were superior to the masses of the Jewish people.

Notes

I. Wilhelm yon Humboldt und Karoline yon Humboldt in ihren Brieftn (Berlin, 1900), vol. 5, p. 236.

2. H.E.G. Paulus, Beitraege yon judischen und christlichen Gelehrten {ur Verbesserung der Bekenner

judischen Glaubens (Frankfurt, 1817). "The separation of the Jews will only be encouraged if the gov

ernments continue to treat them as a whole, in a bad or good sense. If however everyone of them is

given individual treatment, with justice for everyone, according to his behavior, this separation will be

dissolved through action." The attack is directed particularly against Humboldt, who defended the

cause of the Jews at the Congress of Vienna. Humboldt's argument for the liberation of the Jews "en

masse" and against a slow method of amelioration, is clearly outlined in his "Expert Opinion" of 18°9:

"A gradual abolition confirms the separation which it intends to destroy. In all points which are not abol

ished, it draws attention-by the very fact of the new liberty-to all still existing restrictions and

thereby acts against itself." Cited in Ismar Freund, Die Eman{ipation der ]uden in Preussen (Berlin,

1912), vol. 2, p. 270.

3. Gabriel Riesser, Gesammelte Schrifien (Leipzig, 1867), vol. 4, p. 290.

4. Cf. Horace B. Samuel, Modernities (London, 1914), p. 50 ff.

5. H.E.G. Paulus, Die judische Nationalabsonderung nach Ursprung, Folgen und Besserungsmitteln

(1831), pp. 6-7·

6. It is not without its irony that this excellent formula, which may serve as a motto for Western

European assimilation as a whole, was propounded by a Russian Jew and first published in Hebrew. It

comes from Judah Leib Gordon's Hebrew poem, Hakit{ah ammi (1863).
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STEFAN ZWEIG: JEWS IN
THE WORLD OF YESTERDAY

A hundred and thirty-five years ago Rahel Varnhagen jotted down the fol

lowing dream: She had died and gone to heaven, together with her friends

Bettina von Arnim and Caroline von Humboldt. To relieve themselves of

the burdens they had acquired in their lives, the three friends assigned them

selves the task of inquiring into the worst things they had experienced. Rahel

thus asked: Did you know disappointed love? The other two women broke

into tears, and all three thus relieved this burden from their hearts. Rahel

asked further: Did you know disloyalty? Sickness? Worry? Anxiousness?

Each time the women said yes, as they cried, and again all three were relieved

of their burdens. Finally Rahel asked: Did you know disgrace? As soon as

this word had been spoken, there was a hushed silence, and the two friends

took their distance from Rahel and looked at her in a disturbed and strange

manner. Then did Rahel know that she was entirely alone and that this bur

den could not be taken away from her heart. And then she awoke.

Disgrace and honor are political concepts, categories of public life. In the

world of culture, cultural goings-on, and purely private existence, it is just as

impossible to get a handle on these categories as in the life of business. Busi

nessmen know only success or failure, and their disgrace is poverty. The

literati know only fame or obscurity, and their disgrace is anonymity. Stefan

Zweig was a man of letters, and in his last book* he describes the world of

the literati-a world in which he had once acquired Bildung and fame. A

friendly fate protected him from poverty, a favorable star from anonymity.

Concerned only with his personal dignity, he had kept himself so completely

aloof from politics that, in retrospect, the catastrophe of the last ten years

seemed to him like a lightning bolt from the sky, as if it were a monstrous,

*The World of Yesterday: An Autobiography (New York: Viking Press, 1943).
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inconceivable natural disaster. In the midst of this disaster, he tried to safe

guard his dignity and bearing as well and as long as he could. He considered

it unbearably humiliating when the hitherto wealthy and respected citizens of

Vienna had to go begging for visas to countries which only a few weeks

before they would have been unable to find on a map. That he himself, only

yesterday so famous and welcome a guest in foreign countries, should also

belong to this miserable host of the homeless and suspect was simply hell on

earth. But deeply as the events of 1933 had changed his personal existence,

they had no effect on his basic attitude with respect to the world and to his

own life. He continued to boast of his unpolitical point of view; it never

occurred to him that, politically speaking, it might be an honor for him to

stand outside the law when all men were no longer equal before it. What he

sensed-and did not hide from himself-was that during the 1930S the better

classes in Germany and elsewhere were steadily yielding to Nazi precepts

and discriminating against those whom the Nazis proscribed and banned.

Not one of his reactions during all this period was the result of political

convictions; they were all dictated by his hypersensitivity to social humilia

tion. Instead of hating the Nazis, he just wanted to annoy them. Instead of

despising those of his coterie who had been gleichgeschaltet, he thanked

Richard Strauss for continuing to accept his libretti.* Instead of fighting, he

kept silent, happy that his books had not been immediately banned. And

later, though comforted by the thought that his works were removed from

German bookstores together with those of equally famous authors, this

could not reconcile him to the fact that his name had been pilloried by the

Nazis like that of a "criminal," and that the famous Stefan Zweig had

become the Jew Zweig. Like so many of his less sensible, less talented, and

less endangered colleagues, he failed to perceive that the dignified restraint

which society had so long considered a criterion of true Bildung was under

such circumstances tantamount to plain cowardice in public life. And he like

wise failed to perceive that the distinction that had so effectively and for so

long protected him from all kinds of unpleasant and embarrassing events

*Arendt uses gleichgeschaltet in the English version of the essay. It refers to the Nazi policy of Gleich

schaltung, or"coordination," in which every aspect of life was to accord with the dictates and direction

of the Nazi "movement." Richard Strauss (1864-1949), the German composer and conductor, was

appointed by Goebbels to the presidency of the State Music Board, from which he was forced to resign

in 1935 because he included Zweig's name on the playbill for an opera (as its librettist) .
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would suddenly give rise to an endless series of humiliations that really did

turn his life into a hell.

Before Stefan Zweig took his own life, he recorded-with the pitiless

accuracy that springs from the coldness of genuine despair-what the world

had given him and then done to him. He records the pleasure of fame and

the curse of humiliation. He tells of the paradise from which he had been

banished-the paradise of cultured [gehildeten] enjoyment, of meetings with

like-minded and equally famous people, of infinite interest in the dead geniuses

of humanity; penetrating into their private lives and gathering their personal

relics was the most enjoyable pursuit of an inactive existence. And then he

tells of how he suddenly found himself facing a reality in which there was

nothing left to enjoy, in which those as famous as himself either avoided him

or pitied him, and in which cultured [gehildete] curiosity about the past was

continuously and unbearably disturbed by the tumult of the present, the

murderous thunder of bombardment, the infinite humiliations at the hands

of the authorities.

Gone, destroyed forever, was that other world in which, "friihgereift und

zart und traurig" [early ripe and tender and mournful] (Hofmannsthal), one

had established oneself so comfortably; razed was the park of the living and

the dead, in which the chosen few-those with taste, that is-idolized art;

broken were the trellises that kept out the profanum vulgus of the uncultured

more effectively than a Chinese wall. With that world had passed also its

counterpart, the society of famous young men, among whom, astonishingly

enough, one hoped to discover "real life": the bohemians. For the young son

of a bourgeois household, craving escape from parental protection, the

bohemians-from whom he was completely separated by essential things

(the bohemians, after all, only rarely combed their hair and when they did,

they weren't happy about it, and anyway they could never pay for their

coffee)-became identified with men experienced in the adversities of life.

For the arriviste, those "unarrived," who only dreamed of large editions of

their works, became the symbol of unrecognized genius and the example of

the dreadful fate that "real life" could prepare for hopeful young men.

Naturally, the world that Zweig depicts was anything but the world of

yesterday; naturally, the author of this book did not actually live in the

world, only on its rim. The gilded trellises of this peculiar sanctuary were

very thick, depriving the inmates of every view and every insight that could
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disturb their enjoyment. Not once does Zweig mention the most ominous

manifestations of the years after the First World War, which struck his

native Austria more violently than any other European country: unemploy

ment. But the rare value of his document is not diminished in the least by the

fact that, for us today, the trellises behind which these people spent their lives

and to which they owed their extraordinary feeling of security seem little

different from the walls of a prison or a ghetto. It is astounding, even spooky,

that there were still people living among us whose ignorance was so great

and whose conscience was so pure that they could continue to look on the

prewar period with the eyes of the nineteenth century, and could regard the

impotent pacifism of Geneva and the treacherous lull before the storm,

between 1924 and 1933, as a return to normalcy. But it is admirable and grati

fying that at least one of these men had the courage to record it all in detail,

without hiding or prettifying anything. Zweig finally realized what fools

they all had been, even if he never gained insight into the connection

between their misfortune and their folly.

The same period that Zweig calls the Golden Age of Security was

described by his contemporary Charles Peguy (shortly before he fell in the

First World War) as the era in which political forms, presumably outmoded,

lived on with inexplicable monotony:* in Russia, anachronistic despotism; in

Austria, the corrupt bureaucracy of the Habsburgs; in Germany, the mili

tarist and stupid regime of the Junkers, hated by the liberal middle class and

the workers alike; in France, the Third Republic, which was granted twenty

odd years more despite its chronic crises. The solution to the puzzle lay in the

fact that Europe was much too busy expanding its economic radius for any

social stratum or nation to take political questions seriously. For fifty years

before the opposing economic interests burst into national conflicts, sucking

the political systems of all Europe into their vortex-political representation

had become a kind of theatrical performance, sometimes an operetta, of

varying quality. Simultaneously, in Austria and Russia, the theater became

the focus of national life for the upper ten thousand.

During the Golden Age of Security a peculiar dislocation of the balance

of power occurred. The enormous development of all industrial and eco

nomic potential produced the steady weakening of purely political factors,

*Charles Peguy (1874-1914) was a French writer, poet, and committed Dreyfusard.
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while at the same time economic forces became dominant in the international

play of power. Power became synonymous with economic potential, which

could bring a government to its knees. This was the real reason why govern

ments played ever-narrowing and empty representative roles, which grew

more and more obviously theatrical and operettalike. The Jewish bour

geoisie, in sharp contrast to its German and Austrian equivalents, was unin

terested in positions of power, even of the economic kind. It was content

with its accumulated wealth, happy in the security and peace that its wealth

seemed to guarantee. An increasing number of sons from well-to-do homes

deserted commercial life, since the empty accumulation of wealth was sense

less. The consequence of this situation was that within a few decades both

Germany and Austria saw a great number of their cultural enterprises, such

as newspapers, publishing houses, and the theater, fall into Jewish hands.

Had the Jews of Western and Central European countries displayed even

a modicum of concern for the political realities of their times, they would

have had reason enough not to feel secure. For, in Germany, the first anti

semitic parties arose during the 1880s; Treitschke made antisemitism "fit for

the salon."* The turn of the century brought the Lueger-Schoenerer agita

tion in Austria, ending with the election of Lueger as mayor of Vienna. And

in France the Dreyfus affair dominated both internal and foreign policies for

years.t Even as late as 1940 Zweig could admire Lueger as an "able leader"

and a kindly person whose "official antisemitism never stopped him from

being helpful and friendly to his former Jewish friends." Among the Jews of

Vienna no one took antisemitism, in the amiable Austrian version Lueger

represented, seriously-with the exception of the "crazy" feuilleton editor

of the Neue Freie Presse, Theodor Herzl.

At least, so it would appear at first glance. Closer examination changes the

picture. After Treitschke had made antisemitism fit for the salon, conversion

ceased to be a ticket of admission to non-Jewish circles in Germany and Aus

tria. Just how antisemitic "better society" had become could not be easily

*Heinrich von Treitschke (1834-96), German historian, became one of the major exponents of Prussian

conservatism in the latter half of the nineteenth century. His anti-British and especially antisemitic

opinions were highly influential among the educated elite of Wilhelmine Germany.

tKarl Lueger (1844-1910), an Austrian politician, was a major exponent of antisemitism. He served as

the mayor of Vienna from 1897 until his death. Georg von Schoenerer (1841-1921), another antisemitic

Austrian politician, was intent on creating a racist foreign policy.
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ascertained by the Jewish businessmen of Austria, for they pursued only

commercial interests and cared nothing about invitations to non-Jewish

groups. But their children discovered soon enough that in order for a Jew to

be fully accepted into society, there was one and only one thing to do: become

famous.

There is no better document of the Jewish situation in this period than the

opening chapters of Zweig's book. They provide the most impressive evi

dence of how fame and the will to fame motivated the youth of his genera

tion. Their ideal was the genius that seemed incarnate in Goethe. Every

Jewish youth able to rhyme passably played the young Goethe, as everyone

able to draw a line was a future Rembrandt, and every musical child was

a demonic Beethoven. The more cultured the parental homes, the more

coddled were these imitative Wunderkinder. Nor did this stop with poetry

and art; it dominated every detail of personal life. They felt as sublime as

Goethe, imitated his "Olympian" aloofness from politics; they collected rags

and gewgaws that had once belonged to famous people of other periods; and

they strove to come into direct touch with every living period of renown, as

if a tiny reflection of fame would thus fall upon them-or as if one could

prepare oneself for fame by attending a school of celebrity.

Of course, the idolatry of genius was not restricted to the Jews. It was a

gentile, Gerhardt Hauptmann, who, as was well known, carried this idolatry

as far as to make himself look, if not like Goethe, at least like one of the

many cheap busts of the master.* And if the parallel enthusiasm that the Ger

man petite bourgeoisie showed for Napoleonic splendor did not actually

produce Hitler, it contributed mightily to the hysterical raptures with which

this"great man" was greeted by many German and Austrian intellectuals.

Although deification of the "great man," without much consideration for

what he actually achieved, was a general disease of the era, it assumed a spe

cial form among the Jews and their particular passion for the great men of

culture. In any case, the school of fame that the Jewish youth of Vienna

attended was the theater; the image of fame that they held before them was

that of the actor.

*Gerhardt Hauptmann (1862-1946), a German writer and dramatist, won the Nobel Prize in 1912 and

stayed in Germany throughout his life. The Nazis allowed his plays to be staged as a demonstration that

famous members of the German cultural elite preferred to remain in Germany.
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Again a qualification is in order. In no other European city did the theater

ever acquire the same significance that it had in Vienna during the period of

political dissolution. Zweig recounts how the death of a famous court actress

made his family cook, who had never heard or seen her, burst into tears.

Simultaneously, as political activity began to resemble theater or operetta,

the theater itself developed into a kind of national institution, the actor into a

national hero. Since the world had undeniably acquired a theatrical air, the

theater could appear as the world of reality. It is hard for us today to believe

that even Hugo von Hofmannsthal fell under the spell of this theater hysteria

and for many years believed that behind the Viennese absorption in the the

ater lay something of the Athenian public spirit. He overlooked the fact that

Athenians attended the theater for the sake of the play, its mythological con

tent, and the grandeur of its language, through which they hoped to become

masters of their passions and molders of their national destiny. The Vien

nese went to the theater exclusively for the actors; playwrights wrote for this

or that performer; critics discussed only the actor or his parts; directors

accepted or rejected plays purely on the basis of effective roles for their mati

nee idols. The star system, as the cinema later perfected it, was completely

forecast in Vienna. What was in the making there was not a classical renais

sance but Hollywood.

Whereas political conditions made this inversion of being and appearance

possible, Jews put it into motion, supplied the public demand, and spread its

fame. And since the European world, not unjustifiably, considered Austrian

backstage culture representative of the whole period, Zweig is not wrong

when he proudly asserts that "nine-tenths of what the world celebrated as

Viennese culture in the nineteenth century was promoted, nourished, or

even created by Viennese Jewry."

A culture built around an actor or virtuoso established standards that were

as novel as they were dubious. "Posterity weaves no wreaths for the mime,"

and so the mime requires an incredible amount of present fame and applause.

His well-known vanity is, as it were, an occupational disease. To the degree

that every artist dreams of leaving his mark on future generations, of trans

porting his period into another, the artistic impulses of virtuosi and actors

are forever frustrated and require hysterical outlets. Since the actor must

renounce immortality, his criterion of greatness depends altogether on con

temporary success. Contemporary success was also the only criterion that
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remained for the "geniuses in general," who were detached from their

achievements and considered only in the light of "greatness in itself." In the

field of letters this took the form of biographies describing no more than the

appearance, the emotions, and the demeanor of great men. This approach

not only satisfied vulgar curiosity about the kind of secrets a man's valet

would know; it was prompted by the belief that such idiotic abstraction

would clarify the essence of greatness. In their respect for "greatness in

itself," Jews and gentiles stood side by side. That was why Jewish organiza

tions of most cultural enterprises, and particularly of the theatrical culture of

Vienna, could go on without restraint, and even become in a sense the epit

ome of European culture.

Stefan Zweig's thorough knowledge of history preserved him from

adopting this yardstick without any qualms. Yet, despite his "connoisseur

ship," this knowledge could not prevent him from simply ignoring the great

est poets of the postwar period, Franz Kafka and Bertolt Brecht, neither of

whom were ever great successes. Nor could it prevent him from confusing

the historical significance of writers with the size of their editions: "Hof

mannsthal, Arthur Schnitzler, Beer-Hofmann, and Peter Altenberg gave

Viennese literature European standing such as it had not possessed under

Grillparzer and Stifter."*

Precisely because Zweig was modest about himself, discreetly glossing

over the uninteresting personal data in his autobiography, the repeated enu

meration of famous people he met in his life or entertained at home is espe

cially striking. It seems like exact proof that even the best of those cultured

Jews could not escape the curse of their time-the worship of that great lev

eling idol, Success. Nothing does more harm to a highly differentiated sensi

bility than the comic vanity that, without any principle of selection and

without any sense for differences, drops as many famous names as possible.

*Arthur Schnitzler (1862-1931) was an Austrian writer, dramatist, and physician whose frank represen

tations of sexuality were sometimes considered scandalous. Richard Beer-Hofmann (1866-1945) was a

Jewish-Austrian dramatist and poet who fled from Austria in 1939 and whose work was banned under

the Nazis. Peter Altenberg, pseudonym of Richard Englander (1859-1919), was a Jewish-Austrian

writer who called his brief sketches "literary pencil drawings." Franz Grillparzer (1791-1872) was an

Austrian writer and dramatist who also occupied administrative posts in the imperial bureaucracy,

including that of finance minister. Adalbert Stifter (1805-68) was an Austrian writer whose major works

include Bunte Steine (Colored Stones, 1853), Der Nachsommer (Indian Summer, 1857), and Witiko

(1865-67).
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In his guest book at Salzburg, Zweig gathered "eminent contemporaries" as

passionately as he had collected the handwriting and relics of dead poets,

musicians, and scientists. His own success, the benign renown of his own

accomplishments, failed to sate the appetite of a vanity that could hardly

have originated in his character. Presumably his character found it repulsive,

but this vanity was solidly rooted in the depths of a conviction that formed

its own weltanschauung-the conviction that began with the search for the

"born genius" or "poet made flesh" and considers life worth living only inso

far as it plays itself out in the midst of an atmosphere of fame among a cho

sen elite.

Incomplete satisfaction in one's own success, the attempt rather to trans

form fame into a social atmosphere, to create a caste of famous men like a

caste of aristocrats, to organize a society of the renowned-these were the

traits that distinguished the Jews of the period and differentiated their man

ner from the general genius-lunacy of the times. That was also why the

world of art, literature, music, and the theater played, as it were, right into

their hands. They alone were really more interested in those things than even

in their own personal achievements or their own fame.

While the turn of the twentieth century brought economic security to the

Jews and recognized their civic rights as a matter of course, at the same time

it made their situation in society questionable, their social position insecure

and ambiguous. Seen from the perspective of society, they were and re

mained pariahs as long as they failed to make themselves fit for the salon by

some extraordinary means, such as fame. With regard to a famous Jew, soci

ety would forget its unwritten law. Zweig's "radiant power of fame" was a

very real social force, in whose aura one could move freely and could even

have antisemites as friends, such as Richard Strauss and Karl Haushofer.*
Fame and success offered the means for the socially homeless to create a

home and an environment for themselves. Since great success transcended

national borders, famous people could easily become the representatives of a

nebulous international society, where national prejudice appeared to be no

longer valid. In any case, a famous Austrian Jew was more apt to be accepted

*Karl Ernst Haushofer (1869-1946) was a German general and theoretician of war who developed the

"geopolitical" idea of Lebensraum (life space). A friend of Rudolf Hess, he probably contributed to the

writing of Hitler's Mein Kampf
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as an Austrian in France than in Austria. The world citizenship of this gener

ation, this remarkable nationality that its members claimed as soon as their

Jewish origin was mentioned, somewhat resembles those modern passports

that grant the bearer the right of sojourn in every country except the one that

issued it.

This international society of famous people was punctured for the first

time in 1914 and finally buried in 1933. It is all to Zweig's credit that he never

allowed himself to be fooled into participating in the universal hysteria of

the First World War. He remained loyal to his principles and kept his dis

tance from politics; he never yielded to the temptation that afflicted so many

literati-the temptation of using the war to establish a place in society out

side of the circle of international intellectuals. It thus came about that, for

him, the remnants of this prewar society preserved itself throughout the

war. And it is well known that in the 1920S, which is to say, in the years to

which Zweig owes his greatest success, the international society of fame

once again functioned in Europe. But after 1938 Zweig learned some bitter

lessons: that this international society, including the rights of its citizenry,

depended on the possession of a very national passport, and that, for the

stateless, there is no "international" anything.

The international society of the successful was the only one in which Jews

enjoyed equal rights. Little wonder, then, that the most meager talents devel

oped quite happily; still less that, for them, "the most beautiful odor on earth,

sweeter than the rose of Schirach, [was] the smell of printers' ink." There

was nothing in their lives more joyous than the printing of a book, the

reviews, the complimentary copies, the translations into foreign languages.

It was an ever-renewed ritual of placing oneself in relation to a world where

one gets one's name into print so as to be admitted.

The fame that gave the social pariah something like the rights to a home

land in the international elite of the successful brought another privilege,

which, according to Zweig's own judgment, was at least equally important

the suspension of anonymity, the possibility of being recognized by

unknown people, of being admired by strangers. Even if one fell back into

anonymity for a time, fame stood like a solid suit of armor that one could

don again at any moment in order to protect oneself from the terrible effects

of life. There is no question that Zweig feared nothing more than sinking
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back into an obscurity where, stripped of his fame, he would become again

what he had been at the beginning of his life-except that now everything

would be different and much worse: he would be no more than one of the

many unfortunates who are confronted with the almost insuperable problem

of conquering, bedazzling, and forcing oneself onto a strange, uncanny

world-which is precisely how society must look to anyone who does not

belong to it from birth and to all those against whom it discriminates.

Fate, in the form of a political catastrophe, eventually did almost thrust

him into this very anonymity. Robbed of his fame, he knew-better than

many of his colleagues-that the fame of a writer flickers out when he can

not write and publish in his own language. His collections were stolen from

him, and with them his intimacy with the famous dead. His house in Salzburg

was stolen, and with it his association with the famous among the living.

Stolen, finally, was the invaluable passport, which had not only enabled him

to represent his native land in other countries but had also helped him to

evade the questionable character of his own civic existence within his native

land.

And again, as during the First World War, it is to Zweig's credit that he

was neither enflamed by the universal hysteria nor beguiled by his newly

acquired British citizenship. He could hardly have represented England in

other countries. Since, finally, the international society of the famous disap

peared completely with the Second World War, this homeless man lost the

only world in which he had once had the delusion of a home.

In a last article, "The Great Silence" (ONA, March 9, 1942), written

shortly before his death-an article which seems to me to belong with the

finest of Stephan Zweig's work-he tried to take a political stand for the first

time in his life. The word "Jew" does not occur to him, for Zweig strove

once again to represent Europe-more exactly, Central Europe-now that it

was shocked into silence. Had he spoken about the terrible fate of his own

people, he would have been closer to all the European peoples who are today,

in the battle against their oppressor, struggling against the persecutor of the

Jews. The European peoples know-better than did this self-appointed

spokesman who had never in his whole lifetime concerned himself with their

political destiny-that yesterday is not detached from today, "as if a man

had been hurled down from a great height as the result of a violent blow." To
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them yesterday was in no way that"century whose progress, whose science,

whose art, and whose magnificent inventions were the pride and the faith of

us all."

Without the protective armor of fame, naked and disrobed, Stefan Zweig

was confronted with the reality of the Jewish people. There had been various

escapes from social pariahdom, including the ivory tower of fame. But only

flight around the globe could offer salvation from political outlawry. Thus

this Jewish bourgeois man of letters, who had never concerned himself with

the affairs of his own people, became nevertheless a victim of their foes

and felt so disgraced that he could bear his life no longer. Since he had

wanted all his life to live in peace with the political and social standards of his

time, he was unable to fight against a world in whose eyes it was and is a dis

grace to be a Jew. When finally the whole structure of his life, with its aloof

ness from civic struggle and politics, broke down, and he experienced

disgrace, he was unable to discover what honor can mean to men.

For honor never will be won by the cult of success or fame, by cultivation

of one's own self, nor even by personal dignity. From the "disgrace" of

being a Jew there is but one escape-to fight for the honor of the Jewish

people as a whole.

1943
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It is a well-known fact, stressed time and again, that since the outbreak of

this war and even before, a conspiracy of silence has covered the sufferings

and losses of the Jewish people. This fact that so much upsets us is only the

immediate consequence of another circumstance that in itself is disastrous:

the Jews as a people have no share whatsoever in this war, though war had

been declared upon them six years earlier than upon the Czechs, seven years

earlier than upon Poland, France, and England, and almost nine years earlier

than upon Russia and the United States. Unfortunately, during the years

between 1933, the year in which Hitler came to power, and 1940, only a small

fraction of the Jewish people could grasp the fact that they were at war, and

this small fraction was without influence, formed of scattered individuals

who more often than not did not even know one another.

Even German Jewry, the first victims of this ten years' war, needed more

than five years and actual pogroms to be able to understand that they could

no longer live in peace under a government composed of their enemies. Up

to 1938, the bulk of German Jewry lived in the illusion of outliving their ene

mies, by accommodating themselves for the time being to certain restric

tions. Neither the pogroms of fall 1938 nor the subsequent first years of the

European war were sufficient to convince other parts of the Jewish people of

the simple fact that war had been declared upon them. They simply did not

react, or they answered the challenge by giving charitable gifts-a rather

strange response. But it is also true that we behaved like any other people,

and that our politicians tried to appease our enemies like the statesmen of all

other nations-only with even less success. This appeasement policy started

with the Jewish Agency's transfer arrangements with the German govern

ment in 1934. It was followed by the subsequent decisions of Jews of other

countries not to use their influence upon their respective governments in

their relations with Germany, to help German Jewry but not to speak about
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the events that made help necessary. Long before the period of appeasement

found its natural end in total warfare, the boycott movement among the Jew

ish masses in America and in Poland had died down. The most honest

expression of solidarity had ended in disillusionment and deception, and if

our politicians, like the politicians of other countries, did not succeed in

appeasing Hitler, they had a remarkable success in appeasing the Jewish

people's rightful indignation and their instinctive attempts to fight back.

It would be a terrible understatement to speak of a crisis of Judaism; but it

is certainly true whether we like it or not that the catastrophe of the last years

was accompanied by a deep and dangerous crisis of Jewish politics, in other

words of Zionism. Those among us who for many years closely followed the

several developments of this crisis may almost feel relieved today, when the

crisis is no longer to be concealed but has come into the open with all

the complicated and involved problems of our political status in Palestine

and abroad, with all the real conflicts and conflicting interests that we vainly

tried to conceal.

The first symptom of the critical situation in which the Zionist movement

found itself at the outbreak of this war was the entirely equivocal attitude of

the British government in the face of a certain number of basic demands.

Refugees who had barely escaped out of the hell of European countries

occupied by the Germans tried vainly to enter Palestine: the Jewish home

land actually was less hospitable than other gentile countries; the names of

the ships Patria and Struma are still in our memories, and you know that even

those few who finally managed to land were sent to concentration camps on

Mauritius. The Jewish Agency was incapable of dealing with the situation in

a favorable way. And if these extremely sad facts mean little to you, since you

live so far away and you know of these things only through the newspapers,

I can assure you that they mean a very great deal to the Jews in the occupied

countries, even if they did not try to escape. These happenings, which Nazi

propaganda broadcast everywhere, drove the Jews to despair, and, believe

me or not, these events dealt a considerable blow to the idea of a Jewish

homeland that had so pathetically failed and an even bigger blow to the tradi

tional confidence of Jews in British policies. Another kind of propaganda

had tried to make us believe that all Jews in the concentration camps and

ghettos, if they only remain alive, will automatically become ardent Zionists.
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These propagandists had better bear these facts in mind; they will be remem

bered only too well in Europe-if there are still Jews to remember.

The second big failure of Zionist politics was the failure to raise a Jewish

army. Nobody but the warmakers will be the peacemakers, and as things are

going today there is very little hope left that Jews will be able to have their

word at the peace table. This fa~t contrasts with the many plans Jews of all

political parties are preparing for the postwar period; we know from experi

ence that from a large amount of paper to the smallest deed is a very long

way. From mass meetings in New York and other cities, we know that the

idea of a Jewish army fighting under their own flag for their own freedom is

the most popular idea that so far has roused the Jewish masses. And I stress

the popularity of this idea because it is a consolation-more, a bright hope

for the future of our people, who twice in the last ten years have shown so

much more political insight and cleverness than most of our official politi

cians. The first time was when the Jewish masses almost instinctively started

the boycott of German goods; the second time when they realized at once

that during a war one must have an army and that against attack one has to

defend and to counterattack-and this not under the flag of an empire and

not in the regiments of a colonial army, but freely and openly, under one's

own flag and under the orders of one's own officers.

The immediate results of these failures were serious enough, though we

might expect far more serious ones in the future. Here in America a so-called

Committee for a Jewish Army for Palestinian and Stateless Jews was set up

and won in a very short period the support of great parts of the more pro

gressive public opinion in this country. This committee, founded by the

members of the Revisionist party but supported by many of our best friends

among gentiles, could not but deal a very heavy blow to the authority of the

Jewish Agency in this country and abroad and among Jews as well as among,

for example, gentile officials in Washington. For even those gentiles who

actually oppose creation of a Jewish army will take it for granted that Zion

ists must ask for an army in time of war when the creation of an army is the

most important political issue for any people or nation. A committee with

public support which stands for nothing but an army is serious competition

for another group that, though pretending to be the only representative of

the Jewish people, is, to say the least, not chiefly concerned with this issue.
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A second result of the fact that Jews in their homeland lack the right to

bear arms under their own flag is of equal importance. A great part of the

Palestine yishuv is formed by recent refugees who have not yet obtained

Palestinian citizenship. When the Jewish Agency started its recruiting cam

paign for the British colonial army, those refugees who happened to come

from Czechoslovakia or even Poland could enlist in the legions of their for

mer countries-and they did. For the advantages were obvious: in those

legions, which today at least theoretically give equal rights to Jews, our boys

had a far better position, legally and practically, than in the British army, in

which they play the role of Palestinian natives. In the Czech legion, Jews

have the same rights, the same advancement chances, and the promise of the

Czech government in exile of full citizenship in the Czech state of tomorrow,

which with the White Paper governing Palestine is much more than the

British can guarantee.

Of course, we might argue with these boys. We might find that they are

not idealistic enough or that the prospects of their being reintegrated into

their former countries are not very bright. We might also argue with those

Zionists and with those gentile friends of the Jewish and Zionist cause who

see in the Committee for a Jewish Army a more important representative

body than the Jewish Agency. And we certainly shall do so. But unfortu

nately politics are made not only with arguments but with facts. And the

facts are: a Jewish army, the only guarantee we could have created during the

war for our demands after the war, has been neglected by the Jewish Agency,

has been entombed by Weizmann himself, who at the last Extraordinary

Zionist Conference spoke about "the so-called Jewish army"; and all argu

ments we could use against the Jewish boys who even in Palestine prefer to

serve under the flag of their former homeland become a little inconsistent in

the face of the British policy in Palestine today. If the promises of govern

ments in exile are problematic, the future protection of Jewish rights in

Palestine is equally p_roblematic.

During the last weeks, we -had to add two other very critical signs of

immediate political danger. Both came from Palestine. The first and the more

important is the well-known Magnes declaration. The outstanding features

of his proposal, centered as it is on the Arab question, are the following: in

outspoken contradiction to the Zionist demands as they were formulated by
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the Jewish Agency and the Zionist Organization of this country, he asks for a

binational state to be included in an Arab federation and for the Arab federa

tion to be connected with a kind of Anglo-American alliance. There is no use

hiding before ourselves the fact that Magnes is the spokesman for a consider

able opposition not only in America but also in Palestine, where intellectuals

like Buber and Ernst Simon and representatives of the farmers of Petach

Tikhwah like Smilanski and so outstanding a personality as Henrietta Szold

back his ideas. Even more significant, a recent war program of the Hashomer

Haza'ir, a very important factor for labor in Palestine, also aims for a bina

tional state. Though the Hashomer Haza'ir has nothing to do with the

Magnes group, one can conclude from their demands how popular certain

views of Magnes must be in Palestine. It is clear that Magnes's program and

actions are a direct challenge to the authority of the Jewish Agency.

The second bad news from Palestine during the last weeks was the forma

tion of a new party, the so-called Aliyah Hadashah, the party of new immi

grants, which came out of their first elections second only to the Poale-Zion.

The strength of this party, with only a very vague program, is due to the

Central European aliyah-mostly from Germany-which for years had

been discriminated against by the older elements and which obviously could

not get adjusted or be melted in. These difficulties were a secret for nobody

who happened to know Palestinian affairs, but it was a kind of unwritten law

not to speak about them publicly. The result of this clever tactic is that for the

first time the Zionist movement has produced a political party based upon

those sh 'wath differences, those tribal differences, which have split the unity

of the Jewish people for more than 150 years. These differences became

more and more inconsistent during the twentieth century, but since Hitler's

rise to power they lost every political meaning: the fate of German or French

Jewry is exactly the same as that of Polish Jewry. The lessons of the last ten

years teach us that the fate of the Jewish people is one and indivisible. One of

the internal political problems in Palestine is of course the overcoming of

differences within the Jewish people themselves; the creation of a political

party based upon such differences in Palestine is not less a danger for the

yishuv than the creation of an Irish party would be for the unity of the United

States.

I have enumerated the most outstanding signs of the crisis, each of which
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points in a similar direction: the weakening of the authority of the Jewish

Agency, the growing discontent with the results of our political achieve

ments, and the lack of trust in the conduct of our political affairs. The chal

lenges to the authority of our supreme governing body come from very

different quarters-the Magnes declaration and the Jewish Army Commit

tee might be regarded as their most extreme poles. It is significant, however,

that both break ranks with the official Zionist organization; both by different

means try to address the Jewish people over the heads of Jewish officials, and

neither tries to fight its battles within the established administration.

The true reasons for this state of affairs are not to be found-as some

oppositional leaders of the Zionist organization would say-in red tape or a

certain obsoleteness of our administrative body, in old-fashioned methods or

a lack of new approaches. If tomorrow we had a brand-new team of men to

run our politics it can only be doubted whether things would not go on in the

same old way. Behind the whole picture lies a crisis of the very foundation of

the whole movement, a crisis of every political means we used and of every

political aim we sought during the last twenty years.

I will try very briefly to remind you of these few basic convictions, all of

them dear to our heart, which in the political world of today have either lost

their old meaning or in which we have-consciously or not-lost our ulti

mate confidence. There comes first the old belief that the Jewish question as

a whole can be solved only by the reconstruction of Palestine, that the build

ing up of the country will eradicate antisemitism and that more important

than general political conditions (the famous charter of Herzl) is the so

called constructive approach, meaning the immediate practical tasks at hand.

Let us consider this series of general convictions which pervade all of our

propaganda and our public speeches one by one.

The Russian Revolution has dealt a blow to the first contention that the

Jewish question can be solved only in Palestine and that antisemitism is only

to be eradicated by the building up of Palestine, in other words by the exodus

of Jews from their former homelands. There are many problems unsolved in

Soviet Russia, and I for one do not believe that even the economic problems

have been resolved there, let alone the most important of all questions, the

question of political freedom; but one thing has to be admitted: the Russian

Revolution found an entirely new and-as far as we can see today-an

entirely just way to deal with nationality or minorities. The new historic fact
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is this: that for the first time in modern history, an identification of nation and

state has not even been attempted. The government represents a federation

of peoples and nationalities, all of them having their own, if very restricted,

rights, none of them privileged and none of them dominated.

Nor seems this solution a purely Russian affair, without any bearing on

other countries and continents. On the contrary, without any revolution,

only by the natural course of events, the United States has come very close

to the same conception. Jews know better than anyone else that they might

be Americans and Jews at the same time, as Irishmen are Irish and American

at the same time and Italians Italian and American. The president of the

United States speaks to the "Jewish people of America"-in other words,

the president expresses himself as if the government is not only a govern

ment of united states but of united peoples as well. The same holds true for

other countries which up to now have not yet achieved their national free

dom. Take for instance the Indian question. If the British say, let Indians first

settle all their problems among themselves, or if Indian leaders refuse the

partition of India on the ground that there is one unique Indian people, they

both are wrong. The Indian subcontinent contains a multitude of peoples

and rather than an old national state in the European sense, where one

people, the majority of the inhabitants, holds the reins of government and

rules over other inhabitants as minorities, you might expect that sooner or

later these peoples will get together and form a government that unites all the

nationalities of the Indian subcontinent.

It is not easy to speak about Europe; but it is probable that the talk of a

federated Europe-or, if you like, the dream-will come true one day. All

more progressive men, European or n?t, know that many problems could be

solved with a federal government and with a constitution giving equal rights

to each and every nationality on the continent.

But let us come back to Zionism and Palestine. If among the Zionist lead

ers many progressives know and talk about the end of small nations and the

end of nationalism in the old narrow European sense, no official document

or program expresses these ideas. On the contrary, if you remember the last

conference of the Zionist Organization in New York, you certainly remem

ber too how many speeches pointing in this direction you have heard, but

that the resolutions only asked for a Jewish state in Palestine, as if we actually

believe that this small land of ours-which is not even entirely ours-could
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live an autonomous political life. The reason for this shyness is the following:

the foundations of Zionism were laid during a time when nobody could

imagine any other solution of minority or nationality problems than the

autonomous national state with a homogeneous population; Zionists are

afraid that the whole building might crack if they abandon their old ideas.

The contrary is true: the building will collapse if we don't adapt our minds

and our ideas to new facts and new developments.

This general distrust against the old nationalist formulas is the backbone

of the success of the Magnes declaration, whose inherent falseness and dan

ger are hidden by the smoke screen created by the equivocal attitudes of our

official policy. 1. Newman, in the last conference, has rightly and vigorously

pointed out that the Arab federation is nothing more than one of the tools

and even inventions of British power politics. Magnes, in a certain sense, is

only the successor and follower of Weizmann's politics, which in Weiz

mann's own words "always made the cooperation with the British Empire

the cornerstone." It need not be proved that British policy in the Near East

today is based upon cooperation with the Arabs at the expense of the Jews.

Even the Magnes plan betrays the fact that it is built up entirely at our

expense: a binational state protected by an Arab federation is nothing else

than minority status within an Arab empire, and this empire is to be pro

tected by an Anglo-American alliance which, to safeguard the way to India,

has to deal with and to respect the majority-the Arabs-and not so tiny a

minority as the Jews. Magnes, too, thinks along the old lines of national

states, only he has given another name to the old baby; he calls it "federa

tion." This use of the term "federation" kills its new and creative meaning in

the germ; it kills the idea that a federation is-in contrast to a nation-made

up of different peoples with equal rights. In other words, within a federa

tion the old minority problem no longer exists. The Magnes proposal if real

ized would make out of Palestine one of our worst Galuth countries. The

same idea of the Arab federation, but explained much more clearly, we can

find in the declarations of British colonial officials, one of whom, Lord

Moyne, even proposed a "resettlement of the Jews" after the war, their

expulsion from Palestine; after this speech he received a special appointment

to the Near East. People like Magnes, living on the spot and seeing clearly the

immense danger to the Palestinian yishuv and our whole work in Palestine,

hear no official word from our public institutions, not even a protest against
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these utterances by very responsible British officials. Instead, they read noth

ing but pathetic declarations about the sufferings of the Jewish people

and hollow demands of "self-government" and "Jewish commonwealth"

hollow they are because no reality is behind them, because they are spoken as

in an empty space without even noticing the hostile plans of Britain or the

general trends of world politics. That these people try to take matters in their

own hands is easily understood, even if we must deplore the way it is done.

FEBRUARY 1943
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To Western Jewry, never really assimilated despite the recourse of some to

the antisemitic salons, the Dreyfus case was scarcely of decisive conse

quence. But to the "modern, cultured Jew who had outgrown the ghetto and

its haggling it was a thrust to the heart."I For him Herzl's naIve generaliza

tion was true: it had taken "the common enemy" to make him once more a

member of a people.2 These "prodigal sons" had learned a lot from their

environment and when they returned to the ancestral hearth they found

themselves possessed by that intense discontent which has always been the

hallmark of true patriotism and of true devotion to one's people. Sadly and

with a certain amazement they came to realize that the moment they pro

posed improvements in the age-old structure, it was at once decided to expel

them from it. And all the time they saw the building in danger of collapse.

Theodor Herzl arrived just in time to report the first Dreyfus trial for a

Vienna paper. He heard the rabble cry "Death to the Jews!" and proceeded to

write The Jewish State. Bernard Lazare had come from his hometown in the

south of France some years before, in the midst of the antisemitic furor

caused by the Panama scandal. Shortly before the Dreyfus case he had pub

lished a two-volume work on antisemitism, in which he had laid it down that

this was due, among other things, to the unsocial behavior of the Jews.3 At

that time he believed that he had found in socialism the solution. Lazare like

wise was an eyewitness of the Dreyfus trial and he determined not to wait for

the world revolution. As he came face to face with the rising hatred of the

mob, he realized at once that from now on he was an outcast4 and accepted

the challenge. Alone among the champions of Dreyfus he took his place as a

conscious Jew, fighting for justice in general but for the Jewish people in

particular. )

Both men were turned into Jews by antisemitism. Neither concealed the

fact.6 Both realized just because they were so "assimilated" that normal life
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was possible for them only on the condition that emancipation should not

remain a dead letter, while they saw that in reality the Jew had become the

pariah of the modern world.7 Both stood outside the religious tradition of

Judaism and neither wished to return to it. Both were removed, as intellectu

als, from those narrow and parochial Jewish cliques which had somehow

grown up within the framework of gentile society. Both were poles apart

from that spiritual ghetto which had retained everything of the ghetto's life

except its inwardness. Yet both were its natural products; it was from this that

both had escaped. When they were drawn back Judaism could no longer

mean to them a religion, yet to neither could it mean a halfhearted adherence

to one of many cliques. For them their Jewish origin had a political and

national significance. They could find no place for themselves in Jewry

unless the Jewish people was a nation. In their subsequent careers both men

came into serious conflict with the forces which then controlled Jewish

politics, namely, the philanthropists. In these conflicts, which in the end

exhausted them, both were to learn that the Jewish people was threatened not

only by the antisemites from without but also by the influence of its own

"benefactors" from within.8

But here the similarity ends and there begins that great difference which

was to lead ultimately to a personal breach between the two men, when they

were serving together on the executive committee of the Zionist Organiza

tion. Herzl's solution of the Jewish problem was, in the final analysis, escape

or deliverance in a homeland. In the light of the Dreyfus case the whole of

the gentile world seemed to him hostile; there were only Jews and anti

semites.9 He considered that he would have to deal with this hostile world

and even with avowed antisemites. To him it was a matter of indifference just

how hostile a gentile might be; indeed, thought he, the more antisemitic a

man was the more he would appreciate the advantages of a Jewish exodus

from Europepo To Lazare, on the other hand, the territorial question was

secondary-a mere outcome of the primary demand that "the Jews should

be emancipated as a people and in the form of a nation."lI What he sought

was not an escape from antisemitism but a mobilization of the people against

its foes. This is shown clearly by his part in the Dreyfus case and by his later

memorandum on the persecution of the Jews in Romania. I2 The conse

quence of this attitude was that he did not look around for more or less anti

semitic protectors but for real comrades-in-arms, whom he hoped to find
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among all the oppressed groups of contemporary Europe. I3 He knew that

antisemitism was neither an isolated nor a universal phenomenon and that

the shameful complicity of the po~ers in the East European pogroms had

been symptomatic of something far deeper, namely, the threatened collapse

of all moral values under the pressure of imperialist politics.14

In the light of the Dreyfus case and of his own experience in fighting

alongside Jews for one of their brethren,I5 Lazare came to realize that the real

obstacle in the path of his people's emancipation was not antisemitism. It
was "the demoralization of a people made up of the poor and downtrodden,

who live on the alms of their wealthy brethren, a people revolted only by

persecution from without but not by oppression from within, revolutionaries

in the society of others but not in their own."I6 III would it serve the cause of

freedom, thought he, if a man were to begin by abandoning his own. Fight

ers for freedom could be internationalists only if by that they meant that they

were prepared to recognize the freedom of all nations; antinational they

could never be. I7 Lazare's criticism of his people was at least as bitter as

Herzl's but he never despised them and did not share Herzl's idea that politics

must be conducted from above. 18 Faced with the alternative of remaining

politically ineffective or of including himself among the elite group of sav

iors, he preferred to retreat into absolute isolation, where, if he could do

naught else, he could at least remain one of the people. I9 For Lazare could

find no supporters in France. The only element of Western Europe which

might have responded to his message, the Jews who had outgrown the petty

trader's haggling, the intellectuals in the liberal professions, were virtually

nonexistent in the country. On the other hand, the impoverished masses,

whom he had loved so deeply, and the Jewish oppressed, whom he had cham

pioned so devotedly,20 were separated from him by thousands of miles as

well as by a difference in language. In a certain sense, therefore, Herzl, with

the support of German and Austrian Jewry, succeeded where Lazare failed.

So utter, indeed, was his failure that he was passed over in silence by his Jew

ish contemporaries,2I to be recovered to us by Catholic writers. Better than

we those men knew that Lazare was a great Jewish patriot as well as a great

writer.22
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Notes

I. Cf. the remarks of Theodor Herzl in his opening address of the first Zionist Congress (Gesam

melte Werke, vol. I, p. 176): "That sense of inner cohesion, with which we have so often and so viru

lently been charged, was in a state of utter dissolution when antisemitism fell upon us. We have, so to

speak, come home.... But those of us who have returned like prodigal sons to the ancestral hearth find

much that urgently requires improvement."

2. Cf. Herzl's statement before the British Aliens Commission: "A nation is an historic group of men

united by clearly discernible ties, and held together by a common foe." Gesammelte Werke, vol. I, p. 474.

3. Bernard Lazare, L'antisemitisme: son histoire et ses causes (Paris, 1894).

4. Cf. Lazare, Le fumier de loh (Paris, 1928), p. 64: "Henceforth I am a pariah."

5. Cf. Peguy, Notre jeunesse pp. 68-69,74: "The politicians, the rabbis, the official communities of

Israel were only too willing to sacrifice Dreyfus for the sake of an illusion. The great mass of the

Jews has never been led to its great, if sad, destiny except by force-that is, by a band of fanatics

grouped around certain heads, or more precisely, around the prophets of Israel. In this great crisis for

Israel and the world the prophet was Bernard Lazare."

6. Cf. Herzl's remark in a letter of the year 1895: "My Judaism was to me a matter of indiffer

ence.... However, just as antisemitism sent the feeble, cowardly and ambitious Jews into the ranks of

Christendom, so it sent me back with renewed vigor to my Judaism." Tagehiicher, vol. I, pp. 120-21.

Similar statements occurpassim in his diaries. Bernard Lazare's declaration may be found in his Fumier

de loh: "I am a Jew, yet I ignore everything Jewish.... I must needs know who I am, why I am hated

and what I might be."

7. Cf. the remark of Herzl at the "family council" of the Rothschilds: "You will never be recognized

as full citizens, nay, nor even as second-class (Staatsangehiirige)." Tagehiicher, vol. I, p. 187. Similarly in

the memoranda for his interview with Baron Hirsch there occurs the observation: "You are pariahs. You

have to live on tenterhooks lest anyone deprive you of your rights or property." Gesammelte Werke,

vol. 6, p. 462. Cf. also Lazare's remark about the "unconscious pariah," i.e., the nonemancipated Jew

and the "conscious pariah" of Western society, in Le nationalismejuif (Paris, 1898), p. 8.

8. In his interview with Lord Rothschild, Herzl described Jewish charity as "a mechanism for keep

ing the needy in subjection." Tagehiicher, vol. 3, p. 218. He came into open conflict with the philanthro

pists when he established the Jewish Colonial Bank and the latter subsequently foundered, as the result

of being boycotted by Jewish financial circles. The matter is discussed at length in his Gesammelte

Werke, vol. I, p. 406 ff., and there are frequent references to it in the diaries. Similarly Lazare came into

conflict with the whole of French Jewry through his championship of Dreyfus. Cf. Baruch Hagani,

Bernard La{are, 1865-1903 (Paris, 1919), p. 28 ff. That he got the worst of this conflict is shown fully by

Peguy, Notre jeunesse, p. 75 ff. One example quoted by Peguy (p. 84) is significant: "When negotiations

were started for founding a large-scale daily, the Jewish backers always made it a condition that Bernard

Lazare should not write for it."

9. Cf. his remark in Der}udenstaat (Gesammelte Werke, vol. I, p. 36): "The peoples among whom

Jews live are one and all shamefully or shamelessly antisemitic."

10. Cf. the recurrent observation recorded in his Tagehiicher, vol. I, p. 93: "It is the antisemites who

will be our staunchest friends, and the antisemitic countries which will be our allies." How he inter

preted this notion in practice is revealed in a letter to Katznelson, written in connection with the

Kishinev pogroms of 1903. In that letter he seeks to "derive some measure of advantage from the threat

ening calamity."

I I. In Le fumier de loh.

12. Lesjuifi en Roumanie (Paris, 1902).
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13. Characteristic of this attitude is the following passage from hisJuifs en Roumanie, p. 103: "It may

well be that if it [the Romanian bourgeoisie] plunges the Jew into despair and pushes him to the limit,

this very fact, despite his passivity and despite the advice of his wealthy faint-hearts, will forge a link

between him and the agricultural laborer and aid both to throw off the yoke." In marked contrast is the

attitude of Herzl, as revealed when, following his interview with the sultan, he received telegrams of

protest from student meetings comprising persons of all kinds of oppressed nationalities. He was, he

confessed, "pained and distressed," but the only political effect this had on him was to make him talk

about using those telegrams in his conversations with the sultan! Cf. Tagebiicher, vol. 3, p. 103.

14. Cf. his remark in Lesjuifs en Roumanie, p. 91: "Besides, what other nation dares open its mouth?

England, who wiped out the Boers? Russia, who oppressed the Finns and Jews? France, who massacred

the Annamites ... and is now getting ready to butcher the Moors? Italy, who ravages in Eritrea today

and in Tripoli tomorrow? Or Germany, the savage executioner of the negroes?"

An interesting insight into the connection between antisemitism's brutalization of peoples and the

policies of imperialism is revealed by Fernand Labori, would-be counsel for Dreyfus, in his article "Le

Mal politique et les partis," in La Grande Revue (October-December 1901), p. 276: "Similarly, the

movement of colonial expansion provides ... a characteristic trait of the present era. It is a common

place to point out that this policy has cost humanity moral as well as material sacrifices."

15. Writing in L'Echo Sioniste (April 20, 19°1), Lazare had the following to say about the French

Jews, as he had learned to know them during the Dreyfus crisis: "Take our French Jews. I know that

crowd and what they are capable of. It isn't enough for them to reject any solidarity with their foreign

born brethren; they have also to go charging them with all the evils which their own cowardice engen

ders. They are not content with being more jingoist than the native-born Frenchmen; like all

emancipated Jews everywhere they have also, of their own volition, broken all ties of solidarity. Indeed,

they go so far that for the three dozen or so men in France who are ready to defend one of their martyred

brethren you can find some thousands ready to stand guard over Devil's Island, alongside the most rabid

patriots of the country."

16. Lefumierde lob, p. 151.

17. Peguy, Notrejeunesse, p. 130, stresses this contrast between the international and the antinational

as illustrating Lazare's Jewish patriotism.

18. Cf. Tagebiicher, vol. I, p. 193.

19. On March 24,1899, Lazare wrote to Herzl that he felt obliged to resign from the executive com

mittee, which, he added, "tries to direct the Jewish masses as if they were an ignorant child.... That is

a conception radically opposed to all my political and social opinions and I can therefore not assume

responsibility for it." Quoted by Hagani, Bernard La'{are, p. 39.

20. Peguy, Notrejeunesse, p. 87, describes him as follows: "A heart which beat to all the echoes of the

world, a man who could skim four, six, eight or a dozen pages of a newspaper to light, like a streak of

lightning, on a single line containing the word Jew ... a heart which bled in all the ghettos of the

world ... wherever the Jew was oppressed, that is, in a sense, everywhere."

21. Ibid., p. 84: "Everything was set in motion to make him die quietly of hunger."

22. If it were not for Peguy's memoir, "Le portrait de Bernard Lazare," prefixed to the posthumous

edition of Le fumier de lob, we would know little about Lazare. Hagani's biography is based to a large

extent on Peguy, while it was only with the latter's help that Lazare himself was able to publish his work

on the Jews of Romania. The saddest part of this sad story is the fact, pointed out by Peguy, that the

only man who really appreciated Lazare's greatness and love for Jewry, even though he regarded him as

an enemy, was Edouard Drumont.
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The end result of fifty years of Zionist politics was embodied in the recent

resolution of the largest and most influential section of the World Zionist

Organization. American Zionists from left to right adopted unanimously, at

their last annual convention held in Atlantic City in October 1944, the

demand for a "free and democratic Jewish commonwealth ... [which] shall

embrace the whole of Palestine, undivided and undiminished." This is a

turning point in Zionist history; for it means that the Revisionist program, so

long bitterly repudiated, has proved finally victorious. The Atlantic City

Resolution goes even a step further than the Biltmore Program (1942), in

which the Jewish minority had granted minority rights to the Arab majority.

This time the Arabs were simply not mentioned in the resolution, which

obviously leaves them the choice between voluntary emigration or second

class citizenship. It seems to admit that only opportunist reasons had previ

ously prevented the Zionist movement from stating its final aims. These aims

now appear to be completely identical with those of the extremists as far as

the future political constitution of Palestine is concerned. I It is a deadly blow

to those Jewish parties in Palestine itself that have tirelessly preached the

necessity of an understanding between the Arab and the Jewish peoples. On

the other hand, it will considerably strengthen the majority under the leader

ship of Ben-Gurion, which, through the pressure of many injustices in

Palestine and the terrible catastrophes in Europe, have turned more than ever

nationalistic.

Why "general" Zionists should still quarrel officially with Revisionists is

hard to understand, unless it be that the former do not quite believe in the

fulfillment of their demands but think it wise to demand the maximum as a

base for future compromises, while the latter are serious, honest, and intran

sigent in their nationalism. The general Zionists, furthermore, have set their

hopes on the help of the big powers, while the Revisionists seem pretty much
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decided to take matters into their own hands. Foolish and unrealistic as this

may be, it will bring to the Revisionists many new adherents from among the

most honest and most idealistic elements of Jewry.

In any case, the significant development lies in the unanimous adherence

of all Zionist parties to the ultimate aim, the very discussion of which was

still taboo during the 1930S. By stating it with such bluntness in what seemed

to them an appropriate moment, Zionists have forfeited for a long time to

come any chance ofpourparlers with Arabs; for whatever Zionists may offer,

they will not be trusted. This, in turn, leaves the door wide open for an out

side power to take over without asking the advice of either of the two parties

most concerned. The Zionists have now indeed done their best to create that

insoluble "tragic conflict" which can only be ended through cutting the Gor

dian knot.

It would certainly be very naive to believe that such a cutting would

invariably be to the Jewish advantage, nor is there any reason to assume that

it would result in a lasting solution. To be more specific, the British govern

ment may tomorrow decide to partition the country and may sincerely

believe it has found a working compromise between Jewish and Arab

demands. This belief on the British part would be all the more natural since

partition might indeed be an acceptable compromise between the pro-Arab

anti-Jewish colonial administration and the rather pro-Jewish English public

opinion: thus it would seem to solve an inner British disagreement over the

Palestine question. But it is simply preposterous to believe that further par

tition of so small a territory whose present border lines are already the

result of two previous partitions-the first from Syria and the second from

Transjordan-could resolve the conflict of two peoples, especially in a period

when similar conflicts are not territorially soluble on much larger areas.

Nationalism is bad enough when it trusts in nothing but the rude force

of the nation. A nationalism that necessarily and admittedly depends upon

the force of a foreign nation is certainly worse. This is the threatened fate

of Jewish nationalism and of the proposed Jewish state, surrounded in

evitably by Arab states and Arab peoples. Even a Jewish majority in Palestine

nay, even a transfer of all Palestine Arabs, which is openly demanded by

Revisionists-would not substantially change a situation in which Jews must

either ask protection from an outside power against their neighbors or come

to a working agreement with their neighbors.
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If such an agreement is not brought about, there is the imminent danger

that, through their need and willingness to accept any power in the Mediter

ranean basin which might assure their existence, Jewish interests will clash

with those of all other Mediterranean peoples; so that, instead of one "tragic

conflict" we shall face tomorrow as many insoluble conflicts as there are

Mediterranean nations. For these nations, bound to demand a mare nostrum

shared only by those who have settled territories along its shores, must in the

long run oppose any outside-that is, interfering-power creating or hold

ing a sphere of interest. These outside powers, however powerful at the

moment, certainly cannot afford to antagonize the Arabs, one of the most

numerous peoples of the Mediterranean basin. If, in the present situation, the

powers should be willing to help the establishment of a Jewish homestead,

they could do so only on the basis of a broad understanding that takes into

account the whole region and the needs of all its peoples. On the other hand,

the Zionists, if they continue to ignore the Mediterranean peoples and watch

out only for the big faraway powers, will appear only as their tools, the

agents of foreign and hostile interests. Jews who know their own history

should be aware that such a state of affairs will inevitably lead to a new wave

of Jew-hatred; the antisemitism of tomorrow will assert that Jews not only

profiteered from the presence of the foreign big powers in that region but

had actually plotted it and hence are guilty of the consequences.

The big nations that can afford to play the game of power politics have

found it easy to forsake King Arthur's Round Table for the poker table; but

small powerless nations that venture their own stakes in that game, and try to

mingle with the big, usually end by being sold down the river. The Jews, try

ing their hand "realistically" in the horse-trading politics of oil in the Near

East, are uncomfortably like people who, with a passion for horse-trading

but disposing of neither horse nor money, decide to make up for the lack of

both by imitating the magnificent shouting that usually accompanies these

gaudy transactions.

II

The Revisionist landslide in the Zionist Organization was brought on by the

sharpening of political conflicts during the past ten years. None of these
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conflicts, however, is new; the new factor is the situation in which Zionism is

forced to give an answer to questions which for at least twenty years had

been held deliberately in suspense. Under Weizmann's leadership in foreign

affairs, and partly because of the great achievements of Palestine Jewry, the

Zionist Organization had developed a genius for not answering, or answer

ing ambiguously, all questions of political consequence. Everybody was free

to interpret Zionism as he pleased; stress was laid, especially in the European

countries, on the purely "ideological" elements.

In the light of present decisions, this ideology must appear to any neutral

and not too well-informed spectator like deliberately complicated talk

designed to hide political intentions. But such an interpretation would not

do justice to the majority of Zionists. The truth of the matter is that the

Zionist ideology, in the Herzlian version, had a definite tendency toward

what later was known as Revisionist attitudes, and could escape from them

only through a willful blindness to the real political issues that were at stake.

The political issues on which the course of the whole movement de

pended were few in number and could be plainly recognized. Foremost

among them was the question of which kind of a political body Palestine

Jewry was to form. The Revisionist insistence on a national state, refusing to

accept a mere "national homeland," has proven victorious. Almost as an

afterthought of the first came the next question, namely, what relationship

this body should have with the Jews of Diaspora countries.

Here enters the double-loyalty conflict, never clearly answered, which is

an unavoidable problem of every national movement of a people living

within the boundaries of other states and unwilling to resign their civil and

political rights therein. For over twenty years the president of the World

Zionist Organization and of the Jewish Agency for Palestine has been a

British subject whose British patriotism and loyalty are certainly beyond

doubt. The trouble is only that by the very nature of his passport he is forced

into a theory of predestined harmony of Jewish and British interests in

Palestine. Such harmony mayor may not exist; but the situation reminds one

very vividly of the similar theories of European assimilationists. Here, too,

the Revisionists-at least their extreme wing in America, the "Hebrew

Committee for National Liberation"-have given the answer which has

great chances of being accepted by Zionism, because it corresponds so well

with the ideology of most Zionists and fulfills expertly their present needs.
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The answer is that in Palestine we have a Hebrew nation, in the Diaspora a

Jewish people. This chimes in with the old theory that only the remnant will

return, the remnant being the elite of the Jewish people upon whom Jewish

survival exclusively depends. This furthermore has the tremendous advan

tage of fitting in beautifully with the need for a reformulation of Zionism for

America. Here not even the pretense of a willingness to move to Palestine is

upheld; so here the movement has lost its initial character as that of changing

the life of Jews in the Diaspora. The differentiation between the "Jewish

people" in America and the "Hebrew nation" in Palestine and Europe could

indeed solve, in theory at least, the double-loyalty conflict of American Jews.

Of equal importance has been the question, always open, as to what Jews

should do against antisemitism: what kind of fight or explanation the new

national movement, which had after all been occasioned by the anti-Jewish

agitation of the end of the century, could and would offer. The answer to

this, since Herzl's time, has been an utter resignation, an open acceptance of

antisemitism as a "fact," and therefore a "realistic" willingness not only to do

business with the foes of the Jewish people but also to take propaganda

advantage of anti-Jewish hostility. Here, too, the difference between Revi

sionists and general Zionists has been hard to detect. While the Revisionists

were violently criticized by other Zionists for entering into negotiations with

the antisemitic prewar Polish government for the evacuation of a million

Polish Jews, in order to win Polish support for extreme Zionist demands

before the League of Nations and thus exercise pressure on the British gov

ernment, the general Zionists themselves were in constant contact with the

Hitler government in Germany about the transfer business.

The last, and at the moment certainly most important, issue is the Jewish

Arab conflict in Palestine. The intransigent attitude of the Revisionists is

well known. Always claiming the whole of Palestine and Transjordan, they

were the first to advocate the transfer of Palestine Arabs to Iraq-a proposi

tion which a few years ago was earnestly discussed in general Zionist circles

as well. Since the latest resolution of the American Zionist Organization,

from which neither the Jewish Agency nor the Palestine Vaad Leumi differs

in principle, leaves practically no choice for the Arabs but minority status in

Palestine or voluntary emigration, it is obvious that in this question, too, the

Revisionist principle, if not yet the Revisionist methods, has won a decisive

victory.
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The only distinct difference between the Revisionists and the general

Zionists today lies in their attitude toward England, and this is not a funda

mental political issue. The Revisionists, decidedly anti-British, share this

position, at least on sentimental grounds, with a great many Palestine Jews

who have the experience of British colonial administration. Moreover, they

enjoy in this respect the support of many American Zionists who are either

influenced by the American distrust of British imperialism or hope that

America and not Great Britain will be the future great power in the Near

East. The last obstacle between them and victory in this field is Weizmann,

who is backed by the British Zionist Organization and a small minority in

Palestine.

III

In a rather summary way it may be asserted that the Zionist movement was

fathered by two typical nineteenth-century European political ideologies

socialism and nationalism. The amalgam of these two seemingly contradic

tory doctrines was generally effected long before Zionism came into being: it

was effected in all those national revolutionary movements of small Euro

pean peoples whose situation was equally one of social as of national oppres

sion. But within the Zionist movement such an amalgam has never been

realized. Instead, the movement was split from the beginning between the

social revolutionary forces which had sprung from the Eastern European

masses and the aspiration for national emancipation as formulated by Herzl

and his followers in the Central European countries. The paradox of this

split was that, whereas the former was actually a people's movement, caused

by national oppression, the latter, created by social discrimination, became

the political creed of intellectuals.

For a long time the Eastern movement had so strong an affinity with

socialism in the Tolstoyan form that its followers almost adopted it as their

exclusive ideology. The Marxists among them believed Palestine to be the

ideal place to "normalize" the social aspects of Jewish life, by establishing

there appropriate conditions for Jewish participation in the all-important

class struggle from which the ghetto existence had excluded the Jewish
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masses: this was to give them a "strategical base" for future participation in

the world revolution and the coming classless and nationless society (Boro

chov). Those who adopted the more Eastern variation of the messianic

dream went to Palestine for a kind of personal salvation through work

within a collective (A. D. Gordon). Spared the ignominies of capitalist

exploitation, they could realize at once and by themselves the ideals they

preached, and build up the new social order that was only a far-off dream in

the social revolutionary teachings of the West.

The national aim of the socialist Zionists was attained when they settled ~n

Palestine. Beyond that they had no national aspirations. Absurd as it may

sound today, they had not the slightest suspicion of any national conflict with

the present inhabitants of the promised land; they did not even stop to think

of the very existence of Arabs. Nothing could better prove the entirely

unpolitical character of the new movement than this innocent obliviousness.

True, those Jews were rebels; but they rebelled not so much against the

oppressions of their people as against the crippling, stifling atmosphere of

Jewish ghetto life, on the one hand, and the injustices of social life in general,

on the other. From both they hoped to have escaped when once established in

Palestine, whose very name was still holy as well as familiar to them, emanci

pated though they were from Jewish Orthodoxy. They escaped to Palestine

as one might wish to escape to the moon, to a region beyond the wickedness

of the world. True to their ideals, they established themselves on the moon;

and with the extraordinary strength of their faith they were able to create

small islands of perfection.

Out of these social ideals grew the chalut{ and kibbutz movement. Its

members, a small minority in their native lands, are a hardly larger minority

in Palestine Jewry today. But they did succeed in creating a new type of Jew,

even a new kind of aristocracy, with their newly established values: their

genuine contempt for material wealth, exploitation, and bourgeois life; their

unique combination of culture and labor; their rigorous realization of social

justice within their small circle; and their loving pride in the fertile soil, the

work of their hands, together with an utter and surprising lack of any wish

for personal possessions.

Great as these achievements are, they have remained without any appre

ciable political influence. The pioneers were completely content within the
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small circle where they could realize their ideals for themselves; they were

little interested in Jewish or Palestine politics, were in fact frequently wea

ried by it, unaware of the general destiny of their people. Like all true sectar

ians, they tried hard to convince people of their way of life, to win over to

their convictions as many adherents as possible, even to educate the Jewish

youth of the Diaspora to follow in their footsteps. But once in Palestine, and

even before within the safe shelter of the various youth movements, these

idealists became self-contented, concerned only with the personal realization

of lofty ideals, as indifferent as their teachers had been to the world at large

which had not accepted the salutary way of living in an agricultural collec

tive. In a sense, indeed, they were too decent for politics, the best among

them somehow afraid of soiling their hands with it; but they were also com

pletely uninterested in any event in Jewish life outside Palestine which did

not land thousands of Jews as new immigrants; and they were bored by any

Jew who was not himself a prospective immigrant. Politics, therefore, they

gladly left to the politicians-on condition they were helped with money, left

alone with their own social organization, and guaranteed a certain influence

upon education of the youth.

Not even the events of 1933 roused their political interest; they were naiVe

enough to see in them, above all, a God-sent opportunity for an undreamed

of wave of immigration to Palestine. When the Zionist Organization,

against the natural impulses of the whole Jewish people, decided to do busi

ness with Hitler, to trade German goods against the wealth of German

Jewry, to flood the Palestine market with German products and thus make a

mockery of the boycott against German-made articles, they found little

opposition in the Jewish national homeland, and least of all among its aris

tocracy, the so-called kibbutzniks. When accused of dealing with the enemy

of Jewry and of labor, these Palestinians used to argue that the Soviet Union

too had extended its trade agreements with Germany. Thereby once more

these Palestinians underlined the fact that they were interested only in the

existing and prospective yishuv, the Jewish settlement, and were quite

unwilling to become the protagonists of a worldwide national movement.

This consent to the Nazi-Zionist transfer agreement is only one outstand

ing instance among many of the political failure of the aristocracy of Pales

tine Jewry. Much as, despite their small number, they influenced the social

values in Palestine, so little did they exercise their force in Zionist politics.
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Invariably they submitted to the Organization which, nonetheless, they held

in contempt, as they held in contempt all men who were not producing and

living from the work of their hands.

So it has come to pass that this new class of Jews, who possess such a rich

new experience in social relationships, have not uttered a single fresh word,

have not offered a single new slogan, in the wide field of Jewish politics.

They took no differing stand on political antisemitism-content merely with

repeating the old socialist or the new nationalist banalities, as though the

whole affair did not concern them. Without a single fresh approach to the

Arab-Jewish conflict (the "binational state" of Hashomer Haza'ir is no solu

tion since it could be realized only as a result of a solution), they limited

themselves to fighting either for or against the slogan of Jewish labor. Revo

lutionary as were their background and their ideology, they failed to level a

single criticism at the Jewish bourgeoisie outside of Palestine, or to attack the

role of Jewish finance in the political structure of Jewish life. They even

adapted themselves to the charity methods of fund-raising, which they were

taught by the Organization when sent to other countries on special missions.

Amid the turmoil of conflicts in Palestine today, most of them have become

loyal supporters of Ben-Gurion, who indeed, in contrast to Weizmann,

comes from their own ranks; though many of them have, in the old tradition,

simply refused to vote; and only a few of them have protested that under the

leadership of Ben-Gurion, whose Revisionist leanings were still violently

denounced by Palestine labor in 1935, the Zionist Organization has adopted

the Revisionist Jewish state program.

Thus the social revolutionary Jewish national movement, which started

half a century ago with ideals so lofty that it overlooked the particular reali

ties of the Near East and the general wickedness of the world, has ended

as do most such movements-with the unequivocal support not only of

national but of chauvinist claims-not against the foes of the Jewish people

but against its possible friends and present neighbors.

IV

This voluntary and, in its consequences, tragic abdication of political leader

ship by the vanguard of the Jewish people left the course free to the devotees
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of the movement who may be truly called political Zionists. Their Zionism

belongs to those nineteenth-century political movements that carried ideolo"'

gies, weltanschauungs, keys to history, in their portmanteaus. Not less than

its better-known contemporaries, such as socialism or nationalism, Zionism

was once fed on the very lifeblood of genuine political passions; and it shares

with them the sad fate of having outlived their political conditions only to

stalk together like living ghosts amid the ruins of our times.

Socialism-which, despite all its materialist superstitions and naive athe

istic dogmatism, was once an inspiring source of the revolutionary labor

movement-laid the heavy hand of "dialectical necessity" upon the heads

and hearts of its adherents until they were willing to fit into almost any inhu

mane conditions. They were so willing because, on the one hand, their gen

uine political impulses for justice and freedom had grown fainter and fainter

and, on the other hand, their fanatical belief in some superhuman, eternally

progressive development had grown stronger and stronger. As for national

ism, it never was more evil or more fiercely defended than since it became

apparent that this once great and revolutionary principle of the national

organization of peoples could no longer either guarantee true sovereignty of

the people within or establish a just relationship among different peoples

beyond the national borders.

The pressure of this general European situation made itself felt in Jewish

life through a new hostile philosophy, which centered its whole outlook

around the role of the Jews in political and social life. In a sense, anti

semitism was the father of both assimilationism and Zionism-to such a

degree, indeed, that we can hardly understand a single word of the great war

of arguments between them, which was to last for decades, without keeping

in mind the standard contentions of antisemitism.

At that time antisemitism was still the expression of a typical conflict such

as must inevitably occur within the framework of a national state whose fun

damental identity between people and territory and state cannot but be dis

turbed by the presence of another nationality which, in whatever forms,

wants to preserve its identity. Within the framework of a national state there

are only two alternatives for the solution of nationality conflicts: either com

plete assimilation-that is, actual disappearance-or emigration. If, then,

the assimilationists had simply preached national suicide for Jewry and the

Zionists had simply challenged this in proposing means of national survival,
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we would have witnessed two factions of Jewry fighting each other on the

ground of genuine and serious differences. Instead, each preferred to dodge

the issue and to develop an "ideology." Most of the so-called assimilationists

never wanted complete assimilation and national suicide: they imagined that

by escaping from actual history into an imaginary history of mankind they

had found an excellent method of survival. The Zionists likewise fled the

field of actual conflicts into a doctrine of eternal antisemitism governing the

relations of Jews and gentiles everywhere and always, and mainly respon

sible for the survival of the Jewish people. Thus both sides relieved them

selves of the arduous task of fighting antisemitism on its own grounds,

which were political, and even of the unpleasant task of analyzing its true

causes. The assimilationists began their futile writing of a ponderous library

of refutations which nobody ever read-except perhaps the Zionists. For

they obviously accepted the validity of the utterly stupid reasoning, since·

they concluded from that kind of propaganda that all reasoning was entirely

futile-a surprising conclusion if one considers the level of the "reasons."

But now the way was free for talking in general terms and developing the

respective isms. It was a struggle in which political issues were touched on

only when the Zionists charged that the solution of the Jewish problem

through assimilation meant suicide. This was true enough; but it was some

thing most of the assimilationists neither wished nor dared to refute. They

were frightened by gentile critics all unaware that they too, the very assimila

tionists, wanted Jewish survival and were actually engaged in Jewish politics.

On the other side, when the assimilationists talked about the danger of

double loyalty and the impossibility of being German or French patriots and

Zionists at the same time, they rudely raised a problem which for obvious

reasons the Zionists did not care to talk of frankly.

v

Sad as it must be for every believer in government of the people, by the

people, and for the people, the fact is that a political history of Zionism could

easily pass over the genuine national revolutionary movement which sprang

from the Jewish masses. The political history of Zionism must be concerned

mainly with those elements that did not come of the people: it must be con-
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cerned with men who believed in government by the people as little as did

Theodor Herzl, whom they followed-although it is true that they all em

phatically wished to do something for the people. They had the advantage of

a general European education and outlook, together with some knowledge

of how to approach and deal with governments. They called themselves

political Zionists, which indicated clearly their special and one-sided interest

in foreign politics. They were confronted by the similarly one-sided concern

with domestic politics on the part of the Eastern European adherents of the

movement.

It was only after Herzl's death in 1904, and because of the failure of all of

Herzl's ventures into high diplomacy, that they became converts to Weiz

mann's "practical" Zionism, which preached practical achievements in Pales

tine as the basis for political success. This approach, however, was to meet

with as little actual success. In the absence of a political guarantee (Herzl's

famous Charter) and in the presence of the hostile Turkish administration,

very few Jews could be induced to settle in Palestine prior to the Balfour

Declaration in 1917. This Declaration was not issued-nor was it ever pre

tended to have been issued-because of practical achievements in Palestine.

The practical Zionists, therefore, became "general Zionists," this term desig

nating their ideological creed as opposed to the philosophy of assimilation.

For the most part interested in the relationship between the movement and

the great powers, and in the propaganda results among a few outstanding

personalities, the general Zionists were sufficiently unprejudiced, despite

their bourgeois origin, to leave to their Eastern brethren-those who actu

ally did go to Palestine-a completely free hand with their experiments in

social and economic life, insisting only on an equal chance for capitalist en

terprise and investment. Both groups could work together rather smoothly

just because of their entirely different outlooks. However, the result of this

cooperation, in the actual upbuilding of Palestine, was a most paradoxical

conglomerate of radical approach and revolutionary social reforms domesti

cally, with outmoded and outright reactionary political lines in the field of

foreign politics, that is, the relationship of the Jews to other nations and

peoples.

The men who now assumed Zionist leadership were no less the moral aris

tocracy of Western Jewry than were the founders of the kibbutz and chalutt

movement of Eastern Jewry. They constituted the best part of that new Jew-
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ish intelligentsia in Central Europe, whose worst representatives were to be

found in the offices of Ullstein and Mosse in Berlin or the Neue Freie Presse

in Vienna. It was not their fault they were not of the people, for in these

Western and Central European countries a "Jewish people" simply did not

exist. Nor can they be blamed for not believing in government by the people,

since the Central European countries of their birth and upbringing had no

political traditions of this kind. Those countries had left their Jewries in a

social, if not economic, vacuum wherein they knew the gentiles of their

environment as little as they knew their fellow Jews who lived far away,

beyond the borders of their own native lands. It was their moral courage,

their feeling for personal honor and cleanliness in life, which more than any

thing else served to propagate among them the new solution of the Jewish

question. With their stressing of personal salvation from a life of hollow

pretenses-something more important to them than the upbuilding of Pales

tine (where, after all, this type of European Jew appeared in numbers only

after the catastrophe of 1933)-they resembled more than they could have

known their Eastern brethern. Zionism was for the former what socialism

had been for the latter, and in both cases Palestine functioned as an ideal

place, out of the bleak world, where one might realize one's ideals and find a

personal solution for political and social conflicts. It was, indeed, this very

factor of personalizing political problems which led Western Zionism to an

enthusiastic acceptance of the chalu{iuth ideal of the East. With the differ

ence, however, that this ideal did not actually play any considerable part in

the West until the arrival of Hitler. True, it was preached in the Zionist youth

movement; but that movement shared with the other German pre-Hitler

youth movements the fate that its ideals became only a source of tender rec

ollections in adult life.

Western Zionists, then, were a fraction of those sons of wealthy Jewish

bourgeois families who could afford to see their children through the univer

sity. Simply by so doing, and without giving the matter much thought, the

wealthy Jews, mainly of Germany and Austria-Hungary, created an entirely

new class in Jewish life-modern intellectuals given to the liberal profes

sions, to art and science, without either spiritual or ideological link to

Judaism. They-"das moderne gebildete, dem ghetto entwachsene, des

Schachers entwoehnte Judentum" (Herzl)-had to find both their daily

bread and their self-respect outside of Jewish society-"ihr Brod und ihr
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bisschen Ehre ausserhalb des juedischen Schachers" (Herzl); and they alone

were exposed without shelter and defense to the new Jew-hatred at the turn

of the century. If they did not wish to sink to the moral and intellectual level

of the Ullstein-Mosse clique, nor to establish themselves as "freischwebende

Intellektuelle" (Karl Mannheim), they had perforce to go back to Jewish life

and find a place for themselves in the midst of their own people.

This, however, quickly proved almost as difficult as complete assimilation

with self-respect. For in "the house of their fathers" (Herzl) there was no

place for them. The Jewish classes, like Jewish masses, clung together

socially, linked by the never-ending chain of family and business connec

tions. Those relationships were further solidified through the charity organi

zation to which every member of the community, though he may never in his

life have entered a synagogue, gave his appropriate share. Charity, this left

over of the once autonomous Jewish communities, had proved through two

hundred years strong enough to prevent the destruction of the interrelation

ship of the Jewish people throughout the world. As family and business con

nections sufficed to keep the Jewry of each country a closely knit social body,

Jewish charity had come very near to organize world Jewry into a curious

sort of body politic.

However, the new Jewish intellectuals had not been provided for in this

undirected but nevertheless efficiently functioning organization. True, if

they were lawyers and doctors-the heart's desire of all Jewish parents

they still needed Jewish social connections for their living. But for those who

chose the professions of writers and journalists, of artists or scientists, of

teachers or state employees-as happened frequently-there was no need of

Jewish social connections, and Jewish life had no need of those intellectuals.

Socially, they were outside the pale. But if they did not fit locally into the

social body of emancipated Jewry, still less did they fit into the body politic

of charitable world Jewry. For in this great and truly international organiza

tion one had to be either on the receiving or on the giving end in order to

be accounted for as a Jew. Now, since these intellectuals were too poor to be

philanthropists and too rich to become schnorrers, charity took as little inter

est in them as they could take in charity. Thus were the intellectuals excluded

from the only practical way in which Western Jewry proved its solidarity

with the Jewish people. The intellectuals didn't belong, either socially or
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politically; there was no place for them in the house of their fathers. To

remain Jews at all they had to build a new house.

Zionism, hence, was destined primarily, in Western and Central Europe,

to offer a solution to these men who were more assimilated than any other

class of Jewry and certainly more imbued with European education and cul

tural values than their opponents. Precisely because they were assimilated

enough to understand the structure of the modern national state, they real

ized the political actuality of antisemitism even if they failed to analyze it,

and they wanted the same body politic for the Jewish people. The hollow

word struggles between Zionism and assimilationism have completely dis

torted the simple fact that the Zionists, in a sense, were the only ones who

sincerely wanted assimilation, that is, "normalization" of the people ("to be

a people like all other peoples"), whereas the assimilationists wanted the

Jewish people to retain their unique position.

In sharp contrast to their Eastern comrades, these Western Zionists were

no revolutionaries at all; they neither criticized nor rebelled against the social

and political conditions of their time; on the contrary, they wanted only to

establish the same set of conditions for their own people. Herzl dreamed of a

kind of huge transfer enterprise by which "the people without a country"

was to be transported into "the country without a people"; but the people

themselves were to him poor, uneducated, and irresponsible masses (an

"ignorant child," as Bernard Lazare put it in his critique of Herzl), which

had to be led and governed from above. Of a real popular movement Herzl

spoke but once-when he wanted to frighten the Rothschilds and other phil

anthropists into supporting him.

VI

During the decade after Herzl's death until the outbreak of the First World

War, Zionism was without any major political success. In this period Zion

ism developed more and more into an expression of personal affirmation, so

to speak-into a type of almost religious profession which helped a man go

straight and keep his head high; Zionism lost more and more of what little

political impetus it had had before Herzl's death. Instead, and mostly by
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means of an entirely academic and theoretical critique of Jewish opposition

within, it unfolded all the "ideological" elements of Herzl's writings. For the

time, during the long stagnation years of the movement, these tenets had but

little actual practical significance; anyway they avoided every serious issue.

But if ever a fundamentally unpolitical attitude had political consequences,

this one had.

First, and for the personal problems of Jewish intellectuals most impor

tant of all, was the question of antisemitism. This phenomenon-though

extensively described, especially in its rather harmless social aspects-was

never analyzed on its political grounds and in context with the general polit

ical situation of the time. It was explained as the natural reaction of one

people against another, as though they were two natural substances destined

by some mysterious natural law to antagonize each other to eternity.

This appraisal of antisemitism-as an eternal phenomenon attending

inevitably the course of Jewish history through all the Diaspora countries

sometimes took more rational forms, as when interpreted with the categories

of the national state. Then antisemitism could appear as "a feeling of periph

eral tension" comparable to "the tension between nations ... at the national

boundaries where the constant human contacts of national elements at vari

ance with each other tend constantly to renew the international conflict"

(Kurt Blumenfeld). But even this most advanced interpretation, in which at

least one aspect of Jew-hatred is correctly attributed to the national organi

zation of peoples, still presupposes the eternity of antisemitism in an eternal

world of nations and, moreover, denies the Jewish part of responsibility for

existing conditions. Thereby it not only cuts off Jewish history from Euro

pean history and even from the rest of mankind; it ignores the role that

European Jewry played in the construction and functioning of the national

state; and thus it is reduced to the assumption, as arbitrary as it is absurd, that

every gentile living with Jews must become a conscious or subconscious

Jew-hater.

This Zionist attitude toward antisemitism-which was held to be sound

precisely because it was irrational, and therefore explained something unex

plainable and avoided explaining what could be explained-led to a very

dangerous misappraisal of political conditions in each country. Antisemitic

parties and movements were taken at their face value, were considered gen

Uinely representative of the whole nation, and hence not worthwhile fighting
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against. And since the Jewish people, still in the manner of antique nations

with their own ancient traditions, divided the whole of mankind between

themselves and the foreigners, the Jews and the goyim-as the Greeks

divided the world between Greeks and harharoi-·they were only too willing

to accept an unpolitical and unhistorical explanation of the hostility against

them. In their estimate of antisemitism Zionists could simply fall back upon

this Jewish tradition; they found little serious opposition whether they

expressed themselves in half-mystical or, following the fashions of the time,

in half-scientific terms, as long as they appealed to this basic Jewish attitude.

They fortified the dangerous, time-honored, deep-seated distrust of Jews for

gentiles.

Not less dangerous and quite in accord with this general trend was the sole

new piece of historical philosophy which the Zionists contributed out of

their own new experiences; "A nation is a group of people ... held together

by a common enemy" (Herzl)-an absurd doctrine containing only this bit

of truth: that many Zionists had, indeed, been convinced they were Jews by

the enemies of the Jewish people. Thereupon these Zionists concluded that

without antisemitism the Jewish people would not have survived in the coun

tries of the Diaspora; and hence they were opposed to any attempt to liqui

date antisemitism on a large scale. On the contrary, they declared that our

foes, the antisemites, "will be our most reliable friends, the antisemitic coun

tries our allies" (Herzl). The result could only be, of course, an utter confu

sion in which nobody could distinguish between friend and foe, in which the

foe became the friend and the friend the hidden, and therefore all the more

dangerous,enemy.

Even before the Zionist Organization descended into the shameful posi

tion of joining the part of Jewry that willingly treated with its enemy, this

doctrine had several not unimportant consequences.

One immediate consequence was that it made superfluous a political

understanding of the part Jewish plutocracy played within the framework of

national states, and its effects on the life of the Jewish people. The new Zion

ist definition of a nation as a group of people held together by a common

enemy strengthened the general Jewish feeling that "we are all in the same

boat"-which simply did not correspond to the realities. Hence the merely

sporadic Zionist attacks on the Jewish powers· that be remained harmless,

confined to a few bitter remarks about charity, which Herzl had called the
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"machinery to suppress the outcries." Even such tame criticisms were

silenced after 1929, the year of the formation of the Jewish Agency, when the

Zionist Organization traded the hope of a larger income (which was not to

be realized) against the independence of the only large Jewish organization

that had ever been beyond the control of Jewish plutocracy and had ever

dared to criticize the Jewish notables. In that year the true revolutionary pos

sibilities of Zionism for Jewish life were definitely sacrificed.

In the second place, the new doctrine of nationalism influenced very

strongly the Zionists' attitude toward the Soviet attempt to liquidate anti

semitism without liquidating the Jews. This, it was asserted, could in the

long and even short run lead only to the disappearance of Russian Jewry. It is

true that today little is left of their hostility, although it still plays a role, if

only a subordinate one, in the minds of that minority who are wholly tied up

with Weizmann and, consequently, hostile to any influence in the Near East

besides the British. We witness, rather, a new sympathy for Soviet Russia

among Zionists throughout the world. So far it has remained mostly senti

mental, ready to admire everything Russian; but, out of disillusionment with

Great Britain's promises, there has also arisen a widespread, though politi

cally still inarticulate, hope to see the Soviet Union take an active part in the

future of the Near East. The belief in an unalterable friendship of the USSR

for the Jews would, of course, be no less nai've than the former belief in

England. What every political and national movement in our times should

give its utmost attention to with respect to Russia-namely, its entirely new

and successful approach to nationality conflicts, its new form of organizing

different peoples on the basis of national equality-has been neglected by

friends and foes alike.

A third political consequence of a fundamentally unpolitical attitude was

the place which Palestine itself was assigned in the philosophy of Zionism.

Its clearest expression may be found in Weizmann's dictum during the thir

ties that "the upbuilding of Palestine is our answer to antisemitism"-the

absurdity of which was to be shown only a few years later, when Rommel's

army threatened Palestine Jewry with exactly the same fate as in European

countries. Since antisemitism was taken to be a natural corollary of national

ism, it could not be fomented, it was supposed, against that part of world

Jewry established as a nation. In other words, Palestine was conceived as the

place, the only place, where Jews could escape from Jew-hatred. There, in
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Palestine, they would be safe from their enemies; nay, their very enemies

would miraculously change into their friends.

At the core of this hope which-were ideologies not stronger for some

people than realities-should by now be blown to bits, we find the old men

tality of enslaved peoples, the belief that it does not pay to fight back, that

one must dodge and escape in order to survive. How deep-rooted is this con

viction could be seen during the first years of the war, when only through the

pressure of Jews throughout the world was the Zionist Organization driven

to ask for a Jewish army-which, indeed, was the only important issue in a

war against Hitler. Weizmann, however, always refused to make this a major

political issue, spoke deprecatingly of a "so-called Jewish army," and, after

five years of war, accepted the "Jewish Brigade," which another spokesman

of the Jewish Agency hastened to diminish in importance. The whole matter

apparently was, for them, a question of prestige for Palestine Jewry. That an

early, distinct, and demonstrable participation of Jews as Jews in this war

would have been the decisive way to prevent the antisemitic slogan which,

even before victory was won, already represente,d Jews as its parasites,

apparently never entered their heads.

Ideologically more important was the fact that, by their interpretation of

Palestine in the future life of the Jewish people, the Zionists shut themselves

off from the destiny of the Jews all over the world. Their doctrine of the

inevitable decline of Jewish life in the Galuth, the Diaspora the world over,

made it easy for the conscience of the yishuv, the settlement in Palestine, to

develop its attitude of aloofness. Palestine Jewry, instead of making itself the

political vanguard of the whole Jewish people, developed a spirit of self

centeredness, though its preoccupation with its own affairs was veiled by its

readiness to welcome refugees who would help it become a stronger factor in

Palestine. While the assimilated Jewries of the Western world had pretended

to ignore the strong ties which had always connected Leningrad with War

saw, and Warsaw with Berlin, and both with Paris and London, and all

together with New York, and had presumed unique unrelated conditions for

each country, Zionism followed suit by pretending special conditions for

Palestine, unrelated to Jewish destinies elsewhere, while at the same time

generalizing adverse conditions for Jews everywhere else in the world.

This pessimism for Jewish life in any other political form, and in any other

territory of the earth, seems to be unaffected in the Zionist mind by the very
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size of Palestine, a small country that at best can give homestead to several

millions of the Jewish people but never to all the millions of Jews still

remaining throughout the world. Hence only two political solutions could be

envisioned. Zionists used to argue that "only the remnant will return," the

best, the only ones worth saving; let us establish ourselves as the elite of the

Jewish people and we shall be the only surviving Jews in the end; all that

matters is our survival; let charity take care of the pressing needs of the

masses, we shall not interfere; we are interested in the future of a nation, not

in the fate of individuals.

But in the face of the terrible catastrophe in Europe, there are few Zionists

left who would stick to their former doctrine of the necessary perishing of

Galuth Jewry. Therefore the alternative solution of the problem, once

preached only by Revisionists, has won the day. Now they talk the language

of all extreme nationalists. To the puzzling question of how Zionism can

serve as an answer to antisemitism for the Jews who remain in the Diaspora

they cheerfully assert, "Pansemitism is the best answer to antisemitism."

VII

It was during and after the First World War that the Zionist attitude toward

the great powers took definite shape. There had already been, however,

almost since the seizure of political leadership by the Western branch in the

1890S, significant signs indicating the way the new national movement was to

choose for the realization of its aims. It is well known how Herzl himself

started negotiations with governments, appealing invariably to their interest

in getting rid of the Jewish question through the emigration of their Jews. It
is known, too, how he invariably failed, and for a simple reason: he was the

only one who took the anti-Jewish agitation at its face value. Precisely those

governments that indulged most in Jew-baiting were the least prepared to

take his proposal seriously; they could scarcely understand a man who

insisted on the spontaneity of a movement which they themselves had

stirred up.

Even more significant for the future were Herzl's negotiations with the

Turkish government. The Turkish Empire was one of those nationality

states based on oppression which were already doomed and, indeed, disap-
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peared during the First World War. Yet the Turkish Empire was to be inter

ested in Jewish settlements on this premise: with the Jews a new and com

pletely loyal factor would be introduced into the Near East; and a new loyal

element would certainly help to keep down the greatest of the menaces that

threatened the imperial government from all sides: the menace of an Arab

uprising. Therefore when Herzl, during these negotiations, received cables

from students of various oppressed nationalities protesting against agree

ments with a government which had just slaughtered hundreds of thousands

of Armenians, he only observed: "This will be useful for me with the Sul

tan."

It was in this same spirit, following what had already become a tradition,

that as late as 1913 the Zionist leaders, in their reawakened hope to sway the

sultan to their side, broke off negotiations with the Arabs. Whereupon one

of the Arab leaders shrewdly remarked: "Gardez-vous bien, Messieurs les

Sionistes, un gouvernement passe, mais un peuple reste." (For this and later

references to Arab-Jewish negotiations, see M. Perlmann's "Chapters of

Arab-Jewish Diplomacy, 1918-1922," inJewish Social Studies, April 1944.)

Those who are dismayed at the spectacle of a national movement that,

starting out with such an idealistic elan, sold out at the very first moment to

the powers that be; that felt no solidarity with other oppressed peoples

whose cause, though historically otherwise conditioned, was essentially the

same; that endeavored even in the morning-dream of freedom and justice to

compromise with the most evil forces of our time by taking advantage of

imperialistic interests-those who are dismayed should in fairness consider

how exceptionally difficult the conditions were for the Jews who, in contrast

to other peoples, did not even possess the territory from which to start their

fight for freedom. The alternative to the road that Herzl marked out, and

Weizmann followed through to the bitter end, would have been to organize

the Jewish people in order to negotiate on the basis of a great revolutionary

movement. This would have meant an alliance with all progressive forces in

Europe; it would certainly have involved great risks. The only man within

the Zionist Organization known to have ever considered this way was the

great French Zionist Bernard Lazare, the friend of Charles Peguy-and he

had to resign from the Organization at the early date of 1899. From then on

no responsible Zionist trusted the Jewish people for the necessary political

strength of will to achieve freedom instead of being transported to freedom;
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thus no official Zionist leader dared to side with the revolutionary forces in

Europe.

Instead, the Zionists went on seeking the protection of the great powers,

trying to trade it against possible services. They realized that what they could

offer must conform to the interests of the governments. In the consequent

subservience to British policy, which is associated with Weizmann's un

swerving loyalty to the cause of the British Empire in the Near East, the

Zionists were abetted by sheer ignorance of the new imperialist forces at

work. Though these forces had been active ever since the 1880s, they had

begun to show clearly in all their intricacies only at the beginning of the

twentieth century. Since theirs was a national movement, the Zionists could

think only in national terms, seemingly unaware of the fact that imperialism

was a nation-destroying force, and therefore, for a small people, it was near

suicide to attempt to become its ally or its agent. Nor have they even yet real

ized that protection by these interests supports a people as the rope supports

for hanging. When challenged by opponents, the Zionists would answer that

British national interests and Jewish national interests happen to be identical

and therefore this is a case not of protection but of alliance. It is rather hard

to see what national, and not imperial, interest England could possibly have

in the Near East-though it has never been hard to foretell that; till we

achieve the bliss of messianic times, an alliance between a lion and a lamb can

have disastrous consequences for the lamb.

Opposition from within the ranks of Zionists themselves never gained

enough numerical strength to offset the official political line; moreover, any

such opposition always showed itself hesitant in action, uneasy and weak in

argument, as though it were insecure in thought as well as in conscience.

Such leftist groups as Hashomer Haza'ir-which have a radical program for

world politics, so radical that, at the beginning of this war, they even

opposed it on the ground of its being an "imperialist war"-express them

selves only by abstention when it comes to vital questions of Palestine for

eign policy. In other words, they sometimes, in spite of the undoubted

personal integrity of most of their members, give the all too familiar impres

sion of leftist groups of other countries, that hide under official protests their

secret relief at having the majority parties do the dirty work for them.

This uneasiness of conscience, widespread among other leftist groups and

explainable by the general bankruptcy of socialism, is among Zionists older
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than the general conditions and points to other and more special reasons.

Since the days of Borochov, whose adherents can still be found in the small

sectarian group of Poale-Zion, the leftist Zionists never thought of develop

ing any answer of their own to the national question: they simply added offi

cial Zionism to their socialism. This addition hasn't made for an amalgam,

since it claims socialism for domestic and nationalist Zionism for foreign

affairs. The result is the existing situation between Jews and Arabs.

In fact, the uneasiness of conscience dates from the days of the surprising

discovery that within the very domestic field, in the upbuilding of Palestine,

there were factors present of foreign policy-by the existence of "a foreign

people." Since that time Jewish labor has fought against Arab labor under the

pretense of class struggle against the Jewish planters, who certainly did

employ Arabs for capitalist reasons. During this fight-which more than

anything else, up to 1936, poisoned the Palestine atmosphere-no attention

was paid to the economic conditions of the Arabs, who, through the intro

duction of Jewish capital and labor and the industrialization of the country,

found themselves changed overnight into potential proletarians, without

much chance of finding the corresponding work positions. Instead, Zionist

labor repeated the true but wholly inadequate arguments regarding the feu

dal character of Arab society, the progressive character of capitalism, and

the general rise of the Palestine standard of life shared in by the Arabs. How

blind people can become if their real or supposed interests are at stake is

shown by the preposterous slogan they used: although Jewish labor fought as

much for its economic position as for its national aim, the cry was always for

Avodah lvrith (Jewish Labor); and one had to peer behind the scenes to

detect that their chief menace was not simply Arab labor but, more actually,

avodah '{olah (cheap labor), represented, it is true, by the unorganized, back

ward Arab worker.

In the resulting pickets of Jewish workers against Arab workers the leftist

groups, most important among them Hashomer Haza'ir, did not directly par

ticipate; but they did little else: they remained abstentionists. The consequent

local troubles, the latent internal war which has been going on in Palestine

since the early twenties, interrupted by more and more frequent outbreaks, in

turn strengthened the attitude of official Zionism. The less able was Palestine

Jewry to find allies among the neighbors, the more the Zionists had to look

upon Great Britain as the great protecting power.
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Outstanding among the reasons why labor and left-wing groups consented

to this policy is again the general outlook of Zionism they had accepted.

With an eye only for "the unique character" of Jewish history, insisting on

the unparalleled nature of Jewish political conditions which were held to be

unrelated to any other factors in European history and politics, the Zionists

had ideologically placed the center of the Jewish people's existence outside

the pale of European peoples and outside the destiny of the European continent.

Among all the misconceptions harbored by the Zionist movement because

it had been influenced so strongly by antisemitism, this false notion of the

non-European character of the Jews has had probably the most far-reaching

and the worst consequences. Not only did the Zionists break the necessary

solidarity of European peoples-necessary not only for the weak but for the

strong as well-incredibly, they would even deprive the Jews of the only his

torical and cultural homestead they possibly can have; for Palestine together

with the whole Mediterranean basin has always belonged to the European

continent: geographically, historically, culturally, if not at all times politi

cally. Thus the Zionists would deprive the Jewish people of its just share in

the roots and development of what we generally call Western culture.

Indeed, the attempts were numerous to interpret Jewish history as the his

tory of an Asiatic people that had been driven by misfortune into a foreign

comity of nations and culture wherein, regarded as an eternal stranger, it

could never feel at home. (The absurdity of this kind of argumentation

could be proved by citing the example of the Hungarian people alone: the

Hungarians were of Asiatic origin, but had always been accepted as mem

bers of the European family since they were Christianized.) Yet no serious

attempt was ever made to integrate the Jewish people into the pattern of

Asiatic politics, for that could only mean an alliance with the national revolu

tionary peoples of Asia and participation in their struggle against imperial

ism. In the official Zionist conception, it seems, the Jewish people is uprooted

from its European background and left somehow in the air, while Palestine is

a place in the moon where such footless aloofness may be realized.

Only in its Zionist variant has such a crazy isolationism gone to the

extreme of escape from Europe altogether. But its underlying national phi

losophy is far more general; indeed, it has been the ideology of most Central

European national movements. It is nothing else than the uncritical accep-
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tance of German-inspired nationalism. This holds a nation to be an eternal

organic body, the product of inevitable natural growth of inherent qualities;

and it explains peoples, not in terms of political organizations, but in terms of

biological superhuman personalities. In this conception European history is

split up into the stories of unrelated organic bodies, and the grand French

idea of the sovereignty of the people is perverted into the nationalist claims

to autarchical existence. Zionism, closely tied up with that tradition of

nationalist thinking, never bothered much about sovereignty of the people,

which is the prerequisite for the formation of a nation, but wanted from the

beginning that utopian nationalist independence.

To such an independence, it was believed, the Jewish nation could arrive

under the protecting wings of any great power strong enough to shelter its

growth. Paradoxical as it may sound, it was precisely because of this nation

alist misconception of the inherent independence of a nation that the Zion

ists ended by making the Jewish national emancipation entirely dependent

upon the material interests of another nation.

The actual result was a return of the new movement to the traditional

methods of shtadlonus, which the Zionists once had so bitterly despised and

violently denounced. Now Zionists too knew no better place politically than

the lobbies of the powerful, and no sounder basis for agreements than their

good services as agents of foreign interests. It was in the interest of foreign

powers that the so-called Weizmann-Feisal agreement was "allowed to pass

into oblivion until 1936. It also stands to reason that British apprehension and

compromise was behind the tacit abandonment...." (Perlmann, "Chapters

of Arab-Jewish Diplomacy"). When in 1922 new Arab-Jewish negotiations

took place, the British ambassador in Rome was kept fully informed, with the

result that the British asked a postponement until "the Mandate has been con

ferred"; the Jewish representative, Asher Saphir, held "little doubt that

members of a certain political school took the view that it was not in the

interest of the peaceful administration of Near and Middle Eastern territo

ries that the two Semitic races ... should cooperate again on the platform of

the recognition of Jewish rights in Palestine" (Perlmann). From then onward

Arab hostility has grown year by year; and Jewish dependence on British

protection has become so desperate a need that one may well call it a curious

case of voluntary unconditional surrender.
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VIII

This, then, is the tradition to fall back upon in times of crisis and emergency

like ours-these the political weapons with which to handle the new political

situation of tomorrow, these the "ideological categories" to utilize the new

experiences of the Jewish people. Up to now no new approaches, no new

insights, no reformulation of Zionism or the demands of the Jewish people

have been visible. And it is therefore only in the light of this past, with con

sideration of this present, that we can gauge the chances of the future.

One new factor, however, should be noted, although so far it has not

brought about anything like a fundamental change. It is the tremendously

increased importance of American Jewry and American Zionism within the

World Zionist Organization. Never before has any Jewry of any country

produced such a large number of members of the Zionist Organization,

together an even larger number of sympathizers. Indeed, the platforms of

both the Democratic and Republican parties last year, the declarations of

both President Roosevelt and Governor Dewey at election time, would seem

to prove that the great majority of voting Jews in America are regarded as

pro-Palestinians and that, so far as there is "a Jewish vote," it is influenced by

the program for Palestine to the same degree as the Polish vote is influenced

by American foreign policy toward Poland and the Italian vote by events in

Italy.

The Zionism of the American Jewish masses, however, differs remark

ably from Zionism in the countries of the old continent. The men and

women who are members of the Zionist Organization here would have been

found in Europe in the so-called pro-Palestine committees. In those commit

tees were organized the people who held Palestine to be a good solution for

oppressed and poor Jews, the best of all philanthropic enterprises, but who

never considered Palestine to be a solution for their own problems, the very

existence of which they were rather inclined to deny. At the same time, most

of those who here in America call themselves non-Zionists also have a pro

nounced tendency toward this pro-Palestine view; at any rate, they take a

much more positive and constructive attitude toward the Palestine enter

prise, and for the rights of the Jewish people as a people, than did the "assim

ilants" in Europe.
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The reason is to be found in the political structure of the United States,

which is not a national state in the European sense of the word. A vital inter

est in Palestine as the homeland of the Jewish people is only natural, needs

no excuses, in a country where so many national splinter groups show loyalty

to their mother countries. Indeed, a Jewish mother country might thus rather

tend to "normalize" the situation of the Jews in America and be a good argu

ment against political antisemitism.

However, this "normalization," inherent in pro-Palestinism, would

instantly be thrown into reverse if Zionism in the official sense of the term

were to get hold of American Jews. Then they would have to start a really

national movement, at least preach if not actually practice chalu{iuth (pio

neering and self-realization); they would have to insist in principle on aliyah

(immigration to Zion) for every Zionist. In fact, Weizmann has recently

called on American Jews to come and settle in Palestine. The old question of

double loyalty would emerge again, in a more violent form than in any other

country, because of the multinational structure of the United States. Just

because the American body politic can afford a far greater tolerance for com

munity life of the numerous nationalities which all together form and deter

mine the life of the American nation, this country could never permit one of

these "splinter groups" to start a movement to take them away from the

American continent. The argument once heard in European Zionist discus

sions that, after all, the European countries could get along very well without

their Jews, whereas the Jewish people needs to reclaim its best sons, can

never be valid here. On the contrary, it would set a dangerous precedent; it

could easily serve to upset the balance of a community of peoples who need

to get along with each other within the limits of the American constitution

and on the territory of the American continent. It is for this reason-because

of the acute menace of any outright national movement for the constitution

of a nationality-state-that the Zionist movement has been so bitterly

opposed in Soviet Russia.

Probably on account of this unique position of theirs in the World Zionist

Organization, their vague if not explicit consciousness of it, American Zion

ists have not attempted to change the general ideological outlook. That is

held to be good enough for European Jews, who, after all, are the principal

ones concerned. Instead, American Zionists have simply taken the pragmatic

stand of the Palestine maximalists, and hope-together with them, though
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for more complex reasons-that American interest and power will at least

equal the British influence in the Near East. This would, of course, be the

best way to solve all their problems. If Palestine Jewry could be charged with

a share in the caretaking of American interests in that part of the world, the

famous dictum of Justice Brandeis would indeed come true: you would have

to be a Zionist in order to be a perfect American patriot. And why should this

good fortune not come to pass? Has it not been for more than twenty-five

years the foundation of British Zionism that one had to be a good Zionist to

be a good British patriot-that by supporting the Balfour Declaration one

supported the very government whose loyal subject one was? We should be

prepared to see a similar, though government-inspired, "Zionism" among

Russian Jewry, if and when Soviet Russia takes up her old claims to Near

Eastern politics. Should this happen it will quickly enough become clear to

what an extent Zionism has inherited the burden of assimilationist politics.

It must be admitted, however, that while the question of present and

future power politics in the Near East is very much in the foreground today,

the political realities and experiences of the Jewish people are very much in

the background, and they have only too little connection with the main

movements in the world. But the new experiences of Jewry are as numerous

as the fundamental changes in the world are tremendous; and the chief ques

tion to be addressed to Zionism is how well it is prepared to take both into

consideration and act accordingly.

IX

The most important new experience of the Jewish people is again concerned

with antisemitism. It is a matter of record that the Zionist outlook for the

future of emancipated Jewry has always been dark, and Zionists occasionally

boast of their foresight. Compared with the earthquake that has shaken the

world in our time, those predictions read like prophecies of a storm in a

teacup. The fierce outburst of popular hatred which Zionism predicted, and

which fitted well with its general distrust of the peoples and overconfidence

in governments, did not take place. Rather, in a number of countries it was

replaced by concerted government action, which proved infinitely more

detrimental than any popular outburst of Jew-hatred had ever been.
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The point is that antisemitism, in Europe at least, has been discovered as the

best political, and not merely demagogic, weapon of imperialism. Wherever

politics are centered around the race concept, the Jews will be in the center of

hostility. It would lead us too far here to ask the reasons for this entirely new

state of affairs. But one thing is certain. Inasmuch as imperialism-in sharp

contrast to nationalism-does not think in terms of limited territodes but, as

the saying goes, "in continents," Jews will be secure from this new type of

antisemitism nowhere in the world, and certainly not in Palestine, one of the

crossroads of imperialist interests. The question to be asked of Zionists

today would therefore be what political stand they propose to take in view of

a hostility that is far less concerned with dispersed Jewish individuals than

with the people as a whole, no matter where it happens to live.

Another question to be asked of Zionists concerns national organization.

We have been seeing the catastrophic decline of the national-state system in

our time. The new feeling that has grown among European peoples since the

first war is that the national state is neither capable of protecting the exis

tence of the nation nor able to guarantee the sovereignty of the people. The

national border lines, once the very symbol of security against invasion as

well as against an unwelcome overflow of foreigners, have proved to be no

longer of any real avail. And while the old Western nations were threatened

either by lack of manpower and the resulting lag in industrialization or by an

influx of foreigners they could not assimilate, the Eastern countries gave

the best possible examples that the national state cannot exist with a mixed

population.

For Jews, however, there is only too little reason for rejoicing in the

decline of the national state and of nationalism. We cannot foretell the next

steps of human history, but the alternatives seem to be clear. The resurgent

problem of how to organize politically will be solved by adopting either the

form of empires or the form of federations. The latter would give the Jewish

people, together with other small peoples, a reasonably fair chance for sur

vival. The former may not be possible without arousing imperialist passions

as a substitute for outdated nationalism, once the motor to set men into

action. Heaven help us if that comes to pass.

3JZ
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x

It is within this general framework of realities and possibilities that the Zion

ists propose to solve the Jewish question by means of a national state. Yet the

essential characteristic of a national state, sovereignty, is not even hoped for.

Suppose the Zionists had succeeded twenty-five years ago in securing Pales

tine as a Jewish commonwealth: what would have happened? We should

have seen the Arabs turn against the Jews as the Slovaks turned against the

Czechs in Czechoslovakia, and the Croats against the Serbs in Yugoslavia.

And though not a single Arab were left in Palestine, the lack of real sover

eignty amid Arab states, or peoples hostile to the Jewish state, would have

had exactly the same result.

In other words, the slogan of a Jewish commonwealth or Jewish state

actually means that. Jews propose to establish themselves from the very

beginning as a "sphere of interest" under the delusion of nationhood. Either

a binational Palestine state or a Jewish commonwealth might conceivably

have been the outcome of a working agreement with Arabs and other

Mediterranean peoples. But to think that by putting the cart before the horse

one can solve genuine conflicts between peoples is a fantastic assumption.

The erection of a Jewish state within an imperial sphere of interest may look

like a very nice solution to some Zionists, though to others as something des

perate but unavoidable. In the long run, there is hardly any course imagin

able that would be more dangerous, more in the style of an adventure. It is,

indeed, very bad luck for a small people to be placed without any fault of its

own in the territory of a "sphere of interest," though one can hardly see

where else it could be placed in the economically and politically shrunken

world of today. But only folly could dictate a policy which trusts a distant

imperial power for protection, while alienating the goodwill of neighbors.

What then, one is prompted to ask, will be the future policy of Zionism with

respect to big powers, and what program have Zionists to offer for a solution

of the Arab-Jewish conflict?

In this connection there is a further question. The most optimistic esti

mates hope for annual postwar emigration from Europe to Palestine of about

100,000 Jews, during at least ten years. Assuming this can be brought about,

what is to happen to those who are not in the first groups of immigrants?
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What status are they to have in Europe? What kind of social, economic,

political life will they lead? Zionists apparently hope for restoration of the

status quo ante. In that case, will the restored Jews be willing to go to Pales

tine after, say, a period of five years which, even under the darkest circum

stances, would mean a period of normalization? For if European Jews are .

not at once claimed as the prospective citizens of the new Jewish common

wealth (to say nothing of the question of their admission), there will be the

additional trouble of claiming majority rights in a country where Jews are

very clearly a minority. Such a claim, on the other hand, if granted, would of

course exclude a restoration of the status quo in Europe, and thus possibly

create a not entirely harmless precedent. Even the most superficial restora

tion of the status quo in Europe would still make it well-nigh impossible to

cloud the double loyalty issue with the same meaningless generalities as in

the good old days of the past.

The last question, then, which Zionism has so far succeeded in not

answering, solemnly protesting that an answer would be "beneath its dig

nity," is this old problem of the relationship between the proposed new state

and the Diaspora. And this problem is by no means restricted to European

Jewries.

It is a matter of record, ideologies notwithstanding, that up to now the

yishuy had been not only an asylum for persecuted Jews from some Diaspora

countries. It is also a community which has had to be supported by other

Diaspora Jewries. Without the power and resources of American Jewry,

above all, the catastrophe in Europe would have been a deadly blow to Pales

tine Jewry, politically as well as economically. If a Jewish commonwealth is

obtained in the near future-with or without partition-it will be due to the

political influence of American Jews. This would not need to affect their sta

tus of American citizenship if their "homeland," or "mother country," were

a politically autonomous entity in a normal sense, or if their help were likely

to be only temporary. But if the Jewish commonwealth is proclaimed against

the will of the Arabs and without the support of the Mediterranean peoples,

not only financial help but political support will be necessary for a long time

to come. And that may turn out to be very troublesome indeed for Jews in

this country, who after all have no power to direct the political destinies of

the Near East. It may eventually be far more of a responsibility than today

they imagine or tomorrow can make good.
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These are some of the questions Zionism will face in the very near future.

To answer them sincerely, with political sense and responsibility, Zionism

will have to reconsider its whole obsolete set of doctrines. It will not be easy

either to save the Jews or to save Palestine in the twentieth century; that it can

be done with categories and methods of the nineteenth century seems at the

very most highly improbable. If Zionists persevere in retaining their sectar

ian ideology and continue with their shortsighted "realism," they will have

forfeited even the small chances that small peoples still have in this none too

beautiful world of ours.

1944

Note

I. This program was confirmed by the World Zionist Conference held in London in August 1945.
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THE JEWISH STATE:
Fifty .Years After, Where Have Her{l's Politics Led?

Rereading Herzl's The Jewish State today is a peculiar experience. One

becomes aware that those things in it that Herzl's own contemporaries would

have called utopian now actually determine the ideology and policies of the

Zionist movement; while those of Herzl's practical proposals for the building

of a Jewish homeland which must have appeared quite realistic fifty years

ago have had no influence whatsoever.

The last is all the more surprising because these practical proposals are far

from antiquated even for our own age. Herzl proposed a "Jewish Company"

that would build a state with "Relief by Labor"-that is, by paying a "good

for-nothing beggar" charity rates for forced full-time work-and by the

"truck system" consisting of labor gangs"drafted from place to place like a

body of troops" and paid in goods instead of wages. Herzl was also deter

mined to suppress all "opposition" in case of lack of gratitude on the part of

people to whom the land would be given. All this sounds only too familiar.

And it is altogether to the honor of the Jewish people that nobody-as far

as I know-ever discussed these "realistic" proposals seriously, and that

Palestinian reality has turned out to be almost the opposite of what Herzl

dreamed.

The above features of Herzl's program, though happily forgotten in the

present political state of affairs in Palestine, are nevertheless significant. For

all their innocence, they show to which category of politician in the frame

work of European history Herzl belonged. When he wrote The Jewish State

Herzl was deeply convinced that he was under some sort of higher inspira

tion, yet at the same time he was earnestly afraid of making a fool of himself.

This extreme self-esteem mixed with self-doubt is not a rare phenomenon; it

is usually the sign of the "crackpot." And in a sense this Viennese, whose
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style, manner, and ideals hardly differed from those of his more obscure fel

low journalists, was indeed a crackpot.

But even in Herzl's time-the time of the Dreyfus affair, when the crack

pots were just embarking on their political careers in many movements,

functioning outside the parliaments and the regular parties-even then they

were already in closer touch with the subterranean currents of history and

the deep desires of the folk than were all the sane leaders of affairs with their

balanced outlooks and utterly uncomprehending mentalities. The crackpots

were already beginning to be prominent everywhere-the antisemites

Stoecker and Ahlwardt in Germany, Schoenerer and Lueger in Austria, and

Drumont and Deroulede in France.

Herzl wrote The Jewish State under the direct and violent impact of these

new political forces. And he was among the first to estimate correctly their

chances of ultimate success. Even more important, however, than the cor

rectness of his forecast was the fact that he was not altogether out of sympa

thy with the new movements. When he said, "I believe that 1 understand

antisemitism," he meant that he not only understood historical causes and

political constellations, but also that he understood-and to a certain extent,

correctly-the man who hated Jews. It is true, his frequent appeals to "hon

est antisemites" to "subscribe small amounts" to the national fund for the

establishment of a Jewish state were not very realistic; and he was equally

unrealistic when he invited them "whilst preserving their independence [to]

combine with our officials in controlling the transfer of our estates" from the

Diaspora to the Jewish homeland; and he frequently asserted, in all inno

cence, that antisemites would be the Jews' best friends and antisemitic gov

ernments their best allies. But this faith in antisemites expressed very

eloquently and even touchingly how close his own state of mind was to that

of his hostile environment and how intimately he did belong to the "alien"

world.

With the demagogic politicians of his own and more recent times, Herzl

shared both a contempt for the masses and a very real affinity with them. And

like these same politicians, he was more an incarnation than a representative

of the strata of society to which he belonged. He did more than "love" or

simply speak for the new and ever-increasing class of Jewish "intellects that

we produce so super-abundantly and that are persecuted everywhere"; he

did more than merely discern in these intellectuals the real Lufimenschen of
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Western Jewry-that is, Jews who, though economically secure, had no

place in either Jewish or gentile society and whose personal problems could

be solved only by a reorientation of the Jewish people as a whole. Herzl actu

ally incarnated these Jewish intellectuals in himself in the sense that every

thing he said or did was exactly what they would have, had they shown an

equal amount of moral courage in revealing their inmost secret" thoughts.

Another trait Herzl shared with the leaders of the new antisemitic move

ments by whose hostility he was so deeply impressed was the furious will to

action at any price-action, however, that was to be conducted according to

certain supposedly immutable and inevitable laws and inspired and sup

ported by invincible natural forces. Herzl's conviction that he was in alliance

with history and nature themselves saved him from the suspicion that he

himself might have been insane. Antisemitism was an overwhelming force

and the Jews would have either to make use of it or to be swallowed up by it.

In his own words, antisemitism was the "propelling force" responsible for all

Jewish suffering since the destruction of the Temple and it would continue to

make the Jews suffer until they learned how to use it for their own advantage.

In expert hands this "propelling force" would prove the most salutary factor

in Jewish life: it would be used the same way that boiling water is used to

produce steam power.

This mere will to action was something so startlingly new, so utterly revo

lutionary in Jewish life, that it spread with the speed of wildfire. Herzl's last

ing greatness lay in his very desire to do something about the Jewish

question, his desire to act and to solve the problem in political terms.

During the twenty centuries of their Diaspora the Jews have made only two

attempts to change their condition by direct political action. The first was the

Shabbetai Tzevi movement, the mystic-political movement for the salvation

of Jewry which terminated the Jewish Middle Ages and brought about a

catastrophe whose consequences determined Jewish attitudes and basic con

victions for over two centuries thereafter. In preparing as they did to follow

Shabbetai Tzevi, the self-appointed "Messiah," back to Palestine in the mid

I6oos, the Jews assumed that their ultimate hope of a messianic millennium

was about to be realized. Until Shabbetai Tzevi's time they had been able to

conduct their communal affairs by means of a politics that existed in the

realm of imagination alone-the memory of a far-off past and the hope of a
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far-off future. With the Shabbetai Tzevi movement these centuries-old

memories and hopes culminated in a single exalted moment. Its catastrophi

cal aftermath brought to a close-probably forever-the period in which

religion alone could provide the Jews with a firm framework within which to

satisfy their political, spiritual, and everyday needs. The attendant disillu

sionment was lasting insofar as from then on their religion no longer

afforded the Jews an adequate means of evaluating and dealing with contem

porary events, political or otherwise. Whether a Jew was pious or not,

whether he kept the Law or lived outside its fence, he was henceforth to

judge secular events on a secular basis and make secular decisions in secular

terms.

Jewish secularization culminated at last in a second attempt to dissolve the

Diaspora. This was the rise of the Zionist movement.

The mere fact that a catastrophe had thrown the Jews from the two

extremes of the past and the future into the middle ground of the present

does not signify that they had now become "realistic." To be confronted by

reality does not automatically produce an understanding of reality or make

one feel at home in it. On the contrary, the process of secularization made

Jews even less "realistic"-that is, less capable than ever before of facing

and understanding the real situation. In losing their faith in a divine begin

ning and ultimate culmination of history, the Jews lost their guide through

the wilderness of bare facts; for when man is robbed of all means of inter

preting events he is left with no sense whatsoever of reality. The present that

confronted the Jews after the Shabbetai Tzevi debacle was the turmoil of a

world whose course no longer made sense and in which, as a result, the Jews

could no longer find a place.

The need for a guide or key to history was felt by all Jews alike. But by the

nineteenth century it was a need that was not at all specific to the Jews alone.

In this context Zionism can be included among the many "isms" of that

period, each of which claimed to explain reality and predict the future in

terms of irresistible laws and forces. Yet the case of the Jews was and still

remains different. What they needed was not only a guide to reality, but real

ity itself; not simply a key to history, but the experience itself of history.

As I have just indicated, this need of reality had existed since the collapse

of the Shabbetai Tzevi movement and the disappearance of messianic hope

as a lively factor in the consciousness of the Jewish masses. But it became an
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effective force only at the end of the nineteenth century, mainly because of

two entirely separate factors whose coincidence produced Zionism and

formed Herzl's ideology.

The first of these factors had little to do, essentially, with Jewish history. It
so happened that in the 1880s antisemitism sprang up as a political force

simultaneously in Russia, Germany, Austria, and France. The pogroms of

1881 in Russia set in motion that huge migratory movement from East to

West which remained the most characteristic single feature of modern Jew

ish history until 1933. Moreover, the emergence of political antisemitism

at exactly the same moment in both Central and Western Europe and the

support, if not leadership, given it by sizable sections of the European intelli

gentsia refuted beyond doubt the traditional liberal contention that Jew

hatred was only a remnant of the so-called Dark Ages.

But even more important for the political history of the Jewish people was

the fact that the westward migration-despite the objections to the "Ostju

den" so loudly voiced by the emancipated Jews of the West-brought

together the two main sections of Jewry, laid the foundation for a new feel

ing of solidarity-at least among the moral elite-and taught both Eastern

and Western Jews to see their situation in identical terms. The Russian Jew

who came to Germany in flight from persecution discovered that Enlighten

ment had not extinguished violent Jew-hatred, and the German Jew who saw

the homelessness of his Eastern brother began to view his own situation in a

different light.

The second factor responsible for the rise of Zionism was entirely Jewish

it was the emergence of a class entirely new to Jewish society, the intellectu

als, of whom Herzl became the main spokesman and whom he himself

termed the class of "average (durchschnittliche) intellects." These intellectu

als resembled their brethren in the more traditional Jewish occupations inso

far as they, too, were entirely de-Judaized in respect to culture and religion.

What distinguished them was that they no longer lived in a cultural vacuum;

they had actually become "assimilated": they were not only de-Judaized,

they were also Westernized. This, however, did not make for their social

adjustment. Although gentile society did not receive them on equal terms,

they had no place in Jewish society either, because they did not fit into its

atmosphere of business and family connections.

The psychological result of their situation was to make these Jewish intel-
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lectuals the first Jews in history capable of understanding antisemitism on its

own political terms, and even to make them susceptible to the deeper and

more basic political attitudes of which antisemitism was but one expression

among others.

The two classic pamphlets of Zionist literature, Pinsker's Auto-emancipation

and Herzl's The Jewish State, were written by members of this new Jewish

class. For the first time Jews saw themselves as a people through the eyes of

the nations: "To the living the Jew is a corpse, to the native a foreigner, to the

homesteader a vagrant, to the proprietor a beggar, to the poor an exploiter

and millionaire, to the patriot a man without a country, to all a hated rival"

this was the characteristically precise and sober way Pinsker put it. Both

Herzl and Pinsker identified the Jewish question in all its aspects and connec

tions with the fact of antisemitism, which both conceived of as the natural

reaction of all peoples, always and everywhere, to the very existence of

Jews. As Pinsker put it, and as both believed, the Jewish question could be

solved only by "finding a means of reintegrating this exclusive element in the

family of nations so that the basis of the Jewish question would be perma

nently removed."

What still is Zionism's advantage over assimilationism is that it placed the

whole question on a political level from the very beginning and asked for this

"readjustment" in political terms. The assimilationists sought readjustment

no less desperately, but spent their energies in founding innumerable voca

tional training societies for Jews, without, however, having the least power

to force Jews to change their occupations. The intellectual followers of

assimilationism carefully avoided political issues and invented the "salt of

the earth" theory, making it quite clear that they would prefer the crudest

secularization of the Jewish religious concept of chosenness to any radical

redefinition of the Jewish position in the world of nations.

In other words, the great advantage of the Zionists' approach lay in the

fact that their will to convert the Jews into a "nation like all other nations"

saved them from falling into that Jewish brand of chauvinism automatically

produced by secularization, which somehow persuades the average de

Judaized Jew that, although he no longer believes in a God who chooses or

rejects, he is still a superior being simply because he happened to be born a

Jew-the salt of the earth, or the motor of history.

.]80
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The Zionist will to action, to come to grips with reality, embodied a sec

ond advantage-this time over the internationalist and revolutionary ap

proach to the Jewish question. This approach, no less than assimilationist

chauvinism, was the consequence of the secularization of religious attitudes.

But it was not initiated by average Jews, rather by an elite. Having lost their

hope of a messianic millennium that would bring about the final reconcilia

tion of all peoples, these Jews transferred their hopes to the progressive

forces of history which would solve the Jewish question automatically, along

with all other injustices. Revolutions in the social systems of other peoples

would create a mankind without classes and nations; the Jews together with

their problems would be dissolved in this new mankind-at the end of days

somehow. What happened in the meantime did not count so much; Jews

would have to suffer as a matter of course along with all other persecuted

classes and peoples.

The Zionists' fight against this spurious selflessness-which could only

arouse suspicion as to the ultimate aims and motives of a policy that expected

one's own people to behave like saints and to make the chief sacrifices-has

been of great importance because it tried to teach the Jews to solve their

problems by their own efforts, not by those of others.

But this struggle hardly enters the picture of Herzl's Zionism. He had a

blind hatred of all revolutionary movements as such and an equally blind

faith in the goodness and stability of the society of his times. The aspect of

Zionism here in question re~eived its best expression in the writings of the

great French Jewish writer, Bernard Lazare. Lazare wanted to be a ~evolu

tionary among his own people, not among others, and could find no place in

Herzl's essentially reactionary movement.

Yet in considering Herzl's movement as a whole and in assessing his defi

nite merits within the given historical situation, it is necessary to say that

Zionism opposed a comparatively sound nationalism to the hidden chauvin

ism of assimilationism and a relatively sound realism to the obvious utopi

anism of Jewish radicals.

However, the more ideological and utopian elements expressed in The Jewish

State had greater influence in the long run on the formulations and practice

of Zionism than did the undeniable assets set forth above. Herzl's will to real

ity at any price rested on a view that held reality to be an unchanging and
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unchangeable structure, always identical with itself. In this reality he saw

little else but eternally established nation-states arrayed compactly against

the Jews on one side, and on the other side the Jews themselves, in dispersion

and eternally persecuted. Nothing else mattered: differences in class struc

ture, differences between political parties or movements, between various

countries or various periods of history, did not exist for Herzl. All that did

exist were unchanging bodies of people viewed as biological organisms mys

teriously endowed with eternal life; these bodies breathed an unchanging

hostility toward the Jews that was ready to take the form of pogroms or per

secution at any moment. Any segment of reality that could not be defined by

antisemitism was not taken into account and any group that could not be def

initely classed as antisemitic was not taken seriously as a political force.

Jewish political action meant for Herzl finding a place within the unchang

ing structure of this reality, a place where Jews would be safe from hatred

and eventual persecution. A people without a country would have to escape

to a country without a people; there the Jews, unhampered by relations with

other nations, would be able to develop their own isolated organism.

Herzl thought in terms of nationalism inspired from German sources-as

opposed to the French variety, which could never quite repudiate its original

relationship to the political ideas of the French Revolution. He did not real

ize that the country he dreamed of did not exist, that there was no place on

earth where a people could live like the organic national body he had in

mind, and that the real historical development of a nation does not take place

inside the closed walls of a biological entity. And even if there had been a

country without a people and even if questions of foreign policy had not

arisen in Palestine itself, Herzl's brand of political philosophy would still

have given rise to serious difficulties in the relations of the new Jewish state

with other nations.

Even more unrealistic but just as influential was Herzl's belief that the estab

lishment of a Jewish state would automatically wipe out antisemitism. This

belief was based on his assumption of the essential honesty and sincerity of

the antisemites, in whom he saw nothing but nationalists pure and simple.

This point of view may have been appropriate before the end of the nine

teenth century, when antisemitism did actually derive more or less from the
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feeling that Jews were strangers within any given homogeneous society. But

by Herzl's own time antisemitism had become transformed into a political

weapon of a new kind and was supported by the new sect of racists whose

loyalties and hatreds did not stop at national boundaries.

The fault in Herzl's approach to antisemitism lay in the fact that the anti

semites he had in view were hardly extant anymore-or if they were, they

no longer determined antisemitic politics. The real antisemites had become

dishonest and wanted to preserve the availability of the Jews as a scapegoat

in case of domestic difficulties; or else, if they were "honest," they wanted to

exterminate the Jews wherever they happened to live. There was no escape

from either variety of antisemite into a promised land "whose upbuilding"

in Weizmann's words-"would be the answer to antisemitism."

The building up of Palestine is indeed a great accomplishment and could

be made an important and even decisive argument for Jewish claims in

Palestine-at least a better and more convincing one than the current pleas

that argue our desperate situation in Europe and the justifiability, therefore,

of the "lesser injustice" that would be done to the Arabs. But the upbuilding

of Palestine has little to do with answering the antisemites; at most it has

"answered" the secret self-hatred and lack of self-confidence on the part of

those Jews who have themselves consciously or unconsciously succumbed to

some parts of antisemitic propaganda.

The third thesis of Herzl's political philosophy was the Jewish state.

Though for Herzl himself this was certainly the most daring and attractive

facet of the whole, the demand for a state seemed neither doctrinaire nor

utopian at the time his book was first published. In Herzl's view reality could

hardly express itself in any other form than that of the nation-state. In his

period, indeed, the claim for national self-determination of peoples was

almost self-evident justice as far as the oppressed peoples of Europe were

concerned, and so there was nothing absurd or wrong in a demand made by

Jews for the same kind of emancipation and freedom. And that the whole

structure of sovereign national states, great and small, would crumble within

another fifty years under imperialist expansion and in the face of a new

power situation, was more than Herzl could have foreseen. His demand for a

state has been made utopian only by more recent Zionist policy-which did

not ask for a state at a time when it might have been granted by everybody,
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but did ask for one only when the whole concept of national sovereignty had

became a mockery.

Justified as Herzl's demand for a Jewish state may have been in his own

time, his way of advancing it showed the same unrealistic touch as else

where. The opportunism with which he carried on his negotiations to this

end stemmed from a political concept that saw the destinies of the Jews as

completely without connection with the destinies of other nations, and saw

Jewish demands as unrelated to all other events and trends. Although the

demand for a state could be understood in his period only in terms of

national self-determination, Herzl was very careful not to tie the claims for

Jewish liberation to the claims of other peoples. He was even ready to profit

by the minority troubles of the Turkish Empire: he offered the rulers of that

empire Jewish aid in coping with them. In this instance Herzl's was the clas

sic example of a policy hard-boiled enough to seem "realistic," but in reality

completely utopian because it failed to take into account either one's own or

the other party's relative strength.

The constant miscalculations that were to become so characteristic of

Zionist policy are not accidental. The universality with which Herzl applied

his concept of antisemitism to all non-Jewish peoples made it impossible

from the very beginning for the Zionists to seek truly loyal allies. His notion

of reality as an eternal, unchanging hostile structure-all goyim everlast

ingly against all Jews-made the identification of hard-boiledness with real

ism plausible because it rendered any empirical analysis of actual political

factors seemingly superfluous. All one had to do was use the "propelling

force of antisemitism," which, like "the wave of the future," would bring the

Jews into the promised land.

Today reality has become a nightmare. Looked at through the eyes of Herzl,

who from the outside sought a place inside reality into which the Jews could

fit and where at the same time they could isolate themselves from it-looked

at in this way, reality is horrible beyond the scope of the human imagination

and hopeless beyond the strength of human despair. Only when we come to

feel ourselves part and parcel of a world in which we, like everybody else,

are engaged in a struggle against great and sometimes overwhelming odds,

and yet with a chance of victory, however small, and with allies, however

few-only when we recognize the human background against which recent
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events have taken place, knowing that what was done was done by men and

therefore can and must be prevented by men-only then will we be able to

rid the world of its nightmarish quality. That quality taken in itself and

viewed from the outside-by people who consider themselves as cut off

from the nightmarish world in principle and who are thus ready to accept the

course of that world "realistically"-can inhibit all action and exclude us

altogether from the human community.

Herzl's picture of the Jewish people as surrounded and forced together by

a world of enemies has in our day conquered the Zionist movement and

become the common sentiment of the Jewish masses. Our failure to be sur

prised at this development does not make Herzl's picture any truer-it only

makes it more dangerous. If we actually are faced with open or concealed

enemies on every side, if the whole world is ultimately against us, then we

are lost.

For Herzl's way out has been closed-his hope in an escape from the

world and his naive faith in appeasement through escape have been rendered

illusory. A ltneuland is no longer a dream. It has become a very real place

where Jews live together with Arabs, and it has also become a central junc

tion of world communications. Whatever else it may be, Palestine is not a

place where Jews can live in isolation, nor is it a promised land where they

would be safe from antisemitism. The simple truth is that Jews will have to

fight antisemitism everywhere or else be exterminated everywhere. Though

Zionists no longer regard antisemitism as an ally, they do seem to be more

convinced than ever that struggle against it is hopeless-if only because we

would have to fight the whole world.

The danger of the present situation-in which Herzl's Zionism is

accepted as a matter of course as the determinant of Zionist policy-lies in

the semblance to common sense that the recent experiences of the Jews in

Europe have lent Herzl's philosophy. Beyond doubt, the center of Jewish

politics today is constituted by the remnants of European Jewry now in the

camps of Germany. Not only is all our political activity concentrated upon

them-even more important is the fact that our whole political outlook

springs of necessity from their experiences, from our solidarity with them.

Everyone of these surviving Jews is the last survivor of a family, every

one of them was saved only by a miracle, everyone of them has had the basic

experience of witnessing and feeling the complete breakdown of inter-
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national solidarity. Among all those who were persecuted, only Jews were

singled out for certain death. What the Nazis or the Germans did was not

decisive in this connection; what was decisive was the experiences of the

Jews with the majority of all the other nationalities and even with the polit

ical prisoners in the concentration camps. The question is not whether the

non-Jewish antifascists could have done more than they actually did for their

Jewish comrades-the essential point is that only the Jews were sent in

evitably to the gas chambers; and this was enough to draw a line between

them that, perhaps, no amount of goodwill could have erased. For the Jews

who experienced this, all gentiles became alike. This is what lies at the bot

tom of their present strong desire to go to Palestine. It is not that they imag

ine they will be safe there-it is only that they want to live among Jews

alone, come what may.

Another experience-also of great importance to the future of Jewish

politics-was gained from the realization, not that six million Jews had been

killed, but that they had been driven to death helplessly, like cattle. There are

stories telling how Jews tried to obviate the indignity of this death by their

attitude and bearing as they were marched to the gas chambers-they sang

or they made defiant gestures indicating that they did not accept their fate as

the last word upon them.

What the survivors now want above all else is the right to die with dignity

in case of attack, with weapons in their hands. Gone, probably forever, is

that chief concern of the Jewish people for centuries: survival at any price.

Instead, we find something essentially new among Jews, the desire for dig

nity at any price.

As great an asset as this new development would be to an essentially sane

Jewish political movement, it nevertheless constitutes something of a danger

within the present framework of Zionist attitudes. Herzl's doctrine, deprived

as it now is of its original confidence in the helpful nature of antisemitism,

can only encourage suicidal gestures for whose ends the natural heroism of

people who have become accustomed to death can be easily exploited. Some

of the Zionist leaders pretend to believe that the Jews can maintain them

selves in Palestine against the whole world and that they themselves can per

severe in claiming everything or nothing against everybody and everything.

However, behind this spurious optimism lurks a despair of everything and a
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genuine readiness for suicide that can become extremely dangerous should

they grow to be the mood and atmosphere of Palestinian politics.

There is nothing in Herzlian Zionism that could act as a check on this; on

the contrary, the utopian and ideological elements with which he injected the

new Jewish will to political action are only too likely to lead the Jews out of

reality once more-and out of the sphere of political action. I do not

know-nor do I even want to know-what would happen to Jews all over

the world and to Jewish history in the future should we meet with a catastro

phe in Palestine. But the parallels with the Shabbetai Tzevi episode have

become terribly close.
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When, on November 29, 1947, the partition of Palestine and the establish

ment of a Jewish state were accepted by the United Nations, it was assumed

that no outside force would be necessary to implement this decision.

It took the Arabs less than two months to destroy this illusion and it took

the United States less than three months to reverse its stand on partition,

withdraw its support in the United Nations, and propose a trusteeship for

Palestine. Of all the member states of the United Nations, only Soviet Russia

and her satellites made it unequivocally clear that they still favored partition

and the immediate proclamation of a Jewish state.

Trusteeship was at once rejected by both the Jewish Agency and the Arab

Higher Committee. The Jews claimed the moral right to adhere to the origi

nal United Nations decision; the Arabs claimed an equally moral right to

adhere to the League of Nations principle of self-determination, according

to which Palestine would be ruled by its present Arab majority and the Jews

be granted minority rights. The Jewish Agency, on its part, announced the

proclamation of a Jewish state for May 16, [1948,] regardless of any United

Nations decision. It remains a fact, meanwhile, that trusteeship, like parti

tion, would have to be enforced by an outside power.

A last-minute appeal for a truce, made to both parties under the auspices

of the United States, broke down in two days. Upon this appeal had rested

the last chance of avoiding foreign intervention, at least temporarily. As mat

ters stand at this moment, not a single possible solution or proposition affect

ing the Palestinian conflict is in sight that could be realized without

enforcement by external authority.

The past few weeks of guerrilla warfare should have shown both Arabs

and Jews how costly and destructive the war upon which they have

embarked promises to be. In recent days, the Jews have won a few initial suc-
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cesses that prove their relative superiority over present Arab forces in Pales

tine. The Arabs, however, instead of concluding at least local truce agree

ments, have decided to evacuate whole cities and towns rather than stay in

Jewish-dominated territory. This behavior declares more effectively than all

proclamations the Arab refusal of any compromise; it is obvious that they

have decided to expend in time and numbers whatever it may take to win a

decisive victory. The Jews, on the other hand, living on a small island in an

Arab sea, might well be expected to jump at the chance to exploit their pres

ent advantage by offering a negotiated peace. Their military situation is such

that time and numbers necessarily work against them. If one takes into

account the objective vital interests of the Arab and the Jewish peoples, espe

cially in terms of the present situation and future well-being of the Near

East-where a full-fledged war will inevitably invite all kinds of inter

national interventions-the present desire of both peoples to fight it out at

any price is nothing less than sheer irrationality.

One of the reasons for this unnatural and, as far as the Jewish people are con

cerned, tragic development is a decisive change in Jewish public opinion that

has accompanied the confusing political decisions of the great powers.

The fact is that Zionism has won its most significant victory among the

Jewish people at the very moment when its achievements in Palestine are in

gravest danger. This may not seem extraordinary to those who have always

believed that the building of a Jewish homeland was the most important

perhaps the only real-achievement of Jews in our century, and that ulti

mately no individual who wanted to stay a Jew could remain aloof from

events in Palestine. Nevertheless, Zionism had in actuality always been a par

tisan and controversial issue; the Jewish Agency, though claiming to speak

for the Jewish people as a whole, was still well aware that it represented only

a fraction of them. This situation has changed overnight. With the exception

of a few anti-Zionist die-hards, whom nobody can take very seriously, there

is now no organization and almost no individual Jew that doesn't privately or

publicly support partition and the establishment of a Jewish state.

Jewish left-wing intellectuals who a relatively short time ago still looked

down upon Zionism as an ideology for the feebleminded, and viewed the

building of a Jewish homeland as a hopeless enterprise that they, in their
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great wisdom, had rejected before it was ever started; Jewish businessmen

whose interest in Jewish politics had always been determined by the all

important question of how to keep Jews out of newspaper headlines; Jewish

philanthropists who had resented Palestine as a terribly expensive charity,

draining off funds from other "more worthy" purposes; the readers of the

Yiddish press, who for decades had been sincerely, if naIvely, convinced that

America was the promised land-all these, from the Bronx to Park Avenue

down to Greenwich Village and over to Brooklyn, are united today in the

firm conviction that a Jewish state is needed, that America has betrayed the

Jewish people, that the reign of terror by the Irgun and the Stern groups is

more or less justified, and that Rabbi Silver, David Ben-Gurion, and Moshe

Shertok are the real, if somewhat too moderate, statesmen of the Jewish

people.

Something very similar to this growing unanimity among American Jews

has arisen in Palestine itself. Just as Zionism had been a partisan issue among

American Jews, so the Arab question and the state issue had been controver

sial issues within the Zionist movement and in Palestine. Political opinion

was sharply divided there between the chauvinism of the Revisionists, the

middle-of-the-road nationalism of the majority party, and the vehemently

antinationalist, antistate sentiments of a large part of the kibbutz movement,

particularly the Hashomer Haza'ir. Very little is now left of these differences

of opinion.

The Hashomer Haza'ir has formed one party with the Ahdut Avodah, sac

rificing its age-old binational program to the "accomplished fact" of the

United Nations decision-a body, by the way, for which they never had too

much respect when it was still called the League of Nations. The small

Aliyah Hadashah, mostly composed of recent immigrants from Central

Europe, still retains some of its old moderation and its sympathies for

England, and it would certainly prefer Weizmann to Ben-Gurion-but since

Weizmann and most of its members have always been committed to parti

tion, and, like everybody else, to the Biltmore Program, this opposition does

not amount to much more than a difference over personalities.

The general mood of the country, moreover, has been such that terrorism

and the growth of totalitarian methods are silently tolerated and secretly

applauded; and the general, underlying public opinion with which anybody
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desiring to appeal to the yishuv has to reckon shows no notable divisions

at all.

Even more surprising than the growing unanimity of opinion among

Palestinian Jews on one hand and American Jews on the other is the fact that

they are essentially in agreement on the following more or less roughly

stated propositions: the moment has now come to get everything or nothing,

victory or death; Arab and Jewish claims are irreconcilable and only a mili

tary decision can settle the issue; the Arabs-all Arabs-are our enemies

and we accept this fact; only outmoded liberals believe in compromises, only

philistines believe in justice, and only schlemiels prefer truth and negotiation

to propaganda and machine guns; Jewish experience in the last decades-or

over the last centuries, or over the last two thousand years-has finally

awakened us and taught us to look out for ourselves; this alone is reality,

everything else is stupid sentimentality; everybody is against us, Great

Britain is antisemitic, the United States is imperialist-but Russia might be

our ally for a certain period because her interests happen to coincide with

ours; yet in the final analysis we count upon nobody except ourselves; in

sum-we are ready to go down fighting, and we will consider anybody who

stands in our way a traitor and anything done to hinder us a stab in the back.

It would be frivolous to deny the intimate connection between this mood on

the part of Jews everywhere and the recent European catastrophe, with the

subsequent fantastic injustice and callousness toward the surviving remnant

that were thereby so ruthlessly transformed into displaced persons. The

result has been an amazing and rapid change in what we call national charac

ter. After two thousand years of "Galuth mentality," the Jewish people have

suddenly ceased to believe in survival as an ultimate good in itself and have

gone over in a few years to the opposite extreme. Now Jews believe in fight

ing at any price and feel that "going down" is a sensible method of politics.

Unanimity of opinion is a very ominous phenomenon, and one character

istic of our modern mass age. It destroys social and personal life, which is

based on the fact that we are different by nature and by conviction. To hold

different opinions and to be aware that other people think differently on the

same issue shields us from that Godlike certainty which stops all discussion

and reduces social relationships to those of an ant heap. A unanimous public
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opinion tends to eliminate bodily those who differ, for mass unanimity is not

the result of agreement, but an expression of fanaticism and hysteria. In con

trast to agreement, unanimity does not stop at certain well-defined objects,

but spreads like an infection into every related issue.

Thus Jewish unanimity on the Palestine issue has already prompted a some

what vague and inarticulate shift of Jewish public opinion in the direction of

pro-Soviet sympathies, a shift that even affects people who for more than

twenty-five years have consistently denounced Bolshevik policies. Even

more significant that such changes of mood and general attitude have been

the attempts to establish an anti-Western and pro-Soviet orientation inside

the Zionist movement. The resignation of Moshe Sneh, the organizer of ille

gal immigration and formerly prominent in the Haganah, is important in this

respect; and occasional utterances by almost everyone of the Palestinian del

egates in America point even more strongly in this direction. The program,

finally, of the new left-wing Palestinian party formed by the merger of the

Hashomer Haza'ir and the Ahdut Avodah has put plainly on record as its

chief reason for not joining the majority party the desire to have Zionist for

eign policy rely on Russia more than on the Western democracies.

The mentality behind this unrealistic understanding of Russian policy and

the consequences of subjecting oneself to it has a long tradition in Zionism.

As is understandable enough among people without political experience, a

childlike hope has always been present that some big brother would come

along to befriend the Jewish people, solve their problems, protect them from

the Arabs, and present them eventually with a beautiful Jewish state with all

the trimmings. This role was filled in Jewish imagination by Great Britain

until the issuance of the White Paper; and because of this naYve trust, and an

equally naYve underestimation of Arab forces, for decades Jewish leaders let

slip one opportunity after another to come to an understanding with the

Arabs. After the outbreak of the Second World War, and particularly since

the Biltmore Program, the imaginary role of the big brother of the Jews fell

to the United States. But it has very quickly become clear that America is no

more in a position to fill the bill than the British, and so Soviet Russia is now

left as the only power upon which foolish hopes can be pinned. It is remark

able, however, that Russia is the first big brother whom even Jews do not

quite trust. For the first time a note of cynicism has entered Jewish hopes.
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Unfortunately, this healthy distrust is not caused so much by a specific

suspicion of Soviet policy as by another traditionally Zionist feeling that has

by now seized all sections of the Jewish people: the cynical and deep-rooted

conviction that all gentiles are antisemitic, and everybody and everything is

against the Jews, that, in the words of Herzl, the world can be divided into

verschamte und unverschamte A ntisemiten, and that the "essential meaning of

Zionism is the revolt of the Jews against their pointless and hapless mission

which has been to challenge the Gentiles to be crueler than they dare without

forcing them to be as kind as they ought, [with the result that the Zionist

revolt has ended in reproducing] in altered perspective the dynamic picture

of Israel's mission" (Benjamin Halpern in the New Leader, December 1947).

In other words, general gentile hostility, a phenomenon that Herzl thought

was directed only at Galuth Jewry, and which would therefore disappear

with the normalization of the Jewish people in Palestine, is now assumed by

Zionists to be an unalterable, eternal fact of Jewish history that repeats itself

under any circumstances, even in Palestine.

Obviously this attitude is plain racist chauvinism and it is equally obvious

that this division between Jews and all other peoples-who are to be classed

as enemies-does not differ from other master-race theories (even though

the Jewish "master race" is pledged not to conquest but to suicide by its pro

tagonists). It is also plain that any interpretation of politics oriented accord

ing to such "principles" is hopelessly out of touch with the realities of this

world. Nevertheless it is a fact that such attitudes tacitly or explicitly perme

ate the general atmosphere of Jewry; and therefore Jewish leaders can

threaten mass suicide to the applause of their audiences, and the terrible and

irresponsible"or else we shall go down" creeps into all official Jewish state

ments, however radical or moderate their sources.

Every believer in a democratic government knows the importance of a loyal

opposition. The tragedy of Jewish politics at this moment is that it is wholly

determined by the Jewish Agency and that no opposition to it of any signifi

cance exists either in Palestine or America.

From the time of the Balfour Declaration the loyal opposition in Zionist

politics was constituted by the non-Zionists (certainly this was the case after

1929, when the enlarged Jewish Agency elected half of the Executive from

the non-Zionists). But for all practical purposes the non-Zionist opposition
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no longer exists today. This unfortunate development was encouraged, if not

caused, by the fact that the United States and the United Nations finally

endorsed an extremist Jewish demand that non-Zionists had always held to

be totally unrealistic. With the support of a Jewish state by the great powers,

the non-Zionists believed themselves refuted by reality itself. Their sudden

loss of significance, and their helplessness in the face of what they felt justi

fied in thinking an accomplished fact, were the results of an attitude that has

always identified reality with the sum of those facts created by the powers

that be-and by them only. They had believed in the Balfour Declaration

rather than in the wish of the Jewish people to build its homeland; they had

reckoned with the British or American governments rather than with the

people living in the Near East. They had refused to go along with the Bilt

more Program-but they accepted it once it was recognized by the United

States and the United Nations.

Now, if the non-Zionists had wanted to act as genuine realists in Jewish

politics, they should have insisted and continued to insist that the only per

manent reality in the whole constellation was the presence of Arabs in Pales

tine, a reality no decision could alter-except perhaps the decision of a

totalitarian state, implemented by its particular brand of ruthless force.

Instead, they mistook decisions of great powers for the ultimate realities and

lacked the courage to warn, not only their fellow Jews, but also their respec

tive governments of the possible consequences of partition and the declara

tion of a Jewish state. It was ominous enough that no significant Zionist

party was left to oppose the decision of November 29, the minority being

committed to the Jewish state, and the others (the majority under Weiz

mann) to partition; but it was downright tragic that at this most crucial of all

moments the loyal opposition of the non-Zionists simply disappeared.

In the face of the "despair and resoluteness" of the yishuv (as a Palestinian

delegate recently put it) and the suicide threats of the Jewish leaders, it might

be useful to remind the Jews and the world what it is that will "go down" if

the final tragedy should come in Palestine.

Palestine and the building of a Jewish homeland constitute today the great

hope and the great pride of Jews all over the world. What would happen to

Jews, individually and collectively, if this hope and this pride were to be
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extinguished in another catastrophe is almost beyond imagining. But it is cer

tain that this would become the central fact of Jewish history and it is pos

sible that it might become the beginning of the self-dissolution of the Jewish

people. There is no Jew in the world whose whole outlook on life and the

world would not be radically changed by such a tragedy.

If theyishuv went down, it would drag along in its fall the collective settle

ments, the kibbutzim-which constitute perhaps the most promising of all

social experiments made in the twentieth century, as well as the most magnif

icent part of the Jewish homeland.

Here, in complete freedom and unhampered by any government, a new

form of ownership, a new type of farmer, a new way of family life and child

education, and new approaches to the troublesome conflicts between city and

country, between rural and industrial labor have been created.

The people of the kibbutzim have been too absorbed in their quiet and

effective revolution to make their voices sufficiently heard in Zionist politics.

If it is true that the members of the Irgun and the Stern group are not

recruited from the kibbutzim, it is also true that the kibbutzim have offered

no serious obstacle to terrorism.

It is this very abstention from politics, this enthusiastic concentration on

immediate problems, that has enabled the kibbutz pioneers to go ahead with

their work, undisturbed by the more noxious ideologies of our times, realiz

ing new laws and new behavior patterns, establishing new customs and new

values, and translating and integrating them in new institutions. The loss of

the kibbutzim, the ruin of the new type of man they have produced, the

destruction of their institutions and the oblivion that would swallow the fruit

of their experiences-this would be one of the severest of blows to the

hopes of all those, Jewish and non-Jewish, who have not and never will make

their peace with present-day society and its standards. For this Jewish exper

iment in Palestine holds out hope of solutions that will be acceptable and

applicable, not only in individual cases, but also for the large mass of men

everywhere whose dignity and very humanity are in our time so seriously

threatened by the pressures of modern life and its unsolved problems.

Still another precedent, or at least its possibility, would go down with the

yishuv-that of close cooperation between two peoples, one embodying the
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most advanced ways of European civilization, the other an erstwhile victim

of colonial oppression and backwardness. The idea of Arab-Jewish coopera

tion, though never realized on any scale and today seemingly farther off than

ever, is not an idealistic daydream but a sober statement of the fact that with

out it the whole Jewish venture in Palestine is doomed. Jews and Arabs could

be forced by circumstances to show the world that there are no differences

between two peoples that cannot be bridged. Indeed, the working out of such

a modus vivendi might in the end serve as a model of how to counteract the

dangerous tendencies of formerly oppressed peoples to shut themselves off

from the rest of the world and develop nationalist superiority complexes of

their own.

Many opportunities for Jewish-Arab friendship have already been lost,

but none of these failures can alter the basic fact that the existence of the

Jews in Palestine depends on achieving it. Moreover, the Jews have one

advantage in the fact that, excluded as they were from official history for cen

turies, they have no imperialist past to live down. They can still act as a van

guard ih international relations on a small but valid scale-as in the

kibbutzim they have already acted as a vanguard in social relations despite

the relatively insignificant numbers of the people involved.

There is very little doubt about the final outcome of an all-out war between

Arabs and Jews. One can win many battles without winning a war. And up to

now, no real battle has yet taken place in Palestine.

And even if the Jews were to win the war, its end would find the unique

possibilities and the unique achievements of Zionism in Palestine destroyed.

The land that would come into being would be something quite other than

the dream of world Jewry, Zionist and non-Zionist. The "victorious" Jews

would live surrounded by an entirely hostile Arab population, secluded

inside ever-threatened borders, absorbed with physical self-defense to a

degree that would submerge all other interests and activities. The growth of

a Jewish culture would cease to be the concern of the whole people; social

experiments would have to be discarded as impractical luxuries; political

thought would center around military strategy; economic development

would be determined exclusively by the needs of war. And all this would be

the fate of a nation that-no matter how many immigrants it could still

absorb and how far it extended its boundaries (the whole of Palestine and
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Transjordan is the insane Revisionist demand)-would still remain a very

small people greatly outnumbered by hostile neighbors.

Under such circumstances (as Ernst Simon has pointed out) the Palestin

ian Jews would degenerate into one of those small warrior tribes about

whose possibilities and importance history has amply informed us since the

days of Sparta. Their relations with world Jewry would become problemati

cal, since their defense interests might clash at any moment with those of

other countries where large numbers of Jews lived. Palestine Jewry would

eventually separate itself from the larger body of world Jewry and in its iso

lation develop into an entirely new people. Thus it becomes plain that at this

moment and under present circumstances a Jewish state can only be erected

at the price of the Jewish homeland.

Fortunately, there are still some Jews left who have shown in these bitter days

that they have too much wisdom and too great a sense of responsibility to

follow blindly where desperate, fanaticized masses would lead them. There

are still, despite all appearances, a few Arabs who are unhappy about the

increasingly fascist coloration of their national movements.

Until very recently, moreover, Palestinian Arabs were relatively uncon

cerned in the conflict with the Jews and the actual fighting against them is

even now left to so-called volunteers from neighboring countries. But now

even this situation has begun to change. The evacuations of Haifa and

Tiberias by their Arab populations are the most ominous occurrences of the

whole Arab-Jewish war so far. These evacuations could not have been car

ried out without careful preparation, and it is hardly likely that they are

spontaneous. Nevertheless, it is very doubtful that Arab leadership, which by

creating homelessness among Palestinian Arabs aims to arouse the Muslim

world, would have succeeded in persuading tens of thousands of city

dwellers to desert all their earthly possessions at a moment's notice, had not

the massacre of Deir Yassin struck fear of the Jews into the Arab population.

And another crime that played into the hands of the Arab leadership had

been committed only a few months back in Haifa itself when the Irgun had

thrown a bomb into a line of Arab workers outside the Haifa refinery, one of

the few places where Jews and Arabs had for years worked side by side.

The political implications of these acts, neither of which had any military

objective whatsoever, are all too clear in both instances: they were aimed at
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those places where neighborly relations between Arabs and Jews had not

been completely destroyed; they were intended to arouse the wrath of the

Arab people in order to cut off the Jewish leadership from all temptations to

negotiate; they created that atmosphere of factual complicity which is always

one of the main prerequisites for the rise to power of terrorist groups. And,

indeed, no Jewish leadership did come forward to stop the Irgun from taking

political matters into its own hands and declaring war on all Arabs in the

name of the Jewish community. The lukewarm protests of the Jewish

Agency and the Haganah, forever limping behind, were followed two days

later by an announcement from Tel Aviv that Irgun and Haganah were about

to conclude an agreement. The Irgun attack on Jaffa, first denounced by

Haganah, was followed by an agreement for joint action and the dispatch of

Haganah units to Jaffa. This shows to what extent political initiative is

already in terrorist hands.

The present Executive of the Jewish Agency and the Vaad Leumi have by

now amply demonstrated that they are either unwilling or incapable of pre

venting the terrorists from making political decisions for the whole yishuv. It

is even questionable whether the Jewish Agency is still in a position to nego

tiate for a temporary truce, since its enforcement would largely depend upon

the consent of the extremist groups. It is quite possible that this was one of

the reasons why representatives of the Agency, though they must know the

desperate needs of their people, allowed the recent negotiations for a truce to

break down. They may have been reluctant to reveal to the whole world their

lack of effective power and authority.

The United Nations and the United States have up to now simply

accepted the elected delegates of the Jewish and the Arab peoples, which was

of course the proper thing to do. After the breakdown of truce negotiations,

however, it would seem that there are now only two alternatives left for the

great powers: either to leave the country (with the possible exception of the

holy places) to a war that not only may mean another extermination of Jews

but may also develop into a large-scale international conflict; or else to

occupy the country with foreign troops and rule it without giving much con

sideration to either Jews or Arabs. The second alternative is clearly an impe

rialist one and would very likely end in failure if not carried out by a

totalitarian government with all the paraphernalia of police terror.
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However, a way out of this predicament may be found if the United

Nations could summon up the courage in this unprecedented situation to

take an unprecedented step by going to those Jewish and Arab individuals

who at present are isolated because of their records as sincere believers in

Arab-Jewish cooperation, and asking them to negotiate a truce. On the Jew

ish side, the so-called Ihud group among the Zionists, as well as certain out

standing non-Zionists, are clearly the people most eligible for this purpose at

the moment.

Such a truce, or better, such a preliminary understanding-even negoti

ated between nonaccredited parties-would show the Jews and the Arabs

that it could be done. We know the proverbial fickleness of masses; there is a

serious chance for a rapid and radical change of mood, which is the prerequi

site for any real solution.

Such a move, however, could be effective only if concessions are made at

once on both sides. The White Paper has been an enormous obstacle, in view

of the terrible needs of Jewish DP's. Without the solution of their problem,

no improvement in the mood of the Jewish people can be expected. Immedi

ate admission of Jewish DP's to Palestine, though limited in terms of time

and number, as well as immediate admission of Jewish and other DP's to the

United States outside the quota system, are prerequisites for a sensible solu

tion. On the other hand, the Palestinian Arabs should be guaranteed a well

defined share in the Jewish development of the country, which under any

circumstances will still continue to be their common homeland. This would

not be impossible if the huge amounts now expended in defense and rebuild

ing could be used instead for the realization of the Jordan Valley Authority

project.

There can be no doubt that a trusteeship as proposed by President Tru

man and endorsed by Dr. Magnes is the best temporary solution. It would

have the advantage of preventing the establishment of sovereignty whose

only sovereign right would be to commit suicide. It would provide a cooling

off period. It could initiate the Jordan Valley Authority project as a govern

ment enterprise and it could establish for its realization local Arab-Jewish

committees under the supervision and the auspices of an international

authority. It could appoint members of the Jewish and the Arab intelligentsia
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to posts in local and municipal offices. Last but not least, trusteeship over the

whole of Palestine would postpone and possibly prevent partition of the

country.

It is true that many non-fanatical Jews of sincere goodwill have believed

in partition as a possible means of solving the Arab-Jewish conflict. In the

light of political, military, and geographic realities, however, this was always

a piece of wishful thinking. The partition of so small a country could at best

mean the petrifaction of the conflict, which would result in arrested develop

ment for both peoples; at worst it would signify a temporary stage during

which both parties would prepare for further war. The alternative proposi

tion of a federated state, also recently endorsed by Dr. Magnes, is much

more realistic; despite the fact that it establishes a common government for

two different peoples, it avoids the troublesome majority-minority constella

tion, which is insoluble by definition. A federated structure, moreover,

would have to rest on Jewish-Arab community councils, which would mean

that the Jewish-Arab conflict would be resolved on the lowest and most

promising level of proximity and neighborliness. A federated state, finally,

could be the natural stepping-stone for any later, greater federated structure

in the Near East and the Mediterranean area.

A federated state, however, such as is proposed by the Morrison Plan, is

outside the actual political possibilities of the day. As matters now stand, it

would be almost as unwise to proclaim a federated state over the heads and

against the opposition of both peoples as it has already been to proclaim par

tition. This is, certainly, no time for final solutions; every single possible and

practicable step is today a tentative effort whose chief aim is pacification and

nothing more.

Trusteeship is not an ideal and not an eternal solution. But politics seldom

offers ideal or eternal solutions. A United Nations trusteeship could be effec

tively carried through only if the United States and Great Britain were ready

to back it up, no matter what happened. This does not necessarily mean great

military commitments. There is still a good chance of recruiting police

forces on the spot if the present memberships of the Arab Higher Committee

and the Jewish Agency were to be denied authority in the country. Small

local units composed of Jews and Arabs under the command of higher offi

cers from countries that are members of the United Nations could become an

important school for future cooperative self-government.
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Unfortunately, in a hysterical atmosphere such proposals are only too liable

to be dismissed as "stabs in the back" or unrealistic.

They are neither; they are, on the contrary, the only way of saving the

reality of the Jewish homeland.

No matter what the outcome of the present deadlock, the following objec

tive factors should be axiomatic criteria for the good and the bad,. the right

and the wrong:

I) The real goal of the Jews in Palestine is the building up of a Jewish

homeland. This goal must never be sacrificed to the pseudo-sovereignty of a

Jewish state.

2) The independence of Palestine can be achieved only on a solid basis of

Jewish-Arab cooperation. As long as Jewish and Arab leaders both claim

that there is "no bridge" between Jews and Arabs (as Moshe Shertok has

just put it), the territory cannot be left to the political wisdom of its own

inhabitants.

3) Elimination of all terrorist groups (and not agreements with them) and

swift punishment of all terrorist deeds (and not merely protests against

them) will be the only valid proof that the Jewish people in Palestine has

recovered its sense of political reality and that Zionist leadership is again

responsible enough to be trusted with the destinies of theyishuv.

4) Immigration to Palestine, limited in numbers and in time, is the only

"irreducible minimum" in Jewish politics.

5) Local self-government and mixed Jewish-Arab municipal and rural

councils, on a small scale and as numerous as possible, are the only realistic

political measures that can eventually lead to the political emancipation of

Palestine.

It is still not too late.
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THE ASSETS OF PERSONALITY
A Review ofChaim Weizmann: Statesman, Scientist,

Builder of the Jewish Commonwealth*

Twenty-four of its pages give this book its high value-buried in a long

series of contributions of varying quality, mostly after-dinner speeches that

compete with each other for superlatives. The twenty-four pages are by

Weizmann himself, a reprint of a statement made before the Palestine Royal

Commission in 1936.

They open with a brief account of the Jewish problem, which is defined as

the "homelessness of a people." Carefully avoiding theoretical remarks, it

points directly to the pressing needs of some six million Jews in Eastern and

Central Europe. A brief allusion is made to certain "destructive tendencies in

Jewry" which Weizmann had fought "since his early youth," and a vague

impression is left that Zionism is coupled with the fight against revolutionary

tendencies-an old argument, already used and abused by Herzl. There fol

lows an equally cautious reference to Jewish uneasiness in the Western

world.

The second part of the speech opens with a strong appeal to history. The

messianic movements-"a less rationalistic form of the modern Zionist

movement"-are related in a masterly way to three hundred years of British

history during which British "statesmen, divines advocated the return of

the Jews to Palestine." Thus the Balfour Declaration issued from a "semi

religious, semi-romantic" feeling that might "have been mixed up with other

reasons." The analysis of the Balfour Declaration that Weizmann then pro

ceeds to give is couched in very prudent terms, avoiding any reference to

Palestine as a national home, but referring to the national home in Palestine.

With the catchword that it should be "as Jewish as England is English," such

*Edited by Meyer W Weisgal. Foreword by Felix Frankfurter (New York: Dial Press, 1944).
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controversial issues as self-administration or the development of political

independence are evaded. Only when alluding to a certain British opinion

that reproached the Zionists with having brought "the scum of Europe to

Palestine" does Weizmann-for the first and last time in his whole speech

abandon the calculated coolness and neutrality of his presentation: "If they

deserve the definition of the scum of Europe, I should like to be counted

among this scum."

A few paragraphs on the Arab problem mention Jewish-Arab cooperation

during the Middle Ages and manage to skirt almost completely the contem

porary Jewish-Arab conflict. On the other hand Weizmann becomes very

up-to-date, precise, and detailed on the questions of land and labor in Pales

tine. He concludes with the polite rejection of a legislative council for Pales

tine (a British proposal that would automatically have given majority rights

to the Arabs) and the equally polite wish that the commission find a way out

of the present difficulties. He takes no initiative, offers no political proposi

tion of his own.

Noone acquainted with the circumstances of this statement can deny that

it is a masterpiece of moderation, self-restraint, and dignity. Even with those

circumstances discounted, it makes very impressive reading. It exhibits

Weizmann's most typical traits as a politician, which are those of a negotiator

and diplomat. These very qualities, however, hardly make for the lasting

greatness so many of the contributors to this book attribute to the man

some because they are genuinely impressed and some because they are vic

tims of the vulgar leader-worship of our times.

Yet this document breathes more than skill, diplomacy, and good form; it

embodies in a most inconspicuous way the two main elements that have

formed Weizmann's political convictions: an unshakable faith in England

("If I were no believer I could not be a Zionist. And ... I believe in

England") and an equally strong belief that all political questions are not

only secondary to practical achievements but are actually solved in the very

process of planting and building. He once even thought of forming a Jewish

army in Palestine, in spite of political prohibitions, by recruiting it patiently

"man after man." Recent political events have not shaken his confidence in

either of these two principles-which is surprising only when the present

situation in Palestine is considered realistically, but not if one realizes how

well these principles complement each other.
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Weizmann's success-probably the greatest achieved by a Jew in our

time-is based less upon his rather commonplace political convictions than

upon his social gifts, which are very rare. His extraordinary sense for atmo

sphere is the secret of his "Englishness," as Norman Angell calls it-in addi

tion to fascination and wit. His political influence in England is firmly based

on his position in high society, where he is received on equal terms. In this as

in other respects, he can be likened only to Benjamin Disraeli, and it is cer

tainly no accident that both men conquered society by exactly the same

weapon: they presented their Jewishness as a sign of distinction and knew

how to bear it as such-in an aristocratic society founded on distinction by

birth.

It is obvious that this career makes a strong appeal to popular imagination.

His universal success with Jews-friends and foes alike-can be explained

almost by the titles Sholem Asch and Jacob Fishman have given their articles

in this book: "He Shall Stand Before Kings" and "... Like the Rest of Us."

Weizmann's great achievement in the Jewish world and elsewhere is to have

assimilated his Russian Jewish origin to his actual social position in such a

way that both are transparent in his general behavior at every moment.

The book at hand bores the reader with overlavish praise and hyperbole

utterly alien to Weizmann's personality: he is compared with great men all

the way from Abraham to Lenin. Careless editing has failed to eliminate the

numerous repetitions of the same anecdotes. Even the better articles suffer

from a general lack of reason or warmth. One wonders whether the con

tributors, chosen seemingly for their distinguished names rather than for

comradeship-in-arms, are to blame, or whether the root does not lie at the

curious personality of the man himself, whose greatest quality, fascination, is

by its very nature transitory.
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SINGLE TRACK TO ZION
A Reyiew of Trial and Error:

The Autobiography of Chaim Weizmann

The great charm of this personal account of fifty years of history lies in one

of those fortunate coincidences where biography and history become one.

Dr. Chaim Weizmann can tell of his childhood in Russia in terms of the Chi

bath Zion movement (the forerunner of Zionism), of his early manhood in

Germany and Switzerland in terms of the early Zionist congresses in Basel,

of his maturity in England in terms of the Balfour Declaration and the British

Mandate in Palestine, and of this last year, when he sat down to tell the story

of a lifelong pursuit of one single goal, in terms of its accomplishment-the

state of Israel.

The whole narrative is permeated with a stubborn determination never to

lose this identification, despite the fact that the establishment of a Jewish

state came about through the defeat of Dr. Weizmann's most cherished prin

ciples: cooperation with Great Britain (the cornerstone of his foreign policy)

and insistence on the slow and "hard way," on the primacy of practical pio

neer work over political actions (the foundation of his internal policy). Per

haps nothing illustrates his great political skill better than the way he handles

a situation that has been taken out of his hands by his old political opponents,

whom he hardly mentions by name, yet manages to remind of his old warn

ings against "shortcuts" and the dangers of "seeking to live by a sort of con

tinuous miracle." Dr. Weizmann makes it very clear that he does not

consider his autobiography a last searching statement, rendered at the close

of his life and written for eternity. It is, on the contrary, the story which a

man, temporarily forced out of the political arena, chooses to tell at this par

ticular moment and with certain political objectives.

The political purpose of the book is patent on and enlivens every page. It
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is only natural that it should also occasionally come into conflict with the his

torical truth. In fact the most consistently pro-British section of Zionism lost its

significance when Great Britain was entrusted with the mandate. For reasons

of expediency, Dr. Weizmann understates the role of Central European

specifically German and Austrian-Zionism, which had the queer misfortune

to suffer defeat through the realization of its own goals and the fulfillment of

its own prophecies (German Zionists, the most radical negators of the Jew

ish Diaspora, suffered as irreparable a loss of prestige in Palestine through

Hitler's rise to power as German Jews in other countries of refuge). It is

characteristic of Dr. Weizmann's kind of realism that he never thinks it his

business to right this inevitable historical wrong, despite the fact that his own

party in Palestine, the Progressive Zionists, is composed almost entirely of

Central European immigrants.

The same tendency to rearrange facts for the sake of political argument is

visible in the treatment of the Balfour Declaration. In order to justify, in a

completely changed situation, his long, exclusively British orientation, he

repeatedly stresses that "England felt she had no business in Palestine except

as part of the plan for the creation of the Jewish Homeland" and that the

only British opposition to the Balfour Declaration came from Mr. Montagu

and other assimilated and influential Jews. Yet his presentation itself contains

the refutation of both statements: negotiations were started for the case that

"Palestine [should] fall within the British sphere of interest" and with the

argument of "the importance of a Jewish Palestine in the British imperial

scheme of things"; and the colonial administration is pictured as pro-Arab

and anti-Jewish from the beginning of the mandate.

Such inconsistencies, however, are only the reverse side of Dr. Weiz

mann's great political gifts: his ability to adjust to circumstances, to find

striking political slogans on the spur of the moment, his talent for quick

repartee and for dealing with people of all classes and all countries. These

explain the extraordinary career of this man, who succeeded in winning his

place among the leading men of his time and, what was much more difficult,

his place in British society as a complete outsider and with the help of no

one-something which nobody, except Benjamin Disraeli, had ever accom

plished before. Yet, as significant for the character of the man as his extreme

adjustability and pliability is a hard core of unwavering purposefulness. Not

only, as he says himself, have few things ever interested him except Zionism
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and chemistry, but everything and everyone he met in a long and rich life

have been considered and, so to speak, classified according to this one pur

pose. For him science is not the eternal search for truth but the urge "to make

something practical," an instrument for a well-defined task: the building of

Palestine most of all, but also the possibility of that financial independence to

which he owes so much of his political success, and, last not least, his unsur

passable entrance ticket to the international world.

What emerges therefore from the pages of this autobiography is not at all

a life torn between political and scientific concerns, split painfully between

the passions of scholar and statesman. It is rare, indeed, to witness so com

pletely organic and integrated a life as that of Chaim Weizmann, whose main

direction was fixed in early childhood and was never interrupted by the

impact of personal experiences or historical events. The highlights of his

private life-marriage, children, death of one son, the eye disease of his

later years-are mentioned with a curious restraint, as though the one pur

pose of his life never left the man any time or leisure to apply his gift for for

mulations to his personal experience. Could it be that this is why this book,

which makes such arresting and enjoyable reading, lacks so completely that

dimension of depth which alone could have given it greatness? ...
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THE FAILURE OF REASON

The Mission ofBernadotte

During the weeks which have passed since the assassination of the United

Nations' mediator in Palestine, the situation has deteriorated steadily. The

uneasy truce has come to an end, the authority of the United Nations has

grown weaker, and the popular strength of the extremists on both sides has

come more to the forefront. The murderers have not been caught and the

members of the Stern gang, whom the Israeli government had rounded up

during the first days after the attentat, took advantage of their sojourn in

prison to demonstrate to the world that even the police of the state of Israel

sympathized with the terrorists and was prepared to fraternize with them.

The attitude of the Israeli government up to now has been equivocal and

confusing. The moderate statements by Foreign Minister Moshe Shertok,

immediately after the murder, were followed by a declaration of Prime Min

ister Ben-Gurion to the Israeli State Council, according to which "the fate of

Israel would be determined in Palestine either in battle or in peace negotia

tions between the Arabs and Israel, and not in the UN conference rooms in

Paris."

When, however, under the shock of the assassination, the growing coor

dination of British and American policy in Palestine resulted in a common

endorsement of Bernadotte's proposals to the United Nations, Shertok

announced suddenly that his government might be willing to "consider a

'confederation' in which fully independent sovereign states worked

together." That is something which nobody but Dr. Magnes and the Ihud

group in Palestine had ever proposed, and whose concept coincided with the

peace proposals which Bernadotte had outlined in his first report to the

United Nations at the end of the first truce, but which he had been forced to

abandon altogether, partly because of the entirely negative attitude of Mr.

Shertok.
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Shertok's most recent statement, on the other hand, is the only ray of hope

in the present situation. A confederate Palestine is indeed the only alternative

to international control, which the Western powers will be forced to impose

because of their paramount interest in peace in the Near East. Nor is there

much doubt that in this case imperialist interests will again dominate the des

tinies of both peoples. Only confederation, the political implementation and

guarantee of permanent cooperation, and not national sovereignty, offers a

solution in which the true national interests of both peoples might be safe

guarded.

If the United Nations should agree with Count Bernadotte's final analysis

of the situation and accept his conclusions, they would have to depart from

their original decision of November 29, 1947, in one decisive point. The

original decision had been based on the assumption that no external force

would be necessary to establish a Jewish state in Palestine and that partition

would definitely liquidate the mandate or any other kind of international

supervision. Bernadotte, however, recommended a kind of United Nations

trusteeship in the form of a "Palestine Conciliation Commission," which for

a limited period would be given the rights and duties normally associated

with the rights and duties of a trustee.

This would be the first time that an international body has undertaken to

rule directly over a specific territory, and the success of such an experiment is

very uncertain. For, the obvious advantage of direct international authority,

greater neutrality, and lack of specific national interests may well be counter

balanced by permanent difficulties of implementation. If a British soldier

with long imperialist traditions found it difficult to "die for Palestine," a

member of an international police force will probably feel that it is outra

geous, whereas the local populations have proved that they know how to die

for their causes.

But if the United Nations should decide to assume this heavy responsibil

ity, at least it has done everything possible to avoid the risk of serious loss of

moral prestige that would accompany an international trusteeship. The mis

sion of the UN mediator had no other objective than to reach a settlement

which would avoid, by an internationally supported mediation of the con

flict, any permanent international rule. If this attempt should prove futile,

and if the UN should accept the establishment of a "Palestine Conciliation

Commission," this may well serve as a sorry precedent and lead the UN into
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a reconsideration of the defunct League of Nations mandate system. The

choice of Count Bernadotte for this mission, the way he approached and

interpreted his task, placed the experiment, despite its unhappy end, on the

very highest level. If the last word of this reasonable and indefatigable man

was that reason and compromise are impracticable in the near future, it really

looks as though the only alternative to the risks of a UN trusteeship would

be (for the international community and especially for the Western powers)

the greater risk of a Jewish-Arab war.

The political significance of Bernadotte's last report to the UN lies chiefly in

its difference from his initial proposals for a settlement in Palestine, submit

ted at the end of the first truce. His earlier conviction of the existence of a

"common denominator" between the two parties, namely of the realization

that they both will ultimately have to live in peace, has given way to a

description of how he "has striven ceaselessly to find a common basis," has

"abundantly employed both reason and persuasion" and yet found nowhere

any basis for discussion, let alone agreement. The earlier insistence on a

spirit of mediation that excluded "imposition" and the "handing down of

decisions" is being superseded by an appeal for "prompt action by the Gen

eral Assembly" and the Security Council and the hope that "moral pressure"

will force both parties to abide by the majority decision of the UN. The prin

ciples which the earlier proposals had laid down as a "reasonable frame of

reference" for a negotiated peace-that boundaries should be negotiated and

not imposed, that economic union should have some kind of political imple

mentation, that immigration should be limited after two years-are aban

doned. Tentative suggestions, however, which he had appended to the

original report and termed purely optional, and which were more an enu

meration of topics of discussion than actual suggestions, form now the very

nucleus of his ultimate recommendations. It seems that Bernadotte took Mr.

Shertok's reaction to his plan that he "reconsider [his] whole approach to the

problem" very much to heart, even though in a way which Mr. Shertok may

not have foreseen.

The reason Bernadotte changed his approach to the Palestinian question is

not that his original suggestions were repudiated by both parties; this he had

expected. He did not expect that either party would think it worthwhile to

make any countersuggestions. On the contrary, both sides became even more
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stubbornly determined to ignore the other's point of view altogether. The

Arabs continued to demand a unitary Arab state with vague provisions for a

Jewish minority; the Jews said that they no longer considered themselves

bound to either the UN borders or economic union, which "must now be left

to the free and unfettered discretion of the Government of Israel."

The recommendations of the second report indeed grant the new state of

Israel all the trimmings of sovereignty-under UN supervision. Boundaries

would be imposed-the exchange of the Negev for Western Galilee (a

heavy loss for the Jewish state, which needs areas for colonization, and for

Palestine, whose deserts can be transformed into fertile land only by Jewish

skill, labor, and capital); Haifa and Lydda would become free sea and air

ports respectively; and Jerusalem, which Bernadotte first tentatively sug

gested should be Arab territory, will come under UN control and through its

strategic and symbolic value for Palestine become the center of international

control of the whole country. Economic union is considered as being already

"outrun and irrevocably revised by the actual facts of recent Palestine his

tory," that is, chiefly by the Arab determination not to cooperate and the

Jewish handling of the Arab refugee problem. Free immigration will be

granted because the United Nations is supposed "to undertake to provide

special assurance that the boundaries between the Arab and Jewish territories

shall be respected and maintained," that international control would restrict

Jewish immigration automatically to the limitations of economic absorptive

capacity.

The decisive difference between the spirit of the first and the second reports

lies in the different answer to the political question of who is going to rule

Palestine. Everything in the first report indicated Bernadotte's firm convic

tion that peace could be achieved only through bringing the two peoples

closer together, through a compromise which would be virtually indepen

dent of any international or other third power. Everything in the second

report points in the opposite direction: real self-government without inter

national control will be disastrous and one of the chief tasks of international

supervision of the two parties will be "their wide separation by creation of

broad demilitarized zones under UN supervisions."

What Bernadotte actually proposed in his second report and its conclu

sions is a kind of dictatorship of reason. For while he finally and much
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against his will had come to the realization that one could not talk reason to

either of the parties, he had not changed his appreciation of the "vital fac

tors" involved in the situation. He had "left no stone unturned" to persuade

Jews and Arabs of the reality in which they lived: he had told the Arabs that a

Jewish state existed and had been recognized by most of the major powers

and that there was no sound reason to assume that it would not continue to

exist; he had stressed that partition of Palestine was based upon the fact that

"the Jews have been all along and are now in fact a completely separate cul

tural and political community." He had told the Jews that theirs was "a small

State precariously perched on a coastal shelf with its back to the sea and defi

antly facing on three sides a hostile Arab world"; he had warned them that

the "violent reaction of the Arab world ... is also a vital factor in the equa

tion" and that their development and even their survival "must very largely

depend in the long run on the cultivation of peaceful and mutually trusting

relations with the neighboring Arab States whose overwhelming numbers

dwarf into insignificance any population total to which the Jewish State may

aspire." These facts are indeed outstanding and form the vital factors of the

situation for everybody except the two conflicting parties, who prefer to

believe that there is a plot to thwart their ambitions rather than to recognize

the simple fact that Palestine is being inhabited by two different peoples.

Bernadotte knew that "territorial, political, and economic unity would be

highly desirable" and that "lacking such complete unity, some form of polit

ical and economic union would be a reasonable alternative." But he realized

that "the present antagonism between the Arab and Jewish communities ren

ders impractical ... the application of any such arrangement." What he had

learned in the three months following his first peace proposals, during his

negotiations in Tel Aviv, Amman, Cairo, Damascus, and Beirut, was that the

true denominator between the two communities was the firm conviction that

only force and not reason would decide their conflict.

Bernadotte 's chief concern was peace. A pacifist by conviction, he felt

that the United Nations had asked him to stop a war in the Near East at any

price. If force was admittedly the only argument to which Arabs and Jews

would listen, then force should be exercised by the international community

in order to prevent war. If force was the only accepted framework of refer

ence then, in any event, one would not have to bother with "formal agree

ments" which though "highly desirable" were no longer considered by him
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"indispensable to a peaceful settlement." The United Nations, and especially

the Western bloc, has hardly any other alternative but to overrule the reck

less stubbornness of the two peoples, who either do not understand or do not

heed the consequences of their actions within the larger framework of inter

national politics.

Bernadotte has been denounced as a British agent by the Jews and as a

Zionist agent by the Arabs. He was of course the agent of nobody, not even

of the UN in any narrow sense, since he did not consider himself bound by

the textual provisions of the UN decision of November 29, 1947. The point

is that these denunciations, precisely because of their absurdity, show very

clearly a certain state of mind which, in order to escape reality and truth,

looks for ulterior motives and secret plots everywhere. What neither the

Jews nor the Arabs could understand any longer was that there could exist in

our world even one independent man without any prejudices and with no ax

to grind, and yet passionately interested in the international state of affairs.

Deafened by the incessant noise of their own propaganda, they could no

longer distinguish the voice of integrity; and overheated by their own fanati

cism, they had become insensitive to real warmth of heart. Bernadotte, the

agent of nobody, died the death of a hero of peace when he was murdered by

the agents of war.



ABOUT "COLLABORATION"

The August issue ofJewish Frontier carried an article by Ben Halpern, "The

Partisan in Israel," in which, together with Robert Weltsch and Ernst Simon,

I was singled out for an attack on my political views and my personal

motives. Since Mr. Halpern's attack on the latter was based on an unex

plained and certainly unexpected insight into my "subconsciousness," I don't

think it necessary to reply to it. However, some of the political points which

his article raised seem to be pertinent enough to merit closer attenti?n.

Mr. Halpern is correct in stating that there exists an opposition to present

Zionist politics which is based on a long-term analysis of the Jewish position

in the Near East on one hand, and on a moral and political distrust of all

racial chauvinist attitudes on the other, and that this opposition will not be

silenced or disproved through the changing constellations of the moment.

He also is correct in stating that apprehensions voiced by some members

of this opposition and especially by myself have most fortunately been un

founded for the time being.

I do not think that the time has come to discuss the very complicated and

very dangerous political background of the military victories of the state of

Israel. Even without such an analysis, no "metaphysical" interpretation

should be needed in order to understand the difference in emphasis and

importance between a few military successes in a small country against ill

armed, ill-trained soldiers and the solid threatening opposition of many mil

lions of people from Morocco down to the Indian Ocean. This and similar

constellations constitute the long-range reality, which certainly is not less

"real" than what happens in Jerusalem or in the Galilee. The trouble with

reality is that, without transcending into another world, it sometimes does

not lie before our noses.

What Mr. Halpern, like many of our politically interested intellectuals,

does not understand is that we deal in politics only with warnings and not
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with prophecies. If I were foolish and resigned enough to play the role of the

prophet, I certainly should also be content to share his eternal fate, which is

to be proved wrong time and again, except at the decisive moment, when it is

too late.

Much more to the point than this controversy about "realism" are those

paragraphs in Halpern's article which deal with the difference between the

"type of the partisan" and the "type of the collaborationist." (Here Mr.

Halpern uses Max Weber's method of constructing Idealtypen and thus

proves how difficult it seems to be to avoid "a type of reasoning which

[is] ... in essence metaphysicaL") The term "collaborationist" is, of course,

a defamation: actually, however, Halpern restores it to its noncommittal and

literal meaning. For it is perfectly true that all the people attacked by him

have been concerned, in different ways, with the relationship between the

yishuv and the outside world, and have been constantly on the lookout for

countries, persons, and institutions with which one might collaborate. This

has been notably the case with Dr. Magnes's outstanding effort to bring

about a Jewish-Arab agreement as the basis for any solution to the Palestin

ian problem. Halpern dismisses the Ihud group, of course, as unpractical.

Yet Dr. Magnes's recent proposal of a confederation of Palestine is in agree

ment with some of the basic ideas contained in Count Bernadotte's peace

proposals of July 4. Does Mr. Halpern think that the mediator was a very

unpractical man?

The central question in this controversy is really the question whether one

wants or does not want to collaborate. And this question, again, is tied up

with an older troublesome question of Zionist politics, that is, the problem of

the distinction between friend and foe. When, in the 1930S, the Jewish

Agency concluded a "Transfer Agreement" with Nazi Germany, the prob

lem of this distinction was involved. Official Zionism thought the agreement

a wise step because it made possible the transfer of part of Jewish property

from Germany to Palestine in the form of German merchandise. The agree

ment was severely criticized by a large part of Jewry because, from a long

range political point of view, it seemed unwise for a Jewish political agency

to do business with an antisemitic government. A similar error in judgment,

though in an opposite sense, is one of the basic conflicts between official Zion

ism and its current"collaborationist" opposition, and it has misled Mr. Halpern

into a complete misunderstanding of my analysis of the all-or-nothing attitude.
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Indeed, if Great Britain were an enemy of the Jews, like Nazi Germany, the

all-or-nothing attitude would be justified. The point is precisely that today a

certain general hysteria imposes all-or-nothing policies upon a moderately

friendly world. This is chauvinism; it tends to divide the world into two

halves, one of which is one's own nation, which fate, or ill will, or history

has pitted against a whole world of enemies.

Neither the Arabs nor the British are enemies against whom an all-or

nothing attitude could be justified. With both, we shall have to live in peace.

The struggle in Palestine takes place within a broad international frame

work, and the right distinction between friend and foe will be a life-or-death

matter for the state of Israel. Changing opportunities of the moment are now

dangerously blurring such fundamental distinctions. The program of left

wing Labor in Israel with respect to Russia on the one hand, and to Britain on

the other, is a case in point.

This is also one of the reasons why the "partisan" attitude cannot be

generalized-no matter how tempting Halpern's enthusiastic description

may sound. A closer analysis would easily show that the moment the "parti

san" is backed by the machinery of state power, he changes into that type of

"political soldier" whom we know only too well in totalitarian governments.

What the new state of Israel will need most are responsible citizens (the

"type of the citoyen," to speak in Mr. Halpern's language) who don't lose

their pioneer qualities and who, after having lost their faith in internationalist

ideologies, may acquire a new, more sober, and juster international outlook

upon the world that still surrounds them.



NEW PALESTINE PARTY
Visit ofM enachem Begin andAims ofPolitical Movement Discussed*

Among the most disturbing political phenomena of our times is the emer

gence in the newly created state of Israel of the "Freedom Party" (Tnuat

Haherut), a political party closely akin in its organization, methods, political

philosophy, and social appeal to the Nazi and Fascist parties. It was formed

out of the membership and following of the former Irgun Zvai Leumi, a ter

rorist, right-wing, chauvinist organization in Palestine.

The current visit of Menachem Begin, leader of this party, to the United

States is obviously calculated to give the impression of American support for

his party in the coming Israeli elections, and to cement political ties with con

servative Zionist elements in the United States. Several Americans of

national repute have lent their names to welcome his visit. It is inconceivable

that those who oppose fascism throughout the world, if correctly informed

as to Mr. Begin's political record and perspectives, could add their names and

support to the movement he represents.

Before irreparable damage is done by way of financial contributions, pub

lic manifestations in Begin's behalf, and the creation in Palestine of the

impression that a large segment of America supports fascist elements in

Israel, the American public must be informed as to the record and objectives

of Mr. Begin and his movement.

The public avowals of Begin's party are no guide whatever to its actual

character. Today they speak of freedom, democracy and anti-imperialism,

whereas until recently they openly preached the doctrine of the fascist state.

It is in its actions that the terrorist party betrays its real character; from its

past actions we can judge what it may be expected to do in the future.

*An open letter to the New York Times, December 4, 1948, drafted by Arendt and co-signed by her,

Albert Einstein, Sidney Hook, and Seymour Melman, among others.-Ed.
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A ttack on Arab Village

A shocking example was their behavior in the Arab village of Deir Yassin.

This village, off the main roads and surrounded by Jewish lands, had taken

no part in the war, and had even fought off Arab bands who wanted to use

the village as their base. On April 9 The New YOrk Times reported that terror

ist bands attacked this peaceful village, which was not a military objective in

the fighting, killed most of its inhabitants-240 men, women, and children

and kept a few of them alive to parade as captives through the streets of Jeru

salem. Most of the Jewish community was horrified at the deed, and the

Jewish Agency sent a telegram of apology to King Abdullah of Transjordan.

But the terrorists, far from being ashamed of their act, were proud of this

massacre, publicized it widely, and invited all the foreign correspondents

present in the country to view the heaped corpses and the general havoc at

Deir Yassin.

The Deir Yassin incident exemplifies the character and actions of the

Freedom Party.

Within the Jewish community they have preached an admixture of ultra

nationalism, religious mysticism, and racial superiority. Like other fascist

parties they have been used to break strikes, and have themselves pressed for

the destruction of free trade unions. In their stead they have proposed corpo

rate unions on the Italian Fascist model.

During the last year of sporadic anti-British violence, the IZL and Stern

groups inaugurated a reign of terror in the Palestine Jewish community.

Teachers were beaten up for speaking against them, adults were shot for not

letting their children join them. By gangster methods, beatings, window

smashing, and Widespread robberies, the terrorists intimidated the popula

tion and exacted a heavy tribute.

The people of the Freedom Party have had no part in the constructive

achievements in Palestine. They have reclaimed no land, built no settle

ments, and only detracted from Jewish defense activities. Their much

publicized immigration endeavors were minute, and devoted mainly to

bringing in fascist compatriots.



New Palestine Party

Discrepancies Seen

The discrepancies between the bold claims now being made by Begin and his

party, and their record of past performance in Palestine, bear the imprint of

no ordinary political party. This is the unmistakable stamp of a fascist party

for whom terrorism (against Jews, Arabs, and British alike), and misrepre

sentation are the means and a "Fuhrer State" is the goal.

In the light of the foregoing considerations, it is imperative that the truth

about Mr. Begin and his movement be madt:: known in this country. It is all

the more tragic that the top leadership of American Zionism has refused to

campaign against Begin's efforts, or even to expose to its own constituents

the dangers to Israel of supporting Begin.

The undersigned therefore take this means of publicly presenting a few

salient facts concerning Begin and his party; and of urging all concerned not

to support this latest manifestation of fascism.
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PEACE OR ARMISTICE
IN THE NEAR EAST?

Peace in the Near East is essential to the state of Israel, to the Arab people,

and to the Western world. Peace, as distinguished from an armistice, cannot

be imposed from the outside; it can only be the result of negotiations, of

mutual compromise and eventual agreement between Jews and Arabs.

The Jewish settlement in Palestine may become a very important factor in

the development of the Near East, but it will always remain a comparatively

small island in an Arab sea. Even in the event of maximum immigration over

a long period of years, the reservoir of prospective citizens of Israel is lim

ited to roughly two million, a figure that could be substantially increased

only by catastrophic events in the United States or the Soviet Union. Since,

however (apart from the improbability of such a turn of events), the state of

Israel owes its very existence to these two world powers, and since failure to

achieve a genuine Jewish-Arab understanding will necessarily make its sur

vival even more dependent upon continued sympathy and support of one or

the other, a Jewish catastrophe in the two great surviving centers of world

Jewry would lead almost immediately to a catastrophe in Israel.

The Arabs have been hostile to the building of a Jewish homeland almost

from the beginning. The uprising of 1921, the pogrom of 1929, the distur

bances from 1936 to 1939 have been the outstanding landmarks in the history

of Arab-Jewish relations under British rule. It was only logical that the evac

uation of British troops coincided with the outbreak of a Jewish-Arab war;

and it is remarkable how little the accomplished fact of a state of Israel and

Jewish victories over Arab armies have influenced Arab politics. All hopes to

the contrary notwithstanding, it seems as though the one argument the Arabs

are incapable of understanding is force.

As far as Arab-Jewish relations are concerned, the war and the Israeli vic

tories have not changed or solved anything. Any settlement short of genuine
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peace will give the Arabs time to grow stronger, to mend the rivalries

between the Arab states, possibly to promote revolutionary changes, social,

economic, and political. Probably such changes in the Arab world will come

about in any event, but the question is whether they will be inspired by the

thought of revanche and crystallize around a common hostility against Israel,

or whether they will be prompted by an understanding of common interests

and crystallize around close economic and political cooperation with the

Jews, the most advanced and Westernized people of the region. Arab reluc

tance, on the one hand, to begin direct peace talks and the (implied) admis

sion that they may prefer a peace imposed by an outside power, and Israeli

handling of the Arab refugee problem on the other, argue in favor of the first

possibility. But all considerations of the self-interest of both peoples speak

for the second. To be sure, these reasons are weak in a century when political

issues are no longer determined by common sense and when the representa

tives of great powers frequently behave more like gamblers than statesmen.

To such general considerations must be added the education in irresponsi

bility which was the concomitant of the mandate system. For twenty-five

years, the peoples of Palestine could rely upon the British government to

uphold adequate stability for general constructive purposes and feel free to

indulge in all kinds of emotional, nationalistic, illusionary behavior. Occa

sional outbreaks, even if they enlisted almost unanimous popular support

(as, for instance, the disturbances of 1936 to 1939, which were preceded by a

successful Arab general strike, or the Jewish fight against Arab labor,

1934-36, which was supported by practically the whole Jewish population),

led to nothing more serious than another inquiry commission or another turn

in the complicated game of British imperialist policy.

It is only natural that in an atmosphere where nothing was quite serious

both parties grew more and more reckless and were more and more inclined

to consider only their own interests and to overlook the vital realities of the

country as a whole. Thus the Arabs neglected to take into account the rapid

growth of Jewish strength and the far-reaching consequences of economic

development, while the Jews ignored the awakening of colonial peoples and

the new nationalist solidarity in the Arab world from Iraq to French

Morocco. In hope or in hate both peoples have focused their attention so

exclusively upon the British that they practically ignored each other: the

Jews forgot that the Arabs, not the English, were the permanent reality in
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Near Eastern policies and the Arabs that Jewish settlers, and not British

troops, intended to stay permanently in Palestine.

The British, on the other hand, were quite content with this state of

affairs, because it prevented both a working agreement between Jews and

Arabs, which might have resulted in a rebellion against British rule, and an

open conflict between them, which might have endangered the peace of the

country. No doubt, "if the British Government had really applied itself with

energy and good will to the establishment of good relations between the

Jews and the Arabs, such could have been accomplished" (Chaim Weiz

mann). Yet British interest in Arab-Jewish understanding awoke only when

the British had decided to evacuate the country-a decision, by the way,

which was caused neither by Jewish terrorism nor by the Arab League, but

came as a consequence of the Labor government's liquidation of British rule

in India. Since then the British have been genuinely interested in an Arab

Jewish settlement and in the prevention of the Balkanization of the region

which may again attract a third power. But although the interests of the

peoples of the Near East certainly coincide with British interests at this

moment, the past record of British imperialism has made it impossible for

her to negotiate a reasonable settlement.

But the choice between genuine peace and armistice is by no means only,

or even primarily, an issue of foreign policy. The internal structure of the

Arab states as well as of the Jewish state will depend upon it. A mere armistice

would force the new Israelfstate to organize the whole people for permanent

potential mobilization; the permanent threat of armed intervention would

necessarily influence the direction of all economic and social developments

and possibly end in a military dictatorship. The cultural and political sterility

of small, thoroughly militarized nations has been sufficiently demonstrated

in history. The examples of Sparta and similar experiments are not likely to

frighten a generation of European Jews who are trying to wipe out the

humiliation of Hitler's slaughterhouses with the newly won dignity of battle

and the triumph of victory. Nevertheless, even this generation should be able

to realize that an independent Spartan existence will be possible only after the

country has been built up and after the Jewish homeland has been definitely

established, by no means the case now. Excessive expenditures on armaments

and mobilization would not only mean the stifling of the young Jewish econ

omy and the end of the country's social experiments, but lead to an increasing
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dependence of the whole population upon financial and other support from

American Jewry.

A condition of no peace and no war will be far easier for the Arabs to bear,

precisely because of the stagnation of their economic life and the backward

ness of their social life. In the long run, however, the poverty-stricken, unde

veloped, and unorganized Near East needs peace as badly as the Jews; it

needs Jewish cooperation in order quickly to achieve the strength to prevent

its remaining a power vacuum and to assure its independence. If the Arab

states are not just pretending but really are afraid of Russian aggression,

their only salvation lies in sincere collaboration with the state of Israel. The

Arabs' argument that they can do without Jewish help and prefer to grow

slowly and organically rather than be influenced by "foreign" Western meth

ods and ideas may sound very attractive to a few romantics inside and out

side the Arab world. The simple truth of the matter is that the world's

political pace will not allow them enough time for "organic" development;

the Arabs, though potentially stronger than the Jews, are not a great power

either and hardly on the way to becoming one. The victories of the Israeli

army are dangerous to them not so much because of possible Jewish domina

tion as because of the demonstrated power vacuum. If they continue to be

anti-Western, to spend their energies fighting the tiny Jewish state and

indulging their sterile pride in keeping the national character intact, they are

threatened with something far worse, and much more real, than the bogey of

Jewish domination.

In terms of international politics, the danger of this little war between two

small peoples is that it inevitably tempts and attracts the great powers to

interfere, with the result that existing conflicts explode because they can be

fought out by proxy. Until now, neither the Jewish charge of an Anglo-Arab

invasion nor the Arab countercharge of a Russian-Jewish aggression has

contained any truth at all. The reason, however, why both legends sound so

plausible and are sO frequently accepted is that such a situation can indeed

develop.

Moreover, the last war showed all too clearly that no better pretext or

greater help exists for would-be aggressors than petty national conflicts

fought out in chauvinist violence. The peoples of the Near East who show

such a disturbing resemblance in psychology and political mentality to the

small nations of Central and Eastern Europe would do well to consider how
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easily these latter were conquered by Stalin as well as by Hitler, and to com

pare them with the more fortunate small nations, like the Scandinavian coun

tries and Switzerland, who were not devoured by hate and not torn by

chauvinistic passion.

The great good fortune of Jews as well as Arabs at this moment is that

America and Great Britain not only have no interest in further hostilities,

but, on the contrary, are genuinely eager to bring about an authentic pacifica

tion of the whole region. Mutual denunciations by Jews and Arabs to the

effect that they are either British or Russian agents serve only to cloud the

real issues: Jewish determination to keep and possibly extend national sover

eignty without consideration for Arab interests, and Arab determination to

expel the Jewish "invaders" from Palestine without consideration for Jewish

achievements there. If this "independent and sovereign" behavior (Arab

unwillingness during the war to take British advice, and the Jewish inclina

tion to interpret as pressure any advice which America might offer, for

instance, on the question of Arab refugees) goes on unabated, then all inde

pendence and sovereignty will be lost. Since a trusteeship under the United

Nations has become impossible, continuance of this stubbornness leaves

only three kinds of peace which the world may finally be willing to offer the

Near East: a Pax Britannica, which is very unlikely at the moment; a Pax

Americana, which is even more unlikely; or a Pax Moscovita, which, alas, is

the only actual danger.

The Incompatibility ofClaims

A good peace is usually the result of negotiation and compromise, not neces

sarily of a program. Good relationships between Jews and Arabs will depend

upon a changed attitude toward each other, upon a change in the atmosphere

in Palestine and the Near East, not necessarily upon a formula. Hardly any

conflict in the history of the world has given rise to so many programs and

formulae from the outside; yet none of them has ever been acceptable to

either side. Each has been denounced as soon as it was published as pro

Jewish by the Arabs and pro-Arab by the Jews.

The reception of the two Bernadotte peace proposals is typical. The first

report to the United Nations concluded with a series of recommendations,

4 27
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made in the spirit of the United Nations' decision of partition; they provided

for political implementation of economic cooperation through a "coordi

nated foreign policy" and "measures of common defense," for negotiated

boundaries and for a limited guarantee of Jewish immigration. The second

report, on the contrary, recommended two completely sovereign and inde

pendent political entities, separated by neutralized zones, and temporarily

supervised by a UN commission. Both reports were denounced equally by

both sides. The differences between the two peace proposals were hardly

recognized because they had one thing in common: the recognition of the

existence of a state of Israel on one side, and the existence of an Arab popu

lation in Palestine and the Near East on the other.

Since no formula, however good and sensible, seems to be acceptable to

either side while the present mood of the two peoples persists, it may well be

that any plan, however rudimentary, will be a sufficient basis of negotiations

as soon as this mood is changed.

The past two years will stand out in Jewish history for many decades, and

perhaps for many centuries to come. Even if the establishment of a Jewish

state and the outbreak of an Arab-Jewish war may turn out ultimately to be

one of many ephemeral episodes in an unhappy history of a country that has

known many changes of rulers and fortune, their place as a turning point in

Jewish history has already been decided. The majority of the Jewish people

feel that the happenings of the last years have a closer relation to the destruc

tion of the Temple in A.D. 70 and the messianic yearnings of two thousand

years of dispersion, than to the United Nations' decision of 1947, the Balfour

Declaration of 1917, or even the fifty years of pioneering in Palestine. Jewish

victories are not judged in the light of present realities in the Near East but in

the light of a very distant past; the present war fills every Jew with "such sat

isfaction as we have not had for centuries, perhaps not since the days of the

Maccabees" (Ben-Gurion).

This feeling of historical momentum, this determination to regard these

recent events as a final verdict of history, is doubtless strengthened by suc

cess, but success is not its source. The Jews went into battle against the

British occupation troops and the Arab armies with the "spirit of Masadah,"

inspired by the slogan "or else we shall go down," determined to refuse all

compromise even at the price of national suicide. Today the Israeli govern

ment speaks of accomplished facts, of Might is Right, of military necessities,
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of the law of conquest, whereas two years ago, the same people in the Jewish

Agency spoke of justice and the desperate needs of the Jewish people. Pales

tinian Jewry bet on one card-and won.

Against Jewish determination to regard the outcome as final stands the

determination of the Arabs to view it as an interlude. Here, too, we are con

fronted with a decision which is neither deducible from events nor changed

in the least by them. Defeats seem to confirm the Arabs' attitude as much as

victories do that of the Jews. Arab policy in this respect is very simple and

consists mainly in a diplomacy which discounts defeats and states and

restates with undisturbed stubbornness the old claim to ownership of the

country and refusal to recognize the state of Israel.

This mutual refusal to take each other seriously is perhaps the clearest sign

of the seriousness of the situation. During the war, it expressed itself in the

dangerous inclination to interpret the whole conflict as the result of a sinister

behind-the-scenes conspiracy in which the Arabs were not confronted with

700,000 or 800,000 Palestinian Jews but with the overwhelming strength of

American or Russian imperialism or both, while the Jews insisted that they

fought not so much the members of the Arab League as the entire might of

the British Empire. That the Arabs should attempt to find a plausible expla

nation for the fact that six Arab states could not win a single victory against

the tiny forces of Palestinian Jewry, and that the Jews should shrink from the

idea of being permanently surrounded by hostile neighbors who so hope

lessly outnumber them, is understandable enough. The net result, however,

of a propaganda (by itself hardly wort~y of consideration) which treats the

real opponent as a kind of ghost or tool is an atmosphere where negotiations

are impossible: for what is the point of taking statements and claims seriously

if you believe that they serve a conspiracy?

This utterly unreal situation is not new. For more than twenty-five years,

Jews and Arabs have made perfectly incompatible claims on each other. The

Arabs never gave up the idea of a unitary Arab state in Palestine, though they

sometimes reluctantly conceded limited minority rights to Jewish inhabitants.

The Jews, with the exception of the Revisionists, for many years refused to

talk about their ultimate goals, partly because they knew only too well the

uncompromising attitude of the Arabs and partly because they had unlimited

confidence in British protection. The Biltmore Program of 1942 for the first

time formulated Jewish political aims officially-a unitary Jewish state in
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Palestine with the provision of certain minority rights for Palestinian Arabs

who then still formed the majority of the Palestinian population. At the same

time, the transfer of Palestinian Arabs to neighboring countries was contem

plated and openly discussed in the Zionist movement.

Nor is this incompatibility only a matter of politics. The Jews are con

vinced, and have announced many times, that the world-or history or

higher morality-owes them a righting of the wrongs of two thousand years

and, more specifically, a compensation for the catastrophe of European

Jewry which, in their opinion, was not simply a crime of Nazi Germany but

of the whole civilized world. The Arabs, on the other hand, reply that two

wrongs do not make a right and that "no code of morals can justify the perse

cution of one people in an attempt to relieve the persecution of the other."

The point of this kind of argumentation is that it is unanswerable. Both

claims are nationalistic because they make sense only in the closed frame

work of one's own people and history, and legalistic because they discount

the concrete factors of the situation.

Social and Economic Separation

The complete incompatibility of claims which until now has frustrated every

attempt to compromise and every effort to find a common denominator

between two peoples whose common interests are patent to all except them

selves is only the outward sign of a deeper, more real incompatibility. It is

incredible and sad, but it is true, that more than three decades of intimate

proximity have changed very little the initial feeling of complete strangeness

between Arabs and Jews. The way the Arabs conducted this war has proved

better than anything else how little they knew of Jewish strength and the will

to fight. To the Jews, similarly, the Arabs they met for so many years in every

city, village, and rural district, with whom they had constant dealings and

conflicts, have remained phantoms, beings whom they have considered only

on the irrelevant levels of folklore, nationalist generalizations, or idle ideal

istic dreams.

The Jewish and Arab failure to visualize a close neighbor as a concrete

human being has many explanations. Outstanding among them is the eco

nomic structure of the country in which the Arab and Jewish sectors were

4.3°
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separated by, so to speak, watertight walls. The few exceptions, such as com

mon export organizations of Jewish and Arab orange growers or a few fac

tories that employed both Jewish and Arab labor, only confirmed the rule.

The building of the Jewish homeland, the most important economic factor in

the recent history of the entire Near East, never depended on Jewish-Arab

cooperation, but exclusively on the enterprise and pioneering spirit of Jew

ish labor and the financial support of world Jewry. The Jewish economy may

eventually have to depend heavily if not exclusively on the Arab markets of

the Near East. But this stage of mutual dependence is still far off and will be

reached only after Palestine has been fully industrialized and the Arab coun

tries have reached a level of civilization that could offer a market for high

quality merchandise, which only the Jewish economy will probably be able

to produce profitably.

The struggle for political sovereignty, necessarily accompanied by heavy

expenditure for armaments and even more decisive losses in work hours, has

retarded considerably the development toward economic independence. As

long as outside "financial support on a large scale is assured, Jewish-Arab

cooperation can hardly become an economic necessity for the new Israeli

state. The same has been true in the past. The financial support of world

Jewry, without which the whole experiment would have failed, signified eco

nomically that the Jewish settlement could assert itself without much

thought of what was going on in the surrounding world, that it had no vital

interest, except on humanitarian grounds, in raising the Arab standard of liv

ing, and that economic issues could be fought out as though the Jewish

national home were completely isolated from its neighbors.

Naturally, economic and social isolation had its good and its bad aspects.

Its advantage was that it made possible such experiments as the collective and

cooperative settlements, and that an advanced and in many respects very

promising economic structure could impose itself upon an environment of

hopeless misery and sterility. Its economic disadvantage was that the experi

ment dangerously resembled a hothouse plant and that the social and polit

ical problems which arose from the presence of a native population could be

handled without consideration of objective factors.

Organized Jewish labor fought and won a relentless battle against cheap

Arab labor; the old-time Arab fellahin, even though they were not deprived

of their soil by Jewish settlement, quickly became a kind of relic, unfit for
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and superfluous to the new modernized structure of the country. Under the

leadership of Jewish labor, Palestine underwent the same industrial revolu

tion, the same change from a more or less feudal to a more or less capitalist

order, as European countries did 150 years ago. The decisive difference was

only that the industrial revolution had created and employed its own fourth

estate, a native proletariat, whereas in Palestine the same development

involved the importation of workers and left the native population a poten

tial proletariat with no prospect of employment as free laborers.

This unhappy potential Arab proletariat cannot be argued away by statis

tics about land sales, nor can it be counted in terms of the destitute. Figures

do not show the psychological changes of the native population, their deep

resentment against a state of affairs which seemingly left them untouched,

and in reality demonstrated to them the possibility of a higher standard of

living without ever fulfilling the implied promises. The Jews introduced

something new into the country which, through sheer productivity, soon

became the decisive factor. Compared to this new life, the primitive Arab

economy assumed a ghostlike appearance, and its backwardness and ineffi

ciency seemed to await a catastrophe to sweep it away.

It was, however, no accident that Zionist officials allowed this economic

trend to take its course and that none of them ever made, in Judah L.

Magnes's words, Jewish-Arab cooperation "the chief objective of major pol

icy." Zionist ideology, which after all is at least thirty years older than the

Balfour Declaration, started not from a consideration of the realities in

Palestine but from the problem of Jewish homelessness. The thought that

"the people without a country needed a country without a people" so occu

pied the minds of the Zionist leaders that they simply overlooked the native

population. The Arab problem was always "the veiled issue of Zionist poli

tics" (as Isaac Epstein called it as long ago as 1907), long before economic

problems in Palestine forced Zionist leadership into an even more effective

neglect.

The temptation to neglect the Arab problem was great indeed. It was no

small matter, after all, to settle an urban population in a poor, desertlike

country, to educate thousands of young potential tradesmen and intellectuals

to the arduous life and ideas of pioneerdom. Arab labor was dangerous

because it was cheap; there was the constant temptation for Jewish capital to

employ Arabs instead of the more expensive and more rights-conscious Jew-
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ish workers. How easily could the whole Zionist venture have degenerated in

those crucial years into a white man's colonial enterprise at the expense of,

and based upon, the work of natives. Jewish class struggle in Palestine was

for the most part a fight against Arab workers. To be anticapitalist in Pales

tine almost always meant to be practically anti-Arab.

The social aspect of Jewish-Arab relationships is decisive because it con

vinced the only section of the population that had not come to Palestine for

nationalistic reasons that it was impossible to come to terms with the Arabs

without committing national and social suicide. The crude nationalist

demand of "a country without a people" seemed so indisputably right in the

light of practical experience that even the most idealistic elements in the Jew

ish labor movements let themselves be tempted first into forgetfulness and

neglect, and then into narrow and inconsiderate nationalistic attitudes.

British administration which, according to the terms of the mandate, was

supposed to prepare "the development of self-governing institutions," did

nothing to bring the two peoples together and very little to raise the Arab

standard of living. In the twenties, this may have been a half-conscious pol

icy of divide et impera; in the late thirties, it was open sabotage of the Jewish

national home, which the colonial services had always held to be dangerous

to imperialist interests and whose ultimate survival, as the British knew per

haps better than Zionist leadership, depended upon cooperation with the

Arabs. Much worse, however, though much less tangible, was the romantic

attitude of the colonial services; they adored all the charming qualities of

Arab life, which definitely impeded social and economic progress. The urban

Jewish middle class and especially the free professions in Jerusalem were for

a certain time inclined to imitate the British society they met among the

administrative personnel. Here they learned, at best, that it was fashionable

to be interested in Arab folk life, to admire the noble gestures and customs of

the Bedouins, to be charmed by the hospitality of an ancient civilization.

What they overlooked was that Arabs were human beings like themselves

and that it might be dangerous not to expect them to act and react in much the

same way as Jews; in other words, that because of the presence of the Jews in

the country, the Bedouins were likely to want even more urgently land to

settle on (a revival of the "inherent tendency in nomad society to desert the

weariness and hopelessness of pastoral occupations for the superior comforts

of agriculture"-H. St. J. B. Philby), the fellahin to feel for the first time the
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need for machines with which one obtained better products with less toil, and

the urban population to strive for a standard of living which they had hardly

known before the arrival of the Jews.

The Arab masses awoke only gradually to a spirit of envy and frustrated

competition. In their old disease-stricken poverty, they looked upon Jewish

achievements and customs as though they were images from a fairy tale

which would soon vanish as miraculously as they had appeared and inter

rupted their old way of life. This had nothing to do with neighborliness

between Jewish and Arab villages, which was the rule rather than the excep

tion for a long time, which survived the disturbances of 1936-39 and came to

an end only under the impact of Jewish terrorism in 1947 and 1948. These

relations, however, could be so easily destroyed without harming Jewish

municipal and economic interests because they had always been without con

sequence, a simple, frequently touching expression of human neighborli

ness. With the exception of the Haifa municipality, not a single common

institution, not a single common political body had been built up on this basis

in all those years. It was as though, by tacit agreement, the neighbors had

decided that their ways of life were different to the point of mutual indiffer

ence, that no common interests were possible except their human curiosity.

No neighborliness could alter the fact that the Jews regarded the Arabs as an

interesting example of folk life at best, and as a backward people who did not

matter at worst, and that the Arabs considered the whole Jewish venture a

strange interlude out of a fairy tale at best, and, at worst, an illegal enterprise

which one day would be fair game for looting and robbery.

The Uniqueness ofthe Country

While the mood of the country was only too typical, quite like other small

nations' fierce chauvinism and fanatic provincialism, the realities of Jewish

achievement in Palestine were unique in many respects. What happened in

Palestine was not easy to judge and evaluate: it was extraordinarily different

from anything that had happened in the past.

The building of a Jewish national home was not a colonial enterprise in

which Europeans came to exploit foreign riches with the help and at the
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expense of native labor. Palestine was and is a poor country and whatever

riches it possesses are exclusively the product of Jewish labor which are not

likely to survive if ever the Jews are expelled from the country. Exploitation

or robbery, so characteristic of the"original accumulation" in all imperialist

enterprises, were either completely absent or played an insignificant role.

American and European capital that flooded the country came not as

dividend-paying capital held by absentee shareholders but as "charity"

money which the recipients were free to expend at will. It was used for the

acquisition and nationalization of the soil, the establishment of collective

settlements, long-term loans to farmers' and workers' cooperatives, social

and health services, free and equal education, and generally for the building

of an economy with a pronounced socialist physiognomy. Through these

efforts, in thirty years the land was changed as completely as if it had been

transplanted to another continent, and this without conquest and with no

attempt at extermination of natives.

The Palestinian experiment has frequently been called artificial, and it is

true that everything connected with the building of a Jewish national

home-the Zionist movement as well as the realities in Palestine-has not

been, as it were, in the nature of things, not according to the ways of the

world. No economic necessities prompted the Jews to go to Palestine in the

decisive years when immigration to America was the natural escape from

misery and persecution; the land was no temptation for capital export, did

not in itself offer opportunities for the solution of population problems. The

collective rural settlements, the backbone of Palestinian society and the

expression of pioneerdom, can certainly not be explained by utilitarian rea

sons. The development of the soil, the erection of a Hebrew University, the

establishment of great health centers, were all "artificial" developments, sup

ported from abroad and initiated by a spirit of enterprise which paid no heed

to calculations of profit and loss.

A generation brought up in the blind faith in necessity-of history or econ

omy or society or nature-found it difficult to understand that precisely this

artificiality gave the Jewish achievements in Palestine their human signifi

cance. The trouble was that Zionists as well as anti-Zionists thought that the

artificial character of the enterprise was to be reproached rather than praised.
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Zionists, therefore, tried to explain the building of a Jewish national home as

the only possible answer to a supposedly eternal antisemitism, the establish

ment of collective settlements as the only solution to the difficulties of Jew

ish agricultural labor, the foundation of health centers and the Hebrew

University in terms of national interests. Each of these explanations contains

part of the truth and each is somehow beside the point. The challenges were

all there, but none of the responses was "natural." The point was that the

responses were of much more permanent human and political value than the

challenges, and that only ideological distortions made it appear that the chal

lenges by themselves-antisemitism, poverty, national homelessness-had

produced something.

Politically, Palestine was under a British mandate, that is, a form of govern

ment supposedly devised only for backward areas where primitive peoples

have not yet learned the elementary rules of self-government. But under the

not too sympathetic eye of the British trustee the Jews erected a kind of state

within a nonexistent state, which in some respects was more modern than the

most advanced governments of the Western world. This nonofficial Jewish

government was represented only on the surface by the Jewish Agency, the

recognized political body of world Zionism, or by the Vaad Leumi, the offi

cial representative of Palestinian Jewry. What actually ruled the Jewish sec

tor of the country much more efficiently than either and became more

decisive in everyday life than British administration was the Histadruth, the

Palestinian trade unions, in which the overwhelming majority of Jewish

labor, that is, the majority of the population, was organized. The trade

unions stepped into all those areas which are usually regulated by municipal

or national government as well as into a great number of activities which in

other countries are the domain of free enterprise. All sorts of functions, such

as administration, immigration, defense, education, health, social services,

public works, communications, and so forth, were developed upon the initia

tive and under the leadership of the Histadruth, which, at the same time,

grew into the largest single employer in the country. This explains the mirac

ulous fact that a mere proclamation of Jewish self-government eventually

sufficed to bring a state machine into being. The present government of

Israel, though a coalition government in appearance, is actually the govern

ment of the Histadruth.
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Although the Jewish workers and farmers had an emotional awareness of

the uniqueness of their achievements, expressed in a new kind of dignity and

pride, neither they nor their leaders realized articulately the chief features of

the new experiment. Thus Zionist leadership could go on for decades talking

about the natural coincidence between Jewish interests and British imperial

ism, showing how little they understood themselves. For while they were

talking this way, they built up a country that was economically so indepen

dent of Great Britain that it fitted into neither the empire nor the Common

wealth; and they educated the people in such a way that it could not possibly

fit into the political scheme of imperialism because it was neither a master

nor a subject nation.

This would have been greatly to the credit of the Israeli state and even to

its advantage today, if it had only been realized in time. But even now this is

not the case. To defend their nationalist aggressiveness Israeli leadership

today still insists on old truisms like "No people ever gets anything, least of

all freedom, as a gift, but has to fight for it," thus proving that they do not

understand that the whole Jewish venture in Palestine is an excellent indica

tion that some changes have occurred in the world and one may conquer a

country by transforming its deserts into flourishing land.

Ideological explanations are those which do not fit realities but serve some

other ulterior interests or motives. This does not mean that ideologies are

ineffective in politics; on the contrary, their very momentum and the fanati

cism they inspire frequently overwhelm more realistic considerations. In this

sense, almost from the beginning, the misfortune of the building of a Jewish

national home has been that it was accompanied by a Central European ide

ology of nationalism and tribal thinking among the Jews, and by an Oxford

inspired colonial romanticism among the Arabs. For ideological reasons, the

Jews overlooked the Arabs, who lived in what would have been an empty

country, to fit their preconceived ideas of national emancipation. Because of

romanticism or a complete inability to understand what was actually going

on, the Arabs considered the Jews to be either old-fashioned invaders or

newfangled tools of imperialism.

The British-inspired romanticization of poverty, of "the gospel of bare

ness" (T. E. Lawrence), blended only too well with the new Arab national

consciousness and their old pride, according to which it is better to accept

bribes than help. The new nationalist insistence on sovereignty, supported by
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an older desire to be left alone, served only to bolster exploitation by a few

ruling families and prevent the development of the region. In their blind ide

ological hostility toward Western civilization, a hostility which, ironically

enough, was largely inspired by Westerners, they could not see that this

region would be modernized in any case and that it would be far wiser to

form an alliance with the Jews, who naturally shared the general interests of

the Near East, than with some big faraway power whose interests were alien

and who would necessarily consider them a subject people.

The Nonnationalist Tradition

Against this background of ideological thinking the few protagonists of

Jewish-Arab cooperation find their true stature. So few in number that they

can hardly be called a real opposition force, so isolated from the masses and

mass propaganda media that they were frequently ignored or suffocated by

that peculiar praise which discredits a man as impractical by calling him an

"idealist" or a "prophet," they nevertheless created, on the Jewish as well as

the Arab side, an articulate tradition. At least their approach to the Palestin

ian problem begins in the objective realities of the situation.

Since it is usually asserted that goodwill toward the Jewish national home

in Palestine was always completely lacking on the Arab side and that Jewish

spokesmen for Arab-Jewish understanding never could produce a single

Arab of any standing who was willing to cooperate with them, a few

instances of Arab initiative in trying to bring about some kind of Jewish

Arab agreement may be mentioned. There was the meeting of Zionist and

Arab leaders in Damascus in 1913, charged with preparing an Arab-Jewish

conference in Lebanon. At that time the whole Near East was still under

Turkish rule, and the Arabs felt that as an oppressed people they had much in

common with the Eastern European sections of the Jewish people. There

was the famous friendship treaty of 1919 between King Faisal of Syria and

Chaim Weizmann, which both sides allowed to slip into oblivion. There was

the Jewish-Arab conference of 1922 in Cairo, when the Arabs showed them

selves willing to agree to Jewish immigration within the limitations of the

economic capacity of Palestine.

There were negotiations carried on between Judah L. Magnes (with the
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subsequent knowledge of the Jewish Agency) and the Palestinian Arab

Higher Committee at the end of 1936, immediately after the outbreak of the

Arab disturbance. A few years later, tentative consultations were carried out

between leading Egyptians and the Jews. "The Egyptians," reports Weiz

mann in his autobiography, "were acquainted and impressed by our progress

and suggested that perhaps in the future they might serve to bridge the gulf

between us and the Arabs of Palestine. They assumed that the White

Paper ... would be adopted by England, but its effects might be mitigated,

perhaps even nullified, if the Jews of Palestine showed themselves ready to

cooperate with Egypt."

And last but not least, as late as 1945, Azzam Bey, then secretary of the

Arab League, stated that "the Arabs [were] prepared to make far-reaching

concessions toward the gratification of the Jewish desire to see Palestine

established as a spiritual and even a material home." To be sure, such Arabs

had as little Arab mass support as their Jewish counterparts. But who knows

what might have happened if their hesitating and tentative efforts had gotten

a more sympathetic reception on the other side of the table? As it was, these

Arabs were discredited among their own people when they discovered that

the Jews either ignored them (as happened to Azzam Bey's statement) or

broke off negotiations as soon as they hoped to find support from an outside

ruling power (the Turkish government in 1913 and the British in 1922) and

generally made the solution of the problem dependent upon the British, who

naturally "found its difficulties insuperable" (Weizmann). In the same way

Jewish spokesmen for Arab-Jewish understanding were discredited when

their very fair and moderate demands were distorted and taken advantage of,

as happened with the efforts of the Magnes group in 1936.

The necessity of Jewish-Arab understanding can be proved by objective

factors; its possibility is almost entirely a matter of subjective political wis

dom and personalities. Necessity, based on economic, military, and geo

graphic considerations, will make itself felt in the long run only, or possibly,

at a time when it is too late. Possibility is a matter of the immediate present, a

question of whether there is enough statesmanship on both sides to antici

pate the direction of long-range necessary trends and channel them into con

structive political institutions.

It is one of the most hopeful signs for the actual possibility of a common

Arab-Jewish policy that its essentials have only recently been formulated in
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very cogent terms by at least one outstanding Arab, Charles Malik, the rep

resentative of Lebanon to the United Nations, and one outstanding Palestin

ian Jew, Dr. Magnes, the late president of the Hebrew University and

chairman of the Palestinian group of Ihud (Unity).

The speech Dr. Malik made on May 28, 1948, before the Security Council

of the United Nations on the priority of Jewish-Arab agreement over all

other solutions of the Palestinian problem is noteworthy for its calm and open

insistence on peace and the realities of the Near East, and also because it found

a "responsive echo" in the Jewish Agency's delegate, Maj. Aubrey Eban.

Dr. Malik, addressing the Security Council, warned the great powers

against a policy of fait accompli. "The real task of world statesmanship," he

said, was "to help the Jews and the Arabs not to be permanently alienated from

one another." It would be a grave disservice to Jews to give a Jewish state a

false sense of security as the result of successful manipulation of international

machinery, for this would distract them from the fundamental task of establish

ing a "reasonable, workable, just, abiding understanding with the Arabs."

Dr. Malik's words sound like a late echo to Martin Buber's (the philoso

pher of the Hebrew University) earlier denunciation of the Zionist Biltmore

Program as "admitting the aim of the minority to 'conquer' the country by

means of international maneuvers." But Dr. Magnes's statement of the case

and the conditions for Jewish-Arab cooperation before the Anglo-American

Committee of Inquiry in 1946, when the White Paper's ban on Jewish immi

gration was still in force, read like an anticipated response from the Jewish

side to the Arab challenge: "Our view is based on two assumptions, first that

Jewish-Arab cooperation is not only essential, it is also possible. The alterna

tive is war...."

Dr. Magnes recognized that Palestine is a holy land for three monotheistic

religions. To it the Arabs have a natural right and the Jews historical rights,

both of equal validity. Thus, Palestine was already a binational state. This

means political equality for the Arabs and justifies numerical equality for the

Jews, that is, the right of immigration to Palestine. Dr. Magnes did not

believe that all Jews would be satisfied with his proposal, but he thought that

many would accept it, since they wanted the Jewish state mainly as a place to

which to migrate. He urged the necessity of revising the whole concept of

the state. To the Arabs he argued that sovereign independence in tiny Pales

tine was impossible. Indeed, he called for Palestinian participation in a
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Middle Eastern regional federation as both a practical necessity and as a fur

ther assurance to the Arabs. "What a boon to mankind it would be if the Jews

and Arabs of Palestine were to strive together in friendship and partnership

to make this Holy Land into a thriving peaceful Switzerland in the heart of

this ancient highway between East and West. This would have incalculable

political and spiritual influence in all the Middle East and far beyond. A bi

national Palestine could become a beacon of peace in the world."

The Hebrew University and the Collective Settlements

If nationalism were nothing worse than a people's pride in outstanding or

unique achievement, Jewish nationalism would have been nourished by two

institutions in the Jewish national home: the Hebrew University and the col

lective settlements. Both are rooted in permanent nonnationalist trends in

Jewish tradition-the universality and predominance of learning and the

passion for justice. Here was a beginning of something true liberals of all

countries and nationalities had hoped for when the Jewish people, with its

peculiar tradition and historical experience, were given freedom and cultural

autonomy. No one expressed this hope better than Woodrow Wilson, who

called for "not merely the rebirth of the Jewish people, but the birth also of

new ideals, of new ethical values, of new conceptions of social justice which

shall spring as a blessing for all mankind from that land and that people

whose lawgivers and prophets ... spoke those truths which have come thun

dering down the ages" (quoted from Selig Adler, "The Palestine Question in

the Wilson Era," inJewish Social Studies, October 1948).

These two institutions, the kibbutzim (collective settlements) on one

hand, the Hebrew University on the other, supported and inspired the non

nationalist, antichauvinist trend and opposition in Zionism. The university

was supposed to represent the universalism of Judaism in the particular Jew

ish land. It was not conceived just as the university of Palestine, but as the

university of the Jewish people.

It is highly significant that the most consistent and articulate spokesmen

for Jewish-Arab understanding came from the Hebrew University. The two

groups that made cooperation with the Arabs the cornerstone of their polit

ical philosophy, the Brith Shalom (Covenant of Peace) in the twenties and
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the Ihud (Unity) Association in the forties-both founded and inspired by

Dr. Magnes, the cofounder and president of the Hebrew University since

1925-are not simply the expression of Western-educated intellectuals who

find it difficult to swallow the crude slogans of a Balkanized nationalism.

From the beginning Zionism contained two separate tendencies that met

only in their agreement about the necessity of a Jewish homeland.

The victorious trend, the Herzlian tradition, took its chief impulse from

the view of antisemitism as an "eternal" phenomenon in all countries of

Jewish dispersion. It was strongly influenced by other nineteenth-century

small national liberation movements and denied the possibility of Jewish

survival in any country except Palestine, under any conditions except those

of a full-fledged sovereign Jewish state. The other trend, dating back to

Ahad Haam, saw in Palestine the Jewish cultural center which would inspire

the spiritual development of all Jews in other countries, but would not need

ethnic homogeneity and national sovereignty. As far back as the 189os, Ahad

Haam insisted on the presence in Palestine of an Arab native population and

the necessity for peace. Those who followed him never aimed to make

"Palestine as Jewish as England is English" (in the words of Weizmann), but

thought that the establishment of a center of higher learning was more

important for the new revival movement than the foundation of a state. The

main achievement of the Herzlian tradition is the Jewish state; it came about

(as Ahad Haam feared at the turn of the century and as Dr. Magnes warned

for more than twenty-five years) at the price of an Arab-Jewish war. The

main achievement of the Ahad Haam tradition is the Hebrew University.

Another part of the movement, influenced by though not connected with

Ahad Haam's Zionism, grew out of Eastern European socialism, and ulti

mately led to the foundation of collective settlements. As a new form of agri

cultural economy, social living, and workers' cooperatives, it became the

mainstay of the economic life of the Jewish homeland. The desire to build a

new type of society in which there would be no exploitation of man by man

did more to attract the best elements of Eastern European Jewry-that is,

the powerful revolutionary ferment in Zionism without which not a single

piece of land would have been tilled or a single road built-than the Herzlian

analyses of Jewish assimilation, or Jabotinsky's propaganda for a Jewish

state, or the cultural Zionists' appeal for a revival of the religious values of

Judaism.
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In the rural collective settlements, an age-old Jewish dream of a society

based on justice, formed in complete equality, indifferent to all profit

motives, was realized, even if on a small scale. Their greatest achievement

was the creation of a new type of man and a new social elite, the birth of a

new aristocracy which differed greatly from the Jewish masses in and outside

of Palestine in habits, manners, values, and way of life, and whose claim to

leadership in moral and social questions was clearly recognized by the popu

lation. Completely free and unhampered by any government, a new form of

ownership, a new type of farmer, a new way of family life and child educa

tion, and new approaches to the troublesome conflicts between city and

country, between rural and industrial labor, were created. Just as the very

universalism of teaching and learning at the Hebrew University could be

trusted to secure firm links between the Jewish national home, world Jewry,

and the international world of scholarship, so could the collective settle

ments be trusted to keep Zionism within the highest tradition of Judaism,

whose "principles call for the creation of a visible tangible society founded

upon justice and mercy" (M. Buber). At the same time these experiments

hold out hope for solutions that may one day become acceptable and appli

cable for the large mass of men everywhere whose dignity and humanity are

today so seriously threatened by the standard of a competitive and acquisi

tive society.

The only larger groups who ever actively promoted and preached Jewish

Arab friendship came from this collective settlement movement. It was one

of the greatest tragedies for the new state of Israel that these labor elements,

notably the Hashomer Haza'ir, sacrificed their binational program to the fait

accompli of the United Nations' partition decision.

The Results ofthe War

Uninfluenced by the voices raised in a spirit of understanding, compromise,

and reason, events have been allowed to take their course. For more than

twenty-five years, Dr. Magnes and the small group of his followers in Pales

tine and in Zionism had predicted that there would be either Jewish-Arab

cooperation or war, and there has been war; that there could be either a bina

tional Palestine or domination of one people by the other, and there has been
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the flight of more than 500,000 Arabs from Israeli-dominated territory; that

the British White Paper policy and its ban on immigration in the years of the

Jewish European catastrophe had to be immediately annulled or the Jews

would risk everything to obtain a state if only for the sake of immigration,

and, with no one on the British side willing to make any concessions, there is

the fact that the Jews obtained a sovereign state.

Similarly, and despite the great impression which Dr. Malik's speech made

on his colleagues in the Security Council of the United Nations, the whole

policy not only of Israel but of the United Nations and the United States

itself is a policy of fait accompli. True, on the surface it looks as though the

armed forces of Israel had created the fait accompli of which Dr. Malik

warned so eloquently. Yet who would doubt that no number of victories in

themselves would have been sufficient to secure Israel's existence without the

support of the United States and American Jewry?

The most realistic way to measure the cost to the peoples of the Near East

of the events of the past year is not by casualties, economic losses, war

destruction, or military victories, but by the political changes, the most out

standing of which has been the creation of a new category of homeless

people, the Arab refugees. These not only form a dangerous potential irre

denta dispersed in all Arab countries where they could easily become the vis

ible uniting link; much worse, no matter how their exodus came about (as a

consequence of Arab atrocity propaganda or real atrocities or a mixture of

both), their flight from Palestine, prepared by Zionist plans of large-scale

population transfers during the war and followed by the Israeli refusal to

readmit the refugees to their old home, made the old Arab claim against

Zionism finally come true: the Jews simply aimed at expelling the Arabs

from their homes. What had been the pride of the Jewish homeland, that

it had not been based upon exploitation, turned into a curse when the final

test came: the flight of the Arabs would not have been possible and not have

been welcomed by the Jews if they had lived in a common economy. The

reactionary Arabs of the Near East and their British protectors were fi

nally proved right: they had always considered "the Jews dangerous not

because they exploit the fellaheen, but because they do not exploit them"

(Weizmann).

Liberals in all countries were horrified at the callousness, the haughty dis

missal of humanitarian considerations by a government whose representa-
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tives, only one year ago, had pleaded their own cause on purely humanitarian

grounds, and were educated by a movement that, for more than fifty years,

had based its claims exclusively on justice. Only one voice eventually was

raised in protest to Israel's handling of the Arab refugee question, the voice

of Dr. Magnes, who wrote a letter to the editor of Commentary (Octo

ber 1948):

It seems to me that any attempt to meet so vast a human situation ex

cept from the humane, the moral point of view will lead us into a

morass.... If the Palestine Arabs left their homesteads "voluntarily"

under the impact of Arab propaganda and in a veritable panic, one may

not forget that the most potent argument in this propaganda was the

fear of a repetition of the Irgun-Stern atrocities at Deir Yassin, where

the Jewish authorities were unable or unwilling to prevent the act or

punish the guilty. It is unfortunate that the very men who could point to

the tragedy of Jewish DP's as the chief argument for mass immigration

into Palestine should now be ready, as far as the world knows, to help

create an additional category of DP's in the Holy Land.

Dr. Magnes, feeling the full significance of actions which forfeited the old

proud claim of Zionist pioneerdom that theirs was the only colonizing ven

ture in history not carried out with bloody hands, based his protest on purely

humanitarian grounds-and laid himself wide open to the old accusations of

quixotic morality in politics where supposedly only advantage and success

count. The old Jewish legend about the thirty-six unknown righteous men

who always exist and without whom the world would go to pieces says the

last word about the necessity of such "quixotic" behavior in the ordinary

course of events. In a world like ours, however, in which politics in some

countries has long since outgrown sporadic sinfulness and entered a new

stage of criminality, uncompromising morality has suddenly changed its old

function of merely keeping the world together and has become the only

medium through which true reality, as opposed to the distorted and essen

tially ephemeral factual situations created by crimes, can be perceived and

planned. Only those who are still able to disregard the mountains of dust

which emerge out of and disappear into the nothingness of sterile violence

can be trusted with anything so serious as the permanent interests and polit

ical survival of a nation.
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Federation or Balkani{ation?

The true objectives of a nonnationalist policy in the Near East and particu

larly in Palestine are few in number and simple in nature. Nationalist insis

tence on absolute sovereignty in such small countries as Palestine, Syria,

Lebanon, Iraq, Transjordan, Saudi Arabia, and Egypt can lead only to the

Balkanization of the whole region and its transformation into a battlefield for

the conflicting interests of the great powers to the detriment of all authentic

national interests.

In the long run, the only alternative to Balkanization is a regional federa

tion, which Dr. Magnes (in an article in Foreign Affairs) proposed as long ago

as 1943, and which more recently was proclaimed as a distant but desired goal

by Major Eban, Israeli representative at the United Nations. While Dr.

Magnes's original proposal comprised only those countries which the peace

treaties of 1919 had dismembered but which had formed an integrated whole

under Turkish government, that is, Palestine, Transjordan, Lebanon, and

Syria, the concept of Aubrey Eban (as published in an article in Commentary

in 1948) aimed at a "Near Eastern League, comprising all the diverse nation

alities of the area, each free within its own area of independence and cooper

ating with others for the welfare of the region as a whole." A federation

which according to Eban might possibly include "Turkey, Christian

Lebanon, Israel and Iran as partners of the Arab world in a league of non

aggression, mutual defense and economic cooperation" has the great advan

tage that it would comprise more than the two peoples, Jews and Arabs, and

thus eliminate Jewish fears of being outnumbered by the Arabs.

The best hope for bringing this federation nearer would still be a confed

eration of Palestine, as Dr. Magnes and Ihud proposed, after partition and a

sovereign Jewish state had become an accomplished fact. The very term

"confederation" indicates the existence of two independent political entities,

as contrasted with a federal system, which is usually regarded "as a multiple

government in a single state" (Encyclopedia of Social Sciences), and could

well serve also as a model for the difficult relationships between Muslim

Syria and Christian Lebanon. Once such small federated structures are

established, Major Eban's League of Near Eastern countries will have a

much better chance of realization. Just as the Benelux agreement was the first
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hopeful sign for an eventual federation of Europe, so the establishment of

lasting agreement between two of the Near Eastern peoples on questions of

defense, foreign policy, and economic development could serve as a model

for the whole region.

One of the chief advantages of federal (or confederate) solutions of the

Palestinian problem has been that the more moderate Arab statesmen (partic

ularly from Lebanon) agreed to them. While the plan for a federal state was

proposed only by a minority of the United Nations' Special Committee on

Palestine in 1947, namely by the delegates of India, Iran, and Yugoslavia,

there is no doubt that it could very well have served as a basis for a compro

mise between Jewish and Arab claims. The Ihud group at that time practically

endorsed the minority report; it was in basic accordance with the principles set

down and best expressed in the following sentence: "The federal state is the

most constructive and dynamic solution in that it eschews an attitude of resig

nation towards the question of the ability of Arabs and Jews to cooperate in

their common interest, in favor of a realistic and dynamic attitude, namely,

that under changed conditions the will to cooperate can be cultivated." Mr.

Camille Chamoun, representative of Lebanon, speaking before the United

Nations' General Assembly on November 29, 1947, in a desperate effort to

reach a compromise formula on the very day partition was decided, called

once more for an independent state of Palestine to be "constituted on a federal

basis and ... [comprise] a federal government and cantonal governments of

Jewish and Arab cantons." Like Dr. Magnes in his explanation of the plan for

a confederation of Palestine, he invoked the constitution of the United States

of America to serve as a model for the future constitution of the new state.

The plan for a confederate Palestine with Jerusalem as a common capital

was nothing more or less than the only possible implementation of the UN

partition decision, which made economic union a prerequisite. The purely

economic approach of the United Nations would have met with difficulty

under any circumstances, because, as Major Eban rightly stressed, "the eco

nomic interdependence of all Palestine was much overrated by the General

Assembly." It would, moreover, have run into the same difficulties as the

European Recovery Program, which also presupposed the possibility of eco

nomic cooperation without political implementation. These inherent diffi

culties of an economic approach became plain impossibility with the

outbreak of the war, which first of all can be concluded only by political
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measures. Moreover, the war has destroyed all sectors of a combined Jewish

Arab economy and eliminated, with the expulsion of almost all Arabs from

Israeli-held territories, the very small common economic basis upon which

hopes for a future development of common economic interests had rested.

Indeed, an obvious shortcoming of our arguments for peace as against a

precarious armistice and for confederation as against further Balkanization is

that they can hardly be based upon anything like economic necessity. In

order to arrive at a correct estimate of the impact of war on the Israeli econ

omy, one cannot simply add up the staggering losses in working hours and

destruction of property which Israel has suffered. Against them stands a

very substantial increase in income from "charity" which never would have

been given without the establishment of a state and the present tremendous

immigration, both of which were the direct causes of the Jewish-Arab war.

Since the Jewish economy in Palestine in any case depended largely upon

investment through donation, it might even be possible that the gains

obtained through emergency aid outweigh the losses suffered through war.

Pacification of the region might well attract more dividend-paying invest

ment capital from American Jewry and even international loans. Yet it would

also automatically diminish the Israeli income in non-dividend-paying

money. At first glance, such a development might seem to lead to a sounder

economy and greater political independence. Actually it might well mean

greatly reduced resources and even increased interference from the outside,

for the simple reason that the investing public is likely to be more busi

nesslike and less idealistic than mere donors.

But even if we assume that American Jewry, after the European catastro

phe, would not have needed the emergency of war and the stimulation of

victories to mobilize support to the extent of $150 million a year, the eco

nomic advantages of the war probably outweigh its losses. There are first the

clear gains resulting from the flight of the Arabs from Israeli-occupied terri

tory. This evacuation of almost 50 percent of the country's population in no

way disrupted the Jewish economy because it had been built in almost com

plete isolation from its surroundings. But more important than these gains,

with their heavy moral and political mortgage, is the factor of immigration

itself. The new immigrants, who are partly settled in the deserted homesteads

of Arab refugees, were urgently needed for reconstruction purposes and to

offset the great loss in manpower brought about by mobilization; they are
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not only an economic burden to the country, they constitute also its surest

asset. The influx of American money, chiefly raised and used for the resettle

ment of DP's, combined with the influx of manpower, might stimulate the

Israeli economy in much the same way, only on a much larger scale, as, ten

years ago, the influx of American money together with the immigration of

youngsters (Youth Aliyah) helped the enlargement and modernization of the

collective settlements.

The same absence of economic necessity marks the argument for confed

eration. As things stand today, the Israeli state is not only a Jewish island in

an Arab sea and not only a Westernized and industrialized outpost in the

desert of a stagnant economy; it is also a producer of commodities for which

no demand exists in its immediate neighborhood. Doubtless this situation

will change some time in the future, but nobody knows how close or how

distant this future may be. At the moment, at any rate, federation could

hardly base itself on existing economic realities, on a functioning interde

pendence. It could become a working device only if-in the words of Dr.

Magnes in 1947-"Jewish scientific ability, Jewish organizing power, per

haps finance, perhaps the experience of the West, which many of the coun

tries of this part of the world have need of, [were] placed at their disposal for

the good of the whole region."

Such an enterprise would call for great vision and even sacrifices, though

the sacrifices might be less difficult to bear if the channeling of Jewish pio

neering skill and capital into Arab countries were connected with some

agreement about the resettlement of Arab DP's. Without such a moderniza

tion of the Near East, Israel will be left in economic isolation, without the

prerequisites for a normal exchange of its products, even more dependent on

outside help than now. It is not and never has been an argument against the

great achievements of the Jewish national home that they were "artificial,"

that they did not follow economic laws and necessities but sprang from the

political will of the Jewish people. But it would be a tragedy if, once this

home or this state has been established, its people continued to depend upon

"miracles" and were unable to accommodate themselves to objective neces

sities, even if these are of a long-range nature. Charity money can be mobi

lized in great quantities only in emergencies, such as in the recent catastrophe

in Europe or in the Arab-Jewish war; if the Israeli government cannot win

its economic independence from such money it will soon find itself in the

449
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unenviable position of being forced to create emergencies, that is, forced into

a policy of aggressiveness and expansion. The extremists understand this sit

uation very well when they propagate an artificial prolongation of the war,

which, according to them, should never end before the whole of Palestine

and Transjordan are conquered.

In other words, the alternative between federation and Balkanization is a

political one. The trouble is not that rampant nationalism has disrupted a

common economic structure, but that justified national aspirations could

develop into rampant nationalism because they were not checked by eco

nomic interests. The task of a Near East federation would be to create a com

mon economic structure, to bring about economic and political cooperation,

and to integrate Jewish economic and social achievements. Balkanization

would isolate even further the new Jewish pioneer and worker who have

found a way to combine manual labor with a high standard of culture and to

introduce a new human element into modern life. They, together with the

heirs of the Hebrew University, would be the first victims of a long period of

military insecurity and nationalistic aggressiveness.

But only the first victims. For without the cultural and social hinterland of

Jerusalem and the collective settlements, Tel Aviv could become a Levantine

city overnight. Chauvinism of the Balkan type could use the religious con

cept of the chosen people and allow its meaning to degenerate into hopeless

vulgarity. The birth of a nation in the midst of our century may be a great

event; it certainly is a dangerous event. National sovereignty, which so long

had been the very symbol of free national development, has become the

greatest danger to national survival for small nations. In view of the inter

national situation and the geographical location of Palestine, it is not likely

that the Jewish and Arab peoples will be exempt from this rule.

Note

This paper was written in 1948 upon the suggestion of Judah L. Magnes, the late president of the

Hebrew University in Jerusalem, who from the close of the First World War to the day of his death in

October 1948 was the outstanding Jewish spokesman for Arab-Jewish understanding in Palestine. It is

dedicated to his memory.



MAGNES, THE CONSCIENCE

OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE

One cannot speak about Magnes without speaking about Israel, which was

his spiritual and physical home. And in Israel, nothing essential has changed

in the years that have followed his death. He died a few months after the

establishment of the Israeli state and the flight of the Arabs from their Pales

tine homeland, a few weeks after the murder of Bernadotte. The Palestinian

Arabs are still homeless exiles and the murderers of Bernadotte have not yet

been found. The Arab problem is what it always has been, namely the only

real political and moral issue of Israeli politics. The victorious Israeli state

has not been able to conclude a single peace treaty with its Arab neighbors.

The only change since Magnes's death is this death itself, which, as time

goes on, has become more and more an authentic historical event. Who a

man is, one does not know until he is dead. This is the truth of the Roman

saying-nemo ante mortem beatus dici potest. The eternity into which we say

that a man passes when he dies is also the eternal essence that he represented

while he lived and which is never clearly revealed to the living before his

death. Magnes was the conscience of the Jewish people and much of that con

science has died with him-at least for our time. Magnes's protest rose from

the Zionist ranks themselves and its validity lay in this origin. He raised his

voice primarily on moral grounds, and his authority was that he was a citizen

of Jerusalem, that their fate was his fate, and that therefore nothing he said

could ever be blamed on ulterior motives. He was a very practical and a very

realistic man; it may be that he, like the rest of us, was also inspired by fear

for coming generations of Jews, who may have to suffer for the wrongs com

mitted in our time. But this was not his primary motive. He passionately

wanted to do the right thing and had a healthy distrust of the wisdom of our

Realpolitiker; and if fear did not really touch him, he was very sensitive to
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shame. Being a Jew and being a Zionist, he was simply ashamed ofwhatJews

and Zionists were doing.

As it frequently happens with one's conscience, the Jewish people heard

him and chose not to listen to him, and the few who did listen to him some

times did it for the wrong reasons-or at least for reasons which were not his

own. It has happened that the last years of his life coincided with a great

change in the Jewish national character. A people that for two thousand years

had made justice the cornerstone of its spiritual and communal existence has

become emphatically hostile to all arguments of such a nature, as though

these were necessarily the arguments of failure. We all know that this change

has come about since Auschwitz, but that is little consolation. The fact is that

nobody among the Jewish people could succeed Magnes. This is the measure

of his greatness; it is, by the same token, the measure of our failure.



THE HISTORY OF THE GREAT CRIME
A Reyiew of Breviaire de la haine: Le lIIe Reich et les juifs

[Breviary of Hate: The Third Reich and the Jews] by Leon Poliakoy

Leon Poliakov's excellent book on the Third Reich and the Jews is the first to

describe the last phases of the Nazi regime on the basis, strictly, of primary

source material. This consists chiefly of documents presented at the Nurem

berg trials and published in several volumes by the American government

under the title Nazi Conspiracy and Aggression. These volumes contain, in

addition to captured Nazi archives, a considerable number of sworn reports

and affidavits by former Nazi officials. Mr. Poliakov, with a reasoned obsti

nacy, tells the story as the documents themselves unfold it, thus avoiding the

prejudices and preconceived judgments that mar almost all the other pub

lished accounts. He has an eye for the relevant, and possesses complete and

intimate knowledge of Nazi Germany's complicated administrative machin

ery, of the fluctuating relations between the different services, as well as the

ups and downs of the different cliques around Hitler.

The excellence of this book can be measured by the abundance of errors,

misunderstandings, and misjudgments it corrects in every chapter. There are

also many minor revisions. Nazis like Alfred Rosenberg, whose power has

been generally exaggerated, are cut down to size; such little-known facts as

the preponderant role in the organization of extermination played by Austri

ans are given their due importance. And without this resolute clearing away

of the whole thicket of error and rash generalization the story could not have

been properly told.

One of Mr. Poliakov's signal achievements is the reconstruction of the

chronology of the extermination process. Though there may still be some

room for speculation as to the exact time when the gas chambers were

decided upon, we now know with certainty that Hitler-perhaps after dis

cussion with Bormann and Goebbels-issued the order for organized mass
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murder either in the fall of 1940, when it had become evident that the war

could not be ended shortly, or early in 1941, during the preparation of the attack

on Russia. By this decision, he automatically discarded several more moder

ate "solutions." Among them was die Madagascar project, originally conceived

by Himmler and adopted officially by the German Foreign Office before the

outbreak of the war. Also proposed-it was a pet idea of Himmler's-was

the mass sterilization by X-ray of all male Jews (along with the intellectual

elite of other non-Germanic peoples); they would be told simply to line up

before windows and fill out fake questionnaires, being kept in ignorance of

what was to happen to them. It would have been more practicable, however,

to exterminate the Jews by starvation in the ghettos-a course favored

by such "moderate" Nazis as Poland's governor-general Hans Frank-or

by working them to death, as Goebbels and Heydrich suggested. Hitler, as

usual, dared to seize upon the most radical solution, and-again as usual

was right,JOr his ownpurposes, insofar as the gas chamber promised the surest

results.

The Madagascar project had been a compromise between the Nazi brand

of antisemitism and the older forms dear to German nationalism, which saw

a "solution" of the Jewish question in Zionism; with the outbreak of the war,

however, such compromises had been "outdated by events"-as Hitler liked

to put it. Mass sterilization had proved to be impracticable; the machinery

simply did not work effectively. Starvation was a slow process, full of unpre

dictable hazards, and likely to spread epidemics and cause needless and pro

longed discussion among Germans themselves, as well as among subject

peoples; all that could be stopped by drastic and irrevocable measures.

There was the intention, finally, of extracting the maximum of work from

the Jews, who being doomed in any case, could be exploited without mercy

a course that appealed to the Nazis as much as it did to the Wehrmacht,

whose manpower requirements were increasing constantly. But this plan suf

fered from an inherent contradiction: if a man is to work, he must have the

necessities for a more or less normal process of life; otherwise he will die.

The first mass executions carried out by special troops, the so-called Einsatr..
gruppen, took place immediately after the invasion of Russia. In the fall of

1941, blueprints for gas chambers were ordered and soon afterward approved
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by Hitler himself. The first mobile gas trucks were ready by the spring of

1942, and the huge death factories at Auschwitz and Belzec by the fall of

1942. From then until the fall of 1944-that is, throughout the crucial years

of the war-the trains carrying Jews from every corner of Europe to Poland

had priority over all other rail traffic except troop movements. Contrary to

present notions, it was Hitler whose orders set the systematic extermination

process in motion, whereas Himmler seems to have obeyed rather reluc

tantly. And it was the latter who ordered the horror to be halted, in the fall of

1944, and the death factories dismantled and razed. Hitler himself never

learned-apparently because nobody had the nerve to tell him-that what

he considered one of his greatest "achievements" had been prematurely ter

minated.

The surviving Jews and other inmates of Auschwitz and the remaining

death camps were herded westward before the Russian armies, dying on

their way by the thousands, and put into "ordinary" concentration camps in

Germany, where tens of thousands more starved to death before the Allied

troops finally arrived. What met the liberating armies in these camps horri

fied them more than anything they had seen on the field of battle, and actu

ally did more to arouse public opinion than anything that had leaked out

about the death factories in Poland-which had by then disappeared without

leaving much visible trace. Ironically, however, the corpses and survivors

that the British and American soldiers saw at Buchenwald and elsewhere

were the victims largely of the sole unpremeditated crime committed by the

Nazis-unpremeditated insofar as it was the result of the chaos during the

last months of the war rather than of deliberate design.

This chronicle, though correct, tells only part of the story, the Jewish part.

Mr. Poliakov is the first to understand and stress the close- connection

between the mass murder of Jews and an earlier experiment of the Nazis, the

"mercy" killings during the first year of the war of 7°,000 deranged and fee

bleminded people in Germany. Not only did this precede the mass murder of

other peoples; Hitler's order of September I, 1939 (significantly enough, on

the very first day of hostilities), to liquidate all "incurably sick persons" in

the Third Reich set the stage for everything that followed. It was certainly

no accident that this decree was not carried out literally and that none but
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mental cases were killed; it is also possible that what caused the killings to be

suspended after a year and a half was, as Poliakov and others maintain, the

protests of the victims' families and of other Germans. Nor is it likely that

the fact that the beginning of the mass murder of Jews practically coincided

with the termination of the "mercy" killings was due to accident either.

It looks as though Hitler, bent on realizing his race program by organized

mass murder, followed at any given moment whatever line of least resistance

promised the most immediate results. That he never abandoned his original

intention of liquidating all "racially unfit" persons, regardless of nationality,

can be seen from his plan to introduce a "national health bill" in Germany

after the war, according to which the blood relatives of "sick persons, partic

ularly those with lung and heart diseases," would "no longer be able to

remain among the public and no longer be allowed to produce children.

What [would] happen to these families [was to] be the subject of further

orders."

By showing that the first day of the war was also the first day of organized

mass murder, Mr. Poliakov throws new light on certain aspects of totalitari

anism in general, and of Nazism in particular. Only Germany's war

enforced isolation from the Western world-which meant also from fascist

fellow travelers in nontotalitarian countries-made possible the full devel

opment of the totalitarian tendencies inherent in the Nazi regime. Hitler

more than once expressed his thankfulness that the war, regardless of all

doubt and fear as to its outcome, had given him the opportunity to realize

certain "ideas" that would have had to remain in abeyance otherwise.

The war in all probability conferred still another "blessing" upon Hitler.

Pacifism, under the impact of the new experience of machine-made warfare,

became after 1918 the first ideological movement to insist on equating war

with sheer slaughter. The Nazi party during the 1920S developed side by side

with German pacifism and through conflict with it. In distinction, however,

from all purely nationalist propagandists for militarism, the Nazis never

questioned the correctness of the pacifist equation; rather, they frankly

approved of all forms of murder, and of war as one among them. In their

opinion all notions of military honor or chivalry, with their implied respect

for certain universal laws of humanity, were so much hypocrisy, and

included in that hypocrisy was any conception of war that envisaged the
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defeat of the enemy without his utter destruction. For the Nazis, as for the

pacifists, war was slaughter.

This seems to be why they waited until the actual outbreak of war before

embarking on their "mercy killing" program, reasoning that with so many

healthy young men being slaughtered at the front, Germans would not pay

much attention now to the slaughtering of "worthless" people at home, and

there would be no serious resistance to the execution of the program. For

what difference was there between one kind of killing and any other? But

subsequent experience taught the Nazis that the families of mentally sick

persons are not prone to listen to "logic" when the life of one of their own is

at stake; this may be the reason-or one of the reasons-why in his above

quoted draft of a "national health bill," which was probably outlined in 1943,

two years after the suspension of the "mercy killings," Hitler proposed to

murder the relatives of sick people too.

Whatever the true case was, the connection between mass extermination

and "mercy killing" in Germany is one of Poliakov's most important

insights, and he traces this in all its ramifications. The physicians, engineers,

and others who perfected the techniques of euthanasia during the first year

of the war for application to German mental cases were the same ones later

put in charge of the installations at Auschwitz and Belzec. Even more con

clusive as to the reality of this connection was the fact, inexplicable other

wise, that the same effort was made in Poland, as previously in the smaller

death factories in Germany, to perfect the machinery of death and "attain the

goal without torture and without agony." Cruelty and brutality, still prev

alent among the soldiers and policemen selected at random for concen

tration-camp duties, were conspicuously absent among the death factory

technicians. For them, as Himmler once put it, antisemitism was like "de

lousing," race problems were a question of "cleanliness," and the "solution

of the problem of blood by action" meant elimination of "contaminating

elements."

Another of Mr. Poliakov's major contributions is his deflation of the myth

that the German officers' corps and the old pre-Hitler civil servants, particu

larly those in the Foreign Office and the diplomatic corps, either did not

know what was going on or, when they did, protested. General JodI himself
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had carefully weighed the pros and cons of extermination policy in terms of

German morale and had concluded that its obvious liabilities were out

weighed by one great psychological factor-the ordinary German soldier

would fight better once he knew he had burnt all bridges behind him, and

was involved in indissoluble complicity with the perpetrators of an enor

mous crime. Wehrmacht units, not SS troops, initiated the so-called Heu

aktion, in which some 40,000 to 50,000 children were kidnapped from Eastern

Europe and brought to Germany. And it was Undersecretary of State Luther

who, together with the German military authorities, was responsible for the

extermination of the Serbian Jews.

Some Germans, of course, did protest, both Nazi and non-Nazi. Mr. Poli

akov quotes from a few of the protests that were set down in writing. Not

quite fairly, perhaps, he is amazed at the arguments used, which stress mili

tary and economic disadvantages, the nervous strain on the executioners, and

deplore the bad effect on the morale of the German troops and the con

quered populations. It is unlikely that these protests could have been voiced

at all had they invoked moral considerations. What is more remarkable is

that few of them came from the German military and civil hierarchy, and

that more were made, probably, by old Nazi party members and even SS

leaders.

Up to now it has not been sufficiently recognized that the only country

behind the Nazi lines that resolutely and effectively shielded the Jews was

Germany's one important European ally, Italy. (The one other center of

refuge for Jews appears to have been in the areas of Croatia where Tito's

partisans were firmly established.) Mr. Poliakov discusses the Italian episode

at length in connection with Vichy France's attitude toward Jews, of which

he gives a complete and accurate account. Vichy's willingness to cooperate

precisely on the score of antisemitism was such that one can well believe that

Adolf Eichmann, the organizer of the deportations of Jews from all parts of

Europe, did not miscalculate the psychology of the Vichy French when, at a

particularly critical moment, he actually threatened them with the possibility

of "excluding France as one of the countries of [Jewish] evacuation."

Nowhere does Mr. Poliakov's integrity and objectivity show to better advan

tage than in his account of the ghettos and the role of theirJudenrate, or Jew

ish councils. He neither accuses nor excuses, but reports fully and faithfully
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what the sources tell him-the growing apathy of the victims as well as their

occasional heroism, the terrible dilemma of the Judenriite, their despair as

well as their confusion, their complicity and their sometimes pathetically

ludicrous ambitions. In the famous and very influential Reichsvertretung of

German Jews, which functioned smoothly until the last German Jew had

been deported, he sees the forerunner of the Judenriite of the Polish ghettos;

he makes it clear that the German Jews, in this respect too, served the Nazis

as guinea pigs in their investigation of the problem of how to get people to

help carry out their own death sentences, the last turn of the screw in the

totalitarian scheme of total domination.

These are but a few samples taken from the extraordinary abundance of

new factual material in this book. Anyone who wants to know "what really

happened" and "how it really happened"-the "what" and the "how" being

not only the most terrible experience of our generation, but probably the

most significant too-cannot afford to overlook this study, and would per

haps do best to begin with it. (Unhappily, it has not yet interested any Amer

ican publisher.) The close documentation of the book and its almost

complete refusal to indulge in guesswork will serve as a solitary contrast to

an alarming type of "neo-German" literature that has begun to appear lately

in that country. For, under the pretext of giving the "what" and "how" of

what really happened under Hitler, we are presented with a disgusting spec

tacle in which vanity, complacency, and ambition are displayed at their

worst: the civil and military hierarchy, though denying their all too obvious

complicity in Hitler's crimes, nevertheless try eagerly to show the world

what very important and distinguished roles they once played under him

and, consequently, are capable of playing again in the future. (See Peter de

Mendelssohn's "Germany's Generals Stage a Comeback," in Commentary of

October 1951.) The doubtful value of these memoirs and autobiographies as

source material has been pointed out again and again by competent authori

ties, but this has not diminished their popular appeal in Germany. Part of this

is due to the German public's justified desire to get at the basic truth about a

series of events whose horror was such that the real facts-it is assumed

were kept highly secret, and therefore can be told correctly only by actual

participants. From this point of view, it seems natural that the more promi

nent a man was in the Nazi regime the more valuable his"confessions" ought

to be.
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The truth is, as I think Mr. Poliakov's book helps make clear, that the

secrets of the Nazi regime were not so well kept by the Nazis themselves.

They behaved according to a basic tenet of our time, which may be remem

bered in the future as the Age of Paper. Today no man in an official position

can take the slightest action without immediately starting a stream of files,

memos, reports, and publicity releases. The Nazis left behind them moun

tains of records that make it unnecessary to confide the slaking of our thirst

for knowledge to the memories of people who were in the main untrustwor

thy to begin with. Nor could it have been otherwise. Hitler's great ambition

was to found a millennial empire and his great fear, in case of defeat, was lest

he and his fellows go unremembered in centuries to come. Red tape was not

simply a necessity forced on the Nazis by the organizational methods of our

time; it was also something they enthusiastically welcomed and multiplied,

and so they left to history, and fOr history, typewritten records of each and

everyone of their crimes in at least ten copies.

There is a mystery about the Nazi regime, but it has nothing to do with

secrets. It resides solely in a response, humanly unavoidable, that makes us

go on asking, Why-but why? long after all the facts are reported, all stages

of the process known, all conceivable motives considered. Apart from a few

not too relevant remarks on the German national character, Mr. Poliakov's

book neither poses nor attempts to answer this question. Yet it does not sup

press it either; the author is too scrupulous and has too much intellectual

integrity to content himself with those glib sociological and psychological

rationalizations that have become modern man's standard refuge from real

ity. It is this point, precisely-this determination to refuse easy explanations

that, in my opinion, should be made the decisive criterion by which to judge

any and all attempts to describe and explain these recent and unprecedented

events.

Only if the reader continues, after everything about the exterminations

has been made tangible and plausible, to feel his first reaction of outraged

disbelief, only then will he be in the position to begin to understand that

totalitarianism, unlike all other known modes of tyranny and oppression, has

brought into the world a radical evil characterized by its divorce from all

humanly comprehensible motives of wickedness.

It would be the greatest error to assume that these horrors are a thing of
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the past. Concentration and extermination camps are the most novel and

most significant devices of all totalitarian forms of domination. Reports on

the Soviet Russian system, whose "forced labor camps" are extermination

camps in disguise, are numerous enough and trustworthy enough to permit

comparison with the Nazi system. The differences between the two are real,

but not radical; both systems result in the destruction of people selected as

"superfluous." The development of this notion of "superfluity" is one of the

central calamities of our century, and has produced its most horrible "solu

tion." Research into Nazism, therefore, so frequently minimized today as

"mere" history, is indispensable for our understanding of the problems of

the present and the immediate future.
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THE EICHMANN CONTROVERSY
A Letter to Gershom Scholem

The long and bitter controversy caused byArendt's Eichmann inJerusalem:

A Report on the Banality ofEvil is discussed in both the Preface and the

Introduction to the present volume. Gershom (or Gerhard) Scholem-see

"Jewish History, Revised"-and Arendt were well acquainted, one tie

being their friendship with Walter Benjamin. Scholem contributed, some

what more temperately than most, to the controversy when he wrote to

Arendt onJune 23, Z963.1n his letter he questions her German intellectual

political background, and her Jewish identity, suggesting that she lacks

"love ofthe Jewish people. " He questions her right to judge events at which

she was notpresent, and especially the conduct ofthe Judenriite ('Wor do 1

presume tojudge. 1was not there ',j. He accuses her ofmaking a "mockery"

ofZionism, and ofemploying no more than a "catchword" or "slogan"for

her "thesis" on the banality of evil. Arendt answers these charges, and

enlarges upon them, in her response to Scholem.

New York City, July 24, 1963

Dear Gerhard,

I found your letter when I got back home a week ago. You know what it's

like when one has been away for five months. I'm writing now in the first

quiet moment I have; hence my reply may not be as elaborate as perhaps it

should be.

There are certain statements in your letter which are not open to contro

versy, because they are simply false. Let me deal with them first so that we

can proceed to matters which merit discussion.

I am not one of the "intellectuals who come from the German Left." You



could not have known this, since we did not know each other when we were

young. It is a fact of which I am in no way particularly proud and which I am

somewhat reluctant to emphasize-especially since the McCarthy era in this

country. I came late to an understanding of Marx's importance because I

was interested neither in history nor in politics when I was young. If can be

said to "have come from anywhere," it is from the tradition of German

philosophy.

As to another statement of yours, I am unfortunately not able to say that

you could not have known the facts. I found it puzzling that you should write

"I regard you wholly as a daughter of our people, and in no other way." The

truth is I have never pretended to be anything else or to be in any way other

than I am, and I have never even felt tempted in that direction. It would have

been like saying that I was a man and not a woman-that is to say, kind of

insane. I know, of course, that there is a "Jewish problem" even on this level,

but it has never been my problem-not even in my childhood. To be a Jew

belongs for me to the indisputable facts of my life, and I have never had the

wish to change or disclaim facts of this kind. There is such a thing as a basic

gratitude for everything that is as it is; for what has been given and not

made; for what is physei and not nomo. To be sure, such an attitude is prepo

litical, but in exceptional circumstances-such as the circumstances of Jew

ish politics-it is bound to have also political consequences, though, as it

were, in a negative way. This attitude makes certain types of behavior

impossible-indeed precisely those which you chose to read into my consid

erations. (To give another example: In his obituary of Kurt Blumenfeld,

Ben-Gurion expressed his regret that Blumenfeld had not seen fit to change

his name when he came to live in Israel. Isn't it obvious that Blumenfeld did

not do so for exactly the same reasons that had led him in his youth to

become a Zionist?) My stand in these matters must surely have been known

to you, and it is incomprehensible to me why you should wish to stick a label

on me which never fitted in the past and does not fit now.

To come to the point: let me begin, going on from what I have just stated,

with what you call "love of the Jewish people" or Ahahath Israel. (Inci

dentally, I would be very grateful if you could tell me since when this con

cept has played a role in Judaism, when it was first used in Hebrew language

and literature, etc.) You are quite right-I am not moved by any "love" of

this sort, and for two reasons: I have never in my life "loved" any people or
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collective-neither the German people, nor the French, nor the American,

nor the working class or anything of that sort. I indeed love "only" my

friends and the only kind of love I know of and believe in is the love of per

sons. Secondly, this "love of the Jews" would appear to me, since I am myself

Jewish, as something rather suspect. I cannot love myself or anything which

I know is part and parcel of my own person. To clarify this, let me tell you of

a conversation I had in Israel with a prominent political personality* who was

defending the-in my opinion disastrous-nonseparation of religion and

state in Israel. What he said-I am not sure of the exact words anymore-'

ran something like this: "You will understand that, as a Socialist, I, of course,

do not believe in God; I believe in the Jewish people." I found this a shocking

statement and, being too shocked, I did not reply at the time. But I could have

answered: The greatness of this people was once that it believed in God, and

believed in Him in such a way that its trust and love toward Him was greater

than its fear. And now this people believes only in itself? What good can

come out of that?-Well, in this sense I do not "love" the Jews, nor do I

"believe" in them; I merely belong to them as a matter of course, beyond dis

pute or argument.

We could discuss the same issue in political terms; and we should then be

driven to a consideration of patriotism. That there can be no patriotism

without permanent opposition and criticism is no doubt common ground

between us. But I can admit to you something beyond that, namely, that

wrong done by my own people naturally grieves me more than wrong done

by other peoples. This grief, however, in my opinion is not for display, even

if it should be the innermost motive for certain actions or attitudes. Gener

ally speaking, the role of the "heart" in politics seems to me altogether ques

tionable. You know as well as I how often those who merely report certain

unpleasant facts are accused of lack of soul, lack of heart, or lack of what

you call Her{enstakt. We both know, in other words, how often these emo

tions are used in order to conceal factual truth. I cannot discuss here what

happens when emotions are displayed in public and become a factor in polit

ical affairs; but it is an important subject, and I have attempted to describe

*This "personality" was Golda Meir, then foreign minister and later prime minister of Israel. At

Scholem's urging, Arendt deleted her name and changed the feminine pronoun when the letters were

first published. -Ed.



the disastrous results in my book On Revolution in discussing the role of

compassion in the formation of the revolutionary character.

It is a pity that you did not read the book before the present campaign of

misrepresentation against it got under way from the side of the Jewish

"establishment" in Israel and America. There are, unfortunately, very few

people who are able to withstand the influence of such campaigns. It seems to

me highly unlikely that without being influenced you could possibly have

misunderstood certain statements. Public opinion, especially when it has

been carefully manipulated, as in this case, is a very powerful thing. Thus, I

never made Eichmann out to be a "Zionist." If you missed the irony of the

sentence-which was plainly in oratio obliqua, reporting Eichmann's own

words-I really can't help it. I can only assure you that none of dozens of

readers who read the book before publication had ever any doubt about the

matter. Further, I never asked why the Jews "let themselves be killed." On

the contrary, I accused Hausner of having posed this question to witness

after witness. There was no people and no group in Europe which reacted

differently under the immediate pressure of terror. The question I raised was

that of the cooperation of Jewish functionaries during the "Final Solution,"

and this question is so very uncomfortable because one cannot claim that

they were traitors. (There were traitors too, but that is irrelevant.) In other

words, until 1939 and even until 1941, whatever Jewish functionaries did or

did not do is understandable and excusable. Only later does it become highly

problematic. This issue came up during the trial and it was of course my duty

to report it. This constitutes our part of the so-called unmastered past, and

although you may be right that it is too early for a "balanced judgment"

(though I doubt this), I do believe that we shall only come to terms with this

past if we begin to judge and to be frank about it.

I have made my own position plain, and yet it is obvious that you did not

understand it. I said that there was no possibility of resistance, but there

existed the possibility of doing nothing. And in order to do nothing, one did

not need to be a saint, one needed only to say: "I am just a simple Jew, and I

have no desire to play any other role." Whether these people, or some of

them, as you indicate, deserved to be hanged is an altogether different ques

tion. What needs to be discussed are not the people so much as the arguments

with which they justified themselves in their own eyes and in those of others.
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Concerning these arguments we are entitled to pass judgment. Moreover, we

should not forget that we are dealing here with conditions which were

terrible and desperate enough, but which were not the conditions of concen

tration camps. These decisions were made in an atmosphere of terror but not

under the immediate pressure and impact of terror. These are important dif

ferences in degree, which every student of totalitarianism must know and

take into account. These people had still a certain, limited freedom of deci

sion and of action. Just as the SS murderers also possessed, as we now know,

a limited choice of alternatives. They could say: "I wish to be relieved of my

murderous duties," and nothing would happen to them. Since we are dealing

in politics with men, and not with heroes or saints, it is this possibility of

'rwnparticipation " (Kirchheimer) that is decisive if we begin to judge, not the

system, but the individual, his choices, and his arguments.

And the Eichmann trial was concerned with an individual. In my report I

have only spoken of things which came up during the trial itself. It is for this

reason that I could not mention the "saints" about whom you speak. Instead I

had to limit myself to the resistance fighters, whose behavior, as I said, was

the more admirable because it occurred under circumstances in which resis

tance had really ceased to be possible. There were no saints among the wit

nesses for the prosecution, but there was one utterly pure human being, old

Grynszpan, whose testimony I therefore reported at some length. On the

German side, after all, one could also have mentioned more than the single

case of Sergeant Schmidt.* But since his was the only case mentioned in the

trial, I had to restrict myself to it.

That the distinction between victims and persecutors was blurred in the

concentration camps, deliberately and with calculation, is well known, and I

as well as others have insisted on this aspect of totalitarian methods. But to

repeat: this is not what I mean by a Jewish share in the guilt, or by the totality

of the collapse of all standards. This was part of the system and had indeed

nothing to do with Jews.

How you could believe that my book was "a mockery of Zionism" would

be a complete mystery to me, if I did not know that many people in Zionist

*Arendt refers to Anton Schmidt who, while serving in the German army in Poland, helped Jewish par

tisans. His story is movingly told in chapter 14 of Eichmann inJerusalem. -Ed.
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circles have become incapable of listening to opinions or arguments which

are off the beaten track and not consonant with their ideology. There are

exceptions, and a Zionist friend of mine remarked in all innocence that the

book, the last chapter in particular (recognition of the competence of the

court, the justification of the kidnapping), is very pro-Israel-as indeed it is.

What confuses you is that my arguments and my approach are different from

what you are used to; in other words, the trouble is that I am independent. By

this I mean, on the one hand, that I do not belong to any organization and

always speak only for myself, and on the other hand, that I have great confi

dence in Lessing's selhstdenken, for which, I think, no ideology, no public

opinion, and no "convictions" can ever be a substitute. Whatever objections

you may have to the results, you won't understand them unless you realize

that they are really my own and nobody else's.

I regret that you did not argue your case against the carrying out of the death

sentence. For I believe that in discussing this question we might have made

some progress in finding out where our most fundamental differences are

located. You say that it was "historically false;" and I feel very uncomfort

able seeing the specter of History raised in this context. In my opinion, it was

politically and juridically (and the last is actually all that mattered) not only

correct-it would have been utterly impossible not to have carried out the

sentence. The only way of avoiding it would have been to accept Karl

Jaspers's suggestion and to hand Eichmann over to the United Nations.

Nobody wanted that, and it was probably not feasible; hence there was no

alternative left but to hang him. Mercy was out of the question, not on juridi

cal grounds-pardon is anyhow not a prerogative of the juridical system

but because mercy is applicable to the person rather than to the deed; the act

of mercy does not forgive murder but pardons the murderer insofar as he,

as a person, may be more than anything he ever did. This was not true of

Eichmann. And to spare his life without pardoning him was impossible on

juridical grounds.

In conclusion, let me come to the only matter where you have not misun

derstood me, and where indeed I am glad that you have raised the point. You

are quite right: I changed my mind and do no longer speak of "radical evil."

It is a long time since we last met, or we would perhaps have spoken about

the subject before. (Incidentally, I don't see why you call my term "banality
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of evil" a catchword or slogan. As far as I know no one has used the term

before me; but that is unimportant.) It is indeed my opinion now that evil is

never "radical," that it is only extreme, and that it possesses neither depth

nor any demonic dimension. It can overgrow and lay waste the whole world

precisely because it spreads like a fungus on the surface. It is "thought

defying," as I said, because thought tries to reach some depth, to go to the

roots, and the moment it concerns itself with evil, it is frustrated because

there is nothing. That is its "banality." Only the good has depth and can be

radical. But this is not the place to go into these matters seriously; I intend to

elaborate them further in a different context. Eichmann may very well

remain the concrete model of what I have to say.

You propose to publish your letter and you ask if I have any objection. My

advice would be not to recast the letter in the third person. The value of this

controversy consists in its epistolary character, namely in the fact that it is

informed by personal friendship. Hence, if you are prepared to publish my

answer simultaneously with your letter, I have, of course, no objection.

Hannah Arendt
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS

SUBMITTED BY SAMUEL GRAFTON

On September Z9, Z963, Hannah Arendt received a letter from Samuel

Grafton, who wrote that Look magazine had commissioned him "to do a

study ofthe immensely interesting reaction caused byyour book, Eichmann

in Jerusalem. " He went on to say that he hoped she would "be kind enough

to entertain written questions from me, with the thought that these might

lead to an interview with you," adding that she ought not to consider his

questions "in any wayan inquisition. "Asfar as is known there was no inter

view, andno article eyer appeared in Look. But the next day, September 20,

A rendt wrote Grafton saying, "1 thank you for your letter and 1 am per

fectly willing to answer allyour questions-including the amusing canard

about my 'conversion to Catholicism. ",

I am a writer, like yourself, seeking the truth. It seems to me that the reaction

to your book is an important political phenomenon in itself, deserving of

analysis. In that spirit I have set down the following questions:

I. Do you feel that the reactions to your book throw any new light on the

tensions in Jewish life and politics today? If so, what has been revealed?

2. What would you say are the real causes of the violent reaction to your

book on the part of those who have attacked it?

3. Would you, in the light of that reaction, want to change anything if you

were starting to write the book now? I don't mean in order to conciliate the

opposition-I mean, rather, has the reaction indicated to you a sensitivity on

the part of some Jews which has surprised you, and which you would want

now to take into account?

4. Do you consider it possible that the word "banality" may have offended

some readers, or rubbed them the wrong way, by making them jump to the

conclusion that perhaps you considered their sufferings to be "banal"?
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). The word "banal" means, essentially, "commonplace." Do you feel it is

possible that the subtitle had too general and sweeping a sound? Admittedly,

evil was commonplace under the Nazis. But did your use of the word "banal

ity" seem to some readers, at least, to imply that evil was banal and common

place everywhere? I know what you meant the word to mean, and you know

what you meant the word to mean-but what about the impression created

before one had read the book?

6. Would you admit as permissible the thought that Hausner, acting, after

all, as a prosecutor, was under no obligation to behave with full judicial bal

ance? Was not his duty, like that of any prosecutor, limited to winning his

case? Or do you think he went beyond allowable limits into a too one-sided

presentation?

7. What do you consider that the Jews in Europe might have done, in

the way of a stronger resistance? You have probably read Oscar Handlin's

"Jewish Resistance to the Nazis," in Commentary for November 1962. Do

you reject the case he makes? (Interestingly, he wrote his article before your

book appeared, and he seems to have been quite prescient in feeling that this

issue would arise.)

8. If, as you say, the Nazis concealed the purpose of the death-camp trans

ports, even to disguising a killing center as a railroad station, were not the

Jews victims of deception rather than of betrayal of their leaders? At what

moment should their community leaders have said to them: "Cooperate no

longer, but fightI"?

9. Have not Jewish leaders worked with their gentile overlords through

out the Diaspora, cajoling, cooperating, pleading, maneuvering? Was not

the method frequently successful? If the old methods had become obsolete

were not Jewish leaders then guilty, at most, of an historical misinterpreta

tion? Could they have been expected to realize that Nazism was not the final

development of antisemitism, but the first manifestation of a new evil, com

plete totalitarianism linked with genocide?

10. Could not Eichmann, even in the limited role you describe him as hav

ing, have caused transport delays and confusion, under war conditions, if he

had been minded to save at least a few lives? Does not the obvious answer,

that he was not so minded, make him enough of a monster to fit under any

definition of the word? Your book, of course, says he was guilty, and I under

stand the point you are making, that even clerks can carry out unimaginable
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evil under totalitarianism, but was there not something more here, in Eich

mann's devotion and dedication to his task? I am trying to comprehend why

Musmanno took off like a rocket against your description of Eichmann, and

why others have been upset. I found that I accepted your explanation intel

lectually, and then became ruffled every time you minimized Eichmann's

importance. Then I calmed down as you explained more, and became upset

all over again when you downgraded Eichmann later. Is it possible that your

thesis has come on the scene a little too early-that the reaction would be

quite different, say twenty-five years from now? Is timing, in other words, at

the bottom of the controversy, in your view?

II. Do you consider that the Jews, as a whole, have learned anything from

the Hitler experience?

12. Have any Jewish leaders supported the book, and, if so, who are they?

13. This last is not a question, as I do not ask such questions. Purely as a

point of information, I will tell you that one of the comments concerning

you now going around in Jewish circles is that you have been "converted to

Catholicism." As I do not probe into anyone's religious beliefs, I do not ask

you to comment on this. Should you care to do so, your remarks would be

welcomed, but no conclusions will be drawn by me from any refusal on your

part to say anything about this matter.

Hannah Arendt's responses to the thirteen questions:

Let me begin by answering a question you did not raise: Why did I, a writer

and teacher of political philosophy who had never done a reporter's job,*

want to go to Jerusalem for the Eichmann trial? ApartJ!.2..~_~t:!...QhY!.9-11s

answer, which I indicated in the book when I included myself inthe audi

ence, n~t of reporters and journalists, but of "survivors" ("immigrants from

Europe like myself, who knew by heart all there was to know"), I had three

reasons:

i First, I wanted to see one of the chief culprits with my own eyes as he

appeared in the flesh. When, many years ago,I described tbe tQtaJitari?n sys-

*Arendt had written articles for newspapers before-the Aufbau pieces included in this volume, for

example-but this was the first time she had been given an assignment (by The New }Orker) to cover a

specific event. -Ed.
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tern andaI1':l~y:~~~.~~e.~?t~litarian men~~~i~y,. itv.r.as always.a_~~!yp~,"r.~~ber

thanincliyjqll~l~, Jhad. to.deal with-,~Qif~.lQQ;.~Lm.~~~,~~~__~~.9:..~h.Q1e,

every individual person becomes indeed "a cog small or big,"in the machin-
__ ~'_"_"""'''''-'''''''V'-'~'''.a•.,,,...;,,.'.., ,,.'_·~'.-'' ,__,__ ".,'·.o ,,~, '0'" -, .•••• ",._, .,.0,·', . ..' . .'., .,. -..

erx_?.f..,~~~2E: 1~_g£~~! ...~4yE.l).ta,ge ...Qf~Q1JXLP!()(;~dure that it im~vitably

c~l1f~()Q!.s..J.'~~_~~~?t.~~,p:~~onandp~rsonalguilt, with individual motivation
and decisions, with particulars, which in another context, the context of the

ory, are not relevant. In other words, I wanted to know: Who was Eich-

~~~l!?, What were his deeds, not insofar as his crimes were part and parcel of

the Nazi system, but insofar as he was a free agent? This is essentially the

same question a court of justice must answer when it renders judgment. And

it is for this reason that the whole small-cog theory (the theory of the

defense) is quite irrelevant in this context.

_S_~c..Q!Jd, there exists a widespread theory, to which I also contributed, that

these crimes defy the possibility of human judgment and explode the frame-

work of our legal institutions. And this argument is frequently connected ----

with the more common notions of the uncertainties of "political justice,"

with the difficulties of judging crimes committed by a sovereign state,

or with the "difficult position" of a soldier who may be "liable to be shot by a

court-martial if he disobeys an order, and to be hanged by a judge and jury if

he obeys it" (Dicey, Law ofthe Constitution). There is finally the legally most

important question: To what an extent did the accused know he was doing

wrong when he committed his acts? This question, as you may know, has

played a decisive role in many trials of war criminals in Germany. In short,

the facts of the case were such that there was no "ordinary crime" and no
__-.--.----.--.--..--.-- -.- ·4_···_..·._~ _~.. ~_,,_····_·.·_~···_.·'_· •._._, " .'_"" ."." _, ,- ""''''':'.". ,._----

"common criminal," but that this "could not conceivably mean that he who

h~d'ffiurd~recl ~illions sh~~fcl't~~this very reason escape punishment."

What I wanted to find out was: W~~!. are the possibilities of renderingjllstice

th~()Ugh our leg,!lsystelll.atld institutions when confront~dy.rith thisnew

type of crime agc:l q-imina,lL.

Thir.?, I hav~ bee!1.thillki...!!KfQr manYY~QL.1~the.J)_p-e..cific_thirt¥_y:.~e:t.!"~,

abo~he n-~ure of evil.. And the wish to expose myself-not tot~~_,~~.~ds,
which~-;[;~;ll,-we;--;~llknown, buttothe eviIdoer'hl~s.i.l{~.··p~~bab.lywas

the--;;;tp;;;~~f~rmo1:I~ein my deci~io~ to go to Jerusalem.
Let me ~;;;-·~~~'~·~~-y~·~~ql;~~tions·. T~~~t;'i~iy"~g~~"~ith you that the

reaction to my book "is an important political phenomenon in itself," but I
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hope you will understand that, apart from the inconveniences this reaction

has caused me, it is of decidedly secondary importance to me.

1. I have no final answer to your first question-Do these reactions throw

new light on Jewish life and politics, and what has been revealed? My feeling

is that I have inadvertently touched upon the Jewish part of what the Ger

mans call their "unmastered past" (die unbewaltigte vergangenheit). It looks

to me now as though this question was bound to come up anyhow and that

my report crystallized it in the eyes of those who do not read big books

(Hilberg's, for instance*) and perhaps also accelerated its coming up for pub

lic discussion. This feeling is supported by a letter dated March 7, 1963, from

Dr. Siegfried Moses, former state comptroller of Israel, president of the Leo

Baeck Institute, and also, I think, of the Council of Jews from Germany. He

writes: "I came to New York with the draft of a statement which was to be

published by the Council of Jews from Germany. It was to attack the presen

tation given in Hilberg's book and in articles published by Bettelheim. Now

[i.e., after the publication of my articles in The New YOrker], the defense of

the council must oppose primarily your articles." (The letter is written in

German; I translated. You can of course see the original. Upon receipt of the

letter I had a long talk with Dr. Moses in Basel. If you wish, I can tell you

about it; it does not seem relevant in the context of your questions.)

2. I indicated one of the real causes of the violent reaction to my book.

Another important cause seems that people are under the impression that I

attacked the Jewish establishment because I not only brought out the role of

the Jewish councils during the Final Solution, but indicated (as Hilberg had

done before) that the members of these councils were not simply "traitor~."

In other words, since the trial had touched upon the role of the Jewish lead

ership during the Final Solution, and I had reported these incidents, all pres

ent Jewish organizations and their leaders thought they were under attack.

What then happened, in my opinion, was a concerted and organized effort at

creating an "image" and at substituting this image for the book I had written.

Something very similar seems to have happened in response to Hochhuth's

play The Deputy (Der Stellvertreter), which questions Vatican policy with

*Raul Hilberg, The Destruction of the European Jews (Chicago, 1961), frequently cited by Arendt in

Eichmann inJerusalem. -Ed.
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respect to the Nazi system. The question Hochhuth raises is very simple:

Why did Pacelli never protest publicly, first against the persecutions and

finally the mass murder of Jews? Nobody ever contested the fact that the

pope knew all the details. Thereupon the Osservatore Romano wrote as fol

lows: "If Hochhuth's thesis is right it follows that neither Hitler himself, no~

Eichmann, nor the SS were responsible for Auschwitz, Dachau, Buchenwald,

Mauthausen, and all the other crimes... , but Pope Pil;ls." This, of course,

was sheer nonsense, and Hochhuth never said anything of the sort. But it

served an important purpose: an "image" was created at the expense of the

real issue; the image is now discu?sed widely, and Hochhuth is in the absurd

position of having to defend himself against things he never said. Such will

ful distortions and outright falsifications can be effective if they are orga

nized and massive. The author under attack can do little more than say with

Anatole France: "If I am accused of having stolen the towers of Notre

Dame, I leave the country." (Source for the Hochhuth issue: Mereur, no. 186,

Au~st 1963, p. 812 ff.)

3. I was not surprised by the "sensitivity of some Jews," and since I am a

Jew myself, I think I had every reason not to be alarmed by it; I believe it is

against the honor of our profession-"a writer ... seeking the truth"-to

take such things into, account. However, the violence and, especially, the

unanimity of public opinion among organized Jews (there are very few

exceptions) has surprised me indeed. I conclude that I hurt not merely "sen

sitivities" but vested interests, and this I did not know before.

But there is another side to this matter, ~nd in order to d.iscuss it I must

refer you to my book On, Revolution (something I hate to do but it can't be

helped). On p. 227 ff. (and in other places as well) I speak of the political sig

nificance of public opinion, which, in my view,. stands in opposition to

authentic public spirit. I report there the opinions of the Founding Fathers

and say: "Democracy ... was abhorred because public opinion was held to

rule where public spirit ought to prevail, and the sign of this perversion was

the unanimity of the citizenry: for 'when men exert their reason coolly' and

freely on a variety of distinct questions, they inevitably fall into different

opinions on some of them. When they are governed by a common passion,

their opinions, if they are so to be called, will be the same' (James Madison,

The Federalist Papers, no. 50)."
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There is, I say, a "decisive incompatibility between the rule of a unani

mously held 'public opinion' and freedom of opinion," for "the rule of pub

lic opinion endangers even the opinion of those few who may have the

strength not to share it.... This is the reason why the Founding Fathers

tended to equate rule based on public opinion with tyranny...." The point

is that "opinions never belong to groups but exclusively to individuals, who

'exert their reason coolly and freely,' and no multitude, be it the multitude of

a part or of the whole of society, will ever be capable of forming an opin

ion." Pseudo-opinions are those of interest groups, and if such groups, for

whatever reasons, right or wrong ones, feel threatened, they will try to rule

out of their community "independent" people, who belong to no organiza

tion, in order to be able to say: these people, far from being independent,

speak only in the name of other interests. The many canards now being

spread in Jewish circles-that I am on the point of converting to Catholicism

(your question 13), or that I am now a member of the American Council for

Judaism, or that I am a "self-hating antisemite," and so on-are well-known

devices in such political campaigns.

Hence, your third question seems to me slightly wrong. I can only ask

myself: Would I, in the light of this political campaign, change anything?

The answer is: My only alternative would have been to remain silent alto

gether; once I wrote, I was bound to tell the truth as I saw it. I was not aware

of the dangers. Would I have dodged the issues if I had known? This ques

tion is a very real one to me. I am not in politics, and I am neither willing nor

able to deal with the situation that has arisen; it interferes very seriously with

my work, and the publicity connected with it is for me and my way of life a

first-rate nuisance. Still, because of the nature of my work and the task I

have set for myself-What is the nature of evil?-I suppose I would have

done it anyway and reported the trial on the factual level. The alternative

would have been to incorporate whatever I learned there into my theoretical

work, which of course is entirely without danger, because those who oppose

me would never have read it.

4. and). Why readers who read "banality of evil" should jump to the con

clusion that "their sufferings are banal" is beyond me. It can be answered

only by another question: Why can't Johnny read?

I hope you don't mind the joke. Since I had never written for mass audi

ences I didn't know what could happen. You equate "banal" with "common-
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place," and I am afraid you have the dictionaries on your side. For me, there

is a very important difference: commonplace is what frequently, commonly

happens, but something can be banal even if it is not common. Moreover, as

the phrase now stands-"banality of evil"-it is contrasted with "radical

evil" (Kant) and, more popularly, with the widely held opinion that there is

something demonic, grandiose, in great evil, that there is even such a thing as

the power of evil to bring forth something good. Mephisto in Faust is the

Geist der stets das Bose will und stets das Gute schaffi; the devil seen as a fallen

angel (Lucifer) suggests that the best are most likely to become the worst;

Hegel's whole philosophy rests on the "power of negation," of necessity, for

instance, to bring about "the realm of freedom," and so on. The question

came up in the trial through Servatius [Eichmann's defense attorney] on the

most vulgar level of course. But the trouble is that European Zionism (as dis

tinguished from views held by American Zionists!) has often thought and

said that the evil of antisemitism was necessary for the good of the Jewish

people. In the words of a well-known Zionist in a letter to me discussing "the

original Zionist argumentation: The antisemites want to get rid of the Jews,

the Jewish State wants to receive them, a perfect match." The notion that we

can use our enemies for our own salvation has always been to me the"origi

nal sin" of Zionism. Add to this what an even more prominent Zionist leader

once told me in the tone of stating an innermost belief: "Every goy is an anti

semite," the implication being, "and it is good so, for how else could we get

Jews to come to Israel? ," and you will understand why I believe that certain

elements of the Zionist ideology are very dangerous and should be discarded

for the sake of Israel.

But to return to your question. It is of course true that evil was common

place in Nazi Germany and that "there were many Eichmanns," as the title of

a German book about Eichmann reads. But I did not mean this. I meant that

evil is not radical, going to the roots (radix), that it has no depth, and that for

this very reason it is so terribly difficult to think about, since thinking, by def

inition, wants to reach the roots. Evil is a surface phenomenon, and instead

of being radical, it is merely extreme. We resist evil by not being swept away

by the surface of things, by stopping ourselves and beginning to think-that

is, by reaching another dimension than the horizon of everyday life. In other

words, the more superficial someone is, the more likely he will be to yield to

evil. An indication of such superficiality is the use of cliches, and Eichmann,
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God knows, was a perfect example. Each time he was tempted to think for

himself, he said: Who am I to judge if all around me-that is, the atmo

sphere in which we unthinkingly live-think it is right to murder innocent

people? Or to put it slightly differently: Each time Eichmann tried to think,

he thought immediately of his career, which up to the end was the thing

uppermost in his mind.

I am afraid I still have not answered your main question: "what about the

impression created before one had read the book?" Perhaps you are right. I

am not in the habit of thinking about the "impression" created by what I

write, at least not in the sense you mean it here. I am content when I have

found the word or the sentence which appears to me objectively adequate

and appropriate. But do you really believe it would have mattered the slight

est bit if the subtitle had not been there? I think that is an illusion.

6. Not only would I "admit as permissible the thought that Hausner [the

prosecuting attorney] was under no obligation to behave with full judicial

balance," I myself said so: "Obviously, the Attorney General is not obliged

to make available evidence that does not support the case for the prosecu

tion." But it turns out that we both may be wrong, at least for the Jerusalem

trial whose formal procedure is still governed by British law. For I received

the following correction from a Canadian lawyer: "That proposition is nei

ther obvious nor a correct statement of the duties of a prosecutor to conduct

a fair trial under Canadian law." He then goes on to quote a Canadian

Supreme Court decision which states inter alia that it is "the duty of the pros

ecutor to bring forward evidence of every material fact known to the prose

cution whether favorable to the accused or otherwise."

However, there seems to be more involved: it is one thing not "to behave

with full judicial balance" and quite another to drag into the proceedings an

enormous amount of material that has nothing whatsoever to do with the

crimes of the accused. During the trial, it was the presiding judge who most

strenuously objected to "picture painting" by the prosecution, so that this

time there was not the usual tug of war between prosecution and defense, but

between prosecutor and judge. Many correspondents who covered the trial

were painfully aware of this.

7. and 8. The question of resistance: I nowhere raised this question, and

what I said before about the "image" which has been created about the book
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applies here. This question was raised by Hausner. I spoke about it twice, in

the first chapter, where I called it "silly and cruel," and later where I said that

Hausner's question "served as a smoke screen for the question that was not

asked": Why did Jewish functionaries cooperate? The distinction between

these two questions seems to me almost too obvious for comment. There

never was a moment when "the community leaders" could have said,

"Cooperate no longer, but fight!" as you phrase it. Resistance, which existed

but played a very small role, meant only: We don't want that kind of death,

we want to die with honor. But the question of cooperation is indeed bother

some. There certainly was a moment when the Jewish leaders could have

said: We shall no longer cooperate, we shall try to disappear. This moment

might have come when they, already fully informed of what deportation

meant, were asked by the Nazis to prepare the lists for deportation. The

Nazis themselves gave them the number and the categories of those to be

shipped to the killing centers, but who then went and who was given a chance

to survive was decided by the Jewish authorities. In other words, those who

cooperated were at that particular moment masters over life and death. Can

you imagine what that meant in practice? Take the example of Theresien

stadt, where every detail of daily life was in the hands of the Jewish elders,

and think what would have happened to an inmate if he ever dared to ques

tion the "wisdom" of any decision taken by the elders.

As for the justifications of this policy, there are many, the most important

ones in the Kastner report, which appeared in Germany. It was common

enough to think: (a) If some of us have to die, it is better that we decide than

the Nazis. I disagree. It would have been infinitely better to let the Nazis do

their own murderous business. (h) With a hundred victims we shall save a

thousand. This sounds to me like the last version of human sacrifice: pick

seven virgins, sacrifice them to placate the wrath of the gods. Well, this is not

my religious belief, and most certainly it is not the faith of Judaism. Finally,

the theory of the lesser evil: Let us serve in order to prevent worse men from

taking these positions; let us do bad things in order to prevent the worst.

(There are analogies with "good people" serving the Nazis in Germany.)

The question of what was known and what was not known is often diffi

cult to decide, but in quite a number of instances it is clear that the Jewish

leaders knew what the Jewish people at large did not know. This is especially



true for Theresienstadt and for Hungary. Kastner wrote in his report: We

knew more than enough. It is here, as in other respects, of paramount impor

tance to keep in mind the distinction between the Jewish leaders, who had

constant dealings with Nazis and were generally rather well informed, and

the Jewish people, who ordinarily were in contact only with the Jewish

authorities. The decision in Theresienstadt, for instance, not to tell people

what transports meant, resulted in people volunteering for deportation!

I have answered your questions with respect to this point, but I should like

to point out that it was never my intention to bring this part of our "unmas

tered past" to the attention of the public. It so happened that the Judenriite

came up at the trial and I had to report on this, as I reported on everything

else. Within the context of my report, this plays no prominent role either in

space or in emphasis. It has been blown up out of all reasonable proportions.

9. Your thesis here is somewhat similar to the thesis of Hilberg. I have no

theory of my own; in order to make a proposition, 1'd have to go deeply into

Jewish history, something I do not intend to do. On the spur of the moment,

I would say, however, that even if your thesis is correct, it can apply only to

the initial states of the Nazi regime; it cannot possibly explain the role of the

Judenriite in sending people to their death.

10. I do not believe that Eichmann could have sabotaged his orders even if

he had wanted to. (He did something of the sort once, as I reported.) But he

could have resigned, and nothing would have happened to him except a stop

to his career. Of course he did his best, as I say several times, to do as he was

told. If his devotion to the task is sufficient proof to call him a monster, you

must conclude that a large majority of the German people under Hitler were

"monsters." I do not quite understand why you were so upset "every time [I]

minimized Eichmann's importance": I do not think I minimized anything, I

just told what he could and what he could not do, what his competences were

and so on. The prosecution, later followed by the judgment of the Supreme

Court (as sharply distinct from that of the District Court), acted as though

not Eichmann, but Heydrich or even Hitler were in the dock. This was

absurd. I did not"downgrade Eichmann," the evidence did. When I decided

to go to Jerusalem, I myself had been under the impression that he had been

much more important than he actually was. One of the reasons for this mis

conception was that he had always been in charge of negotiations with Jews,
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and hence played in our imagination a larger role than he possessed within

the Nazi hierarchy.

No doubt, we all hope that the reaction to my report will "be quite differ

ent ... twenty-five years from now." But does that mean that it is too early

to write and judge now? After all, eighteen years is a considerable time, and

judging from other such episodes, the danger is that we shall soon be flooded

with the kind of literature which is interest-inspired and tries to whitewash

everything. This, for instance, is the case in Germany with respect to the

people of July 20, 1944, who attempted to assassinate Hitler. But let me

repeat once more: If such is the case, and if my book plus a few others, which

try at least to tell the truth without any other considerations, should result in

the production of more lies than otherwise would have seen the light of day,

I certainly shall not take part in the research and the history writing that is to

follow. I did not write a "book on Jews," and if I had wanted to write about

the Jewish Holocaust, I certainly would never have dreamed of taking off

from the Eichmann trial.

II. This question is difficult to answer because you relate it to the "Jews as

a whole." No doubt the Hitler experience has had the deepest impact upon

Jews all over the world, that is, upon every single one of us. I spoke about the

immediate reaction in the book, and have sometimes thought that we are wit

nessing a profound change of "national character"-that is, to the extent

that such a thing is possible. But I am not sure; and while I think it is

high time to tell the facts of the matter, I would feel that for such a sweeping

statement the time indeed has not yet come. Let us leave that for coming

generations.

12. I received many letters from Jews supporting my book. As to Jewish

leaders-a few rabbis and the Council for Judaism. By and large the Jews

who support my book are like me-Jews with no strong connections to the

Jewish community, for whom, however, the fact of their Jewishness is not a

matter of indifference. Before the campaign started, the reaction was differ

ent. There was, for instance, a Yiddish critic, I think by the name of

Glattstein, who wrote a favorable review. Four weeks later, as though he

never had said anything of the sort, he wrote about an evil book by an evil

person-or something to that effect. More interesting: The first report in the

Jerusalem Post about The New Yorker articles was quite favorable. And the
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important Hebrew daily H aaret{ asked for serial rights (they printed, indeed,

two large installments without any derogatory remarks by the editors) and

for an option for the Hebrew rights for the Schocken publishing house, Gus

tav Schocken being the editor and owner of Haaret{. Again, a sudden change

of mind took place.

13. I answered the question before. There is no truth in it whatsoever. I

suppose the rumor has been started in the old hope-semper aliquid adhaeret.



THE EICHMANN CASE
AND THE GERMANS

A Conversation with Thilo Koch

KOCH: What are the theses of your controversial book about Eichmann?

ARENDT: The book really has no theses. It's a report that gives voice to all

the facts that were dealt with at the trial in Jerusalem. During those pro

ceedings both the prosecution and the defense presented certain theses

that I reported about, but that people then claimed were my theses-for

instance, that Eichmann was just a "cog" or that the Jews could have

offered some resistance. As for the second, I have expressly argued against

it, and as far as the cog theory goes, all I did was report that Eichmann

didn't share his lawyer's opinion.

Unfortunately the controversy about the book is mostly about facts

and not theses or opinions, about facts that are then rigged into theories to

rob them of their factual character. The book and the trial share the same

focal point, the defendant himself. What came to light during the pro

ceedings establishing his guilt was the totality of a moral collapse in the

heart of Europe, in all its horrible factuality. One can dodge that factuality

in various ways-by denying it, by responding with pathos-laden admis

sions of guilt that carry no obligations and smother anything specific, by

talking about the German people's collective guilt, or by asserting that

what happened at Auschwitz was merely the consequence of an ancient

hatred of Jews-the greatest pogrom of all times.

Ko CH: SO that what has been called the "unmastered past of the Jews" is

only a small part of your thoughts in the context of the Jerusalem trial?

ARENDT: Since you're asking about my thoughts, I can only say that at the

start the "unmastered past of the Jews" played no role in them whatever.

That only emerged during the trial and I reported about it. Eichmann's

actions took place within an environment and not in a vacuum. Jewish
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functionaries were part of that environment. During his police interroga

tion in Jerusalem-and even before that in an interview that he gave to the

Dutch Nazi journalist Sassen in Argentina-he himself spoke at great

length about his "cooperation" with Jewish functionaries.

People have concluded that because I talk about these facts that I was

trying to offer some sort of description of the destruction of European

Jewry, in which indeed the actions of Jewish councils would have to have

their place. But that was never my intention. My book is a report about the

trial, not a presentation of that history. Anyone wanting to write a history

of that time would surely not choose the Eichmann trial as his point of

departure.

But to return to the Jewish part of the "unmastered past," I must say it

took the incredible propaganda directed against me, along with conse

quences extending far beyond the Jewish world, to first make it clear to me

what a difficult problem this "unmastered past" evidently is, not so much

in the minds of people in general but in the minds of the ranks of Jewish

functionaries, who have rightly been called the "Jewish establishment."

KOCH: How did such a misunderstanding come about, the notion that your

book, your report on the Eichmann trial, indirectly excuses or trivializes

Nazi crimes?

ARENDT: It seems to me there are two things at work here. The first is a

malicious distortion, the second a genuine misunderstanding. Noone who

has read my book can claim that I have "made excuses" for the crimes of

the Nazi period. Something similar happened with Hochhuth's book.*

Because Hochhuth criticized Pacelli's position at the time of the Final

Solution, it was claimed that he had thereby excused Hitler and the SS and

presented Pius XII as the real guilty party. And then the attempt is made to

center the discussion on nonsense that no one has claimed and that is eas

ily refuted. It's the same with some of the controversy surrounding my

Eichmann book. People claim I have "made excuses" for Eichmann and

then they prove him guilty-and mostly with quotes that come from my

book. As is well known, the manipulation of opinion in the modern world

is done primarily by way of "image making"-that is, one sends out into

the world certain "images" that not only have nothing to do with reality

*Arendt refers to Rolf Hochhuth's play The Deputy (1963). -Ed.
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but are also often merely intended to disguise unpleasant realities. They

have had considerable success at this in the case of my Eichmann book.

There can be no reply to a good part of the discussion-both here in

America and in Europe-that you're familiar with, because it all deals

with a book that no one wrote. As far as the misunderstanding goes, the

subtitle, On the Banality of Evil, really has frequently been misinter

preted. Nothing could be further from my mind than to trivialize the

greatest catastrophe of our century. Something banal is not therefore

either trivial or all that common an occurrence. I can regard a thought or a

feeling as banal even if no one has ever uttered such a thing before and

its consequences lead to disaster. That's how Tocqueville, for example,

responded in the middle of the last century to what at the time were the

original, if also at the same time both pernicious and superficial, racial

theories of Gobineau. It was mischief loaded with consequences. But did

that make it loaded with meaning as well? As you know, there have been

many attempts to trace National Socialism into the depths of Germany's,

and even Europe's, intellectual past. I consider such attempts mistaken

and even pernicious because they argue away the phenomenon's most

conspicuous hallmark: that is, its utter shallowness. That something can

be born in the gutter and despite its lack of depth can at the same time gain

power over almost everyone-that is what makes the phenomenon so

frightening.

KOCH: And is that why you think it is so important to remove Eichmann and

the Eichmann case from the realm of the demonic?

ARENDT: In my opinion I haven't done that with Eichmann, he took care of

that himself, and so fundamentally that it bordered on the truly comical. I

merely wanted to point out what being"demonic" is all about when you

get a close look at it. I learned a good many things myself from all this,

and in fact I think it might be important if others were to learn from it as

well. For instance, the idea that evil is demonic, which, moreover, sees its

precedence in the tale of the fallen angel Lucifer, is extraordinarily

appealing to people. (Perhaps you recall the lines from Stefan George's

poem "The Culprit": "Who never has measured the spot where the dag

ger should pierce, how paltry his life, how frail the train of his thought.")

Precisely because these criminals were not driven by the evil and murder

ous motives that we're familiar with-they murdered not to murder, but
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simply as a part of their career-it seemed only too obvious to us all that

we needed to demonize the catastrophe in order to find some historical

meaning in it. And I admit, it is easier to bear the thought that the victim is

the victim of the devil in human disguise-or as the prosecutor in the

Eichmann trial put it, of a historical principle stretching from Pharaoh to

Haman*-the victim of a metaphysical principle, rather than the victim of

some average man on the street who is not even crazy or particularly evil.

What all of us cannot cope with about the recent past is not the number of

victims, but the shabbiness of these mass murderers lacking any sense of

guilt and the mindless shoddiness of their so-called ideals. "Our idealism

was abused" is a statement one hears not infrequently from former Nazis

who have now had second thoughts. Yes, indeed, but what a shoddy affair

that idealism had always been.

KOCH: What contribution can your book, now that it has been recently pub

lished in Germany, make to help us Germans in 1964 deal with the Nazi

past of 1933 to 1945?

ARENDT: I'm afraid I don't have the answer to that. But I might at least

mention something that has bothered me for a long time, actually ever

since 1949 when I returned to Germany the first time. It's been my experi

ence that all those Germans who've never done the least harm in all their

lives constantly insist on talking about how guilty they feel, whereas if

you run into an ex-Nazi you're confronted with the clearest conscience in

the world-even if he doesn't lie to you outright and use his clear con

science as camouflage. In the early postwar years I told myself that this

wholesale confession of guilt should be understood in terms of Jaspers's

grand statement right after Germany's collapse: "We're guilty of being

alive." In the meantime, however, especially in view of the fact that until

Eichmann was captured, people in Germany had grown astonishingly

blase about the idea that "there are murderers among us"-they never put

them on trial and in many cases even made it possible for them to continue

their careers, without the murder and mayhem of course, as if nothing or

almost nothing had happened-I mean, given what has come to light in

the last few years, I've begun to have my doubts about the innocent con

fessing their guilt. Such statements have often served to cover up the

*In the Bible Haman decreed "to destroy, to slay, and to cause [the Jews] to perish." -Ed.
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guilty-when everyone shouts "we're guilty," one can no longer discover

what real crimes were actually committed. Whether someone participated

in the murder of hundreds of thousands or just kept silent and lived in

seclusion then becomes a question where the degree of difference is irrel

evant. And that, I think, is intolerable.

As I see it, that same category of intolerability includes the recent

palaver about the "Eichmann within us"-as if everyone, simply because

he is human, inevitably has an Eichmann inside of him. Or the latest

objections to trying Nazis for their crimes-which you could already hear

applied to the Eichmann trial-about how all this will simply lead to find

ing scapegoats, which would then allow the German people to feel collec

tively innocent again. Politically the German people have to accept the

responsibility for crimes committed in their name and by members of

their nation-something that only a more or less insignificant minority

does not believe nowadays. But that has nothing whatever to do with the

personal feelings of individuals. Politically, it seems to me, the German

people will be quite justified in declaring that they have mastered this hor

rible past once they have convicted the murderers still living quietly

among them and have removed all those truly accountable from their

positions in the public sphere-by which I do not mean private or com

mercial life. If that does not happen, the past will remain unmastered

despite all the talk-or we shall have to wait until we are all dead.



THE DESTRUCTION OF SIX MILLION
A Jewish World Symposium

In September Z964, the Jewish WOrldpublished the responses to two ques

tions it hadposed to Hannah Arendt, Nahum Goldmann, Arnold Toynbee,

Andre Maurois, and Yaacov Her'{og. The two questions were:

A. Hitler slaughtered and the world kept silent. Does the continuous silence

and the reappearance of neo-Na'{ism imply that the Na'{i barbarism

may have its roots in European humanism?

B. Are the sources of the helplessness of the Jewish masses, as displayed

when they were driven to their slaughter, as well as the helplessness dis- .

played by the Jewish leadership both in Palestine and in the Diaspora,

before and during the catastrophe-of an objective or of a subjective

nature?

Arendts answers follow.

A. The world did not keep silent; but apart from not keeping silent, the

world did nothing.

In 1938, years before the slaughter began, the world, for example England

and America, almost unanimously reacted with "horror and indignation"

(Alan Bullock) to the November pogroms. But these verbal denunciations

were contradicted by administrative measures in the immigration policy of

all European and a great number of overseas countries; this policy confirmed

in fact, though only rarely in words, Nazi antisemitism. Those whom the

Nazis had declared to be outlaws in their own territory became outlaws

everywhere. Antisemitism was neither the only nor the decisive reason for

this development; the political structure of the European nation-state was

unable to assimilate large groups of foreigners, and its legal system was

unable to cope with statelessness. However, the simple fact that all refugees
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from Nazi territories had been "undesirable" by definition was of consider

able importance as a psychological preparation for the Holocaust.

The slaughter took place in the midst of a war whose outcome for years

was, to put it mildly, uncertain. It is understandable that the reaction was

slow to come; it came in 1943, when victory had become a certainty, with the

Moscow Declaration, where for the first time "monstrous crimes" are offi

cially mentioned. At about the same time, the first preparations for the trials

of "war criminals" were made, and the peace aims, laid down in 1941 in the

Atlantic Charter, were changed into "unconditional surrender." These were

matters of policy, considerably more than verbal denunciations; since delib

erate extermination of a whole people was unprecedented since the days of

antiquity, it is difficult to compare the world's reaction to the slaughter of the

Jewish people with its reaction to similar atrocities in time of war. The near

est analogy is the Armenian massacre in the First World War, when 600,000

people were slaughtered by the Turks-a very high figure if one considers

t1).e difference in technique-and there is hardly any doubt that "the

world's" reaction both in word and deed was stronger in our case. Still, the

truth is that, apart from planning for the coming victory, the Allies did noth

ing to stop the slaughter: they did not bomb the death centers or the commu

nication lines leading to them; and the neutral powers, with very few

exceptions, did less than nothing: they did their best in closing their borders

hermetically against all those who might try to escape.

Before we jump to any general conclusions about "European humanism,"

let us consider some of these facts. First, the denunciations were wrong and

remained ineffective because they did not mention the Jews by name,

although everybody knew that Jews were killed regardless of nationality and

denomination. The reason was that not only those in power but public opin

ion in general-large parts of Jewish public opinion not excluded-labored

under the fantastic illusion that to call a Jew a Jew and a spade a spade would

be a concession to Hitler. This was a failure, not of European humanism, but

of European liberalism (socialism not excluded)-its unwillingness to face

realities and its tendency to escape into some fool's paradise of firmly held

ideological convictions when confronted with facts.

Second, while we don't yet know the reason for the failure of the Allies

to act on the military level, there is no doubt that a fatal misunderstanding
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was among the contributing factors: since the slaughter took place in time of

war and was perpetrated by people in uniform, it was considered as part of

the war, a "war crime" in the authentic sense of the word, that is, an excess

transgressing the rules in the pursuit of victory. The best way to stop the

excesses of war, thus the argument ran, was to stop the war. That these mas

sacres had not the slightest connection with military operations was obvious

even then, but it was not understood, and the fact that first the Nuremberg

trials and then all other postwar trials have counted these killing opera

tions among "war crimes"-the new concept of "crime against humanity"

notwithstanding-shows how plausible this argument must have sounded

during the war. It seems that the world has needed two decades to realize

what actually happened in those few years and how disastrously almost all

those concerned, and certainly all men in high position, failed to understand

it even when they were in possession of all the factual data.

The last sentence implies that I don't agree with you about the "continu

ous silence." A study of the literature published during the last decade, even

a mere glance at the best-seller lists of the last few years-Grass and

Hochhuth in Germany, Schwartz-Bart in France, Shirer in America, the

Anne Frank Diary everywhere-prove, on the contrary, that few matters

are so much in the center of the world's interest and attention as that

"Hitler slaughtered" and the world did nothing. Moreover, public denuncia

tions on the governmental level have by now become a routine performance

in most countries outside the Arab world. And still, there is an ominous con

tinuity with the past and its catastrophic failures in the continuing disparity

between word and deed. Millions of words have been written and spoken

about the "crime against humanity," and yet there is no sign that we have

come any nearer to the establishment of an international tribunal where

mankind, the plaintiff, could bring suit against those who have offended

humanity. Or take Germany, where people continue to assure us of how

guilty they "feel" and where nevertheless surprisingly lenient sentences are

handed down in almost all cases of convicted Nazi murderers, while promi

nent former Nazis are being kept in high public positions. Recent public

opinion polls show that about 40 percent of the German population are

against all these trials and another 40 percent prefer to know nothing about

them. This failure to act is dangerous enough, but I don't believe that it is
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due to a "reappearance of neo-Nazism," of which I can hardly see any seri

ous signs in either Europe or America (I presume you are thinking Nasser's

Egypt).

What then is the connection between "Nazi barbarism" and "European

humanism"? The Nazis, alas, were no "barbarians," and I even suspect that

your question was prompted by those Holderlin-reading mass murderers

with academic titles who were so very prominent in the Nazi bureaucracy.

But is it really an argument against Holderlin or Beethoven to be read and lis

tened to, perhaps even appreciated, by the commanders of the Einsatrgrup

pen? What does it prove for or against Greek culture when a well-known

professor of Greek in Germany was able to translate the "Horst-Wessel

Lied" into classical Greek verse in order to prove how reliably he would

serve the new regime?

Still, I don't deny the significance of the extraordinary ease with which

almost the whole intelligentsia in Germany, and a large part of it in other

countries, could be made into Nazi fellow travelers and sometimes into fel

low criminals. But this is hardly to be blamed upon the contents of "Euro

pean humanism," however one may define it; it speaks against no ideas or

notions or even ideologies so much as it does against this new class of intel

lectuals who, as literati and bureaucrats, as scholars and scientists, no less

than as critics and providers of entertainment, are so urgently needed by

modern society that they are about to become its "ruling class." Here we

have indeed every reason to be worried, for they have proved more than

once in recent times that they are more susceptible to whatever happens to be

"public opinion" and less capable of judging for themselves than almost any

other social group.

There is, finally, another aspect to your question which you don't mention

and upon which I touch only because it seems to me rather important. Euro

pean humanism, far from being the "root of Nazism," was so little prepared

for it or any other form of totalitarianism that, in understanding and trying

to come to terms with this phenomenon, we can rely neither on its concep

tuallanguage nor on the traditional metaphors. And while the ensuing and

necessary reappraisal of our mental habits is truly agonizing, this situation

certainly contains also a threat to "humanism" in all its forms-it is in the

danger of becoming irrelevant.
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B. The Jewish masses inside Nazi-occupied Europe were ohjectiyely

helpless.

Once they were caught and driven to their death, they behaved like all other

groups in the same circumstances. Many reports from the concentration

camps as well as the death centers, where of course not only Jews were mas

sacred, stress the horror of watching "these processions of human beings

going like dummies to their deaths." (I quote intentionally from David Rous

set's report on Buchenwald, where no Jews were involved.)

There are several factors which may help to explain this apathy. Foremost

among them is the simple and often forgotten fact that there are many things

considerably worse than death, that there is a great difference between dying

a slow and agonizing death and dying the relatively quick and easy death

before the firing squad or in the gas chambers. There is, second, what

Tadeusz Borowski, the Polish poet, had to say in his report on his own stay in

Auschwitz: "Never before was hope stronger than man, and never before did

hope result in so much evil as in this camp. We were taught not to give up

hope. That is why we die in the gas oven." Hope stronger than man-that

means hope destructive of the very humanity of man. And even more

destructive perhaps of this humanity was the very innocence of those who

were trapped in this whole monstrosity, namely, that they were innocent

even from the viewpoint of their persecutors. Their apathy was to a very

large extent the almost physical, automatic response to the challenge of

ahsolute meaninglessness.

The Jewish leadership inside Europe was objectively hardly less helpless

than the Jewish masses. And nothing more needed to be said about them if

they had recognized this helplessness and relinquished their positions.

Objectively speaking, there were hardly more than three alternatives: to

admit their impotence and to tell the people all is lost, sauye qui peut; or to

accompany their charges on the voyage to the East and suffer the same fate;

or, as was notably done in France, to use the Nazi-controlled Jewish council

as a cover for underground work in which one tried to help Jews to escape.

Wherever Jews, either because of their numbers or because of their geo

graphical location, could not be killed on the spot-that is, everywhere

except in Soviet Russia-the Jewish leadership, instead of being merely

helpless, became in fact an important factor in the bureaucracy of destruc

tion. To quote but one of the many extant documents-from the Nazis or
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from survivors-"with the aid of the Jewish council, the deportations from

[Dutch] provinces proceeded without a hitch."

And now, finally, the Jewish leadership both in Palestine and in the Dias

pora: it has often been argued that these leaders failed to dramatize the plight

of European Jewry, that they were not insistent or not imaginative or not

courageous enough in their dealings with the Allies, and I have no wish to

deny this. Still, I believed then, and I am inclined to believe today, that under

the circumstances nothing would have helped but a "normalization" of the

Jewish position, that is, a real declaration of war, the establishment of a Jew

ish army, composed of Palestinian and stateless Jews all over the world, and

the recognition of the Jewish people as belligerents. (It is well known that

Jews who enjoyed the status of belligerents were saved-American and

British Jews in civilian internment camps, Jewish prisoners of war from all

Allied armies, even from the defeated French army. The only exception was

the Red Army. Russia had never signed the Geneva Convention.)

Whether or not this was a pipe dream, no one can tell who has not studied

the archives of the Jewish Agency for Palestine and those of Britain and

America, which are not yet open to the public.



"THE FORMIDABLE DR. ROBINSON"
A Reply by Hannah Arendt

"Miss Arendt," said Mr. Laqueur in his review of Jacob Robinson's book

And the Crooked Shall Be Made Straight (New York Review of Books,

November 1965), "had stumbled on what seemed a hornets' nest but is in fact

a very intricate and painful problem." This sentence would be true if it read:

"She stumbled on what in fact was a hornets' nest because she had touched

upon what seemed an intricate problem and is indeed a painful one."

Reviewing Robinson's "full-scale attempt to refute" my report of the

Eichmann trial, Mr. Laqueur was so overwhelmed by his author's "eminent

authority" that he thought it superfluous to acquaint himself with the subject

under attack. He accepts Mr. Robinson's basic distortion, contained in the

subtitle of his book, "The Jewish Catastrophe and Hannah Arendt's Narra

tive," which implies that I recounted part of "Jewish contemporary history,"

while in fact I have criticized the prosecution for taking the Eichmann trial as

a pretext for doing just that. (Needless to say, I would never have gone to

Jerusalem if I had wanted to write a book on "contemporary Jewish his

tory.") Mr. Laqueur believes that 1 asked "why was there not more active

resistance" among the Jews, while it was the prosecution that had brought up

this question; I had reported this incident and dismissed the question twice as

"silly and cruel, since it testified to a fatal ignorance of the conditions of the

time" (pp. I I and 283 of the second edition). He claims that I have been

unaware of the "particular vulnerability" of the Jewish communities in the

face of organized persecution, whereas I actually have enumerated these

vulnerabilities-no territory, no government, no army, no government in

exile, no weapons, no youth with military training (p. 125). He insists that I

"argue that justice was not done in Jerusalem," while I actually argue that

despite a number of carefully enumerated irregularities, the very opposite of

"countless" ones, justice was done insofar as the trial's "main purpose-to
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prosecute and to defend, to judge and to punish Adolf Eichmann-was

achieved," a passage even quoted in Robinson's book.

Nowhere did I say, as Mr. Laqueur claims, that "Eichmann was hanged ...

by the wrong court and for the wrong reasons," or that "irreparable harm

was done to the rule of law." On the contrary, I justified the competence of

the court and the kidnapping of the accused (pp. 259-65) and stated that the

trial in Jerusalem was "no more, but also no less, than the last of the numer

ous Successor Trials which followed the Nuremberg Trials." Finally, Mr.

Laqueur-knowing neither my book nor the trial in Jerusalem-believes

that I attacked the court proceedings as a whole, whereas what I attacked was

the prosecution. (The conflict between bench and prosecution ran like a red

thread through the proceedings. I reported it, and sided in nearly all cases

with the bench-which was rather common among the members of the

press.) Had Mr. Laqueur been at all familiar with the subject matter, he

would not have been so naive as to identify "betrayal and collaboration," for

the whole point of the matter is that the members of the Jewish councils as a

rule were not traitors or Gestapo agents, and still they became the tools of the

Nazis. (The distinction was made by the witnesses for the prosecution; if the

members of the Jewish councils had been scoundrels, there would be no

"problem," let alone a "painful and intricate" one.)

After misinforming the reader about the subject matter of my book, Mr.

Laqueur proceeds to enumerate my opponent's "formidable credentials." He

deplores that Mr. Robinson's name is not well known among "students of

political science," which is true, and not "one to conjure with in literary

circles," which is untrue: since the appearance of my book, Mr. Robinson's

name has become famous, particularly in New York's literary circles, and

especially among writers for Partisan Review and Dissent. Paralleling the

publisher's blurb, Mr. Laqueur draws attention to this "eminent authority on

international law" and assures us that "his standing is high among students of

contemporary Jewish history" (something of a letdown, for the publisher

has claimed eminence for this field as well). He rounds out the picture with

praise of "unrivaled mastery of the sources," "great erudition," and "awe

inspiring," "almost obsessive" scholarship. Finally, he tells us what Mr.

Robinson's present position is: he "coordinates research between the various

institutes devoted to the study of the Jewish catastrophe" ("throughout the

world," as the publisher has it), but he does not tell us what these institutes
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are. Are they too numerous to be enumerated? Hardly. They are the YIVO

(the Yiddish Scientific Institute) in New York, the Wiener Library in Lon

don, the Centre de Documentation Juive in Paris, and Yad Vashem in Jerusa

lem. There are reasons not to be too specific in these matters. Mr. Laqueur

himself, the reviewer of Mr. Robinson's book, is director of research in one

of the coordinated research centers, the Wiener Library.

In view of the recent vintage of Mr. Robinson's "eminent authority," Mr.

Laqueur's information is deplorably vague. Let us see whether we can help

the reader. Since Mr. Laqueur so closely follows publishers' blurbs, we may

note that in 1960, when Mr. Robinson's last book was published, the jacket

did not yet know that he was either "eminent" or an "authority." Then, in the

summer of 1963, a couple of months after the publication of Eichmann in

Jerusalem, he wrote a propaganda pamphlet for the (B'nai B'rith's) Anti

Defamation League, called Facts, directed against my book. The change in

his worldly fortunes was sudden and radical. While on earlier publishers'

jackets he was mentioned as "special consultant on Jewish Affairs" at the

Nuremberg trial, he was now described as "special consultant" tout court

obviously a much greater distinction for an "authority" on international law,

especially if one is aware of the minor role the crime against the Jewish

people had played at Nuremberg. These still rather modest beginnings

compared to his present status-show already that, while Mr. Robinson

recently acquired a number of startlingly new qualities, he also lost a few

which up to then had been his very own. Nowhere are we any longer told

that Mr. Robins~m's specialty is "Minority Problems," that he founded the

Institute of Jewish Affairs, sponsored by the American and World Jewish

Congress, where, with the exception of an article on the United Nations, all

of Mr. Robinson's contributions since 1940 appeared, and, most surprisingly,

nowhere in Mr. Laqueur's review is there any mention at all of Mr. Robin

son's very important role in Jerusalem. In the ADL pamphlet, the reader is

still told of his having been "a special consultant to the prosecution of the

Eichmann trial," on the jacket of the present book he merely "advised the

Israelis on questions of documentation and law"-no special connection

with the prosecution any longer-whereas in fact, and according to the

Israeli press handouts, giving "brief biographies" of the team of prosecu

tors, "Dr. Jacob Robinson" ranked directly after Gideon Hausner, the attor-
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ney general, and was then followed by two deputy state attorneys; hence, Mr.

Robinson was second in importance for the prosecution only to the attorney

general himself. From which one may conclude that Mr. Robinson had a per

sonal interest in "prosecuting" me for a change, and in defending the case for

the prosecution. It was, in fact, his own case.

Since Mr. Laqueur believes that the core of the conflict between Mr.

Robinson and myself consists of the antagonism of "professional historians"

and "amateurs ... eager to write a roman a these," he may be surprised to

learn that prior to 1963 Mr. Robinson was not a historian-the Israeli trial

authorities correctly mention his training as a lawyer-and that the present

book, published in cooperation with the Jewish Publication Society, is in fact

his first venture into the field of Jewish history. The best way to settle this

difficult question of who is the amateur and who the professional is perhaps

to consult the Guide to Jewish History Under Nazi Impact, a bibliography

covering all languages, including Hebrew and Yiddish, published under the

coauthorship of the late Philip Friedman and Jacob Robinson by the YIVO

and Yad Vashem in 1960. There, Mr. Robinson appears with two entries: a

short preface to abook by Boris Shub (1943) and a five-page study on "Pales

tine and the United Nations" (1947), a subject totally unrelated to the ques

tion that came up during the Eichmann trial. But most surprising of all, at

that time Mr. Robinson must have thought that I was much more a "profes

sional" than he himself, for I appear there with four items, one of them a

book more substantial and relevant to modern Jewish history and to the

period in question than anything by the two authors.

II

Shortly after the appearance of my book, Mr. Robinson said he had found

"hundreds of factual errors"-four hundred, to be exact, a figure which he

later upped to six hundred. However, upon closer inspection it turned out

that these were miscalculations; the number of mistakes can be counted only

by the number of words I used. This would make it rather difficult to reply

under all circumstances but is actually the least of the difficulties. Mr.

Laqueur is vaguely aware of certain shortcomings in Mr. Robinson's book;
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he ascribes them to a refusal to think, to "pause for reflection between foot

notes," and it is indeed true that the greatest difficulty in dealing meaning

fully with this book is its complete lack of consistent argument or point of

view. To be sure, Mr. Robinson has one overriding interest, namely, to con

tradict me line by line, and one overriding ambition, namely, to display his

"erudition." But while the former led him more often than not into a kind of

super-quibbling the like of which I never saw in black and white (when I say:

"According to international law, it was the privilege of the sovereign Ger

man nation to declare a national minority of whatever part of its population

it saw fit," he replies: no, not at all, except that "there is no prohibition ... in

international law to declare part of a population a national minority," p. 73),

the latter tempted him into filling countless pages with complete irrelevan

cies-as for instance afour-page excursion into Hungarian history, complete

with "basic sources," though all his facts could be found in a one-volume

Encyclopedia of WOrld History. This is no proof of scholarship but of its very

opposite.

In addition to these difficulties, the book displays in all innocence a total

unawareness of the most common distinctions in the historical sciences.

Such questions as: How many Jews lived in Rome in 1943? (Mr. Robinson's

figure, taken from the year 1925, is certainly too high.) When did the Hitler

regime become fully totalitarian? (Mr. Robinson actually believes that this

can be found out by consulting a Zeittafel, a chronological enumeration of

events.) Are there connections between the Final Solution and the earlier

euthanasia program? (Gerald Reitlinger, as I stated, has proved these con

nections "with documentary evidence that leaves no doubt"; Mr. Robinson

prefers to ignore my statement as well as Reitlinger's evidence, simply

ascribing the discovery of these connections to me and claiming that they do

not exist.) All these and many more questions are treated on exactly the same

level, or rather they are reduced to the level of the first question, an isolated

fact which, to be established, needs neither the context of a story nor the sup

port of interpretation nor the judgment of the reporter.

Clearly, the number of "mistakes" one can discover in any book with the

help of Mr. Robinson's extraordinary methods is staggering. And we have

by no means exhausted them yet. Mr. Robinson belongs among the happy

few who are psychologically color blind; they see only black and white.

Hence, when I described Eichmann as not at all stupid and yet entirely
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thoughtless, or point out that on the basis of the evidence he was not an

inveterate liar and yet lied occasionally, and then proceed to give some

instances where he actually lied, Mr. Robinson is firmly convinced that these

are "contradictions," "hopping back and forth," in his inimitable jargon.

Needless to say, my "contradictions" are almost as countless as my "mis

takes." All these methodological difficulties, however, which perhaps can be

excused in a book written by a lawyer and meant to restate a prosecutor's

case, are overshadowed by a truly dazzling display of sheer inability to read.

In his Preface, Robinson charges me with "misreading" documents and

books, and on page 2 of his book he starts to pile up examples of what he

understands by reading and misreading, until at the end one finds oneself

overwhelmed by a unique embarras de richesse. There are first the endlessly

repeated instances in which Eichmann's words, often given by me in indirect

discourse and sometimes even in quotation marks, are misread for direct dis

course of the author. Thus, quoting from a passage which is introduced in

the original by "According to the version [Eichmann] gave at the police exami

nation" and is liberally sprinkled with clear indications of indirect discourse

("as he saw it," etc.), Mr. Robinson writes: "According to Miss Arendt, the

story of Adolf Eichmann is a 'bad luck story if there ever was one.'" But

even when I quote verbatim from the police examination, in which Eichmann

had described his visit to Auschwitz to meet Mr. Storfer and said: "'We had a

normal human encounter,'" and conclude the episode by saying, "Six weeks

after this normal human encounter, Storfer was dead," Mr. Robinson thinks

that I "considered it a 'normal human encounter.'" And since he apparently

wrote his book without consulting the "primary sources," namely the trial

proceedings, he can write, "In the face ofwhat she says [Eichmann] referred to

'a cross-examination that lasted longer than any known before,'" completely

unaware of the fact that Eichmann (in the Io6th session) had said literally:

"Above all I wish that ... my sons can say 'Please, he was in the longest

cross-examination that ever was known '"

Another difficulty with Mr. Robinson's strange reading habits comes to

light whenever he accuses me of not offering "explanation" or "support" for

my statements. In all these instances he would have had to turn the page, and

in some instances a couple of pages, to find lengthy explanations, and while

he may find this too complicated because he seems incapable of remem

bering what he read only a few short sentences before, it is, unfortunately,
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indispensable for reading books or documents. Thus he can for instance

quote me correctly on one page: "To aJew this role of the Jewish leaders in

the destruction of their own people is undoubtedly the darkest chapter of the

whole dark story," and then on the very next page reply: "The destruction of

six million Jews-not 'the role of the Jewish leaders'-is the 'darkest chap

ter' of Jewish history," as though he never read the qualifying clause. The

difference between what I say and what Mr. Robinson makes me say is the

difference between "patriotism"-"that wrong done by my own people nat

urally grieves me more than wrong done by other peoples," as I put it in my

reply to Gershom Scholem (Encounter, January 1964)-and a monstrous lie.

And the alternative to assuming Mr. Robinson's inability to read would be to

charge him with character assassination. However, the alternative of bad

faith is difficult to entertain in view of the fact that Mr. Robinson's difficulties

with sentence structure occasionally work against his own interest. Thus he

begins his treatment of "Behavior of the Victims" (p. 187 ff.) by ascribing to

me a description which was taken, word for word, from the attorney gen

eral's examination of witnesses during the twenty-second session and was

quoted by me for the deliberate purpose of denouncing Mr. Hausner's attack

on these survivors. Since Mr. Robinson honestly believes he denounces me

and not his colleague, he finds now what he failed to discover when he

advised him, that this "picture contrasts radically with reality," which, of

course, was my whole point to begin with.

Mr. Laqueur found in Mr. Robinson's book a few inconsequential mis

takes and believes that more could be found by "a team of researchers."

Actually, the book abounds in monumental errors, of which I can give here

only two representative examples. The first concerns the Nazi legal system, a

clear understanding of which was of course of the greatest importance for

the Jerusalem trial. The second deals with the Widespread antisemitism in

Europe prior to Nazi occupation, because this was an important contributing

factor to the success of the Final Solution.

(I) The discussion of the Nazi legal system occurs on pp. 274-76 of

Robinson's book, and only after having read these pages did it dawn upon me

that the case for the prosecution had been presented in honest ignorance of

it. That this legal system was actually criminal did not make it any less

"legal" for those who lived in the country. Robinson obviously never heard

of the famous Nazi slogan Fiihrerworte hahen Gesetzes Kraft, "the Fuhrer's
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words have the force of law," because he does not recognize it in the English

paraphrase. Hence, he does not know that the Fuhrer's orders, whether

given orally or in writing, "canceled all written law" (Hans Buchheim). He

therefore believes that the sections in the German Criminal Code dealing

with murder made Hitler's order "illegal," and is in doubt "whether [the

order for the Final Solution] emanated from Hitler or Himmler (p. 371).

Only a "specialist," as Mr. Laqueur would put it, can judge how fantastic this

doubt is. That many of these orders were secret is a matter of course, but this

by no means prevented them from being legally binding, because, contrary

to what Mr. Robinson thinks, promulgation was not "the very essence of the

binding force of law" in Nazi Germany; he simply does not know that there

exist five fat volumes of verfiigungen, Anordnungen, Bekanntgahen (Decrees,

Ordinances, Notices) which regulated very important areas in the life of the

German people and still were classified as "top secret." (Four of these vol

umes, published by the ParteikanrJei, are available in the archives of the

Hoover Library.) In short, the order for the Final Solution was binding law

in Nazi Germany because Germany had become a criminal state, and noth

ing could be more preposterous than to assert that it "constituted nothing but

an illegal secret promise of the Fuhrer of immunity from prosecution."

(2) In my discussion of the situation in the Netherlands, I stated that "the

prewar Dutch government had officially declared [Jewish refugees] to be

'undesirable.'" Mr. Robinson declares categorically as usual: "This never

happened," because he never heard of the circular letter, issued by the Dutch

government on May 7, 1938, in which refugees are declared to be "undesir

able aliens." I would not mention this if it were merely a factual error, but the

point of the matter is that the attitude of the Dutch government was only

more outspoken than that of other European countries. Refugees, and espe

cially Jewish refugees, were "undesirable" all over Europe, and Mr. Robin

son tries in all instances to present the situation of Jews in Europe prior to the

Nazi occupation in rosy colors. (His only exception to the rule is Italy, where

antisemitic legislation actually was enacted, in 1938, only under pressure

from Berlin-the evidence is too well known to be quoted. For reasons best

known to Mr. Robinson, I suddenly stand accused of "whitewashing Mus

solini.") The rampant Jew-hatred in Eastern Europe and the rapidly grow

ing antisemitism in Western Europe can be interpreted and explained in

many different ways, but there is no doubt about the extent to which it later
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facilitated Hitler's Final Solution. This attempt to deny the historical truth is

especially noticeable in Mr. Robinson's discussion of Romania. The drift of

his argument is to accuse me of "minimizing German influence in Romania's

]udenpolitik," and to deny, in the face of all evidence, that Romania, in the

words of Reitlinger, was the "nation which began its deportations to Russia

before Hitler had even given the signal, but which was constrained ...

through jealousy of the Germans." Mr. Robinson, because of his mistaken

notions about scholarship, despises standard works (which explains, inciden

tally, why he is at a loss to find out how I "know" that Hitler thought

Antonescu to be more "radical" than the Nazis [po 362]; I cited a famous

remark of Hitler to Goebbels, well known to all "professionals"); he prefers

to base his presentation on an admittedly highly "selective" (lilckenhafie) col

lection of documents, prepared for the trial by the United Restitution Orga

nization, a group established to press Jewish claims against Germany; it

includes a research department whose raison d'etre is of course to "prove"

that all initiative during this period came from Berlin, and therefore to "min

imize" indigenous antisemitism.

III

A major part of Mr. Robinson's book is devoted to "Jewish Behavior in the

Face of Disaster," which in my book played a minor role. Even the admiring

Mr. Laqueur thinks that this chapter is the most disappointing of Robinson's

book. And it is true that much of its space is wasted on proving what nobody

ever doubted-namely, that the Jewish councils were established by the

Nazis-as well as on what no one at all familiar with concentration and

extermination camps will ever believe-namely, that there was no deliberate

and infernal blurring of the line between victims and executioners. In the

center of these sections are the Jewish councils, and Robinson's two main

theses are expressed in two sentences: first, "Legally and morally, the mem

bers of the Jewish Councils can no more be judged accomplices of their Nazi

rulers than can a store owner be judged an accomplice of an armed robber to

whom he surrenders his store at gunpoint" (p. 159, italics added). The worst

reproach one could level at the Jewish councils would indeed be to accuse

them of disposing of Jewish lives and properties as though they owned them,
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and no one to my knowledge has ever dared to go that far until Mr. Robin

son, with his inability "to pause for reflection," appeared on the scene. And

since he cannot remember what he wrote on p. 159 when he comes to p. 223

we hear, second, that whoever "accepted appointment to a Council ... did

so as a rule out of feeling of responsibility," hence was by no means forced at

gunpoint.

Mr. Robinson's second thesis has become common property among writ

ers for the Jewish establishment. The first thesis had a certain success in New

York's literary circles, partly, to be sure, because they knew absolutely noth

ing of the whole issue, but partly also, I am afraid, because of a moral obtuse

ness which Mary McCarthy very pointedly exposed in Partisan Review.* (No

one, of course, ever combined the two before for obvious reasons.)

This moral obtuseness (like tone deafness) is actually the most alarming

aspect of the whole book. Mr. Robinson quotes endlessly from announce

ments and deliberations of the JudenrCite, one more terrible than the next,

and then mentions-as though this was no more than one among many legit

imate opinions-an instance in which the rabbinate intervened and told the

Judenrat in Vilna "that he had no right to select Jews and deliver them to the

Germans," in accordance with the old prescription. If the gentiles should tell

you, "'give us one of yours and we shall kill him, otherwise we shall kill all

of you,' they should all be killed and not a single Jewish soul should be

delivered. "

At this point, not knowing what he is doing, Mr. Robinson raises one of

the most disturbing "problems" of the whole issue, a problem I had been

careful not to raise because it was not raised at the trial and therefore was not

my business: the conduct of the European rabbinate during the catastrophe.

It seems there was not one rabbi who did what Dompropst Bernhard Licht

enberg, a Catholic priest, or Propst Heinrich Gruber, a Protestant minister,

had tried to do-to volunteer for deportation.

These are serious and even terrible questions, and neither the present una

nimity of Jewish official opinion nor any"coordination" of research will be

able to prevent independent scholars from asking them and trying to find an

answer. The greatest weakness of this unanimity is that it is of so very recent

origin. History textbooks used in Israeli schools abound in the most extreme

*Cf. H. Arendt, Responsibility and]udgment, ed. J. Kahn (New York: Schocken Books, 2003), p. I8.-Ed.
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opinions on Jewish behavior; generally they are as unable to distinguish

between the behavior of the victims and the conduct of the Jewish leadership

as Mr. Hausner was when he questioned his witnesses. He complained about

the lack of Jewish resistance in general terms because this was "a popular

view among many Israeli writers," who held that "Hitler was helped in

exterminating all European Jews by the appeasement tactics of Jewish lead

ers," and because "Jews went to their death like sheep to slaughter." (See

Mark M. Krug's "Young Israelis and Jews Abroad-A Study of Selected

History Textbooks," in Comparative Education Review, October 1963.)

Naturally, I know much more about this issue today than when I wrote my

book and could only be marginally concerned with it. My insufficient knowl

edge of the intricacies of the problem came out in many letters from sur

vivors, and the most knowledgeable and interesting one came from a

colleague of mine who was in Hungary under the Nazi occupation and in

Israel during the Kastner trial. (Rudolf Kastner had been the most prominent

member of the HungarianJudenrat.) He said that I was in error when I wrote

"that Kastner was murdered by Hungarian survivors," that "during the trial

it came out that out of the four or five accused ... there was only one who

was not at one time or another in the service of the Israeli Security Service,"

though "none of them was actually in the Service at the time of the murder."

And he told me what I had not known, that "the Government did everything

in its power to support Kastner. The reason for this, apart from the dirty

linen argument, was that there was and is a strong link between the Establish

ment in Israel and the leadership which was in charge in Europe during the

war." (Kastner was of course a case in point; at the time of his trial he was a

high public official in Israel, although his role in Hungary was known to

everybody.) This, and nothing else, makes the problem "intricate" in addi

tion to "painful," for it won't be possible to elucidate it until the archives of

the respective Jewish organizations have been opened.

IV

To anyone willing and able to read, the result of Mr. Robinson's long labors

will look like a prime example of a nonbook. But this is not to deny that its

author is "formidable" and "awe inspiring." It is formidable that the book
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found two respectable publishers and was reviewed in respected magazines;

and it is awe-inspiring that for years now, simply on his having said so, the

news has echoed around the globe that my book contained "hundreds of fac

tual errors" and that I had not written a trial report but "scrutinized the data

concerned with the Nazi extermination of European Jewry"-as a student

paper recently put it, without, of course, meaning any harm. Even apart

from these spectacular successes, how could anybody deny the formidable

ness of a man who represented the government of Israel, and thus can count

upon its unflinching support, together with its consulates, embassies, and

missions throughout the world, is backed by both the American and the

World Jewish Congress, by B'nai B'rith, with its powerful Anti-Defamation

League and student organizations on all campuses, and who has four coordi

nated research institutes at his beck and call?

And these are merely the organizations in whose name Mr. Robinson has

the right to speak. To them we must add his allies, also international in scope,

though perhaps a shade less powerful. They are best represented by Dr.

Siegfried Moses-state comptroller of Israel, now in retirement, president of

the Leo Baeck Institute, with headquarters in Jerusalem, New York, and

London, and on the board of the Council of Jews from Germany, with

branches in the United States, Israel, Europe, and South America-who

wrote me (in a letter in German, dated March 3, 1963) that he had come to

New York with a draft statement against Raul Hilberg's book, to be pub

lished by the Council of Jews from Germany, but that now he had to send me

"a declaration of war" instead. (The Council did indeed publish a protest on

March 12 against Hilberg and me, and it was considerably less than an act of

war: it defended the activities of the Nazi-established Reichsvereinigung by

citing the work done by its predecessor, the independent Reichsvertretung,

which was not under attack; admitted that Jewish "leaders and officials" had

given "technical assistance in the execution" of Nazi orders; claimed "secret

resistance" for which "no documentary evidence existed"; and finally men

tioned a single known case where "Nazi orders had not been fully carried

out" [italics added]-all of which of course tended to prove my point.)

I do not know to what extent Moses, a high Israeli government official,

was instrumental in measures taken by the Israeli government; the first reac

tion of the Israeli press to my book had been sympathetic: theJerusalem Post

printed a friendly report from its correspondent; H aaret{ published long
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option on the Hebrew edition. I was informed by reliable Israeli sources that

Ben-Gurion himself had intervened to change this atmosphere. However, I

am reasonably sure that Dr. Moses's "war" consisted not in the harmless dec

laration of the council but in organizing attacks by former functionaries of

German-Jewish organizations who are now dispersed all over the world.

The "war" in America, at any rate, preceded by no friendly declaration,

began on March II, 1963, when the Anti-Defamation League sent out its first

memorandum-from Arnold Forster to all regional offices, national com

missions, and national committees-informing them of the article series in

The New YOrker, and stating its fear that my "concept about Jewish participa

tion in the Nazi holocaust ... may plague Jews for years to come" (italics

added). This was followed two weeks later by another memorandum, which

summed up the articles in five sentences and recommended this summary to

"book reviewers and others when the volume appears." The points to be

attacked were as follows:

(I) "That Eichmann was, as he himself claimed, only a small cog in the

extermination machine." (Not even Eichmann, let alone I, had ever claimed

this. It was the thesis of the defense.)

(2) "That the trial did not fulfill an original Israeli Government hope

enlarging international law to include the crime of racial and religious geno

cide." (Just plain nonsense; no one had accused the Israeli government of

not fulfilling a nonexistent promise.)

(3) "That the Eichmann trial was little more than a legal circus." (I never

thought or said so, but this was indeed a widespread opinion, shared inciden

tally by quite a number of old and trusted Zionists: Martin Buber told me in

Jerusalem that the trial was part of "Ben-Gurion's policies of panis et

circenses," and a well-known Jewish journalist wrote me in August 1963: "No

one can seriously question that the trial was a political and not a juridical

act"-firmly believing, incidentally, that this was my opinion too!)

(4) "That the Jewish victims of the Holocaust in Nazi Europe failed, by

and large, to resist the final solution," which was, as I said before, the point

insisted upon by the prosecutor.

(5) "That Europe's Jewish organizations, in the main, played a 'disas

trous role' by cooperating with the Nazi extermination machine. As a result,

the Jews, themselves, bear a large share of the blame for the murder of mil-
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lions of their kinsmen killed by the Nazis." (In other words, as everybody

soon knew and repeated, my "thesis" was that the Jews had murdered

themselves.)

This summary was then once more summed up for the press by Gideon

Hausner himself: according to the New York Daily News (May 20,1963), he

"flew here to answer Hannah Arendt's bizarre defense of Eichmann in her

book Eichmann in Jerusalem. The author would have you believe that Eich

mann really wasn't a Nazi, that the Gestapo aided Jews, that Eichmann was

actually unaware of Hitler's evil plans. The record, to the contrary, shows

that Eichmann shipped 434,351 Jews to the Auschwitz gas chamber." (One

really would like to know how Mr. Hausner arrived at this figure.)

Those who are familiar with the ensuing "controversy" will know that

four of the ADL's five sentences were used from then on by almost every

reviewer, just as if, in Mary McCarthy's telling phrase, they came out of a

"mimeographing machine." Which in fact they had, although it must be

admitted that, apart from his colleague Robinson, only Michael Musmanno,

in the New York Times, reflected fully Hausner's line. (With the result that

the Jewish Center Lecture Bureau of the National Jewish Welfare Board rec

ommended him to Jewish communities all over the country.)

Mr. Robinson's present book is only the last, the most elaborate, and the

least competent variation of this "image" of a posthumous defense of Eich

mann, a book that no one ever wrote but of whose reality even people who

had read my book became convinced, having quickly changed their minds

under this stupendous barrage. It is in the nature of such campaigns that they

gain in momentum and viciousness as they proceed. (ADL's first communi

cation still stressed that mine was an "otherwise masterful report," that "Dr.

Arendt is a recognized scholar," "a person of eminent respectability"

characterizations which must make them shudder today if ever they consult

their old files.) This is due to the fact that the more successful the image mak

ers are the more likely they are to fall victim not only to their own fabrication

but to its inherent logic. The image they had created was that of an "evil

book"; now they had to prove that it was written by an "evil person." When

this happened there were still quite a few Jewish functionaries who thought

that things had gone too far. Thus, I received a letter from an officer of the

United Restitution Organization-on whose help Mr. Robinson so heavily

relied-telling me that he could only "shake his head in uneasiness" when he
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read the "very vicious [gehassige] discussion, especially in the whole Jewish

press" (mentioning, incidentally, the "New YOrk Times and the London

Observer"), and he singled out the articles "of Syrkin, Steiner, Nehemiah

Robinson, Jacob Robinson, etc." This was in July 1963; a few months later,

this communication would have been impossible.

Noone will doubt the effectiveness of modern image making, and no one

acquainted with Jewish organizations and their countless channels of com

munication outside their immediate range will underestimate their pos

sibilities in influencing public opinion. For greater than their direct power of

control is the voluntary outside help upon which they can draw from Jews

who, though they may not be at all interested in Jewish affairs, will flock

home, as it were, out of age-old fears (no longer justified, let us hope, but

still very much alive) when their people or its leaders are criticized. What I

had done according to their lights was the crime of crimes: I had told "the

truth in a hostile environment," as an Israeli official told me, and what the

ADL and all the other organizations did was to hoist the danger signal. At

this moment, all those among us who still think "their honor precarious, their

liberty provisional ... their position unstable" feared that "the days of fune

real disaster when the majority rally round the victim as the Jews rallied

round Dreyfus" (in Proust's great description of Jewish and homosexual

society) were drawing to a close. It was of course a farce, but it was effective.

Or was it? After all, the denunciation of book and author, with which they

achieved great, though by no means total, success, was not their goal. It was

only the means with which to prevent the discussion of an issue "which may

plague Jews for years to come." And as far as this goal was concerned, they

achieved the precise opposite. If they had left well enough alone, this issue,

which I had touched upon only marginally, would not have been trumpeted

all over the world. In their efforts to prevent people from reading what I had

written, or, in case such misfortune had already happened, to provide the

necessary reading glasses, they blew it up out of all proportion, not only with

reference to my book but with reference to what had actually happened.

They forgot that they were mass organizations, using all the means of mass

communication, so that every issue they touched at all, pro or contra, was

liable to attract the attention of masses whom they then no longer could con

trol. So what happened after a while in these meaningless and mindless
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debates was that people began to think that all the nonsense the image makers

had made me say was the actual historical truth.

Thus, with the unerring precision with which a bicyclist on his first ride

will collide with the obstacle he is most afraid of, Mr. Robinson's formidable

supporters have put their whole power at the service of propagating what

they were most anxious to avoid. So that now, as a result of their folly, liter

ally everybody feels the need for a "major work" on Jewish conduct in the

face of catastrophe. I doubt that such a book is as "badly needed" as Mr.

Laqueur thinks, but Mr. Robinson, in any case, is most unlikely to produce it.

The methods used in the pursuit of historical truth are not the methods of

the prosecutor, and the men who stand guard over facts are not the officers of

interest groups-no matter how legitimate their claims-but the reporters, the

historians, and finally the poets.
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AFTERWORD
'13ig Hannah "-MyAunt

Edna Brocke

There is radical evil, but not radical good. Radical

evil always appears when a radical good is desired.

HannahArendt, Denktagebuch Z950-7.3, p. .34Z

A photograph taken on April 5, 1925, in Rauschen, near Konigsberg, shows

two girls and three boys. Together with her good friend from Berlin Kaete

Lewin, five years younger and still a schoolgirl at this point, Hannah Arendt

(reclining in the foreground) had arrived for a short family visit. With her

cousin Ernst Fuerst (the first on the left), whom she particularly liked, they

had all undertaken a short bicycle excursion. The brothers Konrad and Heinz

Jacoby (on the right in the picture) had joined them. Thus a triangle took

shape that would last a lifetime. Although each of the three would pursue

different studies at different universities, they remained close. Hannah

Arendt immigrated via Paris to the United States, her cousin Ernest and her

good friend Kaete-who had become in the meantime Mrs. Kaete Fuerst

moved to what was at that time the British mandate territory of Palestine.

As a sign of their profound connection, Ernest and Kaete named their first

daughter, born in Jerusalem, Hannah. In time she came to be known as "little

Hannah," to distinguish her from her distant New York cousin, "Big

Hannah."

As the younger sister of Little Hannah, I expected a giant woman as I

awaited Big Hannah at the Lod Airport in Tel Aviv in 1955 at the start of her

second visit to Israel. How surprised was I, barely twelve years old, when a

rather delicate woman with a hearty laugh and a hoarse voice appeared,

smoking one cigarette after another, a woman with lively eyes full of vitality
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that displayed a curiosity unimpaired by age, a woman who exuded a rare

combination of self-confidence and hesitancy. Her throaty, unmistakable

voice made its most lasting impression on me when she would recite long

poems in German, without pause or searching for words, with an intonation

almost suitable for the stage. And it was the same with the numerous classical

texts that she quoted by heart in Greek, as if she was engaged in a perpetual

inner dialogue with these texts. Her face, marked by a high brow, was partly

hidden by hair combed against its natural direction, a nonhairdo that fit very

well with her hoarse voice. The repeated lip movements attempting to hide

her beautiful, white, prominent teeth, together with a particular gesture that

brought her cigarette to her mouth with long, delicate fingers, also made a

great impression.

The occasion for her visit in 1955 was the thirteenth birthday of my

cousin, a nephew of Hannah's, who was not celebrating a bar mitzvah but

was nonetheless observing the birthday as a special one. One of the family's

gifts to him was a dark-green padded sleeping bag that he had wanted. I

climbed into the sleeping bag before we drove to Jerusalem to present the

gift. When Hannah saw me in it, she merely remarked: "Now you are as
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green as a frog." And so I acquired the nickname "Froschlein" (Froglette),

to which almost all her letters to me were addressed even after I had long

since become a married woman.

This first encounter had a long-lasting effect. She immediately took me

under her wing, providing me with many books (most of them written in

English), giving me a gramophone-at this time in Israel a great luxury

and worrying unduly about the cost of my education. She placed great confi

dence in my driving ability and on her repeated visits to Israel entrusted me

with the responsibility of chauffeuring her around the country.

When she visited Israel after the 1963 publication of her book onthe Eich

mann trial, so vehement were the emotions in the Jewish world in general,

and Israel in particular, over this "report on the banality of evil," she

remained incognito. During the trial itself I had accompanied her many

times to the Menorah Club in Jerusalem to discuss with her a host of issues

raised by the trial. Of particular significance was the Israeli Independence

Day, which fell during the trial and which we spent together in Jerusalem. At

the time this holiday was celebrated with considerable enthusiasm, since

statehood was still a relatively new experience for Jews.1t was impossible not

to sense Hannah's ambivalent relation to this ceremony. It awoke in her an

earlier identification with the Zionist idea, while at the same time returning

her to the contradiction that she had adopted as her own. On another occa

sion, I was privileged to be present during her meeting with Uri, an old

friend from her "Zionist phase." As a seventeen-year-old Israeli girl I was

very aware of the inner conflict the meeting provoked in her.

When my relationship to a German gentile student whom I had met at the

university in Jerusalem grew closer and seemed to point toward an eventual

marriage, Hannah urged my skeptical parents to support the connection. She

invited me and my parents to meet her friend Karl Jaspers in Basel. The

large, impressive, thoughtful, slow-speaking philosophy professor held an

"audience" with each of us and tried to figure out Hannah's motivation for

bringing the three of us to this meeting. We were left with the impression

that she had done it out of gratitude toward Jaspers, who as a non-Jew had

stood by his Jewish wife through the dark times of the European twentieth

century. Perhaps this was meant to suggest to my parents that they could

trust their daughter to their future son-in-law ... On this visit to Basel I met

Heinrich Blucher, Hannah's second husband, for the first time. It seemed to
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us "poor country relatives" that he exercised a strong influence on his wife,

and he maintained a noticeable distance from us as a Jewish family. His com

munist background prevented him from coming to terms either with us Jews

or with the state of Israel. Although he sometimes joined his wife on her

journeys, he never accompanied her to Israel. He always waited for her

in Athens. At the same time I was aware of how much he encouraged and

promoted-one could even say disciplined-Hannah.

Once I moved to the Federal Republic of Germany in December 1968, I

was able to see Hannah regularly each year, either in Munich (where she met

her publisher) or in Regensburg, where she visited us, but most frequently in

Tegna, a tiny village in Tessin near Locarno (Switzerland), where every year

she stayed for three months in the same very idiosyncratically run boarding

house. My husband and I would visit her there regularly, each year meeting

different friends of hers who were visiting her at the same time, and we were

able to have long, extensive debates about Rudolf Bultmann and other the

ologians, about Zionism and the state of Israel, about German poetry and its

significance in the postwar era. In the course of these discussions I frequently

found myself in the role of mediator between Hannah and my parents. She

often repeated the criticisms of Israel current among many leftists in Europe

and the United States, which were usually based on scant knowledge of the

real situation, and this caused tensions that needed to be overcome, because

they had been so close to one another since childhood.

We also visited her in 1974 in New York. Naturally it was a significant

meeting, since it took place in her new home. The view of the Hudson River

from her work desk, an ornate and elegant, narrow, classically European

table, was inspiring in itself. The study next door, with its entirely book

lined walls and a picture of her friend Heidenreich directly above the door,

was obviously her refuge from the world.

Our last meeting took place in 1975. She arrived in Marbach to examine

and systematize the papers of Karl Jaspers in the German Literary Archive.

We visited her and listened to her on the last evening as if a Prophet of the

Hebrew Bible were speaking to us. Only afterward did we understand that

her intensive summary of the most diverse experiences and perceptions had

been a drawing up of accounts. On the morning of July 5we brought her to

the train station. She was leaving for a meeting with Heidegger. As we took

our leave from her on the platform, I whispered a question to her: "Do you
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have to?" The answer rings in my ear to this day: "Froschlein, some things

are stronger than a human being."

Like a great many Jews, she was very conscious of being a Jew without being

Jewish in the religious sense. This was apparent on the one hand in her very

close relationship to her small family in Israel, and on the other in her circle

of friends in New York, which consisted for the most part of Jewish emi

grants. This deeply rooted Jewish awareness conditioned her political and

historical observations of the reality of her times, as well. She herself

described this sensation in a letter to Karl Jaspers: "As far as the Jews are con

cerned: You are historically correct in everything you say. Nonetheless it is a

fact that many Jews are like me entirely independent from Judaism in a reli

gious sense and at the same time Jews. Perhaps that will bring about the end

of this people, there's nothing to be done about it. What one can do is only to

strive for political conditions that will not make their survival impossible."!

Many people, including her gentile friends in New York as well as many of

her readers in Europe, were never able really to understand this central

aspect of her identity. "I was sitting together with a couple of American

friends a few days ago-a history professor, two famous journalists and a

woman novelist; all non-Jews with many Jewish friends. They were drawing

up an imaginary list of people who could be relied upon in the struggle for

civil liberties; suddenly one of them said: Isn't it funny, only Hannah of all

those Jews [is] with US."2

It is no accident that she first found employment exclusively with Jewish

enterprises. From 1941 to 1944 she worked for Auflau-the only German

language Jewish weekly newspaper in the United States, which closed in

2004. In addition to her regular column she also published numerous articl~s

there. From 1944 to 1946 she was the leader of a research team for the Con

ference on Jewish Relations) From 1946 to 1949 she served as an editorial

director at Schocken Press. Later, after many visiting professorships and lec

ture series at various academic institutions, she was given a full professorship

at the University of Chicago in 1963.
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Her Relationship to Zionism

After 1933, Paris became the place in which she made lasting contact with many

other Jewish emigrants, above all with Walter Benjamin, who remained a

friend until his suicide in June 1940. Many refugees from non-French-speaking

countries felt themselves generously welcomed in Paris. On account of her

Parisian sojourn Arendt confronted her Jewish identity in unprecedented

ways. During her time in Paris, she moved from mere theorizing to political

action. Looking back during her 1964 television interview with the well

known German journalist Giinter Gaus, a talk that has since become famous,

she described herself in the following terms: "But now, belonging to Judaism

had become my own problem, and my own problem was political. Purely polit

ical! I wanted to go into practical work, exclusively and only Jewish work."4

In exile in Paris she was active in the Zionist Organization. She under

stood Zionism as a concrete way of combating rising National Socialism,

that is, as a possibility for rescuing Jews and above all children and young

people from Europe by sending them to Palestine. In this capacity she

accompanied a group of Jewish youths to Jerusalem in 1935 and considered

that to be her active contribution to the defense of the Jewish people.

Her relation to Zionism first became ambivalent after she emigrated to the

United States. There she came in contact with a large and diverse Jewish

community whose Zionist organizations were structured differently from

the Zionist groups she had encountered in Germany and France. Looking at

the world from New York, Arendt wrote about Europe in 1954:

In the instant in which a war could even conceivably threaten the sur

vival of human beings on earth, the alternative between freedom and

death loses its old plausibility. As long as Europe remains divided, it

can enjoy the luxury of avoiding the agitated problems of the modern

world. It can continue to behave as if the threat to our civilization came

from without, as if Europe were menaced by two foreign powers,

America and Russia, each of them just as alien to it. Both tendencies,

anti-Americanism and neutrality, are in a certain way indications that

Europe is not at the moment prepared to confront the consequences
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and problems of its own history.... If Europe were united, ... this

escape route would automatically be closed.5

Already Arendt was able to write about Europe as if she were anticipating

the enormous political, cultural, economic, technological, and religious

transformations that only began after 1989. In any case, she "thought them

through ahead of time":

One hundred twenty years ago Europe's image of America was the

image of Democracy.... Today the image of America is called

Modernity.... The central problems of the world today are the polit

ical organization of mass society and the political integration of techni

cal power. Because of the destructive potential inhabiting these

problems, Europe is no longer confident that it can find its way in the

modern world. And so, with the excuse of separating itself from Amer

ica, Europe is trying to evade the consequences of its own history. The

image of America that exists in Europe today may not tell us much

about the real situation in America or the everyday lives of American

citizens, but if we are prepared to learn, then it can tell us something

about the justified anxiety that troubles European spiritual identity and

the even more profound fears that concern its physical survival.6

This sharp analysis earned Arendt great acclaim. But it also provoked

deep emotions, above all fear, which is why her pathbreaking book The Ori

gins of Totalitarianism was rejected by the European left (Western as well as

the Eastern) without ever having properly been read. The extent to which

the European left was hampered by its own ideological prejudices has been

remarked upon by Daniel Cohn-Bendit: "Hannah Arendt has been not only

misrecognized, she is also the most ignored political theorist in the Federal

Republic of Germany. This is true above all for the German left. As a polit

ical thinker, Hannah Arendt embodies everything the German left did and

does not want to hear."7

Eichmann

Not only the book itself, but its provoking subtitle in particular aroused

vehement criticism among Jews. The ambiguity of the expression "the ba-
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nality of evil" can easily be misunderstood in the context of the Shoah

even if Eichmann as a person did make a "banal" impression.

In 1963 Karl Jaspers wrote to Arendt that he had heard from a mutual

friend that "Heinrich [Blucher, Hannah's second husband] had invented the

phrase 'banality of evil' and now regretted that you have to take the heat for

his invention."g Ursula Ludz, the German editor of Arendt's writings, drew

my attention to a contribution to this discussion by Elisabeth Young-Bruehl,

author of the well-known first biography of Hannah Arendt in 1982. Young

Bruehl claims that Arendt wrote a reply to Jaspers on December 29, 1963,

which has not survived but from which she was able to copy extracts. In this

letter Arendt is supposed to have written: "Heinrich did not come up with

the subtitle; he once remarked years ago: Evil is a superficial phenomenon

and I remembered that in Jerusalem; and that eventually led to the title."9

The worldwide controversy unleashed by this book, and in particular the

arguments within the Jewish community about some of its theses, led to the

long silence about her book in Israel. Hannah Arendt and Israel stand in a most

complicated relationship. Even if she was by no means the only one who cast a

critical eye on the political motivations behind the trial of Eichmann, she bore

the brunt of anger. "As a Jew, Hannah Arendt seemed dangerous and problem

atic because she criticized from within," the historian Steven Aschheim from

the Hebrew University in Jerusalem wrote. He recalled a letter from Gershom

Scholem from 1936, when he still could praise his friend Arendt as a "great

Zionist and extraordinary woman." Aschheim enthusiastically notes that the

taboo around Arendt has now become almost a cult. This 18o-degree turn was

related in some way to the change in generations: "Today in Israel Hannah

Arendt is debated with as much subtlety as she herself desired in the foreword

to the Eichmann book. There she considers some of the shortcomings of the

report, writing cautiously about the 'possible banality of evil' and anticipates a

'genuine conflict about the subtitle.' ... Hannah Arendt is no longer taboo

largely because of the growing pluralism in the interpretation of history."

A full five years after the historians Mosche Zimmermann and Oded Heil

bronner from the University of Jerusalem had published a Hebrew transla

tion of Hitler's Mein Kampf (1995), Hannah Arendt's Eichmann inJerusalem

appeared for the first time in Hebrew (from the Babel Publishing House), but

only on account of private funding.
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It is of crucial-and it seems to me thoroughly relevant-significance that

Hannah Arendt's lucid analyses (both political and philosophical) and her

diverse observations cannot be reduced to a "theory" or "doctrine." In this

she was following-no doubt unconsciously-the Jewish principle of multi

plicity, the principle of both/and as opposed to the Western principle of

either/or. Unlike most of her colleagues she was of the opinion that an intel

lectual or a scientific analysis of political systems must always remain open,

because political systems, like political regimes, must always be reevaluated

in terms of a constantly changing reality. Her clear view of the realities and

her shocking courage in adopting even uncomfortable positions is the source

of her continuing relevance. Her judgments of most of the political themes

of her day were what one would call prophetic, not predictive.

The obverse of this spiritual posture is obvious: openness to constantly

changing conditions is inherently contradictory. If neither ideology nor a

closed system of thought can provide the framework, then judgments of

comparable phenomena can be contradictory at different times. To many of

her readers this seemed to be inconsistency. It seems to me rather the ethi

cally inspired framework that the millennia-old Jewish art of survival gave

rise to.

So I am grateful to my aunt, Big Hannah, for her guidance toward an

openness of thinking that continually attempts to pursue a changing reality.

This gratitude I share, so it seems to me, with many of her admirers around

the world.

On December 4,1975, just having turned sixty-nine, Hannah Arendt suf

fered a second heart attack in New York. The words she once wrote about

Rahel Varnhagen, "a German Jewish Woman in the Romantic Age," fit her

as well: " [She] remained a Jewish woman and a pariah. Only because she

clung to both identities was she able to find a place in the history of European

humanity."IO
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